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Abstract 

This document contains a selection of the scientific papers presented at meetings 
of the Scientific Committee and Working Groups of the Scientific Committee in 
1990. The text of the papers is reproduced in the original language of 
submission; abstracts of the papers and captions of tables and figures are 
translated into the official languages of the Commission (English, French, 
Russian and Spanish). 

Preface 

Le present volume contient une selection de communications scientifiques 
presentees aux reunions du Comite scientifique et de ses Groupes de travail en 
1990. Le texte de ces communications est reproduit dans leur langue d'origine; 
les resumes des communications ainsi que les legendes des tableaux et des 
figures ont ete traduits dans les langues officielles de la Commission (anglais, 
fran9ais, russe et espagnol). 

Pe3IOMe 

HaCT05IlI1HH TOM CO,l(ep)I{HT nO,l(60pKY HaY1.JHbIX pa60T, 

npe,ltCTaBJIeHHbIX Ha COBell1aHH5IX HaY1.JHOrO KOMHTeTa H Pa601.JHX 

rpynn HaY1.JHOrO KOMHTeTa B 1990 r. Pa60TbI npe,l(CTaBJIeHbI Ha 5I3bIKe 

opHrHHaJI~ HX pe3IOM~ 3arOJIOBKH Ta6JIHQ H nO,l(nHCH K pHCYHKaM 

nepeBe,l(eHbI Ha ocpHQHaJIbHbIe 5I3bIKH KOMHCCHH (aHr JIHHCKHH, 

cppaHQY3CKHH, PYCCKHH H HcnaHcKHti). 

Resumen 

Este volumen contiene una seleccion de los documentos cientificos presentados 
en las reuniones del Comite Cientifico y de los Grupos de Trabajo del Comite 
Cientifico en 1990. El texto de estos documentos esta reproducido en el idioma 
original; los resumenes de estos y los titulos de los cuadros y figuras estan 
traducidos a los idiomas oficiales de la Comision (espaiiol, frances, ingles 
y ruso). 
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SIZE COMPOSITIONS OF MALES AND FEMALES IN THE COURSE OF 
THE LIFE CYCLE OF EUPHAUSIA SUPERBA 

RR Makarov* 

* 

Abstract 

Earlier studies did not pay attention to differences in size composition 
of Euphausia superba populations by sex and its seasonal variability. 
In this paper variations in size and sex composition of samples from 
commercial catches are analyzed over the reproductive season, using 
samples from different years. The observed variations were related to 
stages of kriU maturity during the reproductive cycle. Information on 
size composition by sex is considered to be vital for an understanding 
of krill population structure. It is suggested that duties of 
biologist-observers aboard commercial vessels should include not only 
measurement but also sex determination of adult kril1. 

Resume 

Les etudes anterieures n'ont nuUement fait cas des differences de la 
distribution de frequences de tailles des populations d' Euphausia 
superba par sexe ou de sa variabilite saisonniere. Dans ce document, 
les variations de composition par taille et par sexe des echantillons des 
captures commerciales sont analysees au cours de la saison de 
reproduction, a l'aide d'echantillons provenant d'annees differentes. 
Les variations observees portaient sur les stades de maturite du krill 
pendant son cycle reproducteur. Les informations sur la composition 
en tailles par sexe sont estimees essentielles a la comprehension de la 
structure demographique du krill. I1 est suggere que les 
biologistes-observateurs embarques sur les navires commerciaux aient 
pour tache, non seulement de me surer le krill adulte, mais egalement 
d'en determiner le sexe. 

Pe310Me 

IIpe~bl.z:(y~He HCCJle~OBaHH5I He npHHHMaJlH BO BHHMaHHe 

Pa3J1HqH5I B pa3MepHOM COCTaBe nOJlOBblX rpynn nonyJl5l~m';f 
Euphausia superba Hero ce30HHOH H3MeHQHBOCTH. B ~aHHOM 
Tpy ~e Ha npHMepe np06, c06paHHblx 3a pa3Hble rO~bI, 
npHBO~HTC5I aHaJlH3 H3MeHeHHH pa3MepHOro H nOJlOBOrO 

COCTaBa np06 Ha npOT5I)I{eHHH ce30Ha BocnpOH3BO~CTBa. 
OTMeQeHHble H3MeHeHH5I 6blJlH CB5I3aHbl co CTa~H5IMH 

nOJlOB03peJlOCTH KPHJl5I B TeQeHHe ~HKJla BocnpOH3BO~CTBa. 

HH<popMa~H5I 0 pa3MepHOM COCTaBe no nOJlOBblM rpynnaM 

CQHTaeTC5I He06xo~HMOH ~Jl5I nOHHMaHH5I CTpyKTYPbl 

nonyJl5l~HH KPHJl5I. Ha6J1IO~aTeJl5lM-6HOJlOraM Ha 60PTY 

KOMMepQeCKHX npOMblCJlOBblX cy ~OB npe~JlaraeTC5I 

BbInOJlH5ITb He TOJlbKO H3MepeHHe nOJlOB03peJlblX oc06eH 

KPHJl5I, HO H onpe~eJleHHe HX nOJlOBOH npHHa~Jle)l{HOCTH. 

VNIRO, 17a Verkhnaya Krasnoselskaya Street, Moscow, USSR 107140 
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Resumen 

En estudios anteriores no se ha prestado atenci6n alas diferencias 
debidas a la variabilidad estacional 0 al sexo en la composici6n por 
tallas de las poblaciones de Euphausia superba.. A partir de los 
muestreos realizados durante varios alios en las capturas comerciales, 
se estudian las variaciones de las composiciones por talla y sexo 
durante el cic10 reproductor completo. Las variaciones observadas 
estan relacionadas con la fases de madurez del krill en su cic10 
reproductor. La informaci6n sobre la composici6n por sexos se 
considera vital para entender la estructura de las poblaciones de kril1. 
Se sugiere que los observadores-bi610gos de los buques comerciales, 
no s610 se encarguen de medir el krill adulto sino tambien de determinar 
su sexo. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Size composition of Euphausia superba (as in all other crustaceans) is the only criterion 
for examining population age structure in the field. Usually, when analyzing size composition, 
researchers use modal size for comparison. In general, such analyses are carried out for whole 
samples without subdividing them into males and females. However, it has been observed that 
modal size of males and females sometimes differs considerably. 

Specialized studies of trends in size composition of males and females in the course of 
the life history of E. superba have not yet been carried out. Earlier isolated observations 
revealed considerable variations in relative size of males and females at different reproductive 
stages (Makarov, 1983). Recently collected data have made it possible for us to evaluate these 
variations in detail. In addition to data on adult krilI, available data on juvenile krilI were used 
in analyses of size variations. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Samples of E. superba taken from commercial catches in different seasons and areas 
were analyzed for size of males and females at different stages of the active reproduction period 
- from the beginning of maturation of E. superba in spring to the end of spawning and the stage 
of development in females of "juvenilized" gonads for the next spawning season. Stages of the 
reproductive cycle are given with reference to developmental stages of females. Specimens 
were measured to the nearest 1 mm from the tip of rostrum to the end of telson. 

An abbreviated scale of maturity stages for females was compiled for the purposes of 
this study. The following four stages were distinguished (stages of the BIOMASS scale are 
included in brackets for reference): 
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A non-mature or at the beginning of maturation (lIB, ma-me); 

B ready for spawning with developed oocytes (mD); 

C recently spawned (ovaries with residual oocytes), juvenilization of ovaries has not 
yet started (HIE); 



D post-spawning with juvenilized small ovaries (usually with residual round oocytes 
surrounded by smaller uniform-sized cells) (mc). 

The succession of events in the E. superba population was considered by observing 
stages of maturity in males and females as indicators of reproductive cycle stages. Time of 
sampling was not regarded as of immediate importance for this study. It was considered more 
important to get results which were not affected by an inter-annual variability caused by 
differences in dates on which the reproductive cycle stages occurred. For this reason an 
analysis of the stages of maturity of females has been carried out for all samples combined. 

The bulk of the data used are data on adult specimens. However, some data on 
E. superba larvae and juveniles are also used. Specimens were sexed by observing their 
internal sexual features (petasmas in males were also taken into account). The same procedure 
was used in sexing larvae. A comprehensive examination of the anatomy of specimens usually 
made it possible for the sex of larvae at stages Furcilia V and VI to be determined. Larvae were 
measured up to the nearest 0.1 mm. Ovaries were clearly visible, but observation of sperm 
glands presented a difficult and time-consuming task. For this reason, if ovaries were not 
found, the specimen was counted as male. Comprehensive examinations were undertaken 
periodically after each 8 to 10 specimens analyzed in order to verify sex determination. 

3. SIZE COMPOSITION OF MALES AND FEMALES 

Larvae. Size composition and sex of larvae in stages Furcilia V to VI are shown in 
Figure 1. Samples were taken from a "patch" concentration of krill in the Scotia Sea in March 
1969. As can be seen, the size of males and females differs considerably. The maximum size 
of males is generally greater than of females. Males are more abundant at stage VI, females are 
more abundant at stage V. It is clear that males are larger and in a more advanced stage of 
development than females. 

Juveniles. In general, the size composition of juveniles (Le., non-mature females 
with small even-sized oocytes and males with underdeveloped sperm ducts and external sexual 
features) follows the pattern found in larvae, though not in such an obvious manner (Figure 2). 
Differences are often observed in frequency distribution and in some cases in modal size. 
These differences are not always related to absolute size of males and females in any given 
sample. 

Adults. As a rule, only samples with a small range of specimen sizes were selected for 
the analysis. A small size range was typical for samples taken from the South Orkney Is area. 
Samples from other areas contained some juveniles and were usually rejected. 

In spring, at the beginning of reproduction season, when maturing of gonads takes 
place (stage of maturity A), the size composition of adult males and females is the same as in 
juveniles (Figure 3). 

The modal size of fully matured females (stage of maturity B) was greater than that of 
males (Figure 4). Samples collected in 1967 present an exception from this rule. It is 
noteworthy that other samples taken in 1967 in other areas (South Orkney Is) demonstrate a 
similar tendency. 

If samples consist of specimens at different stages of maturity (A, B, C), females are 
found to prevail to some extent among larger specimens (excluding 1967 data) (Figure 5). 

Towards the end of spawning season (females at stage C are dominant) size 
composition becomes most diverse (Figure 6). 
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Soon after spawning (females at stages C and D; later stage D only) the observed size 
composition returns to that observed prior to spawning (Figure 7). As earlier, males have a 
greater modal size than females, especially when most of the females are at stage D. 

4. DISCUSSIONS 

As can be seen, in the usual and initial size ratio between males and females of 
E. superba, the number of larger males is greater (this applies to larvae and juveniles as well as 
adults). This was observed earlier by H. Bargmann (1945). Variability in the relative size of 
males and females is observed in mature specimens, especially during peak reproductive 
season, during spawning. During this period some females might be larger than males. 

What is the reason for such variability? The problem is rather complicated and require 
special attention. Of course, we can suggest only some preliminary considerations. 

Firstly, it could be suggested that a spatial segregation of males and females leads to 
such variability. 

The different rhythms of diurnal vertical migration of krill of different sizes and sexes 
can be also considered as a possible cause. It is important to remember that all catches are taken 
in the upper 100 m layer. Indeed, one reported catch using a Juday net (36 cm diameter) from 
200 to 500 m and deeper consisted exclusively of males (over 200 males) (Makarov, 1981). 
However, at the same time, the sex ratio in catches from nearby areas was 1:1. For this reason 
this catch can be considered as a local phenomenon (Elephant Is area). 

Another explanation relates to the preponderance of males or females in commercial 
catch samples taken over a vast area. A paper on this phenomenon is being prepared for 
publication. The reason for this may be related to seasonal changes in vertical distribution of 
males and females. However, the phenomenon is not frequently observed. 

The observed regular and temporal variations in the size composition ratio of males to 
females can not, however, be reasonably explained by the above suggestions. Because 
variations in size composition ratio correlate well with stages in the reproductive cycle, it will be 
also necessary to discuss the question of the post-spawning mortality rate in E. superba. 

Maturation occurs in males earlier than in females and mating takes place long before 
spawning (Bargmann, 1945; Makarov, 1983). For this reason, post-spawning mortality of 
males should also take place earlier. Moreover, larger males and females do mature faster. It 
may also be possible that an increase in male mortality begins shortly before the spawning 
season (Figure 4). 

If these suggestions are correct, females should have a higher modal size, particularly 
during early stages of the spawning season in E. superba popuiations. 

It is likely that an increase in post-spawning mortality in females begins at later stages of 
the spawning season. During that time, due to the earlier onset of mortality in larger females, 
the size compositions of males and females become more similar (Figures 5 and 6). In addition, 
soon after the spawning season and with the passage of time, new smaller adult females (with 
juvenilized ovaries) are recruited to the population and the size composition ratio of males to 
females reverts to its usual, initial value (Figure 7). 

The above explanations are not the only ones possible and some other population 
characteristics need to be analysed in order to clarify the problem further. For example, a 
similar analysis of males can be carried out. The sex ratio is of particular importance. Indeed, 
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the observed sex ratio in samples was highly variable. Future studies should seek to find 
causes of this variability in connection with the size composition ratio between males and 
females. 

Additional information over all seasons of any particular year is required for these 
purposes. Such information may be gathered aboard a commercial fishing vessel, because 
numerous repetitive observations are most important in this case. Commercial vessels more or 
less maintain their position on fishing grounds and with a transfer of observers from vessel to 
vessel there is a good chance of covering the whole spawning season of E. superba. 

Sex determination of krill is not a difficult task because these obselVations deal only 
with adult krill. Repetitive obselVations can be also made very easily. 

The type of information described above is valuable for assessing size composition of 
E. superba. Variations in size frequency distribution and, in particular, new additional size 
peaks may be the result not only of a real shift in occurrence of some size (age) groups, but also 
of the sequence of reproductive cycle stages. The latter relates to considerable variations in the 
size ratio of specimens from the same size (age) groups of the population. As was observed, 
spawning aggregations of krill, even within a limited area, may differ considerably in 
compositions of females in terms of stages of maturity. 

Therefore, the duties of biologists-obselVers aboard commercial vessels (as suggested at 
CCAMLR-VII) should include not only daily measurements of krill size but also sex 
determination of adult krill. The latter is important not only for the acquisition of the 
information discussed here, but will enhance our knowledge of the biological processes 
involved. Continuing monitoring of krill size and sex composition in trawl catches (the 
so-called differentiated approach to measurement) will help researchers to develop an optimal 
sampling strategy for the subsequent thorough analysis of samples ashore. 

7 
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Distributions de frequences de tailles de males et femelles d'E. superba aux 
stades larvaires furcilia V et VI. (Males - ligne pointillee; femelles - ligne 
pleine). 

Distributions de frequences de tailles d'immatures males et femeIles 
d' E. superba (legende: cf. figure 1). 

Distributions de frequences de tailles de males et femeIles d' E. superba 
pendant la periode de pre-ponte (legende: cf. figure 1). 

Distributions de frequences de taiIles de males et femeIles d'E. superba en 
pleine phase de maturire du cycle reproducteur (legende: cf. figure 1). 

Distributions de frequences de tailles de males et femeIles d' E. superba 
pendant la periode de ponte (legende: cf. figure 1). 

Distributions de frequences de taiIles de males et femelles d' E. superba a la fin 
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Distributions de frequences de tailles de males et femeIles d' E. superba 
pendant la periode d'apres-ponte (legende: cf. figure 1). 

Cnl-lCOK PI-ICYHKOB 

Pa3MepHblti COCTaB caM~OB 1-1 caMOK KPWJISI E. superba Ha CTa~I-ISIX 
<PYP~I-IJII-ISI V 1-1 VI. (CaM~bI - nYHKTl-lpHaSI JII-IHI-ISI, CaMKI-I - HenpepbIBHaSI 

JII-IHI-ISI). 

Pa3MepHblti COCTaB HenOJIOB03peJIOrO KPl-lJISI E. superba, caM~bI 1-1 

caMKR (YCJIOBHble 0603HaQeHI-ISI - CM. Ta6JII-I~Y 1). 

Pa3MepHblti COCTaB caM~OB 1-1 caMOK KPl-lJISI E. superba B 

npe~HepecToBblti nepl-lo~: (YCJIOBHble 0603HaQeHI-ISI - CM. Ta6JII-I~Y 1). 

Pa3MepHblti COCTaB nOJIOB03peJIbIX caM~OB 1-1 caMOK KPl-lJISI E. superba. 
(YCJIOBHble 0603HaQeHI-ISI - CM. Ta6JII-I~Y 1). 

Pa3MepHblti COCTaB caM~OB 1-1 caMOK KPl-lJISI E. superba B HepecToBblti 

nepl-lo~. (YCJIOBHble 0603HaQeHI-ISI - CM. Ta6JII-I~Y 1). 

Pa3MepHblti COCTaB caM~OB 1-1 caMOK KPl-lJISI E. superba K KOH~Y 
HepeCTOBoro nepl-lo~a. (YCJIOBHble 0603HaQeHI-ISI - CM. Ta6JII-I~Y 1). 

Pa3MepHblti COCTaB caM~OB 1-1 caMOK KPl-lJISI E. superba B 

nOCJIeHepecToBblti nepl-lo~. (YCJIOBHble 0603HaQeHI-ISI - CM. Ta6JII-I~Y1). 

Lista de las figuras 

Composici6n por tallas de machos y hembras de E. superba, en la fase larval 
de furcilia V y VI. (machos - linea de puntos, hembras - linea continua). 
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Composicion por tallas de macho E. superba juvenil. (Vease la leyenda de la 
Figura 1). 

Composicion por tallas de machos y hembras de E. superba, antes del desove. 
(V ease la leyenda de la Figura 1). 

Composicion de tallas de machos y hembras de E. superba, en la fase de plena 
madurez reproductora. (V ease la leyenda de la Figura 1). 

Composicion por tallas de machos y hembras de E. superba, en la epoca de 
desove. (V ease la leyenda de la Figura 1). 

Composicion por tall as de machos y hembras de E. superba, al final de la 
epoca de desove. (Vease la leyenda de la Figura 1). 

Composicion por tallas de machos y hembras de E. superba, en la epoca 
posterior al desove. (Vease la leyenda de la Figura 1). 
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HOMOGENEITY OF BODY LENGTH COMPOSITION OF ANTARCTIC 
KRILL WITHIN THE COMMERCIAL ZONE 

T.Ichii* 

Abstract 

The homogeneity of krill (Euphausia superba) length composition in 
commercial trawl catches (hauls) was investigated by comparing length 
compositions from different parts of the same haul. There was no 
significant difference (P>O.OS) in 53 out of 60 hauls. Therefore it is 
concluded that sampling from one part of the haul provides a reasonable 
estimate of length composition in the entire haul. In contrast to small 
variations in length composition within the same haul, variation 
between different hauls was most noticeable in areas where krilllength 
frequency compositions were bimodal. 

Resume 

L'homogeneite de la distribution des frequences de longueurs du krill 
(Euphausia superba) dans les captures commerciales des chaluts (traits) 
a ete examinee en comparant les compositions en longueurs provenant 
de differentes parties d'un meme chalut. Aucune difference 
significative (P>O.OS) n'a ete notee dans 53 des 60 chalutages. Cela a 
permis de conclure que l'echantillonnage provenant d'une partie du trait 
offre une estimation raisonnable de la composition en longueurs de tout 
le trait. Contrairement aux variations minimes dans la distribution en 
frequences de longueurs dans un meme trait, la variation entre plusieurs 
traits etait la plus claire dans les regions Oll les distributions de 
frequences de longueurs du krill sont bimodales. 

Pe310Me 

CTeneHb O~HOpO~HOCTI1 pa3MepHOro COCTaBa KOMMeplleCKI1X 

YJIOBOB (3a O~HO TpaJIeHl1e) aHTapKTl1l1eCKOrO KPI1JISI (Euphausia 
superba) 6blJIa 113YlIeHa nYTeM cpaBHeHI1SI pa3MepHOro COCTaBa 

npo6, B3SITblX 113 Pa3JIl1l1HbIX lIaCTeti O~Horo YJIOBa. B 53 113 60 
YJIOBOB pa3JIl1l111e 6blJIO He3Hall11TeJIbHblM <P>O,OS). 
CJIe~OBaTeJIbHO, no npo6e, B3SIToti 113 O~Hoti lIaCTI1 YJIOBa, 

MO)l{HO nOJIYlll1Tb np"eMJIeMYIO ou,eHKy pa3MepHOro COCTaBa 

Bcero YJIOBa. ITo cpaBHeHl110 C He3Hall11TeJIbHoti 

113MeHlII1BOCTblO pa3MepHOro COCTaBa Pa3JIl1l1HbIX lIaCTeti 

O~Horo YJIOBa, Pa3JIl1l111SI Me)l{~y Pa3JIl1l1HbIMI1 YJIOBaMI1 6blJI11 

Ha1160JIee CYlI{eCTBeHHbl B patioHax pacnpOCTpaHeHI1SI KPI1JISI, 

xapaKTep"3YlOlI{erOCSI 611MO~aJIbHbIM pa3MepHblM COCTaBOM. 

* Far Seas Fisheries Laboratory, 7-1, 5-chome, Orido, Shimizu 424, Japan 
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Resumen 

Se investig6 la homogeneidad de la composici6n de tallas del krill de las 
capturas realizadas con arrastres comerciales (lances), companindola en 
distintas partes del mismo lance. No se encontraron diferencias 
significativas (P>O.OS) en 53 de los 60 lances estudiados. Se llega a 
la conclusi6n pues, de que el muestreo de una parte del lance ofrece una 
estimaci6n razonable de la composici6n por tallas de su totalidad. 
Por contraste alas pequeiias variaciones encontradas en la composici6n 
de tallas de un mismo lance, las variaciones entre distintos lances fue 
mas patente en aquellas zonas donde la composici6n por tallas del krill 
era bimodal. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In order to accurately estimate length compositions in commercial trawl catches (hauls), 
it is necessary to take a random sample from the haul. By analyzing length compositions of 
samples from trawl catches during a survey for blue grenadier (Macruronus novaezelandiae), 
Uozumi and Kawahara (1988) have shown that finfish are not randomly mixed within each 
haul. They, therefore, recommended the collection of sub-samples from as many different 
parts of the haul as possible in order to obtain an unbiased estimate of the catch length 
composition. 

In the case of Japanese krill trawlers, krill (Euphausia superba) is usually collected only 
from one part of the haul, on the assumption that the length composition is homogeneous 
throughout the haul. In order to investigate this assumption, krill length compositions of 
samples taken from different parts of the same haul were compared. 

Variations in length compositions between different hauls are also examined in order to 
compare within-haul variations. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A total of 60 commercial trawl catches, each containing 7 to 8 tonnes of kri1l on average, 
were examined on board FV Zuiyo Maru No. 2 (3023 tonnes, Hakodate Kokai Gyogyo Co.) 
off George V Land in the 1985/86 season. In 58 of these hauls, two krilllength composition 
samples were taken from each haul, one sample being taken from location A and the other from 
location B in the vessel fish pond (Figure 1). In two hauls, three samples were collected from 
locations A, Band e, respectively (Figure 1). Each sample contained about 150 krill 
specimens. Krill body length was measured to the nearest mm from the tip of rostrum to the 
posterior end of the telson. All length measurements were carried out by one observer to avoid 
methodological differences in the measurement as described by Watkins et al. (1985). 

Within-haul length compositions were compared by testing the null hypothesis <Ho) that 
there was no significant difference in krilllength composition within the same haul. This 
hypothesis was tested using a Chi-square (X2) test for a multinomial distribution. The value of 

the statistic X2 was calculated using the following formula; 
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where Dlj = the number of kriU in the ith (i=l, 2, ... , m) sample in the jib (j=1, 2, ... , k) 
length class, 

DI. = the total number of krill in the ith sample; 
D1 = the total number of krill in the jth class, 
D.. = the total numberofkril1. 

IT the calculated value of X2 exceeded the critical value of X2 with (m-I) (k-l) degrees 
of freedom, Ho was rejected. This test is not really suitable for DU smaller than 5. Therefore 
length classes with DU<S were lumped with adjacent classes to increases DU to 5 or larger. 

3 . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results for each haul are presented in Table 1. The null hypothesis of homogeneity of 
krilllength composition was rejected in only seven out of 60 hauls (P<O.OS). Of these seven 
hauls, one had a monomodallength composition, while the remaining six had bimodal length 
compositions. In the total 23 hauls had monomodallength composition, while 37 had bimodal 
length compositions. Therefore the rejected hauls were biased heavily towards those showing 
bimodality. Differences in length compositions for hauls in which Ho was rejected are shown 
in Figure 2. Apart from haul number 31, the differences are not too obvious. Thus, it is 
concluded that krilllength compositions are fairly homogeneous within the same haul and that a 
sample from one part of the haul may be considered as representative of the entire haul. 

In contrast to the observed small variations in length compositions within the haul, 
variations between sequential hauls were most apparent in areas where length compositions 
were bimodal. As shown in Figure 3, in areas where the overall length composition was 
monomodal, between-haul length compositions were consistent throughout the area and 
exhibited similar mean lengths. Whereas in areas where the overall length composition was 
bimodal, the proportion of large and small size classes often varied between sequential hauls 
with the length modes being fairly stable (Figure 4). This may indicate that the proportion of 
various size classes differed from swarm to swarm. Therefore in areas where length 
compositions have more than two modes, it is recommended that samples should be taken as 
frequently as possible from different hauls in order to obtain a more representative sample of 
the whole population of krill in the area. 
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Table 1: Comparisons of within-haul krilllength compositions. 

Data Set Type of Length Number of DF X2 p 
Set Composition Samples 

-1- -2- -3- -4- -5- -6-

1 b 3 26 13.091 0.9831 
2 m 3 12 26.091 0.0104* 
3 m 2 12 16.767 0.1586 
4 b 2 18 15.523 0.6258 
5 b 2 16 21.605 0.1564 
6 b 2 16 11.721 0.7630 
7 b 2 14 7.747 0.9021 
8 b 2 12 11.807 0.4613 
9 b 2 14 9.738 0.7811 

10 b 2 13 19.619 0.1051 
11 m 2 12 11.273 0.5057 
12 m 2 11 14.702 0.1976 
13 b 2 14 24.603 0.0387* 
14 m 2 11 11.809 0.3782 
15 m 2 11 10.615 0.4761 
16 m 2 9 10.069 0.3449 
17 m 2 12 10.334 0.5867 
18 m 2 13 6.582 0.9224 
19 m 2 10 13.961 0.1748 
20 b 2 11 13.399 0.2680 
21 b 2 14 12.040 0.6031 
22 b 2 12 11.484 0.4880 
23 b 2 15 10.535 0.7848 
24 b 2 14 6.216 0.9608 
25 b 2 13 10.099 0.6858 
26 b 2 15 13.732 0.5459 
27 b 2 13 9.622 0.7245 
28 m 2 11 11.409 0.4097 
29 m 2 11 13.275 0.2757 
30 m 2 12 11.741 0.4667 
31 b 2 9 28.563 0.0008** 
32 b 2 12 20.588 0.0567 
33 m 2 11 6.650 0.8267 
34 m 2 10 5.695 0.8402 
35 b 2 12 16.321 0.1770 
36 b 2 15 9.467 0.8519 
37 b 2 10 7.054 0.7203 
38 b 2 16 7.137 0.9705 
39 b 2 14 10.283 0.7412 
40 m 2 11 7.908 0.7215 
41 b 2 17 11.517 0.8285 
42 b 2 16 11.456 0.7805 
43 b 2 17 11.226 0.8446 
44 b 2 14 15.696 0.3323 
45 b 2 18 15.060 0.6578 
46 b 2 14 24.702 0.0376* 
47 m 2 9 11.670 0.2326 
48 b 2 20 23.546 0.2628 
49 b 2 16 35.975 0.0029** 
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Table 1 (continued) 

-1- -2-
50 b 
51 b 
52 b 
53 b 
54 m 
55 b 
56 m 
57 m 
58 m 
59 m 
60 m 

b bimodal length composition 
m monomodallength composition 
DF degrees of freedom 
* P<O.05 
** P<O.Ol 

-3-
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

-4- -5- -6-

15 8.134 0.9183 
14 53.427 0.0000** 
18 8.444 0.9713 
15 26.912 0.0295* 
14 12.340 0.5790 
15 9.995 0.8201 
10 4.514 0.9212 
10 5.837 0.8288 
8 4.096 0.8484 
9 3.813 0.9233 
8 8.570 0.3799 
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Figure 1: Sampling locations for krilllength composition samples in the vessel fish pond. 
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Figure 4: Variations in krilllength compositions between sequential hauls in area Y. The 
black-filled length composition picture is the accumulated composition for 
12 sequential hauls (from haul 483 to 494). 
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ON THE INTENSITY OF SAMPLING KRILL TRAWL CATCHES 

D.G.M. Miller* 

Abstract 

This paper uses actual krilllength-frequency data in an attempt to 
address the problem of the determination of adequate sample size to 
obtain representative krill length-frequency distributions from 
commercial catches. The possible effect of two other factors 
(within-trawl variability and sample decomposition) which may 
influence length-frequency data quality is also considered. Attention is 
drawn to the following: 

• all measurements of length from commercial krill catches should be 
made. as far as possible. by a sin~le obseryerlyessel; 

• consideration still has to be given to the minimum length differences 
which should be detectable between catches. Account must be also 
taken of the desired biological characteristics which are to be 
discerned (e.g., length-with-age). At present, and in the interests of 
both statistical rigour and efficiency of measurement, it is prQPosed 
that len~th measurements made on commercial krill catches should 
be IIDlliPed into 2 mm size classes; 

• biological implications associated with the detection of specific 
differences in length should be considered in conjunction with the 
need to collect information on maturity stages; 

• for most purposes a minimum sample size of at least 
100 animalsltrawl is necessary to obtain statistically meaningful 
differences between samples; and 

• the problem of how frequently commercial krill catches should be 
sampled still requires consideration. 

Resume 

C'est en utilisant les donnees actuelles de frequence de longueurs de 
krill que ce document tente de resoudre le probleme de la determination 
de la taille de l'echantillon qui permettrait d'obtenir de maniere adequate 
les distributions de frequence de longueurs de krill des captures 
commerciales. Les consequences possibles de deux autres facteurs 
(variabilite dans un meme trait et decomposition des echantillons) 
d'influence potentielle sur la qualite des donnees de frequence de 
longueurs sont egalement etudiees. 11 convient de souligner les points 
suivants: 

• toutes les mesures de longueurs du krill provenant de captures 
commerciales devraient (si possible) etre effectuees Par un seul 
observateur/navire: 

* Sea Fisheries Research Institute, Private Bag X2, Roggebaai 8012, South Africa 
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• l'examen des differences minimales de longueurs decelables d'une 
capture it l'autre reste it faire. 11 faut dfiment prendre en 
consideration le choix des caracteristiques biologiques it discerner 
(par ex. longueur-avec-age). A present, et dans l'interet de la 
rigueur statistique et de l'efficacite de la prise de mesures, ~ 
su&&ere de !ID>uper les mesures de lon&ueurs provenant des captures 
commerciales de kri11 en classes de tames de 2 mm; 

• les implications biologiques associees it la detection des differences 
specifiques de longueurs devraient etre etudiees conjointement it la 
necessite de recueillir des informations sur le stade de maturite; 

• dans la plupart des cas, une taille d'echantillon d'un minimum de 
100 individus par chalut est necessaire pour obtenir des differences 
significatives sur le plan statistique entre les echanti1lons; et 

• le probleme de la determination de la frequence it laqueUe i1 faut 
echantillonner les captures commerciales de krill reste it examiner. 

Pe3IOMe 

B ~aHHOM Tpy~e ~eJIaeTCSI nonbITKa paCCMOTpeTb np06JIeMY 

onpe~eJIeHHSI pa3Mepa np06, He06xo~HMoro ~JISI nOJIY4eHHSI 

penpe3eHTaTHBHblX ~aHHbIX no pacnpe~eJIeHHIO 4aCTOTbl 

~JIHHbl KPHJISI B KOMMep4eCKHX YJIOBaX, C nOMOIIlbIO aHaJIH3a 

<paKTH4eCKHX ~aHHbIX no 4aCTOTe ~JIHHbl KPHJISI. KpOMe Toro, 

paCCMa TpHBaeTCSI BepOSlTHoe B03~eticTBHe ~BYX ~pyrHx 
<paKTOPOB (H3MeH4HBOCTb B YJIOBe 3a O~HO TpaJIeHHe H 

pa3JIO)l(eHHe np06) Ha Ka4eCTBO ~aHHbIX no 4aCTOTe ~JIHHbI. 
BHHMaHHe 06p~aeTCSI Ha cJIe~YIOIIlee: 

• Bce 3aMepbI ~JIHHbl oc06eti KPHJISI B KOMMep4eCKHX YJIOBaX 

1I0JI)I(HbI (no B03MO)l(HOCTHl npOBOlIHTCSI OlIHHM Ha6JIIOlIa Te

JIeM H/HJIH CylIHOM; 

• OCTaeTCSI OTKpblTblM Bonpoc 06 onpe~eJIeHHH 
MHHHMaJIbHOrO Pa3JIH4HSI B ~JIHHe KPHJISI Me)l(~y YJIOBaMH, 

KOTopoe ~OJI)I(HO 6blTb H3MepHMo. He06xo~HMO y ~eJIHTb 
~OJI)I(HOe BHHMaHHe H~eHTH<pHKal.\HH )l(eJIaTeJIbHblX 

6HOJIOrH4eCKHx xapaKTepHcTHK, Hanp. COOTHoweHHe 

~JIHHa-B03pacT. B HaCTOSlIIlee BpeMSI B HHTepecax KaK 

cTaTHcTH4ecKoti T04HOCTH, TaK H o<p<peKTHBHoCTH 

H3Mepe-HHSI, npelIJIaraeTCSI crpynnHpoBaTb lIaHHbIe no 

lIJIHHe nOJIY4eHHble no KOMMep4ecKHM YJIOBaM KPHJISI no 

2-MHJIJIHMeTpOBbIM pa3MepHblM KJIaCCaM; 

• npH paccMoTpeHHH BonpocoB 6HOJIOrH4eCKoro xapaKTepa, 

CBSl3aHHblX C BblSlBJIeHHeM KOHKpeTHblx pa3MepHblx 

Pa3JIH4Hti, CJIe~yeT Y4HTblBaTb He06xo~HMOCTb c60pa 

~aHHbIX no CTa~HSlM nOJIOB03peJIOCTH; ~JISI onpe~eJIeHHSI 

CTaTHCTH4eCKH 3Ha4HMoti pa3HHl.\bl Me)l(~y np06aMH, B 

60JIbWHHCTBe CJIY4aeB MHHHMaJIbHaSl np06a 1I0JI)I(Ha 

BKJII04aTb no MeHbweti Mepe 100 oc06eti 3a TpaJIeHHe: H 

• ~aJIbHetiweMY paccMoTpeHHIO nO~JIe)l(HT Bonpoc 4aCTOTbl 

c60pa np06 H3 KOMMep4ecKHx YJIOBOB KPHJISI. 



Resumen 

Este documento utiliza la informaci6n actual sobre frecuencia de tallas 
del krill, en un esfuerzo por estudiar el problema asociado con la 
determinaci6n del tamafio de muestra de las capturas comerciales que 
permitira obtener distribuciones representativas de las frecuencias de 
tallas del krill. Tambien se considera el posible efecto de otros dos 
factores (variabilidad en el arrastre y estado de descomposici6n de la 
muestra) que pUeden afectar la calidad de los datos de frecuencia de 
tallas. Se destacan los siguietes aspectos: 

• todas las mediciones de talla de krill de las capturas comerciales 
deberan efectuarse, en 10 posible, por un s610 obseryadorlbuque; 

• se deben tomar en cuenta tambien las diferencias minimas 
detectables en las tallas entre capturas. Tambien se deberan 
examinar las caracteristicas biol6gicas que son de interes (por 
ejemplo, talla por edad). Actualmente, para lograr una precisi6n 
estadistica y mejorar la eficacia de la medici6n, se propone que las 
mediciones efectuadas en las capturas comerciales de krill sean 
a&rupadas en intetvalos de tallas de 2mm; 

• se deberan considerar las consecuencias biol6gicas asociadas con la 
detecci6n de diferencias especificas en tallas, junto con la necesidad 
de obtener informaci6n de las fases de madurez; 

• en general, se necesita un tamafio de muestra minimo de por 10 
menos 100 especimenes por arrastre, de modo que las diferencias 
estadisticas entre muestras sean coherentes; 

• queda todavia por considerarse mas a fondo la cuesti6n de l,cuan 
frecuentemente se deben muestrear las capturas comerciales de krill? 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At its first meeting in June 1989, the CCAMLR Working Group on Krill (WG-Krill) 
recommended: 

• the development of sampling procedures to take account of how many samples 
and how frequently samples of krilllength distributions in commercial catches 
should be taken; and 

• an interim measure whereby sampling of at least 50 krill from one haul per fishing 
day should be undertaken by all vessels other than those of the Japanese fishing 
fleet, which already carry out such sampling. 

This recommendation was subsequently endorsed by the Scientific Committee 
(SC-CAMLR-VIII, paragraph 2.44). In the process of receiving the necessary consensus for this 
endorsement, SC-CAMLR requested that (a) studies should be undertaken to develop 
standardized sampling procedures for krill catches, (b) due account should be taken of the 
number and frequency at which krilllength-frequency samples in commercial catches should be 
collected, and (c) procedures should be developed by which within-catch variances in the 
sampling of length-frequency distributions in addition to between-catch and vessel variability 
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could be assessed (SC-CAMLR-VIII, paragraph 2.43). The Scientific Committee also urged 
Members to report any difficulties experienced with the interim sampling procedure outlined 
above as well as the procedures they are currently using or intend to use to sample krilllength 
distributions (SC-CAMLR-VIII, paragraph 2.44). 

Considering the above sampling procedures, it should be noted that Watkins et al. 
(1986) have emphasized that the high level of heterogeneity in many krill populations 
necessitates implementation of sampling procedures which take account of the extent of such 
heterogeneity. Not only does this directly influence the extent of sampling, in the case of 
sampling commercial catches it requires that an appropriate balance between the minimum levels 
of sampling desired and the cost of sampling be found. 

This paper therefore uses actual krilllength-frequency data to address the problem of 
determining adequate sample size as part of the ongoing effort within WG-Krill to obtain 
representative krilllength-frequency distributions from commercial catches. In addition, the 
possible effect of two other factors which may influence length-frequency data quality are also 
considered. These are the effect of elapsed time after capture (i.e., decomposition of samples) 
on measurements of length and within-catch sample variability as related to the position within a 
trawl from which a particular length sample is taken. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Krill were sampled at 22 localities close to Coronation (South Orkneys) (n=13) and 
Elephant (South Shetlands) (n=19) Islands during an acoustic survey by RS Africana in March 
1990. A Polish commercial krill trawl (16/41) was used for all sampling and reference should 
be made to Slosarczyk (1986) and Miller (1987) for details of its construction and operation. 

Routinely, krill samples were collected from the aft-quarter of the trawl codend and the 
lengths of 50, 100 and 150 animals were measured. A variable number of animals per sample 
were also measured until 50 animals in a single 1 mm size class were obtained. The length 
measurement used was that recommended by SC-CAMLR - namely, from the front of the eye to 
the tip of the telson, excluding the terminal setae - and to avoid problems of sampling error 
alluded to by Watkins et al. (1985) all measurements were made by a single observer. 
Analyses of Variance (ANOV A) were undertaken using the Statistical Analysis Software 
(SAS 1985) package to compute length statistics and to investigate differences in mean length 
between stations and between areas. Additional statistical procedures described in Zar (1984) 
were used to estimate projected sample sizes, based on variances in mean length between areas, 
and minimum detectable length differences independent of, and relative to, projected sample 
sizes. The formulae for these various procedures are given in Appendix 1. 

The length measurement procedure and statistical analyses outlined above were repeated 
for samples collected from 10 different localities within a single trawl, proportionately 
increasing in distance from the codend mouth. Similarly, a single sample of 50 animals was 
measured repeatedly at various times (up to 46 hours) after collection. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Analysis of Length by Station and Area 

Length-frequency distributions for animals collected at the South Orkneys and Elephant 
Island respectively are given in Figure 1. The data in this figure are based on measurements 
until 50 animals in each single 1 mm length size class were collected. The ANOV A of mean 
length by area indicated a significant difference between the two areas (Fratio=8476.21, 
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a=0.05). Mean lengths and standard deviations by station in the two areas are shown in 
Figures 2 and 3. Again significant differences were found between mean lengths by station at 
both the South Orkneys (F=120.38, a=O.05) and Elephant Island (F=86.46, a=0.05). 

The procedures outlined in Appendix 1 (A) were then used to compute the required 
sample size to detect various differences (1, 2 and 5 mm) in mean length at a 0.05 level of 
significance with a 90% chance of detecting a true difference. As explained in Appendix 1 (A), 
a simple two-sample t test was used and the between-population variance was calculated from 
the combined error mean squares for length at the two islands derived by the ANOV A procedure. 
From Figure 3 it can be seen that the maximum benefit in terms of detecting real differences in 
mean length with area as a function of sample size is to be derived by increasing the length class 
intervals being used in the sample analyses. In this connection it is apparent that the greatest 
impact on the required sample size occurs when the length class difference being assessed is 
increased from 1 to 2 mm. This trend is also apparent in the computed minimum detectable 
differences in mean length in relation to projected sample size for various functions of the 
pooled variance obtained from the analyses between areas (Figure 1). In both cases, a sample 
size of at least 100 animals appeared most suited for the detection of a 2 mm difference in mean 
length between the two areas. 

A similar picture to that obtained from between area analyses is apparent when between
station differences in mean length are analyzed (see Appendix 1 (B) for details of analytical 
procedures) for the two areas separately. Figure 5 shows the minimum detectable differences 
in mean length in relation to various functions of the between station variance in length 
encountered. Table 1, on the other hand, illustrates the projected sample sizes required for the 
detection of specific differences in mean length between stations. Once again a sample size of 
approximately 100 animals appears best suited for detecting a 2 mm difference in mean length 
between stations at both islands. It would be logical to assume, however, that this picture 
would change with the extent of the underlying variance encountered between stations. 

The ANOV A for between station differences in length indicates that for sample sizes of 
100 animals or less, no significant differences in between-station lengths were detectable 
(F=1.967 and 1.187 and F=2.14 and 1.295 [a=0.05] for measured sample sizes of 50 and 
100 animals at the two islands respectively). This would imply that such samples were too 
small to detect differences in length between stations, a conclusion supported by the results of 
the projected sample size-detectable length difference analysis reported above. 

3.2 Analysis of Samples by Locality Within a Single Catch 

Mean lengths for different sample sizes taken from 10 localities within a single trawl are 
shown in Figure 6. Both a nested ANOVA for all localities as well as a comparison-of-means 
test between localities indicate that there were no significant differences (F=8.75, a=O.lO to 
0.05) between mean lengths or the number of animals measuredllocation (Le., 50, 150 or 50 in 
one size class). 

3.3 Analysis of Samples With Time 

The mean lengths of a sample of 50 animals measured at various times up to 46 hours 
after collection are shown in Figure 7. Results from the ANOV A (F=0.31, a=O.lO to 0.05) 
indicate no significant changes in mean length with time thereby implying that sample length 
measurements are not affected by decomposition, at least over the period considered. 
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4. DISCUSSION 

From the current results, the sample size of 50 animals/trawVvesseVday recommended 
by SC-CAMLR appears insufficient to detect even quite large differences in mean length between 
areas and between samples in one area unless a large number of vessels are operating (Le., a 
large number of samples are measured) in one locality. In this connection, some consideration 
needs to be given to precisely how large detected differences in mean length should be in order 
to provide meaningful insights into the underlying biological characteristics and/or differences 
of commercial krin catches. 

Both the projected sample size and minimum detectable length difference analyses 
suggest that in the interests of minimizing underlying measurement effort whilst still 
maintaining the ability to detect meaningful length differences, the most cost effective grouping 
of length is into 2 mm size classes. Furthermore, from both a statistical and practical point of 
view, it would appear that measurement of about 100 animals/sample is sufficient to obtain an 
adequate representation of the length structure. The number of animals to be measured, 
however, is obviously a function of the underlying variance in length of the population(s) being 
considered and similarly so is the minimum detectable difference in length. In this paper, 
therefore, some attempt has also been made to illustrate how both these parameters may change 
with underlying variance in length of the popUlation concerned (see Figures 4 and 5). 

From the above results it is also interesting to note that observed trends in the minimum 
detectable differences in length as a function of between-station variance are essentially similar 
to those between areas. This suggests that even length samples from a relatively small area may 
yield quite high variances thereby necessitating the collection of a larger number of samples in 
order to quantify such variance more adequately (cf. Watkins et al., 1986). This would in turn 
imply that once again the standard of only length sample/fishing day recommended by 
SC-CAMLR is probably insufficient to detect real changes in length, especially in the presence of 
marked small-scale (say between-swarm) variability in the length composition of the 
population(s) being sampled and when the number of catches sampled is small (i.e., only a 
small number of vessels is operating in the area concerned). 

From the analyses of samples taken from different localities in the trawl, it would appear 
that mean length and length-frequency distribution are not affected by spatial differences 
within-trawl. This conclusion is substantiated by similar results reported by Ichii (1990) from 
his sampling of Japanese commercial catches. It is also apparent that there are no significant 
differences between length data obtained via various sample sizes (Le., 100, 150 and 
50 animals in one size class). Given that the trawl catch used in this particular experiment was 
"aimed" into a single krill swarm, then it would be reasonable to assume that the sample length 
variance would be low. It is interesting to note, however, that comparison of length between 
stations in relation to sample size indicates that small samples (Le., <100 animals) also did not 
indicate any significant differences in length. This result is in accordance with the estimated 
minimum sample size (~lOO) required to detect specific length differences between stations 
reported above. 

Surprisingly, length did not appear to vary significantly with time post-capture. This 
was despite the fact that the condition of individual animals being measured noticeably 
deteriorated. Fluctuations in measured length were observed, however, as can be seen from 
minor differences in mean length with time as shown in Figure 7. No consistent trend was 
observable and it can only be assumed that such fluctuations fell within the limits of normal 
measurement error as highlighted by Watkins et al. (1985). 
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In conclusion, therefore, the following points are offered for consideration: 

• All measurements of length from commercial krill catches should be made, as far 
as possible, by a single observer/vessel. As proposed by Watkins et al. (1985) 



further studies of between-observer v&riances in the measurement of length should 
be encouraged so as to improve quantification of this effect. 

• Consideration must be given to the minimum length differences between-catches 
which are to be detected. As far as possible, account should be taken of the 
particular biological characteristics which the measurements are aimed at best 
discerning (e.g. length-with-age). At present, and in the interest of both statistical 
rigour and the efficiency of measurement, it is proposed that len&th measurements 
from commercial catches should be groyped into 2 mm size classes. 

• In addition to the biological implications of detecting specific length differences, 
there seems to be little doubt that if current knowledge of the fishery's operational 
characteristics is to be improved then attention should be given as to whether, and 
how, maturity stage information could be collected. The recommendations put 
forward by Morris et al. (1988) therefore need to be noted and critically reviewed. 

• From the present analyses, and for most purposes, a minimum sample size of at 
least 100 animals/trawl appears necessary in order to obtain statistically 
meaningful differences between samples. 

• The problem of the frequency of sampling still has not been satisfactorily resolved 
other than that a single length sample/trawling day does not appear sufficient to 

. obtain even a representative approximation of the length-frequency distributions in 
an area(s) where the between-sample variance is quite low (as was the case in this 
study) and where the number of fishing vessels is likely to be sparse. The issue 
of sampling frequency thus obviously requires further consideration. 
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Table 1: Projected minimum sample sizes for the detection of specific differences in mean 
length between-stations at the South Orkneys and Elephant Island. Significance 

level a.=O.05 and confidence limit of 90%. 

Minimum Detectable Projected Sample Size 
Length Difference South Orkneys Elephant Island 

1mm 750 500 

2mm 200 150 

5mm 30 25 
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Figure 1: Length-frequency distributions for krill collected with a Polish commercial kriU 
trawl at the South Orkneys and Elephant Island. Mean lengths for each area 
(±1 S.D.) are also shown. 
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Figure 4: Projected minimum detectable differences in length as a function of sample size (n) 
and in relation to various functions of the between-area variance (S2 - see 
Appendix 1 (A) for explanation) in length obtained during the present study. 
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Liste du tableau 

Tailles minimales projetees des echantillons pour deceler les differences 
specifiques en longueurs moyennes entre les stations aux Orcades du Sud et a 
l'ile Elephant. Seuil de signification a=O,05 et intervalle de confiance de 90%. 

Liste des figures 

Distributions de frequence de longueurs du krill peche avec un chalut a krill 
commercial polonais aux Orcades du Sud et a. l'ile Elephant. Les longueurs 
moyennes de chaque region (± ecart-type 1) sont egalement illustrees. 

Longueur moyenne (± ecart-type 1) par station pour le krill proven ant (a) des 
Orcades du Sud, et (b) de l'ile Elephant. 

Differences perceptibles de longueur en fonction de la taille des echantillons. 
Donnees des analyses derivees des donnees sur les Orcades du Sud et l'ile 
Elephant prises conjointement (c.-a.-d., entre les regions, cf texte pour details). 

Differences perceptibles minimales projetees de longueur en fonction de la taille 
des echantillons (n) et par rapport a. differentes fonctions de variance entre les 
zones (S2 - cf explications a. l'appendice 1 (A» des longueurs obtenues pendant 
la presente etude. 

Differences perceptibles minimales projetees de longueur en fonction de la taille 
des echantillons (n) et par rapport a differentes fonctions de variance entre les 
stations (SL cf explications a l'appendice 1 (B» des longueurs obtenues 
pendant la presente etude (a) aux Orcades du Sud et (b) a 1'1le Elephant. 

Longueurs moyennes (± ecart-type 1) d'individus provenant de differents 
emplacements dans un meme chalut. Les animaux mesures etaient au nombre 
de (a) 50 au plus dans une seule classe de 1 mm, (b) 150 et (c) 100. 

Longueurs moyennes (± ecart-type 1) de 50 individus mesures a des moments 
distincts apres la capture. 

CnHCOK Ta6JIH~ 

IIpe,z:tnOJIaraeMbIe MHHHMaJIbHbIe pa3MepbI npo6 ,z:tJI5:I BbI5:IBJIeHH5:I 

KOHKpeTHbIX pa3JIwmti Me)l{,z:tY ,z:taHHbIMH no cpe,z:tHeti ,z:tJIHHe, 

nOJIYt.leHHbIMH Ha pa3HbIX CTaH~H5:IX B patioHe IO)I{HbIX OpKHeticKHx 

OCTPOBOB H OCTpoBa 3JIe<l>aHT. YpOBeHb 3Hat.lHMOCTH u=O.05 H 

,z:tOBepHTeJIbHbIti npe,z:teJI 90% . 

CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

Pacnpe,z:teJIeHHe t.laCTOTbI ,z:tJIHHbI B npo6ax KPHJI5:I, B35:ITbIX nOJIbCKHM 

KOMMept.leCKHM KpHJIeBbIM TpaJIOM Y IO)I{HbIX OpKHeticKHx OCTPOBOB H 

oCTpoBa 3JIe<l>aHT. TaK)I{e nOKa3aHa cpe,z:tH5:I5:I ,z:tJIHHa ,z:tJI5:I Ka)l{,z:toro 

patioHa (±tS.D.). 
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Tabla 1: 

Figura 1: 

Figura2: 

Figura 3: 

Figura4: 

Cpe,llH,SUI ,llJIYlHa KPYlJI5I (± 1S.D.) no CTaHl.\Yl5IM: (a) IO:>KHble OpKHeticKYle 

OCTpOBa (b) OCTPOB 3JIecpaHT. 

ITO,ll,llaIOIIlYleC5I Bbl5lBJIeHYlIO Pa3JIYllIYl5I B ,llJIYlHe KaK CPYHKl.\Yl5I pa3Mepa 

np06bI. )laHHble, YlCnOJIb30BaHHble npYl aHaJIYl3e, 6blJIYI nOJIYlIeHbl no 

IO:>KHbIM OpKHeticKYlM OCTpOBaM YI OCTPOBY 3JIecpaHT O,ltHOBpeMeHHO 

(T.e. no YlIaCTKY, HaXO,ll5lIIleMYC5I Me:>K,lty aTYlMYI patioHaMYI - CM. 

06b5lCHeHYle B TeKCTe). 

ITporH03Y1pyeMble MYlHYlMaJIbHble nO,ll,ltaIOIIlYleC5I Yl3MepeHYlIO Pa3JIYllIYl5I 

B ,llJIYlHe, KaK CPYHKU;Yl5I pa3Mepa np06bl (n), YI B COOTHOmeHYIYI C 

Pa3JIYllIHbIMYI CPYHKl.\Yl5IMYI Yl3MeHlIYlBOCTYI ,ltJIYlHbl no patioHaM (s2 - CM. 

06b5lCHeHYl5I B ITpYlJIO:>KeHYIYI 1 (A») - no ,llaHHbIM, nOJIYlIeHHblM B 

TelleHYle HaCT05lIIlero YlCCJIe,ltOBaHYl5I. 

ITporH03Y1pyeMble MYlHYlMaJIbHble nO,lt,ltaIOIIlYleC5I Yl3MepeHYlIO Pa3JIYllIYl5I 

B ,ltJIYlHe KaK CPYHKl.\Yl5I pa3Mepa np06bl (n), a TaK:>Ke B COOTHOmeHYIYI C 

Pa3JIYllIHbIMYI CPYHKl.\Yl5IMYI Yl3MeHlIYlBOCTYI ,llJIYlHbl no CTaHl.\Yl5IM (S2-

CM. 06b5lCHeHYle B ITpYlJIO:>KeHYIYI 1 (B)~ nOJIYlIeHHwe B TelleHYle 

HaCT05lIIlero YlCCJIe,llOBaHYl5I Ha (a) IO:>KHbIX OpKHeticKYlX OCTpOBax YI 

(b) OCTpOBe 3JIecpaHT. 

Cpe,llH5I5I ,ltJIYlHa (±1 S.D.) oc06eti no Pa3JIYllIHbIM YlIaCTKaM 3a O,llHO 

TpaJIeHYle. KOJIYllIeCTBO Yl3MepeHHblX oc06eti: (a) -,ll0 50 oc06eti B 

e,ltYlHYllIHOM l-MYlJIJIYlMeTpoBoM KJIaCCe, (b) - 150 YI (c) - 100 oc06eti. 

Cpe,llH5I5I ,ltJIYlHa (±1 S.D.) 50 oc06eti, Yl3MepeHHblx B Pa3JIYllIHOe BpeM5I 

nOCJIe BbIJIOBa. 

Lista de las tablas 

Tamafios de muestras proyectados para detectar las diferencias en la talla media 
entre estaciones realizadas en el archipielago de las Orcadas del Sur e isla 
Elefante. Nivel de significaci6n a=O.05, con un limite de confianza de 90%. 

Lista de las figuras 

Distribuci6n por taUas del kriU capturado por un arrastrero comercial polaco en 
la regi6n de las islas Orcadas del Sur y Elefante. Tambien se presenta la talla 
media (±1 S.D.) correspondiente a cada area. 

Talla media del kriU (±1 S.D.), capturado por estaci6n en, (a) Orcadas del Sur, 
y (b) isla Elefante. 

Diferencias perceptibles en la talla en funci6n del tamafio de la muestra. 
Los datos analizados provienen de las islas Orcadas del Sur y Elefante 
(por ej., entre-areas, vease texto). 

Diferencias de longitud mfnimas perceptibles en funci6n del tamafio de la 
muestra (n) y en relaci6n a varias funciones de la varianza entre areas 
(s2, vease apendice 1 (A» en las tallas obtenidas en el presente estudio. 
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Diferencias de longitud minimas perceptibles en funci6n del tamaiio de la 
muestra (n) y en relaci6n a varias funciones de la varianza entre areas 
(s2, vease apendice 1 (B)) en las tallas obtenidas en .el presente estudio en 
(a) Orcadas del Sur y (b) isla Elefante. 

Tallas medias (±1 S.D.) de individuos capturados en distintas localidades 
dentro de un mismo arrastre. La cantidad de individuos medidos fue de 
(a) hasta alcanzar los 50 ejemplares de clase de 1 mm, (b) 150 Y (c) 100. 

Tallas medias (±1 S.D.) de 50 individuos medidos en distintos intervalos 
despues de la captura. 



APPENDIX 1 

FORMULAE AND PROCEDURES FOR SPECIFIC STATISTICAL ANALYSES 

(A). Projected Sample Size Required for and Minimum Detectable 
Difference in Mean Length Between Areas 

This procedure may be considered as an estimation of the minimum sample size required 
to detect differences between two sample means (i.e., a two-sample t test is used). The 
appropriate formula is given below and the estimation procedure followed can be found in 
Chapter 9.7 of Zar (1984). The formula used was: 

(1) 

where 8 = minimum detectable difference between population means, 
S2 = the pooled variance, assuming that the populations sampled have the same 

variance. (In fact the individual areal sample variances were remarkably similar 
- 13.45 and 13.73 for Elephant Island and the South Orkneys respectively). 
The variances used were calculated from the Analysis of Variance (ANOV A) 
results for between area mean lengths using the sum of squares and necessary 
degrees of freedom from the relevant variables (see Zar, 1984, p. 134), 

a = significance of level where v equals 2(0-1}. The level of significance 
employed in the performance of the necessary t-test was 0.05, 

1-~ = the power of the test. Since a 90% chance of detecting a true population 

difference in mean length was chosen, then the value of ~ equals 0.10. 

Equation 1 above can be rearranged to determine how small a population difference (8, 
defmed above) is detectable for a given sample size: 

(B). Projected Sample Size Required for and Minimum Detectable 
. Difference in Mean Length Between Stations 

(2) 

The procedures used to analyze mean length differences in the two areas separately were 
based on the between-station variances in the two areas and required the computation of the 

non-centrality parameter <I> (see Zar, 1984, Chapter 11.3 for procedural details). In order to 
determine the projected sample size required to detect a specific change in mean length between 
stations, the following formula was used: 

n& 
<I> = 2ks2 

where <I> = noncentrality parameter, 
n = number of length measurements per station, 
8 = minimum detectable difference in mean length; 
k = number of stations, and 
S2 = variability (Le., error MS from ANOV A) within k. 

(3) 
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Having estimated <I> for a desired value of B, the power and sample size analysis of 
variance curves developed by Pearson and Hartley (1951) (cf. Zar, 1984) were used to 
determine the sample size, n (by iteration) required to detect B at the stipulated significance level 

(a=O.050 and within the chosen confidence limits (90%). 

To estimate the minimum detectable difference in length for a given sample size in 
relation to various functions of the between-station variances obtained during the current study, 
Equation 3 was rearranged such that: 

(4) 

The Pearson and Hartley tables were then used to estimate <I> at the desired significance 

level (a=0.05) and within the stipulated confidence limits (90%). 
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DISTRIBUTION CHARACTERISTICS OF KRILL AGGREGATIONS IN THE 
FISHING GROUND OFF CORONATION ISLAND IN THE 1989/90 SEASON 

S.M. Kasatkina and V.I. Latogursky* 

* 

Abstract 

Distributional characteristics of kriU aggregations in the Coronation 
Island fishing ground were examined in relation to environmental 
factors, the biological condition of krill and the performance of the 
fishery. Investigations were carried out from October 1989 to 
February 1990. An echo sounder was used to assess the characteristics 
of kriU aggregations. KriU was harvested by standard midwater trawls 
with a horizontal mouth opening of 33 m. AU common types of kriU 
aggregations were recorded in the Coronation Island area over the 
observation period. From November to February scattered forms of 
krill tended to combine into larger aggregations. Wind force had no 
direct or indirect influence on the types of kriU aggregations or their 
density. The increased temperature towards the end of the season, 
however, assisted the development of phytoplankton which in turn led 
to an increase in kriU concentration. The biological parameters of kriU 
examined (stages of maturity, sex ratio and kriU size) varied according 
to aggregation type. The results obtained should be regarded as 
preliminary since they were based on data from one season only. 
Distributional characteristics of kriU aggregations varied significantly 
over time. It was therefore recommended that CPUE simulation studies 
take into account the actual distributional features of targetted 
aggregations and the catchability rates of the trawls used at different 
times in the life of the fishery. 

Resume 

Les caracteristiques de la repartition des concentrations de kriU dans le 
lieu de peche proche de l'ile du Couronnement ont ete examinees par 
rapport aux facteurs de l'environnement, it la condition biologique du 
kriU et it la performance de la pecherie. Les recherches ont ete menees 
d'octobre 1989 it fevrier 1990. Un echo-sondeur a servi it l'evaluation 
des caracteristiques des concentrations de kriU. Le krill a ete peche par 
des chaluts pelagiques standard d'une ouverture horizon tale de 33 m. 
Tous les types courants de concentrations de kriU ont ete signales dans 
la region de l'ile du Couronnement au cours de la periode 
d'observation. De novembre it fevrier, le kriU disperse a eu tendance it 
se grouper en concentrations plus larges. La vitesse du vent n'a eu 
aucune influence directe ou indirecte sur les types de concentrations de 
krill ou sur leur densite. Par contre, vers la fin de la saison, la hausse 
de la temperature a favorise le developpement du phytoplancton, ce qui 
a alors provoque une augmentation des concentrations de krill. Les 
parametres biologiques du krill examine (stades de maturite, sex ratio et 
taille du kriU) ont varie selon les type de concentrations. Les resultats 
obtenus devraient etre consideres comme etant preliminaires, vu qu'ils 
sont bases sur les donnees d'une seule saison. Les caracteristiques de 
repartition des concentrations de kriU ont varie considerablement au 

AtlantNIRO, 5 Dimitry Donskoy Street, Kaliningrad 236999, USSR 
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cours du temps. 11 a de ce fait ete recommande que les etudes par 
simulation de la CPUE tiennent compte des caracreristiques memes de la 
repartition des concentrations visees et des taux de capturabilite des 
chaluts utilises a differentes epoques de l'historique de la pecherie. 

Pe310Me 

XapaKTepHCTHKH pacnpe,lteJIeHH5J arperaIJ,Hti KPHJI5J B 

npOMblCJIOBOM patioHe y o. KopoHetiwH 6blJIH paCCMOTpeHbl B 

CB5J3H C cpaKTopaMH oKpY>KalOIqeti Cpe,ltbl, 6HOJIOrHtIeCKHM 

COCT05JHHeM KPHJI5J H pe3YJIbTaTaMH npOMblCJIa. Pa60Tbl 

npOBo,ltHJIHCb B nepHO,lt C OKT5J6p5J 1989 r. no cpeBpaJIb 1990 r. 
OIJ,eHKa xapaKTepHcTHK arperaIJ,Hti KPHJI5J npOBo,ltHJIaCb C 

nOMOIqblO 3XOJIOTa. IIpOMblCeJI KPHJI5J BeJIC5J CTaH,ltapTHbIM 

pa3HOr JIy6HHHblM TpaJIOM C ropH30HTaJIbHblM pacKpblTHeM 

Me>K,lty KPblJIbSIMH B 33 M. 3a nepHo,lt Ha6JIIO,lteHHSI B patioHe o. 

KopoHetiwH 6blJIH 3aperHcTpHpoBaHbl Bce H3BeCTHble THnbl 

arperaIJ,Hti KPHJISI. C HOSI6p5J no cpeBpaJIb 6blJIa OTMetIeHa 

TeH,lteHIJ,H5J YBeJIHtIeHHSI KOHIJ,eHTpaIJ,HH KPHJI5J OT 

pa3p03HeHHblx CKOnJIeHHti ,lt0 KpynHblx arperaIJ,Hti. CHJIa BeTpa 

He OKa3blBaJIa HH npSIMoro HH KOCBeHHoro BJIHSIHHSI Ha THnbl 

CKOnJIeHHti KPHJI5J H HX nJIOTHOCTb. O,ltHaKO, nOBblweHHe 

TeMnepaTypbl K KOHIJ,y ce30Ha cnoc06CTBOBaJIO pa3BHTHIO 

cpHTOnJIaHKTOHa H, KaK pe3YJIbTaT 3Toro, nOBblweHHIO 

KOHIJ,eHTpaIJ,HH KPHJISI. BHOJIOrHtIeCKHe napaMeTpbl KPHJISI -

CTa,ltHH 3peJIOCTH, COOTHoweHHe nOJIOB H pa3Mep 

pa3JIHtIaJIHCb B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT THna KOHIJ,eHTpaIJ,Hti. 

IIoJIytIeHHble BbIBO,ltbl CJIe,ltyeT CtIHTaTb npe,ltBapHTeJIbHbIMH, 

nOCKOJIbKY OHH 6blJIH nOJIytIeHbl Ha MaTepHaJIax TOJIbKO 

O,ltHoro ce30Ha. XapaKTepHCTHKH pacnpe,lteJIeHHSI arperaIJ,Hti 

KPHJI5J Ha npOMblCJIOBOM ytIaCTKe CYIqeCTBeHHO MeH5JJIHCb BO 

BpeMeHH. B pe3YJIbTaTe 3Toro 6blJIO peKOMeH,ltOBaHO npH 

paCtIeTe BeJIHtIHHbl CPUE MeTO,ltOM MaTeMaTHtIeCKOrO 

MO,lteJIHpOBaHHSI npHHHMaTb BO BHHMaHHe peaJIbHble 

xapaKTepHCTHKH pacnpe,lteJIeHH5J KPHJISI B 06JIaBJIHBaeMblX 

arperaIJ,HSIX H YJIOBHCTOCTb HCnOJIb3yeMblx TpaJIOB B 

Pa3JIHtIHble nepHO,ltbl npOMblCJIa. 

Resumen 

Se estudian las caracterfsticas de distribuci6n de las concentraciones de 
krill en los caladeros de la isla Coronaci6n en relaci6n a los factores del 
entorno fisico, la condici6n biol6gica del krill y la actuaci6n de la 
pesqueria. Los trabajos de investigaci6n se llevaron a cabo desde 
octubre 1989 a febrero 1990; empleandose un ecosondas para evaluar 
las caracteristicas de las concentraciones. Las pescas de krill se 
realizaron con un arrastre pelligico estandar cuya abertura horizontal de 
la boca era de 33 m. Durante el periodo de observaci6n de la zona de la 
isla Coronaci6n, se registraron todos los tipos comunes de 
concentraci6n. De noviembre a febrero las fonnaciones dispersas de 
krill tendian a fonnar agrupaciones mas amplias. La fuerza del viento 
no influy6 en la fonna de las concentraciones ni en su densidad. 
Sin embargo, el aumento de la temperatura hacia el final de la 
temporada provoc6 la fonnaci6n de fitoplancton 10 que a su vez origin6 
el crecimiento de la concentraci6n de krill. Los panimetros bio16gicos 



del krill examinados (fases de madurez, proporci6n de sexo y tallas) 
variaron segun el tipo de concentraci6n. Los resultados obtenidos 
deben considerarse preliminares ya que se han basado unicamente en 
los datos de una sola temporada. Las caracteristicas de distribuci6n de 
las concentraciones de krill variaron considerablemente seglin la epoca. 
Se recomienda por 10 tanto que los estudios de simulaci6n de la CPUE 
tengan en cuenta las caracteristicas reales de distribuci6n de las 
concentraciones escogidas, aSI como los Indices de capturabilidad de 
los arrastres utilizados en las distintas epocas de la pesqueria. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The characteristics of krill distribution have been the subject of a series of scientific 
works (Kalinowski and Witek 1982, 1985; Anon., 1986; Godlewska and Kluzek, 1988; Miller 
and Hampton, 1989; William and Hamner, 1984). 

The data used in most of these papers have been obtained as a result of scientific 
programs such as FIBEX and BIOMASS. The study of krill CPUE also requires knowledge of its 
distributional characteristics in fishing grounds (Endo and Ichii, 1989). These characteristics 
are determined by environmental factors as well as the biological condition of krill. 

The authors have attempted to examine changes in distributional characteristics of krill 
aggregations in fishing grounds as they relate to krill biology and the performance of the 
fishery. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Investigations were carried out on board a fishing vessel which did not have 
echo-integrating equipment, a fact which severely limited the amount of hydroacoustic 
information obtained. Distributional characteristics of krill aggregations were assessed on the 
basis of echogram recordings according to a methodology developed by AtlantNIRO (1985). 

Since a hydroacoustic assessment of the effectiveness of the midwater trawl type 74/416 
used for taking krill was not carried out, catchability was calculated on the basis of statistical 
probability models used for fishing trawls. This method is quite accurate when used to assess 
trawl catchability and is an acceptable alternative to hydroacoustic methods (Kasatkina, 1989; 
Kadilnikov et al.). Maximum krill speed in the calculations was taken to be V max=0.23 m/s 
(Kasatkina and Myskov, 1986; Hamner, 1984). Trawl specifications for the type 74/416 are 
given in Table 1. 

CPUE (Catch-per-unit-effort) was assessed as catch per hour of trawling because 
expended fishing effort can be expressed as trawling time for a standard trawl. Since we are 
examining the performance of a single vessel, the 74/416 type trawl is taken as standard. 

A well-grounded estimate of mean catch per hour of trawling, Q/hr, (Ivanova, 1988; 
Smith, 1980) was calculated in the following manner: 
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iii(Q/hr) = 

n 
I,Q 

i=1 
n 
I,Ttp,i 

i=1 

where QI = catch in haul i; 
T tp.1 = duration of haul i ; 
n = number of hauls over the study period. 

Relative error of mean catch per hour of trawling is 

; (iilQlhr) = ± le (aQ + at] 
1ft - -
~ Il\ 

where te = confidence coefficient according to confidence probability £; 

aQ = standard deviation of catch per haul; 

~ = mathematical expectation of catch per haul; 
at = standard deviation of the duration of one haul; 

mt = mathematical expectation of the duration of one haul. 

Krill biological condition was determined according to "Methodical Instructions on 
Sampling and Primary Treatment of Biological Material and Data on Antarctic Krill in situ" 
(Moscow, VNIRO, 1982). 

Sea surface temperature was measured to within 0.2°e of accuracy. 

3. RESULTS 

The entire period of investigations (18 November 1989 to 27 February 1990) may be 
divided into six smaller periods during which fairly similar krill aggregations were recorded. 

The distribution of krill and the catchability coefficient of the 74/416 midwater trawl 
were evaluated for each of these time intervals (Table 2). Data on catch per hour trawling are 
given in Table 3; daily catch and fishing effort expended are shown in Table 4. 

(Period I) 18 November to 3 December 1989 

Observations were carried out over two fishing grounds during this period: north-east 
(500 1O'S to 59° 30'S and 43°30'W to 44°W) and south-west (Figure 1). 

In the daytime, krill was recorded as a scattered layer in the 10 to 140 m depth range 
with interrupted, short tracks formed by poorly defined swarms. In periods of darkness 
(between dusk and dawn), kriU was located above depths of 40 m, forming a dispersed 
sub-surface layer. Daily vertical migration was indistinct (Figure 2). 
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Mean catch per hour of trawling was rn(Q/hr) = 2.15 tonnes (Table 3). Commercial 

catches (iii(Q/hr) = 13.4 tonnes, O'Q = 6 tonnes) were obtained due to prolonged periods of 

trawling: iiit = 5.8 hrs, 0'. = 2.5 hours. 

Wind force over this period dropped from 3.5 to 2 on the Richter scale while water 
temperature was between 0° and 0.5° (Figure 4a). 

In the north-east fishing ground, mean kriUlength was 47.8 mm and 45.4 mm in the 
south-west. The sex-ratio was 0.67 for males and 1.08 for females. A sharp drop in the 
proportion of post-spawning males and a significant increase in the number of females with a 
normal thorax were noted in the south-west towards the end of the study period (Figures 3b 
and 3c). The maturity stages of female ovaries were from 1 to 3 (Figure 3g) and 60% of 
females had spermatophores. KriU feeding intensity increased somewhat throughout the study 
period (Figure 3e). 

(Period 11) 4 December to 18 December 1989 

The fishing ground was located to the north-west of Coronation Island (Figure 1). 

KriU aggregations were recorded as fields of swarms dispersed in the depth layer of 
approximately 70 m. Towards nightfall these swarms ascended to the surface and dispersed, 
forming a rather uniform and sparse layer or separate sparse patches after 11 p.m. Swarming 
occurred with the onset of dawn (2:30 to 3:00 a.m.) and after five a.m. these swarms migrated 
downwards (Figure 2b). 

Mean catch per hour of trawling was m(Q/hr) = 3.9 tonnes (Table 3). Catch ability 
coefficient when targetting such aggregations was calculated to be P = 0.0605 (see Table 2). 

It should be noted that a temporary redistribution of krill took place from 7 to 8 
December. In daylight hours, kriU adhered to depths less than 90 m and formed swarms of 
higher density: 

As = 1.38.10-4 m-2, ~ = 0.2089. 

Catchability coefficient was calculated at P = 0.116. Catch per hour of trawling 

increased to rn(Q/hr) = 7.5 tonnes. Catch per haul was iii(Q) = 24.7 tonnes; O'Q = 5.4 tonnes 

and trawling duration: rn. = 3.3 hours, 0'. = 1.0 hrs. Wind force rose to 4 and temperature 
dropped to below O°C towards the end of the period (Figure 3a). 

In Period 11, mean kriUlength was from 44 to 47 mm and the sex-ratio of males and 
females was 0.99. The proportion of post-spawning males notably increased due to those 
maturing for the first and repeat times and also specimens at the "rest" stage (Figure 3b). A rise 
in the number of females with enlarged thoraxes due to maturation of eggs was observed. KriU 
feeding intensity reached its highest level (Figure 3d). Up to 80% of females had 
spermatophores. 

The temporary redistribution of kriU on 8 December, which changed the nature of the 
aggregation, coincides with a transition period in mating and feeding (see Figures 3b and 3f 
from 1-7 December to 8-15 December 1989). 
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(Period Ill) 9 December 1989 to 7 January 1990 

The fishing ground shifted somewhat towards the west (Figure 1). Swarms were 
distributed over a wide range of depths and vertical migration was quite distinct (Figure 4). At 
night-time (23:00 to 2:00), krill formed sub-surface, sparse patches. In daylight hours 
column-shaped swarms having a vertical extent of up to 70 m were recorded. 

Tables 2 and 3 show that the density of the targetted concentration was somewhat lower 
compared to the previous period. However, due to the increased catchability of the trawl, the 

value m(Q/hr) practically remained the same and was equal to 3.99 tonnes. 

Wind force for this period decreased to 2-3 on the Richter scale while water temperature 
ranged from 0° to +O.7°C (Figure 3a). 

Mean length of krill in catches was 47.7 mm and the sex-ratio of males and females was 
0.99. There was a continued increase in the proportion of mature males as well as females with 
an enlarged thorax (Figures 3b and 3c). Mature females were not encountered. Towards the 
end of the period, feeding intensity decreased notably judging by the drop in the proportion of 
specimens with dark and dark green livers. About 100% of females had spermatophores. 

(Period N) 8 to 28 January 1990 

The fishing ground shifted somewhat to the south-east (Figure 5). Targetted krill 
swarms were recorded as "tracks" with clearly defined daily vertical migration. At night-time 
(from 0 to 2:30) krill formed a sub-surface, scattered layer. The formation of "tracks", which 
during daylight hours adhered to the 50 to 110 mm layer (Figure 6a), began as dawn 
approached. 

Krill density was low with the average being Pv = 2.21 g/m3• However, due to the 

increase in trawling duration (iiit = 4 hrs) and the relatively high catchability of the trawl 

(P = 0.1252), commercial catches were taken (m(Q) = 15.9 tonnes O'Q = 5.5 tonnes). 
Moreover, catch per hour of trawling was the same as before, being on average 3.98 tonnes 
(Tables 2 and 3). 

Wind force for the period increased from 2 to 4 on the Richter scale and temperature 
rose from 0.7° to 1.2°C (Figure 3a). 

Mean krilllength increased to 49 mm and the sex ratio was 2.05. 

Male sexual maturity was virtually the same (Figure 3b), although females underwent 
some significant physical changes (Figures 3b and 3g). Female gonads fully matured and 
spawning was able to take place. Feeding intensity reached its maximum level in this period 
(Figure 3e) and catches per hour trawling increased (Figure 3a). 

(Period V) 29 January to 18 February 1990 

Fishing grounds were the same as for the previous period (Figure 5). 

Targetted aggregations were formed from large swarms (Table 2). In the daylight hours 
swarms turned into large irregularly shaped patches or dense, extended layers. At night-time, 
concentrations remained at depths of less than 40 m where krill formed a sub-surface, dense 
layer from smaller swarms or sparse patches. Daily vertical migration was clearly defined 
(Figure 6b). 
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Catch per hour of trawling was m(Q/hr) = 6.2 tonnes, while catch per haul was 

iii(Q) = 19.6 tonnes. 

Mean krilllength increased to 50 mm and the sex ratio of males and females was 1.08. 

Wind force reached 3 on the Richter scale and water temperature dropped to 0.7°C 
(Figure 3a). The proportion of post-spawning males decreased due to their entering the "rest" 
stage (Stage In. The number of females with hypertrophied thoraxes as well as those bearing 
eggs decreased notably (Figures 3c and 3d) while feeding intensity increased slightly. Catches 
per hour trawling on average increased (Figure 3a). 

(Period VI) 19 to 27 February 1990 

The fishing ground was the same as previously (Figure 5). During the day, swarms 
with varying density field A.a formed aggregations. It was observed that adjacent swarms 
formed concentrations. At night-time, the distributional pattern of krill was practically 
unchanged in comparison with the previous Period V. 

High density (Pv = 12.2 g/m3) and a high trawl catchability rate (P = 0.101) enabled 

large catches (iii(Q) = 18.1 tonnes) to be taken when trawling duration was relatively short. 

Catches per hour trawling were iii(Q/hr) = 12.2 tonnes. 

Daily vertical migration of krill was down when compared with the previous period 
(Figure 7). Wind force increased to 3.5 and the temperature rose to 1.5°C. Catches per hour 
trawling reached their maximum levels (Figure 3a). The proportion of males entering the "rest" 
reproductive period also increased (Figure 3b). Almost all females spawned. Sex ratio was 
1.08. Mean kriUlength was 49.8 mm. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Over the observation period from November 1989 to February 1990, aU types of kriU 
aggregations were recorded at the fishing grounds around Coronation Island in accordance with 
an established classification system (Kalinowski and Witek, 1985): 

• scattered forms (Period I); 

• swarms and irregular forms in daylight hours and scattered forms at night-time 
(Periods Il and Ill); 

• layers in daylight hours and scattered forms at night-time (Period IV); 

• irregular forms in daylight hours and scattered forms at night-time (period V); and 

• fields of swarms in the daytime and scattered irregular forms at night-time 
(Period VI). 

The tendency of kriU aggregations to change from scattered kriU to swarm field was 
established on the basis of data from hydroacoustic surveys conducted in the South Orkney area 
in the period from November 1989 to February 1990 and also from other years, e.g. November 
1984 to February 1985 (Kasatkina, 1987). Table 4 shows how the mean daily kriU catch over 
various periods varied from 35 to 46 tonnes. 
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With the variation in distribution of targetted krill aggregations there also occurred 
significant changes in catch-per-unit-effort and the catchability rate (Tables 2 and 3). For 
example, the spatial redistribution of krill from scattered aggregations (Period I) to dense fields 
'of swanns (Period VI) together with increased biomass density (concentrations) and trawl 
catchability made it possible to obtain practically an identical mean daily catch even though 
almost five times less fishing effort was expended. 

The results of our studies agree well with data from earlier hydroacoustic assessments 
of fishing gear catchability in relation to krill (Kadilnikov et al., 1989). The latest assessments 
demonstrated that the midwater trawl catchability coefficient is a random value and is the 
function of behavioural and distributional characteristics of the target species and the 
specifications and structural elements of the trawl. Catch-per-unit-effort depends on the 
aggregati~n density of the target species and the catchability of the trawl. 

A comparative analyses of the dynamics of change in distributional characteristics of 
krill aggregations with environmental conditions and krill's biological condition allows us to 
draw the following preliminary conclusion. 

Wind force appeared to be normal (2 to 4) and apparently had neither direct nor indirect 
effect on the type of aggregations formed and their density. 

Water temperature had no direct impact on krill distribution, although increased 
temperature towards the end of the observation period raised the temperature gradient of the 
thermocline which improves conditions for phytoplankton (Latogursky et al., 1972). This in 
turn leads to an increase in swarm density. 

Low catches and scatterred swarms in Period I were paralleled by the greatest number of 
mating males, the least number of mature females and the lowest levels of feeding intensity. It 
should therefore be supposed that intense mating behaviour and low levels of feeding activity 
compelled krill to become more mobile, thus determining aggregation type and density. As a 
consequence the fishery was quite successful. 

The change in swarm type and the increase in catches in Period Il was linked to a 
decrease in krill mobility which was determined by a sharp drop in reproductive activity and 
improved feeding conditions. 

The formation of the above type of aggregations and the decrease in swarm density in 
Period III may be primarily the result of a temporary worsening of feeding conditions and the 
sharp reduction in the number of females with an enlarged thorax due to egg maturation. It is 
known that a deterioration of feeding conditions leads to krill being scattered (Latogursky, 
1972). Moreover, sexual maturation of females at different times means that they will descend 
to deeper waters to spawn at different times. This leads to an increase in the vertical extent of 
swarms, i.e., a decrease in density. 

The fourth observation period witnessed an acute rise in surface water temperature, a 
much larger proportion of spawning females, a predominance of males over females by two to 
one and also the beginning of spawning. The increase in krill mean length to 49 mm and the 
increase in the number of spawning females should have significantly increased kriU biomass 
on the fishing ground. Despite some negative factors, such as the increase in the number of 
males in catches (they are more mobile than females), the overall result was nevertheless 
positive and catches started to increase towards the end of this period. 

In Period V the proportion of post-spawning males and females grew against a 
background of continued increased feeding activity and larger krill size. This facilitated the 
increase in aggregation density, kriU biomass and, consequently, catch-per-unit-effort. 
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The type of aggregations observed in Period VI may be linked to the continued increase 
in the proportion of males and females feeding intensely who went into the "rest" reproductive 
stage (Stage 11 in males, non-enlarged thorax in females). This evidently enabled males and 
females of the same size groups to form separate swarms. 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

It may be concluded that in general a relationship exists between types of aggregations 
and the biological condition of krill within those aggregations. However, the results obtained 
should be regarded as preliminary since only data from one season have been examined. 

Distributional characteristics of krill swarms change markedly over time in the fishing 
ground. This factor varies the catchability of the midwater trawl and affects the size of the 
catch-per-unit-effort. Therefore, when estimating CPUE using modelling it is essential, in our 
opinion, to examine the real distributional characteristics of krill in targetted aggregations and 
the catchability coefficients of the midwater trawls used during various periods of the fishery. 
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Table 1: Specifications for trawl type 74/416. 

Element Value 

Vertical opening in the trawl bag 42m 

Vertical opening of fme-meshed insertion 9.5m 

Horizontal opening of fme-meshed insertion 9.5m 

Horizontal opening between doors 56m 

Horizontal opening between trawl wings 33m 

Trawl length along shift from wing tips to fine-meshed insertion 141 m 

Length of cable with tow legs lOOm 

Trawling speed 3.0 to 3.3 knots 

Length of trawl board 4m 

Mesh bar of bag netting 12 mm 
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g Table 2: Mean values of krill distribution parameters and catchability of the 74/416 trawl in the fishing grounds off Coronation Island. 

Periods 

Parameter 
18 November to 4 December to 19 December 1989 8 January to 29 January to 19 February to 

3 December 1989 18 December 1989 to 7 January 1990 28 January 1990 18 February 1990 27 February 1990 

Swann distribution -
mean layer depth (m) 

100 95 100 77 70 

Mean vertical extent 15 18 5 17 19 
of swanns (m) 

Standard deviation of vertical 4 7 2 6 8 
extent of swanns (m) 

Mean horizontal length of 72 89 28 89 75 
swanns(m) 

Standard deviation of horizontal 21 . 25 12 23 18 
extent of swanns (m) 

Mean swann diameter (m) [it is 92 120 36 120 84 
assumed that swanns are of a 
cyclindrical shape] 

Mean swann volume (m3) 9.97xl04 2.03x1OS 5.09xl03 1.92x1OS 1.05x1OS 

Relative density of swanns in 0.0298 0.0982 0.2796 0.188 0.168 
3-dimensional space, f3 

Density of a field of swanns in 2.98xlO-5 4.78x1o-5 5.4x10-3 7.52xlo-5 1. llxlo-5 

2-dimensional space As 

Mean krill density Pv,g!m3 4.49 4.07 2.20 5.88 9.46 
(calculated estimate) 

Calculated estimate of total 0.0605 0.068 0.1253 0.0807 1.101 
catchability of a 74/416 trawl 
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Table 3: Results of targetting krill aggregations off Coronation Island. 

Periods 

Parameter 
18 November to 4 December to 19 December 1989 8 January to 

3 December 1989 18 December 1989 to 7 January 1990 28 January 1990 

Mean catch per haul (tonnes) 13.4 15.1 13.3 15.9 

Standard deviation of catch 6.6 5.8 5.3 6.5 
per haul (tonnes) 

Mean trawling duration (hrs) 5.8 3.8 3.3 4.0 

Standard deviation of 2.5 1.5 1.3 2.5 
hauling duration (hrs) 

Mean catch 2.15 3.93 3.99 3.98 
per hour trawling (tonnes) 

Relative error of mean catch 0.21 0.209 0.195 0.157 
per hour of trawling 

29 January to 19 February to 
18 February 1990 27 February 1990 

19.6 18.1 

5.4 5.7 

3.2 1.4 

1.0 0.6 

6.22 12.2 

0.138 0.277 



~ 
Table 4: Daily krill catch and expended fishing effort. 

, 

Periods 

Parameter 
18 November to 4 December to 19 December 1989 8 January to 29 January to 19 February to 

3 December 1989 18 December 1989 to 7 January 1990 28 January 1990 18 February 1990 27 February 1990 

Mean daily catch (tonnes) 34.8 35 35 44.0 46.1 37.8 

Standard deviation of 19.1 13.2 13.2 18.1 12.7 11.9 
daily catch 

Mean fIshing effort expended 15.6 10.7 8.8 11.2 7.4 3.1 
over 24 hours (hrs) 

Standard deviation of mean fishing 6.5 4.1 3.4 3.5 2.9 1.4 
ffort expended over 24 hours (hrs) 
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Figure 1: Fishing grounds in the Coronation Island area from 18 November 1989 to 
7 January 1990. 
Period I: 18 November to 3 December 
Period IT: 4 to 18 December 
Period lIT: 19 December to 7 January. 
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(a) from 18 November to 3 December 1989 
(b) 4 to 18 December 1989 
Shaded area represents dawn and dusk 
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(a) catches per hour of trawling; (b) male maturity stages; (c) female thorax 
condition; (d) female maturity stages; (e) kriU feeding intensity. 
1 - wind force 
2 - water temperature 
3.1 - catches per hour of trawling over short intervals 
3.2 - catches per hour of trawling over long intervals 
4 - Stage II 
5 - StageN 
6 - Stage V 
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(b) 29 January to 18 February 1990 
Shaded area represents dawn and dusk 
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CnHCOK Ta6JIHL\ 

Cpe~HHe 3HatleHHSI napaMeTpOB pacnpe~eJIeHHSI KPHJISI H 

YJIOBHCTOCTb TpaJIa 74/416 Ha npOMblCJIOBblX YtlaCTKaX B patioHe 

OCTpOBa KopoHetiwH. 

Pe3YJIbTaTbl 06JIOBa arperaQHti KPHJISI B patioHe OCTpOBa KopoHetiwH. 

CYTOtlHble YJIOBbl KPHJISI H 3aTpatleHHOe npOMblCJIOBOe YCHJIHe. 

CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

IIPOMblCJIOBble YtlaCTKH B patioHe OCTpOBa KopoHetiwH, 18 HOSl6pSl 

1989 r. - 7 SlHBapSl 1990 r. 
IIepHo~ I: 18 HOSl6pSl - 3 ~eKa6pSl 
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WG-KRILL-90/28 

MEASUREMENTS OF DIFFERENCES IN THE TARGET STRENGTH OF 
ANTARCTIC KRILL (EUPHAUSIA SUPERBA) SWARMS AT 38 KHZ AND 
120 KHZ 

I. Hampton* 

* 

Abstract 

Differences in the target strength of adult (36 to 60 mm) Antarctic krill 
(Euphausia superba) at 38 and 120 kHz have been inferred from 
differences in the mean back-scattering strength of swarms 
simultaneously insonified at these two frequencies in studies off the 
South Orkneys and Elephant Island in March 1990. Back-scattering 
strengths at 120 kHz ran consistently about 7 dB higher than at 38 kHz, 
a difference which was regarded as too large to be explained by 
possible experimental error, and which was therefore attributed to real 
differences in average target strength at these two frequencies. The 
results are in good agreement with recent experimental work on the 
target strength of encaged E. superba at 38 and 120 kHz but are in 
major conflict with the 120 kHz - to - 50 kHz target strength conversion 
factor used at the Post-FIBEX Acoustic Workshop in 1984. 

Resume 

Les differences d'intensite de reponse acoustique du krill antarctique 
(Euphausia superba ) adulte (36 a 60 mm) a 38 et 120 kHz ont ete 
inferees a partir des differences d'intensite moyenne de retrodiffusion 
d'essaims insonifies simultanement a ces deux frequences dans des 
etudes au large des Orcades du Sud et de l'lle Elephant en mars 1990. 
A 120 kHz, les intensites de retrodiffusion etaient constamment de 7 dB 
plus elevees quIa 38 kHz; cette difference, consideree comme etant trop 
importante pour pouvoir s'expliquer par une erreur possible 
d'experimentation, doit donc etre attribuee a des differences reelles dans 
la reponse acoustique moyenne a ces deux frequences. Les resultats 
concordent bien avec de recents travaux experimentaux sur la reponse 
acoustique dIE. superba en enceinte a 38 et 120 kHz, mais sont en 
contradiction totale avec le facteur de conversion de la reponse 
acoustique de 120 kHz-a-50kHz utilise a l'Atelier acoustique 
Post-FIBEX de 1984. 

Pe310Me 

Pa3JUflUf5.1 B CHJIe aKycTHlIecKot't: QeJIH B3pOCJIOro (30-60 MM) 

aHTapKTHlIeCKoro KPHJI5.I (Euphausia superba) np:H lIaCTOTe B 38 :H 

120 KrQ 6bIJIH onpe,l{eJIeHbI no Pa3JI:HlIH5.lM B Cpe,l{Het't: CHJIe 

o6paTHoro aKycTHlIecKoro paCCe5.lH:H5.I CKOnJIeHHt't:, O,l{HOBpe

MeHHO HCCJIe,l{yeMbIx 3XOJIOTOM, pa60TalOII\:HM Ha ,l{aHHbIX 

lIaCTOTax, B XO,l{e HCCJIe,l{OBaHHt't: KPHJI5.I B pat't:OHe IO>KHbIX 

0pKHet't:CK:HX OCTPOBOB H OCTpOBa 3JIe~aHT B MapTe 1990 r. 

BeJIHlIHHbI CHJIbI o6paTHoro aKycTHlIecKoro paCCe5.lHH5.I npH 

Sea Fisheries Research Institute, Private Bag X2, Roggebaai, 8012, South Africa 
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lIaCTOTe B 120KrL\ nOCTOSIHHO npeBblWaJUf BeJUfllHHbl, 

nOJlYlIeHHble npH lIaCTOTe B 38 KrL\, npH6J1H3HTeJlbHO Ha 7 ,llB. 

3Ta pa3HHL\a 6blJla npH3HaHa CJlHWKOM 3HallHTeJlbHoti ,llJlSI 

Toro, lITo6bl OTHeCTH ee Ha ClIeT B03MO)l{HblX norpewHocTeti B 

3KcnepHMeHTe, n03TOMY OHa 6blJla npH3HaHa CJle,llCTBHeM 

peaJlbHblX Pa3J1HlIHti B Cpe,llHeti CHJle aKYCTHlIecKoti L\eJlH npH 

3THX ,llBYX lIaCTOTax. Pe3YJlbTaTbl XopOWO COrJlaCYIOTCSI C 

TeMH, KOTopble 6blJlH nOJlYlIeHbl He,llaBHO B xO,lle 3KcnepHMeH

TaJlbHblX pa60T no onpe,lleJleHHIO CHJlbl aKYCTHlIecKoti L\eJlH 

nOMe~eHHoro B ca,llOK KPHJlSI E. superba npH lIaCTOTax B 38 H 

120 KrL\, HO B 3HallHTeJlbHoti Mepe npOTHBopellaT K03<p

<pHL\HeHTY nepeClIeTa CHJlbl aKYCTHlIecKoti L\eJlH 120-50 KrL\, 

HCnOJlb30BaHHOMY Ha Pa601leM ceMHHape no aKYCTHKe, 

npOBe,lleHHOM B 1984 r. no 3aBepweHHH nporpaMMbl FIBEX. 

Resumen 

De los estudios realizados cerca de las islas Elefante y Orcadas del Sur 
durante marzo de 1990, se dedujeron las diferencias que ocurren en la 
potencia del blanco del krill antartico adulto (36-60 mm) (Euphausia 
superba), al emplear frecuencias de 38 y 120 kHz y considerando las 
diferencias en la potencia media de retrodispersion obtenida de los 
cardumenes sondeados simultaneamente en ambas. Las potencias de 
retrodispersion a 120 kHz pennanecieron constantes alrededor de 7 dB 
mas altos que las obtenidas a 38 kHz, diferencia que se considero 
demasiado grande para poder interpretarla como un error experimental, 
y por 10 tanto se atribuyo a diferencias reales en la potencia promedio 
del blanco que ocurren en estas frecuencias. Los resultados concuerdan 
con un trabajo experimental reciente sobre la potencia del blanco de 
E. superba en captividad, donde se emplearon frecuencias de 38 y 
120 kHz pero existe una gran disparidad con el factor de conversion de 
la potencia del blanco de 120 kHz a 50 kHz utilizado en el taller 
acustico realizado con posterioridad a FIBEX en 1984. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Acoustic surveys of krill (Euphausia superba) abundance have commonly been 
conducted at echosounder frequencies of between 50 and 200 kHz, with 120 kHz being 
probably the most common frequency (Miller and Hampton, 1989). Knowledge of the 
frequency-dependence of krill target strength, and in particular, of the relation between target 
strength at 120 kHz and that at other commonly used frequencies, is therefore necessary for 
comparing and combining abundance estimates made at different frequencies. 

To date the most controlled comparison of the frequency-dependence of E. superba 
target strength is one made by Foote et al. (1990) on live animals at South Georgia. Target 
strengths at 38 and 120 kHz were estimated by measuring the strength of the back-scatter from 
aggregations of encaged animals which varied in mean length from 30 to 39 mm. Calculated 
target strengths at 120 kHz were some dB higher than at 38 kHz, in general agreement with 
predictions from a fluid sphere theoretical model of Greenlaw (1979). 

The present study was carried out on wild E. superba aggregations encountered off 
Coronation Island, South Orkneys and Elephant Island, South Shetlands, in March 1990 from 
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RS Ajricana, a 78-m research stem-trawler of the Sea Fisheries Research Institute, Cape Town, 
South Africa. The study was part of a broader investigation into krill aggregating and 
distribution patterns in these two regions. 

Data were collected between 7 and 10 March from the edge of the shelf to the north-west 
of Coronation Island, and on 16 March from the north-western shelf edge of Elephant Island. 
Aggregations were simultaneously insonified at 38 and 120 kHz. Differences in average target 
strength at these two frequencies were computed from differences in the average strength of the 
back-scatter between the same vertical and horizontal limits. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Simrad EKS-38 and EKS-120 echosounders were used. The transducers were 
hull-mounted 6 m below the surface, some 40 cm apart on the same stabilized platform. The 
combined Source Level and Voltage Receiving Sensitivity (SL + VRS) for both sounders was 
measured to within an estimated ± 0.5 dB by calibration with a standard copper sphere (Foote, 
1983) immediately prior to the cruise. These values and other relevant calibration data for each 
sounder are shown in Table 1. The SL + VRS value for each sounder agreed to better than 1 dB 
with figures obtained by similar calibrations of these two sounders over the past three years. 
Spot checks on SL and VRS made before, during and after the cruise with a built-in hydrophone 
monitor indicated that the sounders were each probably stable to within 1 dB during the cruise. 

The sounders were synchronized with each other and the echo signals fed into a 
dual-input, custom-built digital integrator and storage system where multi-channel 
echo-integration could be performed (Anon., 1986). In one system (System A), signals 
exceeding a pre-set threshold were integrated in real time in 5-m channels while in the other 
(System B) the entire echo-envelope; if exceeding the same threshold, was stored and 
subsequently integrated off-line. Integrations were restricted to the upper 100 m, the maximum 
range of the EKS-120 internal TVG (Time-Varied-Gain). 

Corrections for TVG imperfections were applied at both frequencies, using 
measurements of receiver gain corresponding to 5-m depth channels between 5 and 100 m. For 
each integration interval the correction was taken as that applicable to the 5-m channel in which 
the acoustic back-scatter during the interval was strongest. The corrections were generally of 
the order of ± 1 dB, ranging from -1.40 dB at 35 m for the EKS-38 to + 1.38 dB at 35 m for the 
EKS-120. The residual TVG-related error in back-scattering strength after correction was 
considered to be less than ± 0.5 dB at both frequencies. 

Back-scatter comparisons, measured in terms of the Mean Surface Back-Scattering 
Strength (MSBS) were restricted to integration intervals where substantial and unmistakeable 
krill targets were detected. Initially the 38 kHz signal was integrated through System A and the 
120 kHz signal through System B. Later, the inputs were interchanged to balance out the effect 
of possible differences in the two integrator systems. One integration was done between 5 and 
100 m over an interval in which no krill were evident on either sounder in the upper 100 m, to 
check the level and frequency-dependence of the noise background. 

Three aimed trawls were made with a commercial midwater trawl in the general area of 
the Coronation Island study, to identify targets and collect length distribution information. Two 
such trawls were also made in the Elephant Island study region. 

3. RESULTS 

Krill in both areas were generally found in discrete swarms which were clearly recorded 
to at least 200 m on both sounders (e.g., Figures 1 and 2). Fifteen comparable integration 
intervals were selected from the Coronation Island area and five from the Elephant Island 
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region. The intervals varied in duration but were typically about 15 minutes long. Most 
intervals contained between 1 000 and 1 500 pings. In all, about 200 discrete swarms were 
recognizable in the former data set and about 50 in the latter. 

The TVG-corrected MSBS values at 38 and 120 kHz and the differences between them 
(L\ MSBS) are shown for both sets of intervals in Table 2, and are plotted in Figure 3. The 
frequency change-over point is shown in both. Table 2 also shows the noise background at 
both frequencies (Interval 470). 

It can be seen from Figure 3 that the MSBS values at the two frequencies track each other 
extremely well, with the 120 kHz values running some 7 dB higher throughout. The mean 
difference in MSBS (L\ MSBS), computed by averaging the anti-logs of the L\ MSBS values, was 
7.1 dB off Coronation Island and 6.9 dB off Elephant Island. The noise background was some 
8 dB below the lowest MSBS value, and furthermore did not exhibit the same 
frequency-dependence as the data from the krill, so it can be discounted as a source of error. 
Similarly, there was no noticeable difference in L\ MSBS when the frequencies were 
interchanged, removing any fear that the differences were an artefact of differences in the two 
integration systems. 

Length frequencies for the three samples taken off Coronation Island are shown in 
Figure 4, and for the two Elephant Island samples in Figure 5. Mean lengths in the two area 
were 48.75 and 45.98 mm respectively. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The prime concern is whether the differences in back-scattering strength at the two 
frequencies are due to a real difference in average target strength at these frequencies, or to 
some experimental artefact. Because of the closeness of the transducers, essentially the same 
targets would have been insonified at both frequencies (ignoring random differences caused by 
any small time delay between firing of the two transmitters), so differences from this sources, 
which would in any event have been random, can be discounted. The only other artefact could 
have come from a gross error in the calibration of one or both of the sounders. However, in 
view of the accuracy achievable in sphere calibration of the SL + VRS parameter (conservatively 
± 0.5 dB), the consistency of the hydrophone spot checks, and the agreement with previous 
sphere calibrations of the sounders (see Methods section), a corss-calibration error as large as 
7 dB is considered to be highly unlikely. Even allowing for an error of 0.5 dB in the 
estimation of SL + VRS, and for the same error in the equivalent beam factor and in the TVG 
correction, gives an upper limit of only 1.5 dB for error in each system and a maximum 
calibration error of 3.0 dB in any comparison between them. The MSBS differences obtained 
can therefore be regarded as significant, indicative of a real target strength difference at the two 
frequencies. 

The MSBS differences are in the same sense of the same order as those obtained by 
Mathisen and Macaulay (1983) in their investigations on the back-scattering from swarms of 
E. superba at 50 and 120 kHz, which suggests a target strength some 3 dB higher at 120 kHz 
than at 50 kHz. Furthermore, the differences are in good agreement with Foote et al.'s (1990) 
recent results from their cage experiments on E. superba target strength at 38 and 120 kHz. For 
their largest animals (mean length 39.4 mm), which were the closest in size to those in the 
present study, they obtained a mean target strength 8.2 dB higher at 120 kHz than at 38 kHz 
(Event 17, their Table I). Their computed theoretical difference for animals of this size, which 
they obtained by substituting their own sound-speed and density-contrast measurements into 
Greenlaw's (1979) fluid sphere scattering cross-section model, was 4.2 dB (Event 17, their 
Table Ill). 

The increase in target strength with frequency is however in major disagreement with 
Kristensen's (1983) target strength spectrum for 40 mm tethered euphausiids in dorsal aspect, 
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which shows a decrease in target strength of some 5 to 6 dB as frequency increases from 38 to 
120 kHz (see Miller and Hampton, 1989, Figure 16). Kristensen's spectrum was used at the 
Post-FIBEX (First International Biomass Experiment) Acoustic Workshop in 1984 (BIOMASS, 
1986) to develop a target strength/length relationship at 50 kHz from the one used for 120 kHz 
data. The result was to raise target strengths at 50 kHz by 5.5 dB compared to those at 
120 kHz. Use of the present data, assuming that target strength differences between 38 and 
50 kHz are small, would have resulted in all FIBEX density estimates made at 50 kHz being 
raised by 12.5 dB, an increase of 17.7 fold, amply demonstrating the importance of obtaining 
reliable in situ information on krill target strength spectra. 
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Table 1: Calibration data for EKS-38 and EKS-120 echosounders. 

38kHz 120kHz 

SL+ VRS (dB) 128.3 115.8 

Pulse duration (ms) 0.90 1.00 

Equivalent ideal beam factor (dB) -19.6* -18.0* 

Absorption coefficient (dB/km) 10.5 40.0 

* From manufacturer's specifications 

Table 2: Mean surface back-scattering strength at 38 kHz (MSBS-38) and 120 kHz 
(MSBS-120), and the difference between them (MSBS) for all intervals. 

Interval MSBS-38 MSBS-120 MSBS 
Number (dB) (dB) (dB) 

Coronation Island 

269 -46.1 -40.7 5.4 
271 -55.3 -48.4 6.9 
272 -55.1 -47.9 7.2 
273 -47.7 40.7 7.0 
274 -47.2 -40.9 6.3 
275 -44.1 -37.5 6.6 
276 -54.7 -48.1 6.6 
277 -56.0 -47.4 8.6 
279 -52.7 -45.0 7.7 
280 -44.8 -37.7 7.1 
281 -46.8 -40.0 6.8 
282 -50.4 -43.7 6.7 

Inputs Interchanged 

283 -50.5 -42.6 7.9 
290 -46.4 -37.7 8.7 
291 -46.8 -39.4 7.4 

Mean 7.1 

Elephant Island 

442 -44.7 -37.3 7.4 
443 -54.9 -49.1 5.8 
447 -51.5 -45.8 5.7 
448 -53.4 -45.7 7.7 
466 -55.8 -47.4 8.4 

Mean 6.9 

470 -63.2 -64.8 -1.6 
(Noise) 
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Figure 1: Echosounder recordings of laill swanns off Coronation Island made at 38 kHz 
(top) and 120 kHz (bottom). The distance between verticallines is 1 n. mile. 
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Echosounder recording of krill swarms off Elephant Island made at 38 kHz (top) 
and 120 kHz (bottom). The distance between vertical lines is 1 n. mile. 
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CnHCOK Ta6JIH~ 

IIapaMeTpbI KaJIH6pHpOBaHH5.I 3XOJIOTOB EKS-38 H EKS-120. 

Cpe,ltH5.I5.I CHJIa nOBepXHOCTHoro o6paTHoro aKYCTHlleCKoro 

paCCe5.lHH5.I npH qaCTOTe B 38 Kr~ (MSBS-38) H 120 Kr~ (MSBS-120) H 

pa3HH~a Me)K,ltY HHMH (MSBS) ,ltJI5.I Bcex HHTepBaJIOB. 

CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

3xorpaMMbI CKOnJIeHHH KPHJI5.I B Bo,ltaX oCTpoBa KopoHeHwH, 

C,lteJIaHHbIe npH qaCTOTe B 38 Kr~ (HaBepxy) H 120 Kr~ (BHH3Y). 

PaCCT05.lHHe Me)K,ltY BepTHKaJIbHbIMH JIHHH5.lMH - 1 MOpCKa5.1 MHJI5.I. 

3xorpaMMbI CKOnJIeHHH KPHJI5.I B BO,ltaX oCTpoBa 3JIe<flaHT, C,lteJIaHHbIe 

npH qaCTOTe B 38 Kr~ (HaBepxy) H 120 Kr~ (BHH3Y). PaCCT05.lHHe 

Me)K,ltY BepTHKaJIbHbIMH JIHHH5.lMH - 1 MOpCKa5.1 MHJI5.I. 

BeJIHqHHbI MSBS npH qaCTOTe B 38 Kr~ H 120 Kr~ ,ltJI5.I Bcex 

HHTepBaJIOB. IIYHKTHpHoH BepTHKaJIbHOH JIHHHeH 0603HaqeHa TOqKa, 

B KOTOPOH qaCTOTbI 5.IBJI5.lJIHCb nepeKpecTHbIMH Me)K,ltY ,ltBYM5.I 

CHCTeMaMH HHTerpa TOpOB. 

Pacnpe,lteJIeHHe ,ltJIHHbI KPHJI5.I, BbIJIOBJIeHHOrO TpaJIaMH B paHoHe 

oCTpoBa KopoHeHwH. 
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MIDWATER TRAWL CATCHABILITY IN RELATION TO KRILL AND 
POSSIBLE WAYS OF ASSESSING GROSS CATCH 

Yu.V. Zimarev*, S.M. Kasatkina* and Yu.P. Frolov** 

Abstract 

Research into midwater trawl catchability rates was carried out on the 
basis of data obtained from AtlantNIRO expeditions from 1983 to 1990 
in the Scotia Sea. A methodology was developed for and applied to 
determining the rate of krill filtration through the trawl rope and netting 
and also the probability that krill will come into contact with various 
parts of the net as it passes through the trawl sides. Studies were based 
on the results of 250 hauls made with a 72/308 trawl. Catchability was 
worked out with the aid of fine-meshed chafers, hydroacoustic methods 
and theoretical calculations. A comparison of the experimental 
hydroacoustic assessment with the calculated one demonstrated that the 
theoretical model agreed well with the real situation. Analysis of the 
efficiency of midwater trawls in the krill fishery indicates that the 
potential exists for this efficiency to be increased. 

Resume 

Une recherche sur les taux de capturabilite des chaluts pelagiques aete 
effectuee a partir de donnees provenant de campagnes AtlantNIRO de 
1983 a 1990 dans la mer du Scotia. Une methodologie a ete 
developpee puis utili see pour determiner le taux de filtration du krill au 
travers du maillage et la nappe du chalut, ainsi que la probabilite qu'a le 
krill d'entrer en contact avec les diverses parties du filet lorsqu'il 
traverse les parties laterales du chalut. Les etudes reposent sur les 
resultats de 250 traits effectues par un chalut de type 72/308. La 
capturabilite a ete calculee a l'aide de tabliers de protection a maillage 
fin, par methodes hydro-acoustiques et calculs theoriques. Une 
comparaison de l'evaluation hydro-acoustique experimentale avec celle 
provenant de calculs a demontre que le modele theorique correspond 
bien a la situation reeUe. Une analyse prouve que l'efficacite des 
chaluts pelagiques dans la pecherie de kriU pourrait etre accrue. 

Pe3IOMe 

IICCJ1e,llOBaHIHI Y J10BI1CTOCTI1 pa3HOr J1y6I1HHbIX TpaJ10B 6blJ111 

BbInOJ1HeHbl no ,llaHHbIM aKcne,llI1~I1H ATJ1aHTIlliPO 3a nep"o,ll 

1983-1990 rr. B Mope CKOTI15I. BblJ1a pa3pa60TaHa 11 np"MeHeHa 

Cne~l1aJ1bHa5I MeTO,llI1Ka onpe,lleJ1eHI15I I1HTeHCI1BHOCTI1 

npOXQ)K,lleHI15I KPI1J15I CKB03b KaHaTHoe 11 ceTHoe n0J10THO, a 

TaK>Ke Bep05ITHOCTb COnp"KOCHOBeHI5I KPI1J15I C lIaCT5IMI1 

ceTeH npl1 npOCel1BaHl111 CKB03b CTeHKI1 TpaJ1a. B OCHOBY 

pa60Tbl n 0J10:>KeHbl pe3Y J1bTa Tbl 250 TpaJ1eHI1H 

pa3HorJ1y6I1HHbIM TpaJ10M 72/308. O~eHKa YJ10BI1CTOCTI1 

* AtlantNIRO, 5 Dimitry Donskoy Street, Kaliningrad 236000, USSR 
** NPO Promrybolovstva, 7 Donskoy Street, Kaliningrad 236000, USSR 
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npOH3BO,llHJIaCb MeTO,llOM MeJIKOSIlIet'iHbIx nOKpbITHt'i, 

rH,llpOaKYCTHlIeCKHM MeTO,llOM H C nOMO~bID TeOpeTHlIeCKHX 

paClIeTOB. CpaBHeHHe 3KCnepHMeHTaJIbHot'i, rH,llpOaKYCTH

lIeCKot'i H paclIeTHotl Ol.\eHOK nOKa3aJIO xopowee COBna,lleHHe 

TeOpeTHlIecKotl MO,lleJIH C npaKTHKotl. AHaJIH3 3<1><I>eKTHBHOCTH 

pa3HorJIy6HHHorO TpaJIa npH 06JIOBe KPHJISI n03BOJISIeT 

C,lleJIaTb BbIBO,ll 0 TOM, lITO HMeIDTCSI 3HallHTeJIbHbIe pe3epBbI 

,llJISI YBeJIHlIeHHSI era YJIOBHCTOCTH. 

Resumen 

Se llevaron a cabo investigaciones sobre el coeficiente de capturabilidad 
de los arrastres pehigicos a partir de los datos de las expediciones de 
AtlanNIRO realizadas desde 1983 a 1990, en el mar de Scotia. 
Se desarroU6 una metodologia para determinar el indice de filtraci6n 
del krill a traves de los cabos y pafio de la red, asi como la probabilidad 
de que este entre en contacto con otras partes de la red cuando entra por 
los lados de la misma. Los estudios se basaron en los resultados de 
250 lances en los que se utiliz6 un arrastre 72/308. Se pudo calcular la 
capturabilidad mediante parpallas 0 protectores de copo de malla fina, 
metodos hidroacusticos y caIculos te6ricos. Al comparar los resultados 
de la evaluaci6n hidroacustica y de la te6rica se vio que el modelo 
te6rico coincidia con la situaci6n real. El anaIisis sobre la eficacia del 
arrastre pehigico en la pesca del kriU indica que todavia es posible 
aumentarla. 

1. IN1RODUCTION 

Krill is an important element in the Antarctic ecosystem. The rational development of 
the kriU fishery hinges on the conservation of the Antarctic marine ecosystem and presupposes 
extensive scientific research into the habitat area of this crustacean. An integral part of this 
research includes studying the harmful effects inflicted on the krill habitat area by the fishery 
and the fishing gear used. Assessing fishing gear catchability rates and gross catch capability 
are essential components in solving many problems associated with the krill fishery. 

The term "gross catch" means the number of individuals of a target species which make 
up the landed catch as well as those specimens perishing as a result of the impact of fishing 
gear. 

Midwater trawl catchability rates are today being assessed using methods such as 
fine-meshed chafers (Karpenko, 1983), underwater observation (Zaferman and Serebrov, 
1985), hydroacoustics (Berdichevsky, 1985; Kasatkina, 1989) and theoretical model methods 
(Kadilnikov, 1985). Each of these methods has proven to be inadequate when it comes to 
solving the task in hand. 

The authors of this work have attempted to examine the process of krill fishing and the 
way the catch is formed in the trawl and also to devise approaches to assessing gross catch by 
integrating the methods mentioned above. 

Yu.V. Zimarev was responsible for developing the methodology and running the 
calculations to determine the rate at which kriU escapes through the trawl ropes and mesh. He 
also calculated the probability of krill coming into contact with parts of the net as it passed 
through. Krill distributional characteristics, trawl catchability rates and the methodology for 
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determining the retaining qualities of the trawl were handled by S.M. Kasatkina. Finally, 
Yu.P. Frolov carried out underwater observations and the assessment on the rate at which krill 
passed through the trawl mesh using fine-meshed chafers. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Experimental Hydroacoustic and Theoretical Model 
Assessments of Trawl Catchability 

Data from AtlantNIRO surveys (1983 to 1990) in the Scotia Sea were used in the 
research on midwater trawl catchability in relation to krill. 

It is a well known fact that scientific literature has seen various interpretations of the 
main parameters in fisheries science. This necessitates that we define the values and terms 
which will be used throughout this work. 

Catchability (P) is the probability of taking a catch greater than zero (Kadilnikov, 1985). 

The effective fishing area of the trawl over trawling time is that portion of physical space 
in which there is a likelihood greater than zero that the target species will be caught during the 
time spent trawling: 

where B - effective fishing area, m3 

Ir - horizontal trawl opening, opening between trawl-boards, metres 
Vt - trawling speed, m/s 

tt - trawling time, seconds 
hl - vertical effective fishing area of trawl with the condition that 

hl - ht when hl<H 
hl - H when hl>H 

where ht - vertical trawl opening, metres 
H - depth of water layer where target species is located, metres. 

(1) 

Total catchability (P) is the probability that a complex sequence of events will take 
place. It is expressed as a multiplicative equation in the form of a function of different 
catchability rates which facilitate the catch process: 

(2) 

where Pr _ catchability of the front trawl rigging, i.e., the probability of the target species 
being caught in the trawl mouth from within the trawl's effective fishing area 

Pk-c - catchability of the trawl rope rigging and netting. 

Hydroacoustic assessments of a trawl's retaining qualities are based on a comparison of 
the catch with krill biomass estimates. The latter are obtained from an echo-integrating 
apparatus in the trawl's effective fishing area and other compartments. 

With regard to the second algorithm, the two echo-integrating systems on the vessel 
made it possible to assess biomass in the trawl's effective fishing area and in the trawl mouth 
(Kasatkina, 1988). Integration in the mouth of the trawl allows one to assess not only 
catchability rates, P = PrPk-c, but also the amount of kriU being filtered through the trawl rope 
rigging and netting. 
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where KB 
Q 
G 
Wy 

K =~=1-Q. 
B Q+G Wy 

(3) 

- the rate of krill passing through the trawl rope rigging and netting 
- catch weight in kilograms 
- biomass of krill passing through the trawl rope rigging and netting (kg) 
- krill biomass in the trawl mouth (kg). 

By using different numbers of depressor weights on one wing, it was possible to 
change the vertical opening of the trawl and thereby alter the angle of attack of a section of trawl 
netting under observation while studying the effects of the trawl's working parameters on the 
catchability coefficient. 

Trawling speed was from 2.5 to 4.5 knots. 

The level of escapement through the trawl rope rigging and netting with fine-meshed 
chafers in place was examined simultaneously with a hydroacoustic assessment of the 
coefficient KB• 

Experimental assessments of catchability were compared with calculated ones using 
statistical probability models usually applied to fishing trawls (Methodical Instructions ... 1985). 
According to this theory, total trawl catchability and the component parts of this catchability are 
functions of behavioural and distributional characteristics of the target species and the structural 
specifications of the trawl itself. Maximum krill speed was taken to be V = 0.23 m/s 
(Kasatkina and Myskov, 1986; Hamner, 1984). 

The following parameters describe the behavioural and distributional characteristics of 
targetted krill aggregations (Kadilnikov et al., 1989): 

• distribution of swarm depths; 
• linear extent of swarms; 
• biometric indicators; 
• reaction speed of krill to the moving elements of the trawl; 
• density of swarm fields As (number of swarms per unit of water mass area); 

• three-dimensional swarm density - ~ (ratio of swarm volume to habitat area); 
• swarm biomass density; 
• depth of swarm distribution. 

2.2 Modeling the Process of Krill Fishing 

In order to determine the rate at which krill pass through the trawl rope and netting, we 
applied a method used in calculating the distribution of the target species within the trawl during 
the trawling process (Zimarev, 1985 and 1988). Using a one-dimensional approximation, the 
following is a system of equations which describes the dynamics of krill numbers per unit 
volume: 
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at CJX 

y = PS'Vs + PdVd 
P = Ps + Pd 

PdVd = -D.C!J!..d. 
CJX 
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where p - concentration of krill per unit volume (l/m3) 
1 - time (seconds) 
x - spatial coordinate 
y - flow of krill per unit volume (l/m2s) 
F - function of kriU inflow and outflow 
Ps - the number of krill per unit volume which is affected by reotactic ambient 

factors (l/m3) 
Vs - speed of transport of kri11 which is affected by rreotactic ambient factors (mls) 
Pd - the number of kriU per unit volume which is in a state of agitation (l/m3) 
Vd - speed of incidental runs (mls) 
D - coefficient of kri11 mobility (m2/s) 
Ps - the probability that krill will respond to reotactic ambient factors. 

The function of the inflow and outflow of krill (F) is the sum of two expressions; the 
ftrst reflecting the amount of kriU which passes through the rope sections and trawl netting and 
the second the herding effect of the trawl. 

In order to obtain the single correct solution from the system of equations (4) it is 
necessary to establish the marginal and initial conditions for p. These conditions are obvious 
and do not require further explanation. The flow of krill through the front rigging of the trawl 
is the natural condition for the left edge of the particular area with x = O. For example, 

On the right edge, Le. in the cod line section , with x = L 

YX=L = 0 

(5) 

(6) 

where L = trawl length from the zero section to the cod line section under working conditions 
(metres). 

Initial conditions for Pare: 

Pt=<>= 0 (7) 

By solving the system of equations (4) numerically using the conditions specified 
(5 to 7), we find kriU distributed along the longitudinal axis of the trawl, P. The integral mass 

of krill in this particular section of the trawl with the coordinate x and NE = [y, -;] t is the 
amount of krill which has passed through area (s) of the trawl cover over time (I ). 

We will assume that krill is not injured each and every time it comes into contact with 
the net. We are concerned purely with the frequency of krill coming touching the net as it 
passes through. When assessing the likelihood of krill contacting the net we are invariably 
confronted by Buffon's "needle" problem. This problem, which has been reduced to two 
systems of parallel lines, has produced the following expression for determining the probability 
that kri11 will come into contact with the net: 

(8) 
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- the probability that krill will come into contact with the net 
- krilllength (metres) 
- net mounting coefficients 
- circumference of krill body (metres) 
- mesh bar 

then the number of kri11 coming into contact with the net is expressed by the equation 

Nm =Pfle 

where N III - the number of krill touching the net 
Ne - the number of krill passing through the net. 

(9) 

It should be noted that injuries sustained by krill will not exceed the frequency with 
which they come into contact with the trawl net. 

2.3 Analysis of the Level ofKrill Escapement Using Net Chafers; 
Underwater Observations 

Treshchev's methodology (Methodical Instructions ... 1983) was employed for the 
collection of data on krill escapement through the trawl. Beginning at the trawl bag and ending 
at the rope section, fine-meshed chafers were placed on parts of the trawl netting having 
different sized mesh bars. Visual observations of krill escapement and behaviour in various 
parts of the trawl were made using a towed underwater device; the Thetis. The fishing process 
was simultaneously filmed by a videocamera. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Hydroacoustic and Calculated Estimate of Catchability Rate 

Research into the catchability of midwater trawls was carried out in the fishing grounds 
of the Scotia Sea (Sandwich, South Orkney, South Shetland and South Georgia Island areas). 
The dependency of the trawl's catchability on its working specifications and the distribution of 
targetted krill concentrations were examined. Krill was taken by several different types of 
trawl. 

Research results are based on the trawl 72/308 whose specifications are listed in 
Table 2. In the course of the 250 hauls carried out by this trawl, catch ability was assessed 
using hydroacoustic methods. 

An assessment of the trawl's catchability in relation to several of its working 
specifications was made while fishing a concentration having rather homogeneous distributional 
characteristics. Such a concentration was chosen in order to negate the impact of these 
characteristics on the assessment. 

Results of these assessments, where commercial concentrations are comprised of 
track-shaped small swarms, are presented below (Kasatkina, 1989). Mean characteristics of 
krill distribution based on 80 hauls in the Elephant Island area (January, 1985) were as follows: 

• mean depth of swarm distribution, H (metres) 39 
• mean depth of the upper edge of the swarm, mh (metres) 21 
• mean standard deviation of the depth of the upper edge of the swarm, ah (metres) 8 
• mean swarm depth, m (2e) (metres) 3 
• mean standard deviation of swarm depth, a2e (metres) 1 
• mean horizontal extent of swarms, m (1) (metres) 14 
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• mean standard deviation of horizontal extent of swarms, O'I,(metres) 4 
• mean swarm diameter (assuming that the swarm is of a cylindrical shape) (metres) 18 
• relative three-dimensional swarm density ~ 0.1211 

• three-dimensional density of the swarm field, A. (metres-3) 1.58.15-4 

• two-dimensional density of the swarm field, As (metres-Z) 6.19.10-3 

Trawling speed ranged from 2.5 to 4.5 knots; netting angle of attack was between 
5° and 9°. 

Figure 1 gives the distribution of the catch size per hour trawling while Figure 2 shows 
the dependency of total catchability (P) and the escapement coefficient (Ku) of the target species 
upon the angle of attack (a) and trawling speed (VI)' It is clear from Figure 2 that as trawling 
speed and the angle of attack increase, so does krill escapement. Consequently, total 
catchability decreases. 

At the same time an assessment of krill escapement through the trawl netting was carried 
out using fine-meshed chafers.The observed dependence of kriU escape time on the angle of 
attack (a) and trawling speed (VI) was in general maintained. It should be noted that in this 
case the relative escapement coefficient was assessed since the catchability of the chafers 
themselves is unknown and is taken conditionally to be equal to 1. 

Table 2 presents the numerical characteristics of empirical distribution in relation to total 
catchability (P) and its component elements (Pr' Pk-c, KB). Hydroacoustic assessment data 
came from a sample of 80 hauls. The empirical distributions themselves are given in Figure 3. 

The biomass density distributions of targetted krill concentrations, which were 
measured in the trawl's effective fishing area (under the vessel) and in its mouth, are presented 
in Figure 1 and Table 3. From these illustrations it is clear that concentration density has also 
been practically unchanged. 

An assessment of kriU swarm parameters in various regions of the Scotia Sea 
demonstrated that these swarms evince little response to the vessel and trawl as they pass over 
them. The distribution patterns of swarm layers and their vertical extent within the trawl's 
effective fishing area were practically unchanged compared to the same parameters in the trawl 
mouth. 

A hydroacoustic assessment of the 72/308 trawl catchability coefficient, carried out for a 
wide range of distributional characteristics of targetted krill concentrations and based on data 
from 250 hauls in various regions of the Scotia Sea, produced the following results. Trawl 
catchability (P) is dependent upon the spatial distribution of krill swarms relative to the effective 
fishing area of the trawl and, most importantly, on such distributional characteristics as A.s and 

13. Catch per hour trawling depends largely on swarm density and to a lesser degree on 
distributional characteristics (Table 4). 

A calculated assessment using models of statistical probability on the theory of fishing 
trawls was comparatively analysed against a hydroacoustic assessment. Table 5 demonstrates 
that although the mean values of both empirical and theoretical distributions of catchability 
coefficients differ, they are reasonably close (Kasatkina, 1988). 

Table 6 contains data on the catchability rates of trawls of different design (72/308, 
74/416, 76/400) and whose specifications are given in Table 1. Catchability assessment was 
performed using the calculated method. Keeping in mind the dependency of trawl catchability 
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upon distributional characteristics, the latter were assumed to be the same for each trawl. 
Parameters of swarm fields in the South Orkney Islands fishing ground in February 1990 were 
selected as distributional characteristics (Table 7, Figures 4 to 6). 

3.2 Analysis of a Process of KriU Passing Through the Trawl Netting 

Trawl specifications upon which calculations were based are given in Table 8. A kriU 
swarm with an even spatial distribution, a horizontal extent of 20 ()()() m, a vertical extent of 
200 m and a concentration of 23.25 11m3, was chosen for the analysis. The mean length of 
specimens was taken to be 0.043 m and the mass, 0.0044 kg. It was assumed that the 
maximum body height was 0.018 m and the width, 0.007 m. 

Calculations were performed using the theory of differential calculus. An integral 
interpolation method was used when approximating a differential equation model. The solution 
to the system of algebraic equations, constructed on the basis of a differential approximation, 
was achieved using the "run" method. 

Implementation of this method meant that at any given moment it was possible to take a 
large volume of kriU in individual sections Of netting while allowing kriU to pass through these 
sections and to determine the proportion of krill touching the net. 

Table 9 illustrates the filtering capabilities of the netting sections of the three trawls 
being examined as well as the level of traumatism undergone by krill as they pass through the 
trawls. 

Mean weighted estimates in relation to the 76/400 trawl put the frequency of kriU contact 
with the net at between 26 and 29%. Trawl 74/416 achieved a rate of 9.2 to 13.3% and the 
72/308 trawl rated between 20.1 and 27.7%. 

The levels ofkrill escapement determined according to the model in equation (4) were 
consistent with the results of hydroacoustic assessments and methods using net chafers. 

At the same time it should be noted that escapement levels through the rope and 
broad-meshed sections of the trawl in experimental surveys largely depend upon spatial swarm 
distribution. Moreover, theoretical calculations do not consider the swarming effect whereby 
krill enter the trawl as a continuous stream. Therefore the value of absolute escapement in the 
rope and broad-meshed sections obtained in this manner always exceeds observed levels. In 
both cases the herding effect of the trawl appears to be absent. It would therefore seem 
appropriate to use theoretical calculations in accordance with the proposed methodology to 
solve actual problems. 

A more detailed analysis identified areas in the trawl where the greatest instances of 
contact with the net are likely to occur. Net zone 6 of the 76/400 trawl (see Table 8) which has 
a mesh bar of 0.04 m and a mounting coefficient of 0.28, is one of these areas. In regard to 
trawl 74/416, net zones 7 and 8 (mesh bars 1.2 and 0.8 m respectively, mounting - 0.2) are 
where krilVnet contact is the highest. Finally, in trawl 72/308, the relevant net zones are 3, 4 
and 5 (mesh bars 1.2, 0.8 and 0.4 m and mounting coefficients of 0.1, 0.147 and 0.159 
respectively). 

In general, theoretical calculations and actual experiments demonstrate a direct 
relationship between levels of kriU escapement and mesh size, angle of attack and mounting 
coefficient of the net. 
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3.3 Underwater Observations, Evaluation of Krill Escapement 
Using Fine-Meshed Chafers 

Visual observations revealed that separate laill swarms have different density. Most 
swarms consist of small, individual and localised patches with a greater concentration of 
biomass; the space between these patches is filled by relatively scattered krill. 

Observation of laiU swarm behaviour indicated the lack of a clearly defined defensive 
response of krill against the vessel and trawl passing overhead. As the vessel sailed above, the 
krill swanns remained practically at the same depth and density. 

A comparison of the vertical extent of krill swanns in front of the trawl and in its mouth 
showed that it was virtually unchanged. 

Underwater observations of the laiU fishing process revealed that laill freely passes 
through the mesh of the trawl rope section when contact is made. The trawl ropes do not herd 
krill, Le. krill escapement reaction is not observed. 

A slight concentration of laiU occurs when laill is on the outer side of the trawl rope 
section where small whirlpools are formed by the rope elements. 

A quantitative assessment of krill escapement through the trawl rope section showed that 
the level of this phenomenon depends on the precision with which the mouth section is guided 
at laill swarms. If the swarm was positioned towards the centre of the trawl mouth, laill did 
not come into contact with the rope and broad-meshed sections of the trawl and passed into the 
fine-meshed section. If the trawl is not set accurately, a large part and perhaps even the entire 
swarm can pass through the rope and broad-mesh sections. 

Data on krill retention by fine-meshed chafers indicated that about 15% of swarms 
trapped in the trawl mouth were in fact passing through the rope section and eventually escaped 
altogether. The amount of krill which escapes through the last row of rope meshes of the upper 
panel alone is approximately 1.5 tonnes per haul. 

Krill filters just as freely through broad-meshed netting (mesh bar 1 200 to 400 mm) as 
it does through the trawl rope section. 

As the mesh bar decreases towards the codend (Le., the mesh becomes more compact), 
a relatively fine, though discernible, layer of water with increased pressure is formed near the 
trawl netting. This layer of water facilitates the removal of laill and other smaller organisms 
from the netting. The removal of laill to a certain degree decreases the level of escapement 
through the mesh. If, however, laill swann density is high and swarm dimensions exceed the 
diameter of a particular conical cross-section of the trawl netting, krill are unavoidably squeezed 
through the mesh. 

If we take an example where the targetted laill swann has a vertical extent of 5 to 8 m 
and the belly section of the trawl has a cross-section diameter of 5 to 6 m and a mesh bar of 
30 mm, then 0.33 kg of laill will escape through one square metre of netting. The amount of 
laill passing through increases to 1.14 kg when the cross-section diameter is 4 to 5 m and the 
mesh bar is 20 mm. Finally, when the cross-section diameter decreases to 3 to 4 m and the 
mesh bar to 18 mm approximately 4 kg of laiU, in this case primarily smaUer specimens, 
escapes. 

These data indicate that krill filtration in the belly of the trawl is an unavoidable 
consequence of pressure being applied to smaller specimens. 
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It is also evident that krill will pass more freely into the trawl bag and the level of 
escapement will be lower when the angle of the netting into the trawl bag is designed to be less 
acute. 

The efficiency of krill retention in the trawl depends upon the mesh shape used for 
fine-meshed inserts. A test of trawl bags using fine-meshed inserts, for example, showed that 
rhomboid-shaped mesh has better retaining qualities than hexagonal. Data on krill filtration 
through trawl bags having different shaped mesh inserts are presented in Table 10. 

4. DISCUSSION 

Hydroacoustic investigations demonstrated that total catchability is a random value due 
to the uniqueness of each haul: the trawling process is different each time as are the behaviour 
and distribution of the target species. Moreover, catchability Pr (the probability that the target 
species will pass from the effective fishing area· of the trawl into the trawl mouth) largely 
depends upon the distributional characteristics of the targetted swarm. The most important of 
these characteristics are ~, As> and the mean standard deviation of the upper edge of the krill 
swarm (Tables 4, 6, 7, Figures 4 and 5). Trawling speed and the trawl's angle of attack (Le., 
the relationship between the trawl mouth parameters and the fine-meshed insert) have a 
significant influence on the escapement coefficient KB• 

As trawling speed and angle of attack increase, total catchability (P) and the catchability 
of the rope and net sections (Pk-4:) falls, although the amount of krill filtering through increases 
considerably (Figure 2, Table 6). 

Assessment of targetted swarm parameters in the effective fishing area (in front of the 
trawl, beneath the vessel) and in the trawl mouth produced the following results: 

(a) feable reaction of krill to the vessel and trawl as they passed (depth distribution 
and vertical extent of krill swarm in the effective fishing area were virtually 
unchanged compared with the same parameters in the trawl mouth); 

(b) limited influence of trawl components such as boards and cables on krill swarms 
(biomass density in the effective fishing area and in the trawl mouth were 
practically unchanged) (Table 3); and 

(c) underwater observations support the notion that krill have weak defense reactions 
in relation to abovementioned (b) structural elements of the trawl. 

The level of krill damage is also dependent upon these parameters. Nevertheless, 
further theoretical studies are needed in the area of krill flltration through the trawl mesh. These 
studies must answer the questions of the relationship between krill damage and the geometrical 
parameters of the net as well as the biological and mechanical characteristics of the krill body 
itself, water current speeds and the extent to which the fullness of the trawl bag affects the rate 
of krill being squeezed through the net. 

5. CONCLUSION 

After examination of experimental and calculated data, it is possible to make the 
following conclusions. 
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Comparison of experimental hydroacoustic and calculated catchability assessments 
indicates that the theoretical model agrees well with the real situation. Analysis of the efficiency 
of midwater trawls in relation to the kriU fishery demonstrates that there is a good chance that 
this efficiency can be increased. 

Theoretical calculations of the extent of krill filtration through trawl netting and the 
frequency of contact with the net do not contradict our ideas about the trawling process. In any 
case, the may serve as a qualitative assessment of the impact of fishing with certain kinds of 
fishing gear on the gross catch of kriU. 
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Table 1: Main specifications of midwater krill trawls. 

Specifications Trawl Type 

72/308 m 74/416 m 76/400 m 

Vertical trawl opening at the headline 
and foot-rope section (metres) 35 40 43 

Horizontal and vertical openings of the mouth 
at the fine-meshed section (metres) 9.8 11.0 17 

Horizontal opening between trawl boards (metres) 100 60 70 

Horizontal opening between wings (metres) 40 35 37 

Trawl length along the belly rope line from 
the end of the wings to the end of the 
fme-meshed section (metres) 115 141 138 

Length of cable line with tow legs (metres) 150 100 100 

Cables - angle of attack (degrees) 11.5 7.2 9.5 

Netting in the horizontal plane - angle 
of attack (degrees) 7.5 4.9 4.2 

Netting in the vertical plane - angle 
of attack (degrees) 6.3 5.9 5.4 

Trawling speed (knots) 3.5 3.5 3.5 

Length of trawl board rib (metres) 4 4 4 

Mesh size (stretched) in trawl bag 6.5 10 12 

Table 2: Catchability of the 72/308 trawl in relation to krill - results of a hydroacoustic 
survey. 

Catchability Characteristics Estimate of Mathematical Non-Adjusted Mean 
Expectation Standard Deviation 

P 0.0582 0.0231 
Pr 0.3052 0.0831 
Pk•c 0.1907 0.0519 
KB 0.8093 0.2 
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Table 3: Parameters of density distribution of targetted kriU concentrations in the Elephant 
Island area, January 1985. 

Parameter Density in Effective Density in Trawl Catch Per Hour 
Fishing Area of the Trawl Mouth of Trawling 

(Pg, g/m3) (Py, g/m3) (Q/hr, tonnes) 

Estimate of mathematical 
expectation 7.0 6.6 8.3 

Non-adjusted mean 
standard deviation 9.4 8.5 9.2 

Table 4: Correlation of midwater trawl catchability with swarm distribution characteristics. 

Swarm Characteristics Total Catchability Catch Per Hour of Trawling 
Q/hr 

13 0.55 0.54 

As 0.65 

Pg 0.05 0.89 
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..... 
8 Table 5: Experimental and calculated assessments of the catchability coefficient of the 72/308 trawl in relation to krill in commercial fishing 

grounds. 

Experimental Assessment Calculated Assessment 

Catchability Estimate of Mathe- Non-Adjusted Mean Estimate of Mathe- Non-Adjusted Mean Comment 

matical Expectation Standard Variance matical Expectation Standard Variance 

Total catchability (P) 0.0582 0.2231 0.0541 0.0167 Elephant Island 
January 1985 

Total catchability (P) 0.0453 0.0274 0.0567 0.0167 South Orkney Islands 
December 1984 

Total catchability (P) 0.0439 0.0304 0.0489 0.0153 South Orkney Islands 
January 1985 

Total catchability (P) 0.0305 0.0197 0.0389 0.0107 Elephant Island 
November 1984 



Table 6: Catchability coefficient calculated for several types of midwater trawl in relation to 
krill. 

Krill Trawl Type 
Distributional 72/308 74/416 76/400 Characteristics Note 

(Table 7) p KB P KB P KB 

I 0.0101 0.83 0.0145 0.73 0.0255 0.58 Figure 4 
Il 0.0181 0.83 0.0424 0.73 0.069 0.58 Figure 5 
III 0.0292 0.83 0.0676 0.73 0.1096 0.58 Figure 6 

Table 7: Distributional characteristics of krill aggregations in the fishing ground off South 
Georgia, February 1990. 

Numerical Unit of Swarm Field Swarm Field Swarm Field 
Characteristics Measurement I Il III 

Mean depth of swarm 
distribution, H m 150 200 50 

Mean depth of the upper edge 
of the swarm, mh m 109 88 26 

Mean standard deviation of 
the depth of the upper edge 
of the swarm, O'h m 46 30 9 

Mean swarm depth, m (2c) m 18 19 18 

Mean standard deviation 
of swarm depth, 0' (2c) m 9 8 3 

Mean horizontal extent of 
swarms, m (I) m 88 61 72 

Mean standard deviation of 
horizontal extent of swarms, 
0'(1) m 18 15 16 

Mean swarm diameter m (2d) m 102 78 92 

Relative three-dimensional 
swarm density, ~ - 0.022 0.116 0.294 

Three-dimensional density 
of the swarm field, A. m-3 1.81xlO-7 9. 18xlO-7 2.47x10-6 

Two-dimensional density 
of the swarm field, As m-2 2.95xlO-5 1.83x10-4 1.23x10-4 
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Table 8: Trawl specifications. 

Trawl Netting Zone Mounting Radius of Fibre Mesh Bar Height of 
(m) Number Coefficient Trawl Mouth Diameter (m) Netting Zone 

(m) , (m) (m) 

76/400 1 0.1500 18.80 0.0130 20.000 19.80 
2 0.1500 14.40 0.0130 15.000 14.85 
3 0.1500 11.20 0.0130 6.000 5.91 
4 0.1500 9.80 0.0100 6.000 5.94 
5 0.1500 8.40 0.0100 4.000 3.96 
6 0.2800 7.60 0.0012 0.040 9.60 
7 0.2000 4.75 0.0012 0.030 11.28 
8 0.2600 4.40 0.0012 0.020 13.52 
9 0.2800 3.00 0.0012 0.018 10.5 

10 0.4500 2.50 0.0012 0.012 14.29 
11 0.3000 1.25 0.0011 0.011 23.85 

74/416 1 0.1700 19.00 0.0100 8.000 7.88 
2 0.1700 16.00 0.0100 8.000 7.88 
3 0.1700 15.00 0.0100 6.000 5.91 
4 0.1700 14.00 0.0100 6.000 5.91 
5 0.1700 12.00 0.0100 6.000 5.91 
6 0.1700 11.00 0.0100 4.000 3.94 
7 0.2000 10.00 0.0060 1.200 16.50 
8 0.2000 6.00 0.0050 0.800 16.50 
9 0.2500 4.25 0.0012 0.030 10.84 

10 0.2200 3.50 0.0012 0.020 10.40 
11 0.3000 2.75 0.0012 0.018 15.07 
12 0.4500 1.50 0.0012 0.012 15.18 
13 0.3000 1.00 0.0011 0.011 23.85 

72/308 1 0.0899 10.78 0.0096 7.000 41.92 
2 0.0631 6.84 0.0096 7.000 6.99 
3 0.1004 6.18 0.0050 1.200 17.91 
4 0.1471 4.56 0.0040 0.800 8.70 
5 0.1594 3.84 0.0610 0.400 8.69 
6 0.1664 3.23 0.0031 0.200 6.11 
7 0.1624 2.88 0.0025 0.020 12.06 
8 0.1830 2.14 0.0022 0.016 29.03 
9 0.2300 0.78 0.0020 0.020 10.58 

10 0.2300 0.49 0.0020 0.012 30.78 
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Table 9: Krill escapement through and the amount of krill coming into contact with the trawl 
netting. 

76/400 m 74/416 m 72/308 m 

Netting Krill Contacted Krill Contacted Krill Contacted 
Zone Filtered Max Min Filtered Max Min Filtered Max Min % % % % % % % % % 

1 27.0 1.1 0.4 18.4 2.4 1.0 37 5.1 2.1 
2 19.0 1.4 0.6 5.8 2.4 1.0 5.4 7.2 3.0 
3 7.8 3.6 1.5 6.1 3.2 1.3 13.6 25.1 10.8 
4 7.8 3.6 1.5 11.6 3.2 1.3 5.3 25.8 11.1 
5 4.5 5.4 2.2 5.9 3.2 1.3 4.8 44.7 20.1 
6 14.0 100 85.6 5.7 4.8 2.0 2.3 74.2 36.6 
7 1.4 100 100 23.9 13.3 5.6 2.6 100 100 
8 5.7 100 100 9.5 19.6 8.3 5.3 100 100 
9 1.7 100 100 2.9 100 100 0.8 100 100 

10 1.2 100 100 0.7 100 100 2.4 100 100 
11 0.7 100 100 1.2 100 100 
12 0.5 100 100 
13 0.4 100 100 

Note: The level of krill escapement is determined in relation to the amount of krill caught while 
the number coming into contact with the net is determined in relation to the amount of 
krill fIltered through the net panel. 

Table 10: Specific kriU escapement. 

Shape of mesh inserts Average value of krill escapement through the trawl bag, kg/r02 

Rhomboid a=lOO (30) mm a=80(20)mm a=60 (18) mm 

0.2 0.2 0.2 

Hexagonal a=lOO (20) mm a=80 (14) mm a=60 (11) mm 

0.2 0.3 0.8 

Note: Mesh bar of fine-meshed inserts is given in brackets; "a" is the mesh bar of the trawl. 
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Figure 1: Density distribution of targetted krill aggregations and catch per hour of trawling 
during the hydroacoustic assessment of the catchability rate of the 72/308 trawl. 
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CmlCOK Ta6JIHI..\ 

Y JIOBHCTOCTb TpaJIOB 72/308 npH npOMblCJIe KPHJISI - pe3YJIbTaTbl 

rHAPoaKycTHlIecKoti CbeMKH. 

lIapaMeTpbl pacnpeAeJIeHHSI nJIOTHOCTH 06JIaBJIHBaeMblx CKOnJIeHHti 

KPHJISI B patioHe oCTpoBa 3JIecpaHT, SIHBapb 1985 r. 
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YlIaCTKe B patioHe IO)KHoti reoprHH, cpeBpaJIb 1990 r. 
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KPHJISI C nOJIOTHOM TpaJIOBblX ceTeti. 
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CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

Pacnpe~eJIeHHe nJIOTHOCTH B 06JIOBJIeHHbIX arperal..\HSIX KPHJISI H 

YJIOB 3a lIac TpaJIeHHSI npH rH~poaKycTHlIecKoti Ol..\eHKe ypOBHSI 

YJIOBHCTOCTH TpaJIa 72/308. 

B3aHMOCBSI3b Me)KAY o6II1eti YJIOBHCTOCTblO TpaJIa 72/308, CKOPOCTblO 

TpaJIeHHSI H yr JIOM HaKJIOHa YCTbSI TpaJIa, no rHAPoaKycTHlIecKHM 

AaHHbIM. 

rHCTorpaMMbl pacnpe~eJIeHHSI B cpaBHeHHH C ypoBHeM YJIOBHCTOCTH 

TpaJIa 721308 npH 06JIOBe KOHl..\eHTpal..\Hti KPHJISI B patioHe oCTpoBa 

3JIecpaHT B SIHBape 1985 r. 

(rHAPoaKycTHlIecKHe AaHHbIe). 

3xorpaMMa CKOnJIeHHti KPHJISI Ha npOMblCJIOBOM YlIaCTKe B patioHe 

oCTpoBa3JIecpaH~cpeBpaJIb1990r. 

3xorpaMMa CKOnJIeHHti KPHJISI Ha npOMbICJIOBOM YlIaCTKe B patioHe 

OCTpOBa KopoHetiwH, cpeBpaJIb 1990 r. 

3xorpaMMa CKOnJIeHHti KPHJISI Ha npOMbICJIOBOM YlIaCTKe B patioHe 

OCTpOBa KopoHetiwH, cpeBpaJIb 1990 r. 
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Abstract 

A krill biomass census survey was carried out at two fishing grounds in 
the South Sandwich and South Orkney Islands areas during a cruise by 
RV AtlantNIRO in March/April 1990. The survey was conducted in the 
upper 100 m layer using a modified Isaacs-Kidd trawl. Trawling speed 
was 3.2 to 3.6 knots. The total krill stock on the poorly studied site off 
the South Sandwich Islands was assessed at 3.8 million tonnes, most 
of which was concentrated in the waters of the Weddell Sea. In 
contrast to this site, the one off the South Orkney Islands is 
well-established in terms of both research and commercial harvesting. 
The overall krill stock here was estimated to be 1.1 million tonnes. 
Most of this stock was concentrated in the south-western part of the 
Coronation Island shelf. 

Resume 

En mars/avril 1990, une campagne d'evaluation de la biomasse du krill 
s'est derou16e, a bord du navire de recherche AtlantNIRO, sur deux 
lieux de peche des regions des iles Sandwich du Sud et des Orcades du 
Sud. La campagne a ete menee dans la couche des 100 m superieurs a 
l'aide d'un chalut Isaacs-Kidd modifie. La vitesse de chalutage etait de 
3,2 a 3,6 nreuds. Le stock total de krill du site - d'ailleurs 
insuffisamment etudie - au large des iles Sandwich du Sud a ete estime 
a 3,8 millions de tonnes, la plupart etant concentree dans les eaux de la 
mer de Weddell. Par contre, le site au large des iles Orcades du Sud est 
bien etabli, tant en matiere de recherche que d'exploitation commerciale. 
La, le stock global est estime a 1,1 million de tonnes. Ce stock etait en 
grande partie concentre dans la section sud-ouest du plateau de l'ile du 
Couronnement. 

Pe3IOMe 

YlIeTHaSI CbeMKa 6HOMaCCbl KPHJlSI 6blJla npOH3Be~eHa Ha ~BYX 
YlIaCTKax B paHOHe IO:>KHbIX CaH~BHlIeBbIX H IO:>KHbIX 

0pKHeHCKHX OCTPOBOB BO BpeMSI peHca HHC AT .l1aHTHHPO B 

MapTe-anpeJle 1990 r. YlIeT KPHJlSI npOBO~HJlCSI MO~HCPH~H
pOBaHHblM TpaJlOM AH3eKca-KH~~a B BepxHeM 100-MeTpoBoM 

cJloe. CKOPOCTb TpaJleHHSI COCTaBHJla 3,2-3,6 Y3J10B. 06l1lHH 

3anac KPHJlSI Ha MaJlOH3YlIeHHOM YlIaCTKe IO:>KHbIX CaH~BH
lIeBblX OCTPOBOB COCTaBHJI 3,8 MJlH.TOHH. OCHOBHaSI ~OJlSI 

3Toro 3anaca 6blJla cocpe~oTolleHa B Bo~ax MOPSI Y3~eJlJla. B 
OTJlHlIHe OT nepBoro YlIacTKa, YlIacToK Y IO:>KHbIX 0pKHeHcKHx 

OCTPOBOB SIBJlSIeTCSI Tpa~H~HoHHbIM KaK B nJlaHe HaYlIHbIx 

HCCJle~OBaHHH, TaK H npOMblCJla KPHJlSI. 06l1lHH 3anac KPHJlSI Ha 

3TOM YlIaCTKe 6blJl o~eHeH B 1,1 MJlH. TOHH. OCHOBHaSI lIaCTb 

3Toro 3anaca 6blJla cocpe~oTolleHa B IOro-3ana~HoH lIaCTH 

WeJlbcpa o. KopoHeHwH. 

AtlantNIRO, 5 Dimitry Donskoy Street, Kaliningrad 236000, USSR 
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Resumen 

En un crucero a bordo del BI AtlantNIRO se llev6 a cabo una 
prospecci6n de censo en dos caladeros de pesca de las islas Sandwich y 
Orcadas del Sur durante los meses de marzo y abril de 1990. Esta se 
realiz6 en la capa superior de los 100 m y se hizo con un arrastre 
Isaacs-Kidd modificado. La velocidad del arrastre era de 3.2 a 
3.6 nudos. La poblaci6n total de krill en esta zona relativamente poco 
estudiada de las islas Sandwich del Sur, se calcul6 en unas 3.8 millones 
de toneladas, estando la mayoria concentrada en las aguas del mar de 
Weddell. En cambio, en la zona de las Orcadas del Sur, tanto la 
investigaci6n como la pesca comercial hace tiempo que estan bien 
establecidas. Allf, la poblaci6n total se estim6 en 1.1 millones de 
toneladas. La mayoria de la poblaci6n se concentr6 en la zona 
sudoeste de la plataforma de la isla Coronaci6n. 

In the interests of rational use of Antarctic krill (Euphasia superba Dana) it is essential to 
carry out constant monitoring of the state of its stock both in traditional fishing grounds and in 
the other inadequately studied areas of its distribution. In this connection, an attempt was made 
to estimate krill biomass as part of the sixth cruise of RV AtlantNIRO to the Atlantic sector of 
the Southern Ocean. 

The biomass assessment was carried out in the central (inadequately studied) and 
western (traditional fishing ground) area of the Antarctic in autumn 1990 (from 13 March to 
8 April in the South Sandwich Islands study area and from 12 to 10 April in the South Orkney 
study area). The first study area, a vast expanse surrounding the South Sandwich Islands 
consisting of two parts; the northern (55° to 600 S; 32° to 18°W) and southern (60° to 67°S; 20° to 
18°W), was affected by different types of Antarctic waters during the observation period, i.e. 
the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) and the Weddell Sea waters. The second study area 
was only subject to the influence of the waters of the northern periphery of the Weddell Sea 
eddy (Fedulov et al., in press). 

Krill was taken with an Isaacs-Kidd net, modified by Aseev-Samyshev (6 m2; 
6 mm mesh), in the upper 100 m layer using the double oblique hauling method (0-100-0 m) 
at a towing speed of 3.2 to 3.6 knots. Trawling depth was controlled by a trawl probe "Igla" 
attached to the top beam of the metal trawl rigging. The volume of flltered water was controlled 
by the flowmeter "General Oceanics" (model 2030). Distance between hauls during the first 
survey was 60 miles by latitude and longitude and during the second survey it was 30 miles by 
latitude and 40 miles by longitude. Krill density (specific biomass) was calculated using the 
formula: 

where k = density, mg/m3 
m = catch,mg 

m K=w 

w = swept water volume, m3 (according to flowmeter readings); 

Values of krill density obtained from various stations were interpolated to draw density 
isolines along selected intervals (Figures 1 and 2) and the area of layers having equal density 
was determined. Biomass in the 0 to 100 m layer was calculated in respect of each swarm. 
Overall biomass was determined as the sum of biomass by layer. Table 1 gives mean weighted 
(mglm3) and absolute (thousands of tonnes) biomass. 
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The extent to which krill avoid fishing gear during investigations was not considered 
since currently there is no methodology for working out this phenomenon. 

Extensive areas of low specific biomass were typical of krill distribution both in the 
South Sandwich (Figure 1) and South Orkney (Fig,lfe 2) Island areas. Minimum values for 
mean weighted biomass (not including areas of high biomass density) did not exceed 30 mg/m3 
in the ACC and Weddell Sea waters of the South Sandwich Island study area and 50 mg/m3 in 
the South Orkneys study area. The areas of high biomass density in the above waters coincided 
with dynamic elements such as meanders, mesoscale circulations and parts of the Frontal Zone 
between the waters of the ACC and the Weddell Sea. Maximum values for specific biomass (up 
to 2 443 mg/m3) were recorded in the frontal zone area in the anticyclonic meander to the west 
of the South Sandwich Islands. Mean value of weighted biomass in the South Sandwich 
Islands study area was 145.9 mg/m3 in the Weddell Sea waters and 24.9 mg/m3 in the ACC and 
202.7 mg/m3 in the South Orkney Islands study area (Table 1). 

The figure of 3.8 million tonnes for the total krill stock in the South Sandwich Islands 
study area, with the bulk of the stock concentrated in the Weddell Sea waters, suggests that the 
Weddell Sea waters are more abundant in krill than the ACC. Unfortunately, it is impossible to 
be more accurate in estimating krill biomass in the South Sandwich Islands area since no similar 
studies have been carried out there before. The only available data are from Japanese 
investigations conducted in January 1984-85 as part of the SIBEX II Program (Endo et al., 
1986). The Japanese estimates of specific biomass (mean value 193 mg/m3, maximum value 
1 233 mg/m3; sampling gear is KYMT trawl of 9 m2 with mesh size 3.4 mm) are close to ours. 
Bearing this in mind, as well as the paucity of data and the limitations involved in such a 
comparison, a relative similarity may point to an agreement between the krill stock size 
estimated in autumn 1990 in the South Sandwich Islands area and the long-term value. 

In the South Orkney Islands area, where research and commercial exploitation of krill 
resources have been long established, the total stock was 1.1 million tonnes. Most of the stock 
was concentrated in the south-west part of the Coronation Island shelf, an area to which kriU 
had been transported and then accumulated due to favourable circulation conditions, and where 
the commercial fishing fleet had been operating over an area of about 600 km2• The specific 
biomass reached its greatest level here (on average up to 6 000 mg/m3). It is worth noting that 
the similarity of krill biomass assessments over the years, despite intensive commercial 
exploitation, may indicate a continued relative stability of the krill stock in the area. 
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Table 1: Krill biomass in the 0 to 100 m layer in various areas of the Atlantic sector of the 
Southern Ocean, autumn 1990. 

Study Area Water Masses Area(lan2) Mean Weighted Total Biomass 
Biomass mg/m3 (000 tonnes) 

WeddellSea 

South Sandwich Northern Area 221048.3 145.9 3226.6 
Islands 1 254.5* 

22.7** 

Southern Area 69343.4 22.9 159.1 

Antarctic Circumpolar Current 

169717.9 24.9 423.8 

Total: 460 109.6 3 809.5 

South Orkney WeddellSea 54926.2 202.7 1 113.4 
Islands 3296.7* 

43.7** 

* Area of high biomass density (0.5 mg/m3) 
* * Total area but excluding areas of high biomass density 
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Figure 1: Distribution of E. superba (mg/m3) in the 0 to 100 m layer based on trawl data from 
, the South Sandwich Island study area in March/April 1990. 
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Figure 2: Distribution of E. superba (mg/m3) in the 0 to 100 m layer based on trawl data from 
the South Orkney Island study area in April 1990. (See Figure 1 for key). 
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Abstract 

* 

Krill distribution in the South Georgia area and many aspects of its 
variability have been extensively described in scientific literature. A 
summary of recent findings is discussed in this paper. There has been 
less focus on data concerning kriU biomass assessments. The existing 
uncertainty in krill biomass assessment can be largely attributed to high 
variability and the wide range of biomass values obtained which in turn 
leads to uncertainty in interpreting kriU biomass for the area. It was 
therefore only possible to begin to explain the reasons for the variability 
in the scale of krill swarms and to attempt to determine more reliable 
values of its biomass after a number of census surveys had been 
conducted. Results of the nine most representative surveys conducted 
by Soviet scientists in the area from 1974 to 1988 are summarized in 
this paper. The most important survey data and biomass assessments 
have been tabulated and illustrated by various survey maps. It was 
found that the distribution of krill swarms corresponds largely with 
areas where currents turn into eddies. Among these areas, aggregations 
of krill were observed most often to the east of the island and around 
37°W. When the water circulation system is unfavourable, which 
means the absence of eddy formations, krill do not usually form 
aggregations and its density is low. When water dynamics are 
favourable for kriU aggregations its biomass around South Georgia is 
approximately 400-800 thousand tonnes. Unfavourable conditions 
correspond to a biomass of an order of magnitude less. Short-term 
fluctuations of krill biomass in the South Georgia area are extremely 
significant. Biomass may differ by as much as eight times in a month. 
It also usually decreases in spring, regardless of the type of water 
circulation. Annual differences in krill biomass are undoubtedly 
associated with the volume of krill brought here by waters of the Scotia 
Sea Secondary Front. More extensive studies incorporating trawl and 
acoustic surveys of different temporal and spatial scales are 
recommended in order to make reliable assessments of krill biomass. 

Resume 

La litterature scientifique a largement traite de la repartition du krill dans 
la region de la G60rgie du Sud et de nombreux aspects de sa variabilite. 
Un resume de decouvertes recentes est examine dans ce document. 
Moins d'importance a ete accordee aux donnees sur les evaluations de 
la biomasse du krill. L'incertitude actuelle touchant l'evaluation de la 
biomasse du krill est, dans une large mesure, imputable it la grande 
variabilite et it l'intervalle important des valeurs de biomasse obtenues. 
Ainsi, ce n'est qu'apres quelques campagnes d'evaluation qu'il a ete 
possible de commencer it expliquer les causes de la variabilite dans la 
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taille des essaims de kriU et de tenter de determiner des valeurs plus 
fiables de sa biomasse. Cette communication resume les resultats des 
neuf campagnes les plus representatives menees par des scientifiques 
sovietiques dans cette zone de 1974 a 1988. Les donnees de 
campagnes et les evaluations de biomasse les plus importantes sont 
presentees sous forme de tableau et illustrees par plusieurs cartes des 
campagnes d'evaluation. 11 ressort que la repartition des essaims de 
krill correspond en grande partie aux regions ou les courants creent des 
tourbillons. Parmi ces zones, les concentrations de kriU ont, le plus 
souvent, ete observees a l'est de l'ile et autour de 37°W. Lorsque le 
regime de circulation des eaux est defavorable, a savoir en l'absence de 
formations de tourbillons, le kriU ne forme pratiquement pas de 
concentrations et sa den site est faible. Quand la dynamique de l'eau est 
favorable aux concentrations de kriIl, sa biomasse autour de la Georgie 
du Sud est d'environ 400-800 milliers de tonnes. Les conditions 
defavorables correspondent a une biomasse d'un ordre de grandeur 
moins eleve. Les fluctuations a court terme de la biomasse du kriIl dans 
la zone de la Georgie du Sud sont extremement significatives. La 
biomasse peut varier jusqu'a huit fois en un mois. De plus, elle decrolt 
generalement au printemps, quel que soit le type de circulation des 
eaux. Les variations annueUes de la biomasse de kriU sont sans aucun 
doute liees au volume de krill amene ici par les eaux du Front 
secondaire de la mer de Scotia. 11 est recommande d'effectuer des 
etudes plus approfondies, comportant des campagnes d'evaluation, tant 
par chalutage qu'acoustiques, des diverses echeUes spatio-temporeUes 
afin d'obtenir des evaluations fiables de la biomasse du kriU. 

Pe3lOMe 

B HayqHOU JIHTepaType WHPOKO OCBelI(aJIHCb KaK pacnpe

,l{eJIeHHe KPHJI5I B pauoHe IO)I{HOU reoprHH, TaK H P5I,l{ 

acneKTOB ero H3MeHqHBOCTH. B ,l{aHHOM Tpy,l{e 

paCCMaTpHBaeTC5I CBO,l{Ka nOCJIe,l{HHX BbIBO,l{OB. MeHbwee 

BHHMaHHe 6bIJIO y,l{eJIeHO ,l{aHHbIM, HMelOlI(HM OTHoweHHe K 

o~eHKe 6HOMaCCbI KPHJI5I. CYlI(eCTBYlOlI(a5I Heonpe,l{eJIeHHOCTb B 

o~eHKax 6HOMaCCbI KPHJI5I MO)l{eT 6bITb B OCHOBHOM OTHeceHa 

Ha CqeT 3HaqHTeJIbHOU H3MeHQHBOCTH H WHpOKoro ,l{Hana30Ha 

nOJIYQeHHbIX 3HaQeHHU 6HOMaCCbI, QTO B CBOIO OQepe,l{b 

npHBO,l{HT K HeOnpe,l{eJIeHHOCTH B o~eHKe 6HOMaCCbI KPHJI5I B 

3TOM paUOHe. TaKHM 06Pa30M, MO)l{HO 6bIJIO C,l{eJIaTb TOJIbKO 

HCXO,l{HbIe nonbITKH 06b5ICHHTb npHQHHbI H3MeHQHBOCTH 

pa3Mepa CKOnJIeHHU KPHJI5I H, no npOBe,l{eHHH p5I,l{a YQeTHbIX 

CbeMOK, H,l{eHTHcpH~HpOBaTb HaH60JIee ,l{OCTOBepHbIe 

3HaQeHH5I 6HOMaCCbI KPHJI5I. B HaCT05IlI(eU pa60Te npHBO,l{HTC5I 

CBO,l{Ka pe3YJIbTaTOB ,l{eB5ITH HaH60JIee npe,l{CTaBHTeJIbHbIX 

CbeMOK, BbInOJIHeHHbIX B 3TOM paUOHe COBeTCKHMH YQeHbIMH 

3a nepHO,l{ C 1974 no 1988 rr. HaH60JIee Ba)l{HbIe ,l{aHHbIe 

CbeMOK H o~eHKH 6HoMaccbI 6bIJIH CBe,l{eHbI B Ta6JIH~bI H 

npOHJIJIIOCTpHpoBaHbI Pa3JIHQHbIMH KapTaMH, oTo6pa)l{alOII(HMH 

pauoHbI CbeMOK. BbIJIO YCTaHOBJIeHO, QTO pacnpe,l{eJIeHHe 

CKOnJIeHHU KPHJI5I B 3HaQHTeJIbHOU Mepe COBna,l{aeT C 

MeCTOnOJIO)l{eHHeM pauoHoB, B npe,l{eJIax KOTOPbIX TeQeHH5I 

06pa3y1OT KpyroBopOTbI. Cpe,l{H 3THX pauoHoB oco60 60raTbI 

CKOnJIeHH5IMH KPHJI5I 6bIJIH Te, KOTopbIe pacnOJIaralOTC5I K 

BOCTOKY OT oCTpoBa H npH6JIH3HTeJIbHO Ha 37° 3.,l{. B 
OTCYTcTBHe 6JIarOnpH5ITHbIX YCJIOBHU, T.e. CPOpMHpOBaHH5I 



KpyroBopoTOB, KPMJIb 06bIl..IHO He co6MpaeTCSI B arperaU;MM M 

xapaKTepl,I3yeTcSI HM3KOM nJIOTHOCTblO. TIPM HaJIMl..IMM 

~MHaMMKM BO~, 6JIarOnpMSlTHOM ~JISI <pOpMMpOBaHMSI 

arperaU;MM KPMJISI, ere 6MOMacca B paMOHe lO:>KHOM reoprMM 

COCTaBJISleT 400-800 TbICSll..I TOHH. He6JIarOnpMSlTHbIe 

rM~po~MHaMMl..IeCKMe YCJIOBMSI cooTBeTcTBYIOT 6MOMacce Ha 

nopSl~OK HM:>Ke. KpaTKOCpOl..lHble KOJIe6aHMSI 6MOMaCCbl KPMJISI B 

paMOHe lO:>KHOM reoprMM MMelOT l..Ipe3Bbll..laMHO 60JIbWOe 

3Hal..leHMe. B Tel..leHMe MeCSlu;a 6MOMacca MO)l{eT M3MeHMTbCSI B 

BoceMb pa3. TaK:>Ke, 6MOMacca 06bll..lHO nOHM:>KaeTCSI B Tel..leHMe 

BeceHHero nepMo~a He3aBMCMMO OT TMna U;MpKyJISlU;MM BO~. 

E:>KerO~Hble M3MeHeHMSI 6MOMaCCbl KPMJISI 6e3 COMHeHMSI 

CBSl3aHbl C KOJIMl..IeCTBOM KPMJISI, npMHOCMMoro B ~aHHbIM 
paMOH Bo~aMM BTOpMl..IHOrO <PPOHTa MOPSl CKOTMSI. i{JISI 

nOJIYl..leHMSI ~OCTOBepHbIX ou;eHOK 6MOMaCCbI KPMJISI 

peKoMeH~yeTcSI npOBeCTM 60JIee WMpOKMe HCCJIe~OBaHHSI, 
BKJIIOl..IalO~Me BbInOJIHeHHe TpaJIOBbIX M aKYCTMl..IeCKMX CbeMOK 

B pa3HblX BpeMeHHbIX H npOCTpaHCTBeHHbIX MaCWTa6ax. 

Resumen 

Son numerosos los estudios cientificos que tratan con amplitud sobre la 
distribuci6n del kriU y otros aspectos relacionados con su variabilidad 
en la zona de Georgia del Sur. En este trabajo se exponen los 
resultados mas recientes pero no se ha centrado unicamente en los datos 
de las evaluaciones de biomasa. La actual incertidumbre a la hora de 
evaluar la biomasa de krill puede atribuirse basicamente a su gran 
variabilidad, y los distintos valores de biomasa obtenidos crea 
incertidumbre cuando se intenta calcular la biomasa de krill para dicha 
zona. S6lo despues de realizar varias prospecciones de censo, sena 
posible explicar las razones que causan la variabilidad en la magnitud de 
los cardumenes de krill e intentar un caIculo mas fiable de la biomasa. 
En este trabajo se presentan los resultados de las nueve prospecciones 
mas importantes realizadas entre 1974 y 1988. Los distintos mapas y 
tablas presentan los datos mas importantes de las prospecciones y de las 
evaluaciones de biomasa. Se ha visto que la distribuci6n de los 
cardtimenes de krill se corresponde con las zonas en las que las 
corrientes forman torbellinos; en estas zonas se constata que las 
concentraciones se forman en gran parte al este de la isla, pr6ximo a los 
37° W. Cuando el sistema de circulaci6n del agua es desfavorable, 10 
que quiere decir que no se forman torbellinos, el krill no suele 
agruparse y su densidad es baja. En cambio, cuando la dinamica es 
favorable a la formaci6n de concentraciones, la biomasa en las aguas de 
Georgia del Sur oscila entre las 400-800 mil toneladas. 
Las condiciones desfavorables corresponden a una biomasa de menor 
magnitud. Las fluctuaciones a corto plazo en la zona son muy 
significativas. La biomasa puede variar hasta ocho veces en un mes. 
Tambien suele disminuir en primavera, sea cual sea la circulaci6n del 
agua. Las diferencias anuales de la biomasa estan sin duda relacionadas 
con el volumen de krill que fluye con las aguas del Frente secundario 
del mar de Scotia. Se recomienda que se hagan mas estudios con 
prospecciones de arrastre y acusticas en diferentes escalas temporales y 
espaciales, para poder disponer de evaluaciones de biomasa 
mas fiables. 
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1. IN1RODUCflON 

The South Georgia area holds a special place among those areas of the Southern Ocean 
where Euphausia superba fonns aggregations. Soviet research vessels have been studying this 
area since 1965 although it was not until 1972 that commercial fishing began. 

So far research has been of an integrated nature and has examined questions not only of 
euphausiid biology and its population resources but also matters concerning the physical 
environment and its biotic components, primarily plankton. This integrated approach has led to 
an increase in knowledge about various aspects of E. superba biology, especially krill 
distribution in relation to environmental conditions. Together with biomass assessments this 
has paved the way for the development of a rationally managed kriU fishery in this area. Waters 
from the Weddell Sea transport krill to the South Georgia area which is located at the northern 
edge of its habitat (Marr, 1962; MacIntosh, 1973; Maslennikov and Solyankin 1980; Fedulovet 
al., 1984). Investigations into size composition relative to water structure showed that krill 
may also be brought here by the waters of the southern periphery of the Antarctic Circumpolar 
Current (ACC) (Makarov et al., 1980; Maslennikov et al., 1983). This is supported by the fact 
that the same types of water correspond to the species composition of phytoplankton (Makarov 
et al., 1984) and size composition of copepods (Vladimirskaya, 1978; Makarov et al., 1986). 
Strictly speaking, krill aggregations which fonn off the island are augmented by the Secondary 
Frontal Zone of the Scotia Sea which is characterized by a constantly high density of E. superba 
(Maslennikov, 1978; Makarov et al., 1980; Fedulov et al., 1984). 

After being carried along by the drift into the island's waters krill is retained here for a 
time (the "shade effect"; Shevtsov and Makarov, 1969) before continuing to flow with the 
currents in an easterly direction (Everson, 1976; Maslennikov and Solyankin, 1980). This 
retention of krill off the island will result in the fonnation of concentrations only when eddies 
and meanders develop around the island shelf and slope. Moreover, aggregations may be quite 
large in off-shore island waters (Maslennikov, 1979; Makarov et al., 1980). When straight 
currents are prevailing krill is dispersed, abundance is low and aggregations in general are not 
formed. These types of conditions were observed in 1969 (Makarov et al.; 1980) and 1987. 
The nature of dynamic forces which facilitate the fonnation of krill concentrations is one of the 
most important factors determining the level of euphausiid abundance in the South Georgia 
area. 

Experiments carried out in the South Georgia area showed that the largest aggregations 
of E. superba are formed around the northern edge of the island and it was here that later 
studies were conducted, a fundamental part of which included census surveys. 

Although E. superba aggregations were encountered over the whole area, in certain 
areas they tended to form more regularly (Makarov et ai, 1980; Sysoeva, Shevtsov, 1980). 
The type of bottom relief determines this regularity because this is where eddies and whirlpools 
are most often fonned as a result of the interaction of the bottom relief with currents travelling 
by the island (Maslennikov, 1979). 

Therefore the formation of E. superba aggregations depends primarily upon the 
direction of transportation by currents and factors influencing its retention in the shelf and slope 
waters of the island (Marr, 1962; MacIntosh, 1972; Makarov et al., 1980). As opposed to 
aggregations in the southern part of the Scotia Sea, aggregations here, for example, are 
non-spawning (Makarov, 1978 and 1980). Processes occurring in this area, especially in 
relation to krill distribution and swarming, are entirely dependent upon physical environmental 
factors. The low status of the area in the functional structure of the E. superba habitat, 
especially in relation to its reproduction in the Atlantic sector, is a result of South Georgia being 
located at the edge of the habitat area in unusually low latitudes for this species and the 
dependence of the fonnation of kriU aggregations upon drift transport both on the macro and 
meso-scales. The appearance of E. superba larvae in plankton is synchronous (by dates and 
size composition) with reproduction of the species in the southern part of the Scotia Sea (with 
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allowance for drift periods), but not with the reproduction of krill near the island (Menshenina, 
1988). Larvae and adult specimens are brought to the area by currents from the south or 
south-east. Larvae spawned in the island waters are eventually carried away from the region as 
indeed are adults. 

Drift transportation of krill in the area and factors influencing swarming around the 
island are characterized by a high level of variability. 

The most noticeable type of variability is seasonal. Aggregations occur here in almost 
all months of the year although spring research did not uncover any particularly large 
abundance. At this time the very profuse spring blooming takes place which, by analogy with 
spring in the Scotia Sea (see Makarov et al., 1980), causes aggregations to break up. It is 
probable that as a result of dispersion krill is carried beyond the island waters. In other words 
E. superba abundance around South Georgia always drops with the onset of spring. This 
assertion is backed up by data from the fishery which always ceases operations in spring 
(Table 1). 

Aggregations build up again with the onset of summer and are maintained until winter, 
i.e. the probability of encountering E. superba aggregations in the island waters increases 
during the other seasons although they may also be absent in winter (Latogursky, 1975; 
Heywood et al., 1985). It is typical that if during summer E. superba aggregations occur most 
often toward the east of the region then in autumn and especially winter they are more prolific in 
the west (Latogursky, 1973). 

Therefore the notable fluctuations in krill numbers over the whole year depend upon the 
variability of water dynamics in the mesoscale. Variability associated with the effects of 
meteorological conditions is especially short-lived. As cyclones pass, krill disperse and sink to 
deeper layers. After a time, however, the situation returns to its initial condition. 

Interannual changes in krill distribution and particularly abundance are also possible. 
Apart from the situation in 1969 and 1978 as described earlier, a low level of abundance 
prevailed in the seasons 1982/83 and 1983/84. It should be noted that it has always been very 
difficult to identify and separate seasonal and interannual fluctuations in this area. Even 
surveys carried out more than once a year do not create a foundation for identifying the type of 
change taking place. During the above years the low abundance of E. superba can be attributed 
to the effects of the fishery. Interannual variations are caused by water advection from the 
Scotia Sea secondary front into the island area. This advection depends on the interaction of the 
large circulation systems of the Atlantic sector, Le. the ACC and the Weddell Circulation 
(Maslennikov and Solyankin, 1979). It is difficult to evaluate these interactions using survey 
data from South Georgia alone. Nevertheless some indirect assessments have been made 
(Bogdanov, Solyankin, 1970), in particular in terms of analysing the variability of the 
latitudinal gradient of atmospheric pressure (Fedulov et al., 1984). The data obtained correlate 
well with krill swarm density off the island. 

Distribution trends and many aspects of its variability have been extensively described in 
scientific literature (see Lubimova et al., 1980) (SC-CAMLR-l/BG/l). There has been less focus 
on data concerning specific biomass assessments of krill. In the work of Lubimova and 
Shevtsov (1980) the range of variability for krill biomass is given for the initial study period in 
the area (1965 to 1976) with values from 0.9 to 3.6 million tonnes. The uncertainty in krill 
biomass assessment can be largely attributed to high variability and the wide range of biomass 
values obtained which in turn leads to uncertainty in interpreting krill biomass for the area. It 
was therefore only possible to begin to explain the reasons for the variability in the scale of 
E. superba swarms and to attempt to determine the more reliable values of its biomass after a 
large number of census surveys had been conducted. Results of these studies are summarized 
in this paper. 
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2. SURVEY RESULTS 

It is not possible to examine here all surveys conducted off the island, especially since 
some of them covered only limited area and were not representative. Therefore we have chosen 
only those surveys which are comparable according to area covered, fishing gear used, the 
number of stations made and availability of necessary background data and which were carried 
out using accepted methods (data from earlier studies were used only as a guide). 

The study of E. superba distribution, swarm density and biomass assessment were 
carried out using standard methods (as in other areas of the Southern Ocean) based on census 
trawl surveys regularly conducted in the South Georgia area. 

The general approach to conducting biomass assessments of krill in the area under 
investigation can be described by taking one of the most detailed surveys, which was made 
from 4 to 13 February 1975, as an example (see below - Survey 2). 

The survey was conducted towards the north of the island between 34° and 41°W. 
Thirty-two hauls (generally lasting half an hour each) were carried out over this area of 
54 450 square miles. Stations were made along five lines radiating out from the island with 
six to seven stations along each line. 

A midwater trawl was employed at each station. The cross-section of the trawl opening 
at the level where fine mesh (10 to 14 mm) begins was 140 square metres and was taken as the 
working area of the trawl opening. Since the catch ability coefficient was difficult to calculate it 
was taken to be equal to 1. 

The density of E. superba in fished swarms (g/m3) was worked out according to the size 
of the catch taken at each point of the survey and the amount of filtered water (this was 
calculated based on vessel speed (usually 2.8 knots), trawl opening and duration of haul). 

At the same time the layer of water where krill swarms were distributed was recorded 
using hydroacoustic equipment. Values obtained for density were taken to be typical for the 
whole layer. Over the period of the survey in question, E. superba swarms were distributed in 
the upper 50 m layer in particular. More calculations were made to determine krill biomass 
bearing in mind the vertical distribution characteristic of euphausiids. Mean biomass was also 
estimated per square kilometre and square mile. 

The density values obtained at each station were interpolated, biomass was calculated by 
strata (areas between adjacent isolines) and the results were summarized for the entire area of 
the survey. 

This paper presents the results of seven surveys carried out using a commercial 
midwater trawl during various seasons from 1974 to 1988. Naturally the areas covered by the 
surveys and the number of hauls made were not identical. Most of the surveys were carried out 
in areas to the east, north and west of the island (between 40° and 34 °W and from 54 oS to the 
shore (the boundary of territorial waters). The southern part of the island's waters was studied 
less frequently. Therefore the biomass values contained refer mainly to the north-west, north 
and north-eastern inshore waters of South Georgia. 

Table 2 contains important details of the surveys and data obtained from observations on 
the quantitative parameters of E. superba concentrations. Each survey has a map (Figures 1 
to 7) showing where it took place and areas where abundance of krill was found to be greatest. 
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It should also be noted that although trawls of identical area were not always used, their 
design and main parameters were similar (for details of each survey see below). As with the 
above example, the size of the trawl opening was calculated according to where the fine mesh 
section of the trawl began (data on trawl openings are shown in Table 2). 

Each survey conducted with echosounders recorded vertical distribution and, 
consequently, biomass estimates were made based on the length of the layer where krill were 
distributed. 

Therefore in calculating E. superba biomass for each survey all natural variables and 
parameters were taken into consideration which necessitated the introduction of changes into the 
above procedure of estimation. 

In recent years the Isaacs-Kidd trawl has been used in a number of census surveys to 
make oblique hauls in the 0 to 100 m layer. Preliminary data indicate that this trawl has a 
catchability rate inferior to commercial trawls. Therefore it appears that E. superba biomass 
assessments made using the Isaacs-Kidd trawl are underestimates. In view of this, biomass 
assessments from Surveys 8 and 9 can only be used for rough comparison with assessments 
obtained from commercial trawl data. 

We shall briefly examine the results of each survey individually. For ease of 
comparison each surveys has an identifying number. 

The most important survey data and assessments of quantitative indices for the 
E. superba population are given in Table 1. Figures 1 to 4 show survey areas and also where 
large concentrations of krill were detected. .Figures 5 to 7 give data on the system of surface 
currents for most of the surveys (a reading of 1 000 dB relative to the conditional surface). 

Survey 1 (9 to 23 March 1974, RV Salekhard; Figure lA) 

Fifty-nine trawls were carried out to the north and east of the island. The survey itself 
together with additional searching operations made it possible to characterize in detail the 
distribution of E. superba in the area. The largest concentrations were discovered over the 
island slope (29 g/m3) and at an oceanic depth (3.5 glm3) to the north-east of the island. Apart 
from these two areas in Figure lA, the area to the far south-east should also be noted. Over the 
remainder of the survey area there were either very few euphausiids or none at all (especially in 
the western part of the region). Most often krill was distributed in the 0 to 100 m layer and 
deeper (up to 200 m). However in the area of massive swarming near the island, krill swarms 
were distributed in the upper layer from 12 to 35 m. These differences were taken into 
consideration when calculating biomass. The high values for density gave a high biomass 
assessment which was over 560 000 tonnes for the study area over the period of the survey 
(Table 2). 

Comparison of E. superba distribution (Figure lA) and water dynamics in the area 
(Figure 5A) showed that the largest concentrations of krill were encountered either in areas of 
strong eddies in the system of currents or on the edge of streams flowing together from 
opposite directions. 

Survey 2 (4 to 13 February 1975, RV Akademik Knipovich; Figure 1B) 

One of the most extensive by area, this survey covered 54 450 square miles and was 
carried out to the west, north and east of the island and consisted of 41 hauls. The average 
density of kriU was 1.4 g/m3. The largest concentrations were encountered to the east of the 
island. The survey was begun after two micro-surveys. The first was from 28 January to 
3 February and consisted of 40 hauls and the second took place from 25 to 27 March and 
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consisted of 23 hauls. Mean density in the micro-survey areas was 2.4 and 5.3 g/m3 
respectively. E. superba biomass in aggregations in the east (see Table 2) made up more than 
half of the total biomass in the eastern part of the survey (511 000 tonnes). Overall biomass in 
the western and central parts of the survey was less (395 000 tonnes) than for aggregations in 
the west in March alone. 

The nature of water dynamics is fully consistent with the location of sites with high 
abundance of krill (Figure 5B). 

Survey 3 (12 to 18 June 1981, RV Argus, Figure 2A) 

This survey was relatively small in area (18 hauls) and was carried out to the north-east 
of the island. Aggregations were encountered over all island slopes where krill density was 
almost 6 g/m3. With the exception of a handful of specimens, it is interesting that E. superba 
was practically absent in the open part of the area. It is typical that in such a situation localized 
swarming will only occur in waters near the shallows. Krill density in the area 37° and 38°W 
reached maximum levels - 5.64 and 5.15 g/m3 respectively. These values for krill swarm 
density and those approaching them were responsible for a fairly high total biomass for the 
survey period (476 000 tonnes, see Table 2). 

Survey 4 (18 to 29 June 1981, RV Argus, Figure 2B) 

Despite the increase in the size of the study area, this survey (23 hauls), which was 
carried out almost one month after Survey 3, showed a sharp drop in E. superba abundance. 
Areas of increased density were now towards the west. One of the areas (maximum density -
0.88 g/m3) was located at 37°W while the other was near the western extremity of the island 
(0.75 g/m3). Calculations showed that by comparison with June of the same year biomass 
decreased by six times (79 000 tonnes, see Table 2). 

Survey 5 (1 to 4 June 1983, RV Argus, Figure 2C) 

A census on krill abundance was carried out in the beginning of winter 1983 (17 hauls) 
in approximately the same location as Survey 4. The overall location of areas with increased 
abundance were also similar. Extremely localized and small aggregations of E. superba were 
noted in the area 36 °W (maximum density 5.6 g/m3) and to the west of the island (4.6 g/m3). 
This accounted for only 3% of the survey area. Over the rest of the territory no large swarms 
of euphausiids were encountered and many hauls were unsuccessful. On the whole this was 
responsible for the extremely low overall biomass assessment (54 000 tonnes, see Table 2). 

The dynamic relief on the surface was homogeneous and lacked any clearly discernible 
eddies in the current field (Figure 6A). The lack of eddies which usually facilitate the formation 
of aggregations undoubtedly played a role in the low level of krill density and biomass. It was 
only in the very western part where the current began to flow south that somewhat larger levels 
of abundance were noted. 

Survey 6 (22 November to 9 December 1986, RV Gizhiga, Figure 3A) 

. Although this was a fairly extensive survey (41 hauls), it did not cover territory further 
south than 54°S. It was carried out in the very beginning of the summer season and showed 
areas of high density in the western part of the region. Krill were dispersed over the remainder 
of the study area. As opposed to a number of other surveys (1, 3 and 5), aggregations of krill 
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were also discovered a long way out to sea (maximum density here was 1.2 g/m3.) although at 
the same time they were encountered in larger numbers in the area of the island shelf (maximum 
density 2.5 g/m3). In the north-east part of the area there were practically no krill at all. They 
began to appear in small numbers only as the survey neared 54 oS. On the whole, areas of high 
kriU abundance were characterized by their large size which was reflected by the values of the 
biomass assessments made over the survey area (607 000 tonnes, see Table 2). 

Mesoscale eddies were noted in a number of areas which quite clearly coincided with 
areas of high krill abundance. As usual they appear to be the reason for the concentration of 
kriU both around the continental shelf and further away from shore towards the oceanic zone. 
Although the survey did not cover the area east of the island, judging by the water dynamics it 
may be assumed that E. superba aggregations were present there. 

Survey 7 (2 May to 5 June 1988, Gr. Kovtun, Figure 3B) 

This survey was for the most part conducted in May. In fact it was a series of 
micro-surveys made in the north-east and northern sectors of the area of the shelf and the island 
slope. Observations were made from a fishing vessel which carried out several dozens of hauls 
in each area which in turn ensured a detailed assessment of E. superba aggregations in the area. 
The vesse1's regime also included elements of a search close to where the fishing fleet operates. 
The data obtained can therefore be examined in conjunction with the results of other surveys. 

Krill was encountered in the 0 to 50 (70) m layer and calculations of density and 
biomass were made in relation to that layer. The density of aggregations from the south-east to 
the north-west of the areas under investigation was 12.5 g/m3, 14.1 g/m3 and 8.6 g/m3. Total 
biomass was estimated to be 1 402 000 tonnes (see Table 2). 

Survey 8 (11 to 23 October 1984, RV Evrika, Figure 4A) 

This was the first time that a survey was conducted around the whole island. An 
Isaacs-Kidd trawl was employed to make 66 hauls. On the whole the distribution tendencies of 
E. superba turned out to be the same as were previously observed. The main areas of high 
kriU concentration were towards the east, north (this is usually rare) and western sectors of the 
study area. The largest concentrations were encountered in the north (in the area 37°W, 
maximum density 2.5 g/m3), but in general, lower values prevailed. In essence it was only in 
those places marked on the map that kriU density was high while in other areas covered by this 
extensive and detailed survey they were absent altogether. Despite the extent of the survey (its 
area was four-times that of Surveys 3, 4, 5 and 6) a low biomass figure was obtained over the 
period of investigations (3 800 tonnes, see Table 2). 

It is very interesting to note that the water dynamics on the surface were conducive to 
the formation of krill aggregations (Figure 7 A). Small local increases in density in each 
instance (place) coincided with more complex forms of dynamic relief. However, in keeping 
with the general seasonal variability of E. superba abundance in the region, there were very few 
observations in the area over the survey period. 

It should be pointed out that repeated observations made here over the brief period 15 to 
18 January 1985 in the south-east of the island showed dense swarms (density up to 5.9 g/m3). 
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Survey 9 (20 January to 9 February 1988, RV Evrika, Figure 4B) 

As in October 1984, this survey covered the area around South Georgia where 65 hauls 
were made with the Isaacs-Kidd trawl. The general distribution patterns were somewhat 
similar to those from Survey 8, although dense aggregations were encountered in the area 
around 37°W. An extensive area stretching from the south-east to the edge of the survey's 
range was noteworthy for its high abundance of krill. Two areas, located on the shelf and the 
outer part of the island slope to the east of the island and around 37°W, stood out due to their 
density which exceeded 10 g/m3• Aggregations were extremely long, leading to a biomass 
estimate of 868 000 tonnes (see Table 2). It is worth repeating that census surveys made with 
the Isaacs-Kidd trawl give underestimates in regard to density and biomass of E. superba. It is 
therefore not impossible that over the period of the survey krill biomass could actually have 
been much greater. 

3. DISCUSSION 

Comparison of data on E. superba distribution with the pattern of currents (Figure 7B) 
showed generally favourable and regular conditions for swarming. 

This brief description demonstrates that most surveys in the South Georgia area 
adequately covered those areas where krill forms concentrations. Despite slight differences in 
the number of hauls, the data obtained from each survey are entirely comparable. 

A comparison of maps depicting the location of areas with high density of E. superba 
and patterns of water circulation around South Georgia during each survey shows an overlap of 
swarming areas and areas where currents turn into eddies. Even in those instances where 
biomass was quite low (e.g., Survey 8), abundance increased in places where dynamic activity 
was greater (cf. Figures 4B and 7 A). Among these places, aggregations of E. superba were 
encountered most often in waters to the east of the island and around 37°W. 

When the circulation system presents unfavourable conditions (such as the straight 
currents off the northern shore of the island, which means the absence of eddy formations 
leading to euphausiid concentration) aggregations do not form at the usual time and density is 
insignificant. This was the case for Survey 5 (cf. Figures 2A and 6A). This in turn was 
reflected by the biomass assessment for E. superba. 

Territory was covered fairly evenly during the surveys and vessels did not specifically 
remain in areas of aggregations. Especially high values for density obtained after fishing a 
particular aggregation did not significantly effect the biomass estimate for any of the surveys. 
Therefore biomass estimates from each of the surveys only indicate the general picture of 
E. superba abundance for the relevant periods. 

From the above we can see that krill swarming also occurs in other coastal areas of 
South Georgia. Although swarming in these areas occurs less regularly and on a smaller scale 
their very existence is invariably associated with irregular currents. Eddies around the island 
contribute to a general increase in krill abundance over the whole area and determine levels of 
density which vary from one survey to another. The biomass estimate for euphausiids changed 
in accordance with values for density in the study area. By comparing the estimates in Table 2 
it is clear that they correspond to two levels of values which differ by an order of magnitude 
(tens of thousand and hundreds of thousands of tonnes). It is obvious that such large 
differences depend upon swarming conditions. 

When conditions for water dynamics are favourable E. superba biomass is around 
400-800 thousand tonnes. It is precisely when these kinds of conditions prevail and krill 
biomass reaches several hundred thousand tonnes that the fishing fleet is able to operate. The 
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values of overall density estimated during the relevant survey are accepted as correct for the 
operation of fishing vessels. Summary data from early research in the area (1972 to 1981) 
shows that fishing was only conducted when density was 6 to 12 g/m3 (Fedulov et al., 1984). 
In certain months there was a marked decrease in density and fishing did not take place 
(Fedulov et al., 1984). During the periods when those surveys being reviewed in this paper 
(1 to 3, 6, 7 and 9) were carried out, commercial vessels did operate when density and 
biomass were high. 

Thus the circumstances prevailing at the time of Surveys 1 to 3, 6, 7 and 9 are entirely 
usual for the area when there are favourable hydrological conditions. The values for biomass 
obtained from these surveys correspond to the normal level of accumulation of E. superba in 
the waters off South Georgia. 

It will be recalled, however, that we are examining overall krill density in the survey 
area. As we have seen with individual cases, the extent to which E. superba forms 
aggregations in certain areas affects specific biomass values. In this regard it is extremely 
important to assess the extent of swarm formation within the confmes of areas of aggregation. 

There was no specific focus on areas where krill form aggregations proper during most 
of the surveys which were aimed at making integrated studies of off-shore waters. This would 
have made the research more expensive and time consuming and reduced the value of any 
results obtained. Surveys were carried out over brief periods, usually one or two weeks. The 
design used for Survey 2 (a survey plus and separate research into aggregations) was to some 
extent a compromise. Only rarely can such a survey design be used by research vessels which 
usually work to tight and varied schedules. However, this survey design turned out to be the 
most acceptable for expressing quantitative values graphically. 

In order to characterize areas where krill aggregations are distributed, micro-surveys are 
needed to contour these areas and to carry out within their boundaries a series of hauls aimed at 
determining krill biomass. This was done in two instances only (Surveys 2 and 7). 
Calculations made using these data showed that more than half the total biomass may be in 
these aggregations and sometimes this value even approaches the total biomass (see data from 
Survey 2). Data from Survey 7 are indicative here and point to an especially high biomass of 
krill accumulated around the island in summer 1988. Considering the above, biomass could 
have reached 1.5 million tonnes. Therefore it may be assumed that E. superba summary 
biomass (Le., total biomass and biomass concentrated in aggregations) regularly reaches a 
figure in the order of one million tonnes (Surveys 2 and 9) and sometimes greater (7). It 
should be recalled that a catchability coefficient of 1 was used when in reality it should have 
been lower. 

Therefore standard surveys which do not focus on aggregations underestimate the value 
of E. superba biomass in the South Georgia area. It is also clear that in certain areas the high 
total biomass indicates the presence of fairly large aggregations of kril1. Although the above 
only deals with variability in relation to total density it may nevertheless be assumed that the 
higher total density, the more likely the increase in the number and scale of aggregations. 

As we have already emphasized, the fluctuations in E. superba biomass in the South 
Georgia waters are extremely significant. Moreover, the situation here is subject to rapid 
change. For example, the biomass figure may vary by as much as eight times in a month 
(cf. Surveys 3 and 4). During the 1982/83 and 1983/84 seasons unfavourable conditions 
predominated for an extended period (Survey 5) and due to low biomass and small catches the 
fishing fleet found it impossible to operate in the area (see catch statistics in Subarea 48.3, 
CCAMLR). 

Annual differences (long-term trends) in E. superba biomass in the South Georgia area 
are undoubtedly associated with the volume of krill brought here by waters of the Scotia Sea 
Secondary Front. Short-term fluctuations in biomass may occur when there is an abrupt, 
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although impermanent, change in the system of currents off the island. It should be recalled 
once again that the more regular changes in krill abundance in the area are of a seasonal nature. 
Krill biomass usually decreases in spring regardless of the type of circulation determining water 
dynamics. Although the type of circulation may be extremely favourable aggregations do not 
form and density is very low (see, e.g. data from Survey 8). 

Variability of laill abundance is quite significant in the other seasons even when 
swarming conditions are favourable. Nevertheless the biomass figures for Surveys 1 to 3, 6, 7 
and 9 are on the whole consistently high and it is only when this level of krill swarming has 
been reached that fishing operations can take place. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Individual observations made during the surveys indicate wide differences in 
E. superba biomass in the South Georgia area. This complicates research and leads to 
uncertainty in relation to many questions associated with assessing krill abundance. For the 
present we are restricted to speaking alternately about favourable and non-favourable conditions 
for swarming in the study area. These types of conditions also govern the regime of the fishing 
fleet. The above two biomass estimates which vary by an order of magnitude reflect the true 
differences in the notion of favourable and unfavourable conditions. 

In reality the situation is more complex since transitions between the two levels of 
biomass are possible and it is as yet unclear how long these transitions take. In one example 
the transition interval was less than one month (cf. Surveys 3 and 4) but there are obviously 
other possibilities. This question should actually include an assessment of the combination of 
interannual and short-term variability. Interannual variability is associated with changes in the 
scale of krill transport towards the island whereas short-term variability is related to the 
conditions for the formation of aggregations in the area. The subsequent drift of krill beyond 
the island should also be borne in mind, although this question is especially complex and has so 
far been poorly studied. Indeed, with the breaking up of aggregations associated with changes 
in water circulation krill may remain in the island area in a dispersed form. As eddies build up 
again swarms reappear, however, due to the extended nature of this change, they may be 
carried away from the island. In other words, this transport is a constant phenomenon but its 
magnitude is the decisive factor. 

Carrying out surveys in the island area alone is insufficient to research properly 
interannual variability. In order to assess the interaction of the ACC and the Weddell Circulation 
investigations should be made into the system of large-scale circulation. Together with 
large-scale surveys, it would appear worthwhile to continue the analysis of trends on the basis 
of indirect indices (Bogdanov and Solyankin, 1980; Fedulov et al., 1984; Yakovlev and 
Altman, 198). 

These factors should also reflect krill swarming conditions in waters adjacent to South 
Georgia. It is clear from the preceding discussion that more frequent and detailed surveys, 
including micro-surveys on aggregations, are necessary for further investigations into the 
variability of krill biomass in the area. International cooperation under the auspices of CCAMLR 
would be one way of addressing these tasks by way of a program of successive surveys 
conducted by various vessels over the period of a year. It should be noted that the discovery of 
the most common places of kri11 swarming in the eastern waters off the island and around 37°W 
is particularly important for conducting census surveys in relation to the CEMP monitoring 
program, for example. 

The above is based on data from trawl catches. The use of hydroacoustic equipment in 
combination with controlled hauls undoubtedly ensures the speeding up of investigations and 
gives a more detailed impression of E.superba distribution and biomass. An assessment of the 
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biotic background as well as biological characteristics of kriU is also very important. These 
factors, which are not discussed in this paper, unquestionably influence swarming dynamics of 
E. superba in the area under investigation. 

It should be stressed once more that data obtained from any survey correspond to single 
observations. This holds true for E. superba biomass assessments based on materials from 
each survey. It is important to have a realistic notion of an integral value for biomass which 
might be obtained as a result of further systematic research. 
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Table 1: Seasonal fluctuations in kriU abundance around South Georgia with the onset of 
spring (based on fishing catch statistics, 000' tonnes). 

Year July August September October November 

1985 36.3 14.4 0.5 4.9 4.4 
1986 16.5 4.5 6.4 1.7 0.03 
1987 37.7 25.1 16.9 4.5 -
1988 62.4 34.7 5.8 - -

Table 2: Main results of surveys in the South Georgia area (1974 to 1988). 

Survey Dates Vessel Gear 
Number 

1 9-23 Mar 1974 Salekhard eT 
2 4-13 Mar 1975 Akademik eT 

Knipovich 

3 Jun 1981 Argus eT 
4 Jul1981 Argus eT 
5 1-4 Jun 1983 Argus eT 
6 22 Nov-9Dec Gizhiga eT 

1986 
7 2 May to5 Jun Kovtun eT 

1988 
8 11-23 Dct 1984 Evrica IK 
9 20 Jan-9 Feb Evrica IK 

1988 

eT - commercial trawl, IK - Issacs-Kidd trawl 
Data from micro-scale surveys are in brackets 

Trawl Survey Biomass 
Opening Area Total Per sq. km (sq. m) (sq. m) (000' tonnes) (tonnes) 

135 51690 560 108.4 
80 33370 906 28.6 

E (2100) (220) (104.8) 
W (2800) (450) (160.7) 

190 12700 476 37.9 
190 14700 79 5.4 
190 11700 54 4.6 
190 12600 607 48.2 

200 (2820) (1402) (310) 

8 48113 3.8 0.1 
8 79120 868 10.9 
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Figure 1: KriU distribution and areas of high kriU abundance. A - Survey 1,9 to 23 March 
1974; B - Survey 2, 4 to 13 February 1975. 

areas of high kriU abundance, kriU density, where indicated, is in g/m3; 
survey boundaries; 

. . . . . boundary of areas where hauls yielded no catches. 
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Figure 2: Krill distribution and areas of high kriU abundance. A - Survey 3, 12 to 18 June 
1981; B - Survey 4, 18 to 29 June 1981; C - Survey 5, 1 to 4 June 1983. (See 
Figure 1 for explanation of keys). 
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Figure 3: Krill distribution and areas of high kriU abundance. A - Survey 6, 22 November to 
9 December 1986; B - Survey 7, 2 May to 5 June 1988. (See Figure 1 for 
explanation of keys). 
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Figure 4: KriU distribution and areas of high laiU abundance. A - Survey 8, 11 October to 
23 October 1984; B - Survey 9, 2 January to 9 February 1988. (See Figure 1 for 
explanation of keys). 
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KRILL (EUPHAUSIA SUPERBA DANA) RESOURCES AND DISTRIBUTION 
IN THE WILKES LAND AREA IN THE SEASONS 1986 TO 1989 

V.N. Dolzhenkov and V.P.Timonin* 

Abstract 

Results of krill (Euphausia superba Dana) resource surveys carried out 
along the Wilkes Land coast from 1986 to 1989 are presented in the 
paper. The surveys mainly focused on the search for exploitable krill 
aggregations. Two research vessels were simultaneously involved in 
the survey with one vessel conducting commercial krill fishing. The 
whole survey area from the coast to approximately 64°S between 130° 
and 1500 E was subdivided into three subareas taking into account an 
area to the north of the edge of the continental slope. Each subarea was 
described in terms of the number of krill aggregations, regularity of 
their observations, krill density and total krill biomass. It was found 
that the above parameters are closely related to variability in 
oceanographic conditions and extent of the ice cover. If ice conditions 
are favourable, the subarea between 143° and 1500 E was considered as 
the most valuable for the krill fishery. Krill aggregations were most 
frequently and regularly observed in the subarea. The mean annual 
density of krill in the subarea was 1475 tonnes per square mile. The 
total biomass of krill in the Wilkes Land area was assessed as being 
about 1x1()6 tonnes. 

Resume 

Les resultats des campagnes d'evaluation de la biomasse de krill 
(Euphausia superba Dana) effectuees le long de la cote de la Terre de 
Wilkes de 1986 a 1989 sont presentes dans ce document. Les 
campagnes ont tout particulierement porte sur la recherche de 
concentrations exploitables de krill. Deux navires de recherche y ont 
pris part simultanement, l'un d'eux menant des activites de peche 
commerciale de krill. La totalite de l'aire couverte par la campagne, de 
la cote a environ 64°S, entre 130 et 1500 E, a ete divisee en trois sous
zones, y compris une region situee au nord du bord de la pente 
continentale. Chaque sous-zone a ete decrite en termes de nombre de 
concentrations de krill, de frequence de leurs observations, de densite 
du krill et de biomasse totale du kril1. 11 res sort que les parametres ci
dessus sont etroitement lies a la variabilite des conditions 
oceanographiques et a l'etendue de la couverture de glace. Dans des 
conditions glaciaires favorables, la sous-zone s'etendant entre 143 et 
1500 E, est consideree comme etant la plus profitable pour la peche au 
krill. Le plus souvent, les concentrations de krill ont ete rencontrees 
dans cette sous-zone dont la den site annuelle moyenne de krill est de 1 
475 tonnes par mille carre. Dans la zone de la Terre de Wilkes, la 
biomasse totale du krill est estimee etre d'environ 1x1()6 tonnes. 

* TINRO, Vladivostock, USSR 
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Pe310Me 

B HaCTOSIlQeM Tpy.z:.e npe.z:.CTaBJIeHbI pe3YJIbTaTbI CbeMOK 
pecypcoB KPl-lJISI (Euphausia superba Dana) B BO.z:.aX B.z:.OJIb 3eMJII-I 
YI-IJIKCa, BbInOJIHeHHbIX B 1986-1989 rr. UPI-I CbeMKax OCHOBHoe 
BHI-IMaHl-le 6bIJIO COCpe.z:.OTOlleHO Ha nOI-lCKaX npl-lro.z:.HbIX .z:.JISI 
npOMbICJIa arpera~m~ KPl-lJISI. B CbeMKe o.z:.HOBpeMeHHO 
YllaCTBOBaJII-I .z:.Ba cy.z:.Ha, npl-l aTOM O.z:.HO 1-13 HI-IX BeJIO 
npOMbICeJI KPl-lJISI B KOMMeplleCKOM pe:>KI-IMe. PatioH CbeMKI-I (OT 
n06epe:>KbSI npl-l6JIl-I3l-1TeJIbHo.z:.o 64° IO.W. Me:>K.z:.y 1301-1150° B . .z:.J 
6bIJI no.z:.pa3.z:.eJIeH Ha Tpl-l no.z:.patioHa C YlleTOM npOCTpaHCTBa 
K ceBepy OT KpOMKI-I KOHTI-IHeHTaJIbHOrO CKJIOHa. UPI-I 
OnI-lCaHI-II-I Ka:>K.z:.oro no.z:.patioHa 6bIJIO YKa3aHO KOJII-IlIeCTBO 
Haxo.z:.SIlQI-IXCSI B HeM arpera~l-Iti Kpl-l JI SI, pery JISIPHOCTb I-IX 
06HapY:>KeHI-ISI, nJIOTHOCTb KPl-lJISI 1-1 06lQaSI 61-10MaCCa KPl-lJISI. 
BbIJIO YCTaHOBJIeHO, lITO BbIWenpI-IBe.z:.eHHble napaMeTpbl TeCHO 
CBSI3aHbl C 1-13MeHlII-IBOCTblO OKeaHorpa<pI-IlIeCKI-IX YCJIOBl-lti 1-1 
npOTSI:>KeHHOCTblO JIe.z:.OBoro nOKpOBa. UPI-I HaJII-IlI 1-1 1-1 
6JIarOnpl-lSITHbIX JIe.z:.OBbIX YCJIOBl-lti no.z:.patioH Me:>K.z:.y 143 1-1 
150° B . .z:.. 6blJI npl-l3HaH Hal-l6oJIee nepCneKTI-IBHbIM .z:.JISI 
npOMbICJIa KPl-lJISI. B aTOM no.z:.patioHe arpera~1-I1-I KPl-lJISI 
Ha6JI 1O.z:. aJI 1-1 Cb Hal-l6oJIee lIaCTO 1-1 peryJISIpHO. Cpe.z:.HSISI 
ro.z:.OBaSI nJIOTHOCTb KPl-lJISI B .z:.aHHOM no.z:.patioHe COCTaBJISIJIa 
1475 TOHH Ha KBa.z:.paTHYIO MI-IJIIO. Uo o~eHKaM, 06lQaSI 61-10MaCCa 
KPl-lJISI B patioHe 3eMJII-I YI-IJIKCa COCTaBJISIeT 1x106 TOHH. 

Resumen 

Este trabajo presenta los resultados de las prospecciones dedicadas al 
recurso krill (Euphausia superba Dana) en la costa del Territorio de 
Wilkes, entre 1986 y 1989. Las prospecciones se centraron 
principalmente en la busqueda de concentraciones de interes comercial. 
Participaron en ellas dos buques de investigacion, uno de los cuales 
realizo pesca de tipo comercial. Se dividio al area estudiada en tres 
subareas, desde la costa hasta los 64°S aproximadamente, entre 130° y 
1500 E, Y se tuvo en cuenta la zona norte limitrofe con el talud 
continental. De cada una de estas subareas, se describen el numero de 
concentraciones, la regularidad de las observaciones, la densidad y por 
ultimo la biomasa total de krill. Se ha encontrado que los parametros 
anteriores estan intimamente relacionados con la variabilidad de las 
condiciones oceanograficas y la extension de la capa de hielo. 
Se considera que, cuando las condiciones del hielo son propicias, la 
sub area situada entre los 143° y los 1500E, es la mas valiosa para la 
pesca, ya que en ella se observan con cierta frecuencia y regularidad 
concentraciones de krill. La densidad media anual de krill en dicha 
subarea es de 1 475 toneladas por milIa cuadrada, y se ha calculado que 
la biomasa total de krill en el Territorio de Wilkes es de 
1x106 tone1adas. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

Expeditions carrying out studies of krill distribution and spatial and temporal variability 
of krill concentrations in the Pacific Ocean and in the East Indian Ocean sectors of Antarctic 
waters have been undertaken by TINROl and TIJRN1F2 (Vladivostok, USSR) since 1966. A large 
area of the Antarctic was surveyed, covering waters to the north of the ice edge. Estimates of 
krill biomass were obtained on the basis of integrated surveys (including trawl sampling) and 
surveys of krill "patch" concentrations (fished regularly during surveys). The total krill 
biomass during the years of observation was from 1.4 to 2.3xl()6 tonnes to the east of the 
Balleny Is (to 600W) and from 1.4 to 2.3xl()6 tonnes to the west of the Balleny Is (to 600E). 
The biomass of krill both in aggregations (dense exploitable concentrations) and in dispersed, 
amply spaced concentrations, was taken into account. Dispersed concentrations of krill were 
most frequently and widely observed in the south of the surveyed area but aggregations of krill 
were observed less frequently. 

Studies of aggregations were of direct commercial importance and attracted most of the 
research effort. For this reason, the size of the survey area was eventually reduced slightly. As 
it turned out, during each year of observation aggregations of krill were observed most 
regularly along the continental slope in the coastal waters of Wilkes Land and further to the 
west to 1100-1200E, in the Balleny Is area and further to the east along the ice edge right up to 
the Bellingshausen Sea. 

The most intensive and systematic surveys were conducted in the area adjacent to 
Wilkes Land. The surveys became more regular and standardized after the 1986 season. Two 
vessels were annually deployed in the area between 130° and 1500E; one vessel was in charge 
of research and the other was mainly engaged in fishing. However, some fishing was, also 
conducted by the research vessel in order to enable the commercial importance of krill 
aggregations located by the vessel to be evaluated. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The material obtained over the last four seasons (1986 to 19893) is examined in this 
paper in terms of distribution and total biomass of Euphausia superba. 

Fishing for krill was done by a commercial-sized trawl with a vertical opening of 42 to 
44 m. Mesh size in the codend was 10 mm. A trawl catchability coefficient of 0.3 was 
applied in the calculations. 

The following formula was used for calculation of the total krill biomass: 

where P = total biomass (tonnes), 

P 
_ pSH 
- shK 

p = average catch per hour of trawling (tonnes), 
S = total area surveyed (square miles), 
s = area fished per hour of trawling (square miles), 
H = average height of the concentration (m) 
h = vertical opening of the trawl (m), 
K = catchability coefficient of the trawl. 

1 Pacific Ocean Research Institute for Fisheries and Oceanography 
2 Pacific Ocean Administration for Fisheries and Research Fleet, USSR Ministry for Fisheries 
3 The annual period used is the split-year 1 July to 30 June. Split-year is denoted by the calendar year in which the 

split-year ends, i.e., 1989 indicates the split-year 1988/89). 
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The area surveyed was arbitrarily subdivided into three subareas (Figure 1). The ftrst 
subarea includes the northernmost extremity of the continental slope (500 to 2 000 m depth) 
from 64°40' to 64°lQ'S, the third includes the southernmost extremity of the continental slope 
from 64°10' to 65°00'S and the second located between the ftrst and third subareas, including 
the continental slope between 64°30' and 65°30'S. 

The location of areas where krill aggregations were observed is shown in Figures 2 to 4 
by month and by year. As can be seen, almost all of the aggregations observed were 
encountered near the outside boundary of the continental shelf and over the upper part of the 
continental slope. This is exactly the position of the frontal zone between the waters of the 
west-bound Antarctic Coastal Current and southern boundary waters of the east-bound 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Taking into account dynamics of water masses, it appears that 
krill aggregations are found mostly within the field of influence of meso-scale eddies and 
meanders in this frontal zone. Available infonnation on water circulation is also incorporated in 
Figures 2 to 4. Unfortunately, hydrological data were not available for all periods of 
observation and, in some cases, they were incomplete. Such data were not available for the 
waters south of the area in which krill aggregations were located. These waters were always 
found covered by ice with krill concentrations observed in immediate proximity to the ice edge. 
When positions and sizes of areas in which krill were located are considered in relation to the 
existing system of currents in the surveyed area, it becomes obvious that krill distribution is 
closely correlated with gyres. This is particularly obvious from the data for subarea I in 1988 
and for subarea Il in 1989. In cases when meso-scale gyres were not observed, the number 
and size of krill aggregations were remarkably reduced. 

The condition of the ice in the subareas surveyed was quite different. The most 
favourable ice conditions were observed in subarea I where the water was free from ice until 
mid to late April. The ice conditions were more severe in subarea IT, which was covered by ice 
from late March to mid-April. Subarea III was the most unfavourable in this respect. As a 
rule, work in this subarea became impossible from mid- to late March. Due to heavy ice 
conditions resulting from the influence of the nearby Balleny Ice Massif. Sometimes, even in 
the summer, more than half of the sub area (1989) or the whole subarea (1988) was covered 
with heavy ice. 

Varying numbers of aggregations of-krill were observed annually in all subareas. The 
entire area over the continental slope, where krill aggregations are encountered, should be 
regarded as an area of high krill abundance. Of course, krill aggregations did not always occur 
in the same locations. Periods of their formation also varied. Therefore, the influence of a 
certain spatial and temporal variability in water dynamics on a meso- and micro-scale is 
obvious. In particular, this variability is greater in the frontal zone. In other cases, particularly 
in sub area III where the ice conditions are most severe, some sectors are inaccessible for 
observations. Moreover, during daily surveys, the probability of observing krill aggregations 
during the night diminishes. 

3. DISCUSSION 

Krill aggregations which were observed in each of the subareas during the austral 
spring-summer seasons of 1986 to 1989 are discussed and described below. In Figures 2 to 4 
distribution of observed krill aggregations is depicted by month. Localities of krill aggregations 
are sequentially numbered in order to allow cross referencing with the tables. A detailed 
description of each subarea surveyed (area surveyed, krill density and total biomass) is given in 
Tables 1 to 3. 

In 1986, 1987 and 1989, the most dense krill concentrations (500 to 1 000 tonnes per 
square mile) in sub area I were usually observed in central and western parts (Table 1 and 
Figure 2). In 1988 krill concentrations occurring in both central and eastern parts of the 
subarea were not so dense (136 to 327 tonnes per square mile); nevertheless krill was found 
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over the whole of the sub area and was more abundant than in other years. However, the 
density of krill in these aggregations was low. In comparison with the other three years, the 
total biomass of krill in the subarea in 1988 was smaller by a factor of 2. Krill aggregations 
were mostregularly observed between 64°30'-65°33'S, and 131°30'-133°oo'E. 

The most dense aggregations of krill (1 130 to 1 430 tonnes per square mile) in 
subarea II were found in the western and central parts of the subarea (Figure 3, Table 2). Less 
dense aggregations (113 to 410 tonnes per square mile) were also observed here. In 1989, krill 
aggregations were located in the central and eastern parts of the subarea. Their density was 
relatively low (51 to 360 tonnes per square mile). As in subarea I, large numbers of 
aggregations in subarea n were associated with a total low density of krill. Aggregations were 
found more regularly between 65°00' _66° 1 0' S, and 137° -1400 E. One of the interesting findings 
is a sector of subarea II where density of aggregations and total biomass of kriU were 
consistently at their highest during the years of observation (except 1986). The sector 
comprises aggregation numbers 4, 7,15 and 16 (see Figure 3, Table 2). 

In 1986, the most dense aggregations (2 405 tonnes per square mile) in subarea III were 
found in the centre of this subarea. In 1986, aggregations were also observed in this part of the 
subarea as well as in the eastern part. Their density was lower by a factor of 4 (574 to 
615 tonnes per square mile). Dispersed concentrations of kriU were observed in 1989 only in 
the western part of the subarea (up to 70 tonnes per square mile). The rest of the continental 
slope area in this subarea was covered with ice. During the 1988 season the entire subarea was 
inaccessible for the same reason. The most stable aggregations appeared to be in a sector 
between 65°50'-66°1O'S, and 145°-147°E. 

As can be seen, whilst the location of kriU aggregations is variable it is possible to 
denote subareas where aggregations are located most regularly every year. Subarea III is 
characterized by the highest total biomass of krill. KriU resources in subarea I appear to be the 
smallest notwithstanding the most favourable ice conditions for krill surveys. 

Averaged over four years, the biomass of krill in aggregations in subarea I (303 square 
miles) was 114 000 tonnes, 263 000 tonnes in subarea II (561 square miles), and 
556000 tonnes in subarea III (576 square miles). As can be seen, the biomass of krill in 
subareas II and III differs although the areas of both subareas covered with aggregations are 
almost the same. Krill biomass in subarea In is twice as great as it is in subarea ll. Data for 
many years show that optimum conditions for the formation of krill aggregations do not appear 
simultaneously in each of the subareas surveyed. Whereas in 1986 aggregations were quite 
localized in all subareas, during the 1987 season abundant aggregations were observed only in 
sub area Ill. In the remaining subareas they were strongly localized only in certain small 
sectors. The 1988 season was characterized by a large number of aggregations in all subareas 
(subarea ID was inaccessible for observations). In 1989 aggregations were widely observed 
only in subarea n. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Therefore, when ice conditions are favourable, subarea III can be regarded as the most 
important for krill fishing. The average annual density of krill aggregations in the subarea was 
1 475 tonnes per square mile. Average annual resources and density of krill were considerably 
less in subareas I and ll, however, these subareas were also of significant commercial value 
because krill aggregations are maintained longer. The total average annual biomass of krill in 
the entire area of the Wilkes Land coast between 130° and 1500 E are almost lxl()6tonnes, and 
the average density of aggregations is 660 tonnes per square mile. These estimates should 
evidently be regarded as minimum estimates because considerably higher values may be 
obtained from a more detailed survey. 
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Table 1: Assessments ofkrill resources for subarea I (64° to 66°S, 130° to 136°E). 

Sequential Period of Area of Mean Catch Mean Density Total Biomass 
Number of Observation Localities Per Hour tonnes/square (tonnes x 103) 

Localities with Krill (tonnes) mile 
with Krill 

Aggregations 
Aggregations 

1 1986 58 7.6 698 40.5 
12 to 16 February 

2 1986 50 12.2 1000 50.0 
20 to 21 April 

3 1986 300 3.5 158 47.5 
24 to 30 April 

4 1987 127 14.0 1510 191.5 
12 to 15 April 

5 1988 39 6.2 225 8.8 
9 to 11 February 

6 1988 ' 25 3.6 136 3.4 
11 to 13 February 

7 1988 , 55 5.1 138 7.6 
13 to 16 February 

8 1988 77 7.4 327 25.2 
16 to 20 February 

9 1988 41 9.4 283 11.6 
2 to 4 April 

10 1988 73 5.2 195 14.2 
7 to 10 April 

11 1989 367 16.4 504 185.2 
25 March to 6 April 
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Table 2: Assessments of krill resources for subarea IT (64° to 66°S, 136° to 143°E). 

Sequential Period of Area of Mean Catch Mean Density Total Biomass 
Number of ObselVation Localities Per Hour tonnes/square (tonnes x 103) 

Localities with Krill (tonnes) mile 
with Krill 

Aggregations 
Aggregations 

1 1986 42 4.9 443 18.6 
5 to 7 February 

2 1986 41 10.3 1178 48.3 
19 to 20 February 

3 1986 76 13.2 1130 85.8 
11 to 15 April 

4 1987 111 20.8 1854 205.8 
31 March to 15 April 

5 1988 12 2.8 113 1.4 
5 February 

6 1988 10 5.0 410 4.1 
6 to 7 February 

7 1988 274 40.0 1430 392.5 
20 Feb to 15 March 

8 1988 88 13.0 296 27.2 
26 to 29 March 

9 1988 21 16.2 220 4.6 
21 to 22 March 

10 1988 93 13.3 116 10.3 
11 to 16 April 

11 1989 201 3.4 68 13.7 
27 Jan to 1 Feb 

12 1989 189 2.3 51 9.5 
27 to 28 February 

13 1989 155 4.4 116 18.0 
3 to 4 March 

14 1989 103 3.1 76 8.0 
28 Feb to 1 March 

15 1989 468 6.4 173 81.1 
3 to 13 March 

16 1989 223 8.6 283 64.1 
13 to 19 March 

17 1989 25 10.4 360 8.9 
16 to 18 March 

18 1989 114 11.6 99 11.3 
17 to 21 March 
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Table 3: Assessments ofkrill resources for subarea ill (64°40' to 66°20'S, 143° to 1500 E). 

Sequential Period of Area of Mean Catch Mean Density Total Biomass 
Number of Observation Localities Per Hour tonnes/square (tonnes x 103) 

Localities with Krill (tonnes) mile 
with Krill Aggregations 

Aggregations 

1 1986 260 26.0 2405 625.5 
22 Feb to 19 March 

2 1987 107 3.7 177 19.0 
30 Jan to 8 Feb 

3 1987 430 10.3 615 264.4 
5-28 Feb to 18 Mar 

4 1987 356 14.0 574 204.4 
12 to 27 March 

1988* 

1989** 

5 1989 599 3.3 70 42.7 2 to 7 February 
25 to 27 February 

* The entire area was covered with ice 
** Part ofthe area east of 145°20'E was covered with ice 
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THE STATUS OF KRILL (EUPHAUSIA SUPERBA DANA) RESOURCES IN 
CCAMLR STATISTICAL DIVISIONS 58.4.2 AND 58.4.3 FROM 1988 TO 
1990. RESULTS OF ACOUSTIC SURVEYS 

V.A. Bibik and V.N.Yakovlev* 

Abstract 

Since 1977 the YugNIRO Research Institute (Kerch, USSR) has carried 
out biological and ecological monitoring of krill resources in the central 
part of the Indian Ocean sector of the Antarctic (CCAMLR Statistical 
Divisions 58.4.2 and 58.4.3). Results of surveys conducted from 
1988 to 1990 are discussed in the paper. It was found that the increase 
in krill biomass observed in the area in 1990 is linked with the abundant 
1986 and 1987 year-classes and with a diminished rate of emigration of 
krill of these year-classes from the area in 1989/1990. 

Resume 

Depuis 1977, l'Institut de recherche YugNIRO (Kerch, URSS) a effectue 
le controle biologique et ecologique des ressources de krill dans la 
partie centrale du secteur de l'ocean Indien de l'Antarctique (divisions 
statistiques 58.4.2 et 58.4.3 de la CCAMLR). Les resultats des 
campagnes d'evaluation menees de 1988 a 1990 sont discutes dans ce 
document. lIs revelent que l'augmentation de la biomasse du krill 
observee dans cette zone en 1990 est liee a l'abondance des classes 
d'age de 1986 et 1987 et de la diminution du taux d'emigration du krill 
de ces classes dans cette zone en 1989/1990. 

Pe310Me 

HalUIHaSl C 1977 r. IOrIillPO (Kepllb, CCCP) BbInOJIHSleT 

MOHHTopHHr 6HOJIOrHlIeCKHx H ~KOJIOrHlIeCKHX napaMeTpoB 

pecypcoB KPHJISI B u;eHTpaJIbHOfi lIaCTH HH,l(OOKeaHCKoro 

ceKTopa AHTapKTHKH (CTaTHcTHlIecKHe YllacTKH AHTKOMa 

58.4.2 H 58.4.3). B HaCTOSl~eM ,l(OKYMeHTe paccMaTpHBalOTcSI 

pe3YJIbTaTbI cbeMoK, BbInOJIHeHHbIX B 1988-1990 rr. BbIJIO 

YCTaHOBJIeHO, lITO OTMelleHHoe nOBbIweHHe 6HoMaccbI KPHJISI B 

aTOM pafiOHe B 1990 r. CBSl3aHO C BCTynJIeHHeM B 3anac 

MOII.(HbIX rO,l(oBbIX KJIaCCOB 1986 H 1987 rr., a TaK)I{e C 

nOHH)I{eHHbIMH TeMnaMH MHrpaU;HH KPHJISI ~THX rO,l(OBbIX 

KJIaCCOB H3 ,l(aHHOrO pafioHa B 1989/1990 r. 

Resumen 

Desde 1977 el instituto de investigacion YugNIRO ha realizado estudios 
ecologicos y biologicos de seguimiento del krill en la parte central del 
oceano Indico Anuirtico (Divisiones Estadisticas 58.4.2 y 58.4.3 de la 
CCRVMA). Este trabajo presenta los resultados de las prospecciones 
realizadas entre 1988 y 1990. Se ha visto que el aumento de la biomasa 
del krill en la zona durante 1990 esta relacionada con la abundancia de 
las clases anuales de 1986 y 1987 y con un indice de emigracion de krill 
menor de estas clases en la zona durante 1989/90. 

* YugNIRO, Sverdlov str., 2, Kerch, USSR 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1977 the YugNIRO Research Institute (Kerch, USSR) has carried out biological 
and ecological monitoring of krill resources in the central part of the Indian Ocean sector of the 
Antarctic (CCAMLR Statistical Divisions 58.4.2 and 58.4.3). Integrated trawl/acoustic kriU 
census surveys have been carried out over the whole area (south of 600 S between 60 and 80° E) 
and, in particular, in the southern coastal waters of the area (south of 65°30'S). Until 1988 krill 
biomass was determined by a technique based on the processing of echo sounder records and 
trawl catch data, but after this, only acoustic survey techniques were used. Results of acoustic 
surveys conducted from 1988 to 1990 are presented in the paper. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Data on survey areas, spacing of survey tacks and integrated intervals are given in 
Table 1. The boundaries of survey areas were not fixed from year to year. Therefore, data in 
Table 1 covers only areas where the same level of detail and accuracy in biomass assessment 
was obtained during the period under consideration. In the open ocean this area falls between 
60° and 75°E; near the coast - between 60° and 69°E. 

The following set of hydroacoustic equipment was used: a "Sargan" sonar, a "SIORS" 
echo-integrator and a "US OD" sonar-integrator bridge device with a working frequency of 
136 kHz. A copper ball, 26 mm in diameter, was used to determine the acoustic constant. 
Krill target strength was calculated using the formula: 

TS = -97.2+20.01 LogL 

Two types of trawls were used for kriU sampling: an Isaacs-Kidd midwater trawl with a 
6.0 sq. m opening and a Samyshev-Yevdokomov scientific trawl with a 30 sq. m opening. 
Trawling speed was 2.5 to 3.0 knots. During the night when krill migrates to the surface, the 
surface layer was regularly sampled in order to validate results of the hydroacoustic survey. 
The results obtained were used to map krill density distribution. 

3. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

In 1988 no macro-scale survey was conducted in the Sodruzhestva Sea, although a 
survey of its southern part (to the south of 65°50'S between 59° and 800 E) was made. The total 
biomass of kriU in the surface layer of the area was 3.5±0.6x 103 tonnes, and mean density was 
41 g/m2. In the eastern part of the area, krill was found in loose aggregations with a mean 
density of 34 g/r.n2. Dispersed aggregations and separate shoals of krill were most frequently 
observed on echo-records. The higher krill density was observed in the western part between 
60° and 69°E, which was designated the standard survey area (Figure 1). Mean density in the 
area was 48 g/m2 (Table 1). Dense but unstable concentrations of krill in the form of shoals and 
aggregations of about 0.5 miles in length were observed over the continental slope between 61 ° 
and 62°30'E. Daily catches by scientific survey vessels varied within a range of 10 to 
35 tonnes. The biomass of exploitable krill concentrations (high density concentrations) was 
0.3±0.05x103 tonnes. 

In 1989 the macro-scale survey was carried out in February and the meso-scale survey 
was carried out during the first ten days of March (Figure 2). Krill biomass over the whole of 
the survey area (540xlQ3 square miles) was 12.o±4.0. In the coastal waters of the area (53x103 

square miles) it was 4.o±O.7x103 tonnes. In the waters between 60° and 69°E of the survey 
area total kriU biomass was 3.5±0.6 x103 tonnes, and the biomass of the exploitable kriU 
concentrations was 0.5±0.09x103 tonnes. Krill density in the surface layer was 92 g/m2 
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(Table 1). In contrast to 1988, dense krill concentrations were observed not only over the 
continental slope, but also in the waters between 68° and 69°E, which is an area where krill 
concentrations in the Sodruzhestva Sea are most frequently observed . 

In 1990 the macro-scale survey indicated an increase in the observed frequency of dense 
krill concentrations, mainly in the western part of the area between 60° and 75°E (Figure 3). 
Echo-records of a group of shoals (5 to 6 shoals per mile) of up to 200 m in length and 15 m 
deep were most frequent. Dispersed concentrations up to 20 miles in length were also 
observed. Mean density was 47 g/m2 (Table 1). Echo-records of krill to the east of 75°E were 
not frequent; shoals were usually 5 to 7 m deep, spaced wide apart. Mean density was 
12 g/m2. Mean density for the whole of the area surveyed (60° to 800E, 760xl03 square miles) 
was 39 g/m2. 

A considerable spatial variation in krill density was also a characteristic feature of coastal 
waters (Figure 4). In the east of the area, krill density was about 32 g/m2, whereas in the west 
it was 167 g/m2. Krill biomass in concentrations having a density of 850 g/m2 and more, was 
estimated to be 0.8±O.15 g/m2. The most stable concentrations of krill (5500 g/m2 maximum) 
were observed over the continental slope between 65° and 66°E. These concentrations were 
repeatedly recorded on a micro-scale during the summer. 

The abovementioned data on krill biomass and density demonstrated that in 1990 there 
was a considerable increase in both parameters as compared with 1988 and 1989, mainly in the 
west of the area surveyed (60° to 700 E). Krill density in the surface layer of the "standard" 
survey area (south of 600 S between 60° and 75°E) in 1990 was close to its average value for the 
period from 1977 to 1987, considerably less (1.5 to 2.0 times) than in 1977 to 1979, but 
considerably higher (3 to 4 times) than in 1986/1987. 

On the basis of many years of observations, it is considered that variations in krill 
biomass in the area are mainly dependent on annual variations in circulations of the 
atmosphere and the hydrosphere. These environmental parameters determine conditions for 
reproduction and the replenishment of the "local" krill population. Since 1988, a remarkable 
growth in atmospheric circulation activity has been observed over the area surveyed, leading to 
an increase in meandering of current fields to the south of the Antarctic Divergence. Such 
conditions were responsible for a reduction in the emigration rate of krill from the Sodruzhestva 
Sea in comparison with the previous period (1986 to 1988) and for an increase in krill biomass 
in the area. 

The data in Table 2 show that an increase in biomass is mainly observed in length 
groups 38.1 to 45.0 and 45.1 to 52.0 mm (identified as 1987 and 1988 year-classes), Le. the 
size groups mostly retained in the area in 1989/1990. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Results of the integrated census surveys of krill from 1988 to 1990 confirmed earlier 
findings of the YugNIRO Research Institute that a high natural variability of krill biomass is 
observed in the Sodruzhestva Sea. 

In our opinion, the primary cause for the krill biomass variability is inter-annual 
variability in atmospheric circulation which determines the level of isolation of the area from 
adjacent waters. If this level increases, the biomass of krill grows only gradually, because of 
the inertia of biological processes. If the level of isolation decreases and immigration of krill 
from adjacent areas is limited, a reduction of krill biomass occurs. It is this tendency which has 
apparently been observed during recent years. 
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-~ Table 1: Results of acoustic census surveys in the Sodruzhestva Sea in 1988 to 1990. 

Survey Survey Scale Survey Area Survey Area Tack Integrated Mean Surface Biomass x 1()6 tonnes 

Number Period Boundaries (square km) Spacing Distance Krill Density Total Exploitable (miles) (miles) (g/m2) Concentrations 

1 1988 Meso 66° to 67°S 42000 25 4 48 2.0±0.3 0.3±0.05 
(February to early March) flJo to 690£ 

2 1989 Macro 60° to 60040S 540000 125 30 22 12±4 -
(February) flJ°to750£ 

3 1989 Meso 65°50' to 60055'S 37800 28 4 92 3.5±0.6 0.5±0.09 
(1 to 10 March) flJ°to690£ 

4 1990 Macro (fJ067°S 590000 125 30 47 28±9 -
(January) flJ°to750£ 

5 1990 Meso 65°30' to 67°08'S 53800 25 4 167 9.0±1.5 0.8±0.15 
(February to early March) flJo to 690£ 



Table 2: Length composition of krill (%) in the Sodruzhestva Sea (65°30' to 68°oo'S, 60° to 
800 E) from 1988 to 1990. (Sampling by Isaacs-Kidd trawl). 

Year Length Class (mm) 

~30.0 30.1 to 38. 0 38.1 to 46.0 46.1 to 54.0 >54.0 
1988 18.9 24.2 37.3 18.8 0.8 
1989 8.0 27.9 46.0 17.5 0.6 
1990 3.0 9.4 50.1 35.0 2.5 
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FACTORS TO CONSIDER IN DEVELOPING MANAGEMENT MEASURES 
FOR KRILL 

W.K. de la Mare>l< 

Abstract 

A brief review of the objectives of the Convention for the Conservation 
of Antarctic Marine Living Resources is given along with an outline of 
steps for the evolution of management procedures for krill fisheries. 
Various possible elements of procedures such as reactive, predictive, 
and feedback management, modelling, indicator species, pulse fishing, 
and the use of open and closed areas and seasons are outlined. Some 
interim management measures are suggested which could be 
implemented while a more generally applicable management is being 
developed. 

Resume 

Vne breve vue d'ensemble des objectifs de la Convention sur la 
conservation de la faune et la flore marines de l'Antarctique est 
presentee ici, avec un aper~u des stades d'evolution des procedures de 
gestion des pecheries de krill. Les grandes lignes des elements 
possibles des procedures telles que la gestion reactive, predictive et en 
retour, la modelisation, les especes indicatrices, la peche par a-coups et 
l'utilisation de l'ouverture et de la fermeture de zones et de periodes 
sont tracees. Plusieurs mesures de gestion interimaires, pouvant etre 
mises a execution en attendant le developpement d'une politique de 
gestion applicable de fa~on plus generale sont proposees. 

Pe310Me 

neRaeTC~ KpaTKHH 0630p ~eReH KOHBeH~HH no coxpaHeHHIO 

MOPCKHX )KHBbIX pecypcoB AHTapKTHKH, a TaK)Ke B 06~HX 
qepTaX onHCbIBaIOTC~ MepbI no ycosepmeHcTBoBaHHIO 

npo~e~yp ynpaBReHH~ npOMbICROM KpHR~. naeTc~ onHcaHHe 

BceB03MO)KHbIX aReMeHTOB aTHX npo~e~yp, TaKHX KaK 

pearHpylO~ee, nporHo3HpylO~ee ynpaBReHHe, ynpaBReHHe C 

o6paTHoH CB~3blO, a TaK)Ke Mo~eRHpOBaHHe, BH~bI
HH~HKaTOPbI, nYRbcHpylO~HH npOMbIceR H npHMeHeHHe 

pe)KHMa OTKPbITbIX-3aKpbITbIX paHoHoB H ce30HOB. 

IIpe~RaraIOTc~ HeKOTopbIe MepbI no ynpaBReHHIO, KOTopbIe 

Mor RH 6bI 6bITb BBe~eHbI Ha BpeM~, nOKa 60Ree yHHBepcaRbHa~ 
CHCTeMa ynpaBReHH~ HaXO~HTC~ Ha CTa~HH pa3pa60TKH. 

Resumen 

Se presenta una resefia de los objetivos de la Convenci6n para la 
Conservaci6n de los Recursos Vivos Marinos Antarticos ademas de las 
directrices para el desarrollo de las medidas de administraci6n para las 
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pesquerias de krill. Se detallan varios posibles tipos de procedimiento 
tales como administraci6n suplementaria, reactiva y pron6stica, 
modelado, especies indicadoras, pesca por pulso y el empleo de areas y 
temporadas abiertas y de cierre. Se sugieren algunas medidas de 
administraci6n interinas que podrian ponerseen pnictica mientras se 
elabora un sistema de administraci6n mas general. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

If krill (Euphausia superba, Dana) were considered in isolation it is reasonably certain 
that the potential annual harvest is large; of the order of perhaps tens of millions of tonnes over 
Antarctic waters as a whole. This potential has been crudely guaged by considering the food 
consumption of baleen whales in the Antarctic (Laws, 1977). The baleen whales were the 
object of major fisheries, with some species being depleted to only a small fraction of their 
pristine abundance (!WC, 1990). This dependence of endangered and depleted whale stocks on 
the stocks of krill, adds the dimension of establishing the yield of krill than can be taken while 
ensuring that depleted resources are able to recover to at least a healthy proportion of their 
original abundance. 

The conservation of species which are dependent on krill forms an integral part of 
objectives of the Commission for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources 
(CCAMLR). This is in contrast to the situation under which most other fisheries have been 
managed in the past, and this raises the need for new approaches to fishery conservation. In 
any case, the problems that have been encountered in conserving fish stocks elsewhere point to 
the desirability of considering fresh approaches to fishery management in the Antarctic. 

Fishery management is defined as the process whereby conservation measures are set in 
place to ensure that the objectives of conservation (including rational use) of fishery resources 
are achieved. Conservation also involves ensuring that species that are not exploited will be 
maintained at levels of abundance, such that their replacement rate is not seriously diminished. 
Rational use is defined to be the sustainable utilization of a resource in perpetuity. A rational 
fishery should be efficient, both in terms of the cost and investment in fishing, and the cost and 
investment required to ensure that the conservation objectives of the Convention are being met. 

2. OBJECTIVES OF CCAMLR 
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The general objectives of CCAMLR are given in Article IT of the Convention as follows: 

"1. The objective of this Convention is the conservation of Antarctic marine 
living resources. 

2. For the purposes of this Convention, the term 'conservation' includes 
rational use. 

3. Any harvesting and associated activities in the area to which this 
Convention applies shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of 
this Convention and with the following principles of conservation: 

(a) prevention of decrease in the size of any harvested population to 
levels below those which ensure its stable recruitment. For this 
purpose its size should not be allowed to fall below a level close to 
that which ensures the greatest net annual increment; 



(b) maintenance of the ecological relationships between harvested, 
dependent and related populations of Antarctic marine living 
resources and the restoration of depleted populations to the levels 
defined in sub-paragraph (a) above; and 

(c) prevention of changes or minimization of the risk of changes in the 
marine ecosystem which are not potentially reversible over two or 
three decades, taking into account the state of available knowledge of 
the direct and indirect impact of harvesting, the effect of the 
introduction of alien species, the effects of associated activities on the 
marine ecosystem and of the effects of environmental changes with 
the aim of making possible the sustained conservation of Antarctic 
marine living resources." 

A number of authors have discussed the objectives of CCAMLR, particularly how they 
require interpretation to render their meaning more precise (for example, Edwards and Heap, 
1981; Beddington and de la Mare, 1984). De la Mare (1986a), suggests that an approach 
which can overcome the problem of having objectives which are in themselves too general is to 
develop subsidiary objectives which are designed to have a precise interpretation. An important 
property required for subsidiary objectives is that they are framed in terms of quantities which 
can be estimated robustly, thus allowing the degree to which objectives are met to be assessed. 
When subsidiary objectives are achieved it is assumed that the overall, general objectives of the 
Convention will also be achieved. 

A given approach to management may lead to specific subsidiary objectives, and these 
may differ in detail from subsidiary objectives specified for a different management approach. 
Moreover, other subsidiary objectives may arise from considerations of the nature of fisheries, 
for example, a steady yield might be given a higher priority than maximizing catches. Thus, the 
formulation of subsidiary objectives is a subject which will need to be considered in the light of 
specific approaches to fishery management. 

3. OTHER ASPECTS OF THE CONTEXT IN WHICH CONSERVATION 
STRATEGIES WILL BE FORMULATED 

A fishery for krill around the Antarctic has been developing slowly for more than a 
decade, with a recent period in which the fishery contracted while various technical problems in 
handling the catch were investigated. These problems now appear to be largely overcome, and 
the krill fishery is once again expanding. It has been found in other fisheries (for example, the 
Peruvian anchovy fishery) that the overall size of a fishery can increase dramatically over a 
relatively short time. Fishery operations tend to concentrate on known fishing grounds; there is 
no reason for fishing fleets to search for, or to travel to new fishing grounds so long as the 
existing grounds remain productive. 

Krill is regarded as a key species in waters around Antarctica; it forms a major part of 
the diet of many species, the conservation of which is included within the objectives of the 
Convention. However, available information about the ecology of the Antarctic marine 
ecosystem, the distribution and abundance of krill, along with incomplete knowledge about 
basic krill demography, such as mortality and longevity, mean that it is not possible to predict 
what level of krill harvest will be within the overall objectives of the Convention. In addition, 
the abundance and distribution of krill is likely to fluctuate from year to year. The various 
techniques used to estimate the abundance of animal populations also give results which are 
uncertain. Thus, management procedures have to cope with uncertainty arising from both 
ecological and sampling variability. 

Variability is not the only consideration arising from incomplete knowledge; for various 
reasons, errors will be made in applying conservation measures. Two types of errors are 
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possible: (1) applying measures such that opportunities for larger harvests are missed; and, (2) 
measures are not sufficient to prevent over-harvesting. An important property of a rational 
management procedure is that it should detect and correct both types of error. In evaluating 
possible management procedures, particular consideration should be given to their properties in 
either correcting errors, or insensitivity to the effects ot error. 

3.1 Designation of Management Areas 

It is widely regarded that the appropriate entity to manage in fisheries is a unit (or 
biological) stock. A unit stock is defined as a group of individuals of the same species whose 
gains by immigration and losses by emigration are negligible in relation to the rates of growth 
and mortality (Holden and Raitt, 1974). In general, a stock may be defined as an exploitable 
group of animals, of which there may.be more than one per species, existing in a common 
spatial arrangement, but with limited genetic exchange between adjacent populations of the 
same species, usually designated on a geographical basis. A stock mayor may not coincide 
with a unit stock; the lack of coincidence would not usually be intentional, but rather the 
product of incomplete knowledge of ecological processes. 

The important point is that the designation of stocks for management is an integral part 
of the formulation of management procedures. It should be borne in mind whether a given 
procedure is intended to manage unit stocks or otherwise. Where a unit stock is assumed, it is 
important to examine the potential effect on achieving conservation objectives arising from 
failure to identify the unit stock correctly. Conversely, if stocks are arbitrary units, the 
properties of the conservation strategy for conserving unit stocks should be evaluated. 

3.2 Decision Rules 

Decision rules are a fundamental part of a rational management procedure. A decision 
rule designates what action, in terms of applying or varying conservation measures, is to be 
taken for any given assessment of the state of the stocks within a management unit or area. 
Assessment can be defined as the evaluation of the state of stocks within a management unit in 
the light of management objectives. However, the state of the stocks must be measured on 
some objective basis, and hence subsidiary objectives must be defined in relation to the 
available objective measures of stock status. 

Clear-cut decision rules are important as a component for the evaluation of management 
procedures. It is difficult to predict the properties of a management procedure if its 
implementation would not be based on well specified decision rules. Moreover, well specified 
decision rules have a role in facilitating consensus decision-making. 

3.3 Harvesting Objectives 

It is not sufficient to consider only the ecological aspects of management, although the 
production from the Antarctic marine ecosystem is an ecological constraint which is ultimately 
limiting. Within the ecological constraints there is scope for adjusting management procedures 
so that they have differing properties, advantages and disadvantages, for the fishing industries 
and CCAMLR. For example, the industry may prefer catches that are relatively constant from 
year to year. Yet either strategy has to achieve the same conservation objectives. In general, 
objectives such as ensuring conservation, attaining the highest possible yield, and minimizing 
fluctuations in catch from year to year cannot all be fully achieved simultaneously. For 
example, steady catches are attained by accepting a lower average yield. 
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3.4 Data and Assessment Methods 

Assessment of the status of stocks is usually dependent on statistical procedures for 
estimating the parameters which constitute the input to management procedures. Inevitably the 
parameter estimates will be uncertain due to both sampling variability and the possible failures 
of assumptions underlying the statistical methods. The desirable property of assessment 
methods and the management procedure is robustness, which can be defined in terms of 
making correct decisions even though underlying assumptions have not been satisfied. 

It is important that the properties of assessment methods be examined as nearly as 
possible in the circumstances in which they would be used; that is, within the framework and 
decision rules of a given management procedure. For example, a method of assessment may be 
imprecise, and hence any single estimate would lead to a low probability of making a correct 
management decision. However, if the method were to lead to correct decisions on average, 
then a procedure which always took the action implied by the method would achieve the overall 
objectives. Conversely, using a procedure which took the imprecision into account, by 
reducing catches in proportion to the uncertainty, could also achieve the objectives. 

Each of these procedures would have different properties, particularly in the short-term. 
The first procedure could be designed to maximize the average yield, but it would initially lead 
to erratic application of conservation measures, until sufficient data accumulated to stabilize the 
estimates of the decision parameters. The second procedure would tend to lead to the 
conservative application of measures until sufficient data accumulated to estimate the level of 
harvest within the overall objectives, but with the advantage of a lower degree of fluctuation in 
the harvest from year to year. 

3.5 Time Frame for Implementation 

A further element to consider in developing management procedures is the length of time 
required for full implementation. Different possible procedures may take different lengths of 
time before it becomes clear what the long-term general level of fishing might be, or until 
sufficient data accumulate to apply them confidently. Possible procedures should be evaluated 
to attempt to indicate the time scale involved in any such initial phase, and as a corollary, what 
steps, if any, are necessary to ensure that the objectives of the Convention are being met in any 
interim period before the strategy becomes fully effective. Where the information base is not 
yet adequate, a staged implementation may be necessary. This may involve the application of 
some conservation measures so as to guarantee the achievement the Convention's conservation 
objectives, but in a way which would allow a safe level of harvest while the data necessary for 
the ultimate implementation of a full management procedure are gathered. 

4. SOME EXAMPLES OF POSSIBLE ELEMENTS 
OF MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES 

In order to give more substance to the general discussion above, a few elementary 
management options will be examined in the context of their likely power to meet the objectives 
of the Convention, along with their implications for the Commission and the fishing industry. 

Six examples will be examined 

(1) Reactive management. 
(2) Predictive management (modelling). 
(3) Open and closed areas. 
(4) Indicator species. 
(5) Pulse fishing. 
(6) Feedback management. 
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The selection of these six options does not imply that the list is exhaustive, or that 
combinations of some of them may not also be useful approaches to explore. The intent of the 
discussion here is to examine some potential procedures from two points of view: (1) to 
discuss some initial consideration arising from concrete examples; and, (2) to use these 
examples to consider how to evaluate possible management procedures. 

In general, it is not necessary to examine every aspect of the performance of any given 
procedure. The process of evaluation is in some senses also a process of elimination. The frrst 
step is to examine whether a procedure can work in ideal circumstances, using, for example, 
analytical mathematical methods or computer simulation studies. The evaluation of a given 
procedure need only proceed to the point where it becomes clear that it can fail to meet the 
objectives of the Convention. At this point, it has to be modified or discarded. 

Candidates which survive such testing then need to be examined under more realistic 
circumstances, with the cycle of modification or rejection continuing until there are a few which 
appear to have the capacity to meet the objectives of the Convention. These final candidates 
then need to be analyzed in the greatest detail to determine their properties of robustness in 
terms of working under feasible worst-case conditions. Weight needs to be given to the 
economic aspects of the performance of the surviving candidates as a factor in making final 
choices. 

4.1 Reactive Management 

Reactive management is the practice of implementing conservation measures only after 
the need for them is apparent. In the context of CCAMLR, this would mean that catches would 
be unregulated until such time as stocks of either target or dependent species declined to levels 
below that ensuring their stable recruitment, or to below the level of maximum net annual 
increment, or changes occurred which were not potentially reversible over two or three 
decades. 

In terms of formulating decision rules, it would be necessary to determine where such 
levels are, or what kind of changes would not be reversible over two to three decades. An 
approach with these general objectives has the difficulty that the criteria which would indicate 
whether the objectives are being met cannot be defined in measurable terms in advance. 

For example, recruitment can only be shown to have become unstable (Le., declined) 
well after the fact. In most fish stocks, recruitmellt is highly variable from year to year, and so 
it will take a number of years of data to determine whether there has been a true decline in 
recruitment rather than chance fluctuations showing a number of years of poor recruitment. 
The essential problem is to detect the 'signal' about recruitment from 'noisy' data. The first 
part of such a problem is to decide at which point that a fishery-induced decline in recruitment is 
more likely than the effects of chance. In essence, this question is equivalent to, what is the 
probability that there will be a failure to implement conservation measures when they are in fact 
required? The corollary is, what is the probability that conservation measures would be put in 
place when in fact they were not necessary? 

Even when the technical difficulties in estimating recruitment are ignored, there is a high 
probability of failing to introduce conservation measures in a timely fashion, with the 
possibility that stocks may be seriously depleted. A likely consequence will be that fisheries 
will be unstable, going through cycles of boom and bust (for some examples see AlIen and 
McGlade, 1986), with potentially irreversible impacts on the ecosystem as a whole. 

The problems are multiplied when it is the recruitment of a dependent (consumer) 
species that is to be maintained. For example, for whales, it is very difficult to estimate 
recruitment (de la Mare, 1987 and 1989). In addition, any trend in the recruitment of consumer 
or prey species might be interpreted as being related to some other environmental trend rather 
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than to the effects of harvesting. Thus, the causes of changes in an ecosystem may not be 
unambiguously identifiable after the event. This may lead to a delay, or even a failure, in 
reaching consensus that management measures are needed, and this could result in harvesting 
leading to an irreversible impact upon the ecosystem. 

Hence, a procedure relying upon a purely reactive approach seems unsuitable for 
meeting the recruitment objective unless both recruitment and the estimates of it are both not 
subject to high levels of random variability. 

4.2 Predictive Management (Modelling) 

Predictive management involves predicting the levels of catch which can be taken by 
considering information already known about the system, or that can be determined by further 
studies carried out before harvesting has changed the system in such a way that there is a failure 
to meet the Convention's objectives. It is an approach largely based on having some form of 
model about the system. The model may even be so crude as to not even be identified as a 
model in the usual sense, for example, the idea of predicting a level of krill harvest on the basis 
of what was once eaten by large whales is such a crude model. However, much more 
sophisticated models can be built considering multiple species and energy flows and the like. 

The application of multi-species models for the management of the Antarctic marine 
ecosystem has been discussed by Butterworth (1984), Beddington and de la Mare (1984), de la 
Mare (1986a) and Miller (1986). Modelling needs to be built on the more arbitrary approaches 
outlined above. Butterworth (1984) suggests that there should first be interim measures to 
delimit management areas, agree on target levels for stock size and to monitor stocks, 
accompanied by empirical (Le., production) modelling rather than an analytical approach which 
attempts to incorporate parameters for which density-dependent changes have been measured. 

Beddington and de la Mare (1984) and de la Mare (1986a) emphasize that simulation 
modelling can be a valuable tool in evaluating strategies for the acquisition of information about 
a system, in designing a regulatory framework from an ecosystem perspective, enabling 
potential management procedures to be tested and refined by applying them to a whole range of 
artificial exploited systems of increasing complexity. This approach can reduce the high 
overhead costs of feedback methods requiring a great deal of data, resource surveys, stock 
assessments, etc. As summarized by Beddington and de la Mare (1984), "modelling cannot 
substitute for experimentally rigorous observation. Conversely, unguided observation provides 
only data not insight." 

While modelling has a valuable role in the development of long-term strategies for the 
conservation of Antarctic marine ecosystems, a well balanced strategy should begin with 
simple, pragmatic interim safeguards (and model-tested) empirical approach. 

4.3 Open and Closed Areas and Seasons 

This is defined as the declaration of a series of open and closed areas, perhaps combined 
with open and closed seasons, selected with the objective of ensuring sufficient protection of 
target species within closed areas to maintain ecosystems there, while also ensuring sufficient 
recruitment from both closed and open areas to maintain fishing. In theory, such an approach 
would require little or no regulation of fishing operations in the open areas, provided that there 
were limited effects on stocks in the closed areas. The critical step is the selection of 
boundaries between open and closed areas in a manner which ensures ecological as well as 
economic viability of this management regime. 
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One implication of this approach is that in open areas, heavy fishing upon krill might 
cause localized effects on some consumer species, but some small-scale regional disruption 
could be acceptable over the Convention Area as a whole. 

In managing a single species resource, krill appear to be well suited to such an 
approach, having semi-discrete concentrations related to quasi-stationary cyclonic gyres, but 
with considerable exchange between each. However, the distribution of consumer species may 
not be determined solely by the concentration of krill, but may also be influenced greatly by 
other factors such as the distribution and condition of sea ice, or the location of suitable 
breeding sites. This may lead to complications in choosing the sizes and locations of open and 
closed areas. 

Nevertheless, even arbitrarily selected open and closed areas may have practical value as 
an interim approach, being simple, inexpensive and not demanding very detailed prior 
knowledge of the components of the system (de la Mare, 1986a). 

4.4 Indicator Species 

One possibility for detecting deleterious effects of krill fishing on the suite of krill 
predators is to monitor condition factors of a small range of predators (Green-Hammond et aI, 
1983). These were termed indicator species, with the implication that changes in condition, 
such as body fat, or fecundity, would predict that the changes in population status of krill 
predators would follow. This concept has, at least in part, underlain the general approach 
adopted by the CCAMLR Ecosystem Monitoring Program (CEMP). There are three general 
problems to be addressed in applying the indicator species concept which can be summed up as 
coverage, calibration and extrapolation. 

The existing CEMP program is concentrated on a small number of areas selected because 
of logistical constraints, and continuing research programs which had already acquired data. 
Thus, at this stage, the CEMP program has limited coverage, and so can only detect the effects 
of krill fishing within the foraging range of the selected predators. If the krill fishery operates 
substantially outside this range, the program will have little power to detect the effects of 
krill-fishing on krill predators. The obvious solution is to concentrate the existing fishing 
activity into one of the CEMP monitoring regions, and to exclude the fishery from a similar site 
as a kind of experimental 'control'. If none of the existing sites form a suitable replicate, then 
the CEMP program may have to consider augmenting the set of sites. The question of mounting 
what amounts to an 'experiment' along these lines warrants further serious consideration. 

Calibration means identifying the relationship between krill abundance and the selected 
predator condition factor. In general, it would be expected that there will be a non-linear 
relationship between krill abundance and predator condition factors. At high levels of krill 
abundance, the predator condition will be saturated, that is further increases in krill will produce 
negligible further increase in predator condition. At lower levels of krill abundance, predator 
condition would still be expected do decline more slowly than krill abundance if, as is likely, 
predators are able to home in on krill concentrations. It may transpire that the predator 
condition factors will not give sufficient early warning to prevent the fishery from 
over-exploiting the krill stocks in terms of their optimal single-species management. 

Assuming that a suitable condition factor could be identified and calibrated, it would be 
an article of faith that the use of the condition factor as a decision parameter in a management 
procedure would result in conservation of other krill-dependent predators. However, as 
Beddington and de la Mare (1985) point out, extrapolation to wide-ranging predators would 
probably be conservative where fishing is limited to the foraging range of selected shore-based 
predator populations. 
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4.5 Pulse Fishing 

Pulse fishing entails harvesting intensely within a given area until the stock is reduced to 
a certain point, and then moving to other areas until the stock recovers in the first area. The 
point where fishing ceases in a given area is usually determined on economic rather than 
ecological grounds, but decision rules could in theory be formulated to comply with the 
objectives of the Convention. This would require initial surveys to estimate the size of the 
pulse which can be applied. A discount should be made to allow for uncertainty in this 
estimate. The criteria for deciding when to cease fishing should be pre-determined. Part of the 
costs of this approach should include surveys during the non-fishing period to monitor 
recovery towards a pre-determined point at which fishing is to be resumed. 

In practice, pulse fishing has been applied with questionable effectiveness to the 
management of single or multi-species fisheries. Its application to the management of 
ecosystems is far more doubtful, even when the system is pristine. Intensive fishing reducing a 
key species to a very low level might favour certain of the consumer species more than others. 
For example, if the prey species has a habit of swarming, those predators feeding on swarms 
will be disadvantaged far more by intensive fishing than predators consuming prey 
individually. Hence, pulse fishing applied intensively might alter the community structure of an 
ecosystem very significantly. 

In the case of Antarctic marine ecosystems the situation is more difficult in that the larger 
baleen whales are so depleted that recovery within the stipulated twenty or thirty years is 
uncertain. Thus, there is a danger that pulse fishing upon krill swarms may apply pressures 
beyond the principles specified in Article IT of the Convention. 

4.6 Feedback Management 

The importance of basing fisheries management on feedback principles is now also 
being recognized (Tanaka, 1984; de la Mare, 1986a). The discussion on feedback given here is 
based on that of de la Mare (1986a). Properly designed feedback systems have a number of 
important advantages over non-feedback systems. These include improved accuracy and 
stability in attaining objectives and reduced sensitivity to error in the model assumed to apply to 
the controlled system. 

The implication of applying control systems theory and feedback to living resource 
conservation is that it directs attention to the examination of system input and output. For a 
convention such as CCAMLR, the total system under discussion is the ecosystem in a given 
region, combined with a conservation strategy. Thus, the part of system to be controlled (at 
least along some partial dimension) is the ecosystem, and the management procedure forms a 
control system. The system input is formed from the objectives of the Convention, and hence, 
the system output is some set of observed attributes of the ecosystem. In control systems 
theory terms, the catches are not necessarily considered as part of the output of the system, but 
they are the principle control action which can be applied to drive the ecosystem towards a 
specified set of objectives. 

Suppose that it was decided that the abundance of an exploited fish stock should not fall 
to below say Xm1n (to ensure stable recruitment) and that the optimal level of the stock was 
somewhat higher at Xopt. Similarly, suppose that some predator is to be maintained at a level 
above Y min and to have a desirable level of Yopt' Thus the input to the system is Xopt and Yopt 

and its output is the observed values of X and Y. Feedback control would lead to catches 
being increased, if the observed values of X and Y were above their target levels, but some 
reduction in catches would be required if either X or Y were below target. The changes in 
catches would be governed by some form of decision rule, which could be rather complex, but 
which would include some element of proportionality in that small differences between the 
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observed and target values for X and Y lead to smaller adjustments in catches than do large 
discrepancies between the observed values and their targets. If the observed values of X or Y 
were to be found below the minimum levels then catching would cease until the stocks had 
recovered towards the target level. 

Simulation studies of such a regulatory system, in a single species context, have shown 
that the probabilities of erroneously curtailing exploitation on a stock or inadvertently reducing 
it to below the minimum level can both be controlled (de la Mare, 1986b and 1989). However, 
it has also been shown that the time to detect and correct errors can be relatively long because of 
the effects of variability in estimates of absolute or relative abundance (de la Mare, 1984 and 
1986a). 

The example outlined above is not intended to be definitive, but to illustrate how 
feedback regulation might work, and in particular to highlight three important principles. The 
first principle is that the initial rate of exploitation should be basically feasible in terms of a 
likely level of sustainable yield. This requires that an estimate of abundance is available for 
each exploited stock in advance of the substantial development of its fishery, or that other basic 
safeguards are put in place such as closed areas and seasons as suggested earlier. This is 
important for two reasons: (1) that it helps to avoid over-capacity in the fishery; and (2) it helps 
to ensure that the reduction in the biomass of the stock occurs over a sufficiently long time span 
to allow sufficient data to accumulate so that errors in the predicted yield can be identified and 
corrected, before the consequences become serious for the fishery. The second principle 
requires that the objectives for the regulatory system should be framed in terms of aspects of the 
status of the controlled system which can be estimated robustly. The third principle is that the 
regulatory framework specifies what actions are required given the observed values of status of 
the controlled system. These principles are also an important factor in creating an environment 
in which scientific consensus is more readily obtained. 

5 . TOWARDS AN OVERALL STRATEGY 

A management procedure for krill should favour steady fisheries which are ecologically 
sustainable as well as economically efficient. It is essential that the management procedure 
should limit the risk of accidental failure to· achieve the objectives of the Convention. 
Moreover, the costs of management should be commensurate with the value of the fisheries. 
Within these general constraints, management is ultimately an empirical process, and to 
determine the highest levels of harvest of krill which will be compatible with the objectives of 
CCAMLR requires monitoring of the effects of fishing. However, in the short to medium term, 
approaches should be sought which will ensure that the objectives of the Convention are met 
without requiring commitments to research and monitoring activities which are excessive in 
comparison with the importance of the fisheries. 

The strategy approaches outlined in this document all have various advantages and 
disadvantages. Choosing suitable long-term strategies may be a process which will require a 
number of years for evaluation and implementation. Thus, there is a need for interim 
procedures to ensure that the development of fisheries does not outstrip the basis on which they 
can be managed. Therefore, it might be useful to consider a procedure which can be 
implemented in stages, which may include elements drawn from (a) Open and Closed Areas 
and Seasons; (b) Feedback Management; and, (c) Predictive Management. The emphasis on 
particular elements will depend on the subsidiary objectives for harvesting, as well as a 
weighing of the costs incurred to collect the data and undertake other associated activities of 
particular management strategies. It is premature to indicate the detailed form that a long-term 
strategy for krill conservation might take. However, it is possible to indicate a basic structure, 
with emphasis on the elements which are appropriate to implement in the interim as part of the 
first stages of setting up an overall management procedure. The framework might then contain 
the following elements: 
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(i) Selection and designation of open and closed sectors for krill harvesting. In the 
present state of knowledge of the dynamics of the Antarctic marine ecosystem, it 
would be prudent to designate several (say six) sectors, and open some of these 
(say three) to krill fishing. 

(ii) In each of the sectors open to the fishery, a number of subareas are designated 
which are open for fishing, the remaining subareas to remain closed as an interim 
measure to ensure sufficient stock escapes the fishery each year to maintain 
recruitment and essential ecological processes. Alternatively, separate interim 
catch limits be set at modest levels for each sector open for fishing. Some or all of 
the subareas may be involved in the CEMP program. 

(ill) Interim measures for krill fishing should apply until replaced by improved 
management procedures as they develop. The time frame envisaged for the 
interim measures would be that required to evaluate and choose the next stage of 
the overall strategy. This time scale could be of the order of five years or more. 

(iv) During the interim period, as full a data collection as possible should be made on 
fishing operations, target and selected consumer species, and on the physical 
environment. Only those data necessary for the implementation of agreed 
management procedures would ultimately be required to be submitted to CCAMLR. 
However, since it is not possible to specify the ultimate data requirements in 
advance, extensive data of all types should be collected and archived by Members. 

(v) CCAMLR should facilitate cooperation in the collection and analysis of these data. 

(vi) Eventual phasing-in of feedback management if and when increases in yields are 
sought, or if data collected in the course of monitoring indicated that recruitment 
was failing in exploited or dependent species. 

6. OUTLINE OF A WORKPLAN FOR DEVELOPING 
A MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE 

Developing a management- procedure will be a complex task which involves the 
selection of criteria to examine the potential performance of procedures to provide the ultimate 
basis for making choices. The aim is not to develop the best possible management procedure to 
last for all time, but to approach the problem pragmatically to ensure that the Commission at any 
stage has a management procedure sufficient for its current needs, but that it is also anticipating 
what kind of procedure will be needed in the short to medium term. Failure to plan actively 
ahead may well leave the Commission reacting to unnecessary surprises which could have been 
avoided with the application of some forethought. An outline of the steps involved in the initial 
phases of such a tentative workplan is as follows: 

1. Refine the objectives of conservation and formulate any subsidiary objectives. 

2. Choose initiat candidate strategies. 

3. Identify and initiate interim conservation measures to ensure objectives are met 
while longer-term procedures are under development. 

4. Undertake the first round of examination of candidate procedures, and any 
refinements or additions necessary to objectives. 

5. Conduct a major review of progress. Select candidate procedures for intensive 
analysis. Refine objectives and procedures if necessary. 
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6. Undertake intensive analysis of final candidates, similar to step (4), but with 
additional particular attention costs and benefits to fisheries and the Commission. 

7. Conduct the next major review of progress. If suitable procedures have been 
identified then proceed to formal adoption of the decision rules and conservation 
measures by the Commission. Otherwise, refine objectives and procedures; 
repeat steps (6) and (7). 

The time scale involved overall depends partly on the priority and resources assigned to 
the process by the Commission and its Members. However, assuming basic progress is tied to 
the annual meeting of the Commission, the time scale could be five to six years. That does not 
mean that the procedure existing after that time would be perfect, but that it would be adequate 
for meeting the basic objectives. A cycle of improving the procedures would continue in the 
face of new developments in the fisheries and to take into account improvements in assessment 
methodology . 
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TOWARDS AN INITIAL OPERATIONAL MANAGEMENT PROCEDURE FOR 
THE KRILL FISHERY IN SUB AREAS 48.1, 48.2 AND 48.3 
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Abstract 

An operational management procedure for krill (Euphausia superba) in 
Subareas 48.1, 48.2 and 48.3 requires a basis for the assessment of 
resource status, and an algorithm for specifying the levels of regulatory 
mechanisms (e.g., a catch control law) that depends on the results of 
the assessment. The development and selection of a procedure requires 
a basis for the simulation testing of procedures, and an operational 
definition of CCAMLR Article 11 to provide criteria against which to 
assess procedure performance. Suggestions are made under each of 
these headings. Assessment of resource status is provided by the CPUE 
"Composite Index" proposed by the Workshop on the Krill CPUE 
Simulation Study. Annual TACs are restricted to an initial ceiling (Cc) 
for a five year period, with a reference CPUE level (CPUEref) calculated 
as the average CPUE over that time. Thereafter T ACs may increase by 
cr% per annum. However, this increase may be suspended or reversed 
in any year, depending on how many of the previous three years' CPUE 
values fall below a target level of 0.75 CPUEref• An operating model of 
krill dynamics in the region is developed for simulation testing 
purposes. A provisional operational interpretation of Article II is 
proposed: the primary objective is to prevent the expected lowest 
biomass of krill over a 20-year harvesting period from falling below 
60% of its average unexploited level; subject to this constraint, 
accumulated catches should be as large as possible without substantial 
associated probability that T AC reductions may prove necessary during 
the 20-year period considered. Simulation tests, including one 
particular test of robustness to the assumptions of the operating model, 
are carried out to jIlustrate the overall process proposed; for this 
iIIustratiye exercise, the choice of catch control law parameters would 
probably lie between (Cc=l million tonnes; cr=15%) and (Cc=2 million 
tonnes; cr=10%). Suggestions for proceeding with further 
investigations of possible operational management procedures are 
made. It is proposed that possible alternative suggestions for such 
procedures should be made in a similar fashion to that set out in the 
paper. Suggestions by others for alternative forms and parameter 
values (or their probable ranges) for the krill dynamics operating model 
used for testing procedures are encouraged. 

Resume 

Une procedure de gestion operationnelle du krill (Euphausia superba), 
dans les sous-zones 48.1, 48.2 et 48.3, necessite une base pour 
l'evaluation de l'etat des ressources et un algorithme pour preciser les 
niveaux des mecanismes regulateurs (par ex.: une loi de controle de 
capture) qui depende des resultats de l'evaluation. La selection et 
l'elaboration d'une procedure necessitent une base pour les tests par 
simulation des procedures, et une definition operationnelle de l'Article 
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II de la CCAMLR pour fournir des criteres selon lesquels evaluer la 
performance de la procedure. Des suggestions sont faites sous chacun 
de ces titres. Une evaluation de l'etat des ressources est fournie par 
"1'Indice composite" de la CPUE, proposee par l'Atelier sur l'Etude par 
simulation de la CPUE du krill. Les T AC annuels sont limites a un 
plafond initial (Cc) pour une periode de 5 ans, avec un niveau de 
reference CPUE (CPUE ref), calcule comme la CPUE moyenne pour cette 
periode. Par la suite, les TAC peuvent augmenter de cr% par annee. 
Toutefois, cette augmentation peut etre suspendue ou inversee 
n'importe quelle annee, selon le nombre de valeurs CPUE des trois 
annees precedentes qui tombe au dessous du niveau fixe de 
0.75 CPUEref. Un modele operationnel de la dynamique du krill dans 
la region est developpe pour des raisons de tests par simulation. U ne 
interpretation provisoire et operationnelle de l'Article II est proposee: 
l'objectif premier est d'empecher la biomasse de krill prevue comme 
etant la plus faible, pour une periode d'exploitation de 20 ans, de 
tomber au dessous de 60% de son niveau moyen non exploite; sujettes 
a cette restriction, les captures cumul6es devraient etre aussi importantes 
que possible, sans la probabilite substantielle associee que les 
reductions du T AC peuvent prouver necessaires pendant la periode des 
20 annees considerees. Des tests de simulation, comprenant un test 
particulier de robustesse envers les suppositions du modele 
operationnel, sont effectues pour jIIustrer le procede d'ensemble 
propose; pour cet exercice explicatif, le choix des parametres de loi de 
contrOle des captures se situerait probablement entre (Cc=1 million de 
tonnes; cr=15%) et (Cc=2 millions de tonnes; cr=10%). Des 
suggestions sont faites pour la poursuite d'autres etudes sur des 
procedures possibles de gestion operationnelle. 11 est propose de 
suggerer, d'une maniere similaire a celle decrite dans ce document, des 
alternatives possibles pour de telles procooures. Des suggestions d'une 
autre provenance pour d'autres formes et valeurs des parametres (ou 
leurs variations probables) pour le modele operationnel de la dynamique 
du krill, utilise pour les procedures de tests, sont encouragees. 

Pe3IOMe 

):{JI.S:I paapa60TKH onepaTHBHoH npo~e.llYPbI ynpaBJIeHH.S:I 
npOMbICJIOM KPHJI.S:I (Euphausia superba) B IIo.llpaHoHax 48.1, 48.2 
H 48.3 He06xo.llHMO onpe.lleJIHTb OCHOBY .llJI.S:I o~eHKH 
COCTO.S:lHH.S:I ~Toro 3anaca H 3aBHC.S:IIIlHH OT pe3YJIbTaTOB ~TOH 
o~eHKH aJIrOpHTM, cor JIaCHO KOTOPOMY YCTaHaBJIHBaeTC.S:I 
ypoBeHb perYJIHpOBaHH.S:I (Hanp. - OpraHHqeHHe BbIJIOBa). ):{JI.S:I 
paapa60TKH H oT60pa npo~e.llYPbI He06xo.llHMO onpe.lleJIHTb 
OCHOBY ~KcnepHMeHTaJIbHOH npoBepKH ~<p<peKTHBHoCTH 

npo~e.llYp nOCpe.llCTBOM MO.lleJIHpOBaHH.S:I. TaK:>Ke He06xo.llHMO 
HMeTb pa60qyIO HHTepnpeTa~HIO CTaTbH 11 KOHBeH~HH 
AHTKOM, npe.ll0cTaBJI.S:IIOIIlYIO KpHTepHH o~eHKH 
~<p<peKTHBHoCTH npo~e.llYp. IIo Ka:>K.ll0MY H3 ~THX BonpocoB 
BHOC.S:ITC.S:I npe.llJIO:>KeHH.S:I. O~eHKa COCTO.S:lHH.S:I 3anaca MO:>KeT 
6bITb BbInOJIHeHa nOcpe.llCTBOM BbIqHCJIeHH.S:I KOMnJIeKCHOro 
HH.lleKCa CPUE, KOTOPbIH 6bIJI npe.llJIO:>KeH Pa60QHM ceMHHapoM 
no HCCJIe.llOBaHHIO CPUE KPHJIS:I MeTO.llOM MaTeMaTHQeCKOrO 
MO.lleJIHpOBaHH.S:I. Ha npOT.S:I)I{eHHH nepBbIx n.S:lTH JIeT 
YCTaHaBJIHBaeTC.S:I nopor e:>Ker0.llHbIX ypoBHetf TAC (Cel, npH 
~TOM KOHTPOJIbHbIH ypoBeHb CPUE (CPUEref) BbIQHCJI.S:IeTC.S:I KaK 



Cpe.z:.HSlSI BeJlHqHHa CPUE 3a aTOT nepHO.z:.. IIocJle aTOrO 
BeJlHlIHHbl TAC MOrYT YBeJlHlIHBaTbCSI Ha cr% B ro.z:.. TeM He 
MeHee, B 3aBHCHMOCTH OT Toro, ypOBeHb CKOJlbKHX 
nOKa3aTeJlei:t CPUE 3a npe.z:.bl.z:.YIqHe TpH ro.z:.a HH>Ke l.\eJleBOrO 
ypOBHSI, paBHoro 0,75 CPUEref, B TeqeHHe JlI06oro ro.z:.a 
BBe.z:.eHHe aToro YBeJlHqeHHSI MO>KeT 6blTb BpeMeHHo 
OTJlO>KeHO HJlH ypoBeHb TAC MO>KeT 6blTb CHH>KeH. Pa60llaSI 
Mo.z:.eJlb .z:.HHaMHKH KPHJlSI B aTOM pai:toHe 6blJla pa3pa60TaHa B 
l.\eJlSIX aKcnepHMeHTaJlbHoi:t npOBepKH nocpe.z:.CTBOM 
MaTeMaTH-qeCKOrO Mo.z:.eJlHpOBaHHSI. IIpe.z:.JlaraeTCSI 
npe.z:.BapHTeJlbHaSI pa60qaSI HHTepnpeTal.\HSI CTaTbH 11: 
OCHOBHOi:t 3a.z:.aqei:t SIBJlSIeTCSI npe.z:.OTBpaIqeHHe CHH>KeHHSI 
npe.z:.nOJlaraeMoi:t MHHHMaJlbHoi:t 6HOMaCCbl KPHJlSI Ha 
npOTSI>KeHHH 20 JleT npOMblCJla .z:.o ypOBHSI, HH>Ke 60% ee 
cpe.z:.Hei:t BeJlHqHHbl B .z:.oaKCnJlyaTal.\HOHHbli:t nepHo.z:.. C YlIeToM 
aToro orpaHHlIeHHSI, aKKYMYJlHpOBaHHbli:t BblJlOB CJle.z:.yeT 
no.z:..z:.ep>KHBaTb Ha MaKCHMaJlbHO B03MO>KHOM ypOBHe, npH 
KOTOPOM He npe.z:.nOJlaraeTCSI B03HHKHOBeHHe Heo6xo.z:.HMOCTH 
CHH>KeHHSI ypOBHSI TAC Ha npOTSI>KeHHH paCCMaTpHBaeMoro 
20-JleTHerO nepHo.z:.a. 3KcnepHMeHTaJlbHaSI npOBepKa 
nocpe.z:.CTBOM MaTeMaTHqeCKOrO Mo.z:.eJlHpOBaHHSI, BKJllOqaSI 
O.z:.HH KOHKpeTHhli:t TeCT Ha YCTOi:tqHBOCTb no OTHomeHHIO K 
.z:.onYIqeHHSIM, c.z:.eJlaHHblM B pa6oqei:t Mo.z:.eJlH, 6blJla 
BbInOJlHeHa .z:.JlSI Toro, qTo6bl npOlIeMOHCTpHpOBaTb BeCb 
npe.z:.JlaraeMbli:t npOl.\eCC; B paMKax noro HarJlSI1IHOrO 
npHMepa napaMeTpbl OrpaHHqeHHSI BbIJlOBa, BepOSITHO, 
Haxo.z:.SITCSI B .z:.Hana30He (Cc=1 MHJlJlHOH TOHH; cr=15%) H (Cc=2 
MHJlJlHOHa TOHH; cr=10%). BHOCSITCSI npe.z:.JlO>KeHHSI no 
.z:.aJlbHei:tmeMY HCCJle.z:.oBaHHIO B03MO>KHbIX BapHaHTOB 
onepaTHBHblX np0l.\e.z:.yp ynpaBJleHHSI. IIpe.z:.JlaraeTCSI 
Bbl.z:.BHraTb B03MO>KHble aJlbTepHaTHBHble np0l.\e.z:.ypbl, CJle.z:.ySI 
npHBe.z:.eHHOMY B HaCTOSIIqei:t pa60Te MeTO.z:.y. IIpOllHM 
HCCJle.z:.OBaTeJlSIM, 3aHHMalOIqHMCSI aTHMH BonpocaMH, 
npe.z:.JlaraeTCSI BHeCTH npe.z:.JlO>KeHHSI no B03MO>KHbIM 
aJlbTepHaTHBHblM cpopMaM H napaMeTpaM (HJlH HX B03MO>KHbIM 
.z:.Hana30HaM) pa6ollei:t Mo.z:.eJlH .z:.HHaMHKH KPHJlSI, cJlY>KaIqei:t 
.z:.JlSI 3KcnepHMeHTaJlbHoi:t npOBepKH acpcpeKTHBHOCTH npou;e.z:.yp 
ynpaBJleHHSI. 

Resumen 

El desarroUo de un procedimiento operativo de administraci6n para el 
kriU (Euphausia superba) en las Subareas 48.1, 48.2 Y 48.3 necesita 
una base para la evaluaci6n de la condici6n de los recursos y de un 
algoritmo para determinar el alcance de los instrumentos regulatorios 
(por ej. una legislaci6n pesquera), que depende de los resultados de la 
evaluaci6n. El desarroUo y selecci6n de un procedimiento necesita una 
base sobre la cual se pueda estudiar la factibilidad de los procedimientos 
y una definici6n operacional del articulo II de la CCRVMA, para lograr 
obtener un criterio que permitini analizar el resultado de este 
procedimiento. Se hacen sugerencias bajo estos apartados. 
La evaluaci6n de la condici6n del recurso se obtiene utilizando el 
"indice compuesto", propuesto por el Taller de Estudios de Simulaci6n 
de la CPUE del Krill. Las capturas anuales totales permitidas (T AC) 
estan restringidas a un nivel inicial (Cc) por un periodo de cinco alios, 
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con un nivel de referencia de CPUE (CPUEref ) calculado como el CPUE 
medio referido a ese tiempo. Las capturas totales permisibles pueden 
ser aumentadas luego en un Cr % por ano. Sin embargo, dependiendo 
de cuantos valores de CPUE de los tres anos previos hayan sido 
inferiores al objetivo de 0.75 CPUEref, este aumento puede ser 
suspendido 0 revocado en cualquier ano. Se ha desarrollado un modelo 
operativo de la dinamica del krill en la region con el fin de realizar 
estudios de simulacion. Se propone una interpretacion operativa 
provisoria del articulo 11: el objetivo primario es impedir que la 
biomasa de krill disminuya en un periodo actividades pesqueras de 
20 anos, a menos del 60% de su nivel promedio sin explotar; sujeto a 
esta restriccion, las pescas acumuladas deberan ser 10 mas voluminosas 
posible, sin que exista una gran probabilidad de que se necesite reducir 
los T AC durante el periodo de 20 anos que se esta considerando. 
Los estudios de simulacion, incluida una prueba especial para sustentar 
las suposiciones del modelo operacional, se llevan a cabo para i1ustrar 
el proceso general propuesto; para los fines de este ejercicio 
ilustratiyo, la seleccion de parametros de la ley de control de pesca 
oscilarfa posiblemente entre (Cc=1 millon de toneladas; cr=15%) y 
(Cc=2 millones de toneladas; cr=lO%). Se han hecho recomendaciones 
para continuar con los estudios de eventuales procedimientos 
operacionales de administracion. Se prop one que se formulen otras 
sugerencias en relacion a formas alternativas de estudio de un modo 
similar a las que se exponen en el presente trabajo. Se anima que se 
hagan otras propuestas sobre modos y valores de panimetros 
alternativos (0 sus rangos probables) para el modelo operativo de la 
dinamica del krill que es utilizado en el estudio de factibilidad de 
los procedimientos. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The annual circumpolar Antarctic krill catch over recent seasons has been approaching 
0.5 million tonnes. The first meeting of the CCAMLR Working Group on Krill held earlier this 
year agreed that this level of catch was unlikely to be having much impact on the circumpolar 
krill population (CCAMLR, 1989a). However, it also noted that about 90% of this catch has 
been taken from particular locations in Statistical Area 48, and was unable to say whether or not 
the catch was having an adverse effect on local predators. In conclusion, the Working Group 
recommended that the fishery should not greatly exceed the current level of catch until 
assessment methods are developed further and until more is known about predator requirements 
and local krill availability. 

These deliberations of the Working Group serve to emphasise that the krill fishery has 
now reached a level (in Statistical Area 48, and specifically Subareas 48.1,48.2 and 48.3) 
where controls may be necessary. Therefore CCAMLR needs to give urgent attention to the 
development of an initial operational management procedure for krill in this region. This 
contribution is intended as an aid and a spur to such development. 

An operational management procedure for krill in this region (Subareas 48.1, 
48.2 and 48.3) and its development involve four components: 

(i) a basis for assessing the status of the krill resource in the region; 
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(ii) an algorithm for specifying appropriate levels of regulatory mechanisms (e.g., a 
catch control law) as a function of the results of such assessment; 

(ill) a basis for simulation testing of the performance of the management procedure 
(Le., components (i) and (ii) above); and 

(iv) an operational definition of CCAMLR Article II to provide criteria against which 
performance can be assessed. 

Each of these components is discussed in turn below. This discussion is in the context 
of a developing fishery - hence the reference to an "initial" procedure. The regulatory 
mechanism suggested is a T AC (Total Allowable Catch), whose size is determined by an 
assessment ("estimator") of the relative size of the krill resource at the time. The management 
procedure suggested thus consists of this combination of a control law and an estimator. 

Simulation testing of the procedure requires the specification of an underlying model of 
the dynamics of the krill resource, which is referred to as the "operating model" (terminology 
suggested by Linhart and Zucchini, 1986). This model is used to generate data typical of those 
which would be used in practice to assess the state of the krill resource. Application of the 
estimator to these data provides an estimate of the relative size of the resource, and substituting 
this into the catch control law provides the T AC. This T AC is then fed back into the operating 
model, so that it affects the "actual" size of the resource and thus has an impact on the 
assessment data generated by the model for the next year of the simulation. In this way, the 
likely effect on the resource of the application of a management procedure over a certain number 
of years can be assessed. 

The testing does not involve the use of a single operating model only. There is 
insufficient information available to specify an operating model of the dynamics of krill in 
Subareas 48.1,48.2 and 48.3 with particular certainty at this time. Therefore it is also 
important to test how robust (Le., insensitive) the performance of a management procedure is to 
biologically plausible variations of the structure and choices for the parameter values of the 
operating model. 

A particular example of this process is reported in this paper, together with numerical 
results for the performance of a number of variants of the catch control law suggested. It is 
important that the context in which these results are presented is clearly understood, so this 
context has been set out below. 

(i) The numerical results have been given as an aid in the illustration of the process 
suggested. While they are, of course, intended to bear ~ relation to the actual 
situation in Subareas 48.1,48.2 and 48.3, they are &l.I. put forward at this 
stage as a specific basis for the choice between different management options. 

(ii) The form of the management procedure, the basis for testing it, and the 
specification of performance objectives that are set out below, are not the only 
approaches possible. The important point, however, is that all have been set out 
in operational terms. If alternatives are to be suggested (as indeed it is a 
purpose of this paper to encourage), it is ESSENTIAL that they too be set out in 
operational terms, so that an objective process for assessment of performance 
remains viable. 

(ill) Even if the particular approach suggested here should be preferred, it will become 
clear later in the paper that numerous far-reaching assumptions, for which 
relatively little justification can be offered at present, have had to be made in 
setting up the operating model used for testing the management procedure 
suggested. It would be surprising if other scientists with expertise concerning this 
resource did not consider at least some of these assumptions to be inadequate, 
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inappropriate or incorrect. Again, it is a purpose of this paper to encourage others 
to voice just such reservations. But it is inadequate to offer the reservations alone. 
What must be provided AS WELL is alternative (and presumably better) 
assumptions, or indications of the quantitative extents to which it is considered 
that the original assumptions may be in error. It is precisely such information 
which is relevant to testing any management procedure that may be suggested -
not only the one set out below. 

The process which is being suggested is one which is already being used by other 
International Fishery Organisations. The Scientific Committee of the International Whaling 
Commission (IWC) is occupied with a very similar exercise as a primary component of the 
Comprehensive Assessment of Whale Stocks (IWC, 1988, 1989a and 1989b). The 
International Commission for the South East Atlantic Fisheries (ICSEAF) has recently designed 
a series of simulation tests for management procedures under its consideration (ICSEAF, 1989). 
The ICES Working Group on Methods of Fish Stock Assessment (ICES, 1988) has also 
stressed that assessment methods should be subjected to simulation tests of this type. It 
therefore seems appropriate for CCAMLR to give consideration to similar simulation studies in 
the context of the management of the krill fishery. 

2. RESOURCE STATUS ASSESSMENT 

Hydroacoustic surveys by research vessels operating independently of the fishery to 
assess the status of the krill resource in Subareas 48.1, 48.2 and 48.3 do not appear to be a 
likely immediate candidate for the routine provision of regular stock-size estimates (Miller and 
Hampton, 1989). As far as absolute estimates are concerned, the matter of the appropriate 
specification of krill target strength has yet to be settled satisfactorily. Annual surveys to 
provide a sufficiently precise relative biomass index seem unlikely to be viable because of their 
high costs and the small number of suitable vessels available world-wide. 

The potential of CPUE as an index of krill abundance has been under investigation by 
CCAMLR, and a "Composite Index" has been suggested (CCAMLR, 1989b). Such a composite 
index is assumed in this analysis to provide the basis for the assessment of the status of the krill 
resource in Subareas 48.1,48.2 and 48.3, and is referred to as "CPUE" hereafter. The 
relative size of the resource at a particular time is inferred from the ratio of CPUE at that time to a 
reference level. Since no historic CPUE data (in respect of the Composite Index) are available, 
this reference level is provided by the average value of the CPUE over the first five years of the 
operation of the management procedure, and will be termed CPUEref' 

CCAMLR (1989b) drew attention to the likely non-linearity in the relationship between 
krill biomass and CPUE (Le., that a drop in CPUE) would imply (on average) a greater 
proportional fall in krill biomass. This factor has been taken into account in the operating 
model which generates CPUE data as a function of the size of the krill biomass, as detailed in 
Appendix 1* . 

More sophisticated assessment methods could also be considered, for example those 
using catch-at-Iength (or, if possible, catch-at-age) data, though these would still also require 
data input of some index of relative abundance such as CPUE. The overall process whereby the 
incorporation of these methods into a management procedure should be investigated, would 
remain the same. 

* Details of the program are available on request to the author 
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3. THE REGULATORY MECHANISM ALGORITHM 

The regulatory mechanism proposed is catch limitation (Le., TAC). Why not effort 
limitation? - a mechanism which would "automatically" decrease the amount taken if the 
resource size falls has many attractions. The problems with effort limitation appear to be 
two-fold. First, the non-linearity in the cPUE-biomass relationship means that catches would 
be reduced by a smaller proportion than the decrease in size of the resource, and this reduction 
might not be adequate to prevent over-exploitation. More importantly, however, the "effort" of 
the composite CPUE index proposed (CCAMLR, 1989b) is a complex derived measure, and not 
something that could form the basis of a practical management regulation. The types of effort 
measure which could be used in such regulations (e.g., vessel-days) are unlikely to fulfil the 
needs required because of severe non-linearity effects. This is because processing time 
requirements are often the limiting factor in the quantity of krill that is caught (Butterworth, 
1988); thus the index of catch-per-vessel day may remain almost unchanged despite a 
substantial drop in resource abundance. 

The laill fishery is a developing fishery. During such a phase of the fishery, three 
considerations would seem to be appropriate. 

(i) Until catches reach a certain level (Cc), there is no need to impose restrictions. 

(ii) Once that level (Cc) has been reached, the rate (cJ at which the fishery expands 
further should be limited. 

(iii) The determinant of the rate of expansion permitted should be that the accumulation 
of data for assessment purposes during that expansion phase is adequate to allow 
for timeous detection of and reaction to the possibility that exploitation drives the 
resource below a level considered satisfactory. 

In the analysis presented in this paper, management (and the availability of CPUE data) is 
assumed to commence after 10 years of annual catches of 0.4 million tonnes, a scenario which 
corresponds roughly to the present situation in Subareas 48.1,48.2 and 48.3. Catches are 
assumed to increase immediately to the initial ceiling (Cc), where they are maintained for five 
years to obtain CPUEref• In reality, catches would not necessarily reach Cc so rapidly. The 
consequences of this would be that the results of this analysis reflect a greater degree of 
resource depletion than would occur in practice under the procedure described here. 

After this initial five year period, catches increase by a certain percentage (cr) each year 
over the balance of the 20-year period that is considered. However, provision is necessary to 
suspend or even reverse this increase if assessment indicates that the size of the resource has 
fallen too low. To this end a target CPUE level (CPDEtar) is chosen; because ofthe non-linearity 
of the CPUE-biomass relationship, this target level is set quite high relative to the reference level: 

CPUElBr = 0.75 CPUEref (1) 

The simplest catch control algorithm might be one that requires catch reductions 
immediately CPUE drops below CPUEtar. However, this could lead to unnecessarily and 
undesirably large inter-annual T AC fluctuations due to the fact that CPUE itself would be 
expected to fluctuate considerably from year to year. This is because natural fluctuations in 
recruitment produce fluctuations in laill biomass which are likely to be quite substantial even in 
the absence of exploitation (see Figure 1). Further, the cPUE-biomass relationship will have a 
stochastic component. To offset these problems, the catch control law for the T AC in year y is 
based on the CPUE values for the previous three years (y-l, y-2 and y-3): 
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r C(y-1)[1-2cJ1oo] 

C(y) = ~ C(y-1) 

l C(y-1)[ 1 +cJ1 00] 

if all of CPUE(y-1), CPUE(y-2), CPUE(y-3) < CPUEtar 

if any two of CPUE(y-1), CPUE(y-2), CPUE(y-3) < CPUEtar 

otherwise (2) 

(Le., if two of the last three CPUE values are less than the target level, the catch increment is 
suspended; and if all three are less, the TAC is reduced by twice the increment percentage). 

This paper intends no implication that the control law of equation (2) is the best 
possible. Clearly other laws could be conceived, and almost certainly some of these will lead to 
better performance by the associated management procedure - further investigations along these 
lines should be carried out in due course. Equation (2) has been used here because it is simple 
to comprehend, simple to implement in the simulation analyses, and happens to perform 
adequately for the illustrative purposes for which it has been introduced. 

4. THE BASIS FOR TESTING THE PROCEDURE'S PERFORMANCE 

The operating model of the dynamics of the krill resource in Subareas 48.1, 48.2 
and 48.3 which is used to generate CPUE data for the simulation testing of the management 
procedure described above, is detailed in the Appendix. This Appendix also provides 
information on the assumptions made, and the basis for choosing particular values for the 
various model parameters. 

Only one test of robustness is carried out in this paper. This test is designed to ascertain 
to what extent the performance of the procedure deteriorates if the size (and consequently the 
productivity) of the krill resource is only half that assumed in the operating model. 

In a full analysis, many other tests of the robustness of the management procedure to 
biologically plausible variations of the operating model structure and parameter values should 
also be carried out. This paper does not, of course, pretend to offer such a complete analysis. 
The single test has been included to serve as an illustration of the sort of analysis which is 
required. 

5. ARTICLE 11: OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS OF PERFORMANCE CRITERIA 

The operating model suggested in the Appendix is unashamedly a simple single-species 
model. How can this be reconciled with CCAMLR's Article n, which specifically requires that 
considerations wider than those of single-species harvesting be taken into account in 
management? In particular, the Article states that the indirect effect of harvesting must be 
considered, and it is precisely this concern that is evident in the extract of the Report of the 
Working Group on Krill (CCAMLR, 1989a) which was referenced earlier ("whether or not the 
catch was having an adverse effect on local predators"). 

Taking such indirect effects into account explicitly requires a credible multi-species 
model of the dynamics of krill and krill predators in the region under consideration, where the 
parameters of this model can be estimated with reasonable precision from pertinent data. Those 
data requirements include long time series of abundance estimates of the populations in 
question; such requirements cannot be met now, nor in the short or medium term in the future. 

Since an explicit approach thus seems impossible, the only alternative would appear to 
be one which attempts to take account of the requirements of Article n in an implicit manner. 
The interpretation suggested here (for the interim, not all time) is thus: 
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(i) aim to keep the krill biomass at a level higher than would be the case if only 
single-species harvesting considerations were of concern; and 

(ii) focus on the lowest biomass that occurs over the projection period considered, 
rather than the average biomass at the end of the period as might be the case in a 
single-species context. 

The underlying intent of Article n in the context of krill harvesting is surely that such 
exploitation should not unduly affect the predators which depend on krill for their food. The 
interpretation above seeks to achieve this by ensuring that krill biomass is maintained at a 
reasonably high level, and so remains an adequate food source for predators. 

The interpretation suggested still requires translation into operational terms. In a 
single-species context, an objective might typically be to maintain the resource biomass (on 
average) at 50% of its average unexploited level, corresponding to a size assumed to provide 
MSY (maximum sustainable yield). Bearing in mind the interpretation of Article n suggested 
above, this transforms, for the purpose of the illustrative exercise of this paper, to the 
following. 

1. Attempt to prevent the expected lowest biomass of kriU over a 20-year 
harvesting period from falling below 60% of its average unexploited level. 

The 60% figure given may be criticised as being somewhat arbitrary. But this 
"arbitrariness" needs to be viewed in the context of the equally near-arbitrary level of some of 
the targets conventionally adopted for fisheries management elsewhere in the world. For 
example, data are seldom adequate to allow estimation of the fraction of the mean unexploited 
biomass level at which MSY (in an average sense) is achieved; use of the 50% figure that 
corresponds to the Schaefer model is little more than a convenient and conventional assumption 
in most situations. The important point to note about the 60% figure put forward is that it is 
LARGER than the MSY level usually assumed for assessments of relatively short-lived prey 
species. 

This objective is naturally not the only one appropriate for a developing krill fishery. 
Two other considerations that should sensibly also be addressed (within the constraint of I. 
above) are as follows. 

n. Aim to obtain as large a total catch as possible over a 20-year 
harvesting period. 

Ill. Minimise the chance that a T AC reduction becomes necessary during 
a 20-year harvesting period. 

Naturally objectives n. and Ill. cannot be satisfied simultaneously, and the choice of an 
appropriate trade-off between them by the management authority would be necessary. 

In order to assess the performance of the management procedure in terms of objectives 
I. to Ill., quantitative measures need to be specified. The simulation analysis has been used to 
calculate five statistics which relate to these objectives. Since the analysis is stochastic, the 
statistics change from one 20-year simulation to the next, so that both the mean and the standard 
deviation are given for each distribution that has been obtained from the results of a large 
number of simulations. The five statistics are listed below. 

(i) Average annual catch over 20 years: Cav (objective n.). 

(ii) Catch in twentieth year: C20• 
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(ill) Biomass after 20 years relative to average unexploited biomass: BzlK. 

(iv) Lowest biomass during 20 years, relative to average unexploited biomass: 
(BIK)min (objective I.). 

(v) Average annual probability that a TAC reduction will be made between projection 
year 6 and year 20 (Le., number of reductions over this period divided by 15): 
P redn (objective IlL). 

(Statistics (ii) and (iii) are not directly relevant to the objectives suggested, but are helpful in 
interpreting the other results). 

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Calculations were carried out for a variety of combinations of the catch control law 
parameters Cc (initial ceiling) and Cr (subsequent increase rate). In each case, 1 000 
simulations of the 20-year projection period under management were computed, and the means 
and standard deviations of the resultant distributions were calculated. 

. Figure 1 shows the distributions of BZ11K and (BIK)min for the case of no exploitation at 
all after the commencement of management (Cc=cr=O). Note that even in the absence of 
exploitation, biomass values substantially below the average unexploited level K can occur 
because recruitment fluctuates from year to year. 

Table 1 lists the means and standard deviations of the distributions of the five statistics 
of interest, for various Cc and Cr values. Certain trends that would be expected are evident in 
the Table: as either Cc or Cr is increased, Cav and Czo become larger, P redn increases, but BZ11K 
and (BIK)min decrease. The increase in P redn values is only marked for the largest catch increase 
rate (cr) options listed; this in turn leads to corresponding substantial increases in the standard 
deviations of Cav and Czo for the largest Cr values. Increases in the standard deviations of BZ11K 
and (BIK)min are scarcely evident as the extent of exploitation is increased, with changes 
apparent only for the largest Cr values listed. 

Figures 2a and 2b compare the distributions of BZ11K and (BIK)min in the absence of 
further exploitation (Cc=cr= 0) with those for the control law option Cc=2 million tonnes and 
cr=15% per annum. Note that the latter option corresponds to objective I) in that the expected 
(BIK)min value is 60%. 

The robustness test of a 50% reduction in the size of the krill resource assumed in the 
operating model has been carried out for a few of the control law parameter combinations of 
Table 1 which yielded an expected (BIK)min value close to 60%. The results are shown in Table 
2. Where results for two different Cr values are given for a particular Cc value, it is evident that 
(BIK)min shows greater sensitivity when the larger of the two Cr values is used. 

If the choice of a specific management procedure were to be made on the basis of the 
results in Table 2 (in reality, of course, a considerable number of robustness tests would need 
to be carried out), such a choice would probably lie between the two control law options (Cc=1 
million tonnes; cr=15%) and (Cc=2 million tonnes; cr=lO%). The latter provides a larger total 
catch over the period considered, but at the expense of a greater likelihood that the TAC will fail 
to show steady growth, as a result of TAC decreases being implemented in some years. 
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7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Obviously there is scope for further analyses along the lines illustrated above, if the 
approach suggested is considered to have potential in respect of the development of an 
operational management procedure for krill in Subareas 48.1,48.2 and 48.3. It is, however, 
important to consider the relative priority for attention to be given to each of the four 
components of the process: 

(i) the assessment method (the "estimator"); 

(ii) the catch control law; 

(ii) the operating model and robustness tests for performance evaluation; and 

(iv) the interpretation of Article II to provide operational definitions of management 
objectives. 

Further developments with respect to (i) and (ii) might be carried out most effectively by 
individual researchers, for reporting at future CCAMLR meetings. However, if their efforts are 
to be focussed effectively, progress first needs to be made on components (iii) and (iv). 
Component (iv) falls within the purview of CCAMLR's Working Group for the Development of 
Approaches to Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources, and the pertinent sections 
of this paper are offered as a contribution to their further deliberations. Component (iii) would 
seem to be most appropriately addressed by the Working Group on krill. It is most desirable 
that there should be some general agreement on the operating model and robustness tests to be 
used to evaluate the performance of candidate operational management procedures BEFORE 
further attempts are made to develop and investigate such procedures. 

The management procedure discussed in this paper is very simple and uses a minimum 
of data (only CPUE). Does this mean that other information ("ancillary data") regarding krill 
and its predators in the region concerned is of no consequence in the formulation of 
management decisions, and that these decisions would become effectively automated? Exactly 
the same question has arisen in the !WC's Scientific Committee in the context of its investigation 
of alternative management procedures. The remarks of that Committee's Sub-Committee on 
Management Procedures (!WC, 1989b) seem (in a broad sense) to be equally appropriate to krill 
as to whale management: 

"In terms of the development of alternative management procedures, the 
Sub-Committee recognised that it is possible in principle to augment a 
management procedure to allow for the planned collection and analysis 
of at least some types of ancillary data. However, it strongly believed 
that it would never be possible to develop a grand all-encompassing 
procedure that could handle internally all relevant possible types of 
ancillary data. Indeed, it rejected the concept of a management 
procedure that accepted data in one end and produced a single 
unassailable and unalterable assessment out the other end (42?). 

Rather, the Sub-Committee believed that it would always be necessary 
for the Scientific Committee to exercise its scientific judgement in 
providing stock assessment advice to the Commission. Even after a 
management procedure has been adopted by the Commission as a result 
of this current development process, the Scientific Committee and the 
Commission should weigh the import of other data available for a 
stock, which have not been used explicitly in the management 
procedure, against the assessment generated by that procedure. 
However, that being said, the Sub-Committee emphasised that the 
primary purpose of developing an alternative management procedure 
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that was as robust as possible to uncertainties in data and violations in 
assumptions, was to minimise the chances of it producing inappropriate 
assessment advice. The Sub-Committee believed that in the normal 
course of events, the catch limit produced by the management 
procedure should be accepted unchanged by the Committee, and that 
the catch limit should only be varied in the face of very strong contrary 
evidence from ancillary data." 
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GLOSSARY 

This glossary provides a list of the symbols used in the main text of the paper, together 
with their definitions, for the convenience of readers. It does not include symbols which occur 
in the Appendix only; the definitions of such symbols may be found in the Appendix itself. . 

y 

CPUE 

CPUE(y) 

CPUEref 

Cy [or C(y)] 

B 
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"Year" (Le., fishing season index). 

"Composite Index" ofkrill abundance suggested by CCAMLR (1989b). 

CPUE in year y. 

Average value of CPUE over the first five years of operation of the 
management procedure. 

Target CPUE which is set as a fraction (0.75) of CPUEref; the decision to 
increase, maintain or decrease the TAC depends on how many of the CPUE 
values for the previous three years fell below CPUEw (see equation (2». 

Initial TAC ceiling imposed during the first five years of operation of the 
management procedure. 

Annual percentage increase of the TAC which may be permitted after the first 
five years of operation of the management procedure. 

TAC in year y. 

Average annual catch over the first 20 years of operation of the management 
procedure 

20 
( L Cy/20) 

y=l 

TAC in twentieth year of operation of the management procedure. 

Exploitable krill biomass at the start of year y (subsequently termed 
"biomass"). 



K 

(BIK)min 

Predn 
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8 

Table 1: Results from a 20-year projection of the kriU operating model. The means and standard deviations (in parenthesis) over 1 000 
stochastic simulations are given for a variety of catch control law parameter values. All biomass units are million tonnes. 

Ceiling Subsequent Average annual Catch in Fina1/A verage Lowest/Average Average annual 
on catch annual catch over 20th year unexploited unexploited prob. quota 
for first catch 20 years biomass biomass reduction made 

five years increase 

Cc Cr(%) Cav C20 B21/K (B/K)min Predn 

0 0 Unexploited 0.99 (0.21) 0.70 (0.09) [0.015 (0.052)] 

0.5 5 0.67 (0.04) 0.96 (0.14) 0.98 (0.21) 0.69 (0.09) 0.016 (0.053) 
10 0.94 (0.11) 1.86 (0.39) 0.97 (0.23) 0.69 (0.09) 0.012 (0.047) 
15 1.37 (0.23) 3.49 (0.96) 0.94 (0.21) 0.68 (0.09) 0.013 (0.048) 
20 1.97 (0.48) 6.14 (2.21) 0.89 (0.21) 0.67 (0.09) 0.016 (0.048) 
25 2.92 (0.88) 10.46 (4.62) 0.80 (0.21) 0.65 (0.09) 0.019 (0.053) 
30 4.31 (1.53) 16.84 (8.93) 0.68 (0.26) 0.59 (0.12) 0.024 (0.056) 

1.0 5 1.34 (0.09) 1.93 (0.26) 0.96 (0.22) 0.69 (0.09) 0.015 (0.048) 
10 1.86 (0.24) 3.62 (0.87) 0.93 (0.21) 0.68 (0.09) 0.017 (0.055) 
15 2.66 (0.50) 6.59 (2.11) 0.89 (0.23) 0.66 (0.09) 0.017 (0.055) 
20 3.88 (0.97) 11.62 (4.62) 0.79 (0.23) 0.62 (0.10) 0.021 (0.059) 
25 5.44 (1.80) 17.32 (9.41) 0.67 (0.28) 0.56 (0.12) 0.031 (0.065) 

2.0 5 2.67 (0.17) 3.84 (0.54) 0.92 (0.20) 0.66 (0.09) 0.016 (0.052) 
10 3.69 (0.49) 7.11 (1.78) 0.86 (0.21) 0.64 (0.09) 0.019 (0.053) 
15 5.15 (1.06) 12.24 (4.49) 0.76 (0.22) 0.60 (0.10) 0.024 (0.057) 
20 7.05 (1.92) 16.93 (8.99) 0.64 (0.26) 0.50 (0.13) 0.041 (0.072) 

4.0 5 5.31 (0.38) 7.54 (1.19) 0.86 (0.20) 0.61 (0.09) 0.021 (0.064) 
10 7.16 (1.10) 13.03 (4.14) 0.74 (0.22) 0.56 (0.10) 0.033 (0.070) 
15 9.25 (2.08) 16.42 (8.16) 0.62 (0.26) 0.46 (0.13) 0.057 (0.080) 



N 

~ Table 2: Sensitivity of the results of 20-year projections of the krill operating model to the size assumed for the krill resource. A duplicate set 
of results is shown for each choice of catch control law parameter values: the first is for the original model as reported in Table 1; 
the second corresponds to halving the assumed average unexploited biomass (and hence productivity) of the krill resource. 

Ceiling Subsequent Average annual Catch in Final! Average Lowest/Average Average annual 
on catch annual catch over 20th year unexploited unexploited prob. quota 
for first catch 20 years biomass biomass reduction made 

five years increase 

Cc Cr(%) Cav C20 B21/K (B/K)min Predn 

0.5 20 1.97 (0.48) 6.14 (2.21) 0.89 (0.21) 0.67 (0.09) 0.016 (0.048) 
1.92 (0.50) 5.71 (2.37) 0.79 (0.22) 0.62 (0.10) 0.021 (0.059) 

25 2.92 (0.88) 10.46 (4.62) 0.80 (0.21) 0.65 (0.09) 0.019 (0.053) 
2.78 (0.86) 9.05 (4.61) 0.65 (0.27) 0.56 (0.12) (0.025 (0.042) 

1.0 15 2.66 (0.50) 6.59 (2.11) 0.89 (0.23) 0.66 (0.09) 0.017 (0.055) 
2.61 (0.52) 6.22 (2.26) 0.76 (0.23) 0.60 (0.10) 0.025 (0.060) , 

20 3.88 (0.97) 11.62 (4.62) 0.79 (0.23) 0.62 (0.10) 0.021 (0.059) I 
3.54 (1.00) 8.74 (4.68) 0.63 (0.25) 0.51 (0.13) 0.039 (0.068) I 

I 

2.0 10 3.69 (0.49) 7.11 (1.78) 0.86 . (0.21) 0.64 (0.09) 0.019 (0.053) i 
3.57 (0.53) 6.43 (2.05) 0.73 (0.21) 0.56 (0.10) 0.035 (0.071) I 

15 5.15 (1.06) 12.24 (4.49) 0.76 (0.22) 0.60 (0.10) 0.024 (0.057) I 
4.60 (1.08) 8.09 (4.09) 0.62 (0.26) 0.46 (0.13) 0.060 (0.080) I 

I 

4.0 5 5.31 (0.38) 7.54 (1.19) 0.86 (0.20) 0.61 (0.09) 0.021 (0.064) I 
5.16 (0.46) 6.91 (1.46) 0.70 (0.21) 0.50 (0.09) 0.047 (0.087) I 

I 
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Biomass distributions relative to the average unexploited population size (K) are shown for the case of no exploitation after the 
management procedure comes into operation (Cc=cr=O). The solid curve shows the distribution of the biomass after the 20 year 
period considered: BzdK. The dashed curve shows the distribution of the lowest biomass over this period: (BIK)min. 
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Figure 2a: The distribution of B21/K for the case of no exploitation after the management procedure comes into operation (Cc=cr=O) (solid curve) 
is compared with that for the catch controllaw with Cc=2 million tonnes and cr=lS% per annum (dashed curve). 
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Figure 2b: As for Figure 2a, except that distributions of (B/Khnin are shown for the two sets of catch control law parameter values in question. 

[Note: The distribution curves were produced by smearing the results of 8 000 simulation runs using a normal kernel. The standard deviation of the kernel 
was set at 0.04 throughout, which was found necessary to produce reasonably smooth results for the B21/K distribution. This choice means that the standard 
deviations of the (B/Kkun distributions are inflated by about 10% in the Figures; the corresponding inflation of the B21/K distributions is negligible.] 
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Liste des tableaux 

Resultats du modele operationnel du krill sur une projection de 20 ans. Les 
moyennes et les ecarts-types (entre parentheses) sur 1 000 simulations 
stochastiques sont donnes pour diverses valeuts des parametres de la loi de 
contrOle des captures. Toutes les unites de biomasse sont en millions de 
tonnes. 

Sensibilite des resultats du modele operationnel du krill a la taille presumee 
pour les ressources de krill, sur une projection de 20 ans. Deux series de 
resultats sont donnees pour chaque choix de valeurs des parametres de la loi de 
contrOle des captures : la premiere correspond au modele original ainsi qu'il 
etait rapporte dans le tableau 1; la deuxieme correspond au partage en deux de 
la moyenne supposee de la biomasse non-exploitee des ressources de krill. 

Liste des figures 

Les distributions de la biomasse, relatives a la taille moyenne de la population 
non-exploitee (K), sont montrees pour le cas ou il n'y aurait pas d'exploitation 
apres la mise en place de la procedure de gestion (Cc=<;-=O). La courbe en trait 
plein montre la distribution de la biomasse apres la periode de 20 ans 
consideree: BulK. La courbe en tirets montre la repartition de la biomasse la 
plus basse pour cette periode : (BIK)min' 

La distribution de BZ11K, pour le cas OU il n'y a pas d'exploitation apres la mise 
en place de la procedure d'administration (Cc=cr=O) (courbe en trait plein), est 
comparee avec celle de la loi de controle des captures, avec Cc=2 millions de 
tonnes et <;-=15% par annee (courbe en tirets). 

Identique a la Figure 2a, a l'exception des distributions de (BIK)min qui sont 
donnees pour les deux series de valeurs des parametres de la loi de contrOle des 
captures en question. 

[Nota. - Les courbes de distribution ont ete produites en lissant les resultats de 8000 cas de 
simulation, en utilisant un noyau normal. L'ecart-type du noyau a ete fixe a 0.04 tout au 
long de la procedure, ce qui a ete prouve necessaire pour produire des resultats 
raisonnablement lisses pour la distribution BzdK. Ce choix signifie que les ecarts-types des 
repartitions (B/K)nrin sont rehausses d'environ 10% dans les figures; la hausse correspondante 
des distributions de BZ1/K est negligeable.] 

CnHCOK Ta6JIH~ 

Pe3YJIbTaTbI 20-JIeTHerO nporHo3HpoBaHHSI, nOJIYl.IeHHbIe 

nocpe~cTBoM nporoHa pa6ol.letf MO~eJIH ~HHaMHKH KPHJISI. Cpe~HHe 
3Hal.leHHSI H BeJIHl.IHHbI cTaH~apTHoro OTKJIOHeHHSI (B cKo6Kax) 3a 

1000 CTOXaCTHl.IeCKHX nporoHoB npHBo~SITCSI ~JISI pSI~a napaMeTpoB 

OrpaHHl.IeHHSI BbIJIOBa. EHoMacca B MHJIJIHOHaX TOHH. 

qYBCTBHTeJIbHOCTb pe3YJIbTaTOB 20-JIeTHerO nporHo3HpoBaHHSI 

nocpe~cTBoM nporoHa pa6ol.letf MO~eJIH ~HHaMHKH KPHJISI K 

npHHSITotf BeJIHl.IHHe 3anaca KPHJISI. llJISI Ka)l{~OrO BbI6paHHoro 

napaMeTpa OrpaHHl.IeHHSI BbIJIOBa npHBo~SITCSI ~Ba pe3YJIbTaTa: 



nepBaSI BeJUlql..fHa 6blJIa nOJIyqeHa npl..f npOrOHe I..fCXO,llHOH MO,lleJII..f, 
Onl..fCaHHOH B Ta6JII..fu,e 1; BTopaSI BeJIl..fqI..fHa COOTBeTcTByeT 
nOJIOBI..fHHOMY 3HaqeHI..flO npe,llnOJIaraeMOH ,llOaKCnJIyaTau,I..fOHHoH 
61..f0MaCCbl (I..f CJIe,llOBaTeJIbHO np0,llYKTI..fBHOCTI..f). 

Cnl..fCOK PI..fCYHKOB 

PI..fCYHOK 1: Pacnpe,lleJIeHl..fe 61..f0MaCCbl B cpaBHeHl..f1..f co cpe,llHI..fM pa3MepOM 
HeaKCnJIyaTl..fpyeMoH nonYJISIu,1..f1..f (K) nOKa3aHO ,llJISI Bapl..faHTa, npl..f 
KOTOPOM nOCJIe BBe,lleHI..fSI npou,e,llYPbl ynpaBJIeHI..fSI 3anaCOM 
npOMblCeJI He ocy~eCTBJISIeTCSI (Cc=cr=O). HenpepblBHaSI Kpl..fBaSI 
COOTBeTcTByeT pacnpe,lleJIeHI..fIO 61..f0MaCCbl no OKOHqaHl..f1..f 
paCCMaTpl..fBaeMOro 20-JIeTHerO nepl..fo,lla: B21/K. TIYHKTl..fpHaSI Kpl..fBaSI 
COOTBeTcTByeT pacnpe,lleJIeHI..fIO MI..fHI..fMaJIbHOH 61..f0MaCCbl 3a ,llaHHbIH 
nepI..fO,ll: (B/K)min. 

PI..fCYHOK 2a: Pacnpe,lleJIeHl..fe B21/K B CJIyqae OTCYTCTBI..fSI aKCnJIyaTau,1..f1..f 3anaca 
nOCJIe BBe~eHI..fSI npou,e,llYPbl ynpaBJIeHI..fSI (Cc=cr=O) (HenpepblBHaSI 
KpI..fBaSI) B cpaBHeHl..f1..f C Bapl..faHTOM, npl..f KOTOPOM BBO,llI..fTCSI 
OrpaHl..fqeHl..fe BbIJIOBa, COOTBeTcTBylO~ee C c=2 MI..fJIJII..fOHa TOHH; 
cr=15% B ro,ll (nYHKTl..fpHaSI KpI..fBaSI). 

PI..fCYHOK 2b: To :>Ke, qTO I..f PI..fCYHOK 2a, HO Bapl..faHTbl pacnpe,lleJIeHI..fSI (B/K)min 

Tabla 1: 

Tabla2: 

nOKa3aHbl ,llJISI ,llByX Ha60pOB BeJIl..fql..fH paCCMaTpl..fBaeMblX 
napaMeTpOB OrpaHl..fqeHI..fSI BbIJIOBa. 

[IIpHMeqaHHe: KpHBble pacnpe,lleJ1eHHSI 6bIJIH BblqHCJ1eHbI C nOMOIl{bIO 
pacnpe,lleJIeHHSI pe3YJ1bTaTOB 8 000 nporoHoB MO,lleJIH npH HOpMaJ1bHOM 
SI,llpe. CTaH,llapTHoe OTKJ10HeHHe SI,llpa npH Bcex nporoHax 6bIJ10 
YCTaHOBJ1eHO Ha ypoBHe 0,04, qTO 6bIJ10 Heo6xo,llHMO ,llJ1SI nOJ1YQeHHSI 
,llOCTaTOqHO O,llHOPO,llHbIX pe3YJ1bTaTOB BblqHCJIeHHJ:f pacnpe,lleJIeHHSI B21/K. 
,l{aHHbIJ:f BbI60p 03HaQaeT, qTO BeJ1HQHHbI CTaH,llapTHOro OTKJIOHeHHSI 
pacnpe,lleJIeHHSI (B/K)min Ha pHCYHKax YBeJIHQeHbI npH6JIH3HTeJIbHO Ha 10%; 
cooTBeTcTBYIOIl{HM YBeJ1HQeHHeM pacnpe,lleJIeHHSI B 21/K MO)l{HO 
npeHe6peqb.] 

Lista de las tablas 

Resultados de una proyeccion de 20 afios del modelo operativo del krill. 
Se dan las medias y desviaciones estandar (en parentesis) de 1 000 
simulaciones estocasticas para una serie de valores de parametros de la ley de 
control de pesca. Todas las unidades de biomasa se dan en millones 
de toneladas. 

Sensibilidad de los resultados de las proyecciones de 20 afios del modelo 
operativo del kriH, al tamafio estimado para el recurso kriH. Se presentan dos 
conjuntos de resultados para cada seleccion de valores de parametros de la ley 
de control de pesca: el primero corresponde al modelo original que figura en la 
Tabla 1; el segundo resulta al reducir a la mitad la biomasa media estimada sin 
explotar (y por 10 tanto la productividad) del recurso kriH. 
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Figura 1: 

Figura2a: 

Figura2b: 
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Lista de las figuras 

Se muestran las distribuciones de la biomasa en relaci6n al tamaiio medio de la 
poblaci6n sin explotar (K), cuando no hay explotaci6n, una vez que el 
procedimiento de administraci6n ha entrado en efecto (Cc= cr=O). La curva 
continua muestra la distribuci6n de la biomasa despues del periodo de 20 aiios 
considerado: BzdK. La curva quebrada muestra la distribuci6n de la biomasa 
de menor tamaiio durante este periodo: (B/K)min' 

La distribuci6n de BZ1/K cuando no hay explotaci6n, una vez que el 
procedimiento de administraci6n ha entrado en efecto (Cc= cr=O) (curva 
continua) se compara con aquella para la ley de control de pesca con 
Cc=2 millones de toneladas y cr=15% por aiio (curva quebrada). 

Igual que Fig. 2a, con la excepci6n de que se muestran las distribuciones de 
(B/K)min para los dos conjuntos de valores de parametros de ley de control de 
pesca. 

[Nota: Las curvas de distribuci6n se obtuvieron uniformando los resultados de 8 000 
simulaciones usando una distribuci6n normal. La desviaci6n estandar de la distribuci6n 
normal se fij6 en 0.04 para toda la operaci6n, la cual se encontr6 necesaria para producir 
resultados mas 0 menos uniformes para la distribuci6n BztlK. Esto significa que en las 
figuras, las desviaciones estandar de las distribuciones (B/K)min estan abultadas en un 10% 
aproximadamente; el abultamiento correspondiente a la distribuci6n BZ1/K es insignificante.] 



APPENDIX 1 

AN OPERATING MODEL FOR KRILL DYNAMICS IN SUB AREAS 48.1,48.2 AND 48.3 

1. FORMULATION 

Basic Dynamics: 

r 
Ny+1,a+l = ~ 

l Ny,.(I-Fy)e-M 

where Ny,a 
Fy 
M 

is the number of krill of age a at the start of year (fishing season) y, 
is the fishing mortality in year y, and 
is the natural mortality. 

Stock-Recruit Relationship: 

By ~ O.2K 

where By 

Ny,o = ~ 
l (BJK) R exp(Ey) 

7 
= I, w Ny,a 

a=3 
7 

K = R exp(cr;/2) I, Wa e-Ma 
a=3 

Ey from N(O; ~) 

By::;; O.2K (A2) 

N(O; cr2) is a normal distribution of zero mean and variance cr2, and 

Wa is the mass of krill of age a, 

o ::;; a < 3 

(AI) 

(A3) 

(A4) 

(Le., B is the spawning biomass, here taken to be the same as the exploitable biomass, and K 
is the average value of the spawning biomass in the absence of exploitation.) 

Catch in Mass: 

(A5) 
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CPUE-Biomass Relationship: 

CPUE(y) = q-.fii; exp(ny) (A6) 

7 
where By = L Wa Ny,a(I-F/2) = (1 - F/2) By 

a=3 
(A7) 

q is the catchability coefficient, and 
from N(O; cr~). 

2. PARAMETER VALUES AND ASSUMPTIONS 

(1) Single Stock 

It is assumed that the krill resource in sub-Areas 48.1 + 48.2 + 48.3 can be treated as 
a single stock for management purposes, and that there is no substantial immigration of 
krill to or emigration of krill from the region. 

(2) Natural Mortality 

It is assumed that the natural mortality rate M is independent of both year and age. 
(Actually, although equations Al and A4 above make this assumption, the results would 
be unchanged if M were age-dependent for a < 3.) 

A value of M = 0.6 yrl [calculated from data in Brinton and Townsend, 1984, on the 
survivorship of animals from age 2 (30 to 43 mm in length) to age 3 and 3+ (44 to 
60 mm in length)] was used in the calculations. Appropriate values for M may depend 
on the particular growth equation used - see (9) below. 

(3) Age at Maturity 

Knife-edge maturity is assumed, with the age at maturity taken to be 3 years (Siegel, 
1987). Equations A2 and A3 could be regarded as making an implicit assumption that 
the reproductive output of an individual mature krill is proportional to its mass. 

(4) Nature of the Fishery 

Equations Al and A5 model the fishery as a pulse fishery at the beginning of the "year". 
This would seem defensible because krill fishing in Subareas 48.1, 48.2 and 48.3 takes 
place over a short period each year. 

(5) Age-Specific Selectivity 

212 

Fishing selectivity is assumed to be knife-edged with a constant value from age 3 
upwards. The choice of age 3, which is the same value as assumed for the age at 
maturity, is partly for calculational convenience. However, it does correspond to a krill 
length of 47 mm - see (9) below - which does not seem an unreasonable estimate for a 
"length-at-first-capture". Probably selectivity is not constant with age, but increases 
somewhat for the older (larger) krill which are preferred by the fishery for most of the 
krill products. 



representation of the North Sea herring spawning biomass - recruitment data. This 
formulation is also used for management procedure investigations for the South African 
anchovy resource (e.g., Bergh and Butterworth, 1987). 

(7) A Value for Median Recruitment R in Equation A2 

The assumptions required here are certainly the most wide-ranging and tenuous of aU 
those made, which is the particular reason why the robustness test carried out in the 
main text involved the value chosen for this parameter. 

One starts with the estimate by Laws (1977) of an annual consumption of 147 million 
tonnes of krill in the Antarctic by baleen whales since removed, which (to be 
conservative) is scaled down to 100 million tonnes. Since Subareas 48.1, 48.2 and 
48.3 comprise only a part of kriU's circumpolar habitat, an appropriate fraction of this 
figure has to be taken as an estimate of the potential kriU surplus production in this 
region. This fraction is assumed to be given by the ratio of the krill biomass in the 
region to the circumpolar biomass; Miller (see Appendix 2) gives four different 
estimates of this ratio, and his central figure of (about) 20% has been used. 

Thus whales subsequently removed from the region are assumed to have consumed 
20 million tonnes per annum in the past. It is further assumed that those whales 
"harvested" the kriU at close to its MSY level, and this level is taken to be 50% of the 
average unexploited kriU biomass (K). Finally, for computational convenience, it is 
assumed that the whales exhibited the same age-specific selectivity pattern when feeding 
on krill as has been assumed in (5) above for the fishery. (There is an apparent 
inconsistency here, in that the stock-recruitment relationship of equation A2 will result 
in an MSY level somewhat less than 0.5K. However, equation A2 may be considered to 
be an approximation to a more dome-shaped function, for which the MSY level is 
somewhat higher than would be deduced using equation A2.) 

The parameter R is then obtained by solving the simultaneous equations: 

7 r 0.5K = R exp(0";/2) L wae-Ma (1-F)a-3 
a=3 

~ 
l C = F (0.5K) (A8) 

where C = 20 million tonnes. Given values for the other parameters as specified above and 
below, the results are: 

r R exp( o;)e-3M = 2.7 X 1012 recruits to the fishery 

~ 
l C = 63 million tonnes 

(8) A Value for O"R 

(A9) 

Recruitment has been assumed to fluctuate log-normally about its median value from 
one year to the next. These deviations from the median are assumed to be independent 
(i.e.,auto-correlation is assumed to be zero). The extent of these fluctuations is given 
by the value of O"R' The analysis has assumed O"R = 0.4. This value is reasonably 
central over the wide range of values estimated for a large number of populations of 
marine species world-wide (Beddington and Cooke, 1983). 
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(Le.,auto-correlation is assumed to be zero). The extent of these fluctuations is given 
by the value of O'R' The analysis has assumed O'R = 0.4. This value is reasonably 
central over the wide range of values estimated for a large number of populations of 
marine species world-wide (Beddington and Cooke, 1983). 

(9) Values for Mass-at-Age Wa 

The growth curve fitted by Rosenberg, Beddington and Basson (1986): 

la = 60[(1 - exp(- .4Sa)] mm (A 10) 

was used to provide length-at-age values. Since this curve was fitted assuming that 

growth takes place over a short summer season only, the average length (fa) of krill of 
age a at the start of the season was taken to be: 

la = O.S (la +la+l) (All) 

It should be noted that use of different growth curves may imply different values for M, 
with faster growth corresponding to larger M - see 2) above. 

These lengths were converted into masses by use of a relationship from Morris, 
Watkins, Ricketts, Buchholz and Priddle (1988): 

W = 3.39 X 10-6 13.23 ( 1) w:gm; :mm (A12) 

The resultant masses-at-age (in gm) used were: W3 = 8.7; W4 = 11.7; Ws = 14.0; 
W6 = 1S.6; W7 = 16.7. 

Contributions of krill of age 8 or more were ignored in the analysis. 

(10) Catch Series 

The time series of catches used is as follows: 

(i) Years y = -9 to 0: 
(ii) Years y = 1 to S: 
(ill) Years y = 6 to 20: 

Fixed historic catch: Cy = 0.4 million tonnes. 
Fixed catch at initial ceiling level: Cy = Cc. 
C y given by control law of equation (2) in main 
text. 

The simulations assume that the TAC set by the control law is always caught. Given the 
TAC and By, equation AS can be used to calculate the fishing mortality Fy, and then 
equation A 1 applied to provide the dynamic response of the resource. Care must be 
taken that Fy < 1 (Le., that the TAC set is in fact available for capture); however, no 
instances ofFy ~ 1 occurred in the computations carried out for this paper. 

(11) CPUE - Biomass Relationship 
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The definition of By in equation A 7 allows for the fact that the krill biomass will be 
reduced by the fishery during the course of the season, since CPUE would be related to 
some average level of the biomass over the season. 

The exponent of By in equation (A6) must be less than 1 if CPUE is to drop by 
proportionally less if biomass decreases. Little basis is available for the specific 
numerical choice of O.S (i.e., a square root relationship); an improved basis for the 
choice will require more data and research regarding the "Composite Index" (Anon, 



(12) A Value for crq 

The fonn of equation A6 implies that the variance about the cPUE-biomass relationship 
is dominated by catchability fluctuations. These are assumed to be independent from 
one year to the next, and log-nonnally distributed. 

Simulation studies (e.g., Butterworth, 1988) have provided some indication of the size 
of the sampling variance contribution to equation A6, but such an analysis is not yet 
available for the "Composite Index" (Anon., 1989b). However, the size of the 
sampling variance will decrease as the catch taken grows, so that it seems likely that 
catchability fluctuations will be the dominant contributor to the overall variance. 

The value of crq = 0.2 chosen is a "typical" figure. For example, de la Mare (1984) 

found that the coefficients of variation (approximately equal to crq) for 42 whale CPUE 
series were typically in the range 0.2 to 0.5. Fits of population models to CPUE data for 
four hake stocks off Southern Africa yield values of crq from 0.12 to 0.16 (A.E. Punt, 
pers. commn). 
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APPENDIX 2 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN KRILL (EUPHAUSIA SUPERBA) FISHING AREAS 
IN THE WEST ATLANTIC AND ITS CIRCUMPOLAR DISTRIBUTION 

D.G.M. Miller* 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At its recent meeting in La Jolla, the CCAMLR Working Group on Krill recognized a 
number of difficulties inherent in the assessment of krill abundance and distribution throughout 
the Convention Area (SC-CAMLR-vnI/4). Historically, however, as more than 90% of the 
commercial krill catch has been taken from within Statistical Area 48, the Working Group 
agreed that the task of assessing krill distribution and abundance can be reduced to manageable 
proportions by initially focusing on the areas (particularly Subareas 48.1, 48.2 and 48.3) being 
fished. 

Despite agreement that current catch levels are unlikely to be having much impact on the 
circumpolar krill population, the Working Group was unable to give any indication whether or 
not the present krill catch is having an adverse impact on local predators. For this reason, the 
Working Group recommended that krill catches should not greatly exceed current levels, at least 
until assessment methods are developed to provide reliable estimates and more is known about 
requirements of predators in relation to local krill availability. Consequently, the need to 
develop more suitable procedures for assessing krill distribution/abundance was recognized as 
important and was encouraged by the Working Group. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The geographical extent of Subareas 48.1, 48.2 and 48.3 (from which more than 90% 
of historical krill catch has been taken (Miller, 1989b) was originally calculated by Everson 
(1984). In this study, the size of the following four regions was calculated (Figure 1): 

(a) CCAMLR Convention Area; 

(b) area south of 55°S; 

(c) area containing krill concentrations (as defined by Lubimova et al., 1982); and 

(d) area south of the mean summer position of the O°C isotherm (as defined by 
Naganobu and Hirano, 1982). 

These regions were considered to represent four possible limits for the global 
distribution of kriU (Naganobu, 1986; Miller and Hampton, 1989) and their size was calculated 
using a specially developed computer program based on a Lambert Geographical Projection. 

The FIBEX (First International BIOMASS Experiment) mean krill density estimate for the 
west Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean (Anon., 1986) was extrapolated to give a global 
biomass of krill within each of these four regions. Similarly, the FIBEX maximum krill density 
estimate for the West Atlantic was used to obtain an upper limit for the biomass of krill in the 
three subareas of Statistical Area 48. 

* Sea Fisheries Research Institute, Private Bag X2, Roggebaai 8012, South Mrica 
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3. RESULTS 

The size of different subareas of Statistical Area 48 and corresponding estimates of krill 
biomass are given in Table 1. The rest of the table presents calculated areas and corresponding 
estimates of krill biomass in the regions of possible global limits of krill distribution described 
above. 

By comparing krill biomass in different subareas of Statistical Area 48, where 
historically more than 90% of krill catches is taken, it has become evident that some evaluation 
of the impact of present catch levels on krill resources in these subareas is required. 

A possible surplus of krill circumpolar productivity resulting from a reduction in stocks 
of large baleen whales, could be estimated conservatively at around 100 million tonnes (based 
on a figure of 147 million tonnes given by Laws, 1977). Since Subareas 48.1, 48.2 and 48.3 
comprise only a part of the circumpolar krill resource, an appropriate fraction of this surplus 
productivity has to be taken into account in the calculation of the availablekrill biomass in 
Statistical Area 48. This fraction is given by the ratio of the krill biomass in Statistical Area 48 
to the circumpolar biomass and was estimated at about 20% based on the figures presented in 
Table 1. The value 20% has been used in the Operational Model of Krill Dynamics in Subareas 
48.1,48.2 and 48.3 developed by Butterworth (see main paper). 

It is clear that the implication of the range of evaluations presented in Table 1 merits 
further discussion, particularly within the type of analysis undertaken by Butterworth (this 
volume). At this stage we did not draw any other conclusions in order to avoid pre-empting 
such discussions. 
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Table 1: Size of various regions of the Southern Ocean and their estimated krill biomass. 

Region Area 
.km2x 103 

Subareas fished 

48.1 
48.1 W 
48.1 E 
48.2 
48.3 

922.987 
592.156 
330.831 
850.997 

1341.672 

Total size of areas fished 

3115.656 

Krill Density 
g/m2 

*4.46 
*4.46 
*4.46 
*4.46 
*4.46 

*4.46 
**31.65 

Circumpolar ranges of kriU distribution 

CCAMLR Convention Area 

33419.845 *4.46 

Area south of 500 S 

31697.702 *4.46 

+Area of kri11 concentrations 

4126.749 *4.46 

+Area south of 0° C isotherm 
16123.469 *4.46 

Ratio Areas Fished to 
Circumpolar Range (%) 

9.32 

9.83 

75.50 

19.32 

* 
** 

FIBEX mean density estimate (from Table x in Anon., 1986) 
FIBEX maximum density estimate (from Table vn in Anon., 1986) 

KriU Biomass 
tonnes x 1 ()6 

4.12 
2.64 
1.48 
3.79 
5.98 

13.89 
98.61 

149.05 

141.37 

18.40 

71.91 

+ For practical purposes these areas can be considered to circumscribe Subareas 48.1, 48.2 
and 48.3 completely. 
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(a) CCAMLR Convention Area 
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(b) Area south of 55°S 
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(d) Area south of the O°C isotherm (after Naganobu and Hirano, 1982) 
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Figure 1: Various regions of ocean considered in the estimation of the global distributional 
range of krill. 
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n. ANTARCTIC FISH 





WG-FSA-90/13 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS FROM DEMERSAL FISH SURVEYS AT SOUTH 
GEORGIA, UNDERTAKEN BY THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE USSR, 
JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 1990 

(Report of a Joint UK/USSR Workshop, 23 to 27 July 1990) 

Abstract 

The report describes discussions and analyses of the data from a survey 
from MV Hill Cove in January 1990 and RV Akademik Knipovich in 
February 1990 around South Georgia. Both surveys were 
characterized by large numbers of small hauls interspersed with a few 
large catches. The small number of large catches cause a 
disproportionate increase in the estimated standing stock of 
Champsocephalus gunnari. The paper describes the ways in which 
these large hauls were considered in the analysis. No ideal method was 
found for incorporating the large hauls into the analysis. 

Resume 

Ce rapport decrit les discussions et les analyses des donnees provenant 
d'une campagne d'evaluation effectuee a bord du navire march and Hill 
Cove en janvier 1990 et du navire de recherche Akademik Knipovich en 
fevrier 1990 autour de la Georgie du Sud. Les deux campagnes etaient 
caracterisees par de nombreux petits chalutages entrecoupes de 
quelques captures importantes. Le nombre restreint de captures 
importantes cause une augmentation disproportionnee de l'evaluation 
du stock existant de Champsocephalus gunnari. Ce document decrit les 
differentes manieres selon lesquelles l'analyse traite ces chalutages 
importants. Aucune methode ideale n'a ete decelee pour incorporer ces 
grands traits dans l'analyse. 

Pe310Me 

HaCT05III(uti OTtleT onUCblBaeT 06cY)I{,zteHue U aHaJIU3 ,ztaHHbIX, 

nOJIytleHHbIX Cy,ztHOM Hill Cove B 5IHBape 1990 r. U llliC 
AKa,l(eMJlK KHJlnOBJIlI B <f>eBpaJIe 1990 r., B patioHe IO)I{HOH 

reopruH. )lJI5I 06eux CbeMKOK 6bIJIO xapaKTepHo nOJIYtleHue 

MHO)l{eCTBa He60JIbllUX YJIOBOB U JIUllb HeCKOJIbKUX KpynHbIx 

YJIOBOB. He60JIbllOe KOJIUtleCTBO KpynHbIx YJIOBOB BbI3BaJIO 

HenpOnOpL\UOHaJIbHOe 3aBbIlleHue OL\eHKU 6uoMaccbI 

Champsocephalus gunnari. B ,ztaHHOM ,ztoKYMeHTe onucblBaeTC5I, 

KaKUM 06pa30M ~aHHbIe no KpynHbIM YJIOBaM ytluTblBaJIUCb 

npu aHaJIU3e. H~eaJIbHOrO MeTo,zta BKJIlOtleHU5I ,ztaHHbIX no 

KpynHbIM YJIOBaM B aHaJIU3 Hati~eHo He 6bIJIO. 
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Resumen 

Este infonne trasunta los debates y amilisis de la infonnacion obtenida 
de una prospeccion realizada alrededor de Georgia del Sur por el 
BI Hill Cove en enero de 1990 y por el BI Akademik Knipovich en 
febrero de 1990. Ambas prospecciones se caracterizaron por la vasta 
cantidad de lances pequeiios mezclados con pocas capturas 
voluminosas. Estas ultimas fueron la causa de un aumento 
desproporcionado en la estimacion de la biomasa permanente de 
Champsocephalus gunnari. Este documento describe como se 
consideraron estos lances voluminosos en los anaIisis, pero no se logro 
encontrar un metodo ideal para incorporar estos lances en los anaIisis. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The workshop was held at Renewable Resources Assessment Group, Imperial College, 
London from 23 to 27 July 1990. 

The following participated in the workshop: I. Everson (Convener and Rapporteur), 
M. Basson, G. Parkes, M. Bravington (part of the time: C. Jones) from the UK and 
P. Gasiukov and K. Shust from the USSR. Interpretation was provided by Irina Kirillova and 
Alan Parfitt. 

The Convener welcomed participants and outlined the general aims of the workshop 
which were to analyze the results from the UK survey using the trawler Hill Cove (January 
1990) and the USSR research vessel Akademik Knipovich (February 1990) so as to provide 
biomass estimates for the major fish stocks at South Georgia. 

Dr Shust reported that the Akademik Knipovich had only returned to Sevastopol at the 
end of May 1990 and this had left little time in which to prepare for this workshop. He and his 
colleagues in the USSR were very keen to see improved collaboration between the respective 
national groups and had worked very hard in preparation for the workshop. Data had been 
provided to the UK in the formats requested, in advance of the workshop, and a report 
describing the survey was tabled. Copies of survey logsheets were also available. The 
Convener, on behalf of the group, thanked Dr Shust and his colleagues for their efforts. 

The data from the Hill Cove survey had been sent to USSR in advance of the workshop 
and a report, in preparation for the next CCAMLR Working Group on Fish Stock Assessment 
meeting, was abstracted to provide a description of the UK survey. 

A draft agenda had been circulated in advance of the workshop and this was agreed with 
minor modifications. The agenda as adopted is given in Annex 1. 

2. DATA 

Data from both surveys were available for the workshop and were loaded onto 
computer. These data included station lists and positions, catch and sample data. No age data 
were available because samples had not been fully analyzed. 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF SURVEYS 

Both surveys had been undertaken in accordance with the design submitted by 
Dr Everson in December to CCAMLR. The survey area was divided into 27 rectangles half a 
degree of latitude by one degree of longitude, as are the CCAMLR fine-scale reporting areas. 
The area was stratified into three depth strata: 50 to 150, 150 to 250, 250 to 500 metres. A 
description of the allocation of stations is given in Paper 2 and the planned survey design in 
Annex 2. 

Even though nearly all the haul positions for this design were taken from previous 
surveys, it had been the experience of both ships that on arrival at these positions the ground 
was found to be unsuitable for trawling. Alternative locations within the same depth stratum 
were therefore fished. Both surveys had encountered a great deal of difficulty in the area to the 
southern part of the west shelf (squares 19 and 20). 

The reports of the two surveys were discussed separately. 

3.1 Akademik Knipovich 

GRT 
Power 
LOA 

3000 tonnes 
2 000 hp 
89m 

Details of the trawl net used for the survey were not available at the workshop. These 
were to be forwarded to the Convener as soon as possible. The dimensions of the net had been 
measured during a previous cruise. These calibrations were used to estimate net dimensions 
during the survey. The width of the net was estimated to vary from 20 to 22.m and the headline 
height from 5 to 6.5 m. 

All hauls were described as 'Control hauls'. These are not repeated hauls but normal 
hauls within the specified series. 

All hauls were intended to last for 30 minutes at a speed of 3 to 3.5 knots. Hauls were 
frequently terminated early due to rough ground. Most hauls were made during daylight 
although, when time became short, some were made after dark. 

Catches were sorted into species on board immediately following the haul. In the case 
of small catches, all the catch had been sorted. For large catches, greater than 2 tonnes, a 
sub-sample was taken for biological sampling while the remainder of the catch was processed 
in the factory. The total weight of each species was determined from the amount of frozen 
products produced in the factory. 

Samples for length distribution and biological sampling were obtained from random 
sub-samples from the catch. Sex was not determined from fish used in the length frequency 
samples. 

Three adjacent hauls in rectangles 17 and 12 were not part of the original design 
(Annex 2) and their purpose was questioned. Dr Shust suggested that the intended location 
may have been unsuitable and that one at least might be the only ground on which it was 
possible to trawl in the vicinity. 

The large haul of 23 tonnes had been made on a known concentration, as implied in the 
text of Paper 1 and it was a random haul within the predetermined survey design. 
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Information was presented about the USSR research vessel Anchar which has conducted 
another bottom trawl survey. The survey design is based on different principles of 
stratification. Trawling was only undertaken during daylight. Detailed information will be 
presented at the 1991 meeting of the CCAMLR Working Group on Fish Stock Assessment. 

3.2 Hill Cove 

GRT 
Power 
LOA 
Beam 

1591 tonnes 
2 000 hp 
60m 
13.1 m 

The intended towing speed was 3 to 3.5 knots over the ground. This was not always 
possible due to wind and tidal effects. A few hauls were made at 4 or even 5 knots and it was 
questioned whether the net would have fished efficiently on the bottom at these speeds. It was 
confirmed that evidence from net damage and the seabed polishing the bobbins indicated that 
the net had fished efficiently. 

Although most of the hauls were made during daylight a significant proportion were 
made after dark. It was suggested that this might have some effect on the catch rate as some 
species, particularly Champsocephalus gunnari, tend to migrate off the bottom at night. 

The catch was sorted on the factory deck. Small catches, generally less than 2 tonnes, 
were sorted completely by species into baskets. All of these were analyzed unless there was a 
very large number of small fish of similar size in the catch in which case a minimum of 
100 individuals was measured. 

Sub-samples of several baskets were taken from large catches. These sub-samples were 
fully analyzed. The total catch was determined from the proportion of the fish in the 
sub-samples to the number of the baskets in the total catch. 

It was agreed that the report of the Hill Cove survey to be tabled in 1991 at the meeting 
of the CCAMLR Working Group on Fish Stock Assessment, would include maps showing the 
species distribution over the surveyed area. 

There was some discussion on Coefficients of Variation. 

4. DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR SPECIES 

4.1 Champsocephalus gunnari 

Summarizing results from the Akademik Knipovich survey Dr Shust reported that 
C. gunnari was widespread around South Georgia but was only present in dense 
concentrations at some locations. These areas of high concentration were on the northern side 
of the west end of the island, near the shelf break west-southwest of the Willis Islands and 
around Shag Rocks. Around South Georgia the largest catches tended to be in the 150 to 
250 m depth stratum. Dr Shust felt that there was a tendency for smaller fish to be present in 
the shallower depth stratum (50 to 150 m). 

Dr Shust mentioned the results from previous surveys and concluded that there had been 
some redistribution of major concentrations over the shelf during the past five years. He felt 
that there was some tendency for the fish to migrate within Subarea 48.3 with the larger fish 
moving over greater distances. 
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The results from the Hill Cove survey indicated a broadly similar pattern of distribution 
around the island. 

Samples had been taken for electrophoretic analysis. Preliminary results indicated that 
there may be separate populations at Shag Rocks and also that there may be evidence of 
separate populations being pre~ent around South Georgia. This study, being undertaken by 
Or G. Carvalho at Bangor University, is likely to be expanded next season. 

Or Shust drew the attention of the group to similar studies on krill undertaken by the 
USSR. Initial results had indicated the presence of several populations but subsequent research 
had shown this not to be the case. 

The results from the Hill Cove and Akademik Knipovich surveys had shown an 
essentially similar pattern of spatial distribution with low concentrations being present over 
much of the shelf, but relatively few large concentrations. It was thought that the presence of 
concentrations at more or less the same location on the two surveys, one month apart, gave 
some support to the view that there may be more than one stable concentration present. 

There was some discussion on the vertical migration patterns of C. gunnari. 

Or Gasiukov showed a series of echocharts, obtained by an AtlantNIRO ship on an 
earlier survey, that indicted that the fish were very close to the bottom during the day but tended 
to migrate clear of the seabed after dark. Mr Parkes and Or Shust also reported seeing the same 
phenomenon on Furuno colour video displays. Or Everson reported that he was hoping to 
quantify this effect during a future survey planned for January 1991. 

It was agreed that survey results from Shag Rocks should be analyzed separately from 
those from the mainland of South Georgia. It was also agreed that time of day should be taken 
into account in analyzing the data. 

4.2 Dissostichus eleginoides 

Both surveys had indicated that this species is present around Shag Rocks. The Hill 
Cove survey had caught large numbers of small specimens and both vessels had caught larger 
specimens there. Isolated large individuals were found around South Georgia on the Hill Cove 
survey although Akademik Knipovich made a large catch in the vicinity of Clerke Rocks. 

The main distribution of this species is known to extend down to at least 1 000 m and it 
is also known to be semi-pelagic, hence bottom trawl surveys are likely to grossly 
underestimate its biomass. 

4.3 Patagonotothen brevicauda guntheri 

This species was only caught at Shag Rocks. None have been reported from South 
Georgia on previous surveys and Or Shust stated that commercial catches had only been made 
in the vicinity of Shag Rocks. 

Or Shust also noted that the largest concentrations were generally made earlier in the 
season in November to January. 

4.4 Other Species 

Notothenia gibberijrons, Pseudochaenichthys georgianus and Chaenocephalus aceratus 
were found to be widespread over the shelf on South Georgia. Few large catches were 
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reported. Hill Cove caught 600 kg of C. aceratus to the south-west of South Georgia; these 
may have been feeding on the small C. gunnari present at the same location. Akademik 
Knipovich had only two hauls of this species greater than 100 kg. 

5. ESTIMATION OF BIOMASS 

All analyses were undertaken in parallel by USSR and UK scientists at the workshop and 
the results cross-checked to ensure consistency. Major discrepancies are recorded in the 
narrative of the report. 

5.1 Swept Area Method 

It was agreed that the standard swept area method described by Saville (1977) would be 
used for the first analyses. 

5.2 Estimation of Biomass of Champsocephalus gunnari 

There was some discussion on the way in which data should be grouped for the 
analyses. It was agreed that Shag Rocks data should be treated separately to those from the 
mainland of South Georgia. The following other models were agreed: 

Determine biomass 
Model 1 within fine-scale rectangles and by depth strata. The biomass would then 

be the sum of all rectangle and depth stratum values. 

Model 2 

Model 3 

within fme-scale rectangles irrespective of depth. 

within each depth stratum over the whole of the two areas (South Georgia 
and Shag Rocks). 

Results from applying model 1 are given in Table 1 (Hill Cove) and Table 2 (Akademik 
Knipovich). These are summarized below: 

Ship Shag Rocks South Georgia 

Biomass N Biomass N 

Hill Cove 111459 9 74271 59 
Akademik Knipovich 71700 13 1301588 70 

Reference to Table 1 indicates that 65% of the estimated biomass at Shag Rocks from 
the Hill Cove survey is present in the shallowest depth stratum of grid square 3. This was due 
to a single haul of 40 tonnes. Similarly in Table 2,92% of the estimated biomass at South 
Georgia from the Akademik Knipovich survey is present in the 150 to 250 m depth stratum of 
grid square 8. This was due to one haul of 23 tonnes. It was felt that these large hauls were 
exerting an excessive influence on the biomass estimate and therefore warranted different 
analytical procedures. This is discussed further later. 

The small number of hauls within each depth stratum and grid square, in many cases 
only one, meant that for many combinations of grid square and depth it was impossible to 
estimate variance for this model. 
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In view of these limitations to the analysis it was decided not to proceed further with this 
approach. The other two approaches provide for much larger sample sizes within each 
grouping and hence allow an estimation of variance to be made. 

Applying model 2, analysis by grid square, gave the following summary results: 

Analysis by Mr Parkes 

Ship Shag Rocks South Georgia 

Biomass N CV(%) Biomass N CV(%) 

Hill Cove 278431 8 83 75576 59 79 
Akademik Knipovich 121680 13 34 597424 70 79 

Analysis by Dr Gasiukov 

Ship Shag Rocks South Georgia 

Biomass N CV(%) Biomass N CV(%) 

Hill Cove 378233 8 12 76141 59 63 
Akademik Knipovich 154208 13 34 726386 70 79 

Discrepancies were noted between the results of the analyses performed by Mr Parkes 
and Dr Gasiukov using model 2. The source of this discrepancy was the result of differences 
in the interpretation of model 2. The equations that were used are given below: 

MrParkes: 

~ = 1: s ~s = 1:8 [[ ~ CJAJ AJns] 
i=l 

Dr Gasiukov: 

~=AXst 

H H 
where Xst = L Sh Xh/ L Sh 

h=1 h=1 
Nh 

Xh = l/Nh L x~/Shi 
i=l 

The results after stratification into the three depth strata, model 3, are given in Table 3 
and summarized below: 

Ship Shag Rocks South Georgia 

Biomass N CV(%) Biomass N CV(%) 

Hill Cove 278937 9 83 95405 59 63 
Akademik Knipovich 108652 13 31 877817 70 69 
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Both model 2 and model 3 are strongly influenced by the large hauls mentioned above 
and it was concluded that they were responsible for the major difference between the biomass 
estimates from the two surveys. It was ageed that it would be desirable to develop alternative 
procedures for the analysis of these large hauls. 

Table 3 indicates that biomass is strongly influenced by depth and it was agreed that, of 
the three models considered so far, model 3 provided the best estimator of biomass in the areas 
of moderate or low catch rates which predominated around the island 

At Shag Rocks there was a difference between the results from the two surveys, with 
the greatest biomass on the Hill Cove survey being present in the 50 to 150 m depth stratum 
whereas on the Akademik Knipovich survey the greatest biomass was in the 150 to 250 m 
stratum. 

6. TREATMENT OF CLOSELY GROUPED HAULS 

Concern was expressed that the three adjacent hauls in rectangles 17 and 12 as 
mentioned in section 3.1 may have been made on the same concentration of fish. If this were 
the case, it might mean that some form of replication had taken place. There were two schools 
of thought, one suggesting that the data from the three hauls should be summed and treated as 
being equivalent to a single long haul, the other that they should be treated as samples of equal 
status to all others in the survey. 

In the absence of further information regarding these hauls it was decided to treat them 
as part of defined regions within the South Georgia area. This division was made in two ways, 
the first of which involved defining an area containing all hauls that appear to form a group. 
This was achieved by using data from four adjacent grid squares 12, 13, 17 and 18 within the 
150 to 250 m depth stratum and analyzing these separately from the remainder of the South 
Georgia data. The second way was to divide the South Georgia area into two, a region of 
generally higher biomass west of 37° and a lower biomass region east of 37°. 

The results from this comparison are set out below. The analyses were made using data 
from all hauls. 

Akademik Knipovich survey, grouping data from grids 12, 13, 17 and 18 into one area and 
the rest of South Georgia into a second area; stratification by depth strata 

Biomass of Champsocephalus gunnari 

Grid 12 .... 18 Remainder of South Georgia 

150 to 250 m stratum 190623 (N=12) 734 112 (N=21) 

Total biomass for South Georgia 

50 to 150 m stratum 2740 
150 to 250 190623 + 734 112 924735 
250 to 500 9363 

Total 936838 N=70 CV=43% 
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Akademik Knipovich survey divided into east and west South Georgia regions 

Ea~t SQyth G~Qr~a 

50 to 150m 2030 N=8 
150 to 250 m 12103 N=17 
250 to 500 m 4818 N=12 

Total 18953 N=37CV=38% 

West South Georgia 

50 to 150m 805 N=7 
150 to 250 m 946536 N=16 
250 to 500 m 4553 N=10 

Total 951895 N=33 CV=70% 

South Georgia Total 970848 N=70 CV=69% 

The different systems of stratification do not change the results by more than 5 or 10%. 
These analyses include results from all hauls. 

7. TREATMENT OF LARGE CATCHES 

The very strong effect of the large hauls on the Hill Cove survey (40 tonnes at Shag 
Rocks) and Akademik Knipovich survey (23 tonnes at South Georgia) can be clearly seen from 
the results if they are excluded from the analysis. The following results duplicate those in 
section 6 with the exception that the large haul of 23 tonnes at station 16 has been excluded 
from the analysis, greatly reducing the estimated biomass. 

Akademik Knipovich survey, grouping data from grids 12, 13 17 and 18 

Biomass of Champsocephalus gunnari 

Grid 12 .... 18 Remainder of South Georgia 

150 to 250 m stratum 190623 (N=12) 18271 (N=20) 

Total biomass for South Georgia 

50 to 150 m stratum 2740 
150 to 250 m 190623 + 18271 208894 
250 to 500 m 9363 

Total 220997 N=69 CV=43% 
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Akademik Knipovich survey dividing survey into east and west South Georgia regions 

East SQuth GkQr~a 

50 to 150m 2031 N=8 
150 to 250 m 12104 N=17 
250 to 500 m 4818 N=12 

Total 18953 N=37CV=38% 

West South Georgia 

50 to 150m 805 N=7 
150 to 250 m 296861 N=15 
250 to 500 m 4554 N=10 

Total 302220 N=32 CV=49% 

South Georgia Total 321173 N=69 CV=46% 

The above analyses exclude data from the large haul of 23 tonnes made at station 16. 

A major difference in biomass estimates between the different methods of stratification 
was noted and it was agreed that this merited further attention. 

One of the basic assumptions of the swept area method (SAM) is that the frequency 
distribution of catches is normal. Both surveys contained a large proportion of hauls where 
catches were less than 1 tonne and a much smaller number of larger catches with, in each case, 
one very large catch (Figure 1). It was agreed that for the small catches SAM was valid. It was 
not thought to be valid for the extremely large hauls. Its validity for the intermediate sized 
hauls, between about 1 and 10 tonnes, was also questioned. 

There was much discussion on this subject and time prevented a full exploration of the 
possible analyses. However, it was accepted that all large hauls were valid and should be 
incorporated into the total biomass estimates. The following describes the general approaches 
that were discussed. 

The simplest approach was to treat the highest values as freak: occurrence which were 
not representative of the overall situation but rather represented a local very high biomass. To 
reduce the effect on the biomass estimate it was suggested that the value be reduced by an order 
of magnitude. However, it was thought that such an arbitrary reduction would be very unwise 
as it had no logical basis to support it and, furthermore, might be seen as questioning the 
techniques of those people engaged in data collection. 

An alternative was to treat the extreme values as being unusual examples of hauls of 
moderate size. The extreme values were therefore replaced with the mean of all hauls greater 
than 1 tonne but excluding the largest value. The results from this approach are summarized 
below: 
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Akademik Knipovich 
Mean 'large hau1' value = 6 393 kg over a towing distance of 1.75 nm 

South Geor~a 

50 to 150m 2740 . N=15 
150 to 250 m 321412 N=33 
250 to 500 m 9363 N=22 

Total 333515 N=70 CV=42% 

Shag Rocks 

50 to 150m 4439 N=3 
150 to 250 m 104088 N=9 
250 to 500 m 124 N=1 

Total 108653 N=13 CV=31% 

Hill Cove 
Mean 'large hau1' value = 4 029 kg over a towing distance of 2.0 nm 

South Georgia 

50 to 150m 1234 N=8 
150 to 250 m 93502 N=39 
250 to 500 m 667 N=12 

Total 95405 N=59 CV=63% 

Shag Rocks 

50 to 150m 51515 N=5 
150 to 250 m 2676 N=3 
250 to 500 m 0 N=1 

Total 54193 N=9 CV=38% 

The results, as expected, give a much reduced biomass estimate and also, since the 
largest values have been reduced, the coefficients of variation are also reduced. In the case of 
South Georgia this is from 60 to 42% and at Shag Rocks from 83 to 38%. 

A second approach was to assume that the extreme hauls were unusual events, and to 
try to estimate how often such a concentration of fish might occur. Existing swept area 
methods were used to estimate biomass from all other stations, and then an adjustment was 
made by first finding the proportion of total swept area covered by the highest density in the 
middle stratum of western South Georgia, in which all the larger catches were made. This 
proportion was then multiplied by the density of the haul from station 16, and then by the total 
seabed area in the middle stratum of western South Georgia. A similar adjustment was made 
for the Hill Cove results at Shag Rocks, but using the whole of the shallowest stratum. 
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Results: South Georgia, Akademik Knipovich survey 

Adjustment for large haul 

Large haul adjustment (LHA): 
216264 = C * A * a16! sum(a) (in tonnes) 

Catch rate in haul 16 (kg/sq. km) 1036036 =C 
Seabed area, west South Georgia, 150 to 250 m 10342.1 =A 
Swept area, haul 16 0.0222 =a16 
Total swept area, west South Georgia, 150 to 250 m 1.0999 = sum(a) 

Akademik Knipovich 
Grouping data from grids 12, 13, 17 and 18. Large haul analyzed separately. 

Stratum Grid 12 .... 18 Remainder 

150 to 250 m 190623 18271 

Total by Stratum 

50 to 150m 2740 
150 to 250 m 208894 
250 to 500 m 9363 

Total 220997 (excluding large haul adjustment) 
LHA 216264 

Total 437261 

Akademik Knipovich 
Survey divided into eastern and western South Georgia. Large haul analyzed separately. 

Stratum Eastern South Georgia 

50 to 150m 2030 
150 to 250 m 12103 
250 to 500 m 4818 

Total East South Georgia 18951 

Stratum Western South Georgia 

50 to 150m 805 
150 to 250 m 296860 
250 to 500 m 4554 

Total West South Georgia 302220 

Total 321169 (excluding large haul adjustment) 
LHA 216264 

Total 537433 
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Results: Shag Rocks, Hill Cove Survey 

Adjustment for large haul (LHA): 

184787 = (catch rate, haul 82)*(total seabed area in Shag Rocks, shallow stratum)*(swept 
area of haul 82)/(total swept area in Shag Rocks, shallow stratum) 

Hill Cove survey: Stratification by depth strata only, excluding haul 82 

Stratum Shag Rocks, Total by Stratum 

50 to 150m 44 825 
150 to 250 m 2677 
250 to 500 m 0 

Total Shag Rocks 47502 (excluding large haul adjustment) 
LHA 184787 

Total 232289 

A third approach was to treat all samples as being part of a highly skewed distribution 
and apply a transfonnation to the catch rates in order to nonnalize the distribution. While 
having considerable merit as an approach, it was recognized some difficulty might be 
encountered in determining a suitable transfonnation to apply to the data. 

8. DAy/NIGHTDIFFERENCES 

It was accepted that the diurnal vertical migration pattern of C. gunnari was likely to 
influence the results from bottom trawl surveys, however time did not permit a thorough 
examination of the data to quantity the effect. 

9. BIOMASS ESTIMATES FOR OTHER SPECIES 

With the exception of Dissostichus eZeginoides where one large haul was made during 
the Akademik Knipovich survey the distribution of catch rates for all other species did not vary 
widely. It was accepted that, in view of the high catches of D. eleginoides, the data from that 
species should be treated in the same way as those for C. gunnari described above. It was 
agreed that the standard swept area method should be appropriate for these analyses. The 
results from the two surveys are presented below. 

Note: In each column the biomass is given with the percentage CV in brackets. 
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Species South Georgia Shag Rocks 

Hill Cove Akademik Hill Cove Akademik 
Knipovich Knipovich 

Biomass %CY Biomass %CY Biomass %CY Biomass %CY 

C. aceratus 14226 (37) 14424 (26) 0 0 
P. georgianus 5761 (28) 12200 (28) 37 (73) 0 
N. gibberifrons 12417 (28) 21891 (23) 267 (39) 0 
N. rossii 1481 (76) 3915 (30) 0 0 
D. eleginoides 335 (39) 3020* (33) 9631 (55) 1693 (21) 
P.b. guntheri 0 0 13 608 (90) 1918 (45) 
N.larseni 590 (23) 0 50 (85) 0 
N. nudifrons 129 (51) . 0 46 (62) 0 
N. squamifrons 1239 (59) 5977 (98) 120 (44) 414 (55) 
Other Species 2877 (19) 606 (34) 338 (51) 67 (67) 

* Excludes large catch from Clerke Rocks 

The results, although in some cases showing quite large differences, do demonstrate a 
reasonable degree of concordance between the two surveys. The general trends in biomass 
indices between the surveys, with Akademik Knipovich providing generally higher values, is 
followed through the results. The presence of zero as a biomass value indicates that no catch 
was made of that species by the respective vessel for the area. 

The results for D. eleginoides are strongly affected by the known distribution of the 
species as described in section 4.2. It was agreed that bottom trawl surveys should not be used 
in isolation to provide biomass estimates for this species. 

10. CONCLUSIONS 

The group concluded that due to the highly skewed nature of the catch distribution it 
was difficult to determine a suitable index of abundance. The small number of large hauls had 
caused many analytical problems and the best way of dealing with them had not been finally 
resolved. Several methods which attempt to deal with these problems were considered. When 
these methods were applied it was possible to reduce the Cvs of estimates of biomass. It was 
felt that the swept area method, stratified by depth, but excluding the very largest hauls would 
provide a useful minimum index of biomass. It should be remembered that the relative catching 
power of each vessel is unknown and therefore both survey estimates are of equal validity. 

Possible further spatial stratifications were discussed including a north-south division 
along latitude 54°. 

The evidence for diurnal vertical migration of C hampsocephalus gunnari indicated that 
in future, bottom trawl surveys should be conducted in daylight when the fish are closest to the 
seabed. 

The distribution of biomass between depth strata in the South Georgia area follows that 
of previous surveys, the greatest proportion being present in the middle (150 to 250 m) depth 
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stratum. It was suggested that a more appropriate depth division might be as follows: 

50 to lOOm 
100 to 200 m 
200 to 300 m 
300 to 500 m. 

It was agreed that this should be investigated using the results from this and previous surveys. 

It was agreed that the swept area method alone did not provide a good estimate of 
biomass for D. eleginoides and that for this species other methods need to be taken into 
consideration. 

Lack of time had prevented the participants from investigating the relationship between 
coefficient of variation and sample size. It was agreed that such analyses should be undertaken 
so as to plan future surveys more efficiently. Further work was also required on sample sizes 
and the spatial distribution of sampling stations. 

In spite of the short time between the completion of the surveys it was possible to 
undertake analyses of full datasets at the workshop. This was seen as a most welcome 
development. All the participants hoped that the cooperative analysis, established at this 
workshop, could be repeated in the future. 

It was also agreed that there is a great deal of merit in collaborating on future surveys at 
all stages and it was felt that the two surveys this year leading up to this workshop 
demonstrated that such collaboration was useful not only for the two national groups present 
but also in the wider context of CCAMLR. The wish was further expressed that such 
collaboration might also include krill surveys. 

11. RECOMMENDATIONS 

The group recommended that the CCAMLR fine-scale grid squares should be used as a 
basis for designing surveys to ensure that the whole area of interest receives adequate coverage. 

The group recommended that consideration should be given to designating grid squares 
within which surveys had suffered significant gear damage and to determining how necessary it 
was to obtain samples within them. 

The swept area method is suitable for widely distributed species that are present in low 
density. Certain species, particularly C. gunnari, do occur in local dense concentrations and the 
group recommended that attention should be given to designing surveys and analyzing results 
to take account of this form of distribution. 

The group recommended that analyses of survey data should be undertaken in the first 
instance by depth stratum and major area, such as Shag Rocks, South Georgia in total or in 
four quandrants. 

The group recommended that particular attention should be given to methods of 
estimating biomass from surveys which contain a small number of unusually large hauls. 

The group strongly recommended that collaborative links should be strengthened to 
allow joint work in the field and in analyzing results as this can only improve the quality of the 
results. 
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12. ADOPTION OF THE REPORT 

The report of the workshop was adopted. 

13. CWSURE OF THE MEETING 

The Convener thanked all participants for their cooperation and efforts and thanked 
Dr Beddington and the Renewable Resources Assessment Group (Imperial College, London) 
for hosting the workshop and providing secretarial assistance and computing facilities. He also 
thanked the interpreters and all colleagues of the UK and the USSR participants, who were 
involved in preparations for the workshop. 

The Convener expressed the wish that similar workshops would be possible in the 
future and that the recommendations to cooperate and collaborate more fully in future would 
bear fruit. 

Dr Shust extended his thanks, on behalf of the USSR participants, to all involved in the 
workshop and he supported the Convener's view that the workshop had been very successful. 

The Convener closed the meeting. 
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Table 1: Results of the analysis by grid-square and depth strata (Model 1) of the Hill Cove 
survey. 

South Georgia 
Shag Rocks 

Total 

50-150 m 

3 
5 
8 
9 

14 
15 
21 
25 
25 

150-250 m 

2 
5 
8 
9 

10 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
24 
25 
26 

N 

59 
9 

68 

Biomass 

74271 
111459 

185730 

South Georgia 
C. gunnari 
Biomass 

0 
0 
0 
0 

349 
4 

465 
43 
13 

0 
0 

12906 
540 
77 

7467 
457 
988 
266 
669 

49040 
17 
32 

229 
119 
71 
58 
33 

%cv 

81 
208 

208 

Total 

81 
208 

208 

Shag Rocks 
C. gunnari 
Biomass 

72520 
36803 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
2137 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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Table 1 (continued) 

South Georgia Shag Rocks 
C. gunnari C. gunnari 
Biomass Biomass 

250-500 m 

2 0 0 
7 0 0 
8 53 0 
9 81 0 

10 0 0 
11 46 0 
12 35 0 
13 13 0 
16 43 0 
18 0 0 
21 147 0 
22 8 0 
25 0 0 

Total 74271 111450 
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Table 2: Results of the analysis by grid-square and depth strata (Model 1) of the Akademik 
Knipovich survey data. 

South Georgia 
Shag Rocks 

Total 

1.00 

5.00 
8.00 
9.00 

13.00 
14.00 
21.00 
22.00 
25.00 
26.00 

2.00 
2.00 
4.00 
5.00 
8.00 
9.00 

10.00 
12.00 
13.00 
14.00 
15.00 
16.00 
17.00 
18.00 
21.00 
22.00 
24.00 
25.00 

N 

70 
13 

83 

Biomass 

1301580 
71700 

1373287 

South Georgia 
C. gunnari 
Biomass 

0 
77 
22 
44 

576 
489 

4 
169 
682 

0 
0 
0 

1199312 
1232 

808 
70794 

2057 
301 
156 

2884 
2352 
5045 
7940 
1392 

81 
125 

%cv 

47 
47 

47 

Shag Rocks 
C. gunnari 
Biomass 

3645 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

23836 
10007 
34380 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

Total 

47 
47 

47 
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Table 2 (continued) 

South Georgia Shag Rocks 
C. gunnari C. gunnari 
Biomass Biomass 

3.00 

5.00 0 32 
8.00 1853 0 
9.00 614 0 

10.00 355 0 
11.00 168 0 
12.00 488 0 
14.00 2 0 
15.00 238 0 
16.00 1 788 0 
18.00 406 0 
21.00 132 0 
25.00 0 0 
26.00 0 0 

Total 1301580 71700 
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Table 3: Results of the analysis by depth strata (Model 3) for the Hill Cove survey and for 
the Akademik Knipovich survey. 

Hill Cove 

N Biomass 

South Georgia 

50-150 m 8 1 234.78 
150-250 m 39 93502.84 
250-500 m 12 667.02 

Shag Rocks 

50-150 m 4 276260.19 
150-250 m 3 2676.81 
250-500 m 1 0.00 

Totals 
N Biomass %CV 

South Georgia 59 95405 63 
Shag Rocks 9 278937 83 

Akademik Knipovich 

N Biomass 

South Georgia 

50-150 m 15 2740.18 
150-200 m 33 865712.99 
250-500 m 22 9 363.36 

Shag Rocks 

50-150 m 3 4439.46 
150-200 m 9 104088.00 
250-500 m 1 124.06 

Totals 
N Biomass %CV 

South Georgia 70 877817 69 
Shag Rocks 13 108652 31 

Please Note: The column sums in several tables are not identical to the given totals, due to 
rounding. 
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Figure 1: Frequencies (number of hauls) of catches by size (in tonnes) for the Hill Cove 
survey and the Akademik Knipovich survey. Note that, in both cases, the 
horizontal axis has been truncated for presentation; hauls not shown on the graphs 
are indicated below each figure. 
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Tableau 1: 

Tableau 2: 

Tableau 3: 

Figure 1: 

Ta6JI1"II.~a 1: 

PHCYHOK 1: 

Tabla 1: 

Tabla2: 

Tabla3: 

Figura 1: 

Liste des tableaux 

Resultats de l'analyse par case du quadrillage et strate de profondeur 
(modeIe NQl) pour la campagne dtevaluation du Hill Cove. 

Resultats de l'analyse par case du quadrillage et strate de profondeur 
(modele NQl) pour les campagnes dtevaluation du Hill Cove et de l'Akademik 
Knipovich. 

Resultats de l'analyse par strate de profondeur (modele NQ3) pour les donnees 
de la campagne dtevaluation effectuee par l'Akademik Knipovich. 

Liste des figures 

Frequences (nombre de traits) des captures par tailles (en tonnes) pour la 
campagne du Hill Cove et pour celle de l'Akademik Knipovich. I1 est a noter 
que, dans les deux cas, l'axe horizontal a ete tronque pour la presentation; les 
chalutages ne figurant pas sur les graphes sont indiques au-dessous de chaque 
figure. 

CnHCOK Ta6JIHQ 

Pe3YJIbTaTbl aHaJIH3a ,l(aHHbIX CbeMKH, BblllOJIHeHHOH CY,l(HOM Hill 
Cove, no CTaTHCTHl .. leCKHM ..s:IlIeHKaM H rJIy6HHHblM ropH30HTaM 

(MO,l(eJIb 1). 

Pe3YJIbTaTbl aHaJIH3a ,l(aHHbIX cbeMKH, BblllOJIHeHHOH CY,l(HOM 

AKa,l(eMHK KHHllOBHlJ, no CTaTHCTHlIeCKHM ..s:IlIeHKaM H rJIy6HHHblM 

ropH30HTaM (MO,l(eJIb 1). 

Pe3YJIbTaTbl aHaJIH3a ,l(aHHbIX cbeMoK, BblllOJIHeHHblX CY,l(aMH Hill 
Cove H AKa,l(eMHK KHHllOBHlJ no rJIy6HHHblM CJIO..s:IM (Mo,l(eJIb 3). 

CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

lIacToTHoe pacnpe,l(eJIeHHe 06beMa (B TOHHax) YJIOBOB (KOJIHlIeCTBo 

TpaJIeHHtf) no cbeMKaM, BblllOJIHeHHblM CY,l(aMH Hill Cove H AKa,l(eMHK 

KHHllOBHlJ. 06paTHTe BHHMaHHe, lITO B 060HX CJIYlIa..s:IX 

ropH30HTaJIbHa..s:I OCb npe,l(CTaBJIeHa B ycelleHeHHOM BH,l(e; TpaJIeHH..s:I, 

He YKa3aHHble Ha rpaqmKax, YKa3aHbl no,l( Ka)K,l(bIM rpaqmKOM. 

Lista de las tablas 

Resultados de los an~msis por cuadriculado y por estratos de profundidad 
(Modelo 1) de la prospeccion del Hill Cove. 

Resultados de los analisis por cuadriculado y por estratos de profundidad 
(Modelo 1) de la prospeccion del Akademik Knipovich. 

Resultados de los analisis por estratos de profundidad (Modelo 3) de las 
prospecciones realizadas por el Hill Cove y el Akademik Knipovich. 

Lista de las figuras 

Frecuencia (numero de lances) de las capturas por tamaiio (en tone1adas) de las 
prospecciones del Hill Cove y el Akademik Knipovich. Notese que, en ambos 
casos, el eje de abscisas ha sido truncado para presentacion; aquellos lances 
que no aparecen en el grafico se indican bajo cada figura. 
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AGENDA FOR THE UK/USSR WORKSHOP 
(23 to 27 July, 1990) 

1. Appointment of rapporteur. 

ANNExl 

2. Check, load onto computer and validate data from both surveys against field data 
logbooks. 

3. Provide a full description of both surveys. 

4. Check cruise track data against UK and USSR hydro graphic charts. 

5. Determine biomass of major species within CCAMLR fine-scale reporting areas (half 
degree of latitude by one degree of longitude). 

6. Determine population structure of the dominant species in the South Georgia area. 

7. Assess the effectiveness of current survey techniques and recommend plans for future 
surveys. 

8. Adoption of the report. 
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ANNEX 2 

PROPOSED SURVEY DESIGN 

(Submitted by United Kingdom) 

1. Objectives 

To estimate the standing stock of demersal fish in the vicinity of South Georgia. 

2. Survey Design 

The survey area has been divided into sampling rectangles according to the CCAMLR 
fine-scale data reporting format. These are half a degree of latitude by one degree of longitude 
and are specified by the coordinates of the rectangle nearest to the equator. 

Previous surveys have stratified the sampling by depth within depth ranges 50-150, 
150-250 and 250-500 m. The same approach has been adopted for this survey. The area of 
seabed within depth has been estimated and the values give in Table 1. 

Sampling intensity has been determined based on the method of Francis (1984). The 
estimated values have been slightly adjusted to ensure adequate coverage of all rectangles with 
more than 200 sq. km of seabed within a depth range. The proposed sampling locations are 
shown in Table 2. 

Depth strata where there is less than 200 sq. km of seabed within a rectangle will be 
assumed to have the same density as that within the most appropriate adjacent rectangle or 
rectangles. Decisions as to the most suitable adjacent rectangles to select have been based on 
the degree of continuity of the relevant depth contour into adjacent rectangles. The proposed 
system is outlined in Table 3. 

3. Sampling Methods 

Each sampling section will consist of one representative bottom trawl with the net 
fishing for 30 minutes on the bottom. 

The net used will be essentially the same as that used on the previous surveys 
undertaken by Poland in conjunction with USA and UK. This is a standard commercial bottom 
trawl 32/36 with a codend mesh of 80 mm and fitted with a 40 mm liner. 

Estimates of total catch, by weight and number, will be made and the catch sampled to 
provide the length, age, weight and maturity stage composition for each species. 

References 
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Zealand Journal of Marine and Freshwater Research, 18: 59-71. 
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Table 1: Areas of seabed, South Georgia Subarea 48.3 

The areas are presented as square kilometres and assume a total area within each 
rectangle of 3 548.2 km2• 

Coordinates of Areas of Seabed Within Depth Ranges (m) 
NEComer 

oS °W 50-100 100-150 150-200 200-250 250-500 >500 

53 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.4 3536.1 
53 42 0.0 0.0 217.8 264.2 507.8 2558.8 
53 41 0.0 26.7 129.2 36.5 52.2 3303.9 
5330 42 0.0 153.9 215.8 114.7 221.0 2841.1 
5330 41 0.0 1 049.1 586.4 483.2 310.2 1 118.3 
5330 40 0.0 6.5 59.4 71.1 401.8 3009.7 
5330 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 170.5 710.1 2667.9 
5330 38 334.4 340.3 430.8 574.4 420.3 1 448.4 
5330 37 133.4 527.3 781.9 307.7 1085.0 713.2 
5330 36 0.0 0.0 134.4 1402.5 885.8 1 125.8 
5330 35 0.0 0.0 0.0 59.7 320.6 3 168.2 
54 39 0.0 0.0 114.1 940.3 579.4 1 914.6 
54 38 124.9 171.3 1 332.4 1 103.2 797.2 0.0 
54 37 181.6 121.9 12.2 11.0 0.0 0.0 
54 37 so 250.5 270.6 660.7 485.2 214.5 0.0 
54 36 329.2 270.8 391.2 481.9 191.7 0.0 
54 36 so 88.2 48.7 29.2 11.0 0.0 0.0 
54 35 17.8 83.6 138.1 1 782.5 388.3 1 138.2 
5430 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 245.8 124.1 3 178.6 
5430 38 0.0 0.0 663.0 866.4 418.5 1 600.6 
5430 37 107.9 362.9 732.3 755.0 1 102.4 481.2 
5430 36 355.9 181.1 201.8 1 049.0 362.8 0.0 
5430 35 500.7 527.6 397.4 788.6 1065.8 95.1 
5430 34 0.0 100.1 259.7 100.1 430.6 2657.9 
55 37 Q.O 0.0 10.4 26.0 56.0 3456.2 
55 36 0.0 79.6 171.9 458.7 167.3 2670.9 
55 35 0.0 1 234.8 548.1 960.7 770.3 34.6 
55 34 0.0 484.1 183.9 140.6 240.7 2495.5 
5530 35 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 137.8 3410.7 

TOTAL 2424.5 6040.76 8402.15 13690.5 11 974.6 48625.4 
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Table 2: Proposed positions for sampling stations during South Georgia groundfish survey, 
January 1990. 

2a - Sampling stations in vicinity of Shag Rocks 

Fine-Scale Grid Proposed Station Positions 

°Min °Min 

South West Depth Latitude Longitude 

53 0 43 0 C +++ +++ 

53 0 42 0 B 53.38 42.30 * 
C 53.33 42.70 * 

53 0 41 0 A +++ +++ 
B +++ +++ 
C +++ +++ 

53 30 42 0 A +++ +++ 
B 53.52 42.40 * 
C 53.68 42.35 ! 

53 30 41 0 A 53.53 41.78 * 
A 53.72 41.57 * 
A 53.62 41.41 ** 
B 53.80 41.68 * 
B 53.85 41.25 * 
B 53.77 41.33 ** 
C 53.92 41.70 * 

53 30 40 0 A +++ +++ 
B +++ +++ 
C 53.53 40.81 ! 

For explanation of symbols see notes following Table 2b. 
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Table 2 (continued) 

2b - Sampling stations in vicinity of South Georgia 

Fine-Scale Grid Proposed Station Positions 

°Min °Min 

South West Depth Latitude Longitude 

53 30 39 0 B +++ +++ 
C 53.89 39.55 

53 30 38 0 A 53.91 38.47 
B 53.72 38.03 
B 53.75 38.36 
B 53.77 38.61 
C 53.72 38.45 * 

53 30 37 0 A 53.80 37.17 
B 53.68 37.58 
B 53.70 37.08 * 
B 53.65 37.23 ** 
C 53.89 37.27 

53 30 36 0 B 53.90 36.20 
B 53.90 36.27 
B 53.77 36.90 
B 53.71 36.88 
C 53.71 36.37 

53 30 35 0 B +++ +++ 
C 53.93 35.83 

54 0 39 0 B 54.12 39.24 
B 54.03 39.10 * 
B 54.30 39.23 ! 
C 54.09 39.28 

54 0 38 0 A 54.11 38.04 ** 
B 54.15 38.64 
B 54.28 38.34 
B 54.31 38.53 
B 54.41 38.85 
B 54.49 38.60 
C 54.32 38.82 ! 

54 0 37 0 A 54.24 37.83 
B 54.36 37.65 
B 54.30 37.90 

54 0 36 0 A 54.18 36.32 
B 54.04 36.37 
B 54.22 36.43 * 
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Table 2b (continued) 

Fine-Scale Grid Proposed Station Positions 

°Min °Min 

South West Depth Latitude Longitude 

54 0 35 0 A 54.99 35.44 
B 54.10 35.68 
B 54.15 35.77 
B 54.30 35.85 
B 54.47 35.65 * 
C 54.88 35.35 

54 30 39 0 B 54.58 39.17 ! 
C +++ +++ 

54 30 38 0 B 54.73 38.57 
B 54.67 38.35 
B 54.61 38.07 
C 54.84 38.33 

54 30 37 0 A 54.55 37.47 * 
B 54.77 37.25 * 
B 54.80 37.03 * 
B 54.85 37.18 ** 
C 54.97 37.00 * 

54 30 36 0 A 54.55 36.88 * 
B 54.94 36.21 ** 
B 54.69 36.96 ** 
C 54.97 36.10 ! 

54 30 35 0 A 54.89 35.69 
A 54.72 35.54 
B 54.62 35.21 
B 54.51 35.83 
B 54.68 35.31 ** 
C 54.43 35.27 

54 30 34 0 A +++ +++ 
B 54.90 34.98 
C 54.82 34.90 

55 0 37 0 B +++ +++ 
C +++ +++ 

55 0 36 0 A +++ +++ 
B 55.17 36.22 * 
B 55.07 36.28 ** 
C +++ +++ 
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Table 2b (continued) 

Notes: 

* 
** 
! 
+++ +++ 

Fine-Scale Grid Proposed Station Positions 

°Min °Min 

South West Depth Latitude Longitude 

SS 0 35 0 A 55.19 35.39 
A 55.08 35.35 
B 55.27 35.92 
B 55.31 35.37 
C 55.12 35.92 * 

55.46 35.26 

SS 0 34 0 A 55.07 34.96 

SS 

B 55.27 34.85 * 
C +++ +++ 

30 35 0 C +++ +++ 

signifies that a position has been taken from the 1986/87 uSA/Polish survey. 
signifies that a position has been taken from the 1987/88 uSA/Polish survey. 
signifies that this position has not been sampled before. 
signifies that there is some seabed within the depth range but this is insufficient to 
warrant allocating a sampling station. See Table 3. 
No indicator in the final column indicates that the station was sampled during the 
1988/89 UK/Polish survey. 

The depth ranges are: 
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Table 3: Density estimates to be used in unsampled rectangles. 

Un sampled Depth Density Derived from: 
Rectangle 

53 00 43 C Use value from 53°00'S, 43°W 

53 00 41 A Use mean value from 53°30'S, 41°W 

B Use mean value from 53°30'S, 41°W 

C Use value from 53°00'S, 43°W 

53 30 42 A Use mean value from 53°30'S, 41°W 

53 30 40 A Use mean value from 53°30'S, 41°W 

B Use mean value from 53°30'S, 41°W 

54 30 39 B Use mean value from 53°30'S, 38°W 

53 30 35 B Use mean of all values in 53°30'S, 36°W 
and 54°00'S, 35°W 

54 30 39 C Use mean of all values in 53°00'S, 39°W 
and 54°30'S, 38°W 

54 30 34 A Use mean of all values in 55°00'S, 35°W 
and 55°00'S, 34°W 

55 00 37 B Use mean value from 54°30'S, 37°W 
C Use mean value from 54°30'S, 37°W 

55 00 36 A Use mean value from 55°00'S, 35°W 
C Use mean value from 55°00'S, 35°W 

55 00 34 C Use mean of all values in 53°30'S, 36°W 
and 54°00'S, 35°W 

55 30 35 C Use mean value from 55°00'S, 35°W 
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WG-FSA-90n 

TOOTHFISH, DlSSOSTICHUS ELEGINOIDES, AT SOUTH GEORGIA 

I. Everson and S. Campbell* 

Abstract 

The Dissostichus eleginoides fishery at South Georgia has expanded 
greatly in recent years. It has been claimed that the exploited fish are 
senescent and not contributing to the breeding population 
(CCAMLR-VIII, paragraph 106). Histological examination of the 
gonads of a small sample of fish taken from a commerciallongliner in 
January 1990 indicates that the fish are sexually mature and, at the time 
of sampling, are approaching spawning condition. 

Resume 

La pecherie de Dissostichus eleginoides en Georgie du Sud s'est 
considerablement developpee ces demieres annees. Certains ont 
declare que les poissons exploites sont senescents et ne contribuent pas 
a la population reproductrice (CCAMLR-VIII, paragraphe 106). Un 
examen histologique des gonades d'un echantillon modeste de poissons 
preleve d'un palangrier commercial en janvier 1990 indique que les 
poissons ont atteint la maturite sexuelle et, qu'au moment de 
l'echantillonnage, ils approchent des conditions de reproduction. 

Pe310Me 

3a nOCJIe.llHHe rO.llbI npOMbICeJI Dissostichus eleginoides B paHoHe 

IO>KHOH reoprHH CYII{eCTBeHHO YBeJIH4HJIC5I. BbIJIa BbICKa3aHa 

T04Ka 3peHH5I 0 TOM, 4TO npH aTOM npOMbICJIe BbIJIaBJIHBaeTC5I 

CTapelOII{a51 PbI6a, He BXO.ll5lIl{a51 B COCTaB pa3MHO>KaIOII{eHC5I 

4aCTH nonYJI5Il.J,HH (CCAMLR-VIII, nYHKT 106). rHCTOJIOrH4eCKHH 

aHaJIH3 rOHa.ll Ha MaTepHaJIe He6oJIbWOH npo6bI PbI6bI, B351TOH 

H3 YJIOBa, nOJIY4eHHoro KOMMep4eCKHM CY.llHOM B X0.lle 

51pYCHoro npOMbICJIa B 51HBape 1990 r., nOKa3bIBaeT, 4TO PbI6a, 

BXO.ll5lIl{a51 B COCTaB YJIOBa, 6bIJIa nOJIOB03peJIOH H B MOMeHT 

B351TH5I npo6bI HaX0.llHJIaCb Ha CTa.llHH, 6JIH3KOH K HepeCTOBoH. 

Resumen 

La pesqueri'a de Dissostichus eleginoides en Georgia del Sur ha 
aumentado considerablemente en los ultimos afios. Se ha sostenido que 
los peces capturados son senescentes, y por 10 tanto no forman parte de 
la poblaci6n reproductora (CCAMLR-VIII, parrafo 106); pero, al 
examinar histo16gicamente las g6nadas de una pequefia muestra de 
peces capturados por un palangrero comercial, en enero de 1990, se 
pudo constatar que los peces estaban en estado de madurez sexual y 
pr6ximos a desovar. 

* National Environment Research Council, British Antarctic Survey, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OET, 
United Kingdom 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

During the Eighth Meeting of CCAMLR it was noted that the Scientific Committee had 
recommended that a TAC of 1200 tonnes be set for Dissostichus eleginoides in Subarea 48.3. 
That estimate was based on very limited data, but since this represented the best scientific 
advice available, most Members were content to use it as the basis for setting a TAC. The USSR 
opposed this view and stated that the longline fishery takes senescent fish. Consequently they 
did not agree that setting any TAC for the longline fishery was justified (CCAMLR-VIII, 
paragraph 106). 

We know of no fishery anywhere in the World which takes a significant proportion of 
the estimated production and which is removing senescent fish and have therefore sought to 
investigate this claim. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

A small sample of five fish was obtained from the USSR longlining vessel Olyokminsk 
when it visited the UK station at King Edward Point, South Georgia on 28 January 1990. The 
fish were fresh and had been caught recently in the vicinity of Shag Rocks. The fish were 
measured, weighed and sex and maturity stage determined according to the scale in 
SC-CAMLR-VIII, page 243. In order to unequivocally determine the maturity stage of gonads, 
samples were frozen for histological examination in the UK. Otoliths and scale samples were 
removed for age determination. Details of the fish are given in Table 1. 

Gonad samples were thawed into formol saline and stained. Sections of gonads 
(3 microns) were prepared and examined under a microscope. Photomicrographs of the 
sections are shown in Figures 1 and 2. 

3. DISCUSSION 

All of the five fish in the sample were of a size similar to those that were caught in a 
bottom trawl survey earlier in the month (Parkes et al., 1990). 

Histological sections of the ovaries show ova approximately 2 mm in diameter. The ova 
are in the developing phase consistent with the subjective observation that they were at stage 2 
when caught. Testes are clearly developing and consistent with the observation that they were 
at stage 2. The gonads from all fish in this sample are therefore consistent with the fish 
developing towards spawning. There is no evidence that they are senescent. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

It is impossible to judge the maturity status of fish caught in the 1988/89 season from 
this sample; however, it is clear that this sample from the 1989/90 seasons is composed totally 
of fish developing towards spawning condition. We see no reason to believe that the situation 
was any different during the 1988/89 season. 

We therefore suggest that the assertion that the fish were senescent is almost certainly in 
error and that, had the point been discussed during either the Working Group on Fish Stock 
Assessment or Scientific Committee meetings some clarification would have been provided. 
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Table 1: Dissostichus eZeginoides from South Georgia, 28 January 1990. 

Specimen Length Weight Sex Maturity Gonad 
Reference (cm) (g) Stage Photomicrograph 

1 81 4690 F 2 Figure 1 top 
2 78 4300 M 2 Figure 2 top 
3 85 5850 F 2 Figure 1 centre 
4 86 5830 M 2 Figure 2 lower 
5 84 5340 F 2 Figure 1 lower 
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Figure 1: Histological sections of Dissostichus eleginoides ovaries. Top from specimen 
reference number 1, centre from specimen reference number 3 and lower from 
specimen reference number 5. 
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Figure 2: Histological sections of Dissostichus eZeginoides testes. Top from specimen 
reference number 2, lower from specimen reference number 4. 
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HaBepxy - 3K3eMnJI5Ip 1, B ~eHTpe - 3K3eMnJI5Ip 2 H BHH3Y -

3K3eMnJI5Ip S. 
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WG-FSA-90/14 

A DECLINING TREND IN THE ABUNDANCE OF NOTOTHENIA ROSSII 
MARMORATA AND NOTOTHENIA GIBBERIFRONS OBSERVED IN 
FJORDS IN TWO SITES IN THE SOUTH SHETLAND ISLANDS 

E. Barrera-Oro and E. Marschofr 

Abstract 

A declining trend observed in the abundance of Notothenia rossii 
marmorata and Notothenia gibberifrons in fjords in two sites in the 
South Shetland Islands (Subarea 48.1), is analyzed by a nested ANOVA 
and demonstrated as significant. The material for the current study was 
obtained with trammel nets at Potter Cove, King George/25 de 
Mayo 1., over a period of eight years from 1983 to 1990 and in waters 
around Half-Moon 1., Moon Bay, in 1989. The analysis was based on 
the proportion of catches of the abovementioned species in relation to 
Notothenia neglecta, a species with similar ecological habits in the 
fjords. Since sampling by this method did not utilize a consistent 
amount of effort between years, the analysis made use of standardized 
catch data by expressing the catches of N. rossii and N. gibberifrons in 
proportion to the catches of N. neglecta. A similar declining trend had 
been reported in the 1960s and 1970s for neighbouring sites in the 
South Shetland Islands. This phenomenon might be explained as a 
consequence of the depletion of the stocks due to commercial 
exploitation in the area in the early 1980s. 

Resume 

La tendance au declin observee dans l'abondance des especes 
Notothenia rossii marmorata et Notothenia gibberifrons dans les fjords 
de deux sites des iles Shetland du Sud, fait l'objet d'une analyse par 
emboitements ANOV A et se revele significative. Le materiel etudie a ete 
obtenu par filets tremails a Potter Cove, ile du Roi George/25 de Mayo, 
sur une periode de huit ans, entre 1983 et 1990 et dans les eaux 
entourant l'ile Half-Moon, baie Moon, en 1989. L'analyse etait basee 
sur la proportion de captures des especes mentionnees par rapport a 
Notothenia neglecta, une espece aux habitudes ecologiques similaires 
dans les fjords. L'echantillonnage par cette methode ne necessitant pas 
une valeur constante d'effort entre annees, l'analyse a utilise des 
donnees de capture standardisees en exprimant les captures de N. rossii 
et de N. gibberifrons proportionnellement aux captures de N. neglecta. 
Une pareille tendance a la baisse a deja ete signalee dans les annees 60 
et 70, en des sites proches, dans les iles Shetland du Sud. Le present 
phenomene peut etre explique comme etant une consequence du declin 
des stocks dfi a l'exploitation commerciale dans cette region depuis le 
debut des annees 80. 

* Instituto Anmrtico Argentino, Direcci6n Nacional del Antartico, Cerrito 1248, 1010 Buenos Aires, 
Argentina 
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IIocpe~cTBoM (ANOV A) 6bIJIa 

npOaHaJIH3HpOBaHa H, B HTore, npH3HaHa 3HallHTeJIbHoti 

TeH~eH~HSI K cOKp~eHHIO lIHCJIeHHOCTH <lmop~oBoti PbI6bI 

BH~OB Notothenia rossii marmorata H Notothenia gibberifrons Ha 

~BYX YlIaCTKax BpatioHe IO)I{HbIX illeT JIaH~CKHX OCTPOBOB 

(IIo~patioH 48.1). llCnOJIb30BaHHbIe B HaCTOSlII(eM 

HCCJIe~OBaHHH ~aHHbIe 6bIJIH nOJIYlIeHbI C nOMOII(blO 

MHorOCTeHHbIX ceTeti B 6yxTe IIoTTep-KoYB oCTpoBa KHHr

ll)l{op~)I{ Ha npOTSI)I{eHHH BOCbMH JIeT C 1983 no 1990 rr. H B 

Bo~ax BOKpyr oCTpoBa Xacp-MYH B 3aJIHBe MYH-Beti B 1989 r. 

AHaJIH3 6bIJI OCHOBaH Ha npo~eHTHOM OTHoweHHH Y JIOBOB 

BbIweynoMSlHYTbIX BH~OB K YJIOBaM BH~a Notothenia neglecta, 
06JIa~alOII(ero CXO~HbIMH 3KOJIOrHlIeCKHMH 

xapaKTepHCTHKaMH, IIOCKOJIbKY npH TaKOM c60pe np06 

npOMbICJIOBOe YCHJIHe H3MeHSleTCSI H3 ro~a B ro~, npH aHaJIH3e 

HCnOJIb30BaJIHCb CTaH~apTH3HpOBaHHbIe ~aHHbIe no YJIOBaM, 

BbIpa)l{eHHbIe KaK npo~eHTHoe OTHoweHHe YJIOBOB N. rossii H 

N. gibberifrons K YJIOBaM N. neglecta. B 1960-x H 1970-x ro~ax 
6bIJIH nOJIYlIeHbI CBe~eHHSI 0 CYII(eCTBOBaHHH no~06HbIX 
TeH~eH~Hti K COKp~eHHIO 3anaCOB Ha 6JIH3JIe)l{~HX YlIaCTKax 

IO)I{HbIX illeT JIaH~CKHX OCTpOBOB. IIPHlIHHOti ~aHHoro SlBJIeHHSI 

B 3TOM patioHe MO)l{eT 6bITb HCTOII(eHHe 3THX 3anaCOB B 

pe3YJIbTaTe KOMMeplleCKoro npOMbICJIa B HallaJIe 1980-x 

rO~OB. 

Resumen 

Se ha utilizado el ANOV A anidado para analizar la disminuci6n 
observada en la abundancia de Notothenia rossii marmorata y 
Notothenia gibberifrons en fiordos situados en dos zonas distintas de 
las islas Shetland del Sur (Subarea 48.1), concluyendose que esta 
disminuci6n es muy marcada. El material de estudio fue recogido 
mediante redes de trasmallo en Caleta Potter, isla Rey Jorge/25 de 
Mayo, durante un periodo de ocho alios, de 1983 a 1990 y en las aguas 
que circundan la isla Media Luna, Bahia Luna, en 1989. El amHisis 
consisti6 en una comparaci6n de las capturas de las especies 
mencionadas anteriormente, y Notothenia neglecta, especie de habitos 
ecol6gicos similares en los fiordos. Debido a la diferencia anual que 
existe en el esfuerzo pesquero empleado en la toma de muestras por este 
metodo, el amHisis utiliz6 datos estandar de capturas y los expres6 
como proporci6n de capturas de N. rossi y N. gibberifrons, en 
relaci6n aN. neglecta. Una disminuci6n similar se observ6 en las 
decadas de los alios 60 y 70, en localidades cercanas, en las islas 
Shetland del Sur. Este fen6meno puede ser interpretado como una 
consecuencia de la merma en las poblaciones debido a la explotaci6n 
comercial en el area a principios de los afios 80. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

At the Eighth Meeting of the Scientific Committee the Chilean Delegation reported a 
recent decline in the abundance of Notothenia rossii marmorata and Notothenia gibberifrons 
caught in fjords of South Bay, Doumer I., Palmer Archipelago. Since the implementation by 
the Instituto Antartico Argentino of routine sampling of fish a similar situation has been 
observed in neighbouring sites in the South Shetland Islands: Potter Cove (Jubany Station), 
King George/25 de Mayo I. and Moon Bay (Climara Station), Livingston I. 

This paper presents an analysis on the abundances of fjord N. rossii marmorata and 
N. gibberifrons in relation to the abundance of Notothenia neglecta, a species with similar 
ecological habits. Comparisons with earlier data taken from the literature, are also made. 

2. METHODS 

Samples were obtained using trammel nets (length 25, 35 and 50m; width 1.5m; mesh 
2.5cm) at Potter Cove from 1983 to 1990 and in waters around Half Moon I. (Moon Bay, 
Livingston I.) in 1989 (Figure 1. A). At Potter Cove, the net was always located in the same 
site (Figure 1. B) at depths from 5 to 50m. The same procedure was followed at Moon Bay, 
covering a depth range from 5 to 35m. 

Since sampling was not aimed at monitoring the abundance of fjord-fish, fishing effort 
was not controlled, with the result that various yields were obtained per haul (Figure 2). Potter 
Cove data from 1990 were obtained as part of an ecological study requiring continuous 
sampling with a limited fishing period for each net. All sampled fish were used for other 
studies (Barrera-Oro, 1989; Casaux et al., 1990; Barrera-Oro and Casaux, 1990) where 
morphometric and meristic data, sex, maturity stages, ages and stomach contents were 
detennined. 

In order to have a measure of abundance of N. rossii marmorata and N. gibberifrons 
standardized for all samples, the proportion of these species in relation to N. neglecta was 
calculated as follows: 

Proportion(b) = Nn ~b Nb (1) 

where Nb is the number of specimens of the species considered (N. rossii marmorata or 
N. gibberifrons), and 

N n is the number of specimens of N. neglecta. 

Differences between years have been tested with a nested ANOV A design (Table lA) 
using the arcsin of the square root transformation, which is recommended for the analysis of 
proportions (Sokal and Rohlf, 1981). Data from Half Moon I. obtained in 1989 are presented 
in Table lB. 

As the trammel net is a passive sampling device, catches depend on fish activity. Our 
assumption is that changes in population sizes will be reflected in proportional changes in 
catches. 

Trammel nets of different length and different sampling periods were used in the study. 
Nevertheless, as the location of nets was kept constant, the same fraction ofthe population was 
sampled over the years. The resultant increase in variance was dealt with by the nesting 
observations. It forms part of the error term. As variations between hauls are considered as 
replicates within months, the sum of squares due to the possible changes in fishing gears and 
sampling periods are used for the comparison of the higher levels. Thus, the effect will be a 
decrease in the power of the test. 
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3 . RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As expected, all N. rossii marmorata specimens collected were juvenile. 
N. gibberifrons individuals were mainly juvenile, with a limited number of adults. This catch 
composition, found at a water depth of 5 to 50 m, is in agreement with the known pattern of 
depth distribution of N. gibberifrons. 

Figure 3 shows the yearly total catches of N. rossii marmorata and N. gibberifrons at 
Potter Cove, expressed as proportions (Equation 1). An overall declining trend is evident for 
both species, and its significance is demonstrated by the ANOV A results (Table 2). 

Published information on fjord-fish taken at similar depths in sites close to Potter Cove 
and Moon Bay contain data on accumulated catches for non-comparable periods. To make 
these data comparable with ours, we calculated from them the proportion of catches of N. rossii 
marmorata and N. gibberifrons in relation to N. neglecta, with the following results: 0.12 
N. rossii marmorata and 0.044 N. gibberifrons in summer 1965/66 at Moon Bay (Bellisio, 
1967); 0.38 N. rossii marmorata in December 1969 at Fildes Bay, King George I. and 0.48 
N. rossii marmorata in January 1971 at Discovery Bay, Greenwich I. (Moreno and 
Bahamonde, 1975); 0.43 N. rossii marmorata in summer 1979/80 at Admiralty Bay, King 
George I. (Linkovski et aI., 1983). 

It should be noted that data from Fildes Bay and Discovery Bay were obtained by hook 
and line gears, while at Admiralty Bay gill nets were used. For Half Moon I., combined 
catches of hook and line gears and trammel nets were reported. 

Although this information is not fully comparable in significance tests, it is clear that 
before 1980 the proportion of N. rossii marmorata was well above the starting point of our 
series at Potter Cove (1983). Around Half Moon I., the proportion of N. rossii marmorata 
obtained by Bellisio (1967) in 1965/66 is three times greater than in 1989 (0.038). In this year, 
there was not a single capture of N. gibberifrons, while a proportion of 0.044 was obtained for 
this species in 1965/66. 

The data series obtained at Potter Cove seems to start after the onset of a declining trend 
(Figure 2). In this area the abundances of N. rossii marmorata and N. gibberifrons attained a 
minimum during 1985/86. The six to seven years preceding this were characterized by 
commercial catches in the Antarctic Peninsula, Subarea 48.1 (Kock, 1986; Nast et.al., 1988; 
Tiedtke and Kock, 1989). This decline was demonstrated as highly significant (P<O.OOI). 
Considering that N. neglecta has been not commercially exploited it is reasonable to attribute the 
recent low abundances of juvenile N. rossii marmorata and N. gibberifrons to the depletion of 
the stocks in the area. If so, the phenomenon should affect a wide geographical region, a fact 
confirmed by the Chilean Delegation's comment on South Bay. 

This decrease, implies that in future years recruitment to the commercial fisheries will be 
low, and recovery to levels close to maximum sustainable yield (MSY) might well take more 
than two or three decades. 
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Table 1: Summary of specimens of each species caught at A) Potter Cove and B) Moon Bay. 

A) 

Number of Specimens Caught in Each Replicate 

Level 1 Level 2 Number of N. neglecta N. rossii N. gibberifrons (years) (months) Replicates 

1983 April 7 2,12,16,15 4,6,9,5,0 Not recorded 
2,1,4 0,3 

May 9 6,5,11,3,6 7,3,2,8,0 
6,5,2,8 0,3,2,6 

June 3 13,17,32 4,2,2 

October 1 39 2 

November 3 26,2,0 1,16,2 

1984 January 5 35,11,18,15 16,4,4,5,5 
13 

February 2 3,12 1,2 

March 2 26,31 13,15 

April 6 10,36,5,24 2,5,2,5,2 
5,19 1 

October 2 21,20 11,10 

November 2 10,25 1,3 

December 3 28,16,25 11,4,6 

1985 April 5 5,11,8,14,24 0,1,3,7,3 1,8,16,1,3 

May 5 10,14,28,7 0,6,3,4,2 11,13,3,15 
31 13 

August 3 56,8,25 4,0,1 2,14,0 

September 3 41,15,21 0,0,2 3,0,13 

October 1 9 0 1 

1986 February 3 27,20,8 9,2,2 3,4,1 

March 4 16,40,34,27 0,0,3,2 1,14,1,2 

April 6 34,29,27,33 0,2,1,0,0,1 1,4,0,3,0,1 
32,11 

May 2 28,25 4,0 2,0 

December 5 37,14,11,29 4,0,1,0,3 1,0,0,0,0 
20 
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Table lA) (continued) 

Number of Specimens Caught in Each Replicate 

Level 1 Level 2 Number of N. neglecta N. rossii N. gibberifrons (years) (months) Replicates 

1987 January 2 35,12 2,2 0,0 

February 3 6,17,22 1,1,0 0,0,0 

March 3 23,37,18 0,0,0 0,0,0 

April 4 27,33,48,31 0,0,2,0 1,0,1,1 

May 2 12,26 1,3 0,0 

November 1 70 6 ° December 4 2,26,21,44 0,0,2,1 0,0,0,0 

1988 January 3 18,51,13 1,1,0 0,0,0 

October 2 7,48 6,0 0,2 

November 2 21,9 4,0 0,0 

December 2 23,33 0,0 0,0 

1990 January 10 26,5,25,16,7 0,0,1,0,0 0,0,1,0,0 
9,2,7,21,5 0,0,1,1,0 0,0,0,2,0 

B) 

Number of Specimens Caught in Each Replicate 

Year Month Number of N. neglecta N. rossii N. gibberifrons Replicates 

1989 January 2 57,52 2,1 0,0 
February 1 95 5 ° 
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Table 2: ANOV A of proportions of N. gibberifrons and N. rossii marmorata using the arcsin 
of square root transfonnation. 

a) N. rossii marmorata 

Source DF Sum of Mean Square F Probability Percentage 
(Level) Squares of Variance 

Years 6 11908.306 1984.718 8.7007 0.00003 34.4055 

Months 27 6158.961 228.110 1.2654 0.20592 5.0655 

(Error) 86 15503.397 180.272 60.5291 

b) N. gibberifrons 

Source DF Sum of Mean Square F Probability Percentage 
(Level) Squares of Variance 

Years 4 8458.203 2114.551 15.3911 0.00002 54.0275 

Months 17 2335.601 137.388 1.3514 0.19897 4.8200 

(Error) 53 5388.212 101.664 41.1525 
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THE FISHERY FOR PATAGONOTOTHEN BREVICAUDA GUNTHERI IN 
CCAMLR SUBAREA 48.3 

1. Everson and C. Mitchell* 

Abstract 

Fine-scale data supplied to CCAMLR for 1987/88 showed that the 
catches of Patagonotothen brevicauda guntheri were five times greater 
in the South Georgia area than at Shag Rocks. Previous survey data 
and reports to the CCAMLR Working Group on Fish Stock Assessment 
indicated that this species was only ever caught at Shag Rocks. 
Therefore the South Georgia catches were almost certainly of another 
species. The small size of P.b. guntheri means that they can only be 
caught with net meshes so small that they would also catch undersized 
individuals of other, larger species. Survey results suggest that such 
fishing is likely to have a significant effect on other species. 
P.b. guntheri has been reported as a by-catch of other fisheries; this 
suggests that illegal nets were used. 

Resume 

Les donnees a echelle precise fournies a la CCAMLR pour 1987/88 ont 
reveIe que les captures de Patagonotothen brevicauda guntheri sont cinq 
fois plus importantes dans la zone de la Georgie du Sud qu'aux 110ts 
Shag. D'anciennes donnees de campagnes et des rapports fournis au 
Groupe de travail de la CCAMLR charge de revaluation des stocks de 
poissons indiquent que cette espece n'a jamais ete capturee qu'aux 110ts 
Shag. Il semble donc que les captures de Georgie du Sud aient 
concerne une autre espece. Vu sa taille modeste, P.b. guntheri ne peut 
etre capture qu'a l'aide de filets a tres petites mailles, entrainant 
assurement la capture d'individus inferieurs a la taille Iegale, 
appartenant a d'autres especes plus grandes. Les resultats des 
campagnes d'etude revelent qu'une telle peche risque d'affecter 
sensiblement d'autres especes. La declaration de P.b. guntheri en tant 
que capture accessoire d'autres pecheries laisse presumer que des filets 
illegaux ont ete utilises. 

Pe3IOMe 

IIpe~CTaBJIeHHble B AHTKOM MeJIKOMaCmTa6Hble ~aHHble 3a 

1987/88 fT. CBH~eTeJIbCTByIOT 0 TOM, lITO o6~m1 BblJIOB 

Patagonotothen brevicauda guntheri B patioHe IO)KHoti reoprHH B 

nSITb pa3 npeBblmaJI o6~Hti BblJIOB 3Toro BH;lla B patioHe CKaJI 

IIIar. IIo ~aHHbIM paHee npoBe~eHHblx CbeMOK H CBe~eHHSIM, 

cO~ep)KaBmHMCSI B OTlIeTax, npe~CTaBJIeHHbIX Pa60lleti rpynne 

AHTKOMa no o~eHKe pbl6HblX 3anaCOB, 3TOT BH~ BblJIaBJIHBaJICSI 

HCKJIIOlIHTeJIbHO B patioHe CKaJI IIIar. CJIe~OBaTeJIbHO, B patio He 

IO)KHoti reoprHH cKopee Bcero 6blJIH nOJIYlleHbl YJIOBbl 

* National Environmental Research Council, British Antarctic Survey, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 
OET, United Kingdom 
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,llpyroro BH,lla. B CB5.l3H C TeM, lJTO OC06H BH,lla P.b. guntheri 
XapaKTepH3YIOTC5.I He60JIbWHM pa3MepOM, HX npOMbICeJI MO:>KHO 

BeCTH TOJIbKO CeT5.lMH C TaKotf MeJIKotf 5.llJeetf, KOTOpa5.1 TaK:>Ke 

y,llep:>KHBaeT MOJIO,llb ,llpynlx, 60JIee KpynHbIx BH,llOB pbI6. IIo 

pe3YJIbTaTaM CbeMKH MO)KHO npe,llnOJIO:>KHTb, lJTO TaKotf 

npOMbICeJI, Bep05.lTHO, 6Y,lleT OKa3bIBaTb 3HalJHTeJIbHOe 

BJIH5.lHHe Ha npOlJHe BH,llbl. IIocTynaJIH CBe,lleHH5.I 0 

npHCYTCTBHH oco6etf BH,lla P.b. guntheri B npHJIOBaX npH 

npOMblCJIe ,llpyrHx BH,llOB Pb16. B CB5.l3H C ,HHM MO:>KHO 

npe,llnOJIO:>KHTb, lJTO HCnOJIb30BaJIHCb 3anpell(eHHble THnbl 

ceTetf. 

Resumen 

De la infonnaci6n a escala fina suministrada a la CCR VMA para el 
periodo 1987/88, se desprende que las capturas de Patagonothen 
brevicauda guntheri fueron cinco veces superiores en el area de Georgia 
del Sur que en las Rocas Connonin. La informaci6n recogida por las 
prospecciones anteriores y la enviada al Grupo de Trabajo para la 
Evaluaci6n de las Poblaciones de Peces de la CCRVMA, ha indicado que 
esta especie habia sido capturada s6lo en el area de las Rocas 
Cormoran. Por ende, las capturas en Georgia del Sur eran, 
seguramente, de otras especies. Debido al pequeiio tamaiio de 
P.b. guntheri, s6lo se le puede capturar con redes de malla tan 
pequeiias que, irremediablemente, capturaran tambien ejemplares 
juveniles de otras especies de mayor tamaiio. Los resultados de las 
prospecciones indican que una pesqueria de este tipo tendria un gran 
impacto en otras especies. Se ha notificado la pesca de P.b. guntheri en 
las capturas secundarias de otras pesquerias, 10 que insinua que se 
utilizaron redes ilegales para tales efectos. 

1. IN1RODUCfION 

During the past ten years there has been a fishery for Patagonotothen brevicauda 
guntheri in CCAMLR Subarea 48.3 (South Georgia) resulting in reported annual catches of 
between five and thirty-five thousand tonnes. The only biomass estimate available is from the 
Spanish trawl survey in 1986/87 (Balguerias, 1989). The reported catches are listed in Table 1. 

In 1988 CCAMLR introduced Conservation Measure 12NII which limited the total catch 
for the season to 13 000 tonnes. In the following year the total allowable catch (TAC) was set at 
12000 tonnes (Conservation Measure 16NIII). At the end of the fishing season catch and effort 
data, which include location and amount of catches by fine-scale rectangle (half a degree of 
latitude by one degree of longitude) and ten-day period, are required to be sent to CCAMLR. 

P.b. guntheri are small fish, rarely growing larger than 20 cm. They are not covered 
by any of the minimum mesh regulations included in Conservation Measure 2/IH. 

The only nation fishing for P.b. guntheri is the USSR and they have reported that 
directed fishing on this species is only undertaken in the Shag Rocks region of Subarea 48.3 
(SC-CAMLR-VII, p. 165 and SC-CAMLR-VIII, p. 276). 
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We have analysed the fine-scale data that have been supplied to CCAMLR in order to 
provide further information on the fishery. 

2. FINE-SCALE DATA ON THE P.B. GUNTHERI FISHERY 

At the time of preparation of this report the only season for which fine-scale data were 
available was 1988. Records related to the P.b. guntheri fishery are summarised in Tables 2 
to 4. 

The Shag Rocks region of Subarea 48.3 may be conveniently described by a rectangle 
extending from latitude 53° to 54°S and longitude 40° to 44°W. There are no reports of 
P.b. guntheri being taken as by-catch in the krill fishery. 

3. DISTRIBUTION OF CATCHES 

The breakdown of catches within the two regions, Shag Rocks and South Georgia is 
given in Table 5. 

These results indicate that approximately five times as much P.b. guntheri were caught 
around South Georgia as at Shag Rocks. This is at variance with information reported in the 
CCAMLR Working Group on Fish Stock Assessment Reports which states that the species is 
only taken at Shag Rocks (SC-CAMLR-VII, p. 165 and SC-CAMLR-VIII, p. 276). 

Examination of survey data supports this information. Data from all trawl surveys in 
Subarea 48.3, whether using bottom or pelagic trawls, indicates that P.b. guntheri is only ever 
found around Shag Rocks (e.g., Balguerias, 1989; Parkes et al., 1989 and 1990). The catches 
from South Georgia that are reported to be of P.b. guntheri are not of that species, and are, 
therefore, almost certainly of some other species. 

4. BY-CATCHES IN THE P.B. GUNTHERIFISHERY 

In the directed fishery for P .b. guntheri the proportion of the target species in the 
catches is high. However, there are some situations when large catches of other species have 
been reported. For example, catches from bottom trawls (Table 3) during February 1988 
around South Georgia indicate that the icefish ChampsocephaZus gunnari made up one quarter 
of the catch. While it is understandable that by-catches will be made it must be remembered that 
they are being made using gear designed for the target species. 

P.b. guntheri are small fish and rarely grow larger than 20 cm (Figure 1). In order to 
catch fish of this size it would be necessary to use a mesh considerable finer than that permitted 
under Conservation Measure 2/III for other species. A net operating with a mesh as fine as this 
is likely to catch large numbers of small fish of other species and hence the by-catch species are 
likely to be dominated by small individuals. Of particular concern is Dissostichus eZeginoides at 
Shag Rocks. Results from a recent survey show that large numbers of small individuals of this 
species (Figure 2) are present in the area and hence a fishery directed at P.b. guntheri is likely 
to have a significant effect on them. 

5. P.B. GUNTHERI AS A BY-CATCH SPECIES 

Significant catches of P.b. guntheri have been reported from other directed fisheries. 
For example, in the directed fishery for C. gunnari the proportion of P.b. guntheri in the total 
reported for the two species includes an average of almost a quarter of P.b. guntheri as 
by-catch. This must be viewed with considerable concern because the minimum mesh size 
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permitted for C. gunnari is 80 mm which, providing the provisions of Conservation 
Measure 2/III section 2 are complied with, would not retain even large P.h. guntheri. The only 
way in which such large by-catches could be made would be by the use of an illegal mesh or a 
device to obstruct or diminish the size of the meshes. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Our analyses based on the fine-scale data reported to CCAMLR lead us to the following 
conclusions. 

(i) Since survey results indicated that P.h. guntheri are not found at South Georgia, 
reported catches of this species in South Georgia waters must be in error, due to 
either misidentification of species or to misreporting of the location of capture. 

(ii) At Shag Rocks where P .h. guntheri are known to be present, the fishery is 
currently catching a significant proportion of small fish of other species. 

(ill) Significant by-catches of P.h. guntheri in other target fisheries indicates that nets 
that contravene Conservation Measure 2/III are being used. 
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Table 1: Reported catches of P.b. guntheri. 

Split-Year Reported Landings Biomass Estimate 
(tonnes) (tonnes) 

1979 15011 -
1980 7381 -
1981 36758 -
1982 31351 -
1983 5029 -
1984 10 586 -
1985 11923 -
1986 16002 -
1987 8810 81000 
1988 13424 -
1989 13 016 -

Table 2: CCAMLR fine-scale data relevant to P .b. guntheri from midwater trawls. 
(Coordinates of locations within the Shag Rocks area are underlined; ANI -
Champsocephalus gunnari; NOG - Notothenia gibberijrons, NOT - Patagonotothen 
brevicaudil guntheri, LXX - Myctophidae). 

Date Target Lat. Long. ANI NOG NOT LXX Other 
Species eS) (OW) 

1987 
Aug 21-31 ANI 54 37 25 10 5 39 
Dec 1-10 NOT 54 40 0 0 374 0 0 

11-20 LXX 54 41 0 0 0 210 0 
21-31 LXX 54 41 1808 182 313 2994 396 

1988 
Jan 1-10 ANI 54 41 242 0 228 69 4 

NOT 54 38 20 0 795 0 0 
11-20 ANI 54 41 2408 21 357 130 88 
21-31 ANI 54 41 1929 0 407 0 103 

Feb 1-10 ANI 54 38 1165 0 136 0 76 
11-20 ANI 54 38 1423 0 0 0 0 
21-28 ANI 54 38 2256 86 0 0 54 

Mar 1-10 LXX 54 38 0 0 10 230 0 
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Table 3: CCAMLR fine-scale data relevant to P.b. guntheri from bottom trawls. (For species 
codes used see Table 2). 

Date Target Lat. Long. ANI NOO NOT LXX Other 
Species eS) ew> 

1987 
Aug 21-31 ANI 54 37 904 4 13 
nee 1-10 NOT ~ ~ 0 0 60 0 0 

11-20 NOT ~ ~ 33 0 403 8 96 
21-31 

1988 
Jan 1-10 NOT 54 38 94 0 2266 0 2 

ANI 54 38 602 125 70 0 9 
11-20 NOT 54 38 0 182 716 0 6 
21-31 NOT 54 38 0 214 272 0 133 

Feb 1-10 NOT 54 38 281 0 1000 0 0 
NOT 54 38 244 0 795 0 0 

11-20 NOT 54 38 0 0 1026 0 0 
NOT 54 38 0 0 1539 0 31 

21-28 NOT 54 38 202 0 818 0 0 
Mar 1-10 NOT 54 38 409 0 1671 0 0 

Table 4: CCAMLR fine-scale data relevant to P.b. guntheri where fishing gear is not 
specified. (For species codes used see Table 2). 

. Date Target Lat. Long. ANI NOO NOT LXX Other 
Species eS) eW) 

1987 
Nov 1-10 ANI 54 38 38 0 14 0 0 

11-20 ANI 54 38 79 0 29 0 0 
21-30 ANI 54 38 15 0 7 0 0 

nee 11-20 ANI 54 41 6 4 0 2 
21-31 ANI 54 41 178 0 96 0 53 

Table 5: Catches of major fish species at South Georgia and Shag Rocks. NB: These data 
apply only to data records which include P.b. guntheri. (For species codes used 
see Table 2). 

Species: 

Shag Rocks 

South Georgia 
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ANI 

6604 

7757 

NOO 

203 

621 

NOT 

2242 

11182 

LXX 

3411 

230 

Other 

745 

350 
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* 

Abstract 

In January/February 1990 the UK and the USSR conducted two research 
cruises using the vessels RV Hill Cove and RV Akademik Knipovich to 
study the status of the ChampsocephaZus gunnari stock in the South 
Georgia area. In February 1990 the size composition of catches taken 
by Akademik Knipovich had three peaks corresponding to size groups 
of 16-18, 24-26 and 30-34 cm. Only vertebra samples (n=140) were 
used in age determination. Age groups from 1 + to 9+ were present in 
catches. Two peaks in size composition correspond with fish of the 
1987 and 1985/86 year classes. The first small peak corresponds with 
the strong 1988 year class. 

Re.sume 

En janvier/fevrier 1990, la Grande-Bretagne et l'URSS ont mene deux 
campagnes de recherche sur les navires de recherche Hill Cove et 
Akademik Knipovich afin d'etudier l'etat du stock de ChampsocephaZus 
gunnari en zone de Georgie du Sud. En fevrier 1990, la composition 
par tailles des captures effectuees par l'Akademik Knipovich a connu 
trois points culminants correspondant aux groupes de taille de 16 a 18, 
de 24 a 26 et de 30 a 34 cm. La determination des ages n'a ete 
effectuee qu'a partir d'echantillons de vertebres (n=140). Les groupes 
d'age de 1+ a 9+ etaient presents dans les captures. Deux des niveaux 
optimaux dans la composition par tailles correspondent aux poissons 
appartenant aux classes des annees 1987 et 1985/86. Le premier point 
culminant faible, correspond a la classe forte de l'annee 1988. 

Pe310Me 

C ~eJIblO H3ytIeHH5I COCT05IHH5I 3anaca ChampsocephaZus gunnari 
B paHoHe IO)I{HOH reoprHH B sIHBape-<peBpaJIe 1990 r. 

COBeTcKHM COlO30M H Coe.llHHeHHbIM KOpOJIeBCTBOM 6blJIH 

BbInOJIHeHbl .llBa HaytIHO-HCCJIe.llOBaTeJIbCKHX peHca Ha cY.llax 

Hill Cove H AKa,qeMHK KHHIlOBlfll. B <peBpaJIe 1990 r. no .llaHHbIM, 

nOJIytIeH-HblM CY.llHOM AKa,qeMMK KHMIlOBlfll, pacnpe.lleJIeHHe 

pa3MepOB HMeJIO TpH nHKa, cooTBeTcTBYIOlI\He pa3MepHblM 

rpynnaM 16-18, 24-26 H 30-34 CM. IIpH onpe.lleJIeHHH B03paCTa 

HCnOJIb30BaJIHCb TOJIbKO 06pa3~bl n03BOHKOB (n=140). B 
YJIOBaX npHCYTCTBOBaJIH OC06H, npHHa.llJIe)l{~He K 

pa3MepHblM rpynnaM OT 1I .ll0 91. llBa nHKa B pa3MepHOM 

COCTaBe cooTBeTcTBYIOT pbl6e B03pacTHblx KJIaCCOB 1987 H 

1985/86 rr. IIepBblH He60JIbWOH nHK cooTBeTcTByeT MOlI\HOMY 

rO.llOBOMY KJIaccy 1988 r. 

VNIRO, 17a Verkhnaya Krasnoselskaya Street, Moscow, USSR 107140 
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Resumen 

Durante enero/febrero de 1990, la URSS y el RU llevaron a cabo dos 
campafias de investigacion empleando los buques RV Hill Cove y 
Akademic Knipovich, con el objeto de estudiar el estado de la poblacion 
de Champsocephalus gunnari en el area de Georgia del Sur. En el mes 
de febrero de 1990, la composicion por tallas de las capturas del 
Akademic Knipovich tuvo tres maximos correspondientes a los grupos 
de tallas de 16-18,24-26 Y 30-34 cm. Solo se utilizaron muestras de 
vertebras (n=140) para la determinaci6n de la edad y solo se 
encontraron formando parte de la captura los grupos de edades de 1 + a 
9+. Los dos maximos en la composicion por tallas correspondieron a 
los peces de las clases anuales de 1987 y 1985/86. El primer maximo 
de menor intensidad corresponde a la recia clase anual de 1988. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The accuracy of fish population structure assessments and, consequently, setting an 
optimum catch quota depends on the accuracy of age determination. Since Champsocephalus 
gunnari is one of the most abundant fish species exploited in the Antarctic, it is of primary 
importance that its age strcture be determined accurately. Assessing the age of this species is 
made more difficult because it lacks scales, has poorly calcified bones and small otoliths which 
are, without special treatment, almost opaque. Published data on C. gunnari age determination 
are therefore somewhat contradictory. 

2. RESULTS 

In January/February 1990 the UK and the USSR conducted two research cruises on the 
vessels RV Hill Cove and RV Akademik Knipovich to study the status of the C. gunnari stock 
in the South Georgia area. Investigations of the size composition of catches revealed three 
well-defined peaks. In January 1990 these peaks corresponded to size groups 14-16,22-24, 
and 31-33 cm with the maximum being in the second size group (Hill Cove) while in February 
they were 16-18,24-26 and 30-34 cm with the maximums being in the second and third size 
groups (Akademik Knipovich). 

Two fish age-reading structures (otoliths and vertebrae), to be used in determining the 
age composition of C. gunnari stocks, were collected on board the Akademik Knipovich. 
Taking into consideration the similarity of age/length data obtained from a separate examination 
of otoliths and vertebrae (Kochkin, 1985) and the high labour intensity of treating otoliths 
having multiple growth lines we conducted age determinations in laboratory conditions using 
vertebrae only. The work was carried out according to a methodology described in an earlier 
work (Kochkin, 1980). Examination of age-reading preparations (n=140) showed up to six 
dark lines on vertebrae of fish 14 to 21 cm long (Figure 1). As in previous studies (Kochkin, 
1985), each fourth line was taken to be an indicator of one year's growth. Yearly growth 
marks in vertebrae preparations for the age groups observed usually appear as two dark lines, 
or more rarely a single wide one (Figures 2 to 8). Our age/length data were on the whole close 
to analogous UK data from the Hill Cove cruise. 
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3. DISCUSSION 

An analysis of age/length and length frequency distribution data, would seem to suggest 
that in January 1990, specimens born in 1987 were dominant in catches, whereas in February, 
specimens born in 1985/86 and 1987 were the most abundant. The ftrst small peak in length 
composition of catches indicates the presence of a strong 1988 year class. 

The latest publications on C. gunnari growth (Radtke, 1987, 1988 and 1990) indicate a 
significantly slower growth rate when compared with earlier data produced by most authors 
(see Table 1). It should be noted that the American scientist, R. Radtke, determined age by 
counting microincrements of otoliths using an electronic scanning microscope. Radtke's 
tabular and graphic data on daily growth rates of all age groups of C. gunnari (1987, 1988 and 
1990) suggest that this species may hatch in all seasons. This conclusion contradicts previous 
data indicating simultaneous spawning and, consequently, a relatively short period of hatching. 
It should be noted that a great deal of caution is necessary when determining ftsh age by 
counting daily microincrements on otoliths since, according to O. Pannella's data, the inner 
structure of otoliths is wholly sequential only in the first three to four years of life (Pannella, 
1971). It is recommended that these investigations be carried out on only young fish in 
non-exploited populations (Campana and Neilson, 1982). 
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It should also be kept in mind that our age/length assessments in 1990 gave results very 
similar to those obtained from 1981 to 1987 and is almost entirely accounted for by the 
variations in the size limits, worked out graphically (Kochkin, 1986; Kochkin, 1989), for fish 
of different ages. This is evidence of a relatively constant growth rate among contemporaneous 
C. gunnari of different generations and allows an approximate age/length structure of a 
population to be established in the absence of age determinations over a certain period of time. 
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Table 1: C. gunnari growth according to various authors. 

Age in Olsen Kock Sosinski Gubsch Kochkin Radtke 
years 1955 1981 1981 1982 1985 1990* 

1 - 15.8 - - - 14.0 14.7 
2 - 22.3 21.1 21.3 - 21.1 19.7 
3 27.1 27.9 27.6 28.0 26.7 27.2 24.2 
4 32.8 33.3 33.6 32.8 29.4 32.7 28.2 
5 35.1 37.7 37.1 36.7 37.3 37.5 31.8 
6 36.9 43.2 39.2 39.1 40.9 41.6 35.1 
7 37.6 46.0 40.4 40.3 44.4 45.3 38.0 
8 39.3 48.5 41.7 41.6 48.4 48.6 40.7 
9 41.2 - 42.8 48.2 51.4 43.0 

10 40.5 - 44.5 - 53.9 45.2 
11 41.5 - 44.8 - 56.1 47.1 
12 42.5 - 44.7 - 58.0 48.8 
13 - - 48.7 - 59.7 ·50.4 
14 - - 48.9 - - 51.8 
15 - - 51.4 - - 53.1 

* Data were calculated according to the author's linear growth equation. 

Table 2: Agellength data on C. gunnari in the South Georgia area, February 1990. 

Age in Years Variations in Overall 
Length (cm) 

Number of Specimens 

1+ 
2+ 
3+ 
4+ 
5+ 
6+ 
7+ 
8+ 
9+ 

14-21 
21-27 
27-33 
32-37 
35-41 
38-46 
47-52 

54 
55 

24 
23 
28 
21 
16 
10 
15 

1 
2 
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Figure 1: Vertebrae of C. gunnari taken 
by RV Akademik Knipovich in 
the South Georgia area in 
February 1990. Juvenile. 
TL=16.5 cm. Age 1+ years. 
17 February 1990. 

Figure 3: Vertebrae of C. gunnari taken 
by RV Akademik Knipovich in 
the South Georgia area in 
February 1990. Female 
(9 II-lII). TL=29 cm. 
W=130 g. Age 3+years. 
22 February 1990. 
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Figure 2: Vertebrae of C. gunnari taken 
by RV Akademik Knipovich in 
the South Georgia area in 
February 1990. Male (d' Ill). 
TL=21 cm. W=60 g. Age 
2+years. 17 February 1990. 

Figure 4: Vertebrae of C. gunnari taken 
by RV Akademik Knipovich in 
the South Georgia area in 
February 1990. Female 
(9 Ill). TL=34 cm. W=250 
g. Age 4+years. 17 February 
1990. 



Figure 5: Vertebrae of C. gunnari taken 
by RV Akademik Knipovich in 
the South Georgia area in 
February 1990. Female 
(Q . Ill). TL=37 cm. 
W=350 g. Age 5+years. 
22 February 1990. 

Figure 7: Vertebrae of C. gunnari taken 
by RV Akademik Knipovich in 
the South Georgia area in 
February 1990. Male (d' Ill). 
TL=43 cm. W=650 g. Age 
6+years. 17 February 1990. 

Figure 6: Vertebrae of C. gunnari taken 
by RV Akademik Knipovich in 
the South Georgia area in 
February 1990. Female 
(Q Ill). TL=38 cm. 
W=400 g. Age 6+years. 
26 February 1990. 

Figure 8: Vertebrae of C. gunnari taken 
by RV Akademik Knipovich in 
the South Georgia area in 
February 1990. Female 
(Q Ill). TL=54.5 cm. 
W=l 400 g. Age 8+years. 
17 February 1990. 
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LT=37 cm. P=350 g. Age 5+ans. 22 fevrier 1990. 

Vertebres de C. gunnari capture par le navire de recherche Akademik 
Knipovich en zone de Georgie du Sud en fevrier 1990. Femelle (9 Ill). 
LT=38 cm. P=400 g. Age 6+ans. 26 fevrier 1990. 

Vertebres de C. gunnari capture par le navire de recherche Akademik 
Knipovich en zone de Georgie du Sud en fevrier 1990. Male (Cl' Ill). LT=43 
cm. P=650 g. Age 6+ans. 17 fevrier 1990. 

Vertebres de C. gunnari capture par le navire de recherche Akademik 
Knipovich en zone de Georgie du Sud en fevrier 1990. Femelle (9 Ill). 
LT=54,5 cm. P=1 400 g. Age 8+ans. 17 fevrier 1990. 

CnHCOK Ta6JIHU; 

POCT C. gunnari no .llaHHbIM pa3HbIX aBTopOB. 

Pa3MepHO-B03paCTHbIe .llaHHble no C. gunnari B paHoHe OCTpOBa 
IO)I{Ha5.1 reOprH5.I B <l>eBpaJIe 1990 r. 
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CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

II03BOHKH C. gunnari, nOJlYt:leHHbIe B xo~e petica HHC AKa,l(eMUK 

KHunOBHlI B patioHe IO>KHoti reoprHH B <l>eBpaJIe 1990 r. 
HenOJIOB03peJIaSI OC06b. TL=16,5 CM. B03paCT 1+ JIeT. 17 <l>eBpaJlSI 
1990r. 

II03BOHKH C. gunnari, nOJIYt:leHHbIe B xo~e petica HHC AKa,l(eMUK 

KHunoBHlI B patioHe IO>KHoti reoprHH B <l>eBpaJIe 1990 r. CaMel1, (d' Ill). 
TL=21 CM. W=60 r. B03pacT 2+ JIeT.17 <l>eBpaJlSI 1990 r. 

II03BOHKH C. gunnari, nOJlYt:leHHbIe B xo~e petica HHC AKa,l(eMUK 

KHunoBHll B patioHe IO>KHoti reoprHH B <l>eBpaJIe 1990 r. CaMKa. (9 
I1-III). TL=29 CM. W=130 r. B03pacT 3+ JIeT. 22 <l>eBpaJISI 1990 r. 

II03BOHKH C. gunnari, nOJlYt:leHHbleB xo~e petica HHC AKa,l(eMuK 

KmInOBHll B patIoHe IO>KHOH reoprHH B <l>eBpaJIe 1990 r. CaMKa (9 Ill). 
TL=34 CM. W=250 r. B03pacT 4+ JIeT. 17 <l>eBpaJISI 1990 r. 

II03BOHKH C. gunnari, nOJIYt:leHHbIe B xo~e peHca HHC AKa,l(eMUK 

KHunoBHll B paHoHe IO>KHOH reopnm B <l>eBpaJIe 1990 r. CaMKa (9 Ill). 
TL=37 CM. W=350 r. B03pacT 5+ JIeT. 22 <l>eBpaJISI 1990 r. 

II03BOHKH C. gunnari, nOJIyt:leHHbIe B xo~e peHca HHC AKa,l(eMUK 

KmInOBUll B paHoHe IO)I{HOH reoprHH B <l>eBpaJIe 1990 r. CaMKa (9 IlI). 
TL=38 CM. W=400 r. B03pacT 6+ JIeT. 22 <l>eBpaJISI 1990 r. 

II03BOHKH C. gunnari, nOJIyt:leHHbIe B xo~e peiica HUC AKa,l(eMUK 

KHunoBull B patioHe IO)I{HOH reoprHH B <l>eBpaJIe 1990 r. CaMel1, (d' IlI). 
TL=43 CM. W=650 r. B03pacT 6+ JIeT. 17 <l>eBpaJISI 1990 r. 

II03BOHKH C. gunnari, nOJlyt:leHHbIe B xo~e peHca HHC AKa,l(eMUK 

KHunoBull B paHoHe IO>KHOH reoprHH B <l>eBpaJle 1990 r. CaMKa (9 IlI). 
TL=54,5 CM. W=1400 r. B03pacT 8+ JIeT. 17 <l>eBpaJISI 1990 r. 
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Crecimiento de C. gunnari, de acuerdo a distintos autores. 

Datos de edadltalla de C. gunnari del area de Georgia del Sur, febrero de 1990. 
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Vertebras de C. gunnari pescado por el BI Akademic Knipovich en elarea de 
Georgia del Sur en febrero de 1990. Juvenil LT=16.5 cm. Edad 1+ afio. 
17 de febrero de 1990. 

Vertebras de C. gunnari pescado por el BI Akademic Knipovich en elarea de 
Georgia del Sur en febrero de 1990. Machos (0 Ill). LT=21 cm. 
Peso=60 g. Edad 2+ aiios. 17 de febrero de 1990. 
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TRAWL BAG SELECTIVITY IN THE CHAMPSOCEPHALUS GUNNARI 
FISHERY 

V.G. Bidenko* and I.G. Istomin** 

Abstract 

Experiments on trawl bag selectivity during fishing on pre-spawning 
concentrations of ChampsocephaZus gunnari were carried out in June 
1990 in the South Georgia area concurrently with trawl surveys as part 
of the main biological and oceanic research program. The results 
presented here are based on 29 hauls and, due to the limited time 
available for experiments, should be considered as preliminary. Lso% 
was 24.8 cm and the selectivity factor was 3.10 for a mesh size of 
80 mm. Comparison of these results with results from previous years 
demonstrates close similarity. A significant increase in modal length 
(up to 34-35 cm) as well as earlier sexual maturation of fish were 
noted. It was suggested that the use of Polish type chafers and a 
reinforced outer cover on trawl bags reduces the stress on the mesh 
threads and increases mesh openings therefore enhancing their 
selectivity properties. Further experiments are recommended in order 
to fully understand the mechanism involved. 

Resume 

Des experiences sur la selectivite des poches de chalut au cours de la 
peche effectuee sur des concentrations de Champsocephalus gunnari 
en etat de preponte furent tentees en juin 1990 dans la region de la 
Georgie du Sud, ainsi que des campagnes d'evaluation par chalutage, 
dans le cadre du programme principal de recherche biologique et 
oceanique. Les resultats presentes dans cette communication sont bases 
sur 29 traits et, etant donne le peu de temps disponible pour les 
experiences, devraient etre consideres comme preliminaires. Lso% etait 
de 24,8 cm et le facteur de selectivite de 3,10 pour un maillage de 
80 mm. La comparaison de ces resultats avec ceux des annees 
precedentes revele une etroite similarite. L'augmentation importante de 
la longueur modale (atteignant 34 - 35 cm) a ete notee, de meme que la 
maturation sexuelle plus precoce des poissons. I1 a ete avance que 
l'utilisation de tabliers de type polonais et d'une couverture renforcee a 
l'exterieur des poches de chalut reduit la pression sur les fils du 
maillage et augmente l'ouverture de la maille, ameliorant ainsi les 
proprietes de selectivite. Des experiences complementaires sont 
preconisees afin de mieux saisir le mecanisme en jeu. 

Pe310Me 

B HIOHe 1990 f'. O,l{HoBpeMeHHo C TpaJIOBbIMH cbeMKaMH, 

5IBJI5IIO~HMHC5I lIaCTblO OCHOBHOti npOf'paMMbI 6HOJIOf'HlIeCKHx 

H OKeaHHlIeCKHX HCCJIe,l{OBaHHti, 6bIJIH BbInOJIHeHbI 3KcnepH-

* AtIantNIRO, 5 Dimitry Donskoy Street, Kaliningrad 236000, USSR 
** VNIRO, 17a Verkhnaya Krasnoselskaya Street, Moscow, USSR 107140 
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MeHTbI no CeJIeKTHBHOCTH MemKOB TpaJIOB npH 06JIOBe 

npe~HepeCTOBbIX KOH~eHTpa~HH Champsocephalus gunnari B 

paHOHe IO)I{HOH reOprHH. IIpe~CTaBJIeHHbIe pe3YJIbTaTbI 6bIJIH 

OCHOBaHbI Ha ~aHHbIX, nOJIyqeHHbIX no 29 TpaJIeHH5IM. B CB5I3H 

C TeM, qTO BpeM5I, npe~OCTaBJIeHHOe ~JI5I npoBe~eHH5I 

~KcnepHMeHToB, 6bIJIO OrpaHHqeHO, ~aHHbIe pe3YJIbTaTbI 

CJIe~yeT paccMaTpHBaTb KaK npe~BapHTeJIbHbIe. .llJI5I 51qeH 

pa3MepOM B 80 MM BeJIHqHHa LsO% paBH5IJIaCb 24,8 CM H <paKTOP 

CeJIeKTHBHOCTH - 3,10. CpaBHeHHe ~THX pe3YJIbTaTOB C 

nOJIyqeHHbIMH 3a npe~bI~y~He rO~bI YKa3bIBaeT Ha HX 6JIH3KOe 

CXO~CTBO. BbIJIO OTMeqeHO 3HaqHTeJIbHOe YBeJIHqeHHe 

MO~aJIbHOH ~JIHHbI (~o 34-35 CM), a TaK)I{e 60JIee paHHee 

HacTynJIeHHe nOJIOB03peJIOCTH pbI6. BbICKa3bIBaeTc5I npe~no
JIO)l{eHHe 0 TOM, qTO HCnOJIb30BaHHe <PapTYKOB, 

npHMeH5IBmHXC5I npH npOMbICJIe IIoJIbmeH, H CHJIOBbIX 

BHemHHX nOKpbITHH TpaJIOBbIX MemKOB CHH)I{aeT HarpY3KY Ha 

BOJIOKHa 51qeH H YBeJIHqHBaeT HX OTKpbITHe, YJIyqma51 TaKHM 

06pa30M CeJIeKTHBHOCTb TpaJIa. .llJI5I nOJIHOrO nOHHMaHH5I 

~aHHoro MexaHH3Ma peKoMeH~yeTc5I npOBeCTH 

~OnOJIHHTeJIbHble~KcnepHMeHTbI. 

Resumen 

Dentro del programa principal de investigacion biologic a y oceanica, se 
realizaron experimentos de selectividad con redes de saco, los cuales se 
compaginaron con prospecciones de arrastre. Estos estudios se 
llevaron a cabo en junio 1990, en la zona de Georgia del Sur y se 
centraron en las concentraciones de Champsocephalus gunnari durante 
la epoca previa al desove. Los resultados presentados en este trabajo se 
basan en 29 lances, pero debido alas limitaciones de tiempo dedicadas 
a los experimentos, debeflin considerarse coma preliminares. Para una 
luz de malla de 80 mm. se obtuvo un Lso% de 24.8 cm y un factor de 
seleccion de 3.10. Cuando se comparan dichos resultados con los de 
alios anteriores, se ve que existen ciertas similitudes entre ellos. Se ha 
constatado un incremento importante de la talla modal (hasta 34 0 

35 cm), asi coma una madurez sexual mas temprana de los peces. 
Se indica que, el uso de protectores del copo polacos y de un forro 
reforzado en el exterior de la red de saco, disminuyen la tension 
soportada por los hilos de la red y aumentan la abertura de las mallas, 
con 10 que se obtiene una mejora de las propiedades de seleccion. 
Se recomienda la realizacion de nuevos experimentos con el fin de 
comprender mejor los mecanismos de este proceso. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Results of experiments on trawl bag selectivity in the Champsocephalus gunnari fishery 
are presented in this work. Experiments were carried out on board BMRT Anchar in June 1990 
in the South Georgia area concurrently with trawl surveys within the main biological and 
oceanic research. Due to the limited time that was available, the following material should be 
viewed as preliminary. Extensive theoretical and experimental research on trawl bag selectivity 
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in the C. gunnari fishery should be conducted in the near future on the basis of this material. 
The paucity of data obtained from experimental work has made it necessary to include the 
results of previous studies. 

Experiments were conducted on board the Anchar by Dr V.O. Bidenko (AtlantNIRO) 
and engineer 1.0. Istomin (VNIRO) who were greatly assisted by the scientific team and the 
crew. 

2. SCHEDULE AND AREA 

Selectivity hauls were made from 17 to 20 June 1990 in an area having the mean 
coordinates of 54°25'S, 38°1O'W at depths of 230 to 250 m. The four-mile-long fishing site 
extended in a north-south direction and had a sand-silt bottom. 

Mean swell was approximately five on the Beaufort scale, atmospheric temperature from 
-1 ° to +2° and surface water temperature about 1.3°. No strong currents were registered. 

Trawling was carried out 24 hours per day in both directions (wind permitting). The 
target species comprised from 80 to 100% of catches. 

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

BMRT Anchar is a stem freezer trawler with a displacement of 2 120 tonnes and a main 
engine of 2 000 hp. 

Fishing gear was a standard soviet-made four-panel kapronl trawl "Khek-4M", used for 
fishing for bottom and off-bottom species (Figures 1 and 2). The triple-cable rigged (cable 
length - 100 m) trawl was equipped with a ground rope having 300 and 400 mm diameter 
bobbins and metal triple-slitted 5.5 m2 trawl-boards with a dry weight of 1 780 kg (Figure 3). 

Trawling speed during the study was from 3.0 to 3.4 knots. The trawl had a vertical 
opening of 7.5 m; the distance between the boards was 68 m when 550 m long wires were 
used. 

A standard four-panel trawl bag type 7173 used in the C. gunnari fishery was used in 
the selectivity study. The double twine of the single-layer trawl bag was made of spun kapron 
fibres 3.1 mm in diameter. The nominal mesh size was 80 mm. 

Investigations followed a methodology which incorporates the basic principles generally 
adopted for selectivity experiments (Treschev, 1974; VNIRO, 1983, AtlantNIRO, 1989 a, b) with 
a few modifications. These changes made it possible to consider more fully the nature of the 
fishery and the specific problems to be addressed. 

The trawl bag was equipped with nine 5.8 m long bands of 35 mm kapron rope which 
were evenly spaced along the codend part of the trawl bag at 1.3 m intervals. The bag was then 
placed in a fine-meshed outer cover (fish retaining bag) larger than the bag itself and enveloping 
the entire trawl bag. To prevent damage caused by contact with the bottom and during hauling, 
it was also covered with 8.6 m long bands of rope. The rear 9 m of the outer cover was 
sheathed with heavy duty webbing. The lengthwise edges of the outer cover were reinforced 
by four kapron side ropes. The front part of the outer cover was attached to the front of the 

1 a USSR-made polyamide-6 fibre 
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trawl bag along its external perimeter while the back part of the outer cover, which is 2 m 
longer than the trawl bag, was equipped with its own codend rope. The nominal mesh size of 
the outer cover was 35 mm, which ensured the retention of all fish passing through the 
trawl bag. 

In order to prevent damage and undue wear and tear to the outer cover, trawling ceased 
when a catch of 5 to 6 tonnes had been taken. 

The weight of fish retained in the trawl bag, as well as the weight of the fish passing 
into the outer cover, was determined by direct weighing using fish baskets of known volume, 
and by weight of frozen fish produce. Samples from the trawl bag and the outer cover were 
processed in the usual way for this type of experiment. After each haul, size composition and 
rate of escapement were determined and a full biological analysis of samples was conducted 
once daily to determine fish biometry. 

The inner mesh size of the trawl bag was measured after every 10 hauls with the help of 
a wedge-shaped gauge used in ICNAF. Measurements were taken in three cross-sections, both 
along the trawl bag and around its perimeter. The mesh size of the trawl bag when filled with 
fish was measured on deck by means of dividers when catches exceeded three tonnes. 

4. RESULTS 

Data obtained from the 29 hauls made using the trawl bag described above are given in 
Table 1. Trawling duration was from 10 to 70 minutes with the average being 44 minutes. 
Mean catch-per-haul was approximately 1.5 tonnes (approximately 2.0 tonneslhour). Data on 
fish length frequency distribution and biometrlc characteristics for the period being studied are 
given in Table 2. Details of the sex composition of the exploited population and maturity stages 
of individual fish are given in Table 3 (data from V.P. Shopova, AtlantNIRo). 

Preliminary data on fish retention by the trawl bag aggregated over all hauls made 
during the experiment are presented in Table 4 on ICSEAF SELDAT Form 1. 

A trawl-bag selectivity curve was constructed from these data (Figure 4). The method 
of sliding means (Treschev, 1974) was used to calculate experimental values. 

In this instance, the length of fish retained in the trawl bag at 50% equals: 

150= 24.8 cm 

and the selectivity factor equals: 

where Ks = selectivity factor; 
Iso = overa11 length of fish retained at a 50% retention rate; 
B = mesh size. 

5 . ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

Analysis of the results obtained reveals the unusual composition of this particular 
C. gunnari stock: 
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• dominance of females (80% of all specimens recorded); 

• high modal length (34 to 35 cm); 

• the insignificant amount of smaller (less than 25 cm) size groups accounting for 
less than one percent of the population; and 

• absence of immature fish. 

Extensive data from previous years give a modal length of 24 to 26 cm (AtlantNIRO, 
1986). Moreover, Polish and Spanish scientists have reported a mean length of 23.4 cm at 
50% maturity. However, we have observed a distinctly earlier maturation and larger fish size 
in the population (see Table 2.). The observed pre-spawning condition of the population is 
enough to suggest that under any other conditions fish would be more able to pass through the 
mesh and the selective properties of the mesh would be greater. Therefore it would appear to be 
illogical to consider any increase in mesh size. 

A more promising solution to the problem of increasing the selective properties of trawl 
bags is the introduction of of a design aimed at easing the tension in the mesh threads. 
AtlantNIRO scientists (Ivanova et al., 1989) noted that in a number of cases Polish-type chafers 
led to some reduction of net selectivity properties but not by any means, did they worsen them 
to any considerable degree. 

In the above-mentioned study where South-West Atlantic hake was being taken by 
trawls, the inner-mesh size was 114 to 115 mm. At a 50% retention rate and without the 
reinforced outer cover, the modal length was 38.5 cm, whereas a modal length of 40.93 cm 
was achieved when using the reinforced Polish-type chafer. This demonstrates the improved 
selectivity of trawl bags when using a reinforced outer cover. This is caused by the decreased 
tension on the main part of the net webbing occasioned by the reinforced outer cover which, 
apparently takes most of the strain during trawling. In any case, it is attached for this reason. 
A more open mesh is less tense and allows fish to pass through more freely. The angle of the 
corner of the top mesh in the trawl bag was 44.2° when equipped with a reinforced outer cover 
and 36.6° without it. 

This clearly confirms the results of a modelling experiment in a flume tank conducted in 
AtlantNIRO by engineer E.L. Baev and scientist N.M. Ivanova. Figure 5 shows the elongation 
of the mesh threads of a trawl bag without the Polish-type chafer. Figure 6 clearly shows that 

. using a reinforced outer cover decreases the tension on the threads of the main net webbing and 
significantly widens mesh openings (in both cases, a fine-meshed bag filled with plastic balls 
was placed inside the trawl to simulate a catch). 

Simulated trawling at a speed of 3 to 3.5 knots with a catch of 50 tonnes showed the 
mean values of the angle of the corner of the top mesh in the trawl bag (based on measurements 
of all meshes along its length) to be: 

• for models with reinforced outer cover - 34.3°; and 
• for models without reinforced outer covers - 26.1 0 • 

Of course, there are other ways to decrease the tension of the mesh threads (by placing 
net webbing over riblines, belly lines, etc.); however, special research and in situ experiments 
are needed in relation to the C. gunnari fishery. 

6. CONCLUSION 

Experiments on trawl bag selectivity on pre-spawning concentrations of C. gunnari 
demonstrated that 150% was 24.8 cm and the selectivity factor was 3.10 for a mesh size of 
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80 cm. Comparison of these results with those from previous years shows close similarity. A 
significant increase in the modal length (up to 34-35 cm) as well as earlier sexual maturation of 
fish were noted. 

It is suggested that the use of Polish-type chafers and a reinforced outer cover on trawl 
bags decreases the stress on the mesh threads and increases mesh openings and therefore 
selective properties of the mesh. Further experiments are required to fully understand the 
mechanism involved. 
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Table 1: Results of trawl selectivity experiments. 

Number Trawl Date Start Trawl Weight (kg) 
Number Time Duration Catch Escapement 

(mins) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1 312 17.06 12.05 11 3000 25 
2 313 11 13.55 10 2000 10 
3 314 11 15.37 20 4500 51 
4 315 11 19.03 17 2000 32 
5 316 11 20.41 23 1000 48 
6 317 " 22.26 52 1500 30 
7 319 18.06 06.35 40 000 32 
8 320 " 08.25 52 1900 96 
9 321 " 10.35 37 2200 63 

10 322 " 12.42 38 900 46 
11 323 11 15.00 50 1700 60 
12 324 11 17.35 50 1300 50 
13 325 11 20.10 40 1100 35 
14 326 11 22.25 50 900 70 
15 327 19.06 00.45 40 740 35 
16 328 11 02.35 45 600 32 
17 329 " 04.50 46 500 67 
18 330 11 07.32 61 1300 140 
19 331 11 09.55 53 1000 55 
20 332 11 12.25 55 2100 106 
21 333 " 14.55 50 2300 60 
22 334 11 17.00 55 950 97 
23 335 11 19.25 36 750 40 
24 336 11 21.43 54 800 70 
25 337 20.06 00.37 51 800 66 
26 338 11 03.20 55 530 50 
27 339 11 06.00 60 1500 62 
28 340 " 09.00 60 900 75 
29 341 11 11.30 58 1300 77 

Total: 
29 1269 41070 1680 
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sTable 2: Biometry of C. gunnari around South Georgia. 

Length Number of Girth (mm), <I> Height (mm), H Breadth (mm), B Eccentricity of Fish Body Weight (g), G 
(cm) specimens 

<I> 0'$ 
H 

O'H B O'B H2 - B2 G O'G E- H2 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

19 1 68.0 - 21.0 - 18 - 0.515 20 -
20 - - - - - - - - - -
21 1 75.0 - 23.0 - 18 - 0.623 20 -
22 - - - - - - - - - -
23 - - - - - - - - - -
24 2 101.5 2.1 35.0 0.0 29.0 1.4 0.560 75.0 7.1 
25 9 101.1 6.2 35.4 4.0 28.9 3.6 0.578 87.6 22.9 
26 44 107.8 6.4 37.8 3.7 30.4 3.1 0.594 104.3 24.3 
27 74 113.4 5.7 40.4 4.0 31.5 3.3 0.626 107.7 24.6 
28 74 116.9 7.5 41.2 4.2 32.9 4.0 0.602 121.9 30.8 
29 81 120.9 6.9 43.3 4.1 34.7 3.7 0.598 143.0 27.6 
30 63 128.4 8.5 45.5 4.2 37.0 3.9 0.582 174.1 25.4 
31 53 133.5 9.7 47.9 4.7 38.4 4.7 0.598 187.1 37.4 
32 89 141.3 7.4 50.5 3.7 40.8 4.4 0.589 212.9 35.5 
33 125 145.5 7.1 51.7 3.7 41.4 3.9 0.599 233.3 29.8 
34 137 151.4 8.1 54.3 4.5 42.9 4.2 0.613 262.1 35.4 
35 127 155.8 9.1 54.9 5.4 45.2 4.7 0.568 282.5 36.0 
36 77 163.1 9.6 58.2 4.4 46.2 4.2 0.608 318.1 46.8 
37 62 168.6 8.8 58.8 5.2 47.5 4.3 0.589 347.1 40.6 
38 40 172.3 9.3 61.0 5.6 49.2 4.6 0.591 372.0 41.1 
39 14 181.2 14.2 63.5 7.3 50.9 6.5 0.598 406.1 46.0 
40 14 184.6 10.4 65.0 5.3 52.7 5.0 0.585 458.2 31.9 
41 10 187.7 5.0 64.8 4.8 54.2 5.4 0.548 480.0 50.0 
42 1 180.0 - 61.0 - 55.0 - 0.432 475.0 -
43 2 184.0 12.7 67.5 10.6 54.5 0.7 0.590 567.5 10.6 

---



Table 3: Stages of maturity of C. gunnari. 

Males Females 

Length Quantity IT ITI N Quantity IT III N Total class 
(cm) 

19 1 - - - - - 1 
21 1 - 1 - - - - - 1 
24 - - - - 2 - - 2 2 
25 2 - 2 - 7 1 1 5 9 
26 12 1 10 1 32 6 1 25 44 
27 14 3 6 5 60 2 1 57 74 
28 18 3 11 4 56 3 1 52 74 
29 18 2 9 7 63 3 - 60 81 
30 16 2 6 8 47 - - 47 63 
31 10 - 5 5 43 1 - 42 53 
32 8 - 3 5 81 - - 81 89 
33 13 - 6 7 112 - 1 111 125 
34 17 - 3 14 120 - - 120 137 
35 24 - 6 18 103 - - 103 127 
36 13 - 4 9 64 - - 64 77 
37 17 - 8 9 45 - - 45 62 
38 17 - 3 14 23 - - 23 40 
39 6 - - 6 8 - - 8 14 
40 8 - 2 6 6 - - 6 14 
41 5 - 2 3 5 - - 5 10 
42 1 - - 1 - - - - 1 
43 1 - - 1 1 - - 1 2 

Total: 222 11 87 123 878 16 5 857 1100 
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Table 4: Mesh selectivity data for C. gunnari: Covered codend experiments (ICSEAF 
SELDAT , Form 1). 

Length Number of Fish Caught 
of Fish In Codend In Cover 

A B C 

17 - 1 
18 - 7 
19 - 16 
20 30 38 
21 - 20 
22 - 20 
23 - 24 
24 38 64 
25 534 373 
26 1436 866 
27 2984 1430 
28 5927 1619 
29 5071 1071 
30 5756 821 
31 8207 646 
32 14287 833 
33 19382 654 
34 21138 578 
35 23114 350 
36 13204 144 
37 10511 53 
38 6963 23 
39 4763 2 
40 2603 0 
41 1387 0 
42 344 0 
43 237 0 
44 59 0 
45 - -
46 28 0 

Total no. 148003 9653 
of fish 

Total weight 41.07 1.68 
(tonnes) 

Country: USSR, Date: 17 to 28 June 1990 
Codend made of Kapron (type of fibre) 

Total 

D 

1 
7 

16 
68 
20 
20 
24 

102 
907 

2302 
4414 
7546 
6142 
6577 
8853 

15120 
20036 
21716 
23464 
13348 
10564 
6986 
4765 
2603 
1387 
344 
237 

59 
-

28 

157656 

42.75 

Mesh size in codend (mm) - 80.1. Mesh size in cover (mm) - 35.2 
Duration of haul (min) - 1 269. Name of vessel - Anchar (AtlantNIRO) 
Tonnage (GRT) - 2120. Engine power (HP) - 2000 
Type of trawler - stem trawler 

Percentage of 
Fish Retained 

E 

0 
0 
0 

44.1 
0 
0 
0 

37.3 
58.9 
62.4 
67.6 
78.5 
82.6 
87.5 
92.7 
94.5 
96.7 
97.3 
98.5 
98.9 
99.5 
99.7 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

-
100.0 

Remarks: Trawl codend with 44 mm mesh bar, without Polish-type chafer. 29 hauls, total 
hauling duration - 1269. Catches-per-haul from 0.5 to 4.5 tonnes. 
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Figure 2: Side and bottom panels of trawl "Khek-4M", 
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Figure 3: Rigging of trawl "Khek-4M". 
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Figure 4: Selectivity curve for trawl bag with mesh size B=80.1 mm in respect of C. gunnari 
on the South Georgia Shelf (BMRT Anchar, June 1990. Number of hauls N=29. 
Calculations made using the method of sliding mean). 
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Figure 5: Mesh of trawl bag with simulated catch minus reinforced outer cover. 
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Figure 6: Mesh of trawl bag with simulated catch with reinforced outer cover. 
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ON THE INSTANTANEOUS NATURAL MORTALITY RATE OF 
CHAMPS 0 CEPHAL US GUNNARl, SOUTH GEORGIA (SUBAREA 48.3) 
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Abstract 

The instantaneous rate of natural mortality (M) of Champsocephalus 
gunnari in the South Georgia area was assessed using six different 
methods. Data on size composition of catches from 1964/65 to 
1968/69 and the age/length key for the first half of 1972 were used in 
the calculations. The results provided a wide range of estimates for M. 
The discussion of the results suggested that M=O.56 should be used in 
stock assessment for C. gunnari in Subarea 48.3. 

Resume 

Le taux instantane de mortalite naturelle (M) de Champsocephalus 
gunnari dans la zone de la Georgie du Sud a ete estime selon six 
methodes distinctes. Pour les calculs, on s'est servi des donnees sur la 
composition en tailles des captures de 1964/65 a 1968/69 et de la cle 
ages/longueurs pour la premiere moitie de 1972. Les resultats ont 
offert une gamme etendue d'estimations de M. L'examen des resultats 
semble montrer que M=O,56 devrait etre utilise lors de revaluation des 
stocks de C. gunnari dans la sous-zone 48.3. 

Pe310Me 

KoacpCPH~HeHT MrHoBeHHotf eCTeCTBeHHotf cMepTHocTH (M) 
BH,l(a Champsocephalus gunnari B patfoHe IO:>KHOtf reoprHH 6bIJI 

o~eHeH meCTblO HMeIOIllHMHC5I MeTO,l(aMH. B paC1.IeTaX 6bIJlH 

HCnOJlb30BaHbI ,l(aHHbIe no pa3MepHoMY cocTaBY 3a 1964/65 -
1968/69 rr. H pa3MepHO-Bo3pacTHbIe KJlI01.IH 3a nepBYIO 

nOJlOBHHY 1972 r. B pe3YJlbTaTe 6bIJI nOJlY1.IeH mHpoKHtf 

,l(Hana30H Ol.\eH01.lHblX 3Ha1.leHHtf KoacpCPHl.\HeHTa M. AHaJlH3 

pe3YJlbTaTOB YKa3bIBaeT Ha TO, 1.ITO npH o~eHKe 3anaca 

C. gunnari B IIO,l(patfoHe 48.3 CJle,l(yeT HCnOJlb30BaTb M=O,56. 

Resumen 

Se evalua el coeficiente de mortalidad natural instantanea (M) de 
Champsocephalus gunnari en la zona de Georgia del Sur, mediante seis 
metodos distintos. Para los calculos se han empleado datos de 
composicion por tallas de las capturas correspondientes alas 
temporadas 1964/65 a 1968/69, ademas de datos de la clave edadltalla 
del primer semestre de 1972. Se han obtenido una amplia gama de 
resultados de M, que una vez examinados y debatidos, demuestran que 
el valor adecuado de M para la evaluacion de la poblacion de 
C. gunnari en la Subarea 48.3 es de M=O.56 . 

AtlantNIRO, 5 Dimitry Donskoy Street, Kaliningrad 236000, USSR 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

K.-H. Kock (1981) was the first to detennine the instantaneous rate of natural mortality 
using the methods of Pauly (M=0.61) and Richter-Efanov (M=0.22). The author himself 
admitted that the results varied to such a degree that interpreting them was very difficult indeed. 
Realising that the results were contradictory and using for the most part, earlier assessments of 
Notothenia rossii, Kock made the preliminary assumption that M was between 0.22 and 0.38. 
The CCAMLR Working Group on Fish Stock Assessment later adopted 0.35 as the value of this 
coefficient. 

Recent research, however, has detennined a value of 0.45 (Sparre, 1989) and 0.55 
(Frolkina and Dorovskikh, 1989) for M. This research was carried out using age/length 
composition data from catches of the "pristine" C. gunnari population according to the methods 
of Baranov, Beverton and Holt and several other methods. Therefore in 1989 the CCAMLR 
Working Group on Fish Stock Assessment used M=0.50 in its calculations as well as the 
previously accepted estimate of 0.35. 

Since Sparre (1989) singled out the Heinke method (M=0.56) from all those used, the 
Working Group decided that this value could be used in the future on an equal footing with 
M=0.35 (CCAMLR-VIII, paragraph 49). The Working Group recognised the importance of 
accurately determining a value for M and decided to address the question once again in 1990 at 
the Ninth Meeting of CCAMLR. Taking the above factors into consideration, the authors 
decided to tackle once more the problem of obtaining a more precise value for M. In contrast to 
a previous study (Frolkina and Dorovskikh, 1989), the number of methods used was increased 
and included the Heinke, Robson-Chapman methods as well as an approach outlined in a paper 
by Gasiukov and Dorovskikh (1990). . 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Data on size composition from catches taken from the seasons 1964/65 to 1968/69 were 
used (Table 1) as was the age/length key for the first half of 1972 (Table 2). Unlike the authors' 
study in 1989, growth parameter calculations and estimates of M were carried out using data 
for each individual season and for the entire period. Age composition over all seasons was . 
determined using two procedures. The basic algorithms are described below. 

(i) The Baranov Method (1914): 

When fishing is either not taking place or is insignificant it is assumed that the 
instantaneous rate of mortality Z=M and 

where Nil = catch of age group a which is fully represented in the catch; and 
Ell = fishing effort. 

It is assumed that fishing effort for groups a and a +1 is the same, i.e. Ell = Ell +1> and, 
consequently, 
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(ii) The Heinke Method (1913): 

N" is the same here as it is for the Baranov method. 

(iii) The Beverton-Holt Method (1956): 

-where t 
t' 

= mean age in the catch; 

M=_I_ 
t - t l 

= ftrst age group, fully represented in the catch, 

tic 
L(a+0.5)Na 

a=tl 
t =----

tic 
LNa 

a=t' 

tk = oldest age group in the catch. 

(iv) The Robson-Chapman Method (1961): 

M = In (1 + __ 1 ) 
t - t' 

where t and t' are the same as for the Beverton-Holt method. 

(v) The A1verson-Carney Method (1975): 

where K = Bertalanffy growth equation parameter; and 
T = age at which population biomass is at its maximum. 

(vi) The approach suggested by Gasiukov and Dorovskikh (1990): 

This approach is based on the construction of a regression curve between the rate of 
annual fishing mortality and fishing effort. Particular attention is paid to the value of the 
parameter a in this equation: 

F, = a + b·E, 
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where a,b = parameters of the equation; 
E y = fishing effort in year y; and 
F y = rate of fishing mortality in year y. 

VP A is tuned to various values for the rate of natural mortality when calculating fishing 
mortality coefficients. From the suite of values M is taken to be the one at which the estimate 
of the independent parameter a is close to zero. 

The following two procedures were used to calculate the age structure of the catches. 
The first assumes that the following data are known: 

• size composition of catches; and 
• age/length key. 

Size composition data is used in estimating components of size classes in the catch: 

where n I = number of fish of length I in the catch; 
In = minimum length in the catch; and 
I k = maximum length in the catch. 

The age/length key is used in determining the component of age class a which belongs 
to size class I: 

where nl 
a 

a1 
a2 

= 
= 
= 

number of fish aged a of length I in the key; 

minimum age of fish of length I; 
maximum age of fish of length I; 

The component of age group a in the catch is determined by the formula: 

I 
2 

Pa = Ltl'P~ 
1=1 

where 11 = minimum length which may correspond to class a; and 
12 = maximum length which may correspond to class a. 
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Kimura's algorithm is the basis of the second procedure for determining age 
composition (Kimura, 1987). This algorithm presupposes the same initial data as does the fIrst 
procedure, however the age/length key may refer to a period independent of time at which data 
on size composition was collected. 

Size composition components are estimated in the same way as in the first procedure 
although components of the age/length key are worked out using the following formula: 

nl 
pI = _-ca_ 

a 12 

Ln~ 
1=/1 

The algorithm functions in the following iterationa1 way: 

Step 1. Starting values are determined for components of age composition in a catch: 

1 
Pa = ak' a=1,2, ... ,ak 

where ak = the number of age groups in the key. 

Step 2. Estimates of these components are made for all size classes using data on the 
age/length key: 

' z ! Pz = Pa'Pa 
a=l 

Step 3. New estimates of the components of age composition are calculated 
according to the formula: 

Step 4. The premise I p a _ P ~I < 8 is validated. If it is accurate then: 

• the new estimates of p~ become current, i.e. Pa = p~, a = 1,2, ... ak; and 
• calculations given in Step 2 are continued. 
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3. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Age composition of catches from 1964/65 to 1968/69 and for the period as a whole is 
shown in Table 3. Mean length by age group for each season was calculated as the mean 
weighted value of length for each age group (Table 4). 

The data presented served as a starting point for determination of parameters of 
Bertalanffy's growth curve (Table 5). Values for mean length determined using less than three 
elements in the sample were eliminated during calculations. Thus, the background data 
obtained (Tables 3 to 5) were used in calculating values of M for each season individually and 
for the entire period using all of the methods shown (Table 6). It should be noted that the small 
sample size in seasons 1964/65 and 1967/68 brings into question the reliability of estimates for 
parameters Leo and K since the length recorded for C. gunnari significantly excedes the 
asymptotic length and K is much greater than the values obtained when larger samples were 
taken. Therefore the Alverson-Carney method was not employed to estimate M for those 
seasons. 

The results provided a wide range of estimates for M (from 0.16 to 1.13). It is 
interesting to observe that in two of the methods (Beverton-Holt and Robson-Chapman) mean 
age varies considerably from season to season: 

Season 1964/65 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1964-69 1964-69 
Procedure 1 Procedure 2 

- 5.8 4.9 
t 

4.3 4.1 4.6 4.6 

Therefore, when in season 1964/65 mean age is the greatest, M is accordingly the 
lowest (Beverton-Holt, Robson Chapman methods) and in 1968/69, when mean age is the 
lowest then M (derived using the above two methods) is the greatest in comparison with the 
estimates of other methods. 

The bottom two rows of Table 6 present the mean estimates of M for each season and 
for the whole period. The first gives values obtained using all methods while the second 
disregarded maximum and minimum values. In practically every case the estimate of the mean 
value of M was either equal to or greater than 0.50. Therefore any future use of M=0.35 will 
be incorrect. This view is supported by the method suggested by Gasiukov and Dorovskikh 
(1990). 

Table 7 gives the mean weighted values of fishing mortality for the main age groups 
(3 to 5) calculated by VP A using the Laurec-Shepard tuning method. This was done at various 
levels of natural mortality which were used to construct the following regression equation: 

Fy = a+ b ·Ey 

Table 8 shows a and b from the regression equation as well as the correlation coefficient 
which demonstrates the close link between the two. Analysis of these data indicates that the 
highest point of intersection (a=0.183) occurs at M=0.35. The smallest positive value 
(a=0.045) occurs at M=0.56. Moreover, when there is a transition of M from 0.56 to 0.70, the 
intercept sign changes from positive to negative (Table 9, Figure 1). 

It may therefore be assumed that the rate of natural mortality for C. gunnari is not less 
than 0.56. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The authors consider that their results show the instantaneous rate of natural mortality 
for C. gunnari in Subarea 48.3 (South Georgia) to be 0.56. 
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Table 1: Age composition of the "pristine" C. gunnari population by season. 

Length (cm) 1964/65 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1964-69 

16-17 0 3 0 0 3 
18-19 0 18 0 0 18 
20-21 0 9 2 14 25 
22-23 0 2 8 77 87 
24-25 0 23 53 138 214 
26-27 4 53 111 123 291 
28-29 4 91 55 41 191 
30-31 4 79 19 23 125 
32-33 1 50 28 39 118 
34-35 4 67 38 26 135 
36-37 6 72 55 17 150 
38-39 14 63 46 7 130 
40-41 8 78 10 0 96 
42-43 13 27 0 2 42 
44-45 14 13 0 0 27 
46-47 2 8 0 1 11 
48-49 2 6 0 3 11 
50-51 0 8 0 2 10 
52-53 0 6 0 3 9 
54-55 0 5 0 3 8 
56-57 0 0 0 0 0 
58-59 0 0 0 1 1 

Total 76 681 425 520 1701 

Table 2: Age/length key for the first half of 1972. 

Length Age group 
(cm) 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

16-17 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
18-19 25 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
20-21 1 41 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22-23 0 43 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
24-25 0 83 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
26-27 0 29 69 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
28-29 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
30-31 0 0 88 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 
32-33 0 0 48 50 2 0 0 0 0 0 
34-35 0 0 0 83 9 0 0 0 0 0 
36-37 0 0 0 42 46 2 0 0 0 0 
38-39 0 0 0 13 61 13 0 0 0 0 
40-41 0 0 0 0 13 36 1 0 0 0 
42-43 0 0 0 0 11 11 6 0 0 0 
44-45 0 0 0 0 0 4 11 0 0 0 
46-47 0 0 0 0 0 3 7 1 0 0 
48-49 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 3 1 0 
50-51 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 2 0 
52-53 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 5 3 0 
54-55 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 4 2 
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Table 3: Age composition of the "pristine" C. gunnari population determined using two 
procedures for calculations. 

Age 1964/65 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1964-69 1964-69 
Procedure 1 Procedure 2 

1 0 20 0 0 20 16 
2 1 129 103 355 588 384 
3 11 228 169 183 591 616 
4 9 132 81 53 275 246 
5 20 121 68 18 227 238 
6 17 83 16 3 119 131 
7 16 29 0 4 49 45 
8 1 10 0 4 15 12 
9 0 7 0 3 10 10 
10 0 1 0 2 3 2 

Table 4: Mean length in the "pristine" C. gunnari population by age group. 

Age 1964/65 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1964-69 1964-69 
Procedure 1 Procedure 2 

1 - 17.7 - - 17.7 17.3 
2 26.0 21.3 23.5 22.2 22.3 23.0 
3 28.3 28.7 27.5 27.3 27.9 28.4 
4 35.2 34.2 34.5 33.5 34.2 34.0 
5 38.8 37.8 37.0 36.4 37.6 37.5 
6 41.3 40.2 38.7 39.7 40.2 40.3 
7 44.1 45.2 - 47.8 45.1 45.6 
8 47.5 50.5 - 51.0 50.5 50.5 
9 - 51.9 - 52.3 52.5 52.0 
10 - 54.0 - 56.3 54.0 54.0 

Table 5: Estimate of Bertalanffy growth curve parameters for each season and for the 
whole period determined by using two procedures for calculating age 
composition. 

Parameter Seasons 

1964/65 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1964-69 1964-69 
Procedure 1 Procedure 2 

L..,(cm) 47.5 86.7 45.6 77.4 80.9 82.0 
to 0.83 -1.45 -0.34 -0.66 -1.34 -1.35 
k 0.414 0.088 0.304 0.119 0.099 0.098 
Sample size 5 9 5 8 10 9 
Youngest group 3 1 2 2 1 1 
Oldest group 7 9 6 9 10 9 
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Table 6: Estimates of natural mortality rate by season using various methods. 

Method Seasons 

1964/65 1966/67 1967/68 1968/69 1964-69 1964-69 
Procedure 1 Procedure 2 

Baranov 0.80 0.77 0.78 0.96 0.75 0.82 
Beverton- 0.36 0.53 0.77 0.90 0.62 0.63 
Rolt 
Reinke 0.16* 0.47 0.70 1.13** 0.61 0.64 
Robson-
Chapman 0.31 0.43 0.57 0.64 0.48 0.49 
Carney - 0.38 - 0.34 0.37 0.37 

Estimate of 
mean M 0.475 0.516 0.705 0.794 0.566 0.590 
(Option 1) 
(Option 2) 0.490 0.516 0.705 0.710 0.566 0.590 

* minimum value of M 
* * maximum value of M 

Table 7: Standardized fishing effort and mean weighted fishing mortality for the main age 
groups (3 to 5) at different levels of natural mortality. 

Season Effort F (mean weighted) 

M=0.35 M=0.50 M=0.56 M=0.70 

1982/83 20420 1.521 1.396 1.343 1.210 
1983/84 15798 2.274 2.005 1.884 1.564 
1984/85 2984 0.854 0.589 0.492 0.296 
1985/86 4483 0.259 0.186 0.159 0.104 
1986/87 20035 1.131 0.905 0.811 0.589 
1987/88 15941 0.913 0.691 0.604 0.414 
1988/89 7972 0.345 0.248 0.213 0.141 
1989/90 1497 0.113 0.089 0.079 0.057 

Table 8: Parameters of a regression correlation between the rate of fishing mortality and 
fishing effort at different levels of natural mortality. 

Natural Mortality Parameters Correlation 
Rate Coefficient R 

a b 

0.35 0.183 0.0000667 0.718 
0.50 0.081 0.0000613 0.722 
0.56 0.045 0.0000586 0.721 
0.70 0.022 0.0000510 0.715 
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Table 9: Preliminary estimates of fishing mortality obtained from the regression equation in 
Table 8. 

F (Preliminary) 

M=0.35 M=0.50 M=0.56 M=0.70 

20420 1.545 1.333 1.242 1.019 
15798 1.237 1.049 0.971 0.784 
2984 0.382 0.264 0.220 0.130 
4483 0.482 0.356 0.308 0.207 

20035 1.519 1.309 1.219 1.000 
15941 1.246 1.058 0.979 0.791 
7972 0.715 0.570 0.512 0.384 
1497 0.283 0.173 0.133 0.054 

0 0.183 0.081 0.045 -0.022 
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Figure 1: Functions of fishing mortality coefficients and fishing effort for different values of 
natural mortality. 
1 - M=0.35 3 - M=O.56 
2 - M=O.50 4 - M=O.70 
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Cpe,llH5I5I ,lIJIHHa oco6eH B nepBo6wTHOH nonyJI5I~HH C. gunnari no 

B03pacTHbIM rpynnaM. 
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STANDARDIZATION OF FISHING EFFORT FOR CHAMPSOCEPHALUS 
GUNNARI IN THE SOUTH GEORGIA AREA (SUB AREA 48.3) 

P.S. Gasiukov* 

Abstract 

Traditional calculation of catch-per-unit-effort series is inflexible in its 
use of data types and has no estimate of accuracy. A standardized 
CPUE index for Champsocephalus gunnari fishing in Subarea 48.3 is 
derived using a multiplicative model and data from many different 
classes (countries, types of vessel, fishing gear, months and years). 
Multiple regression is used to solve the model and the resultant yearly 
standardized CPUE shows the same trends independent of the values 
selected to standardize the model. The mean coefficient of variation for 
the CPUE values was 0.399. 

Resume 

Le ca1cul traditionnel des series de capture par unite d'effort est rigide 
dans son utilisation des types de donnees et sa precision n'a pas ete 
estimee. Un indice de CPUE standardise pour la peche de 
Champsocephalus gunnari dans la sous-zone 48.3 est derive au moyen 
d'un modele multiplicatif et de donnees de nombreuses classes 
distinctes (pays, types de navires, engins de peche, mois et annees). 
La regression multiple est utilisee pour resoudre le modele et la CPUE 
resultante annuelle standardisee revele les memes tendances 
independantes des valeurs selectionnees pour standardiser le modele. 
Le coefficient moyen de variation pour les valeurs de CPUE etait 
de 0,399. 

Pe310Me 

lIpH Tpa~m-\HOHHbIX BblqHCJIeHH5.lX Ha60pa BeJIHqHH BbIJIOBa Ha 

eAHHHI.-\Y npOMbICJIOBOrO YCHJIH5.I HeH3MeHHO HCnOJIb3YIOTC5.I 

O~HH H Te :>Ke THnbI ~aHHbIX, a TaK:>Ke npH TaKHX BblqHCJIeHH5.lX 

He BbIBO~HTC5.I nOKa3aTeJIb CTeneHH TOQHOCTH:. CTaH~apTH3H

pOBaHHblti nOKa3aTeJIb C3rY ~JI5.I npOMbICJIa Champsocephalus 
gunnari B lIo~patioHe 48.3 6bIJI nOJIYQeH nYTeM HCnOJIb30BaHH5.I 

MYJIbTHnJIHKaTHBHoti MO~eJIH H ~aHHbIX wHpoKoro p5.l~a 

KJIaCCOB (cTpaHbI, THnbI cY ~OB, 0PY ~H5.I JIOBa, MeC5.ll.-\bI H rO~bI). 
lIpH BbInOJIHeHHH paCQeTOB no aToti MO~eJIH HCnOJIb3yeTC5.I 

MHoroKpaTHa5.1 perpeCCH5.I, npH aTOM nOJIYQeHHble 

CTaH~apTH3HpOBaHHble rO~OBble nOKa3aTeJIH CPUE np05.lBJI5.lIOT 

O~HH H Te :>Ke TeH~eHI.-\HH, He3aBHCHMO OT BeJIHQHH, 

HCnOJIb30BaHHbIX B CTaH~apTH3aI.-\HH MO~eJIH:. Cpe~HHti 
Koa$qn1l.-\HeHT H3MeHQHBOCTH nOKa3aTeJIeti C3ry paBH5.leTC5.I 

0,399. 

* AtlantNIRO, 5 Dimitry Donskoy Street, Kaliningrad 236000, USSR 
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Resumen 

El metodo de calculo empleado comunmente para estimar las series de 
captura por unidad de esfuerzo es bastante limitado en los tipos de datos 
utilizados y no da lugar a la estimaci6n de la precisi6n. Mediante el uso 
de un modelo multiplicativo y datos de muchos tipos (paises, tipos de 
embarcaci6n, aparejos de pesca, meses y alios), se logra inferir un 
fndice de CPUE normalizado para la pesca de Champsocephalus gunnari 
en la Subarea 48.3. Se usa la regresi6n multiple para resolver el 
modelo, y la CPUE anual normalizada resultante muestra las mismas 
tendencias, independiente de los valores que fueron seleccionados para 
normalizar el modelo. El coeficiente de variaci6n promedio para los 
valores de CPUE fue de 0.399. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The principal method for determining the stock of Champsocephalus gunnari from the 
South Georgia area (Subarea 48.3) is virtual population analysis (VPA) (Borodin and Kochkin, 
1988; Basson et al., 1989; Frolkina and Gasiukov, 1989). It is known that in order to use the 
method correctly it is necessary to substantiate the selection of terminal coefficients of fishing 
mortality. For this purpose values of fishing effort for a number of years of fishing are used as 
additional information (Pope and Shepherd, 1985). 

An attempt to use fishing effort to tune the VPA when studying C. gunnari stocks was 
made in the paper by Frolkina and Gasiukov (1989). 

This task is complicated by the fact that fishing for C. gunnari is. characterized by a 
considerable intra-annual irregularity and marked dynamics. Whereas fishing was at first 
carried out by means of bottom trawls, in recent years midwater trawls have been used. This 
impedes the formation of a sequence of monotypical (standardized) values of fishing effort. In 
the abovementioned paper fishing effort was standardized in the following way. A certain type 
of vessel was selected as standard and, on the basis of information recorded in the STATLANTB 
form, a sequence of catch-per-unit-effort values was developed by years of fishing. 
Standardized values of fishing effort were then calculated by dividing summary catch by 
respective values of catch-per-unit-effort. 

This method is simple, but possesses a number of disadvantages. It does not use 
information on fisheries of other countries and other types of vessels, and does not take into 
account the intra-annual heterogeneity of the fishery. When this method is in practical use, an 
index of accuracy is not defmed. The situation becomes particularly complex if the commercial 
significance of the vessel selected as a standard changes with the passage of time. 

The method of standardizing fishing effort based on a multiplicative model (Robson, 
1966; Gavaris, 1980) is free of the disadvantages mentioned above and is considered to have 
potential for use in this fishery. 

2. MULTIPLICATIVE MODEL OF STANDARDIZING FISHING EFFORT 

The multiplicative model described in the paper by Gavaris (1980) is summarized here. 
The basic model involves representing a standardized value of catch-per-effort by means of the 
following formulae: 
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X lI1 X2J2 X TJT 

U = UR • PlI1 • P2J2 • PTJT (1) 

is the standard value of catch-per-unit-effort, where U 
U R is the value of catch-per-effort for a certain combination of categories selected as 

references, 
is the relative power of the Jith category in the i lb category type, 
is 1, if U is pertinent toj categories, and is 0 in other cases, 
is a number of different category types. 

It is suggested that each element u may be classified as belonging to a definite category j 
in category type i. For example, type of vessel, fishing division, month within year and finally 
fishing year may be considered to be category types. 

The value U R is a number which is characteristic for a given combination of categories. 
A given combination (Le., reference categories) is determined beforehand from each type of 
category. Their characteristic feature is the equality to 1 of a respective coefficient of relative 
power. 

The concept of a 'standard' is a set of categories which corresponds to a certain value of 
catch-per-effort; all other values of catch-per-effort are given in relation to the latter. For 
example, a standard may be catch-per-effort for a certain type of vessel using a certain gear in a 
certain month of a certain year. 

A standardized value for catch-per-effort for a given type of category is calculated by 
formula (1), if the respective indices are substituted. Having selected 'year of fishing' as a type 
of category, one may calculate standardized values of catch-per-effort for a sequence of fishing 
years and consider them to be an abundance index. At the same time, total value of fishing 
effort is obtained by dividing total catch by a standardized value of catch-per-effort. 

Parameters of the multiplicative model are calculated with multiple linear regression after 
logarithmic transformation (1): 

T 
In Ut = In UR + L In P"},, . Xj)" 

i=1 I I 

where In Ut 

t 

Xi} 

is a dependent variable, 

is the number of the set, t=1, ... ,M, 
is an independent variable. 

At the same time, model parameters satisfy the following limitations: 

K j 

L In Pjr = 0, i=1,2, ... ,T 
i=1 I 

where K; is the number of categories in i category types. 

(2) 

(3) 

The sequence of calculations when defining model parameters is made in accordance 
with the algorithm of multiple regression (Draper and Smith, 1966). Goodness of fit test is 
characterized by the multiple coefficient of correlation. Estimates of the values of standard 
errors and confidence intervals possess some peculiarities. These are described in detail by 
Gavaris (1980). 
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The practical application of the multiplicative model for standardizing fishing effort may 
entail some complications which are caused by a possible lack of correlation of the system 
matrix (2). Corresponding modifications of the algorithm for the standardization of model 
parameters are described in the paper by Gasiukov (1990). 

3. DATA USED 

Standardizing fishing effort for C. gunnari in the South Georgia area (Subarea 48.3) is 
made with the aid of statistical data which are stored in the CCAMLR data base. A study of 
available information showed that in order to solve a problem the data since 1981/82 could be 
used. However, it should be noted that for the first two years of this period, data on fishing 
effort were scanty. 

The whole of the commercial statistics allows for classification into the following 
categories: 

• 
• 
• 
• 
• 

country; 
type of vessel; 
fishing gear; 
month within year; and 
year of fishing. 

The total number of all the types is 31, the volume of the set being 103 elements. 

4. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS AND DISCUSSION 

Results of standardizing fishing effort for the C. gunnari fishery for the period from 
1981/82 to 1989/90 are represented in Tables 1 to 3. Since the selection of reference categories 
does not effect algorithm activity, they are not referred to in this paper, but such information is 
contained in Table 2. It is adopted as a standard value (tonnage class 10) in October which 
used bottom-fishing gear. 

The multiple coefficient of correlation is 0.801, i.e., goodness of fit is high enough. 
Figure 1 shows a plot of the temporal trend of standardized values of catch-per-fishing-effort 
with 95% confidence intervals. A considerable vagueness in the estimates for the first two 
fishing seasons used for calculations is especially noticeable on the graph. This is obviously 
due to the small volume of the sample for these seasons. In the 1981/82 season the data on 
fishing effort were available for only 5% of the total catch for the season. Therefore, it is not 
recommended to use these estimates for the subsequent calculations, taking into account their 
high degree of uncertainty. 

A calculation was also made in which the data for the 1980/81 and 1981/82 seasons 
were excluded. These results are not given as they are practically identical to those given in 
Table 3. 

U se of the multiplicative model showed that the temporal trend of values of 
catch-per-unit-effort obtained was independent of the values selected as a standard, although 
absolute values differed. The values obtained may be used as an index of abundance when 
assessing the stocks. 
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Table 1: Statistical characteristics of standardizing fishing effort for the C. gunnari fishery in 
the South Georgia area (Subarea 48.3). 

Analysis of Variance 

Source of Variation DF Sums of Squares 

Intercept 1 6.1lOEOOOl 
Regression 27 3.717EOOOl 

Type 1 2 5.981EOOOO 
Type 2 3 2.229EOOOO 
Type 3 2 5.650E-00l 
Type 4 11 3.644EOOOO 
Type 5 9 8.724EOOOO 

Residuals 75 2.073EOOOl 
Total 103 1.190EOO02 

Coefficient of multiple correlation R=0.80l 
Coefficient of multiple correlation R squared = 0.682 
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Mean Squares F-Value 

6.11OEOOOl 
1.377EOOOO 4.982 
2.990EOOOO 10.820 
7,431E-OOl 2.689 
2.825E-OOl 1.022 
3.312E-OOl 1.199 
9.693E-OOl 3.508 

2.764E-00l 



Table 2: Coefficients of the multiplicative model. 

Category Code Variable Coefficient Standard Error Number of 
Observations 

1 3 Intercept 1.751 0.233 103 
2 2 
3 10 
4 10 
5 1983 
1 1 1 -3.332 0.720 3 

2 2 -2.051 0.583 20 
2 1 3 1.560 0.640 19 

3 4 -0.133 0.134 38 
4 5 1.360 0.737 2 

3 9 6 0.176 0.653 1 
11 7 0.230 0.164 19 

4 1 8 -0.099 0.252 12 
2 9 0.029 0.284 7 
3 10 -0.056 0.268 7 
4 11 -0.180 0.284 7 
5 12 -0.393 0.297 5 
6 13 -0.630 0.280 6 
7 14 -0.298 0.260 9 
8 15 -0.593 0.276 7 
9 16 -0.079 0.302 5 

11 17 -0.306 0.240 12 
12 18 -0.450 0.257 13 

5 1981 19 -1.084 0.368 4 
1982 20 0.346 0.808 1 
1984 21 -0.235 0.216 14 
1985 22 -0.250 0.381 3 
1986 23 -0.921 0.279 6 
1987 24 -0.592 0.196 28 
1988 25 -1.007 0.209 21 
1989 26 -0.830 0.324 5 
1990 27 -0.247 0.304 5 
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Table 3: Standardized values of catch-per-unit-effort for C. gunnari. 

Predicted Catch Rate 

Standards Used Variable Numbers: 3 2 10 10 

Year Total Catch Catch Rate 

Prop. Mean SE Effort 

1981 29464 0.249 2.083 0.765 14142 
1982 47454 0.057 6.607 4.680 7182 
1983 131576 0.961 6.443 1.492 20420 
1984 80664 0.807 5.106 1.131 15798 
1985 14293 0.640 4.789 1.777 2984 
1986 11368 0.893 2.536 0.699 4483 
1987 71853 0.897 3.586 0.732 20035 
1988 37736 0.748 2.367 0.488 15941 
1989 22213 0.935 2.786 0.734 7972 
1990 7268 1.000 4.856 1.676 1497 

Average CV for the mean: 0.319 
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Figure 1: Standardized values of catch-per-unit-effort for C. gunnari from 1981/82 to 
1989/90. 
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SEASONAL AND INTER· ANNUAL VARIABILITY IN THE DISTRIBUTION 
OF ELECTRONA CARLSBERGI IN THE SOUTHERN POLAR FRONT AREA 
(THE AREA TO THE NORTH OF SOUTH GEORGIA IS USED AS AN 
EXAMPLE) 

A.N. Kozlov, K.V. Shust and A.V. Zemsky* 

Abstract 

From 1987 to 1989 VNIRO (USSR) conducted six trawl and acoustic 
surveys in the area to the north of South Georgia Is between 49° to 54°S 
and 25° to 400W. The area is within the Polar Frontal Zone where 
mesopelagic fish from the family Myctophidae are found most 
frequently and regularly. Seasonal and interannual variability in 
distribution, density and biomass of the most abundant species of 
myctophids, Electrona carlsbergi, are analyzed and summarized in this 
paper. The species is also known to form large concentrations 
throughout the year. Results of surveys showed that the distribution 
and behaviour of E. carlsbergi are strongly related to environmental 
conditions in the area as well as to the availability and distribution of 
zooplankton. E. carlsbergi was found over the entire study area. The 
largest concentrations of the species, however, were found mainly 
along edges of the frontal zone where such fundamental environmental 
characteristics of water masses as currency dynamics, temperature and 
density, attain the highest level of variation. The most large-scale and 
dense concentrations of E. carlsbergi were observed in summer 
(December to February) when fish were distributed in the upper 
50-100 m layer. The smallest and less dense concentrations were 
observed in the winter (June) at 200 m and deeper. The spring and 
autumn months were noted as transitional for parameters of vertical 
distribution and density of fish concentrations. Calculations of biomass 
of E. carlsbergi in the area indicated that its variability during the year 
is related to parameters of spatial and vertical distribution of fish. 
Interannual variability of E. carlsbergi biomass in the area was also 
observed. 

Resume 

De 1987 a 1989, VNIRO (URSS) a mene six chalutages et campagnes 
acoustiques dans la region au nord de l'ile de la Georgie du Sud, entre 
49 et 54°S et 25 et 400W. Cette region est situee a l'interieur de la zone 
frontale polaire dans laquelle les poissons mesopelagiques de la famille 
des Myctophidae se rencontrent le plus frequemment et le plus 
regulierement. Cette communication presente une analyse et une 
recapitulation de la variabilite saisonniere et interannuelle dans la 
repartition, la den site et la biomasse dlElectrona carlsbergi, l'espece la 
plus abondante des Myctophidae. Cette espece est egalement connue 
pour former de grande concentrations tout au long de l'annee. Les 
resultats des campagnes ont montre que la distribution et le 
comportement dIE. carlsbergi sont etroitement lies aux conditions de 
l'environnement de la region ainsi quIa la disponibilite et repartition du 
zooplancton. E. carlsbergi a ete trouve dans la totalite de la zone 

* VNIRO, 17a Verkhnaya Krasnoselskaya Street, Moscow, USSR 107140 
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etudiee. Toutefois, ses plus gran des concentrations ont ete 
principalement rencontrees le long des bords de la zone frontale, la ou 
les caracteristiques fondamentales d'environnement des masses d'eau, 
telles que la dynamique, temperature et densite des courants, atteignent 
les niveaux de variation les plus eleves. L'extension et la den site les 
plus elevees des concentrations d'E. carlsbergi ont ete observees en ete 
(decembre it fevrier), lorsque les poissons sont repartis dans la couche 
superieure de 50 it 100 m. Les plus faibles ont ete observees en hiver 
Guin) it 200 m ou plus. 11 a ete con state que les mois de printemps et 
d'automne etaient transitoires pour les parametres de distribution 
verticale et de densite des concentrations de poissons. Les calculs de 
biomasse d'E. carlsbergi dans cette zone indiquent que sa variabilite au 
cours de l'annee est fonction des parametres de distribution spatiale et 
verticale des poissons. La variabilite de la biomasse d'E. carlsbergi 
dans cette zone a egalement ete etudiee. 

Pe310Me 

3a nepHO,lt C 1987 no 1989 rr. BllliPO (CCCP) 6bIJIO BbInOJIHeHO 
weCTb TpaJIOBbIX H aKycTw·lecKHx CbeMOK B patloHe K ceBepy 
OT IO)I{HOtl reoprHH Me)l{,lty 49-54° IO.W. H 25-40° 3.,lt. 3TOT 
yt.lacToK HaXO,ltHTC5.I B npe,lteJIax nOJI5.lpHotl <ppoHTaJIbHotl 
30HbI, r,lte HaH60JIee t.laCTO H peryJI5.lpHO BCTpet.laIOTC5.I 
Me30neJIarHt.leCKHe BH,ltbI PbI6 ceMetlcTBa Myctophidae. B 
HaCT05.lIQeM ,ltOKYMeHTe CYMMHPYIOTC5.I H aHaJIH3HpYIOTC5.I 
,ltaHHbIe no ce30HHotl H Me)l{rO,ltOBotl H3MeHt.lHBOCTH 
pacnpe,lteJIeHH5.I, nJIOTHOCTH H 6HoMaccbI HaH60JIee 
MHOrOt.lHCJIeHHOrO BH,lta ceMetlcTBa MHKTo<lm,lt - Electrona 
carlsbergi. TaK)I{e H3BecTHo, t.lTO Ha npOT5.I)I{eHHH rO,lta ~TOT BH,lt 
06pa3yeT KpynHbIe CKOnJIeHH5.I. Pe3YJIbTaTbI CbeMOK 
nOKa3bIBaIOT, t.lTO pacnpe,lteJIeHHe H nOBe,lteHHe E. carlsbergi B 
3Hat.lHTeJIbHotl Mepe CB5.l3aHbI C COCT05.lHHeM OKpY)l{alOlQetl 
Cpe,ltbI patloHa, a TaK)I{e C ,ltocTynHocTblO H pacnpe,lteJIeHHeM 
300nJIaHKTOHa. E. carlsbergi, 6bIJIa 06HapY)l{eHa Ha aKBaTopHH 
Bcero H3yt.laeMoro patloHa. TeM He MeHee, HaH60JIee KpynHbIe 
CKOnJIeHH5.I 6bIJIH 06HapY)l{eHbI y KpOMKH cppOHTaJIbHotl 30HbI, 
r,lte TaKHe OCHOBHbIe xapaKTepHCTHKH BO,ltHbIX Macc, KaK 
,ltHHaMHKa, TeMnepaTypa H nJIOTHOCTb xapaKTepH3YIOTC5.I 
HaH60JIee BbIcoKotl CTeneHblO H3MeHt.lHBOCTH. HaH60JIee 
3Hat.lHTeJIbHbIe no BeJIHt.lHHe H nJIOTHOCTH CKOnJIeHH5.I 
E. carlsbergi Ha6JIIO,ltaJIHCb B Tet.leHHe JIeTa (,lteKa6pb - cpeBpaJIb), 
KOr,lta pbI6a Haxo,ltHJIaCb B BepXHeM CJIoe BO,ltbI (50-100 M). 
CaMbIe MeJIKHe CKOnJIeHH5.I, xapaKTepH3YIOIQHeC5.I HH3KOtl 
nJIOTHOCTblO, Ha6JIIO,ltaJIHCb 3HMOtl (HIOHb) Ha r JIy6HHax B 200 M 
H 6oJIee. ITapaMeTpbI BepTHKaJIbHOrO pacnpe,lteJIeHH5.I H 
nJIOTHOCTH CKOnJIeHHtI PbI6bI HaXO,ltHJIHCb Ha nepeXO,ltHotl 
CTa,ltHH B Tet.leHHe BeceHHHX H oceHHHX MeC5.I~eB. BbIt.lHCJIeHH5.I 
6HOMaCCbI 3anaca E. carlsbergi B ,ltaHHOM patloHe nOKa3aJIH, t.lTO 
ee BHYTpHrO,ltOBa5.1 H3MeHt.lHBOCTb CB5.l3aHa C napaMeTpaMH 
npOCTpaHCTBeHHoro H BepTHKaJIbHOrO pacnpe,lteJIeHH5.I. 
TaK)I{e Ha6JIIO,ltaJIaCb Me)l{rO,ltOBa5.1 H3MeHt.lHBOCTb 6HOMaCCbI 
E. carlsbergi B ,ltaHHOM patloHe. 



Resumen 

Entre 1987 Y 1989, VNIRO (URSS) realizo seis prospecciones de 
arrastre y acusticas en el area al norte de las islas de Georgia del Sur, 
entre los 49° y 54°S y los 25° y 400W. El area esta situada dentro de la 
Zona del Frente Polar, que es donde se encuentran mas frecuentemente 
los peces mesopelagicos de la familia Mictophidae. En este documento 
se analiza y resume la variabilidad estacional e interanual de la 
distribucion, densidad y biomasa de la especie mas abundante de 
mictofidos, Electrona carlsbergi, la cual tiende a formar grandes 
concentraciones durante el ano. De acuerdo a los resultados de las 
prospecciones, la distribucion y el comportamiento de E. carlsbergi 
estan intimamente relacionados con las condiciones ambientales y con la 
disponibilidad y distribucion del zooplancton en el area. E. carlsbergi 
se encontro en toda el area de estudio, empero, las mayores 
concentraciones se encontraron principalmente a 10 largo de los limites 
de la Zona del Frente Polar, en donde aquellas caracteristicas 
ambientales fundamentales de las masas de agua tales como la dinamica 
de corrientes, temperatura y densidad, alcanzan las maximas 
variaciones. El mayor volumen y densidad de las concentraciones de 
E. carlsbergi se observaron en verano (diciembre a febrero), cuando los 
peces se distribuyen en el estrato superior, entre los 50 a 100 m. 
Los volumenes y densidades mas bajos fueron observados en invierno 
(junio) a partir de los 200 m de profundidad. Los meses de primavera 
y otofio fueron considerados de transicion para los parametros de 
distribucion batimetrica y densidad de las concentraciones de peces. 
Los calculos de biomasa de E. carlsbergi en el area indican que la 
variabilidad de esta especie durante el afio es una funcion de la 
distribucion batimetrica y espacial de los peces. Se estudio tambien la 
variacion interanual de la biomasa de E. carlsbergi en el area. 

1. IN1RODUCTION 

Lantern fish, or myctophids (Myctophidae), are widely distributed throughout the 
Southern Ocean. Due to the number of different species, wide distribution and the high 
abundance of some species, they represent the bulk of ichthyofauna in the mesopelagic zones of 
the high seas. About 14 or 15 myctophid species are the most frequently encountered in the 
Southern Ocean, the majority of which are characterised by circumpolar distribution. The most 
abundant myctophid species are found in the area of the Southern Polar Front or the Polar 
Frontal Zone (PFZ) which surrounds the entire Antarctic region from 50° to 600 S and 
encroaches further to the north or south in some areas. Very few species, however, form large 
and dense concentrations and their distribution tends to be localised and subject to high levels of 
variability . 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Electrona carlsbergi is the most studied of the more abundant myctophids which have 
high biomass and form regular concentrations. Over many years, the basic biological features, 
distribution patterns, areas, timing and conditions for the formation of concentrations have been 
studied in various parts of the Southern Ocean. The largest and most dense aggregations of 
E. carlsbergi occur in the PFZ to the north of South Georgia between 49° and 54°S and 40° and 
25°W. E. carlsbergi forms regular concentrations in virtually all seasons over this extensive 
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area of more than 160 thousand square miles. However fish concentrations in this area are 
extremely unevenly distributed and there are significant fluctuations in the timing of fonnation 
and dissipation of concentrations, and in their size, depth of distribution and density. This area 
proved useful for incidental and directed research into spatial and temporal changes in the 
environment and E. carlsbergi distribution. Soviet scientists conducted a series of studies in 
this area on board RV Vozrozhdenie. They worked for almost two years from October 1987 to 
June 1989, over which time six detailed oceanographic and acoustic-trawl surveys were carried 
out. Results of these integrated surveys demonstrated that different environmental conditions in 
different areas of the PFZ at various times of the year (rate of warming of the surface layer, rate 
of stratification of water layers, aspects of water dynamics and zooplankton distribution) 
determine the spatial heterogeneity of E. carlsbergi distribution. E. carlsbergi was found over 
the entire study area in the PFZ, although this myctophid species formed concentrations on the 
edges of the frontal zone in areas where fundamental dynamic and physical phenomena 
(currents, temperature, density) attain the highest levels of variation. These high-variability 
areas where the frontal waters converge with Antarctic water masses have the most potential in 
terms of concentration formation for this species. 

It was also discovered that these concentrations adhere very closely to areas of 
quasi-stationary meandering currents, in other words, the periphery of gyre formations at the 
junctions of various water masses. It appears that these high-variability areas of the frontal 
zone play a significant role in the build-up of plankton, duration of fish feeding periods and, 
consequently, their stable and long-lasting concentrations. 

Along the southern border of the PFZ between 40° and 36°W, 30° and 25°W and 49° and 
53°S (Figures 1 to 5) E. carlsbergi formed fairly regular and large-scale concentrations. At the 
same time, the location of E. carlsbergi schools over the study area of the PFZ varies from 
season to season and from year to year. During the uncharacteristically cold spring/summer 
season of 1987 (October-December), E. carlsbergi schools were distributed mainly to the north 
of 500S, while in the autumn/winter season (April to December, 1987) they occurred to the 
south of 500S (Figures 1 to 4). In summer 1988 (December) the areas of large concentrations 
were to the south of 500S (Figure 5). The nature of diffusion and interaction of warm and cold 
waters generally determined, the geographical position of E. carlsbergi concentrations which 
followed the line of the southern edge of the front. This pattern is broken at 400W where the 
concentrations extend to 49°S, and at 26° to 23°W where they extend to the south of 53° to 54°S. 

Seasonal patterns of vertical distribution and behaviour variations of E. carlsbergi were 
identified. During the spring season (September/October), low-density concentrations were not 
long, stretching from 0.5 to 10 miles. These concentrations were distributed mainly at depths 
between 150 and 350 m and had a considerable vertical extent of 50 to 300 m. As the surface 
temperature rose from 1.5° to 4.9°C, echo recordings showed an increase in the density and 
length of concentrations near the thermal front. At this time, E. carlsbergi concentrations were 
most frequently recorded in the eastern sector of the area (30° to 25°W) where sub-Antarctic 
waters merge with the cold Antarctic waters. Analysis of the vertical extent of E. carlsbergi at 
different times of the day demonstrated that in spring concentrations are found at similar depths 
(100 to 450 m) both during the day and at night. It should be noted that during the night fish 
were more scattered; the vertical extent of concentrations registered on echo recordings was up 
to 200-300 m. The shape of the echo recordings indicated the presence of separate shoals or 
groups of shoals with a smaller vertical extent of between 20 and 200 m. Daily vertical 
migration at this time was weak, which on the whole led to a decrease in vertical distribution 
during the formation of shoals. Typical echo-charts of E. carlsbergi concentrations in spring 
are given in Figures 6 to 8. 

Compared with the spring season, summer (December to January) witnessed 
considerable changes in E. carlsbergi distribution and behaviour. During this period, fish were 
located closer to the surface (from 10 to 100 m) at night, while during the day concentrations 
descended to depths of 160 to 200 m. The length of concentrations increased dramatically and 
varied from five to 30 miles and longer. In summer, concentrations were ribbon-shaped and 
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very dense, with a vertical extent from 10-50 to 100-120 m. The majority of E. carlsbergi 
concentrations adhered to the peripheries of meandering currents where the temperature varied 
from 1.9° to 5.0°C. Typical echocharts of E. carlsbergi concentrations in summer are shown in 
Figures 9 to 12. 

Changes in the vertical distribution of E. carlsbergi are probably due to the redistribution 
of zooplankton which occurred in summer. After winter, plankton rises towards the surface 
and new generations begin to develop, most of the plankton is found in the upper 50 to 100 m 
layer. Fish feeding occurred on the edge of this layer. Results of research carried out at daily 
stations revealed that if there is a good food supply, E. carlsbergi concentrations are able to 
keep to the same depths in the course of 24 hours without having to migrate vertically 
each day. 

In autumn (March to April), E. carlsbergi concentrations begin to move to deeper 
waters, are almost constantly spread over depths between 200 and 400 m (more often 220 to 
350 m) and do not rise to the upper 100 m layer. In the course of a day, the depth of 
E. carlsbergi distribution does not alter significantly, regardless of the extent or density of 
concentrations. Moreover, in the morning E. carlsbergi forms shoals and later in the day 
develops more dense concentrations with a considerable vertical extent (up to 200 m). Typical 
echocharts of E. carlsbergi concentrations in autumn are given in Figures 13 to 15. 

Compared with autumn, depth of E. carlsbergi distribution in winter (June) was 
practically unchanged. Scattered low-density concentrations were spread over depths of 200 to 
400 m and had a vertical distribution of up to 200 m. Daily migrations were not extensive. 
Density increased during the day and decreased at night. Echocharts of typical E. carlsbergi 
concentrations in winter are given in Figures 16 to 18. 

It is apparent that vertical distribution of E. carlsbergi concentrations and its behaviour 
are subject to seasonal variations which are, to a large extent, linked to the seasonal distribution 
of its primary food, zooplankton. In autumn, it has been noted that these fish tend to migrate to 
and remain at depths of 200 to 300 m for a long period before the beginning of summer. This 
is due to the fact that winter plankton also drops to these levels. The overall pattern of 
E. carlsbergi vertical distribution generally remains the same each season and each year. 

Data from trawl-acoustic surveys, carried out in different seasons and years, showed 
that at any given moment from 0.5 to 2.9 million tonnes of E. carlsbergi are present in the 
studied area of the PFZ. Biomass and density calculations made from echo surveys are given in 
Table 1. 

Investigations showed considerable seasonal and interannual fluctuations in the 
quantitative distribution of E. carlsbergi which may lead to significant changes in the 
instantaneous biomass. The largest and most dense concentrations of E. carlsbergi in this area 
form in summer when the biomass is capable of reaching 3 million tonnes. E. carlsbergi 
biomass can also be substantial in the other seasons (500 to 1 100 X 103 tonnes). 

Acoustic assessments of E. carlsbergi density and biomass were carried out in different 
seasons not only for the entire study area, but also over smaller individual sites of temporary 
concentrations having an area of 500 to 700 miles2 (Table 2). 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

Following the investigations, fairly distinct patterns emerged in respect of the 
distribution and behaviour of the most abundant myctophid species, E. carlsbergi, in the PFZ to 
the north of South Georgia. These patterns suggest that the situations outlined above are typical 
for a particular period, taking into account seasonal and interannual variability of environmental 
factors. Moreover, when assessing a given situation it is essential to take into consideration 
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both the general patterns of distribution (adherence of the greater part of E. carlsbergi 
concentrations to higher latitudes in areas of pronounced meandering currents and on the edge 
of gyre formations) and the characteristics of distribution and behaviour (vertical migration, 
accumulation, feeding characteristics) for a particular season. 

In regard to layers where feeding takes place, E. carlsbergi tends to be concentrated in 
the epipelagic zone in summer and the mesopelagic zone in spring and autumn. Furthermore, it 
is most likely that feeding conditions during the foraging period determine the pattern of vertical 
migration: E. carlsbergi displays a distinctive daily rhythm in its distribution and behaviour. 
Depending on the time of the day, concentration density also changes. Aspects of this rhythm 
depend on the season, time of the day, area and zooplankton concentration. 
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Table 1: Biomass and density calculations made from echo surveys. 

Month and Year Area of Concentration Biomass Concentration 
Distribution (x103 tonnes) Density 

(xl()3 square mile) (x103 tonnes 
per square mile) 

October to 54.1 743 4 - 145* 
November, 1987 13.8** 

December, 1987 73.1 2944 6- 284 
40.2 

March to April, 85.7 911 4 - 87 
1988 10.6 

June, 1988 95.1 526 4 - 19 
5.5 

October to 95.6 810 3 - 61 
November, 1988 8.5 

April to May, 1989 29.6 1107 6 - 257 
37.4 

* density range 
* * mean value 

Table 2: E. carlsbergi biomass and concentration density over localised sites of the PF'Z in 
December 1988. 

Month and Year Area of Concentration Biomass Concentration 
Distribution (x103 tonnes) Density 

(x103 square mile) (x103 tonnes 
per square mile) 

2 to 5 December, 1988 532 13811 6 -77* 
26.0** 

9 to 12 December, 1988 687 17885 7 -102 
26.0 

18 to 20 December, 1988 676 11278 9 - 80 
16.7 

* density range 
* * mean value 
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Figure 1: Distribution of large concentrations of E. carlsbergi over the Polar Frontal Zone to the north of South Georgia (October to 
November 1987). 
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Figure 3: Distribution of large concentrations of E. carlsbergi over the Polar Frontal Zone to the north of South Georgia (March to 
April 1988). 
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Figure 6: Echocharts of E. carlsbergi concentrations in the evening (21:00 to 22:00) at depths 
of 100 to 380 m in the Polar Frontal Zone (September 1988). 
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Figure 7: Echocharts of E. carlsbergi concentrations in the morning (6:00 to 7:00) at depths 
of 70 to 350 ID in the Polar Frontal Zone (September 1988). 
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Figure 8: Echocharts of E. carlsbergi concentrations during the day (12:00 to 14:00) at 
depths of 190 to 450 m in the Polar Frontal Zone (September to October 1988). 
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Figure 9: 
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Echocharts of E. carlsbergi concentrations during the day (14:00 to 15:00) at 
depths of 60 to 200 m in the second fine-scale survey area (December 1988). 
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Figure 10: Echocharts of E. carlsbergi concentrations in the evening (19:00 to 20:00) at depths 
of 40 to 130 m in the second fine-scale survey area (December 1988). 
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Figure 11: Echocharts of E. carlsbergi concentrations at night (00:30 to 01 :30) at depths of 40 
to 180 m in the third fine-scale survey area (December 1988). 
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Figure 12: Echocharts of E. carlsbergi concentrations during the day [17:00 to 18:00 (a)] at 
depths of 70 to 80 m in the area of the third fine-scale survey and in the morning 
[05:00 to 06:00 (b)] at depths of 50 to 100 m. 
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Figure 13: Echochart of haul No. 58. 
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at 17:00 - Pv=0.03 specimens/m3 or 0.16 g/m3. 
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Figure 14: Typical echochart of E. carlsbergi concentrations in the second half of the day and 
during the evening. 
Change in surface density: 
at 17:00 - Ps=25.8 tonne/mile2; at 19:00 - Ps =24.4 tonne/mile2

• 
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Figure 15: Typical echochart of E. carlsbergi concentrations in the morning and daylight 
hours. 
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Change in surface density: 
at 7:00 - P s=26.1 tonne/mile2; at 12:00 - Ps =24.8 tonne/mile2• 

Change in density by volume: 
at 7:00 - Pv=O.01 specimens/m3; at 12:00 - Pv =0.02 specimens/m3 or 0.16 g/m3. 
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Figure 16: Echochart of E. carlsbergi concentrations in the morning and daylight hours. 

At 8:00 surface density Ps =17.7 tonne/mile2 

density by volume Pv =0.007 specimens/m3 or 0.056 g/m3. 

At 10:00 surface density Ps =18.0 tonne/mile2 

density by volume Pv =0.01 specimens/m3 or 0.08 g/m3. 
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Figure 17: Echochart of haul No. 107. 

At 16:10 surface density p s=36.2 tonne/mile2 

density by volume P v =0.01 specimens/m3 or 0.08 g/m3. 

At 18:00 surface density Ps =30.3 t/mile2 

density by volume Pv =0.007 specimens/m3 or 0.056 g/m3. 
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Figure 18: Typical night-time echochart of E. carlsbergi. Neither density assessment nor 
trawling were carried out in this case. 
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Tableau 1: 

Tableau 2: 

Figure 1: 

Figure 2: 

Figure 3: 

Figure 4: 

Figure 5: 

Figure 6: 

Figure 7: 

Figure 8: 

Figure 9: 

Figure 10: 

Figure 11: 

Figure 12: 
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Liste des tableaux 

Calculs de biomasse et de den site a partir d'estimations acoustiques. 

Biomasse et densite de concentration d'E. carlsbergi sur certains sites localises 
de la ZFP en decembre 1988. 

Liste des figures 

Repartition des grandes concentrations d'E. carlsbergi sur la zone frontale 
polaire au nord de la Georgie du Sud (octobre a novembre 1987). 

Repartition des grandes concentrations d'E. carlsbergi sur la zone frontale 
polaire au nord de la Georgie du Sud (decembre ajanvier 1987/88). 

Repartition des grandes concentrations d'E. carlsbergi sur la zone frontale 
polaire au nord de la Georgie du Sud (mars a avriI1988). 

Repartition des grandes concentrations d'E. carlsbergi sur la zone front ale 
polaire au nord de la Georgie du Sud Guin 1988). 

Repartition des grandes concentrations d'E. carlsbergi sur differents sites de la 
zone frontale polaire au nord de la Georgie du Sud (decembre 1988). 

Enregistrement acoustique de concentrations d'E. carlsbergi le soir (de 21hOO a 
22hOO) de 100 a 380 m de profondeur dans la zone frontale polaire (septembre 
1988). 

Enregistrement acoustique de concentrations d'E. carlsbergi le matin (de 6hOO 
a 7hOO) de 70 a 350 m de profondeur dans la zone frontale polaire (septembre 
1988). 

Enregistrement acoustique de concentrations d'E. carlsbergi de jour (de 12hOO 
a 14hOO) de 190 a 450 m de profondeur dans la zone frontale polaire 
(septembre a octobre 1988). 

Enregistrement acoustique de concentrations d'E. carlsbergi de jour (de 14hOO 
a 15hOO) de 60 a 200 m de profondeur dans la zone de la deuxieme campagne 
d'evaluation a echelle precise (decembre 1988). 

Enregistrement acoustique de concentrations d'E. carlsbergi le soir (de 19hOO a 
20hOO) de 40 a 130 m de profondeur dans la zone de la deuxieme campagne 
d'evaluation a echelle precise (decembre 1988). 

Enregistrement acoustique de concentrations d'E. carlsbergi de nuit (de Oh30 a 
Ih30) de 40 a 180 m de profondeur dans la zone de la troisieme campagne 
d'evaluation a echelle precise (decembre 1988). 

Enregistrement acoustique de concentrations d'E. carlsbergi de jour [de 17hOO 
a 18hOO (a)] de 70 a 80 m de profondeur dans la zone de la troisieme campagne 
d'evaluation a echelle precise et le matin [5hOO a 6hOO(b)] de 50 a 100 m de 
profondeur. 



Figure 13: 

Figure 14: 

Figure 15: 

Figure 16: 

Figure 17: 

Figure 18: 

Ta6JIH~a 1: 

Ta6JIH~a 2: 

Enregistrement acoustique du trait NQ 58. 

Densite moyenne en surlace Ps=51.9 t/mille2 

Densite moyenne par volume Pv=0.04 specimens/m3 ou 0.32 g/m3 

Enregistrement acoustique typique des concentrations d'E. carlsbergi pendant 
rapres-midi et la soiree. 
Changement de densite de surlace: 
a 17hOO - P s = 25.8tonnes/mille2; a 19hOO - Ps=24.4 tonnes/mille2• 
Changement de densite par volume: 
a 17hOO - Pv=0.03 specimens/m3 ou 0.16 g/m3. 

Enregistrement acoustique typique des concentrations d'E. carlsbergi pendant 
la matinee et de jour. 
Changement de den site de surlace: 
a 7hOO - P s =26.1 tonnes/mille2; a 12hOO - Ps=24.8 tonnes/mille2. 
Changement de den site par volume: 
a 7hOO - Pv=O.OI specimens/m3 ou a 12hOO - Pv= 0.02 specimens/m3 ou 
0.16 g/m3. 

Enregistrement acoustique typique des concentrations d'E. carlsbergi pendant 
la matinee et de jour. 

A 8hOO densite de surlace 

den site par volume 

A 18hOO den site de surlace 

den site par volume 

P s = 17.7 tonnes/mille2; 

Pv=00007 specimen/m3 ou 0.056 g/m3. 

Ps =18.0 tonnes/mille2 

Pv=0.01 specimen/m3 ou 0.08 g/m3. 

Enregistrement acoustique du trait NQ 107. 

A 16h1O den site de surlace Ps =36.2 tonnes/mille2; 

den site par volume Pv=0.01 specimen/m3 ou 0.08 g/m3. 

A 1OhOO den site de surlace Ps =30.3 tonnes/mi1le2 

den site par volume Pv=0.007 specimen/m3 ou 0.056 g/m3. 

Enregistrement acoustique nocturne typique d'E. carlsbergi. Aucune 
evaluation de den site ni aucun chalutage n'a ete effectue dans ce cas. 

CnHCOK Ta6JIH~ 

PaClIeTbI 6HOMaCCbI H nJIOTHOCTH CKOnJIeHm1 E. carlsbergi no 

pe3YJIbTaTaM aXOMeTpHlIeCKHX CbeMOK. 

BHOMacca H nJIOTHOCTb CKOnJIeHm1 E. carlsbergi Ha OT.lIeJIbHbIX 

JIOKaJIbHbIX YlIaCTKax aKBaTopHH IOlI<ll3 B .lIeKa6pe 1988 r. 
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CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

PHCYHOK 1: Pacnpe~eJIeHHe MaCCOBblX CKOnJIeHHl1 E. carlsbergi Ha aKBaTopHH 
IOII<I>3 K ceBepy OT OCTpOBa IO:>KHa5.1 reopnl5.1 B OKT5.l6pe-H05.l6pe 
1987r. 

PHCYHOK 2: Pacnpe~eJIeHHe MaCCOBblX CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha aKBaTopHH 
IOII<l>3 K ceBepy OT OCTpOBa IO:>KHa5.1 reopnl5.1 B ~eKa6pe-5.IHBape 
1987/88 r.r. 

PHCYHOK 3: Pacnpe~eJIeHHe MaCCOBblX CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha aKBaTopHH 
IOII<l>3 ceBepHee OCTpOBa IO:>KHa5.1 reOprH5.I B MapTe-anpeJIe 1988 r. 

PHCYHOK 4: Pacnpe~eJIeHHe MaCCOBblX CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha aKBaTopHH 
IOII<l>3 ceBepHee OCTpOBa IO:>KHa5.1 reOprH5.I B HIOHe 1988 r. 

PHCYHOK 5: Pacnpe~eJIeHHe MaCCOBblX CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha OT~eJIbHbIX 
yqaCTKaX aKBaTopHH IOII<I>3 K ceBepy OT OCTpOBa IO:>KHa5.1 reOprH5.I B 
~eKa6pe 1988 r. 

PHCYHOK 6: 3x03anHcH CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha rJIy6HHax 100-380 M B pal10He 
IOII<I>3 (ceHT5.l6pb, 1988 r,) B BeqepHee BpeM5.I (21-22 qac). 

PHCYHOK 7: 3X03anHCH CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha rJIy6HHax 70-350 M B YTpeHHee 
BpeM5.I (6-7 qac) B pal10He IOII<I>3 (ceHT5.l6pb, 1988 r,). 

PHCYHOK 8: 3x03anHcH CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha rJIy6HHax 190-450 M B ~HeBHoe 
BpeM5.I (12-14 qac) B pal10He IOII<I>3 (ceHT5.l6pb-OKT5.l6pb 1988 r,). 

PHCYHOK 9: 3x03anHcH CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha rJIy6HHax 60-200 M B ~HeBHoe 
BpeM5.I (14-15 qac) Ha yqaCTKe BTOPOI1 MHKpOCbeMKH (~eKa6pb 1988 r,). 

PHCYHOK 10: 3x03anHcH CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha rJIy6HHax 40-130 M B BeqepHee 
BpeM5.I (19-20 qac) Ha yqaCTKe BTOPOI1 MHKpOCbeMKH (~eKa6pb 1988 r,). 

PHCYHOK 11: 3x03anHcH CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha rJIy6HHax 40-180 M B HOqHOe 
BpeM5.I (00.30-01.30 qac) Ha yqaCTKe TpeTbel1 MHKpOCbeMKH. 

PHCYHOK 12: 3x03anHcH CKOnJIeHHI1 E. carlsbergi Ha yqaCTKe TpeTbel1 MHKpOCbeMKH 
Ha rJIy6HHax 70-80 M B ~HeBHoe (a) 17-18 qac) H rJIy6HHax 50-100 M B 
YTpeHHee (b) 5-6 qac) BpeM5.I. 

PHCYHOK 13: 3anHcb TpaJIeHH5.I W 58. 

Cpe~H5.I5.I nOBepxHOCTHa5.1 nJIOTHOCTb Ps=51,9 T/MHJI5.l2 

Cpe~H5.I5.I 06beMHa5.1 nJIOTHOCTb Pv=0,04 wT/M3 HJIH 0,32 r/M3. 

PHCYHOK 14: XapaKTepHa5.1 3anHCb CKOnJIeHH5.I E. carlsbergi BO BTOPOI1 nOJIOBHHe 
~H5.I H B BeqepHee BpeM5.I. 
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li3MeHeHHe nOBepxHOCTHOI1 nJIOTHOCTH: 

B 17.00 - Ps=25,8 T/MHJI5I2; B 19.00 - P s=24,4 T/MHJI5I2 

y ~eJIbHOI1 nJIOTHOCTH: 

B 17.00 - Pv=0,03 wT/M3 HJIH 0,16 r/M3. 



PHCYHOK 15: XapaKTepHa5I 3anHCb CKOnJIeHH5I E. carlsbergi B YTpeHHHe H ,llHeBHble 

qaCbl. 

H3MepeHHe nOBepxHocTHOH nJIOTHOCTH: 

B 7.00 - P s=26,1 T/MHJI5I2; B 12.00 - P s=24,8 T/MHJI5I2 

Y,lleJIbHOH nJIOTHOCTH: 

B 7.00 - Pv=0,01 wT/M3 B 12.00 - P y=0,02 wT/M3 HJIH 0,16 r/M3. 

PHCYHOK 16: 3anHcb E. carlsbergi B YTpeHHHe H ,llHeBHble qaCbl. 

B 8.00: nOBepxHOCTHa5I nJIOTHOCTb -Ps=17,7 T/MHJI5I2 

Y,lleJIbHa5I nJIOTHOCTb - Py=O,007 wT/M3 HJIH 0,056 r/M3. 
- -

B 10.00: - Ps=18,0 T/MHJI5I2, Pv=0,01 wT/M3 HJIH 0,8 r/M3. 

PHCYHOK 17: 3anHcb TpaJIeHH5I N~107. 

B 16.10: nOBepxHOCTHa5I nJIOTHOCTb - Ps=36,2 T/MHJI5I2 

Y,lleJIbHa5I nJIOTHOCTb - Py=0,01 wT/M3 HJIH 0,08 r/M3. 
- -

B 18.00: - Ps=30,3 T/MHJI5I2, Pv=0,007 wT/M3 HJIH 0,56 r/M3. 

PHCYHOK 18: XapaKTepHa5I HOqHa5I 3anHCb E. carlsbergi. Ou;eHKa nJIOTHOCTH H 06JIOB 

He npOBO,llHJIHCb. 

Tabla 1: 

Tabla2: 

Figura 1: 

Figura2: 

Figura 3: 

Figura 4: 

Figura 5: 

Figura 6: 

Lista de las tablas 

Estimaciones de biomasa y densidad a partir de las prospecciones acusticas. 

Biomasa y densidad de E. carlsbergi en areas definidas de la Zona del Frente 
Polar (PFZ) en diciembre de 1988. 

Lista de las figuras 

Distribuci6n de grandes concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en la Zona del Frente 
Polar, a1 norte de Georgia del Sur (octubre a noviembre de 1987). 

Distribuci6n de grandes concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en la Zona del Frente 
Polar, a1 norte de Georgia del Sur (diciembre a enero 1987/88). 

Distribuci6n de grandes concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en la Zona del Frente 
Polar, a1 norte de Georgia del Sur (marzo a abril de 1988). 

Distribuci6n de grandes concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en la Zona del Frente 
Polar, a1 norte de Georgia del Sur Gunio de 1988). 

Distribuci6n de grandes concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en distintas areas de 
la Zona del Frente Polar, al norte de Georgia del Sur (diciembre de 1988). 

Ecogramas de concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en las noches (21:00 a 
22:00 hrs) en un rango de profundidad de 100 a 380 m en la Zona del Frente 
Polar (septiembre 1988). 
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Figura 7: 

Figura 8: 

Figura 9: 

Figura 10: 

Figura 11: 

Figura 12: 

Figura 13: 

Figura 14: 

Figura 15: 

Figura 16: 
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Ecogramas de concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en las maiianas (6:00 a 
7:00 hrs) en un rango de profundidad de 70 a 350 m en la Zona del Frente 
Polar (septiembre 1988). 

Ecogramas de concentraciones de E. carlsbergi durante el dfa (12:00 a 
14:00 hrs) en un rango de profundidad de 190 a 450 m en la Zona del Frente 
Polar (septiembre a octubre de 1988). 

Ecogramas de concentraciones de E. carlsbergi durante el dfa (14:00 a 
15:00 hrs) en un rango de profundidad de 60 a 200 m en el area de la segunda 
prospecci6n a escala fina (diciembre de 1988). 

Ecogramas de concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en las tardes (19:00 a 
20:00 hrs) en un rango de profundidad de 40 a 130 m en el area de la segunda 
prospecci6n a escala fina (diciembre de 1988). 

Ecogramas de concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en las noches (00:30 a 
1:30 hrs) en un rango de profundidad de 40 a 180 m en el area de la tercera 
prospecci6n a escala fina (diciembre de 1988). 

Ecogramas de concentraciones de E. carlsbergi durante la tarde [17:00 a 
18:00 hrs (a)] a profundidades de 70 a 80 m en el area de la tercera 
prospecci6n a escala fina y en la maiiana [05:00 a 06:00 hrs (b)] a 
profundidades de 50 a 100 m. 

Ecograma del lance No. 58 

Densidad media de la superficie Ps =51.9 t/milla2 

Densidad media por volumen Pv =0.04 especimenes/m3 6 0.32 g/m3 

Ecograma tfpico de las concentraciones de E. carlsbergi durante la tarde y 
noche. 
Cambio en la densidad superficial: 
alas 17:00 hrs - Ps=25.8 t/milla2; alas 19:00 hrs - Ps =24.4 t/mi1la2. 
Cambio de la densidad por volumen: 
alas 17:00 hrs - Pv =0.03 especimenes/m3 60.16 g/m3. 

Ecograma caracterfstico de concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en las maiianas y 
en horas de luz. 

Ecogramas de concentraciones de E. carlsbergi en las maiiana y en horas 
de luz. 
Alas 8:00 hrs: 

densidad superficial Ps = 17.7 t/mi1la2 

densidad por volumen Pv =0.007 especimenes/m3 6 0.056 g/m3. 
Alas 10:00 hrs: 

densidad superficial Ps =18.0 t/mi1la2 

densidad por volumen Pv =0.01 especimenes/m3 6 0.08 g/m3. 



Figura 17: 

Figura 18: 

Ecograma del lance No. 107. 
Alas 16:10 hrs: 

densidad superficial Ps =36.2 t/milla2 

densidad por volumen Pv =0.01 especimenes/m3 6 0.08 g/m3. 
Alas 18:00: 

densidad superficial Ps =30.3 t/milla2 

densidad por volumen Pv =0.007 especimenes/m3 6 0.056 g/m3. 

Ecograma noctumo caracteristico de E. carlsbergi. En este caso no se efectu6 
arrastre ni se calcul6 la densidad. 
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A FUNCTIONAL DIVISION OF ELECTRONA CARLSBERGI (TANING, 
1932) AREA OF HABITAT IN RELATION TO THE LATITUDINAL 
ZONATION OF THE SOUTHERN OCEAN 

A.V. Zemsky and S.A. Zozulya* 

Abstract 

During the cruise of the RV Vozrozhdenie (VNIRO, USSR) in 
March/April 1990 an integrated study survey was conducted in the 
Southern Atlantic along two meridional transects at 17° and 200W in the 
latitudes from 37°30' to 55°30'S. The survey was mainly focussed on 
studies of distribution of adult and pre-spawning Electrona carlsbergi 
and also on searching for possibl~ spawning areas of the species. 
During the survey the following zones within the study area were 
identified as having different vertical structures of water masses: 
Subtropical Zone, Subtropical Frontal Zone, Sub-Antarctic Zone, Polar 
Frontal Zone and Antarctic Zone. Samples of E. carlsbergi were 
analysed by length composition, sex ratio and maturity stages in 
relation to the location where samples had been taken. The following 
division of the E. carlsbergi area of habitat was suggested after the 
analysis: feeding area - Polar Frontal Zone; reproduction area -
Sub-Antarctic Zone and Subtropical Frontal Zone. The centre of the 
species' area of habitat is in the Sub-Antarctic Zone because the greatest 
range of fish length and stages of gonad maturity has been observed in 
this zone. 

Resume 

Au cours de la campagne du navire de rechercheVozrozhdenie (VNIRO, 
URSS) en mars/avriI1990, une campagne d'etude integree fut effectuee 
dans l'Atlantique sud, le long de deux transects meridiens a 17° et 
200W, entre les latitudes de 37°30' et 55°30'S. La campagne d'etude 
etait principalement axee sur un examen de la repartition d'Electrona 
carlsbergi adulte et en etat de preponte ainsi que sur la recherche des 
frayeres potentielles de l'espece. Durant la campagne d'etude, les 
zones suivantes, possedant chacune une differente structure verticale 
des masses d'eau, ont ete identifiees dans l'aire etudiee: la zone 
subtropicale, la zone frontale subtropicale, la zone subantarctique, la 
zone frontale polaire et la zone antarctique. Des echantillons 
d'E. carlsbergi ont ete analyses en matiere de composition en 
longueurs, sex ratio et stade de maturite, relativement a la position de 
leur prelevement. Apres analyse, la division suivante de l'habitat 
d'E. carlsbergi a ete proposee: aire d'alimentation - zone frontale 
polaire; aire de reproduction - zone subantarctique et zone frontale 
subtropicale. Le centre de l'aire d'habitation de l'espece est presume 
etre dans la zone subantarctique, le plus grand even tail de longueurs et 
de stades de maturite des gonades ayant ete observe dans cette zone. 

* VNIRO, 17a Verhnaya Krasnoselskaya Street, Moscow, USSR 
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Pe310Me 

B XO,l(e petica HHC B03PO>Kl1eHHe (BHHPO, CCCP) B MapTe -

anpeJIe 1990 r. B IO)I{HOM ceKTope ATJIaHTl-iKI-i 6bIJIa BbInOJIHeHa 

KOMnJIeKCHaSI CbeMKa B,l(OJIb ,l(BYX Mepl-i,l(l-iOHaJIbHbIX pa3pe30B 

Me)l{,l(Y 17° I-i 2003.,l(. I-i 37°30'-SS030'IO.w. OCHOBHOti u;eJIblO 

CbeMKI-i 6bIJIO 1-i3YlIeHl-ie pacnpe,l(eJIeHl-iSI B3POCJIbIX I-i 

npe,l(HepeCToBbIX oco6eti BI-i,l(a Electrona carlsbergi, a TaK)I{e 

nOl-iCK B03MO)l{HbIX HepecToBbIX YlIacTKoB 3Toro BI-i,l(a. B XO,l(e 

CbeMKI-i B 1-i3YlIaeMoM patio He 6bIJII-i BbI,l(eJIeHbI CJIe,l(YIOIQl-ie 

30HbI, xapaKTepl-i3YIOIQl-ieCSI Pa3JIl-illHoti BepTl-iKaJIbHoti 

CTPYKTypOti BO,l(HbIX Macc: cy6TpOnl-illeCKaSI 30Ha, 

cy6TpOnl-illeCKaSI <PPOHTaJIbHaSI 30Ha, cy6aHTapKTl-illeCKaSI 

30Ha, nOJISIpHaSI <PPOHTaJIbHaSI 30Ha I-i aHTapKTl-illeCKaSI 30Ha. 

BbIJI BbInOJIHeH aHaJIl-i3 pa3MepHOro I-i nOJIOBOrO COCTaBa I-i 

CTa,l(l-iti nOJIOB03peJIOCTI-i oco6eti E. carlsbergi B 3aBl-iCl-iMOCTI-i 

OT MeCTa c60pa npo6. B pe3YJIbTaTe aHaJIl-i3a 6bIJIO 

npe,l(JIO)l{eHO CJIe,l(YIOIQee ,l(eJIeHl-ie apeaJIa pacnpOCTpaHeHl-iSI 

BI-i,l(a E. carlsbergi: patioH KOpMJIeHl-iSI nOJISIpHaSI 

<ppOHTaJIbHaSI 30Ha, patioH BOCnpOl-i3BO,l(CTBa 

cy6aHTapKTl-illeCKaSI 30Ha I-i cy6Tponl-illeCKaSI <PPOHTaJIbHaSI 

30Ha. UeHTpaJIbHoti lIaCTblO apeaJIa pacnpOCTpaHeHl-iSI 3Toro 

BI-i,l(a SIBJISIeTCSI cy6aHTapKTl-illeCKaSI 30Ha. B 3TOti 30He 

Ha6JIIO,l(aJICSI Hal-i6oJIee Wl-iPOKl-iti ,l(l-iana30H pa3MepOB I-i CTa,l(l-iti 

nOJIOB03peJIOCTI-i. 

Resumen 

Durante el crucero del Br Vozrozhdenie (VNIRO, URSS) en marzo/abril 
de 1990, se efectuo una prospeccion de estudio integrado en el 
Athintico austral, a 10 largo de dos transectos en los meridianos 17° y 
200W Y entre las latitudes 37°30' y 55°30'S. La prospeccion estuvo 
enfocada en el estudio de la distribucion de Electrona carlsbergi en los 
estados adulto y previo al desove, y en la determinacion de las posibles 
zonas de freza de la especie. Durante este estudio se establecieron 
zonas con distintos perfiles de masas de agua, dividiendose estas en: 
Subtropical, Frente Subtropical, Subantartica, Frente Polar y Antartica. 
Se analizo la composicion por tallas, la proporcion de sexos y estados 
de madurez de E. carlsbergi en funcion dellugar de recoleccion de las 
muestras. Posteriormente, una vez analizados los datos, se propuso la 
siguiente division del area en donde predomina la especie: area de 
alimentacion - Zona del Frente Polar; area de reproduccion - Zonas 
Subant3.rtica y Subtropical. Se cree que el area de mayor concentracion 
de la especie es la zona subantartica, ya que fue en esa area en donde se 
observo la mayor gama de tallas de peces as! como individuos en 
distintas fases de maduracion gonadal. 



1. AIMS AND TASKS 

The search for new fishing grounds and target species in recent years has opened up 
great opportunities for exploiting mesopelagic fish of the Southern Ocean (Lubimova et al., 
1983 a, b). One of the most promising of these is Electrona carlsbergi (Myctophidae). In the 
southern summer this species forms dense and fairly stable feeding concentrations near the 
southern boundary of the Polar Frontal Zone (PFZ). To date the basic distribution patterns, 
behaviour, timing and size of concentrations have been determined for this species in the PFZ 
waters in relation to environmental conditions (Maslennikov et al., 1990). However, the 
question of the functional division of E. carlsbergi's habitat is as yet unresolved. This is 
because only juvenile specimens typically inhabit the PFZ area where integrated studies of this 
species have been concentrated over a number of years (Kozlov and Zemsky, 1988). During 
the fifteenth cruise of RV Vozrozhdenie in 1989, the VNIRO conducted integrated studies in the 
central part of the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean on distribution of adult and 
pre-spawning fish and possible spawning areas. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

From 20 March to 10 April 1989, two longitudinal transects were made along 17° and 
200W in the latitudinal band between 37°30' and 55°30'S. The choice of these two meridians 
was dictated by the theory that the reproductive part of the E. carlsbergi distribution area 
coincides with the thalassic bathyal, in particular central oceanic ridges. It is assumed that 
dynamic conditions favourable for spawning occur in ridge areas, due to powerful meandering 
currents and an increased level of gyre activity. Therefore we attempted as far as possible to 
approximate the transects, for the most part in their northern sections, to the crest of the South 
Atlantic Ridge (Figure 1). A small-scale survey of the area bounded by 40°00' to 42°30'S and 
16°00' to 17°00'W was also carried out. The distance between stations on the transects was 
30 miles (each 30' of latitude and longitude in the small-scale survey area). Echosounding was 
used in the upper 1 000 m layer using the Neil Brown Mark IIIB system. Methodologies 
contained in the following works were used to define the boundaries of the frontal zones: 
Antipov et al., 1987; Belkin et al., 1988; Deacon, 1982. 

Over the period of research 26 hauls were performed using a midwater cable trawl with 
a mouth opening of 3 600 m2• Trawling speed was usually 3 to 3.5 knots; with a trawling 
duration of 1 hour. 

Because of the known relationship between the distribution of E. carlsbergi and the 
Intermediate Antarctic Water Mass (Krefft, 1974) and also of the sub-Antarctic nature of the 
species, trawling depth to the north of the PFZ gradually increased from 140 to 600 m, which 
corresponds to the depth of the nucleus of this water mass in its northern sector. The depth of 
this nucleus (interim minimum salinity) was determined using data obtained from hydrological 
stations. Trawling stations were as far as possible spread evenly over the transects, depending 
on changes in vertical water structure (Figure 2). As a result, trawling was carried out whether 
readings from hydrological gear were available or not. 

3. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

3.1. Latitudinal Zonation Along Transects 17° and 200W 

Along the transects (Figures 3 and 4) we identified the following latitudinal zones from 
north to south (Figure 5): Subtropical Zone (STZ), Subtropical Frontal Zone (STFZ), 
Sub-Antarctic Zone (SAZ), Polar Frontal Zone (PFZ) and Antarctic Zone (AZ). The discovery in 
the central part of the South Atlantic, of a fairly broad S TFZ bounded by two 
temperature/salinity fronts, together with analogous results obtained in the southern part of the 
Pacific Ocean (Belkin et al., 1988; Kryukov and Sapozhnikov, 1987) off the southern coast of 
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Africa (Lutjeharms and Valentine, 1984; Lutj eharms , 1985; Lutjeharms and Foldvik, 1986) 
points at circumpolar distribution of STFZ (with the natural exception of Drake Passage). By 
comparison with current knowledge of this little-explored region (CHfford, 1983; Deacon, 
1982; Gordon and Molinelli, 1982; Valentine and Lutjeharms, 1983), on our transects the 
Subtropical Front (S1F, or the northern boundary of the STFZ) is located slightly further to the 
north, while the PFZ is much further to the south. 

The northern boundary of the STFZ passed between 38° and 39°S and the southern 
boundary between 41°30' and 42°S at 200W and between 42°30' and 43°S at 17°W. Moreover, 
an anticyclonic meandering current on the southern boundary of the STFZ (or a gyre formed in 
this frontal area) has been identified along the transect of 200W at 44° to 45°S. 

The northern boundary of the PFZ (Sub-Antarctic Front) at 200W was located between 
48° and 48°30'S. At 17°W this boundary was crossed three times (at 46°30' to 47°,47°30' to 
48° and 48°30' to 49°S) due to the meandering of the current. 

The relatively extended nature of the meandering boundary of the PFZ (Polar Front) 
along the transect of 200W (beginning from 54°S) was detected only at 52° to 53°S. At 17°W 
the southern boundary of the PFZ passed between 54°30' and 55°S. However, water structure 
typical for this front was noted over a series of stations made right up to 50030'S. Therefore, 
considerable disruptions were detected along the longitudinal transects. This is connected with 
the strong meandering streams of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) interacting with the 
South Atlantic Ridge. 

3.2 Functional Division of the Area of Habitat of E. carlsbergi 

More than 28 fish species of the Myctophidae family were taken in the course of 
trawling. E. carlsbergi was the most common species, being encountered in 20 of the 26 hauls. 
It was found in the catches of two hauls in the Antarctic Zone, four hauls in the PFZ, seven 
hauls in the SAZ, and seven hauls in the STFZ. The species was not encountered in the 
Subtropical Zone. Catch locations for E. carlsbergi are shown in Figure 6. Analysis of 
E. carlsbergi size composition and biological condition was performed with the boundaries of 
identified latitudinal zones kept in mind. 

Size characteristics of E. carlsber~i. More than 2000 specimens were measured along 
the transects. Data on changes in E. carlsbergi size (length) in relation to latitudinal zonation 
gives the following picture: 

in the AZ 
in thePFZ 
in the SAZ 
in the STFZ -

from 7.5 to 9.0 cm., M=8.06 cm, N=206; 
from 7.0 to 9.5 cm., M=8.20 cm, N=613; 
from 7.0 to 10.5 cm., M=8.6 cm, N=828; 
from 7.5 to 10.5 cm., M=8.73 cm, N=425. 

The greatest length range was in the SAZ, while the highest modal length was in the 
STFZ. Minimal changes in length were noted in the PFZ and AZ, while the smallest modal 
lengths were also typical for these zones. In other words, an increase in the modal length 
occurs from south to north with the maximum variation in length being in the SAZ and the 
maximum length of adult specimens in the STFZ. 

Maturation of E. carlsber~i. When examining the biological characteristics of the 
species, it should be noted that during our survey the change in maturation of male and female 
gonads was found to be related to the latitude of a place where the specimens were caught. 
This is the first time such information has been obtained and it deserves more detailed 
examination than other biological parameters. 
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During studies along the transects more than 800 specimens of E. carlsbergi underwent 
biological analysis. Figure 7 shows that fish with gonads only at the second stage of 
development are usually present in the AZ and PFZ. Specimens with both second stage and 
more mature gonads (up to fifth stage) are found in the SAZ. Moreover, within this zone the 
proportion of gonads at later stages of maturity increases from south to north. Only second and 
third stage gonads, almost in equal numbers, occur in the southern part of the S AZ 
(haul No. 58). Females with fourth and fifth stage gonads appear in the central part of the 
SAZ, while the number of fish with second stage gonads gradually decreases. Thus, the central 
part of the SAZ may be considered the main distribution area of maturing fish with gonads at the 
third stage of maturity. To the north of 45°S (possibly due to the influence of meandering 
currents/gyres in the STFZ), only individual specimens having second stage gonads are 
encountered, while adult fish with fourth and fifth stage gonads are the most common. The 
northern part of the SAZ is chiefly an area of pre-spawning specimens. The STFZ is dominated 
by fish of fifth stage gonad maturity and, as such, may be seen as a zone of distribution of 
adults capable of spawning. Maturing specimens with gonads still far from the spawning stage 
are encountered individually in this zone (e.g., one specimen with third stage gonads was 
found in haul No. 50). 

In addition to the analysis of E. carlsbergi maturity in relation to the boundaries of 
latitudinal zones, we have taken another approach to presenting the data being analysed 
(see Figure 8). Representative hauls are represented on the horizontal axis, however only the 
absolute shift of trawling position from south to north, not the sequence of hauls, was taken 
into consideration. The number of fish at one or another stage of maturity (as a percentage of 
the total number), used as the basis for bioanalysis of each catch, is presented on the vertical 
axis. This method made it possible to identify three areas (zones) along the horizontal axis; a 
zone where only females at the second stage of maturity are .present; a zone containing fish at 
various stages of maturity (from second to fifth) and a zone where fish at the fifth stage of 
maturity predominate. If one takes into account the zones in which the trawling was carried out 
it becomes clear that the first zone corresponds to the PFZ, the second to the SAZ, and the third 
to the STFZ. 

Figure 9 shows the percentages of males and females of E. carlsbergi at different stages 
of maturity by latitudinal zones. All males and females analysed in the AZ and PFZ turned out to 
be at Stage Il of maturity. The following percentages were obtained for the SAZ: females 
found at various stages of maturity, from Stages IT to V, with the latter dominating significantly 
(Stage Il - 7%, Stage III - 18%, Stage IV - 8%, Stage V - 67%); males were mainly Stage IT, 
males at Stage V were absent (Stage Il - 53%, Stage ITI - 33%, Stage IV - 14%). The situation 
is considerably different in the STFZ (males: Stage III - 1 %, Stage IV - 1 %, Stage V - 99%; 
females: Stage ITI - 36%, Stage IV - 62%, Stage V - 3%). In this zone both males and females 
at Stage Il of maturity were present; the overwhelming majority of females had gonads at Stage 
V of maturity as did some males. Furthermore, there was only a small number of females at the 
Stage III of maturity. It must also be noted that, unlike females, males in the STFZ appear at the 
Stages III and IV as well as Stage V. Moreover, these types of specimens are extremely 
abundant. 

In our opinion, all the above data on the different maturity stages of E. carlsbergi 
gonads for males and females prove that the STFZ is the part of the distribution area of habitat of 
this species in which reproduction takes place. . 

Having analysed the combined percentages of males and females at different stages of 
maturity by latitudinal zones, we will now examine the change in the ratio of gonad maturity in 
relation to change in male and female size. 

Only females at Stage Il (7.5 to 9.0 cm length) are encountered in the AZ (Figure 10). 
Although the condition of female gonads was similar in the PFZ, there was a notably wider 
range of length - from 7.0 to 9.5 cm. The largest range of size for females is in the SAZ (from 
7.0 to 11.0 cm), where fish of all maturity stages are encountered. The greatest variety of 
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maturity stages was among specimens from 7.5 to 9.0 cm. Stage V of maturity begins to be 
identifiable in females from 8.0 cm long. For females 8.5 cm long, Stage V was found in 55% 
of specimens, and for females 10.0 cm and longer, in 100%. Large females from 8.5 to 10.5 
cm are common in the STFZ where a distinct predominance of Stage V was noted for females of 
all sizes. 

On the whole a similar picture emerges in respect of the change in percentages of male 
E. carlsbergi at different stages of maturity by latitudinal zones in relation to length 
(Figure 11). Males from 7.5 to 8.5 cm at Stage IT are typical of the AZ. Only males at Stage IT 
were found in the PFZ, however their size range was larger from 7.0 to 9.0 cm. The widest 
size range occurs in the SAZ (6.5 to 10.5 cm). All maturity stages except for the fifth are 
common in this zone, with males from 8.0 to 9.5 cm long commanding the greatest diversity of 
maturity stages. Males reach fullest maturity (Stage IV accounts for 22%) at 8.5 cm, while the 
gonads of 9.5 cm and longer specimens are exclusively at the Stage IV. Males at Stage IT were 
not detected in the STFZ where the range of change in size, only 1.5 cm, is generally smaller 
(from 8.0 to 9.5), however, most specimens tend towards the upper end of the range. Stage IV 
of maturity begins when males attain 8.0 cm and is dominant from 8.5 cm (58%, 65% and 84% 
for fish of 8.5,9.0 and 9.5 cm length respectively). Stage V of maturity was noted for males 
9.0 cm in length. The largest percentage of Stage V of maturity (6%) among examined fish 
was observed at 9.5 cm, which is the maximum length in this zone. 

It should be noted that only juvenile specimens of E. carlsbergi appeared in catches in 
the two southern zones (AZ and PFZ). Figure 12 shows the dynamics of change in sexual 
maturity of E. carlsbergi females at different lengths. Both juvenile and adult females are 
present in the SAZ. Adult specimens were noted at over 7.0 cm in length (15%), and from 7.5 
to 11.0 cm practically all females had mature gonads. Only juvenile females from 8.0 to 10.5 
cm were typical of the STFZ. 

E. carlsbergi sex ratios in different latitudinal zones were the following: 

AZ 
PFZ 
SAZ 
STFZ 

males - 54% 
males - 49% 
males - 46% 
males - 51% 

females - 46% 
females - 51 % 
females -'54% 
females - 49% 

Figure 13 shows E. carlsbergi sex ratios by zones in relation to fish length. In the AZ 
males are predominant from 7.0 to 8.0 cm (7.5 cm - 67%, 8.0 cm - 62%). For specimens over 
8.0 cm the sex ratio is almost equivalent with females being slightly dominant (53%) and for 
fish over 8.5 cm females account for 100%. In the PFZ a predominance of males was observed 
in specimens from 7.0 to 8.0 cm (67, 63, 67%); from 8.5 to 9.0 cm females begin to dominate 
and account for 100% at 9.0 cm and longer. The SAZ has a more complex sex ratio, where 
males of 7.0 to 8.0 cm in length are dominant, accounting for 93% of specimens at 8.0 cm. At 
8.5 cm the situation is more even (48% males, 52% females) although the proportion of 
females thereafter increases, reaching 100% at 10.5 cm and longer. It must be noted that large 
males are typical of this area, accounting for 25% at 10.0 cm. For specimens from 7.5 to 
9.0 cm in the STFZ a gradually decreasing predominance of males was observed (lOO, 88, 
66%). At lengths over 9.0 cm females become predominant, overwhelmingly so at lengths 
over 10.5 cm. 

E. carlsbergi weight. feeding and fat reserves. Weight of the species under 
investigation also changes by latitudinal zones. To the north, a trend was observed towards an 
increase in weight from 7.3 g in the PFZ to 11.2 g in the STFZ. Mean weight in the SAZ was 
9.1 g. This tendency held true for weight analysis of males and females made separately. 
Males weighed 7.4 g in the PFZ, 8.5 g in the SAZ and 9.9 g in the STFZ. Correspondingly, 
females weighed 8.4, 10.2 and 10.7 g. 
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Feeding intensity also changes between the southern and northern areas. A decrease in 
feeding activity was observed between the PFZ and the STFZ, i.e. away from the main feeding 
area. The mean index of stomach fullness in the PFZ was 1.18, 1.01 in the SAZ and 0.96 in the 
STFZ. 

Visually determined fat content was also subject to change depending on the latitude of 
the area where the fish was taken. It was 1.47 in the PFZ, 1.16 in the SAZ and 0.82 in the 
STFZ. 

4. CONCLUSION 

(i) After research carried out from March to April 1989 in the central part of the Atlantic 
sector of the Southern Ocean the following zones with different water structures were 
identified (from north to south): Subtropical Zone, Subtropic Frontal Zone, 
Sub-Antarctic Zone, Polar Frontal Zone and the Antarctic Zone. 

(ii) On longitudinal transects along 17° and 200W significant disruptions to latitudinal 
zonation due to strong meandering of the ACC and its interaction with the South Atlantic 
Ridge were identified. Thus, our data do not support the generally-held view that the 
ridge does not affect the dynamics of the ACC. 

(ill) E. carlsbergi is closely linked with the Antarctic Intermediate Water Mass. This is 
supported by the increase in depth from south to north of water layers where the 
samples are taken. E. carlsbergi is a typical representative of mesopelagic ichthyofauna 
in the PFZ, SAZ and STFZ. The northern boundary of the STFZ limits the penetration of 
E. carlsbergi into the north. The species is not found in the Subtropical zone. 

(iv) Analysis of E. carlsbergi length in relation to the latitude of catch location provided a 
picture contrary to the generally accepted biological law that the length and mass of 
living organisms increases from north to south. We have established that smaller fish 
inhabit the PFZ, the maximum range of body length is typical for the Sub-Antarctic and 
the largest body lengths are found in the STFZ. The above law obviously only applies 
when there is an even distribution of all species functional activities throughout the entire 
area in which the species exists, i.e. feeding and reproduction have to take place in all 
latitudinal zones. Considering the increase in body length from south to north (from the 
PFZ to the STFZ) our investigations show an exception to this biological law in 
connexion with the species' feeding activities on the southern periphery of its habitat and 
spawning in the northern part. 

(v) Analysis of E. carlsbergi distribution at various stages of maturity shows that (a) only 
fish at Stage lIT of maturity occur in the PFZ; (b) SAZ is a zone of distribution mainly for 
fish at the Stages ITI and IV-V (southern and northern parts of the zone respectively); 
and (c) STFZ is primarily a zone of distribution for spawning fish. 

(vi) The onset of sexual maturity of E. carlsbergi in the SAZ is observed at a length of over 
7.0 cm, and at length over 7.5 cm all fish are mature. Adult females in the STFZ are 
noted at a length of over 8.0 cm. 

(vii) Stage V of maturity is observed in the SAZ among E. carlsbergi females 8.0 cm and 
longer, reaching 100% at 10.0 cm. Stage V of maturity is observed among females of 
all sizes in the STFZ (8.5 to 10.5 cm). 

(viii) E. carlsbergi feeding intensity decreases between the PFZ in the south and the STFZ in 
the north, i.e. between feeding and spawning areas. 
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(ix) Analysis of our data makes it possible to propose the following functional division of 
the E. carlsbergi area of habitat: PFZ - feeding area, SAZ and STFZ - reproduction area. 
Moreover, the SAZ is the centre of the species' habitat because it is precisely in this zone 
that the greatest range of lengths among specimens and females at all stages of maturity 
are observed. 
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ON REPRODUCTION OF ELECTRONA CARLSBERGI (TANING) 

G.P. Mazhirina* 

Abstract 

This paper presents results from histological examinations of gonads of 
Electrona carlsbergi from the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. 
From materials available it has been ascertained that E. carlsbergi 
spawns in the notal waters. Maturation of females begins when body 
length reaches 76 to 78 mm. Vitellogenesis is asynchronous. Vitelline 
eggs have a diameter from 150 to 650 j.Ul1; in hydrated oocytes it is up 
to 900 /.lm. Maturation of ovaries is continuous, and spawning is 
serial. The spawning season is long and coincides with 
summer/autumn in the Southern Hemisphere. 

Resume 

Ce document presente les resultats de l'examen histologique des 
gonades d'Electrona carlsbergi du secteur Atlantique de l'ocean Austral. 
A partir du materiel disponible, i1 a ete confirme 
qu'E. carlsbergi se reproduit dans les eaux subantarctiques. La 
maturite des femelles commence lorsque la longueur du corps atteint 76 
it 78 mm. La vitellogenese est asynchrone. Les reufs vitellins ont un 
diametre de 150 it 650 j.Ul1 atteignant parfois 900 j.Ul1 dans les ovocytes 
hydrates. La maturation des ovaires est continue et la ponte periodique. 
La saison de ponte est etendue et correspond it la periode ete-automne 
de l'hemisphere sud. 

Pe310Me 

B HaCT05III~eM Tpy,lle npe,llCTaBJIeHbI pe3YJIbTaTbI 

rl1CTOJIOrHqeCKOrO HCCJIe,llOBaHH5I rOHa,ll Electrona carlsbergi H3 

aT JIaHTHQeCKOrO ceKTopa 1O)I{Horo OKeaHa. 110 HMelOlI\HMC5I 

MaTepHaJIaM 6bIJIO YCTaHOBJIeHO, QTO HepecT E. carlsbergi 
npOHCXo,llHT B cy6aHTapKTHQeCKHX BO,llax. C03peBaHHe caMOK 

HaQHHaeTC5I npH ,llOCTH)KeHHHH HMH ,llJIHHbI B 76-78 MM. 

BHTeJIJIOreHe3 aCHHxpoHHbIti. .l(HaMeTp 5IH~ c BHTeJIJIHHoBoti 

060JIOQKOti paBH5IeTC5I 150-650 MHKPOMHJIJIHMeTpaM, OH 

,llOCTHraeT 900 MHKPOMHJIJIHMeTpOB Ha CTa,llHH rH,llpaTHpO

BaHHoro OO~HTa. C03peBaHHe 5IHQHHKOB HenpepbIBHoe, HepeCT 

nepHO,llHQeCKHti. HepecToBbIti ce30H npO,llOJI)KHTeJIbHbIti H 

COBna,llaeT C JIeTHe-OceHHHM nepHO,llOM B IO)KHOM nOJIymapHJ.f. 

* Polar Research Institute of Marine Fisheries and Oceanography (PINRO), 6 Knipovich Street, Murmansk, 
183763, USSR 
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Resumen 

En este documento se exponen los resultados de los examenes 
histo16gicos de las g6nadas de Electrona carlsbergi del sector atlantico 
del oceano Austral. De la informaci6n disponible, se ha descubierto 
que E. carlsbergi se reproduce en la zona subantartica. La maduraci6n 
de las hembras se inicia cuando la longitud total es de 76-78 m. y 
la vitelogenesis es asincr6nica. Los huevos vitelinos tienen un 
diametro de entre 150 a 650 /-lm y pueden alcanzar los 900 /-lm en los 
oocitos hidratados. La maduraci6n de los ovarios es continua mientras 
que el desove es seriado. La epoca de freza es prolongada y coincide 
con el perfodo veran%tofio del hemisferio sur. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Electrona carlsbergi (TAning, 1932) is a notal-Antarctic species and its distribution is 
circumpolar. The species inhabits waters of the Antarctic Convergence, wherein it forms 
concentrations during the major part of the year (Hulley, 1981; Naumov et al., 1981; Bekker, 
1983; Komilova, 1987; Zaselsky, 1988 and others). According to Hully (1981) E. carlsbergi 
spawns beyond the Antarctic region. From the occurrence of larvae it has been inferred by 
V.N. Efremenko (Lisovenko and Efremenko, 1983) that the reproductive area of the species 
coincides with the notal zone. 

A study of gonads in female E. carlsbergi from the Antarctic Convergence and the 
Argentine Basin areas has been undertaken with the aim of determining where and when this 
species spawns, specifying the type of area in which it reproduces and delineating zones of its 
expatriation. Results of the study are presented in this paper. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Observations were carried out and materials collected during surveys by the 
RV Artemida in December-February 1987-1988 and January-April 1989. Samples were 
collected over the area from 40° to 54°S and between 8° and 59°W. Samples were collected 
from trawl catches taken within the 50 to 1 500 m depth range. Length of fish (SL) was 
measured to the nearest 1 mm from the tip of the snout to the base of median rays of the caudal 
fin. 

A total of 4380 females were examined. 160 fish were preserved in Bouin's fluid for 
further analysis. 

Preparation and histological treatment was conducted in accordance with standard 
methods: treatment with alcohol, gradually increasing its concentration, followed by treatment 
with xylene and embedding in paraffin. Sections of samples (5-6 IJ.ffi thick) were stained with 
haemozyline according to Heidengain's method (Roskin and Levinson, 1957). 

The growth of egg cells was described using terminology suggested by V.A. Meien 
(1927). 

The number of eggs in a batch was determined by counting ripe and vitelline eggs by 
size. The number of batches of ripening eggs was estimated from weights of hydrated oocytes. 
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The physiological condition of ovaries was evaluated by a 6-point scale (Sakun and 
Butskaya, 1963). 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Development of Egg Cells 

The process of egg development may be divided into three periods: nuclear 
transformations, protoplasmatic and trophoplasmatic growth. 

By the beginning of protoplasmatic growth nuclear transformations have been 
completed and a thin layer of cytoplasm develops in oocytes. Later, the growth of oocytes 
occurs at the expense of an increase in the cytoplasm volume. We distinguish two phases in the 
period of trophoplasmatic growth: young oocytes and monolayer follicle. 

At the beginning of slow growth oocytes are usually of regular shape and have a 
diameter from 10 to 30 J.Ill1. The membrane has no structure. The cytoplasm is heterogeneous; 
the intensity of colour in its different parts varies. 

At the end of the protoplasmatic growth period, the diameter of the oocyte reaches 90 to 
120 Ilm, and that of the nucleus reaches 56 to 69 Ilm. The membrane consists of two layers: 
an internal one - a membrane in itself - and an external one, formed by follicular epithelium 
cells. The cytoplasm is pale and uniform in colour. 

The further development of oocytes and the beginning of trophoplasmatic growth are 
.associated with the ripening of fish gonads. This period may be divided into the following 
phases: 1 - vacuolization and accumulation of fat, 2 - initial accumulation of yolk, 3 - intensive 
trophoplasmatic growth, 4 - yolk-filled oocyte, 5 - mature oocyte. 

Vacuolization of the cytoplasm occurs before the yolk accumulation phase. 

In oocytes of 100 to 500 J.Ill1 in diameter small vacuoles appear in a peripheral zone and 
later form a cortex. Thereafter, vacuoles develop in an area near the nucleus. The contents of 
vacuoles is lipoid which is washed away during treatment of preparations. The external surface 
of the oocytes is made up of membranes of follicular and connective tissue. 

In the phase of initial yolk accumulation, tiny insertions of yolk are observed to appear 
in oocytes of 180 to 2 020 J.Ill1 in diameter. Granules of yolk gradually fill the cytoplasm and 
fat vacuoles are pushed towards the nucleus. 

In oocytes undergoing intensive trophoplasmatic growth, the amount of trophic 
substance increases at the expense of accumulation of yolk granules of increased size. The 
number of fat balls reduces as they coalesce. The diameter of the oocytes reaches 500 Ilm. 

In the vitelline oocyte phase the diameter of the cells is up to 500-650 J.Ill1. The only fat 
ball of 180-200 Ilm in diameter is found in the centre of the egg cell. The nucleus is displaced 
towards the animal pole of the egg. 

The phase of maturation is associated with yolk hydration and homogenization. The 
oocyte grows to 850-900 Ilm in diameter. The follicular membrane is thin and is loosely 
attached to the oocyte membrane proper. During this phase, egg cells are released from follicles 
and are ready for spawning. 
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3.2 Maturity Stages 

Developmental stages are defined by gonad functional status, which is characterized by 
the presence of a specific set of egg cells in one the of the phases described above. 

The following maturity stages were distinguished by observation of the fine structure 
and variations in weight of the gonads (Table 1). 

Field observations and cytological examination provided materials for comparative 
analysis of reproductive system condition in female E. carlsbergi from two zoogeographical 
zones: notal and Antarctic. 

, To the south of the Antarctic Convergence (Antarctic zone) catches were made up of 
specimens of 65 to 96 mm in length. In the Argentine Basin (notal zone) fish were from 70 to 
103 mm in length. Males were smaller than females: they did not exceed 95 mm in length, 
whereas females were up to 103 mm long. In the Antarctic zone the male/female ratio was 
close to 1:1.1; in the notal zone males prevailed, the sex ratio being 1:0.9. In the notal zone the 
maturity coefficient for females of less than 78 mm length was low - from 0.5 to 1.0%. The 
diameter of more fully developed oocytes did not exceed 100 ~m. A histological analysis 
showed that the more fully developed generation of egg cells were in the monolayer follicle 
phase. Females with such oocytes were regarded as immature (maturity stage 11). Females 
larger than 78 mm were considered as mature because the diameter of egg cells and weight of 
their ovaries were still increasing. 

In January the maturity coefficient for mature females varied from 1.1 to 2.7%. More 
fully developed egg cells were found to be in the initial yolk accumulation phase (maturity 
stage Ill). 

By mid-February the vitellogenesis was almost complete in the majority of fish and 
empty follicular membranes - an indication of partial spawning - were found in some of them. 
The maturity coefficient increased to 11.4% (maturity stages IV, IV-V, see Figure 1). 

In April all females larger than 78 mm had yolk-filled eggs, many contained traces of 
partial spawning. The maturity coefficient varied from 4.8 to 14.7%. Ovaries were in maturity 
stages IY-V and VI-VIII (Figure 2). 

In prespawning fish the diameter of yolk-filled eggs varied from 150 to 650 ~m, the 
diameter of hydrated oocytes - from 700 to 800 ~m. There are several successive peaks 
(waves) on the plot of oocyte size frequency distribution (Figure 3). Each is likely to 
correspond with a group of cells of synchronous development. The number of oocytes 
gradually decreased as their size increased. Oocytes of 100 to 150 ~m diameter (beginning of 
trophoplasmatic growth) comprised more than 50% of the total number of eggs measured. 
According to the classification suggested by Lisovenko (1985), oogenesis of this type is very 
similar to a serial fluctuated type. A serial oogenesis implies that there is a possibility of 
replenishment of spawned eggs by reserve oocytes which may be developed into successive 
batches of eggs for later spawning. 

According to Oven (1976), a serial spawning is typical for the majority of species with 
continuous oogenesis. Unfortunately it was not possible in experimental conditions to count 
for E. carlsbergi the number of eggs in one batch. An attempt was therefore made to estimate 
the possible number of egg batches from the weight of hydrated oocytes (Table 2). 

Our data suggest that the number of batches of ripening egg cells calculated as a ratio of 
the theoretical maturity coefficient to observed maturity coefficient, is not less than 7. 

The maturity coefficient of female E. carlsbergi from the Antarctic zone did not exceed 
1.4%. In most fish, more fully developed egg cells were found to be in the monolayer follicle 
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phase (Figure 4). In some fish, egg cells commencing trophoplasmatic growth were found. 
These eggs developed faster than the majority of cells and were usually being reabsorbed 
(Figure 5). This phenomenon may be interpreted in two ways: (1) resorption of "excessive" 
oocytes during early stages of ontogenesis (Persov, 1963), and (2) re sorption of older oocytes 
due to unfavourable ambient conditions for reproduction. 

In our opinion, low water temperature is one of the most important factors. During our 
observations water temperature in the Antarctic zone in the 50 to 360 m depth layer varied from 
0.8° to 2.5°C. In the notal zone at depths of 380 to 460 m where spawning females were 
found, water temperature was from 3.8° to 1O.3°C. In view of this variation in water 
temperature it may be hypothesized that the fish cannot spawn in the Antarctic zone at all or that 
no spawning might have occurred in the period in which the observations were made. 

Failure to spawn and the dependence of spawning on ecological factors have been noted 
for myctophids many times in the past. Expatriation of subtropical species Lobianchia dofleini 
and Lobianchia gemellarii into colder waters of the Continental Shelf of North America results 
in inhibition of growth and resorption of sex cells (O'Day and Nafpaktitis, 1967). The 
Norwegian researcher, I. GjliSsaeter (1981) came to the conclusion that Notoscopelus kroeyerii, 
a boreal species in the North Atlantic, is capable of forming aggregations of non-breeding fish 
in Norwegian waters. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Results obtained show that E. carlsbergi breeds in the notal zone. The spawning 
season of this species is extended and covers summer and autumn. Ripening of ovaries is 
continuous and this species is a serial spawner. Expatriation of E. carlsbergi into colder waters 
of the Antarctic zone south of the Antarctic Convergence results in inhibition of growth and 
resorption of egg cells. It is unlikely that individuals at this stage of gonad development will 
spawn. 
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Table 1: Maturity stages of ovaries. 

Maturity Weight Maturity Composition of Sex Cells Functional Condition 
Stage (mg) Coefficient 

(%) 

I 12-30 0.1-0.2 Oogonia Juvenile 

IT 40-90 0.5-1.1 Oogonia, oocytes in protoplasmatic growth Not ripe 

ill 108-550 1.1-7.8 Oogonia, oocytes in protoplasmatic and trophoplasmatic Ripening 
growth (phase of vacuolization, initial vitellogenesis, Intensive accumulation of yolk and 
intensive trophoplasmatic growth) fat in ovaries 

N 660-1000 7.3-10.8 Oogonia, oocytes in protoplasmatic and trophoplasmatic Prespawning condition 
growth (phase of vacuolization, intensive trophoplasmatic Vitellogenesis close to completion 
growth, vitelline oocytes) 

N-V 1010-2050 11.5-14.7 Oogonia, oocytes in protoplasmatic and trophoplasmatic Functionally mature 
growth (phase of vacuolization, intensive trophoplasmatic Hydrated eggs rest freely in 
growth, ripening) ovaries 

VI-VIII 400-1000 2.5-9.5 Oogonia, oocytes in protoplasmatic and trophoplasmatic Ripening of the next back of eggs 
growth (phase of vacuolization, initial vitellogenesis, after extrusion of previous batch 
intensive trophoplasmatic growth). Empty follicular 
membranes. 

VI No data available Extrusion 
Ovaries after extrusion of last 
batch of ovulated eggs 



~ 

~ Table 2: Number of batches of ripening egg cells for E. carlsbergi at maturity stage N -V. 

Body Ovaries Total Number of Oocytes Weight of 50 Weight of Ovaries Maturity Theoretical Maturity Naumberof 
Weight (mg) Over 100 JlIll in Diameter Hydrated Oocytes Filled with Hydrated Coefficient (Cl) Coefficient* (Cz) Batches 

(mg) (x 1 ()3) (mg) Oocytes (%) (%) (CjCl) 
(mg) 

8100 1191 44.2 10.8 9550 14.7 118.0 8.0 
16150 2050 40.3 17.5 14100 12.7 87.3 6.9 
9350 994 23.7 14.2 6730 10.6 72.0 6.8 

* Theoretical maturity coefficient is calculated from weight of ovaries filled with transparent eggs. 



Figure 1: E. carlsbergi ovary at maturity stage IV-V. A hydrated oocyte in the centre. 
Magnification - 20 x 10. 

Figure 2: E. carlsbergi ovary at maturity stage VI-VIII. Residual follicle in the centre. Older 
oocytes in phase of intensive trophoplasmatic growth. Magnification - 20 x 10. 
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Figure 3: Size distribution of vitelline eggs in E. carlsbergi at maturity stage IV-V. 
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Figure 4: E. carlsbergi ovary at maturity stage IT. Older oocytes in monolayer follicle phase. 
Magnification - 20 x 10. 

Figure 5: E. carlsbergi ovary at maturity stage IT. Resorption of fast-growing oocytes. 
Magnification - 20 x 10. 
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Stades de maturite des ovaires. 

Nombre de lots de cellules mfirissantes d'reufs d'E. carlsbergi aux Iyeme et 
yeme stades de maturite. 
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IV-V. 

5IHlIHHKH E. carlsbergi Ha CTa,llHH 11. IIo3,llHHe OO~HTbI B <pa3e 

MHOrOCJIotiHoro <pOJIJIHKYJIa. YBeJIHlIeHHe - 20 x 10. 

5IHlIHHKH E. carlsbergi Ha CTa,llHH 11. Pe30p6~H5I 6bICTPO paCTYII{HX 
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Fases de maduraci6n de 10s ovarios. 

Varias series de oocitos de E. carlsbergi en fase de maduraci6n N-V. 
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Ovario de E. carlsbergi en fase de maduraci6n IV-V. Un oocito hidratado a1 
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Ovario de E. carlsbergi en fase de maduraci6n VI-VII. Residuo folicu1ar a1 
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Distrlbuci6n por tamaiio de huevos con vite10 de E. carlsbergi en fase de 
maduraci6n IV-V. 

Ovario de E. carlsbergi en fase de maduraci6n II. Oocitos mayores en fase de 
folfcu10 con una capa. Factor de aumento 20 x 10. 
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FEEDING AND FOOD INTAKE OF ELECTRONA CARLSBERGI (TANING, 
1932) MYCTOPHIDAE 

O.V. Gerasimova* 

Abstract 

In summer and autumn Electrona carlsbergi feeds mainly on copepods. 
Daily food intake estimated by various methods was from 3.7 to 5.6% 
of fish body weight. The amount of food consumed by E. carlsbergi 
during the year in the waters to the south of the Antarctic Convergence 
is about 15 times fish body weight. 

Resume 

En ete et automne, Electrona carlsbergi se nourrit prlncipalement de 
copepodes. La consommation journaliere de nourriture est estimee par 
diverses methodes varler entre 3,7 et 5,6% du poids du corps du 
poisson. La quantite de nourriture consommee par E. carlsbergi en une 
annee dans les eaux au sud de la Convergence antarctique est egale a 
environ 15 fois le poids du corps du poisson. 

Pe3lOMe 

B JIeTHe-oceHHHti ce30H BH,lI Electrona carlsbergi B OCHOBHOM 

KOPMHTC5I BeCJIOHOrHMH. Ou;eHKH 06beMa nOTpe6JI5IeMoti 

e:>Ke,llHeBHO nHIItH, nOJIytIeHHbIe Pa3JIHtIHbIMH MeTO,llaMH, 

KOJIe6JIIOTC5I B npe,lleJIax 3,7-5,6% Beca TeJIa. rO,llOBoti o6beM 

nHIItH, nOTpe6JI5IeMoti BH,lIOM E. carlsbergi B BO,llaX K IOry OT 

aHTapKTHtIeCKoti KOHBepreHU;HH, npeBbIIIIaeT Bec TeJIa oco6eti 

3Toro BH,lIa npH6JIH3HTeJIbHO B 15 pa3. 

Resumen 

Entre verano y otoiio, Electrona carlsbergi se alimenta principalmente 
de copepodos. El consumo de alimento diario, estimado por diversos 
metodos, osci16 entre un 3.7% y un 5.6% del peso del pez. 
La cantidad de alimento consumido por E. carlsbergi durante el ano en 
las aguas meridionales de la Convergencia Antartica es, 
aproximadamente, 15 veces el peso del pez. 

* Polar Research Institute of Marine Fisheries and Oceanography (PNIRO), 6 Knipovich Street, Murmansk, 
183763, USSR 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Electrona carlsbergi (Tdning) is one of the most abundant species of the Myctophidae 
family living in the Southern Ocean. It is a typical plankton eater feeding predominantly on 
phytophagous copepods. Electrona carlsbergi itself is a food of squid and some species of fish 
and birds (Zaselsky et al., 1985). 

Published data give a fairly complete picture of species composition of food consumed 
by E. carlsbergi, frequency of occurrence and size of individual prey species (Naumov et al., 
1981; Rembiczewski et al., 1978; Zaselsky et al., 1985). A number of papers provide a 
comparative analysis of E. carlsbergi feeding spectra in different parts of the Southern Ocean. 
(Kozlov, Tarverdieva, 1989; Oven et al., 1990; Tarverdieva, 1986). 

For an understanding of the role of E. carlsbergi in the ecosystems of the Southern 
Ocean, quantitative data on its food intake is most important. So far little is known about this 
matter. In particular, Naumov et al. (1981) assumed that in summer the daily food intake of 
E. carlsbergi in the Scotia Sea is close to the total index of consumption which is 3.37% of fish 
body weight. 

The basic objective of the present paper is to estimate the daily and annual food intake of 
E. carlsbergi using various methods. 

2. MAlERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials for studying feeding of E. carlsbergi were collected in February-March 1989 
in the area to the south of the Antarctic Convergence between 10 and 380 W during the cruise of 
RV Artemida. 

A sample of at least 25 fish were taken from every catch for analysis. Fish length was 
measured to the nearest 1 mm, and the weights to the nearest 10 mg. Sex and maturity stage 
were identified visually. Stomach contents were examined under a binocular microscope, food 
items were· counted and identified as accurately as possible. Large intact crustaceans 
(euphausiids, hyperiids) were measured. Since the food bolus of one fish was normally very 
small, from 15 to 25 samples from the same catch were combined for weighing. For 
calculation of the mean total index of stomach fullness the derived value was divided by the 
sum of weights of the examined fish. Altogether 914 fish from 21 hauls were examined. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In summer copepods were the major prey items in the diet of E. carlsbergi in the 
Antarctic Convergence area. Frequency of occurrence of prey items slightly differed depending 
on fish length: copepods from the genus Calanus (C. simillimus, C. tonsus) prevailed in the 
diet of fish below 70 mm, Rhincalanus gigas were consistently predominant in larger fish. On 
the whole, the frequency of copepod and R. gigas occurrence was up to about 50% and 28% 
respectively of the total number of food items. 

In addition to copepods, Parathemisto gaudichaudi (normally less than 6 mm in length), 
Thysamoessa macrura, Limacina helicina var. australis, and chaetognaths occurred in the diet of 
E. carlsbergi. Hyperiids were predominantly preyed on by individuals below 70 mm in length. 
The frequency of occurrence of euphausiids, chaetognaths and pteropods in fish of all size 
groups was practically constant. 

The daily feeding rhythm of E. carlsbergi was determined using the averaged data from 
all hauls made in February/March. Two peaks of feeding activity were noted: one in the 
morning and another in the evening (Table 1). Other authors mention a similar daily feeding 
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pattern (Konstantinova, 1988; Oven et al., 1990; Zalesky et al., 1985). The results obtained 
made possible a rough estimation of the daily food intake of E. carlsbergi by means of the 
Romanova method (1958). 

The mean rate of food digestion estimated by means of evaluating changes in stomach 
fullness index during two falls in feeding was 16.40/ 000 per hour. In this case the daily food 
intake of E. carlsbergi is about 3.7% of body weight. The food digestion rate estimated for the 
sharpest drop in feeding was 23.10/ 000 per hour with a daily food intake of about 5.6% of body 
weight. 

Another estimate of food consumption by E. carlsbergi was obtained using the Winberg 
equation (1956) based on data on mean annual weight increment and energy metabolism rate. 
The energy metabolism level in Myctophidae may be assessed from the results obtained for 
Myctophum nitidulum by Abolmasova and Belokopytin (1988). The parameters of the energy 
metabolism equation estimated by these authors were used in the present paper. Recalculation 
of parameter A (see Table 2) for temperature of E. carlsbergi habitat was made by introducing 
the temperature correction factor (Winberg, 1983). Table 2 contains the basic data for 
estimation of the annual and mean daily food intake of fish at age 2 and 3. 

The annual food intake of E. carlsbergi males amounted to about 76.7 kcal. Assuming 
the calorific value of food consumed by E. carlsbergi to be 0.7 kcal!g, Shushkina and Musaeva 
(1982) give an annual food intake of 109.6 g or 1 480% of body weight. The annual food 
intake of females is estimated at 86.9 kcal. This corresponds to 124.1 g of food (1 500% of 
body weight). 

The mean daily food intake estimated on the basis of the above values was about 4% of 
body weight both in males and females. 

Thus, according to these very rough estimates, the amount of food consumed by 
E. carlsbergi during the year in the Antarctic Convergence area is about 15 times fish body 
weight. Further studies including daily stations in different periods of the year are needed to 
refine the values derived. 
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Table 1: Daily food intake of E. carlsbergi estimated by taking into account the range of the 
index of stomach fullness variation during the day. 

Local Time Time Span Variation in Total 
(hours) Index of Fullness 

(0/000) 

0.30 - 07.30 7 7.9 - 21.00 
7.30 - 09.30 2 21.0 - 47.0 
9.30 - 10.30 1 47.0 - 50.4 
10.30 - 12.30 2 50.4 - 4.2 
12.30 - 14.30 2 4.2 - 46.0 
14.30 - 16.30 2 46.0 - 56.5 
16.30 - 17.30 1 56.5 - 75.5 
17.30 - 18.30 1 75.5 - 66.0 
18.30 - 20.30 2 66.0 - 17.1 
20.30 - 0.30 4 17.1 - 7.9 

x at a digestion rate of 16.40/000 per hour 
xx at a digestion rate of 2301000 per hour 

Amount of Consumed Food 
(0/000) 

132.1x (174.1)XX 
60 (72) 

20.4 (26.4) 
- -

75.8 (87.8) 
44.5 (56.5) 
36 (42) 
- (13.5) 
- -
- (82.8) 

Table 2: Basic parameters for estimating food consumption by E. carlsbergi using the 
Winberg equation (1956). 

Parameter Males Females 

Mean length at age 2 72.82 mm 74.40 mm 
Mean length at age 3 83.20 mm 85.60 mm 
Mean weight at age 2 6.075 g 6.734 g 
Mean weight at age 3 8.764 g 9.834 g 
Weight increment 2.689 g 3.100 g 
Gonad weight - 0.994 g 
Time span 1 year 
Calorific value 1.72 kcallg 
Temperature of habitat 0.8 - 2.5°C 
Parameters of energy A = 0.184 

metabolism equation: R = A WK K = 0.79 
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par E. carlsbergi en utilisant de l'equation de Winberg (1956). 
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BIOMASS OF MYCTOPHIDS IN THE ATLANTIC SECTOR OF THE 
SOUTHERN OCEAN AS ESTIMATED BY ACOUSTIC SURVEYS 

A.A. Filin, K.V. Gorchinsky and V.M. Kiseleva* 

Abstract 

Acoustic surveys carried out in the summer and autumn of 19g7 -19g9 
estimated the biomass of myctophids in the Atlantic sector of the 
Southern Ocean between 4go and 56° and from go to 4gow to be 
approximately 1.7x106 tonnes. Over the greater part of the surveyed 
area the fish were sparsely distributed. Dense concentrations consisting 
predominantly of one myctophid species, Electrona carlsbergi, were 
found only in some limited areas. The bulk of the surveyed biomass of 
myctophids was found to be within the Antarctic Convergence area. 

Resume 

Les campagnes acoustiques effectuees pendant les etes et automnes de 
19g7-19g9 ont estime la biomasse de Myctophidae du secteur 
Atlantique de l'ocean Austral dans la region situee entre 4g et 56°S et de 
g a 4gow, a environ 1,7x106 tonnes. Sur la plus grande partie de la 
region prospectee, les poissons etaient epars. Leurs concentrations 
denses, composees principalement d'une espece de Myctophidae, 
Electrona carlsbergi, n'etaient presentes que sur des aires restreintes. 
Le plus gros de la biomasse a ete declare provenir de la region de la 
Convergence Antarctique. 

Pe3IDMe 

O~eHKa 6HOMaCCbl MHKToqm,ll B aT JiaHTHqecKOM ceKTOpe 

IQ)I{HOro oKeaHa (48° - 56° 10.w. 11 8° - 48° 3.,ll.) 6biJia noJiyqeHa s 

XO,lle BbinOJIHeHHSI aKyCTHqecKHX CbeMOK B TeqeHHe JieTHHX H 

OCeHHHX nepHO,liOB 1987-1989 rr. 0Ha COCTaBJISIJia 

npH6JIH3HTeJibHO 1,7 MHJIJIHOHOB TOHH. Ha 60JibWei1 qaCTH 

OXBaqeHHOH CbeMKaMH llJIOuta,liH Ha6JIIO,llaJIOCb He3HaqH

TeJibHOe KOJIHqecTBO pbi6bi. IIJIOTHbie KOH~eHTpa~HH, B OCHOB

HOM COCTOSIBWHe 113 O,liHOrO BH,lla MHKTO<J>H,ll - Efectrona 
Carfsbergi, BCTpeqaJIHCb JIHWb B HeKOTOpbiX orpaHHqeHHbiX 

paHOHaX. 0CHOBHaSI qaCTb 6HOMaCCbl npHXO,liHJiaCb Ha paHOH 

aHTapKTHqecKOH KOHBepreH~HH. 

Resumen 

Las prospecciones acusticas llevadas a cabo durante el periodo de 
verano y otoiio de 19g7-19g9, han estimado la biomasa de mict6fidos 
en e1 sector atlantico del oceano Austral - en la zona comprendida entre 
Ios 4go y 56°S y entre Ios goy 4gow- en 1.7 x 1Q6 toneladas. En la 
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mayor parte del area estudiada Ios peces se encontraban dispersos y en 
las pocas areas en donde se encontraban en densas concentraciones, la 
especie predominante de mict6fidos fue Electrona carlsbergi. La mayor 
biomasa de mict6fidos ha sido registrada en la zona de la 
Convergencia Atlantica. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Lanternfish, or the Myctophidae species, are typical residents of mesopelagic waters in 
the Southern Ocean. They occur in large numbers and their distribution is circumpolar. In 
certain areas they occur in dense concentrations which are accessible to commercial fishing. 
Electrona carlsbergi is the most abundant species among myctophids. A total biomass of 
Antarctic myctophids is presently estimated to be 70-200x1()6 tonnes (Lubimova et al., 1987). 

A comprehensive study of the biology and ecology of mesopelagic fish and their place 
in the Antarctic ecosystem becomes particularly important in view of the good prospect of 
commercial fishing for these resources in the Southern Ocean. For this reason, special 
consideration should be given to evaluating the abundance of mesopelagic fish by instrumental 
techniques. It is impossible to provide reliable scientific recommendations on how to manage 
fisheries rationally without having information on stock size and dynamics in different areas. 

This paper presents estimates of the biomass of myctophids and delineates their 
distribution in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean. 

2. MA1ERIALS AND METHODS 

Acoustic surveys for myctophids in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean were 
conducted by the RV Artemida from 1987 to 1989. These surveys covered the region from 48° 
to 56°S and between 8° and 48°W during the southern summer and autumn. Five local acoustic 
surveys were conducted in the region, where concentrations of myctophids were observed. 

Values of mean density of fish along the cruise track were integrated for selected 
intervals of the distance covered (integration intervals - D). Echo-integration equipment 
included an EK-S echosounder (SIMRAD, Norway) and a digital five-channel integrator SIORS. 
Their operating parameters are listed in Table 1. 

An oscilloscope was used to monitor input signals and an "Iskra-226" computer was 
used for data processing. Ship coordinates were obtained by a satellite navigational system 
FSN-70 (FUR UNO, Japan). Echo intensities from five depth channels (by integration intervals 
D=5 miles) were continuously recorded and echo recordings simultaneously identified. Control 
tows for determining size-species composition of fish were carried out in order to verify results 
of acoustic equipment. A commercial midwater trawl with a small-meshed insertion (12 mm 
mesh) in a trawl bag was used. 
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Mesh density of fish along a cruise track was estimated by means of the formulae: 

p- Mo 
N- cr(L) 

(1) 

or P- Mo (2) w-
103crkg(L) 

then cr(L) = 41t · 100.1-TS(L) (3) 

crkg<L> = cr~) (4) 

where PN = mean density (fish per square mile), 
Mo = mean echo intensity over the transect (number of echo readings covered) 

(MZ/square miles), 

cr<L> = "in situ" mean acoustic back-scattering cross-section for single fish of 
length L (m2), 

TS(L) = "in situ" mean target strength for fish of length L (dB), 
crkg<L> 
w 

= 
= 

mean acoustic back-scattering cross-section per 1 kg of fish weight (m2/kg), 
mean weight of one fish (kg), 

Pw = mean density ofbiomass distribution (tonnes per square mile). 

Mo was estimated from: 

M Mo = - · 100 · KTvo(..1R) · KATT · Cr n 

where M and N = integrator readings and number of pulses per integration interval D, 

(5) 

KTvG = TVG correction coefficient, its value depending on both the mean 
coefficient of sound absorption within the range surveyed and integration 
depth ..1 R, 

KATT = a coefficient that allows for "gaps" in the performance of the echosounder 
during surveying under unfavourable weather conditions, 

C1 = constant of integration instruments (m2/square miles per 100 pulses). 

C1 was calculated from results of calibrations to standard target TSst = -33.6 dB, 
completed at the beginning and at the end of each survey and 6.9 m2/square miles in the second. 

For estimation of the density of myctophids (size range within L=5-10 cm) 

expression (2) was employed, where crkg(L) was assumed to be equal to crkg = 0.0105 (± 
0.0025) m2/kg. This value was obtained by using a relationship derived experimentally "in 
situ" between myctophid size and target strength at 38 kHz: 

TS = 25.2lgL- 75.0 (6) 

and the length/weight relationship for these fish (Mamylov, 1988). 

Mean acoustic back-scattering cross-section per kilogram of fish weight was taken to be 
0.0105 m2/kg because this value was verified during our earlier surveys of myctophids in the 
North Atlantic and gave a fairly stable estimate of their biomass as compared with results of 
control trawlings (coefficient of trawl catchability was taken to be 0.05-0.10). 
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3. RESULTS 

Concentrations of myctophids in the area surveyed were found in the Antarctic 
Convergence waters and near The Shag Rocks and Black Rock. More dense concentrations 
were observed in the southernmost part of the Polar Frontal Zone, and particularly in areas of 
notable disturbances in the water thermohaline structure. 

The echosounder recordings showed concentrations of myctophids as long bands or 
spots (isolated schools) with a height of up to 30 m (Figures 1 and 2). They were chiefly 
distributed between 50 and 350 m depth. 

In the area surveyed, E. carlsbergi predominated almost everywhere. In the majority of 
cases, as shown by control tows, it accounted for more than 90% of the total catch. Besides 
fish, salps were also numerous. Among other species, medusas, euphausids and squids were 
observed. 

The size structure of E. carlsbergi was fairly uniform. Specimens of 70 to 80 mm 
predominated. 

An echometric survey for myctophids, carried out from 18 to 31 December 1987 
covered the area from 48° to 54°S and between 40° and 48°W (Figure 3) (about 60 000 square 
miles). It estimated the biomass of fish to be 1 200 x 103 tonnes. Figure 4 shows the 
distribution of myctophids in the survey area. 

In control tow catches north of 53°S E. carlsbergi accounted for 91 to 97% of the total 
biomass. The rest consisted of salps and medusas. 

South of 53°S the proportion of E. carlsbergi was less (60 to 75%). Of other 
myctophids, most abundant was Gymnoscopelus nicholsi. Electrona antarctica, 
Gymnoscopelus braueri and G.fraseri were also encountered. 

The survey was then continued from 12 to 17 January 1988 and covered the area near 
the Shag Rocks and Black Rock. Figure 3 shows the survey route and indicates positions of 
hydrological stations and control tows. The biomass of myctophids over the survey area 
(7 200 square miles) was estimated as being 160xl03 tonnes. The fish were distributed 
chiefly over rocky slopes. Maximum density was about 350 tonne/square mile (Figure 5). 
Fish were more dispersed at night than in the daytime. 

Over 90% (by weight) of control catches consisted of myctophids, with E. carlsbergi 
accounting for about 85%. Besides this species, G. nicholsi, Krefftichthys anderssoni, 
Paradiplospinus antarcticus, salps and medusas were also found. 

In the first ten days of February 1988 an echometric survey for myctophids was 
conducted in the Polar Frontal Zone from 48° to 51 °S and between 36° and 41 °W (Figure 3). A 
preliminary survey in the area enabled us to to obtain an overall picture of myctophid 
distribution and to elaborate the most optimal survey design. The biomass of myctophids over 
the survey area (16 000 square miles) was estimated at 300xl03 tonnes. The most dense 
concentrations of myctophids in the form of elongated strips were found in the waters of the 
Frontal Zone (Figure 6). 

In control tow catches E. carlsbergi accounted for about 90% of the biomass. Of other 
myctophid species, most plentiful were Gymnoscopelus - G. nicholsi, G. piabilis, 
Protomyctophum choriodon and K. anderssoni. 
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In 1989 acoustic surveys for myctophids were conducted over the area from 47° and 
56°S and between 8° and 44°W in the period 30 January to 10 April. The bulk of the biomass 
was found to be spread along the Antarctic Frontal Zone east of South Georgia. The whole 
area was surveyed in two stages. 

Firstly, the area from 51 °30' to 56°00'S and between 20°30' and 26°30'W was surveyed 
from 20 February to 2 March. Secondly, the area with coordinates 51°30' to 55°00'S and 8°00' 
to 18°30' (Figure 7) was surveyed from 20 March to 2 April. These sectors had areas of 
52 600 square miles and 63 270 square miles respectively. The first survey estimated the 
biomass of myctophids as being 855x103 tonnes, the second one 829x103 tonnes. Control 
catches comprised up to 98-100% of E. carlsbergi. Distribution of myctophids over the area 
surveyed is shown in Figures 8 and 9. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Results of the surveys indicated that in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean there 
are considerable quantities of myctophids. As estimated by acoustic surveys, the total biomass 
of myctophids was about 1.7xl06 tonnes both in 1987/88 and in 1989. Bearing in mind that 
only the principal areas of myctophid distribution have been surveyed, their total biomass in the 
western part of the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean may be around 2x1Q6 tonnes. 

The fish were sparsely distributed over the greater part of the area surveyed. In 1987/88 
their mean density was approximately 20 tonnes per square mile, and 15 tonnes per square mile 
in 1989 or 5.8 g/m2 and 4.4 g/m2 respectively. 

Dense concentrations of myctophids were observed in some limited areas. They 
consisted mostly of one species - E. carlsbergi. The mean biomass in these concentrations was 
as high as 70 to 100 g/m2• Concentrations of commercial value were found mainly in the 
Antarctic Convergence in the form of elongated strips. 

In 1989 myctophids were found spread more to westward than in 1988. In 1989 no 
concentrations were found in the Frontal Zone between 30° and 40°W, whereas in 1988 dense 
concentrations of E. carlsbergi were found in the area. 

The concentrations of myctophids encountered did not appear to be difficult to survey 
acoustically, because they were composed virtually of one species of fish of the same size. 
Only insignificant numbers of salps, medusas and euphausiids were found in the areas where 
large quantities of myctophids were present. 

The design and implementation of surveys in 1987 to 1989 was seriously impeded by 
selection of a very large area and by the lack of sufficient information on the distribution of 
myctophids and their passive migrations. These parameters are highly variable and dependent 
on oceanographic conditions. 

In future, regular annual assessments of the abundance of myctophids in the Atlantic 
sector of the Southern Ocean will require elaboration of standard methodology for conducting 
acoustic surveys. Studies of population status and dynamics is a vital element of a 
comprehensive study of Antarctic myctophids - an important component of the Southern Ocean 
ecosystem. 
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Table 1: Operating parameters of the echosounder and integrator. 

Echosounder EK -S Integrator SIORS 

Frequency 38kHz Gain 5dB 
Pulse length 0.6 ms Discriminator 24dB 
Bandwidth 3kHz (integration threshold) (50mrid) 
Power (gross) 2.0+ 2.5 kW Integration range 10to5 m 
TVG (20 1gR-O)dB 

136 + 138 
Antenna 8x8° 
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Figure 1: Typical echo recording of myctophids as a band 
(49°09'S, 38°17'W), 9 February 1988. 
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Figure 2: Typical echo recordings of myctophids as 
discrete schools ( 49°00' S, 41 °30'W), 
22 December 1987. 
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Figure 3: Chart showing the track of acoustic surveys for 
myctophids in 1987/88. 
1 - echometric tracks 
2 - hydrological stations 
3 - control tows 
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Figure 4: Density of myctophids as estimated by the 
echometric survey from 18 to 31 December 
1987. 
1 - 1 to 3 tonnes per square mile 
2 - 10 to 50 tonnes per square mile 
3 - over 50 tonnes per square mile 
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Figure 5: Density of myctophids estimated by the 
echometric survey near the Shag Rocks and 
Black Rock from 12 to 17 January 1988. 
1 - 2 to 10 tonnes per square mile 
2 - 11 to 40 tonnes per square mile 
3 - 41 to 150 tonnes per square mile 
4 - over 150 tonnes per square mile 
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Figure 6: Density of myctophids as estimated by the 
echometric survey from 2 to 10 February 1988. 
1 - 5 to 20 tonnes per square mile 
2 - 21 to 100 tonnes per square mile 
3 - over 100 tonnes per square mile 
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Figure 7: Chart showing the track of acoustic surveys in 1989. 
1 - echometric tracks 
2 - hydrological stations 
3 - control tows 
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Figure 8: Density of myctophids as estimated by the 
echometric survey from 20 February to 2 March 
1989. 
1 - 1 to 10 tonnes per square mile 
2 - 11 to 40 tonnes per square mile 
3 - 41 to 90 tonnes per square mile 
4 - 91 to 140 tonnes per square mile 
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Figure 9: Density of myctophids as estimated by the 
echometric survey from 20 March to 2 April 
1989. 
1 - 1 to 10 tonnes per square mile 
2 - 11 to 20 tonnes per square mile 
3 - 21 to 40 tonnes per square mile 
4 - 41 to 60 tonnes per square mile 
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Figure 1: 
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Figure 7: 
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Liste des tableaux 

Parametres d'operation de l'echo-sondeur et de l'integrateur. 

Liste des figures 

Echo-enregistrements typiques de Myctophidae en tant que "bande" (49°09'S, 
38°17'W), le 9 fevrier 1988. 

Echo-enregistrements typiques de Myctophidae en tant que banes isoles 
(49°00'S, 41°30'W), le 22 decembre 1987. 

Carte illustrant le trajet des campagnes acoustiques d'evaluation des 
Myctophidae en 1987/1988. 
1 - trajets hydroacoustiques, 2 - stations hydrologiques, 3 - chalutages de 
contrOle 

Densite des Myctophidae telle qu'elle est estimee par la campagne 
hydroacoustique du 18 au 31 decembre 1987. 
1 - 1 a 3 tonnes par mille carre, 2 - 10 a 50 tonnes par mille carre, 3 - plus de 
50 tonnes par mille carre 

Densite des Myctophidae telle qu'elle est estimee par la campagne 
hydroacoustique aux environs des Hots Shag et de Black Rock, du 12 au 
17 janvier 1988. 
1 - 2 a 10 tonnes par mille carre, 2 - 11 a 40 tonnes par mille carre, 3 - 41 a 
150 tonnes par mille carre, 4- plus de 150 tonnes par mille carr 

Densite des Myctophidae telle qu'elle est estimee par la campagne 
hydroacoustique du 2 au 10 fevrier 1988. 
1 - 5 a 20 tonnes par mille carre, 2- 21 a 100 tonnes par mille carre, 3- plus de 
100 tonnes par mille carre. 

Carte illustrant le trajet des campagnes acoustiques en 1989. 
1 - trajets hydroacoustiques, 2 - stations hydrologiques, 3 - chalutages de 
contrOle. 

Densite des Myctophidae telle qu'elle est estimee par la campagne 
hydroacoustique du 20 fevrier au 2 mars 1989. 
1 - 2 a 10 tonnes par mille carre, 2 - 11 a 40 tonnes par mille carre, 3 - 41 a 90 
tonnes par mille carre, 4 - 91 a 140 tonnes par mille carre. 

Densite des Myctophidae estimee par la campagne hydroacoustique du 20 mars 
au 2 avril1989. 
1 - 1 a 10 tonnes par mille carre, 2- 11 a 20 tonnes par mille carre, 3- 21 a 40 
tonnes par mille carre, 4 - 41 a 60 tonnes par mille carre. 

CmwoK Ta6JnU . .\ 

Pa6oqJ.n1: pe>KHM 3XOJIOTa H HHTerpaTopa. 
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PHCYHOK 1: 

PHCYHOK 2: 

PHCYHOK 3: 

PHCYHOK 4: 

PHCYHOK 5: 

PHCYHOK 6: 

PHCYHOK 7: 
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PHcyHOK 9: 
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CnHcoK pHcyHKoB 

IIpHMep THnHtiHOH 3X03anHCH MHKTO<flH,l( B BH,l(e ",l(opo:>KKH" (49°09' 

10.w., 38°17' 3 . .l(.), 9 <f>espaJISI 1988 r. 

THnHtiHble 3X03anHCH ,l(HCKpeTHbiX CTatf MHKTO<f>H,l( (49°00' IO.W., 41 °30' 

3 . .l(.), 22 ,l(eKa6pSI 1987 r. 

.l(HarpaMMa Kypca aKyCTHtieCKHX CbeMOK MHKTO<f>H,l( B 1987-1988 rr. 

1 - 3XOMeTpHtieCKHe pa3pe3bl, 2 - rH,l(pOJIOrHtieCKHe CTaH~HH, 3 -

KOHTpOJibHble TpaJieHHSI 

IIJIOTHOCTb MHKTO<f>H,l( no pe3yJibTaTaM 3XOMeTpHtieCKOH CbeMKH 18-

31 ,l(eKa6pSI 1987 r. 

1- 1-3 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO, 2 - 10-50 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO 

MHJIIO, 3 - 6oJiee 50 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO 

IIJIOTHOCTb MHKTO<f>H,l( no pe3yJibTaTaM 3XOMeTpHtieCKOH CbeMKH 

B6JIH3H CKaJI lliar H CKaJibl BJI3K-POK,12-17 SIHBapSI1988 r. 

1- 2-10 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO, 2 - 11-40 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO 

MHJIIO, 3 - 41-150 TOHH Ha KBa,l(pa THYIO MHJIIO, 3 - 6oJiee 150 TOHH Ha 

KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO 

IIJIOTHOCTb MHKTO<f>H,l( no pe3yJibTaTaM 3XOMeTpHtieCKOH CbeMKH 2-10 

<f>espaJISI 1988 r., 1 - 5-20 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO, 2 - 21-100 TOHH 

Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO, 3 - 6oJiee 100 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO 

.l(HarpaMMa KypcoB aKyCTHtieCKHX CbeMOK, BbinOJIHeHHbiX B 1989 r. 

1 - 3XOMeTpHtieCKHe pa3pe3bl, 2 - rH,l(pOJIOrHtieCKHe CTaH~HH, 3 -

KOHTpOJibHhleTpaJieHHSI 

IIJIOTHOCTb MHKTO<f>H,l( no pe3yJibTaTaM 3XOMeTpHtieCKOH CbeMKH 20 

<f>espaJISI - 2 MapTa 1989 r. 

1 - 1-10 TOHH Ha KBa,l(pa THYIO MHJIIO, 2 - 11-40 TOHH Ha KBa,l(pa THYIO 

MHJIIO, 3 - 41-90 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO, 4 - 91-140 TOHH Ha 

KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO 

IIJIOTHOCTb MHKTO<f>H,l( no pe3yJibTaTaM 3XOMeTpHtieCKOH CbeMKH 20 

MapTa- 2 anpeJISI 1989 r. 

1 - 1-10 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO, 2 - 11-20 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO 

MHJIIO, 3 - 21-40 TOHH Ha KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO, 4 - 41-60 TOHH Ha 

KBa,l(paTHYIO MHJIIO 

Lista de las tablas 

Parametros de funcionamiento de la ecosonda y el integrador. 

Lista de las figuras 

Ecograma tfpico de una concentraci6n de mict6fidos, representada como una 
banda ( 49°09'S, 38°17'W), 9 de febrero de 1988. 

Ecograma tfpico de cardumenes discretos de mict6fidos (49°00'S, 41 °30'W), 
22 de diciembre de 1987. 



Figura 3: 

Figura4: 

Figura 5: 

Figura 6: 

Figura 7: 

Figura 8: 

Figura 9: 

Mapa de itinerarios de prospecciones acusticas de mict6fidos efectuadas en 
1987-1988. 
1 - trayectorias ecometricas, 2 - estaciones hidrol6gicas, 3 - arrastres de 
control. 
Densidad de mict6fidos estimada de la prospecci6n ecometrica efectuada del 
18 al 31 de diciembre de 1987. 
1 - 1 a 3 toneladas por milla2, 2- 10 a 50 toneladas por milla2, 3 - mas de 
50 toneladas por milia 2. 

Densidad de mict6fidos estimada de la prospecci6n ecometrica realizada cerea 
de las Rocas Cormoran y Roca Negra, del 12 al 17 de enero de 1988. 
1 - 2 a 10 toneladas por milla2, 2 - 11 a 40 toneladas por milla2, 3 - 41 a 
150 toneladas por milla2, 4- mas de 150 toneladas por milla2. 

Densidad de mict6fidos estimada de la prospecci6n ecometrica efectuada del 
2 al10 de febrero de 1988. 
1- 5 a 20 toneladas por milla2, 2- 21 a 100 toneladas por milla2, 3- mas de 
100 toneladas por milla2. 

Mapa de itinerarios de prospecciones acusticas de 1989. 
1 - trayectorias ecometricas, 2 - estaciones hidrol6gicas, 3 - arrastres de 
control 

Densidad de mict6fidos estimada de la prospecci6n ecometrica efectuada del 
20 de febrero al2 de marzo de 1989. 
1 - 1 a 10 toneladas por milla2, 2- 11 a 40 toneladas por milla2, 3- 41 a 
90 toneladas por milla2, 4- 91 a 140 toneladas por milla2. 

Densidad de mict6fidos estimada por la prospecci6n ecometrica desde el 20 de 
marzo al2 de abril de 1989. 
1 - 1-10 toneladas por milla2, 2 - 11-20 toneladas por milla2, 3 - 21-40 
toneladas por milla2, 4 - 41-60 toneladas por milla2. 
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MESOPELAGIC FISH OF THE SOUTHERN OCEAN - SUMMARY RESULTS 
OF RECENT SOVIET STUDIES 

E.N. Sabourenkov* 

Abstract 

Since 1963, Soviet research on Antarctic mesopelagic fish has been 
carried out as a part of the general multi-disciplinary program of 
research on Antarctic biological resources. Studies concentrate 
primarily on the following four most abundant species: Electrona 
carlsbergi, Electrona antarctica, Krefftichthys (Protomyctophum) 
anderssoni and Gymnoscopelus nicholsi. The data obtained so far are 
sufficient to allow a description of the general ecology and distribution 
of these species. Some data are available on their feeding, reproduction 
and age/length composition. The paper summarizes recently published 
results of these studies. A general description of mesopelagic 
myctophids is followed by more detailed information on individual 
species. Some details of the biological characteristics of these species 
are summarized in tables with details on area, season and source of 
data. Some data, e.g. length composition of samples, are also 
illustrated in figures. The importance of studies on the role of 
myctophids in the Antarctic ecosystem is highlighted. 

Resume 

Depuis 1963, une recherche sovietique est effectuee sur les poissons 
mesopelagiques de l'Antarctique, dans le cadre d'un programme 
pluridisciplinaire de recherche sur les ressources biologiques de 
l'Antarctique. Les etudes portent tout particulierement sur les quatre 
especes les plus abondantes, a savoir: Electrona carlsbergi, Electrona 
antarctica, Krefftichthys (Protomyctophum) anderssoni et 
Gymnoscopelus nicholsi. Les donnees deja obtenues sont suffisantes 
pour permettre la description de l'ecologie et de la distribution generales 
de ces especes. Quelques donnees sont disponibles sur leur 
alimentation, leur reproduction et leur composition en age/longueur. Le 
present document resume les resultats de ces etudes publies recemment. 
La description generale des Myctophidae mesopelagiques est suivie 
d'informations plus detaillees sur chaque espece. Quelques 
caracteristiques de ces especes sont recapitulees dans les tableaux, y 
compris des details sur la region, la saison et l'origine des donnees. 
Quelques donnees, telles que la composition en longueurs des 
echantillons, sont egalement illustrees dans les figures. L'importance 
des etudes sur le rOle des Myctophidae dans l'ecosysteme antarctique 
est soulignee. 

Pe3IOMe 

C 1963 ~ COBeTCKHe HCC~e~OBaHH~ Me3one~arH4eCKHX phl6 

aHTapKTH4eCKHX BO~ npOBO~H~HCb B paMKaX 06ll(eH 

KOMn~eKCHOH nporpaMMbl H3y4eHH~ 6HO~OrH4eCKHX 

* CCAMLR Secretariat 
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pecypCOB IO:>KHOIO OKeaHa. B OCHOBHOM HCCJie,llOBaHH5.1 

cocpe,lloTotieHbi Ha cJie,llyiO~Hx tieTbipex Haw6oJiee 

MHorotiHcJieHHbiX BH,llax: Electrona carlsbergi, Electrona antarctica, 
Krefftichthys (Protomyctophum) anderssoni u Gymnoscopelus 
nicholsi. )laHHbie, noJiyiieHHbie K HacT05.1II(eMy speMeHH, 

n03BOJI5.110T OnHCaTb 06II(yiO aKOJIOIHIO aTHX BH,llOB H HX 

pacnpe,lleJieHwe. llMeiOTC5.1 HeKoTopbie ,llaHHbie no wx 

KOpMJieHHIO, BOcnpOH3BO,llCTBY H pa3MepHO-B03paCTHOMY 

COCTaBy. B HaCT05.1~et{ pa6oTe cyMMHpyiOTC5.1 He):laBHO 

ony6JIHKOBaHHbie pe3yJibTaTbl aTHX HCCJie,llOBaHHW. 06~ee 
OnHCaHHe Me3oneJiar'H4eCKHX BH,llOB MHKTO<flH,ll 

conpoBO:>K,llaeTc5.1 6oJiee no,llpo6Hoti HH<flopMauweti no 

OT ,lleJibHbiM BH,llaM. B Ta6JIHUaX cyMMHpyiOTC5.1 HeKOTOpbie 

,llaHHbie no 6HOJIOIHtieCKHM XapaKTepHCTHKaM aTHX BH,llOB, npH 

aTOM YKa3aH patiOH noJiytieHH5.1, Ce30H H HCTOIIHHK 3THX 

,llaHHbiX. HeKoTopbie ):laHHbie, Hanp. - pa3MepHbiW cocTaB npo6, 

TaK:>Ke npOHJIJIIOCTpHpOBaHbl pHCYHKaMH. liO,lltiepKHBaeTC5.1 

Ba:>KHOCTb H3ytieHH5.1 pOJIH MHKTO<flH,ll B aKOCHCTeMe 

AHTapKTHKH. 

Resumen 

Desde el afio 1963, la Union Sovietica ha estado realizando estudios 
sobre Ios peces mesopehigicos de las aguas antarticas, como parte del 
programa global multidisciplinario de investigaci6n de Ios recursos 
biol6gicos del oceano Austral. La investigaci6n esta centrada 
principalmente en las cuatro especies mas importantes: Electrona 
carlsbergi, Electrona antarctica, Krefftichthys (Protomyctophum) 
anderssoni y Gymnoscopelus nicholsi. La informaci6n recogida hasta 
ahora es suficiente para describir de modo general, la distribuci6n y 
ecologia de estas especies. Existe cierta informaci6n sobre su 
comportamiento alimentario, reproducci6n y composici6n edad/talla. 
En este documento se incluye un resumen de Ios resultados publicados 
recientemente, una descripci6n general de Ios mict6fidos 
mesopelagicos, asi como un detalle sobre cada especie. Algunas 
caracteristicas biol6gicas se presentan en forma resumida en tablas, 
junto con informaci6n detallada sobre el area, temporada y fuente de 
datos. Algunos datos, como por ejemplo la composici6n por tallas de 
las muestras, se presentan en figuras. Se hace especial hincapie en la 
importancia de Ios estudios de mict6fidos en el ecosistema antartico. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

True epipelagic fish species are nearly absent in Antarctic waters. Pelagic fish fauna of 
this area consists primarily of meso- and bathy-pelagic species of the families Myctophidae, 
Paralepididae andBathylagidae inhabiting waters from 500 to 1 500 m in depth. Of these three 
families, species of the family Myctophidae are the most widely distributed and abundant, with 
more than 20 species found in the area. Most of them have a circumpolar distribution 
(Andriashev, 1964 as cited in Lubimova et al., 1983b; Lubimova et al.,1983a). 
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Soviet research on mesopelagic fish in the Antarctic waters is carried out as a part of the 
general research program on the biological resources of the Southern Ocean. Since the first 
research cruise in 1963, fishery-oriented investigations have primarily been conducted by the 
VNIRO research institute (USSR Ministry of Fisheries) and its branches in Murmansk (PINRO), 
Kaliningrad (AtlantNIRO), Kerch (YugNIRO) and Vladivostok (TINRO). Research institutes of 
the USSR Academy of Science (Institute of Oceanology, Moscow) and of the State Committee 
on Meteorology (Institute of Arctic and Antarctic, Leningrad) also contribute to some aspects of 
this research. 

This paper is summarizes major results of Soviet research on mesopelagic fish in 
Antarctic waters published in the last 5 to 7 years. The paper deals specifically with the 
following four most abundant species of Myctophidae: Electrona carlsbergi, Electrona 
antarctica, Krefftichthys (Protomyctophum) anderssoni and Gymnoscopelus nicholsi. A 
complete list of publications is attached. 

2. GENERAL DISTRIBUTION AND BIOLOGY OF MYCTOPHIDAE 

The data on myctophids of the Southern Ocean collected by the Soviet scientists during 
many years of research are adequate enough to describe the general ecology, reproduction, 
distribution and feeding of these mesopelagic species, as well as to identify the most abundant 
species and environmental conditions under which they are used to form dense concentrations. 

In the sub-Antarctic area there are about 20 species of myctophids and about 13 to 14 in 
the Antarctic area. The most abundant species are E. carlsbergi, E. antarctica, 
K. (Protomyctophum) anderssoni, and G. nicholsi. These species predominate over other 
myctophids both in the sub-Antarctic and Antarctic, and in some places around the Southern 
Ocean form dense concentrations. 

It has been discovered that abundant distribution of these species is limited by the waters 
associated with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) which is the reproductive area for 
most species of myctophids, and where their eggs and larvae are found (Efremenko, 1987). 
Eggs and larvae of all myctophids studied are present in the waters of the Antarctic 
Convergence, and eggs and larvae of E. carlsbergi and K. anderssoni are observed even further 
north of the Antarctic Convergence, in the sub-Antarctic. The southernmost recorded 
distribution of eggs and larvae for E. antarctica was in the waters of the Secondary Frontal 
Zone in the Scotia Sea which are dependent on the ACC. 

The circumpolar distribution of myctophids is closely dependent upon the specific 
oceanographical structure of Antarctic waters, i e. the zonal distribution of major water masses 
having uniform chemical and physiological properties. A constant flux of food (mainly 
copepods) is maintained in the area of their habitat (0 to 600 m depth) owing to the process of 
down-welling which is predominant in this area. 

While myctophids inhabit mainly waters of the ACC the most abundant species are 
distributed as far south as the southern boundary waters of the ACC and the drift ice zone 
(Lubimova et al., 1983b). Catches of myctophids in these waters were first recorded in the 
Pacific and Atlantic ocean sectors of the Southern Ocean, namely in the Scotia Sea, Drake 
Passage, to the north of the Lazarev and Bellingshausen seas, in the north of the Sodruzhestva, 
Riiser-Larseni and Ross Seas, and over the abyssal waters of the continental slope (Lubimova 
et al., 1983a). However, such penetration to the south of abundant myctophids is always 
related to the distribution and activity level of the ACC, particularly of its southern boundary 
waters. Myctophids do not occur in the shelf waters of the Antarctic continent because their 
distribution is limited by the distribution of the Antarctic Deep Warm Waters which do not 
spread over the continental shelf. The presence of myctophids on the shelf of South Shetlands 
is related to a high level of meandering of the ACC in this area. 
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Antarctic myctophids occur in waters down to a depth of 1 500 m. Their vertical 
migrations can extent to epipelagic waters but these migrations are limited to waters of the same 
temperature gradient (Parin, 1968 as cited in Lubimova et al., 1983b). In general, however, 
myctophids are distributed in the 200 to 600 m layer and sometimes deeper. Their vertical 
distribution is always related to the distribution of the Antarctic Deep Warm Waters (below 200 
m) (Lubimova et al., 1983a). 

In spring/summer adult myctophids are found in the upper layer, but in winter-autumn 
they migrate to the lower levels of their vertical distribution range. They also undergo diurnal 
vertical migrations, spending the daylight hours in the upper 50 to 100 m layer and descending 
to the deep waters at night. These types of vertical migration of adult myctophids are closely 
related to the diurnal rhythm of their feeding activity. 

In general, myctophids of the Antarctic open waters (Lubimova et al., 1983b) feed all 
year round and have a long reproduction season, as evidenced by the distribution of eggs and 
larvae. Spawning of many myctophids is apparently serial as in the case of E. antarctica. 
Sampling of gonads in summer/autumn has suggested that spawning takes place in 
autumn/winter (Efremenko, 1987; Lisovenko, 1987). 

Eggs and pre-larvae of myctophids are found predominantly in the mesopelagic 
Antarctic and sub-Antarctic waters. During autumn/winter, the larvae of myctophids are found 
in the Deep Warm Waters located south of the Antarctic Convergence. In spring/summer they 
move into the upper 0 to 200 m layer (Efremenko, 1987a and 1987b). 

The precise location of spawning areas of particular species of myctophids has not yet 
discovered. The uniformity of the water structure around Antarctica provides favourable 
conditions for mesopelagic fish. The best feeding areas for myctophids are between the SPF 
and the Antarctic Divergence. K. anderssoni and E. antarctica share the same feeding and 
spawning areas. It appears that the spawning areas of E. carlsbergi and G. nicholsi are outside 
of the Antarctic Region (Zemsky, 1987). Recent studies of the development of oocytes in 
E. carlsbergi give weight to the hypothesis that spawning grounds of this species are in the 
notal zone, to the north of the Antarctic Convergence (Mazhirina, 1991 ). It has been suggested 
that in the South Atlantic E. carlsbergi breeds in the Sub-Tropical and Sub-Tropical Frontal 
zones (Zemsky and Zozulia, 1991). 

The diet of myctophids is not particularly specialized, but varies according to area and 
season. The food composition of myctophids and, in particular the size of food organisms, 
also depends upon the size of the particular the species, and varies according to the stage of 
development of individual fish. A diet of myctophids in the open waters in winter-summer 
consists primarily of certain species of copepods. They are the staple food for E. antarctica, 
E. carlsbergi and K. anderssoni as copepods are widely distributed in these waters and are 
abundant in the surface 500 m layer. In some areas euphausiids are also found in the diet of 
myctophids. However, the feeding areas of myctophids do not coincide with the distribution of 
E. superba, as they generally cover waters to the south of 60°S (Lubimova et al., 1983). 

Myctophids of the 5 to 11 cm length group feed exclusively on small planktonic 
organisms. Larger myctophids as E. antarctica and G. nicholsi have also macroplanktonic 
organisms in their diet, including E. superba. In the areas where myctophids occur together 
with krill (South Orkney, South Shetland and South Georgia Islands) their diet is not limited to 
krill but also includes other food items. It is likely to be related to the distribution of krill 
mainly in the upper 50 m layer and hence less available to myctophids which do not reach the 
surface layer during their vertical migrations. 

Some species of fish and squid feed on myctophids. Therefore myctophids are a part of 
the following food chain (Lubimova, Shust and Popkov, 1987; Podrazhanskaya and 
Pinskaya, 1987): 
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Phytoplankton~copepods~myctophids~predatory fish and squids-whales. 

A preliminary assessment of natural mortality of all myctophids combined, taking into 
account their reproductive potential and a short life span, gave a value of up to 50%. There are 
some inaccuracies in such calculations because the reproductive areas of the four most abundant 
species do not coincide and a detailed assessment should thus be attempted for each species 
separately. As mentioned above, spawning and feeding of K. anderssoni and E. antarctica take 
place in the same area, while spawning areas of E. carlsbergi and G. nicholsi are apparently 
located outside of the Antarctic area (i.e., only a part of adult fish biomass of these species, is 
located in Antarctic waters) (Zemsky, 1987). 

The data collected so far on the general biology and ecology of the most abundant 
species of myctophids have lead to the conclusion that at all stages of their life history they are 
confined to the ACC waters although each species has its own characteristic features of 
distribution, feeding and reproduction. E. carlsbergi and K. anderssoni are found mainly in the 
northern boundary waters of the ACC. The area of habitat of this species covers waters from 
the Southern Frontal Zone to the north to the boundary waters between ACC and High-Latitude 
Modified Waters to the south. Among other species the distribution of G. nicholsi extends 
furthest to the south (Scotia Sea). 

The facts that myctophids are widely distributed in the ACC waters which have an 
adequate supply of food both for young and adult fish throughout the year, together with 
specific features of the reproduction of myctophids, are major factors contributing to their high 
abundance and creating conditions for their potential commercial utilization. The biomass of 
myctophids in the Antarctic Convergence area, in the Atlantic Ocean sector alone was recently 
assessed at about 1.7xl06 tonnes (Filin et al., 1991). Recent biomass assessments of all 
mesopelagic myctophids to the south of 40°S are around 337xl06 tonnes (survey data) and 
212-396xl06 tonnes (results of calculation by modelling) (Tseitlin,1982 as cited by Lubimova 
et al., 1983). The biomass of myctophids is about 1/3 to 1/2 of the total biomass of the 
Antarctic mesopelagic fish, i.e. around 70-130 and 100-200xl06 tonnes, respectively 
(Lubimova, 1985a; Lubimova et al., 1983a). 

3. SUMMARIES OF MAJOR BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF ABUNDANT SPECIES OF MYCTOPHIDS 

Some details of the biological characteristics of these species are summarized in the 
attached tables by known areas, seasons and sources of data. Some data (e.g., length 
composition of samples) are also illustrated in figures. 

3.1 Electrona antarctic a (Table 1) 

Distribution: Inhabits primarily the Antarctic Deep Warm Waters. Distributed mainly 
within the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC). Dominant in the area of the Polar Frontal 
Zone (PFZ). In the Atlantic Ocean sector of the Southern Ocean, found everywhere (except in 
high-latitute waters of coastal seas) from Drake Passage to Bouvet Is. 

Reproduction: Spawning is serial and extended. Spawning intensity is greatest in 
autumn/winter. In summer, the gonads of adult specimens are at maturity Stages Ill and N 
(Lisovenko, 1980). Larvae of E. antarctica are found all over the Scotia Sea (Efremenko, 
1978). 

Feeding: The frequency distribution of food items varies from area to area (see 
Table 1 ). The staple food of E. antarctic a is planktonic crustaceans. Small juvenile fish feed 
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primarily on copepods, euphausiid larvae and hyperiids. The proportion of E. superba and 
other euphausiids is increasing in the diet of larger adult fish. Data on the feeding of 
E. antarctica indicate low selectivity of food items. E. antarctica is an opportunistic feeder and 
feeds on almost any abundant food organisms. 

Migrations: Seasonal vertical migrations are observed (surface layers in the summer 
and deeper waters in the winter). Diurnal vertical migrations are not markedly pronounced, 
primarily because food availability ( copepods) is sufficient at any depth of the apparent range of 
vertical movement of E. antarctica. 

Population parameters: Length compositions from samples taken in various areas 
does not vary greatly and mainly are within a range of 5.5 to 10 cm (modal length 8.5 to 9.6 
cm). Size compositions of samples taken in different areas are shown in Figure 1. Maximum 
reported length was 12.5. Maximum age is 4 to 5 years. Age of maturity is 2 to 3 years (Shust 
and Kochkin, 1985). Length at maturity L50=8.6 cm, L95=9-10 cm (Lisovenko and Efremenko, 
1982). Females were more frequent in samples (sex ratio reported by different authors is about 
1: 1.05 to 1.4 ). The sex ratio was found to be different in different size groups (Lisovenko and 
Efremenko, 1983). 

Biomass and stock assessments: No assessments of the biomass of this species 
have been reported. Only assessments of a total biomass of all myctophids are available. 

3.2 Electrona carlsbergi (Table 2) 

At present this is the most studied species of the Antarctic myctophids. 

Distribution: Distribution of this species covers waters to the south of the Antarctic 
Convergence to the Antarctic coast and also between the Antarctic and sub-Antarctic 
Convergences. Concentrations of this species are frequently observed in the waters close to 
the sub-Antarctic. The species is most abundant in the waters of the Frontal Zone which have 
high abundance of copepod plankton (up to 150-160 mg/m3). Its vertical distribution is mainly 
affected by the position of pycnocline and the degree of illumination at various depth, and is 
also related to the seasonal cycle of plankton development. 

Reproduction: Spawning apparently takes place at the end of winter (June/July) or at 
the beginning of spring (August/September). From November to May gonads of E. carlsbergi 
were found at development stage II (Konstantinova, 1988, Bouvet Is and Discovery Bank). 
Recent studies of the development of oocytes in E. carlsbergi give weight to the hypothesis that 
spawning grounds of this species are in the notal zone, to the north of the Antarctic 
Convergence (Mazhirina, 1991). Recent surveys indicate that E. carlsbergi breeds in the waters 
of the Sub-Tropical and Sub-Tropical Polar Zones (Zemsky and Zozulia, 1991). Individual 
fecundity is about 12 000 to 25 000 eggs (Mazhirina and Poletayev, 1990) 

Feeding: Major food items: copepods (87 to 88% frequency of occurrence in 
stomachs), also hyperiids and euphausiids. Intensive feeding takes place during the night 
(23.00 to 24.00) and during the day (14.00 to 15.00) (Konstantinova, 1988, Scotia Sea). 
Daily food intake is about 4% of body weight (Gerasimova, 1991). 

The high proportion of copepods in the diet is related to their high abundance in the 
areas of distribution of E. carlsbergi. Feeding concentrations of E. carlsbergi in the Atlantic 
Ocean sector are observed in the waters of the Antarctic Convergence and further to the north 
up to the Sub-Tropical Convergence (Lubimova et al., 1983a). Main feeding grounds are 
thought to be in the Polar Frontal Zone (Zemsky and Zozulia, 1991). 
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Migrations: Analyses of feeding rates throughout the day revealed two peaks: an 
extended morning and shorter evening periods. These peaks correspond to diurnal vertical 
migration. In the down fish migrate up to the surface layer of 80 to 140 m depth; in the night 
they are found dispersed in the 5 to 100 m layer from the surface. During daylight hours fish 
descend to the 200 to 250 m depth layer (Zaselskiy et al., 1985; Gerasimchuk, 1989). 

Population parameters: Length of individuals in samples is 67 to 96 cm (Atlantic 
sector). Size compositions of samples taken in different areas are shown in Figure 3. 
Maximum age is not greater than 5 years. A slight sexual dimorphism was observed in some 
cases (Zaselskiy et al., 1985, Gerasimchuk, 1989). Mature males and females have different 
structure of dorsal, caudal and anal fins as well as different body colour. Females at age 2 were 
found to be larger and heavier. Differences were 2 to 3 mm and 0.7 to 1.0 g (P=0.01). 
Maximum reported length was 10.5. Maximum age is 4 to 5 years. Age of maturity is 2 to 
3 years (Shust and Kochkin, 1985). Sex ratio is about 1:1 with a slightly higher occurrence 
of females. 

The mean annual growth rate was estimated to be 1.5 to 1.8 cm (Konstantinova, 1987, 
Atlantic sector). Growth rates during the first two years of life were found to be 30 to 36 mm 
per year (Zaselskiy et al.,1985). Growth pattern is considered to be close to isometric and 
described by the following Bertalanffy equations (Konstantinova, 1987, Atlantic sector): 

Lt= 12.48 [i-e-0·25 (t+0.68)]. 

The mean natural mortality of 0.86 was calculated from one year's data on 2- to 
4-year-old fish which comprised the bulk of catches (Konstantinova, 1987, Atlantic sector) 

Biomass and stocks: Concentrations of E. carlsbergi were observed in the Shag 
Rocks area from June to September (1984 to 87). Density of concentrations was two to three 
specimens per cubic meter (Zaselski, 1988). Surveys from 1987 to 1989 in the Atlantic sector 
of the Southern Ocean in the waters of the Antarctic Convergence resulted in a total biomass 
estimate of about 1.7x106 tonnes. About 90% of control catches was found to consist of 
E. carlsbergi (Filin et al., 1991). Density of concentrations of the species was 70 to 100 g per 
square metre. Later observations in the South Georgia area gave biomass estimates of the 
species of 5.5-40.4 tonnes per square mile (survey area from 29.6 to 95.6 x 103 square miles) 
(Kozlov et al., 1991). 

Statistical analyses of the available data showed that fish from the Scotia Sea and the 
Antarctic Convergence areas (between 20° and 30°W) had statistically different length (SL). 
Apparently two different populations of E. carlsbergi exist in these areas: one in the waters of 
the anticyclonic gyre around South Georgia and Shag Rocks and another in the mixed waters of 
the Antarctic Convergence east of 30°W (Zaselskiy et al., 1985). 

Experts from the Northern Branch of the Fish Survey Board (USSR Ministry of 
Fisheries) attempted to forecast on a short-term basis the location of E. carlsbergi 
concentrations in the waters of the Polar Frontal Zone, taking into account position and 
dynamics of the atmospheric and oceanic frontal zones. Data on some selected biological 
parameters of E. carlsbergi were also used. Reliability of these forecasts was about 90 to 95% 
(Zemsky, 1987). 

3.3 Krefftichthys (Protomyctophum) anderssoni (Table 3) 

Distribution: Distribution is similar to E. carlsbergi. Found in waters to the south 
and to the north of the Antarctic Convergence. Concentrations of this species were observed in 
1979 over the Discovery Bank in the Scotia Sea (Lubimova et al, 1983a). 
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Reproduction: Spawning and feeding areas of K. anderssoni is similar to those of 
E. antarctica. 

Feeding: Available data are summarized in Table 3. 

Migrations: Data not available. 

Population parameters: Size compositions of samples taken in different areas are 
shown in Figure 4. 

Biomass and stock assessments: Assessments of biomass of this species are not 
reported. Only assessments of a total biomass of all myctophids are available. 

3.4 Gymnoscopelus nicholsi (Table 4) 

Distribution: Distribution in the Atlantic Ocean sector covers waters to the south of 
the Antarctic Convergence up to the zone of mixing of waters of the High-Latitude Modification 
with waters of the Secondary Frontal Zone. 

Reproduction: Spawning of this species apparently takes place within the same 
period as that of E. antarctica, i.e. at the end of autumn or in the winter (April to June). 

Feeding: The diet of G. nicholsi consists of larger food organisms than the diet of 
other myctophids. Main food items are the Antarctic euphausiids, mainly E. superba. 
Intensive feeding takes place in the morning (2.00 to 4.00) and in the evening (18.00 to 19.00) 
(Konstantinova, 1988, Scotia Sea). 

Migrations: Diurnal vertical migration is recorded for this species in spring/summer in 
all areas studied. In the South Shetlands area, at night G. nicholsi is caught by a krill midwater 
trawl in the 50 to 90 m layer from the surface, whereas during daylight hours it is caught only 
by bottom trawl at depths of 350 to 700 m. In the shelf waters of South Georgia, G. nicholsi 
was observed near the bottom at depths of 145 to 280 m. 

Population parameters: This species is larger than other myctophids. Some 
specimens are up to 20 cm with a mean length of 16 to 18 cm. Length compositions differ 
considerably from area to area. Size compositions from samples taken in different areas are 
shown in Figure 5. Maximum age is less than 5 years. Annual growth rate is 2.7 to 3.4 cm. 
Growth pattern is considered to be close to isometric and described by the following 
Bertalanffy equations (Konstantinova, 1987): 

Lt= 20.35 [i -eo.zs (t+O.t4>]. 

Mean natural mortality of 1.14 was calculated from one year's data on 2- to 4-year old 
fish which comprised the bulk of catches (Konstantinova, 1987, Atlantic sector). 

Biomass and stock assessments: Assessments of biomass of this species are not 
reported. Only assessments of a total biomass of all myctophids are available. 

CONCLUSION 

Soviet studies of mesopelagic myctophids in the Southern Ocean are carried out as a part 
of the general multi-disciplinary program on Antarctic biological resources. Studies concentrate 
primarily on the following four most abundant species: E carlsbergi, E. antarctica, 
K. (Protomyctophum) anderssoni and G. nicholsi. The data obtained so far are adequate to 
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describe the general ecology and distribution of these species. Some data are available on their 
feeding, reproduction and age/length composition. It has been suggested that K. anderssoni 
and E. antarctica have separate reproductive and feeding areas which are located within the 
Antarctic region. It has recently become apparent that the reproductive area of two other 
species, E. carlsbergi and G. nicholsi, is outside the Antarctic region, in the notal waters to the 
north of the Antarctic Convergence. Biomass estimates of myctophids are available for some 
areas in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean, in particular in the South Georgia area. 
Some estimates of the total biomass of myctophids in the Southern Ocean are also made. 

Of these four species, E. carlsbergi, is the most studied. This species is known to form 
dense localized concentrations in the Antarctic waters which can be commercially exploited. In 
addition to more detailed information on distribution, reproduction and feeding of the species, 
research effort has concentrated on studies of temporal and spatial variability of fish 
concentrations under different environmental conditions. It has been claimed that in some cases 
the available data allow for a reliable forecast of the location of fish concentrations. 

However, the suggestion that, at least in the Atlantic sector of the Southern Ocean, 
spawning and feeding areas of E. carlsbergi are located in the notal zone, i.e. outside of the 
Antarctic region, is by no means most important. The theory claims that some part of the main 
population of E. carlsbergi located apparently in the Argentine Basin, is carried away by the 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current. Only fish older than one year can survive in the cold Antarctic 
waters, but the surviving fish never spawn because of the unfavourable environmental 
conditions (Gorchinsky, 1991). One of the consequences of this theory that so-called 
expatriated fish are considered lost as breeders and could be exploited without harming the main 
population in the notal zone. A catch limit on E. carlsbergi would be based only on ecological 
considerations, mainly on parameters of the importance of this species in the Antarctic food 
web. 

This theory, if accepted, may lead to a new fishery in the Antarctic waters. However, 
mesopelagic myctophids represent only an intermediate level between the primary producers 
and high-level predators. Any exploitation at intermediate levels will inevitably have an adverse 
effect on high-level predators. It is known that mesopelagic fish are frequently found in the diet 
of some species of fish, birds and seals. Unfortunately, available information is scarce. More 
studies are urgently required on the importance of mesopelagic fish in the Antarctic ecosystem. 
Any research in the Antarctica and, in particular, research on such a geographically widespread 
resource as mesopelagic fish, will benefit from international cooperation. The CCAMLR 
Scientific Committee may wish to play an important role in coordinating future international 
research on the Antarctic mesopelagic fish. 
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Table 1: Biological parameters of E. antarctica. 

Area Date Sampling Mean Length Mean Weight Sex Ratio State of Rate of Frequency Sample Reference 
Technique (cm) (g) Gonad Stomac Distribution of Size 

Devel. Fullness Food by Items 
(%) 

-1- -2- -3- -4- -5- -6- -7- -8- -9- -10- -11-

South Georgia Dec-Feb Midwater trawl 7.8-7.9 7.3-8.2 - m,III/IV 1.9-2.1 Copepods-95%; 155 Lubimovaet 
1975,76 and 79 30-60 m Euphausiids-72%; al., 1983 

Hyperiids-54% 

South Orkneys Dec 1974 Midwater trawl 8.8 8.5 - m 1.4 Euphausiids-90%; 50 Lubimovaet 
Hyperiids-54% al., 1983 

South Shetlands Jan-Feb 1976,78 Midwater trawl 8.7-9.6 8.3-10.2 - ID,III/IV 1.8-2.0 Copepods-30%; 217 Lubimovaet 
Euphausiids-85%; al., 1983 

Hyperiids-26% 

Peter I Is. Jan 1976 Midwater trawl 9.7 10.5 - m 3.2 Euphausiids-100% 100 Lubimova et 
(Bellingshausen Sea) al., 1983 

East of South Dec 1974 Midwater trawl 8.5 7.4 - n-m 1.9 Euphausiids (except 76 Lubimova et 
Sandwich Is k:rill)-55%; 

Krill-47%; 
al., 1983 

Hyperiids-31% 

LazarevSea Jan-March Midwater trawl 3.5-10.6 - - - 1.8 Pteropods-14. 7% 129 Kozlov and, 
1978,81,84 30-70 m Ostracods-45.0% Tarverdieva 

Hyperiids-10.8% 1989 
Copepods-89.1% 

Euphausiids-36.4% 

As above As above Midwater trawl 3.5-10.6 - - - 2.1 Pteropods-20.7% 116 Kozlovand 
380-600 m Polychaets-3.4% Tarverdieva 

Ostracods-1. 7% 1989 
Hyperiids-12.9% 
Copepods-24.1% 

Euphausiids-81.0% 



Table 1 (continued) 

-1- -2- -3- -4- -5- -6- -7- -8- -9- -10- -11-

Kosmonavtov Sea Jan-March Midwater trawl 4.0-9.5 - - - 1.2 Pteropods-2.0% 55 Kozlovand 
1978,81,84 30-70 m Hyperiids-14.8% Tarverdieva 

Copepods-84.0% 1989 

As above As above 350-540 m 4.0-9.5 - - - 1.6 Hyperiids-17.5% 237 Kozlovand 
Copepods-21.0% Tarverdieva 

Euphausiids-52.5% 1989 I 

Sodruzhestva Sea Jan-March Midwater trawl 4.0-9.5 - - - 2.5 Ostracods-2.0% 100 Kozlovand 
1978,81,84 50-80 m Hyperiids-15.0% Tarverdieva 

Copepods-95.0% 1989 
Euphausiids-5.0% 

!i 
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Table 2: Biological parameters of E. carlsbergi. 

Area Date Sampling Length, Weight Sex Ratio Stage of Rate of Frequency Sample Reference 
Technique Mean or Modal/ (g) Gonad Stomach Distribution of Size 

(Range) Devel. Fullness Food by Items 
(cm) (%) 

-1- -2- -3- -4- -5- -6- -7- -8- -9- -10- -11-

South Georgia Oct-Feb - 8.3-8.8 7.3-7.5 1.27:1 n 2.32-3.12 Copepods-100%; 346 Lubimovaet 
1979-80 Euphausiids-32%; al., 1983 

Hyperiids-67% 

South Georgia, Dec 1982- - 7.0-7.9 Max- 1:1.1 - - Copepods-87-88%; - Zaselhskiy, 
Scotia Sea and Jan 1983 (6.8-9.6) 12.1-14.6 Hyperiids-7%; 1985; 
ACCwaters Mean- Euphausiids-4% Zaselhskiy et 
20-4QOW 7.5-8.8 a/.,1985 

Shag Rocks, June-Sept 7.0-7.8 5.5-6.5 - - - - - Zaselhskiy, 
South Georgia 1984-87 (6.4-9.3) 1988 

Discovery Bank, - - (3.5-10.3) - - - - - Konstantinova, 
Bouvetls 1988 

spring/summer - 7.0-7.4 6.3-8.2 - n 1.9-2.3 Mainly copepods - Kozlovand 
1987-88 Zemskiy, 

1988 

North of South Oct-Jan - 7.0-7.4 6.3-8.2 - n 1.9-2.3 Mainly copepods -
Georgia, 1987/88 
Polar Frontal Zone 

North of South June 1989 Midwater 7.9-8.36 - - n - - - Zozuliaand 
Georgia trawl (7.0-10.0) Semskiy, 

1989 

Atlantic sector Summer 7.6-8.0 (age 2) - - n - - - Mazhirina and 
1987/88, - 82-90 (age 3) Poletayev, 

summer/autumn 1990 
1989 



Table 2 (continued) 

-1- -2- -3- -4- -5- -6- -7- -8- -9- -10- -11-

Atlantic Sector, 20 Mar-10 Apr Midwater 8.4 7.3-11.2 from 11-V 0.96-1.47 - 2072 Zemskyand 
transects at 17° and 1989 rope-trawl, 7.0-10.5 depending 1:0.85 to depending depending Zozulia, 
10° W between 3600sq. m on latitude 1:1.2 on latitude on latitude 1991 
37°30' and 55°30' S opening exact M and depending 

:range dependent on latitude 
on catch latitude 

Bellingshausen Sea Jan-March Midwater (7.8-9.5) - - - 2.8 Pteropods-52%; 50 Kozlovand 
1978,81,84 trawl, Copepods-26%; Tarverdieva 

50-80 m Gammaroids-4.0%; 1989 
Hyperiids-88%; 

Euphausiids-12% 

D'Urville Sea Jan-March Midwater (7.3-10.3) - - - 1.8 Pteropods-12.2%; 100 Kozlovand 
1978,81,84 trawl, Ostracods-14.4%; Tarverdieva 

150-200and Copepods-87 .8%; 1989 
4000-4400m Hyperiids-10.0%; 

Euphausiids-4 7 .8%; 
Salps-14.4% 

Kosmonavtov Sea Jan-March Midwater (7.9-10.0) - - - 2.1 Copepods-89.6%; 105 Kozlovand 
1978,81,84 trawl, Hyperiids-1 0.6%; Tarverdieva, 

30-70and Euphausiids-42.0%; 1989 
240-540 m _.L Chaetognaths-16.~~ 

---------

t 
1.0 
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Table 3: Biological parameters of P. anderssoni. 

Area Date Sampling Length, Mean 
Technique or Modal/ 

(Range) 
(cm) 

-1- -2- -3- -4-

Scotia Sea, 1979 Krill trawl 4.5-7.0 
Discovery Bank 

Kosmonavtov Sea Jan-Feb Midwater trawl 3.0-6.9 
1984 30-70 m 

Weight Sex Ratio 
(g) 

-5- -6-
- -

- -

-- - - --

Stage of Rate of Frequency Sample Reference 
Gonad Stomach Distribution of Size 
Devel. Fullness food by items 

(%) 

-7- -8- -9- -10- -11-

- - - - Lubimovaet 
al. 1983 

- 2.4 Copepods-96.0% 457 Kozlovand 
Euphausiids-19.5% Tarverdieva 

_lfyperii~-5.1 __ 1989 
L _____ ------------------···- L_ __ --

. 
----- -
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Table 4: Biological parameters of G. nicholsi. 

~ Date Sampling Length, Mean 
Technique or Modal/ 

(Range) 
(cm) 

-1- -2- -3- -4-

South Georgia Dec 1974 Bottom trawl 13.4-14.5 
Jan 1975 145-280m 

South Georgia Feb 1979 Midwater trawl 16.7 
50 m 

South Orkneys Jan 1980 Bottom trawl 16,7 
315-500 m 

South Shetlands Feb 1976 Bottom trawl 16.8-18.4 
Jan 1980 360-590 m 

South Shetlands Jan 1978 Midwater trawl 18.2 
90m 

Kosmonavtov Sea Feb 1984 Midwater trawl 10.0-15.8 
340-540m 

'-·· -··· '·--- ---· 

Weight Sex Ratio 
(g) 

-5- -6-
21.2-25.6 80/20 

23.5 75/25 

30.2 66/34 

29.3-36.2 58/42 

35.8 54/46 

- -

Stage of Rate of Frequency Sample Reference 
Gonads Stomach Distribution of Size 
De vel. Fullness Food by Items 

(%) 

-7- -8- -9- -10- -11-

II 1.73-2.35 Mysids-85%; 115 Lubimovaet 
Hyperiids-42%; al., 1983 

Krill-21% 

II 2.11 Euphausiids (krill)-90%; 87 Lubimovaet 
Hyperiids-34%. al., 1983 

••• m 1.82 Euphausiids (krill)-1 00% 50 Lubimovaet 
al., 1983 

m 1.75-2.22 Copepods-100%; 150 Lubimova et I 
Krill-92%; al., 1983 

T.macrura (furcilia)-88%; 

I 
Hyperiids-35% 

m 2.14 Euphausiids (krill)-96%; 50 Lubimovaet 
Hyperiids-27% al. 1983 

- 1.9 Copepods-33% 140 Kozlovand 
Euphausiids-65.9% Tarverdieva 
(E.superba-60.2%) 1989 

Others-7.1% 
--· ------·-····-
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Figure 1: Size composition of E. antarctica catches (from Lubimova 1983, research 
surveys). 
a- South Georgia, SL(mode)=8.6 cm, n=182 
b-east of South Sandwich Is, 53°05'S, 16°15'W, SL(mode)=8.1 cm, n=1.67 
c- South Shetlands, SL(mode)=9.6 cm, n=206 
d - Peter I Is, SL(mode)=9. 7 cm, n= 170 
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Figure 2: Sex ratio in different size groups of E. antarctica catches (from Lisovenko and 
Efremenko, 1983, research surveys). 
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Figure 3: Size composition of E. carlsbergi catches (from Lubimova et al., 1983, research 
surveys to the north of South Georgia, 1979). 
1 -January, SL<mode)=8.3 cm, n=1 670 
2- February, SL(mode)=8.6 cm, n=1 480 
3- November, SL(mode)=8.8 cm, n=1 380 
4- December, SL(mode)=8.6 cm, n=516 
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Figure 4: Size composition of K. anderssoni catches (from Lubimova et al., 1983, research 
surveys). East of South Sandwich Is, 54°30'S, 18°35'W, SL(mode)=5.3 cm, n=289. 
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Figure 5: Size composition of G. nicholsi catches (from Lubimova et al., 1983 research 
surveys). 
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a- South Georgia, SL(mode)=13.4 cm, n=466 
b- South Orkneys, SL(mode)=16.7 cm, n=322 
c- South Shetlands, SL(mode)=18.2 cm, n=l 472 
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AREAS OF SEABED WITHIN SELECTED DEPTH RANGES IN CCAMLR 
SUBAREA 48.3, SOUTH GEORGIA 

1. Everson and S. Campbell* 

Abstract 

Areas of seabed within 50 m depth contours down to 250 m, between 
250 and 500 m and deeper than 500 m have been estimated from 
nautical charts. The results are presented by CCAMLR fine-scale 
reporting areas. 

Resume 

Les aires de fond marin situees a l'interieur de courbes bathymetriques 
de 50 m, entre 0 et 250 m, entre 250 et 500 m et a plus de 500 m de 
profondeur ont ete estimees a partir de cartes marines. Les resultats 
sont presentes par zones de declaration a echelle precise de la CCAMLR. 

Pe3IOMe 

IIo MOPCKHM KapTaM 6bIJla onpe,lleJleHa nJlOlIla,llb yqaCTKOB 

MopCKoro ,llHa no r Jly6HHHbIM ropH30HTaM OT 50 ,llO 250 
MeTpoB, OT 250 ,llO 500 MeTpoB H rJly6)1{e.Pe3YJlbTaTbI 

npe,llcTaBJleHbI no MeJlKOMaCIIITa6HbIM yqaCTKaM npe,llCTaBJle

HH5.I ,llaHHbIX AHTKOMa. 

Resumen 

A partir de las cartas de navegaci6n, se han estimado areas de lecho 
marino de las curvas de profundidad de 50 a 250 m; entre 250 y 
500 metros y a mas de 500 m. Los resultados se presentan por areas 
de notificaci6n de la CCRVMA y a escala fina. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

During the 1989 Meeting of the Working Group on Fish Stock Assessment in Hobart, it 
was agreed that data should be available within 50 m depth contours and within CCAMLR 
fine-scale reporting areas. This paper contains such data for the South Georgia area, CCAMLR 
Subarea 48.3 and supersedes that presented in a similar paper (Everson, 1988). 

* National Environment Research Council, British Antarctic Survey, Madingley Road, Cambridge CB3 OET, 
United Kingdom 
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2. DATA SOURCES 

The main sources of data have been UK Admiralty Charts for the region. The following 
charts have been used: 

Reference Number 

1. Approaches to South Georgia 3596 
2. South Georgia 3597 
3. Stewart Strait 3592 
4. Harbours and Anchorages in South Georgia 3589 
5. Harbours and Anchorages in South Georgia 3585 

Further information has been obtained by reference to small scale 'collector sheets'. 
These are charts containing all reported and validated soundings and are used to update the 
published charts. The areas covered by these collector sheets are listed below. 

Latitude Range 
(degrees South) 

48°00' - 54°00' 
54°00' - 60°00' 
53°52' - 54°42' 
53°36' - 54°58' 
53°10' - 54°59' 
53°50' - 54°25' 
54°00' - 54°15' 
54°02' - 54°20' 
54°14' - 54°33' 
54°20' - 54°33' 
54°05' - 54°23' 
54°03' - 54°23' 
53°50' - 54°15' 

Longitude Range 
(degrees West) 

30°00' - 45°00' 
30°00' - 45°00' 
36°25' - 37°15' 
35°40' - 36°10' 
35°38' - 36°36' 
37°04' - 38°27' 
37°35' - 38°02' 
37°10' - 37°56' 
36°53' - 37°22' 
36°27' - 37°05' 
36°10' - 36°42' 
35°55' - 36°32' 
35°55' - 36°55' 

Certain of the CCAMLR fine-scale rectangles, specifically those at 54°S 37°W, 54°S 
36°W and 54°30'S 36°W are divided by land. The southerly part of each of these rectangles has 
been designated by '(S)' in the longitude (W) column of the tables. 

3. RESULTS 

Areas of seabed, expressed as square kilometres, by fine-scale rectangle and within 
50 m depth contours are set out in Table 1. The areas have been summed within the depth 
strata that are currently used for standing stock estimation and are presented in Table 2. 

There is some justification for considering some fishery resources at Shag Rocks 
separately from those around the mainland of South Georgia. The areas of seabed within the 
Shag Rocks zone, defined as being between latitudes 53°S and 54°S and longitudes 400W and 
44°W have therefore been calculated. The total areas within depth strata for all Subarea 48.3, 
South Georgia and Shag Rocks are summarized in Table 3. 

REFERENCES 

EVERSON, I. 1988. Areas of seabed within selected depth ranges in the south-west Atlantic 
and Antarctic Peninsula regions of the Southern Ocean. In: Selected Scientific Papers, 
1987 (SC-CAMLR-SSP!4). Hobart, Australia: CCAMLR. pp. 49-73. 
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Table la: Areas of seabed (1an2) around South Georgia between 53° and 54°30'S. 

NE Corner 

SO S' W 0- 50 - 100- 150 - 200- 250-
50 100 150 200 250 500 >500 

53 0 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 12.0 3673.9 
53 0 42 0.0 0.0 0.0 129.8 158.3 445.2 2952.6 
53 0 41 0.0 0.0 88.9 116.9 41.4 26.8 3411.9 
53 0 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 38 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 37 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 36 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 35 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 34 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 

53 30 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3642.8 
53 30 42 0.0 0.0 93.3 174.9 115.0 178.6 3081.0 
53 30 41 0.0 0.0 1209.8 500.2 495.1 410.5 1027.2 
53 30 40 0.0 3.8 77.7 101.3 37.6 536.9 2885.5 
53 30 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 39.5 138.1 689.2 2776.0 
53 30 38 51.2 105.8 363.9 819.4 340.7 640.9 1320.9 
53 30 37 107.6 232.7 1025.4 585.5 246.5 732.9 690.8 
53 30 36 0.0 0.0 131.0 808.2 728.6 723.1 1251.9 
53 30 35 0.0 0.0 6.0 57.7 81.6 270.5 3227.0 
53 30 34 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3642.8 

54 0 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3599.2 
54 0 42 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3599.2 
54 0 41 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3599.2 
54 0 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3599.2 
54 0 39 0.0 0.0 15.8 260.6 457.5 482.7 2382.6 
54 0 38 54.0 106.7 113.1 782.7 2466.2 66.5 0.0 
54 0 37 124.4 46.6 41.6 14.3 5.5 4.6 0.0 
54 0 37(S) 447.6 313.6 703.4 605.3 510.9 251.3 0.0 
54 0 36 138.4 313.4 447.4 309.2 414.7 176.6 0.0 
54 0 36(S) 175.0 76.7 26.2 24.9 23.8 0.0 0.0 
54 0 35 0.0 38.8 100.5 451.4 1261.8 528.7 1218.0 
54 0 34 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3599.2 
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Table 1b: Areas of seabed (J.an2) around South Georgia between 54°30' and 56°S. 

NE Corner 

SO S' W 0- 50 - 100- 150- 200 - 250 -
50 100 150 200 250 500 >500 

54 30 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3555.5 
54 30 42 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3555.5 
54 30 41 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3555.5 
54 30 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3555.5 
54 30 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 14.1 113.1 106.0 3322.3 
54 30 38 0.0 0.0 0.0 542.9 715.0 273.8 2023.8 
54 30 37 0.0 0.0 422.0 649.6 1034.7 455.5 993.7 
54 30 36 17.9 2.6 10.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
54 30 36(S) 234.8 263.5 565.0 492.2 597.5 903.7 0.0 
54 30 35 180.8 371.8 922.0 792.9 443.1 554.0 84.9 
54 30 34 0.0 8.9 142.4 145.0 199.4 317.7 2742.1 

55 0 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 42 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 41 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 38 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 37 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 6.9 3504.6 
55 0 36 0.0 4.6 22.8 262.8 94.8 178.2 2948.3 
55 0 35 0.0 52.8 1321.2 810.1 586.4 457.9 283.1 
55 0 34 0.0 18.1 523.9 221.0 55.5 153.4 2539.6 

55 30 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 42 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 41 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 38 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 37 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 36 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 35 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18.3 3448.8 
55 30 34 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 209.5 3257.7 
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Table 2a: Areas of seabed (lanZ) around South Georgia between 53° and 54°30'S. 

NE Corner 

~ S' W 50 - 150 150 - 250 250 - 500 >500 

53 0 43 0.0 0.0 12.0 3673.9 
53 0 42 0.0 288.1 445.2 2952.6 
53 0 41 88.9 158.3 26.8 3411.9 
53 0 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 38 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 37 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 36 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 35 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 
53 0 34 0.0 0.0 0.0 3685.9 

53 30 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 3642.8 
53 30 42 93.3 289.9 178.6 3081.0 
53 30 41 1209.8 995.3 410.5 1027.2 
53 30 40 81.5 138.9 536.9 2885.5 
53 30 39 0.0 177.6 689.2 2776.0 
53 30 38 469.7 1160.1 640.9 1320.9 
53 30 37 1258.1 832.0 732.9 690.8 
53 30 36 131.0 1536.8 723.1 1251.9 
53 30 35 6.0 139.3 270.5 3227.0 
53 30 34 0.0 0.0 0.0 3642.8 

54 0 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 3599.2 
54 0 42 0.0 0.0 0.0 3599.2 
54 0 41 0.0 0.0 0.0 3599.2 
54 0 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 3599.2 
54 0 39 15.8 718.1 482.7 2382.6 
54 0 38 219.8 3248.9 66.5 0.0 
54 0 37 88.2 19.8 4.6 0.0 
54 0 37(S) 1017.0 1116.2 251.3 0.0 
54 0 36 760.8 723.9 176.6 0.0 
54 0 36(S) 102.9 48.7 0.0 0.0 
54 0 35 139.3 1713.2 528.7 1218.0 
54 0 34 0.0 0.0 0.0 3599.2 
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Table 2b: Areas of seabed (km2) around South Georgia between 54°30' and 56°S. 

NE Corner 

SO S' W 50 - 150 150 - 250 250 - 500 >500 

54 30 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 3555.5 
54 30 42 0.0 0.0 0.0 3555.5 
54 30 41 0.0 0.0 0.0 3555.5 
54 30 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 3555.5 
54 30 39 0.0 127.2 106.0 3322.3 
54 30 38 0.0 1257.9 273.8 2023.8 
54 30 37 422.0 1684.3 455.5 993.7 
54 30 36 12.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 
54 30 36(S) 828.5 1089.7 903.7 0.0 
54 30 35 1293.8 1236.0 554.0 84.9 
54 30 34 151.3 344.4 317.7 2742.1 

55 0 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 42 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 41 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 38 0.0 0.0 0.0 3511.5 
55 0 37 0.0 0.0 6.9 3504.6 
55 0 36 27.4 357.6 178.2 2948.3 
55 0 35 1374.0 1396.5 457.9 283.1 
55 0 34 542.0 276.5 153.4 2539.6 

55 30 43 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 42 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 41 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 40 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 39 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 38 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 37 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 36 0.0 0.0 0.0 3467.1 
55 30 35 0.0 0.0 18.3 3448.8 
55 30 34 0.0 0.0 209.5 3257.7 
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Table 3: Summary of areas of seabed for Shag Rocks, South Georgia and the whole of 
Subarea 48.3. An asterisk (*) indicates that there are no reported soundings for this 
depth range. 

Area of Seabed (km2) 

Depth Range (m) Shag Rocks South Georgia The Whole of 
Subarea 48.3 

o - 50 * 1531.7 1531.7 
50 - 100 3.8 1956.6 1960.4 

100- 150 1469.7 6903.8 8373.6 
150 - 200 1023.1 8689.3 9712.4 
200 - 250 847.5 10515.0 11362.8 
250 - 500 1610.0 8201.9 9811.9 

>500 24360.0 144798.0 169158.9 

Total 29314.1 182597.6 211911.7 
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56°S. 

Resumen de areas de lecho marino para las Rocas Cormonin, Georgia del Sur 
y de toda la Subarea 48.3. El asterisco (*) indica que no hay sondeo registrado 
para este rango de profundidad. 
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REFINEMENTS TO THE STRATEGY FOR MANAGING DEPLETED FISH 
STOCKS BASED ON CCAMLR OBJECTIVES 

W.K. de la Mare* and A. Constable** 

Abstract 

A method of calculating fishing mortalities which will allow depleted 
fish stocks to recover to levels near those giving greatest net annual 
increment within two to three decades is illustrated. These fishing 
mortalities are based on probabilistic descriptions of the future states of 
a depleted stock, and take into account uncertainty in assessments. 
Sample calculations show that applying a policy of F 0.1 will not always 
lead to stock recovery in two to three decades, and hence that additional 
management policies are required for depleted stocks. The implications 
of these studies for defining the terms 'depleted' and 'target levels for 
recovery' are briefly discussed. 

Resume 

Une methode de calcul des mortalites par peche est illustree, selon 
laquelle les stocks de poissons surexploites pourront recuperer it des 
niveaux proches de ceux permettant un accroissement maximum net 
annuel dans les 20 ou 30 annees it venir. Ces mortalites par peche sont 
fondees sur des descriptions probabilistes de l'etat futur d'un stock 
surexploite, et tiennent compte de !'incertitude dans les evaluations. 
Des calculs effectues it titre d'exemples demontrent que l'application 
systematique de F 0.1 ne conduit pas forcement it un repeuplement du 
stock en 20 ou 30 ans, et que, par consequent, les stocks surexploites 
devraient faire l'objet de nouvelles mesures de gestion. Les 
implications de ces etudes pour la definition des termes "surexploite" et 
"seuil it atteindre pour le repeuplement" sont examinees brievement. 

Pe3IOMe 

neMOHcTpHpyeTc~ MeTO~ Bhl4HcneHH~ ypoBHeA 

npoMblcnoBoA CMepTHOCTH, n03Bon~IOIQHX BOCCTaHOBneHHe 

HCTOlQeHHblX Pbl6HblX 3anaCOB Ha npOT~)I{eHHH ~Byx-Tpex 
~eC~THneTHA ~O ypOBHeA, 6nH3KHX K TeM, KOTopble 

06ecne4HBaIOT MaKCHManbHblA 4HCTblA ro~oBoA npHpOCT. IIPH 

paC4eTe 3THX ypOBHeA npOMblcnOBoA CMepTHOCTH, 

OCHOBaHHblX Ha BepO~THOCTHbIX nporH03ax COCTO~HH~ 

HCTOlQeHHOrO 3anaca, Y4HTblBanaCb HMeIOlQa~C~ B o~eHKax 

Heonpe~eneHHOCTb. IIpo6Hble paC4eTbl nOKa3bIBaIOT, 4TO 

npHMeHeHHe CTpaTerHH, OCHOBaHHoA Ha Fo.l. He Bcer~a 

npHBO~HT K BOCCTaHOBneHHIO 3anaca 4epe3 ~Ba-TpH 

* Centre for Marine and Ecological Research, Soerlaan 33, 1185 JG Amstelveen, Netherlands 
* * Division for Environmental Sciences, Griffith University, Nathan, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia 4111 
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~eC~THReTH~, H, CRe~OBaTeRbHO, Heo6xo~HMhl ~OnORHHTeRb
HbIe MepbI ynpaBReHH~ HCTOIl{eHHbIMH 3anaCaMH. B 06I1{HX 

qepTaX paCCMaTpHBaeTC~ 3HalleHHe ~aHHbIX HCCRe~OBaHHH 
~R~ yTOqHeHH~ 3HalleHH~ TepMHHOB "HCTOIl{eHHbIH" H 

"l..\eReBbIe ypOBHH BOCCTaHOBReHH~". 

Resumen 

En este documento se presenta un metodo para calcular la mortalidad 
por pesca que permitini la recuperacion de las poblaciones mermadas de 
peces a niveles cercanos a aquellos que producinin el mayor aumento 
anual neto dentro de dos a tres decadas. Estas mortalidades por pesca 
se basan en descripciones probabilisticas de la futura condicion de una 
poblacion mermada y toman en consideracion las ambigUedades en las 
evaluaciones. Los calculos experimentales indican que al aplicar una 
norma de F 0.1 no siempre conducira a una recuperacion de la poblacion 
dentro de de dos 0 tres decadas y, por 10 tanto, se necesitan normas de 
administracion adicionales para las poblaciones mermadas. Se trata 
brevemente como los resultados de estos estudios podran ayudar con la 
definicion de los terminos "mermado" y "niveles objetivo 
para recuperacion". 

1. IN1RODUCTION 

In 1988 the Working Group for the Development of Approaches to Conservation 
(WG-DAC) suggested that the interpretation of Article IT of the CCAMLR Convention would be 
assisted by the development of operational definitions for "depletion" and for "target levels for 
recovery of depleted populations" (CCAMLR-VII, paragraph 140). In 1987 the Commission 
adopted the yield-per-recruit fishing mortality FO•1 as the appropriate management strategy for 
fish stocks (CCAMLR-VI, paragraph 61). The studies in this paper explore an approach to 
calculating values of fishing mortality (F) which are more appropriate than F 0.1 in terms of the 
requirements of Article II of the Convention, for fish stocks which have been reduced to low 
levels. This approach represents a starting point for extending the management strategy to the 
case of depleted fish stocks, and points to factors to be considered in formulating operational 
definitions of depleted and target levels for recovery. 
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The part of Article IT directly applicable to harvesting objectives states: 

"3. Any harvesting and associated activities in the area to which this Convention 
applies shall be conducted in accordance with the provisions of this 
Convention and with the following principles of conservation: 

(a) prevention of decrease in the size of any harvested population to levels 
below those which ensure its stable recruitment. For this purpose its 
size should not be allowed to fall below a level close to that which 
ensures the greatest net annual increment; 

(b) maintenance of the ecological relationships between harvested, 
dependent and related populations of Antarctic marine living resources 
and the restoration of depleted populations to the levels defined in sub
paragraph (a) above; and 



(c) prevention of changes or minimization of the risk of changes in the 
marine ecosystem which are not potentially reversible over two or three 
decades, taking into account the state of available knowledge of the direct 
and indirect impact of harvesting, the effect of the introduction of alien 
species, the effects of associated activities on the marine ecosystem and 
of the effects of environmental changes, with the aim of making possible 
the sustained conservation of Antarctic marine living resources." 

From these general objectives several key concepts relevant to the management of 
depleted stocks stand out. 

(1) Depleted populations are below levels near to the population level giving greatest 
net annual increment (GNAI). 

(2) The minimum population level posited to ensure stable recruitment is equated with 
GNAI. 

(3) The effects of exploitation should be compatible with potential reversibility in two 
or three decades, taking into account the state of available knowledge of, inter alia, 
the direct and indirect impact of harvesting. 

The general objectives need to be supplemented to render their meaning more precise for 
the purposes of formulating advice in the Scientific Committee. It is very unlikely that in the 
near term that levels of GNAI for various stocks will be able to be estimated directly. Thus, 
levels will probably be chosen on the basis of conventional fisheries models. Similarly, 
identifying stock-recruitment (S-R) relationships will also be extremely difficult, and some form 
of model will have to be selected which is compatible with the concepts (1), (2) and (3) above. 

A further factor to be taken into consideration in some practical way is the state of 
available knowledge about the stocks. Inevitably assessments of the state of a stock will 
include uncertainty, for example due to sampling variability. This uncertainty needs to be taken 
into account when formulating management advice. 

A framework which integrates the elementary concepts above can be formulated as 
follows. An assessment is made of a fish stock, using whatever methods and data are 
available, to estimate the current stock level and the mean stock level which would exist without 
fishing. If the 'best' estimate of current stock level is substantially below GNAI (expressed as a 
fraction of the unfished mean stock level) then it is deemed to be depleted and hence fishing 
mortality must be set at levels which should not preclude stock recovery to GNAI (or other target 
level) within two or three decades. A 'best' estimate would be the mean or median of a 
probability density function which incorporates the uncertainty in the quantities estimated. 
Using this information the following fishing mortalities are calculated using a stock projection 
computer program: 

(i) the fishing mortality which results in a specified subjective probability that the 
stock will be above the current level in 20 years; 

(ii) the fishing mortality which results in a subjective probability of 0.5 that the stock 
is at or above GNAI (or other target level) in 20 years; 

(ill) the fishing mortality which results in a specified subjective probability that the 
stock is above GNAI (or other target level) in 30 years; and 

(iv) the fishing mortality corresponding to FO•l • 

A TAC (which might be a by-catch limit in practice) would be set using whichever of 
these fishing mortalities was lowest. The assessments would be revised as new data became 
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available. Once the procedure has been put into effect the target years for recovery become 
fixed at 20 and 30 years after the procedure is first put into effect. Thus, the fishing mortalities 
specified above have to be calculated using shorter projections as time progresses. The fishing 
mortalities would also be revised as more information accrues about the status of the stock. 

2. METHODS AND RESULTS 

The underlying process in calculating the probabilities is illustrated in Figure 1. In 
year 0 an estimate is available of the biomass relative to the average unexploited biomass. 
Around this point estimate will lie some distribution expressing degrees of belief in alternative 
values for the estimate. Calculating the subjective probability of the state of the stock at a given 
time in the future could be done with population projections. Each interval, such as A, B, or C 
in the probability distribution in the current assessment of the stock, can be projected forward 
with given values of F. However, because recruitment is stochastic, (and also because of 
uncertainty in the population dynamics) there will be a distribution of final population sizes for 
each current population size projected forward, shown as A', B' and C:. The probability 
distribution at year 20 is the sum of the projected distributions, for the set of current stock states 
in the distribution associated with the current assessment, weighted by their subjective 
probabilities. 

These calculations will most likely have to be carried out numerically, using multiple 
simulation projections with some parametric or empirical model for generating variability in 
recruitment. In addition, some form of stock-recruitment model will be required. The starting 
point for the projections would be the centres of a range of intervals in the distribution of the 
current stock status. The weight to be applied to the distribution of the projections is the area of 
the respective starting interval. 

A computer program implementing this algorithm has been used to generate some 
approximate results to illustrate some of the properties of the fishing mortalities defined above. 
A modified version of the CCAMLR stochastic population projection program (PROJ) was used 
to set a deterministic initial age-structure for hypothetical fish stocks. The same model was then 
used with stochastic recruitment for the projections using catches by weight, however, rather 
than applying fishing mortality. The catches by weight were calculated using the biomass from 
a deterministic projection (Le., no recruitment fluctuation) of the median of the current stock 
assessment. This series of catches was applied for each interval selected from the distribution 
about the current stock estimate. 100 projections with recruitment fluctuation were made from 
20 intervals. Other sources of uncertainty, for example, in the population dynamics parameters 
such as natural mortality (M) and growth rates, could also in principle be taken into account in 
the assessment and in the stock projections, but this has not been attempted here. 

Calculations were made for two hypothetical fish stocks with different levels of 
production, one relatively high, the other relatively low. The population dynamics parameters 
for the two stocks are given in Table 1. Two current stock states are examined, one with the 
population at 30% of average pre-exploitation biomass, and the other at 5%. GNAI is taken to 
be 50% of the average pre-exploitation biomass. Two stock-recruitment relationships are used, 
one with the recruitment constant (independent of stock size, denoted C in the table) and the 
other with recruitment declining linearly to zero for stock sizes less than 50% of the unexploited 
level (denoted L). These particular forms were chosen because they represent the bounds of the 
plausible S-R relationships which might apply below GNAI. Stochastic variation in recruitment 
is drawn from a lognormal distribution with median determined by the S-R relationship and a 
coefficient of variation of 0.4. The subjective probability distribution of the estimate of the 
current status of the stock is taken to be normal, with median equal to the true value of the stock 
assessment. CV's of 0.1 and 0.3 are used for this distribution. This leads to a total of 16 
cases, with results shown in Table 2. 
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The fishing mortalities given in the table are those which would result in 

(1) F 0.1; 

(2) 95% confidence in the stock being above the current level in year 20 (denoted 
PL,20> 0.95 in the table); 

(3) 50% confidence in the stock being above GNAl in year 20 (denoted PONAI.20 = 0.5 
in the table); and 

(4) 95% confidence in the stock being above GNAl in year 30 (denoted PONAI.30 ~ 0.95 
in the table). 

There are several points worth noting about the results. In most cases, the fishing 
mortalities required to meet all of the three criteria relating to projected outcomes in two to three 
decades are less than Fo.l' This has clear significance for applying FO•1 for stocks below GNAl, 
in that it will not necessarily lead to fulfilment of the basic objective of reversibility in two to 
three decades. This suggests that an operational definition of depletion for fish stocks would 
involve the concept that the stock state is such that the application of the normal policy of 
applying F 0.1 will not lead to the stock being restored to at or near GNAI within two to three 
decades. 

In all these cases, the fishing mortality which gives 95% probability of exceeding GNAl 
is the limiting value. The value is lower for the more uncertain estimate of current stock status. 
A population recovery level different from GNAI might be selected for this particular criterion in 
light of the language of Article II 3. (a) which is couched in terms of levels "close to that which 
ensures" GNAI; the definitions and calculations given here are illustrative. However, the 
calculations point to the selection of the level to be used in such a criterion as having a 
significant effect on the level of fishing allowed on recovering stocks. 

As might be expected, the S-R relationship plays a major role in determining the critical 
value of the fishing mortality. A constant S-R relationship is an implausible choice for stocks 
depleted substantially below GNAI. Where a more suitable form of S-R is unknown it may be 
appropriate to use the linear model given here, in order to determine fishing mortalities at a 
likely lower bound with regard to uncertainty in the S-R relationship. 

Interestingly, the degree of uncertainty in the estimate of current stock status does not 
have a great effect on the levels of fishing mortality which would prevent further decline over 
20 years or lead to median recovery to GNAI by year 20. However, the 95% probability of 
being above GNAl by year 30 is sensitive to the degree of uncertainty in the current stock status 
estimate. This uncertainty would be reduced as further data accrued, and consequent 
recalculation of the various fishing mortalities could lead to increased TACs at least in cases 
where the fishing mortality for 95% recovery by year 30 is binding. 

The final column in the table shows the median value to which the stocks would be 
expected to recover under the lowest of the fishing mortalities calculated (Le., 95% probability 
of being above GNAI in three decades). In many cases it can be seen that these levels are not 
greatly above GNAl, and the form of calculation suggests a procedure for selecting target levels 
for exploited stocks which takes into account uncertainty in estimates of stock status. This 
would entail managing the stocks by choosing a stock target level so that there is a given level 
of confidence that the stock will be maintained above GNAl (or other nearby selected value). 
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3. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

There are important details to sort out regarding methods of estimating the status of the 
stock with respect to the average pre-exploitation biomass, and in particular, concerning the 
means of formulating a subjective probability distribution about such estimates. Consideration 
needs to be given to procedures to be applied in cases where the available data are too sketchy 
to calculate subjective probability distributions for the current assessment, or to assess 
variability in recruitment. The routine application of the calculations presented in this paper will 
require the development of a more sophisticated computer program than that used to make the 
illustrative calculations here. 

The calculation of fishing mortalities which lead to assessments of the subjective 
probability of a depleted stock being in a state which conforms to the basic objectives of the 
Convention seems to be a promising line of enquiry for further refinement of the Commission's 
management policy for finfish stocks. It is shown that the current strategy of applying F 0.1 

would not always be sufficient to restore depleted populations to the levels envisaged in the 
Convention. The approach outlined here gives an objective basis for basing scientific advice on 
fishing mortalities which will be expected to achieve management goals with selected levels of 
probability. The selection of the probability level to apply is not a purely scientific question, 
and hence guidance from the Commission will be required. However, this will be most easily 
obtained if further analyses can be carried out of the merits of these or other suggestions for 
definitions and procedures, so that the Commission has an objective and quantitative basis for 
selecting management policy parameters. 
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Table 1: Population parameters used for the two hypothetical fish stocks. 

Lower yielding stock 

Natural Mortality = 0.15 year! 
Von Bertalanffy K = 0.12 year! 
Von Bertalanffy Woo = 2500 grams 
Age at first fishing = 5 years (knife-edge) 
Age at first spawning = 5 years (knife-edge) 
Pooled age-class = 20 years 

Higher yielding stock 

Natural Mortality = 0.40 year! 
Von Bertalanffy K = 0.20 year! 
Von Bertalanffy Woo = 1000 grams 
Age at first fishing = 3 years (knife-edge) 
Age at first spawning = 3 years (knife-edge) 
Pooled age-class = 10 years 

Table 2: Fishing mortality rates consistent with each of the three criteria for managing stocks 
below the putative level giving greatest net annual increment. (See text for 
explanation of terms). 

SIR CV Current PL•20 > 0.95 PONAI.20 = 0.5 PGNAI.30~0.95 Stock at 
Stock 30 years 

Lower Yielding Stock (Fo.l = 0.123) 

C 0.1 0.30 0.210 0.139 0.130 0.63 
L 0.1 0.30 0.044 0.041 0.029 0.75 
C 0.3 0.30 0.103 0.112 0.074 0.63 
L 0.3 0.30 0.012 0.041 0.008 0.92 

C 0.1 0.05 0.318 0.106 0.071 0.62 
L 0.1 0.05 0.044 O. O. 0.23 
C 0.3 0.05 0.197 0.104 0.067 0.65 
L 0.3 0.05 0.011 O. O. 0.23 

Higher Yielding Stock (F 0.1 = 0.336) 
C 0.1 0.30 0.304 0.340 0.150 0.69 
L 0.1 0.30 0.073 0.117 0.057 0.88 
C 0.3 0.30 0.302 0.340 0.150 0.69 
L 0.3 0.30 0.032 0.120 0.031 0.94 

C 0.1 0.05 >1.0* 0.367 0.150 0.75 
L 0.1 0.05 0.087 O. O. 0.83 
C 0.3 0.05 >1.0* 0.355 0.149 0.70 
L 0.3 0.05 0.011 O. O. 0.83 

* Approximate values: current version of computer program failed to converge on more 
accurate solution. 
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the method of calculating subjective probabilities of future states of a fish stock by stochastic forward 
projection of the subjective probability distribution associated with the current stock assessment. 



Tableau 1: 

Tableau 2: 

Figure 1: 

Ta6JIH~a 1: 

Ta6JIH~a 2: 

PHCYHOK 1: 

Tabla 1: 

Tabla2: 

Figura 1: 

Liste des tableaux 

Parametres de la population utilises pour les deux stocks hypothetiques de 
poissons. 

Taux de mortalite par peche compatibles avec chacun des trois criteres de 
gestion des stocks inferieurs au niveau putatif conduisant a l'accroissement 
maximum annuel net. (Voir le texte pour l'explication des termes). 

Illustration schematique de la methode de calcul des probabilites subjectives 
des statuts futurs d'un stock de poissons par projection stochastique de la 
distribution de probabilite SUbjective associee a l'evaluation du stock actuel. 

CnHCOK Ta6JIH~ 

IIapaMeTpbI nonYJI5I~HH ,llBYX rHnOTeTH4eCKHX PbI6HbIX 3anaCOB. 

K03<P(IHi~HeHTbI npOMbICJIOBOH CMepTHOCTH, cooTBeTcTByIO~He 
Ka)l{,llOMY H3 Tpex KpHTepHeB ynpaBJIeHH5I 3anacaMH, ypOBeHb 

KOTOPbIX HH)I{e npe,llnOJIaraeMOro ypOBH5I, ,llaIO~erO HaH60JIbllHH 

4HCTbIH rO,llOBOH npHpOCT (CM. 06b5ICHeHHe TepMHHOB B TeKCTe). 

CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

CxeMaTH4eCKa5I HJIJIIOCTpa~H5I MeTO,lla paC4eTa cy6beKTHBHbIX 

Bep05ITHOCTHbIX nporH030B COCT05IHH5I pbI6Horo 3anaca 

nOCpe,llCTBOM CTOXaCTHqeCKOrO nporH03a cy6beKTHBHoro 

Bep05ITHOCTHoro pacnpe,lleJIeHH5I, COOTBeTcTByIO~ero nOCJIe,llHeH 

o~eHKe COCT05IHH5I ,llaHHoro 3anaca. 

Lista de las tablas 

Panimetros dem6gnificos utilizados para las dos poblaciones hipoteticas 
de peces. 

Indices de mortalidad por pesca, coherentes con cada uno de los tres criterios 
para administrar las poblaciones que estan por debajo del nivel supuesto que 
produce el maximo aumento anual neto (vease el texto para la explicaci6n de 
los terminos). 

Lista de las figuras 

llustraci6n esquematica del metodo para ca1cular las probabilidades subjetivas 
de las condiciones futuras de la poblaci6n de peces empleando una proyecci6n 
estocastica postrior hipotetica de la distribuci6n de la probabilidad subjetiva 
asociada con la evaluaci6n de la poblaci6n actual. 
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Ill. CEPHALOPODS 





SC-CAMLR-IX/BG/13 

A PRELIMINARY ASSESSMENT OF THE STOCK OF THE 
OMMASTREPHID SQUID MARTIALIA BY ADESI IN THE SCOTIA SEA 
BASED ON DATA FROM PREDATORS· 

P.G. Rodhouse** 

Abstract 

Cephalopod fisheries world-wide mainly target species from two 
families, Loliginidae and Ommastrephidae. Fisheries for the latter have 
been characterized by dramatically fluctuating annual catches and 
frequent switches to exploit new target species. It is likely, therefore, 
that exploitation of the sub-Antarctic ommastrephid species Martialia 
hyadesi will be attempted in the future. This squid is an important 
component of the diet of several species of albatross and the southern 
elephant seal and is probably taken in significant quantities by several 
other Southern Ocean vertebrate predators. Estimated annual 
consumption by known predators in the Scotia Sea is 326 098 to 
330642 tonnes, 94% of which is taken by southern elephant seals, 
and the other species may take at least a further 51 400 tonnes. 
M. hyadesi probably has a life span of two years and a circumpolar 
distribution, but its biology and ecology are still virtually unknown. 
Given the commercial potential of the Southern Ocean stock of 
M. hyadesi and its significant role in the diet of some vertebrate 
predators, the species is clearly important within the context of the aims 
of CCAMLR and should attract greater research effort in the future. 

Resume 

Les pecheries mondiales des cephalopodes visent principalement des 
especes appartenant a deux familles: les Loliginidae et les 
Ommastrephidae. Les pecheries de cette demiere ont ete caracterisees 
par des fluctuations spectaculaire des captures annuelles, et des 
changements frequents ayant pour but d'exploiter de nouvelles especes
cibles. L'exploitation de l'espece ommastrephidee subantarctique 
Martialia hyadesi a donc de fortes chances d'etre tentee. Ce calmar est 
un element important du regime alimentaire de plusieurs especes 
d'albatros et de l'elephant de mer austral, et il risque d'etre ingere en 
quantites importantes par plusieurs autres predateurs vertebres de 
l'ocean Austral. La consommation annuelle estimee de cette espece par 
ses predateurs connus dans la mer de Scotia est de 326 098 a 330 642 
tonnes, dont 94% par les elephants de mer australs; il se peut egalement 
que les autres especes en consomment au moins encore 51 400 tonnes. 
Il est probable que M. hyadesi ait une esperance de vie de deux ans, et 
une repartition circumpolaire, mais sa biologie et son ecologie res tent 
pratiquement inconnues. Etant donne le potentiel commercial du stock 
de l'ocean Austral de M. hyadesi et son role significatif dans le regime 
alimentaire de certains predateurs vertebres, il est evident que l'espece 
revet de l'importance dans le contexte des objectifs de la CCAMLR et 
devrait a l'avenir faire l'objet d'un effort de recherche plus intensif. 

* This paper, in a revised form will be submitted at the International Symposium on Recent Advances in Cephalod 
Fishery Biology, Tokai University, Shimizu, Japan in July 1991. 

** National Environment Research Council, British Antarctic Survey, Madingley Road, Cambridge, CB3 OET, UK. 
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Pe3IOMe 

Bo BCeX patioHax MHpa, r~e Be~eTCSI npOMblCeJl KaJlbMapOB, B 
OCHOBHOM 06J1aBJlHBaIOTCSI KaJlbMapbl, npHHa~JIe)K~He K 
ceMeticTBaM Lolignidae H Ommastrephidae. IIpOMblCeJI KaJIbMapOB 
ceMeticTBa Ommastrephidae XapaKTepH3yeTcSI 3HatlHTeJIbHO H3-
MeHSIIO~HMCSI ypOBHeM rO~OBOrO BblJlOBa H tlaCTblMH nepexo
~aMH Ha 3KCnJIyaTaIJ,HIO npOtlHX BH~OB. TaKHM 06pa30M 
BepOSITHO, tlTO B 6y ~y~eM 6y ~yT C~eJlaHbl nonblTKH 
3KcnJlyaTau,HH cy6aHTapKTHtleCKoro BH~a Martialia hyadesi (ceM. 
Ommastrephidae). 3TOT BH~ KaJIbMapa SIBJlSIeTCSI Ba)KHbIM 
3J1eMeHTOM paIJ,HOHa HeCKOJIbKHX BH~OB aJIb6aTpOca H IO)KHOrO 
MopCKoro CJIOHa H, BepOSITHO, nOTpe6JISIeTCSI B 3HatlHTeJIbHOM 
06beMe npOtlHMH n03BOHOtlHblMH XH~HHKaMH IO)KHOrO OKeaHa. 
OIJ,eHKa 06beMa, e)KerO~HO nOTpe6JISIeMOrO H3BeCTHblMH 
XH~HHKaMH B Mope CKOTHSI, COCTaBJISIeT 326 098 - 330 642 
TOHHbl; 94% aToro 06beMa nOTpe6JISIeTCSI IO)KHbIM MOPCKHM 
CJIOHOM, npH 3TOM npOtlHe BH~bl MoryT ,l{OnOJIHHTeJIbHO 
nOTpe6J1SITb no MeHblleti Mepe 51 400 TOHH. IIpo~oJI)KH
TeJIbHOCTb )KH3HH KaJIbMapa M. hyadesi BepoSITHo COCTaBJISIeT 
~Ba ro~a. 3TOT BH~ xapaKTepH3yeTcSI IJ,HpKyMnoJlSIpHbIM 
pacnpe~eJleHHeM. 1(0 CHX nop npaKTHtleCKH OTCYTCTBYIOT 
CBe~eHHSI 0 ere 6HOJIOrHH H 3KOJIOrHH. IIpHHHMaSI BO 
BHHMaHHe KOMMeptIeCKHti nOTeHIJ,HaJl IO)KHOOKeaHCKoro 3anaca 
KaJIbMapa M. hyadesi H Ba)KHYIO POJIb, KOTOPYIO OH HrpaeT B 
paIJ,HOHe HeKOTopblX XH~HbIX n03BOHOtIHbIX, OtIeBH~HO, tlTO 
~TOT BH~ HMeeT 60JIbllOe 3HatleHHe ~JISI IJ,eJIeti AHTKOMa H B 
6y ~y~eM ere H3ytIeHHe CJIe~yeT paCllHpHTb. 

Resumen 

Las pesquerfas de cefa16podos mundiales se centran casi 
exc1usivamente en dos familias, Loliginidae y Ommastrephidae. 
Las pesquerias de esta ultima especie se han caracterizado por grandes 
fluctuaciones en His capturas anuales y por frecuentes cambios en la 
explotaci6n de nuevas especies-objetivo. Existe pues la posibilidad de 
que, en el futuro, se intente explotar la especie subantartica del 
omastrefido Martialia hyadesi. Esta forma parte importante de la dieta 
de varias especies de albatros y del elefante marine del sur, y 
posiblemente otros vertebrados del oceano Austral 10 consumen 
tambien en cantidades importantes. Se ha estimado que los 
depredadores conocidos del mar de Scotia consumen anualmente entre 
326098 - 330642 toneladas, de las cuales un 94% corresponde alas 
focas elefante, y es posible que las demas especies consuman otras 
51 400 toneladas. Se cree que la longevidad de M. hyadesi es de dos 
alios y que tiene una distrlbuci6n circumpolar, pero de su biologia y 
ecologia apenas si se conoce nada. El posible interes comercial de la 
poblaci6n de M. hyadesi del oceano Austral y su importancia en la dieta 
de algunos depredadores vertebrados, coloca a esta especie dentro del 
contexto de objetivos de la CCR VMA Y deberia ser objeto de 
investigaciones futuras. 
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THE GENTOO PENGUIN AS A CANDIDATE SPECIES FOR THE CCAMLR 
ECOSYSTEM MONITORING PROGRAM 

IP. Croxall and T.n. Williams* 

Abstract 

Based on dietary and other biological information collected over several 
years at Bird Island, South Georgia and at the South Shetland Islands 
(both within Integrated Study Regions (ISRS) of the CCAMLR 
Ecosystem Monitoring Program), we suggest (and provide a full 
bibliography of supporting literature) that the gentoo penguin meets the 
specified criteria qualifying species for inclusion in the CEMP. The 
extensive dependence of this species in these ISRs on Euphausia 
superba, (including in winter), its residence in the ISRs in winter and its 
early attainment of sexual maturity are all features of special relevance 
to the CEMP. 

Resume 

Les informations portant sur le regime alimentaire et la biologie, 
collectees sur plusieurs annees a l'ile Bird, en Georgie du Sud, et aux 
iles Shetland du Sud (toutes deux dans les zones d'etude integree (ISR) 
du programme de contrOle de l'ecosysteme de la CCAMLR), nous 
amenent a suggerer (en presentant la bibliographie complete de la 
litterature de support) que le manchot papou repond aux criteres 
specifies de selection des especes a inclure au CEMP. Le fait que cette 
espece depende largement d'Euphausia superba dans ces ISR (meme en 
hiver), sa presence dans les ISR en hiver et sa maturite sexuelle precoce 
presentent un interet particulier pour le CEMP. 

Pe3lOMe 

Ha OCHOBamlVl ,l(aHHbIX no pal..\HoHY H ,l(pyrHx 6HOJlOrHlIeCKHx 

,l(aHHbIX, c06paHHblx B TelleHHe HeCKOJlbKHX J1eT Ha OCTpOBe 

Bep,l(, IO)KHa51 reOprH5I, H IO)KHbIX OpKHeticKHx oCTpoBax (06a 

YllacTKa HaXO,l(51TC5I B npe,l(eJlax PatioHoB KOMnJleKCHblX 

HCCJle,l(oBaHHti no IIporpaMMe AHTKOMa no MOHHTopHHry 

3KocHcTeMbl), Mbl npe,l(nOJlaraeM (H npe,l(CTaBJl5IeM nOJlHblti 

cnHCOK cnpaBollHoti J1HTepaTypbl), lITO nanyaccKHti nHHrBHH 

OTBellaeT BceM He06xo,l(HMb1M KpHTepH5IM BKJllOlIeHH5I BH,l(OB B 

IIporpaMMY CEMP. BOJlbWa51 3aBHCHMOCTb 3Toro BH,l(a OT 

Euphausia superba B ,l(aHHbIX patioHax KOMnJleKCHblX 

HCCJle,l(oBaHHti, (BKJllOlIa51 3HMHHti nepHO,l(), 06HTaHHe 3Toro 

BH,l(a B PatioHax KOMnJleKCHblX HCCJle,l(OBaHHti B 3HMHHti 

nepHO,l( H paHHee ,l(OCTH)KeHHe 3THM BH,l(OM nOJlOBoti 3peJlOCTH 

- Bce 3TO CBH,l(eTeJlbcTByeT 0 ero npHlIacTHocTH K IIporpaMMe 

CEMP. 

* British Antarctic Survey, Natural Environment Research Council, High Cross, Madingley Road, Cambridge 
CB30ET, UK 
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Resumen 

Basandose en la informaci6n dietetica y bio16gica recopilada durante 
varios alios en la isla de los Pajaros, Georgia del Sur y en el 
aIchipielago de Shetlands del Sur (ambas localidades estan dentro de las 
Regiones de Estudio Integrados (ISRS)) del Programa de Seguimiento 
del Ecosistema de la CCRVMA), sugerimos que el pingiiino papua 
satisface el criterio especificado que califica alas especies para ser 
incluidas en el CEMP. La elevada dependencia de esta especie de 
Euphausia superba en estas ISRs, incluso en invierno, su residencia en 
las ISRs durante el invierno y su madurez sexual precoz, son todas 
caracterfsticas de especial importancia para el CEMP. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

At the 1985 Meeting of the (ad hoc) CCAMLR Working Group on Ecosystem 
Monitoring, the criteria used to select predator species thought to be best suited for ecosystem 
monitoring were defined as: 

(i) specialist predators on the critical prey components identified; 
(ii) wide geographic distribution; 
(ill) importance in the ecosystem; 
(iv) feasibility of study (ease to approach, handle, observe); 
(v) knowledge of general biology; and 
(vi) availability of baseline data at one or more sites. 

On this basis, the following species were selected as those most likely to be useful as 
indicators of changes in krill availability: 

• crabeater seal; 
• Antarctic fur seal; 
• Ad6lie penguin; 
• chinstrap penguin; 
• macaroni penguin; and 
• minke whale. 

At the 1986 Meeting, Antarctic petrel and black-browed albatross were added. This was 
done despite the fact that the Antarctic petrel did not adequately meet criteria (i) - few published 
dietary data; krill certainly not the only significant prey, (v) - breeding biology largely 
unknown, or (vi) - no baseline data available; and that the black-browed albatross did not 
adequately meet criteria (i) - krill probably not main diet, except for South Georgia, with fish 
and squid also important, or (ii) - only in sub-Antarctic. 

There are probably several additional species which meet the specified criteria better than 
the Antarctic petrel and black-browed albatross; pre-eminent amongst these is the gentoo 
penguin. 

2. PROPOSAL 

We suggest that the gentoo penguin more than adequately meets the CCAMLR criteria, 
expecially in relation to the South Georgia and Antarctic Peninsula Integrated Study Regions, 
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and recommend that it should be incorporated into the CCAMLR Ecosystem monitoring Program 
(CEMP) as soon as appropriate standard methods and methods sheets can be prepared. 

3. FULFILMENT OF CRITERIA 

3.1 Specialist Predator on Harvestable Prey 

In seven seasons (and over 300 samples) of investigating summer diet, of adults feeding 
creched chicks, at South Georgia, Antarctic krill (Euphausia superba) has averaged 71 % by 
weight of the diet (Croxall et al., 1988a and unpublished data). During the incubation and 
brooding periods, krill is an even more important component (95%+) of the diet (Williams, 
unpublished data). Only in one year (1985) did the proportion of E. superba fall below 65%. 
During the winters of 1987 and 1988, E. superba was also the main component (c. 90%) of the 
diet at South Georgia (Williams, in press). Similarly, at the South Shetland Islands, studies 
over several summers have confirmed that krill is the main (70%+) component of the diet 
(Jablonski, 1985; Trivelpiece et al., 1987). In both localities, the rest of the diet is almost 
entirely fish. In most studies, certain individual penguins appear to feed chiefly on fish, at least 
during single foraging trips (Jablonski, 1985; Croxall et al., 1988b). 

At Marion Island and Macquarie Island, E. superba does not occur in gentoo penguin 
diets. In the chick-rearing season, several species of fish, Euphausia valentinii and Nauticaris 
marionis are the main prey at Marion Island (LaCock et aI., 1984; Adams and Klages, 1989) 
and fish and E. valentinii at Macquarie Island (Hindell, 1989). 

3.2 Geographical Distribution 

Gentoo penguins are widely distributed at sub-Antarctic islands and on the Antarctic 
Peninsula breed south to 65°S. They are absent from the Antarctic Continent. 

3.3 Importance (in terms of prey consumption) 
to the Southern Ocean System 

Gentoo penguins have the second smallest total breeding population (270 000 pairs) and 
the lowest estimated total biomass (3 160 tonnes) of any Southern Ocean penguin (Woehler, in 
press). However, there are substantial breeding populations in the South Georgia and Antarctic 
Peninsula Study Regions (a minimum of 80 000 to 100 000 pairs and c. 50 000 pairs 
respectively: Woehler, in press). Because the species is resident, these populations are likely to 
consume significant quantities of krill each year within the Integrated Study Regions. 

3.4 Feasibility of Study 

At South Georgia and the South Shetland Islands, gentoo penguins are an easy species 
to work with. (At Indian Ocean islands, they are much more wary and difficult to observe and 
handle.) Being the largest of the pygoscelid penguins, they are particularly suitable for the 
deployment of recording and transmitting instruments. 

3.5 Knowledge of General Biology 

Gentoo penguins have been quite extensively studied. The major (multi-year) studies of 
general breeding biology are: Trivelpiece et al. (1987) at the South Shetland Islands, Williams 
(1990) at South Georgia and Bost and Jouventin (in press) at the Crozet Islands; smaller-scale 
studies have been conducted at Marion Island (Williams, 1980) and Macquarie Island 
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(Robertson,1986). Diet and foraging ecology have been studied at South Georgia (Croxall and 
Prince, 1980; Croxall et al., 1988a and 1988b; Williams, in press; Williams and Rothery, in 
press), the South Shetland Islands (Volkman et al., 1980 and unpublished; Jablonksi, 1985; 
Trivelpiece et al., 1986), Marion Island (LaCock et al., 1984; Adams and Wilson, 1987; 
Adams and Klages, 1989) and Macquarie Island (Robertson et al.; 1988, Hindell, 1989). 
Chick growth has been studied at South Georgia (Williams and CroxaU, in press a, b), the 
South Orkney Islands (Despin, 1977) and the South Shetland Islands (Volkman and 
Trivelpiece, 1980). 

3. 6 Availability of Baseline Data 

Data on breeding population size and breeding success are available annually since 1976 
at Bird Island, South Georgia (Croxall et al., 1988a; Williams, 1990), and in most years since 
1976 at King George Island, South Shetland Islands (Trivelpiece et al., 1987). For other sites 
within the Antarctic Peninsula Integrated Study Region, there are accurate counts of breeding 
populations, often dating back to the 1950s (Croxall and Kirkwood, 1979; Jablonski, 1984; 
Woehler, in press). Some baseline data also exist for Marion Island, the Crozet Islands, Heard 
Island and Macquarie Island (Wilson, 1983). The sections above on diet and general biology 
indicate that multi-year data are available for South Georgia and the South Shetland Islands for 
many other aspects of direct relevance to CCAMLR selected parameters (e.g., chick diet, 
foraging trip duration, demography). 

4. ADDmONAL CONSIDERATIONS 

4.1 Resident Species 

Gentoo penguins remain in the vicinity of their breeding colonies year-round and come 
ashore frequently during the non-breeding season (Williams, in press). There are few, if any, 
CEMP species which are readily accessible on land throughout the year. 

4.2 Early Sexual Maturity 

With typical ages of first breeding being at two and three years old (Williams, 1990), 
gentoo penguins have the shortest period of immaturity known in penguins. This minimizes 
the time over which parameters such as survival from fledging to breeding are calculated and 
thus improve the likely accuracy of such results. The short generation time also increases the 
likelihood of populations showing rapid and marked responses to environmental change. 
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FOOD CONSUMPTION BY PREDATORS IN A CCAMLR INTEGRATED 
STUDY REGION 

J.P. Croxall*, C. Ricketts** and A.G. Wood* 

* 

** 

Abstract 

A detailed description of the structure and mode of operation of a model 
for estimating food consumption of seabird predators is provided. This 
model is a development of earlier ones used in the South Georgia 
Integrated Study Region and incorporates new features, allowing for 
seasonal variation in predator weight (and hence energy requirements), 
diet composition and prey energy content. Specimen outputs are 
provided, illustrating the changes produced by using these new 
sub-models. Results of initial sensitivity analyses indicate particular 
sensitivity to estimation of metabolic energy requirements. The system 
is directly applicable also to fur seals and could be modified to 
incorporate phocid seal data, when available. Prey categories are 
readily modifiable to sub-divide krill into sexes and maturity stages. 
With existing empirical data on breeding population size, diet, 
activity-specific energy requirements and foraging ranges, it is possible 
to make realistic estimates of krill consumption of penguins and fur 
seals during their breeding seasons within specified areas. 

Resume 

Sont decrits en detail la structure et le mode de fonctionnement d'un 
modele destine It evaluer la consommation de nourriture des oiseaux de 
mer predateurs. Ce modele a ete elabore sur des modeles anterieurs 
utilises dans la zone d'etude integree de la Georgie du Sud; de 
nouvelles caracteristiques qui tiennent compte de la variation 
saisonniere du poids des predateurs (et donc des besoins en energie), 
de la composition du regime alimentaire et de la teneur en energie des 
proies, s'y trouvent incorporees. Les resultats fournis de l'etude des 
specimens illustrent les changements produits par I 'utilisation de ces 
nouveaux sous-modeles. Les resultats des premieres analyses de 
sensibilite indiquent une sensibilite particuliere It l'estimation des 
besoins en energie metabolique. Ce systeme peut egalement etre 
applique directement aux otaries et pourrait etre modifie pour incorporer 
des donnees sur les phoques de la famille des Phocidae, lorsque celles
ci sont disponibles. Les categories de proies peuvent etre modifiees It 
tout moment pour subdiviser le krill par sexe et stades de maturite. A 
partir des donnees empiriques sur la taille de la population 
reproductrice, le regime alimentaire, les besoins en energie selon les 
activites et les secteurs d'alimentation, il est possible de faire des 
estimations realistes de la consommation de krill par les manchots et les 
otaries au cours de leur saison de reproduction dans des regions 
precises. 

British Antarctic Survey, Natural Environment Research Council, High Cross, Madingley Road, Cambridge 
CB30ET, UK 

Department of Mathematics and Statistics, Polytechnic Southwest, Drake Circus, Plymouth, Devon 
PL4 8AA, UK 
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Pe3IOMe 

B HaCTOSIII\et'l pa60Te npHBO,llHTCSI nO,llp06HOe OnHCaHHe 

CTpyKTYPbl H npHH~Hna pa60Tbl MO,lleJIH O~eHKH nOTpe6JIeHHSI 

nHII\H XHII\HbIMH MOPCKHMH nTH~aMH. ):{aHHaSI MO,lleJIb 

SIBJISIeTCSI YCOBepWeHCTBOBaHHblM BapHaHTOM MO,lleJIeH, 

npHMeHSIBWHXCSI paHee ,llJISI Pat'loHa KOMnJIeKCHblX 

HCCJIe,llOBaHHt'I Ha IO:>KHOH reoprHH, H BKJIIOtIaeT HOBble 

xapaKTepHCTHKH, n03BOJISIIOII\He YtIHTblBaTb ce30HHYIO 

H3MeHtIHBOCTb Beca oc06et'l XHII\HHKOB (H CJIe,llOBaTeJIbHO 

:mepreTHtIeCKHX nOTpe6HOCTeH), COCTaB pa~HOHa H 

KaJIOpHt'lHOCTb nOTpe6JISIeMblX BH,llOB. ITPHBO,llSITCSI ,llaHHble no 

OT ,lleJIbHblM OC06SIM, HJIJIIOCTPHpYIOII\He H3MeHeHHSI, Bbl3BaHHble 

HCnOJIb30BaHHeM ::lTHX HOBblX nO,llMO,lleJIeH. Pe3YJIbTaTbl 

HCXO,llHOrO aHaJIH3a tIYBCTBHTeJIbHOCTH cBH,lleTeJIbCTBYIOT 06 

oc06eHHot'l tIYBcTBHTeJIbHOCTH MO,lleJIH K o~eHKe 
::lHepreTHtIeCKHX nOTpe6HocTet'l, He06xo~HMb1X ,llJISI 

MeTa60JIH3Ma. ):{aHHaSI CHCTeMa HenOCpe,llCTBeHHo npHMeHHMa 

H ~JISI HCCJIe~OBaHHSI MOPCKHX KOTHKOB, a TaK:>Ke MO:>KeT 6blTb 

MO,llH<PH~HpoBaHa C ~eJIbIO BKJIIOtIeHHSI ,llaHHbIX no HaCTOSIII\HM 

TIOJIeHSIM no nocTynJIeHHH TaKHX ,llaHHbIX. KaTeropHH 

napaMeTpoB nOTpe6JISIeMblX BH~OB JIerKO H3MeHHMbl H 

n03BOJISIIOT KJIaCcH<pH~HpoBaTb KPHJIb no nOJIOBOH 

npHHa,llJIe)l{HOCTH H CTa~HSIM nOJIOB03peJIOCTH. Ha OCHOBaHHH 

HMeIOII\HXCSI ::lMnHpHtIeCKHX ,llaHHbIX no pa3Mepy pa3MHO:>Ka-

IOII\et'lcSI tIaCTH nonyJISI~HH, pa~HoHy, ::lHepreTHtIeCKHM 

nOTpe6HocTSIM npH Pa3JIHtIHbIX THnax aKTHBHOCTH H 

Hary JIbHbIM apeaJIaM MO:>KHO ~ocToBepHo o~eHHTb 

nOTpe6JIeHHe KPHJISI nHHrBHHaMH H MOPCKHMH KOTHKaMH B 

TetIeHHe nepHo,llOB pa3MHO:>KeHHSI B npe~eJIax OT ~eJIbHbIX 

pat'loHoB. 

Resumen 

Se proporciona una de scrip cion detallada de la estructura y modo de 
operacion de un modelo disefiado para estimar el consumo de alimento 
de las ayes depredadoras. Este modelo es una modificacion de los 
previos modelos empleados en la Region de Estudio Integrado de 
Georgia del Sur e incorpora nuevas caracteristicas, teniendo en cuenta 
la variacion estacional en el peso del depredador (y por 10 tanto el 
consumo de energia), la composicion de la dieta y el contenido de 
energia de la especie presa. Se indican los resultados en los 
especimenes, que ilustran los cambios que se producen al emplear estos 
nuevos submodelos. Los resultados de los analisis iniciales de 
sensibilidad muestran una sensibilidad especial en la estimacion de los 
requisitos de energia metabolicos. El sistema se puede aplicar 
directamente a los lobos finos antarticos y podrla modificarse para 
incluir infonnacion sobre focas de la familia phocidae, cuando estuviese 
disponible. Las categorias de especies presa se pueden modificar 
facilmente para subdividir el krill por sexo y etapas de madurez. 
La informacion empiric a actual sobre el tamafio de la poblacion 
reproductora, dieta, el consumo de energia relacionado con actividades 
especfficas y los rangos de alimentacion, perrnite hacer estimaciones 
razonables sobre el consumo de krill de los pingiiinos y los lobos finos 
antarticos durante sus temporadas de reproduccion dentro de las 
areas designadas. 



1. INTRODUCTION 

At SC-CAMLR-VIII requests by the Working Group for the CCAMLR Ecosystem 
Monitoring Program (WG-CEMP) for Members to synthesize data on predator population size, 
diet and energy budgets in order to provide estimates of krill requirements of predators in 
Integrated Study Regions, at least during their breeding seasons, were endorsed by the 
Scientific Committee (SC-CAMLR-VIII, paragraph 5.26). 

The difficulties of doing these, however, were also recognized and discussion with 
Members and other appropriate specialists on how best to proceed towards this goal was 
advised (SC-CAMLR-VIII, paragraph 5.28). 

This paper summarizes current progress towards these goals, in respect of the South 
Georgia Integrated Study Region, by the United Kingdom. This is a development of earlier 
work (Croxall et al., 1984; Croxall and Prince, 1987), already made available to CCAMLR 
(SC-CAMLR-VIIJ/BG/12, SC-CAMLR-VIII/BG/15). 

2. CONTENTS 

The present paper comprises: 

Part 1: 
A description of the content, mode of operation and data input format of the current 
version of the system for estimating food consumption of breeding populations of South 
Georgia seabirds. 

Part 2: 
(a) Some selected outputs obtained from using this system, chiefly featuring results of 

incorporating new sub-models allowing for seasonal variation in predator weight, 
diet composition and prey energy content. 

(b) Results of some initial sensitivity analyses. 

(c) Comments on the potential applicability of the system to other predators. 

(d) Comments on the potential application of the system to more detailed analyses of 
particular prey, e.g. krill. 
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PART 1: A COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF THE IMPACT 
OF SEABIRDS ON MARINE RESOURCES AROUND SOUTH GEORGIA 

GUIDE TO THE SYSTEM 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The original version of this program was developed in 1982 and 1983 by Dr C. Ricketts 
at British Antarctic Survey (BAS), in conjunction with Dr J.P. Croxall and Mr P.A. Prince. 
The program was written in FORTRAN IV and implemented on the IBM 360 at Cambridge 
University. The program formed the basis of two papers, one referring solely to seabirds at 
South Georgia (Croxall et al., 1984) and the other extending to seabirds and seals in the Scotia 
Sea (Croxall et al., 1985). Unfortunately, the working version of the program was lost when 
BAS moved its computing away from Cambridge University. The lost program will be referred 
to as Version 1.0. 

In 1990 there was a renewed interest in assessing the impact of seabirds on marine 
resources around South Georgia, partly driven by the needs of CCAMLR and partly by the 
Government of South Georgia and the South Sandwich Islands (GSGSSI) to develop a 
management and licensing strategy for finfish and krill in the South Georgia area. Version 1.0 
of the program was restored to the BAS V AX computer and the PRIME computer at Polytechnic 
South West (PSW) from old printouts of the program source held by Dr C. Ricketts. During 
this process the program was updated to FORTRAN-77 and modified to include myctophids as a 
separate prey item and to allow the inclusion of non-breeding components of the population. 
The graphics output using the Cambridge University CAMPLOT routines were not implemented 
on the PRIME at pSW: this version of the program is referred to as Version 2.0. The graphics 
capability was transformed from the Cambridge University CAMPLOT system to the NERC 
GRAFIX system on the BAS VAX computer by Dr A.G. Wood. This version will be referred to 
as Version 2.10. 

Subsequent developments have included: 

Version 3.10: The program can allow for seasonal variation in the calorific value of all 
prey items. 

Version 3.20 The program can allow for seasonal variation in the composition of the 
diet of predators. 

Version 3.30 The program can allow for seasonal variation in the body weight of 
predators; this is the current version. 

The program will be enhanced by Dr A.G. Wood to use FORTRAN graphics from 
UNIRAS, probably late in 1990. This will be Version 3.40. 

2. DATA PREPARATION 

For all data input to the program the time-base used 1 September as day number 1. 

The data preparation format for the predator data is given in Appendix 1. Note that 
provided that the relevant data can be manipulated into the correct form, the use of the program 
is not restricted to seabirds alone, but may include other predators such as seals. 
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The data which gives the seasonal variation in calorific value of the prey items must be 
held in separate files for each prey type as they are common to all predator species. The file 
names are prescribed and must be: 

EUPHAUSI • CAL 
CEPHALOP . CAL 
MYCTOPHI . CAL 
OTHRFISH . CAL 
COPEPODS . CAL 
AMPHIPOD. CAL 
OTHRCUS . CAL 
ODDSNSOD • CAL 

Any of these files may be included as necessary; if any file does not exist then the 
calorific value of that prey item will be assumed constant. Within each me the data is a series of 
day numbers and calorific values. Only one day and calorific value may be on any line, and its 
is sufficient to separate the calorific value from the day number by a space. The first day 
number must be 1 and the last must be 365; there must be at least three lines of data. The 
calorific value on each day will be calculated within the program by linear interpolation. An 
example is given in Appendix 2. 

Note that although the names within the program refer to Euphausiids, Cephalopods, 
etc., the use of the program is not restricted to these prey items. The eight prey items could, for 
example, be different maturity stages of kriU: the calculations would then be appropriate to 
these stages of kriU - only the names would be wrong! Changing the headings for output is a 
fairly trivial task. 

3. USING THE PROGRAM 

The program is presently held on the V AX computer at BAS. Potential users should 
contact Dr A.G. Wood who will advise them on the correct way of starting the program. 

The program asks the user for two file names, some dates (again day 1 is 1 September) 
and the type of graphical output required. Note that the data files may be held in any directory 
provided that the user gives the complete file name. 

4. OUTPUT FROM THE PROGRAM 

The program produces both printed output and graphs of the pattern of resource 
utilization in either space or time. 

The printed output comprises a list of all prey consumed by each component (male, 
female, non-breeder) of each predator species together with a grand total for the whole 
community of predators. The output also includes the daily impact of the community on each 
prey category between the dates specified by the user (again day 1 is 1 September). Between 
these dates the program also produces a weekly distribution of foraging impact in relation to 
distance offshore for those birds rearing chicks. 

The graphical output provides either the distribution of the predation on each day 
throughout the year, or distribution of the impact of predators rearing chicks by distance 
offshore, or both. Examples are given in Appendix 3. 
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5. METHODS OF CALCULATION 

The methods of calculation used in Version 1.0 were described in Croxall et al. (1985). 
For the sake of completeness (and to correct a few typographical errors!) the details are repeated 
here, together with details of the enhancements made to the program. 

To estimate the food consumption of a seabird community throughout the year requires 
knowledge of the population size, dietary composition and energy requirement on each day of 
the year for each species in the community. Because the sizes, activity patterns and hence 
energy requirements of males, females and non-breeders may differ, the food consumption of 
each component needs to be assessed separately. Moreover, although most species complete 
one breeding cycle in one year, wandering, grey-headed and light-mantled sooty albatrosses 
breed biennially (when successful in rearing a chick) and have cycles lasting two years. The 
king penguin typically has two breeding attempts in three years at South Georgia. Thus the 
estimation procedure is based on an activity cycle which can be one, two or three years long 
within which there may be two breeding attempts. Here we illustrate the estimation process for 
a species which breeds annually; the extension to more complicated activity cycles is 
straightforward. 

5.1 Population Size 

On each day throughout the year the breeding population is divided into active breeders 
and failed breeders. The total breeding population P is divided in P 1 (i) active breeders and 
P z (i) failed breeders on day i. The number of active breeders is calculated from the rate of 
egg loss between the laying date (day 1) and the hatching data (day h) and the rate of chick loss 
between hatching and fledging date (day f). Both egg loss and chick loss are assumed to be 
exponential at rates kl and kz respectively. Thus the populations on day i are given by: 

before laying: 

laying to hatching: 

hatching to fledging: 

after fledging: 

always: 

Pdi) = P 
P l (i) = P l (1) exp (-k (i-I» 

P l (i) = P l (h) exp (-k (i-h» 

P l (i) = P 

Pz (i) = P-Pl (i) 

5.2 Dietary Composition and Energy Content 

1::;; i::;;l 

1 <i::;;h 

h<i~ 

f<i::;;365 
1::;;i::;;365 

Here we specify the dietary composition of each species as the proportion by weight of 
each of eight different food types. These are krill, copepod, amphipod, other crustaceans, 
myctophid, other fish, squid and "other". Only free-living marine prey are considered; the 
carrion element, which is only important in the diets of giant petrels, is ignored. 

We denote the proportion of the diet of food type k on day i by d(i,k). Dietary 
composition is assumed to change in a step-wise manner according to the data input. The 
dietary composition is also assumed to vary over a one-year period, irrespective of the number 
of years in the predator'S activity cycle: diet is more likely to be determined by seasonal 
changes in prey availability than activity-dependent prey selection by the predator. 

Default values for the energetic content of prey (kJ got) are specified as constants in the 
program: krill and all other crustaceans, 4.35; myctophids, 10.0; fish, 3.97; and, squid, 3.47. 
Otherwise the seasonal pattern of energy content is interpolated from the values given in the 
appropriate calorific value file (see Part 2 and Appendix 2). The energy content of each food 
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type is assumed to be the same for each predator species. We denote the energy content of food 
type k on day i by c(i,k). The mean energy content of the diet on day i is then 

5.3 Activity Patterns 

8 
r i = L c(i,k)d(i,k) kJ g-l 

k=l 

For simplicity, we assume that all members of each component of a species are 
performing the same activity on anyone day and that they do it for the same (mean) length of 
time, while allowing for differences in activity between active breeders, failed breeders and 
non-breeders. Thus, changes from one activity to another are treated in a step-wise manner 
according to the data input. We have arbitrarily divided a bird's activity pattern into seven 
categories: absent from the population, attending at the nest site, incubating, brooding, feeding 
chick, foraging for self and moulting (penguins only). Failed breeders are assumed to forage 
for themselves only. Non-breeders may not incubate, brood nor feed chicks. 

5.4 Energetic Costs 

The energetic cost of each activity may be specified either as an equation of the form 

E =aW~ 

where W 1 is the body weight on day i, or as a constant. The source of equation or constant is 
left to the user and may vary between species. 

The energetic cost of foraging for a chick is calculated as the sum of the cost of foraging 
for self plus the energy content of the food delivered to the chick. Thus if g(c) is the daily 
energetic cost of feeding a chick, g(s) is the cost of foraging for self and M (grams) of food is 
delivered to the nest at frequency et> (deliveries per adult per day) then 

g(c) = g(s) + Mri et> kJ d-l 

where r l is the energetic content of the meal on day i. 

5.5 Food Requirements 

If the energy cost of the j-th activity is denoted by g(j), the total food required to fulfil 
activity j on day i is 

F(j) = g(j)!ri g d-l 

The total food requirements of the population performing activity j on day i is then 

C(i) = Pl(i)F(j) + P2(i)F(s) grams 

where F(s) is food required when foraging for self. The amount of food of type k required on 
day i is C(i)d(k). 
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The food required between days t1 and tz is simply 

5.6 Foraging Range 

t2 
L C(i), or, for food type k 

i=t1 

tz 
L C(i)d(k). 

i=tl 

The potential mean maximum (Le., greatest distance using mean values of parameters) 
foraging range of a species during the chick rearing period is calculated from the travel speed 
(corrected for indirect (zigzag) flight pattern), the time between feeds and proportion of that 
time spent on activities other than travelling (e.g., feeding or resting). If the travel speed is 
v m S-l and proportion of the trip spent not travelling is 't then the maximum range is 

86.4 v(1-'t)/24> where again 4> is the feeding frequency: the factor 86.4 converts travel speed 
from m S-l to km d-l and the factor 2 corrects for outward and return journeys. If z is the 
correction factor for indirect flight, that is the distance flown to achieve a unit distance forward, 
then the corrected foraging range is 

R = 86.4 v (1-'t)/2zC'P km. 

5.7 Distribution of Foraging Effort and of Food Taken 

For birds rearing chicks, the data on mean flight speeds, flight pattern and the time spent 
travelling between deliveries of food to the nest define a mean maximum foraging range. 

We then classify each species as feeding primarily inshore, primarily offshore, or 
neither (and potentially intermediate). We assume that these intermediate species forage 
uniformly out to maximum range (R). For such species the proportion of foraging effort 
expended between rl and rz km offshore is then 

f(rhr2) = (r2-r1)/R 

f(rt>rz) = 0 

O~l <r2~R 

R~1<r2 

For species which forage primarily inshore we assume that the foraging effort at the 
inshore end of the range is 10 times that for uniform foragers and declines exponentially over 
the range so that the total foraging effort remains unity. The foraging effort between distances 
rl and r2 offshore is then 

f(r1,fz) = r r2 

I (lO/R) exp (-lOr/R) dr 

J rl 

= exp (-lOr1/R) - exp (-1OrJR) O~rl<r2<R 

f(rt>r2) = exp (-lOr1/R) O~l<r=R 

f(rhr2) = 0 R~1<r2 

This is based on the premise that inshore feeders attempt to satisfy their requirements as 
close to the breeding site as possible, only foraging further afield when unable to do so. 
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Species which forage primarily offshore are treated as the mirror image, over their 
range, of inshore feeders. We assume that offshore species usually travel to feeding grounds at 
or near their mean maximum range and only if they then fail to find food in this area do they 
forage closer to home. 

Within the chick rearing period, that is from day h to day f, the amount of food taken on 
day i in the range r1 to rz km offshore is 

5.8 Community Food Requirements and Distribution 

The food requirements of the multi-species seabird community on day i are calculated 
by summing the values of C(i) over all species. Similarly, the amount of food of type k taken 
on day i is the sum of the values of C(i)d(k) over all species. The distribution of the food 
taken by birds feeding chicks on day i, between r 1 and rz km offshore is the sum of the 
D(i,rHrZ) over all species rearing chicks on that day. 
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SOUTH GEORGIA SEABIRD IMP ACT ASSESSMENT 
DATA INPUT FORMAT 

APPENDIX 1 

Each species is divided into two sexes whose data are entered separately to allow for sex 
differences in activity, diet and energy costs. Non-breeding populations can also be included. 
The various data types are entered on several different types of lines and allowance is made for 
future expansion. Although the output pertains only to one twelve-month period (starting 
1 September) each species may have an activity cycle lasting up to three years, containing up to 
two breeding periods. Each data line is preceded by a line with a number typed in the fIrst two 
columns indicating the type of data to follow. The data lines have columns 1 and 2 left blank. 
An example is follows. 

Data Line 01 

This contains the basic data for one component of one species: population size, length 
of activity cycle and number of breeding periods in that cycle. 

Columns 

1-2 
3-6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

11 
12 

13 
14-21 

Data Line 02 

Content 

Blank 
Species name (abbreviated to four letters). 
Blank 
Sex (M or F for breeders; any other character is assumed non-breeder). 
Blank 
Number of years to complete one activity cycle (e.g., 2 for wandering 
albatross). Must be 1 for non-breeders. 
Blank 
Number of breeding periods in one activity cycle. Must be 0 for 
non-breeders. 
Blank 
Total population size for this component. (For a population with a two-year 
activity cycle this population size will be divided by two within the program 
when their impact is assessed). 

This line contains information on the weight of each species/sex and its changes 
throughout the season. 

Weights are interpolated between the values given on successive lines. 

Note that if more than one line is entered, the day number on the last card must be the 
last day of the activity cycle (365 for most species, 730 for species whose cycle lasts two years, 
and 1 095 for king penguins). 

Columns 

1-2 
3-6 
7 
8-12 
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Content 

Blank 
Day number (must be 0001 on first card). 
Blank 
Weight (grams) 



Data Line 03 

Reserved for future use. 

Data Line 04 

This card contains details of the dietary composition of a species/sex. 

Columns 

1-2 
3-6 
7-9 
10-12 
13-15 
16-18 
19-21 
22-24 
25-27 
28-30 

Content 

Blank 
Day number (must be 0001 on fIrst card) 
Percentage of diet Euphausiid 
Percentage of diet Cephalopod 
Percentage of diet Myctophid 
Percentage of diet Other Fish 
Percentage of diet Copepod 
Percentage of diet Amphipod 
Percentage of diet Other Crustacea 
Percentage of diet Other (marine) 

Data Lines 05 and 06 

These data give details of the daily energetic costs of each activity the bird undertakes. 
Currently these activities are: 

O. absent from the sea 
1. "standing around at nest site" 
2. incubation 
3. brooding 
4. foraging for chick 
5. foraging for self 
6. moult. 

Weight to energy relationships of the form E=a Wb can be used. If b=O then 'a' should 
be the energy consumption of a bird of average weight for that activity. The values of 'a' are 
given on line 05 and the values of 'b' on line 06. The values of a and b should be given for the 
weight in grams. Energetic costs should be calculated in kJ/d. Only activities 0, 1,5 and 6 are 
used for non-breeders. 

Columns 

1-2 
3-7 
8 
9-13 
14 
15-19 
20 
21-25 
26 
27-31 
32 
33-37 

Contents 

Blank 
a or b for activity 1 
Blank 
a or b for activity 2 
Blank 
a or b for activity 3 
Blank 
a or b for activity 4 
Blank 
a or b for activity 5 
Blank 
a or b for activity 6 
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Data Line 07 (omit for non-breeders) 

These data relate to one breeding period. There should be one 07-type line for each 
breeding period within a complete activity cycle. All dates are referred to day 1 as the first day 
of the activity cycle (i.e., may go from 1 to 1 095). 

Columns 

1-2 
3-6 
7 
8-14 
15 
16-19 
20 
21-27 
28 
29-32 
33 
34-37 
38 
39.:43 

Data Line 08 

Contents 

Blank: 
Laying date (number of days from start of activity cycle) 
Blank: 
Egg loss rate (fraction per day) 
Blank: 
Hatching data (as lay date) 
Blank: 
Chick loss rate (fraction per day) 
Blank: 
Fledging date (as lay date) 
Blank: 
Feed size (grams delivered by one adult) 
Blank: 
Feeding frequency (meals per adult per day) 

Lines of this type describe the activity budget of a bird throughout one activity cycle 
(which may include more than one breeding period and last for more than one twelve-month 
period). The activities are coded 1-6 or zero to indicate absence. Days are numbered from 
1 September at the start of the activity cycle and may go up to 1 095 if the activity cycle covers 
three years. Non-breeders may only have activity codes 0, 1,5 and 6. 

As many cards as are necessary may be used but each card must be full before starting 
the next. 

Columns 

1-2 
3-6 
7 
8-11 
12 
13-16 
17 
18-21 

.. 
68-71 
72 
73-80 

Contents 

Blank: 
0001 (day 1) 
activity on day 1 
day start next activity 
activity 
day start next activity 
activity 
day start next activity 

day start next activity 
activity 
blank 

Data Line 09 (omit for non-breeders) 

These data describe the foraging range and pattern of the adults during the chick-rearing 
part of the activity cycle. There must be one card for each breeding period (e.g., two for king 
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penguins). A foraging trip is defined here as the time between feeds, and is calculated from the 
feeding frequency. 

Columns 

1-2 
3-6 
7 
8-11 
12 
13-16 

17 
18 

Content 

Blank 
Flight speed (rn/s) 
Blank 
Zigzag factor (distance flown to achieve unit distance forward) 
Blank 
Proportion not travelling (e.g., proportion of a foraging trip spent on water 
for flying birds, or on land for penguins) 
Blank 
Foraging type: 1 = uniform, 2 = inshore, 3 = offshore 
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APPENDIX 2 

(a) Data giving seasonal changes in calorific value of laill (from file name EUPHAUSI . CAL). 

Day No. 

001 
091 
154 
197 
213 
365 

(b) Interpolated seasonal pattern. 

Calorific Value 
(kJ/g) 

3.84 
3.84 
5.45 
2.79 
3.84 
3.84 

Seasonal change in calorific value of krill 

5·5----------------------------------~------, 

5 

o~ ..... 
o~ 3.5 
8 

3 

2·54-----~--~----~--~----~----r_--_.--__4 

o 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 

Days from 1st Sept 
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GRAPHICAL OUTPUT FROM THE PROGRAM 
(Produced by Dr A.G. Wood) 

APPENDIX 3 

(a) Plot of daily food consumption throughout the year. 
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(b) Plot of food consumption per 10 km band offshore on day 140 (week 20). 
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PART 2: SELECTED OUTPUTS FROM SEABIRD 
IMPACT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM 

This document contains outputs resulting from: 

1. Running a new version of the original model incorporating the (few) changes to 
parameter values. 

2. Running the new sub-models (for seasonal changes in predator weight, diet 
composition and prey energy content) and comparing these with the original 
version which lacks these. 

3. Sensitivity analyses. 

4. Comments on the potential applicability of the system to other predators and to 
more detailed analyses of prey such as krill. 

1. Running Version 3.30 of the System 

The changes to the data used in the original system are as follows: 

(a) Total population estimate for king penguins is now 188 000 pairs (Croxall et al., 
1988a). 

(b) Diet of king penguins is now 13% cephalopod, 86% myctophid, 1% other fish 
(Adams and Klages, 1987). 

(c) Diet of Wilson's storm petrel is now 35% krill, 2% cephalopod, 28% myctophid, 
30% amphipod, 3% other crustacea, 2% other (Croxall et al., 1988b). 

(d) fish prey of Antarctic (dove) prion, blue petrel, white-chinned petrel and 
black-bellied storm petrel is now all myctophid (Croxall and Prince, unpublished 
data). 

The selected outputs are as follows: 

(a) Annual food consumption (tonnes) of seabirds breeding at South Georgia 
(Table 1). Note that this treats the sexes separately and does not incorporate the 
necessary correction for an assimilation efficiency coefficient of 75%. 

(b) Seasonal changes in food consumption by the combined breeding population of all 
South Georgia seabirds (Figure 1). 

(c) Food consumption, in terms of distance offshore, of the active breeding seabird 
population (Le., all birds still engaged in rearing chicks) in mid-February (day 196) 
is shown in Figure 2. Note that all macaroni penguin chicks have fledged. The 
main peaks in Figure 2 correspond to: 

(i) inshore-gentoo penguin, giant petrels, Wilson's storm petrel, Antarctic prion; 

(ii) at 400 km - black-browed albatross; 

(ill) at 600 km - grey-headed albatross; and 
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(iv) at 1 000 km - light mantled sooty albatross and white-chinned petrel 
(wandering albatrosses are incubating at this time). 

(d) food consumption, in terms of distance offshore, of the active breeding seabird 
population in mid-January (day 168) of gentoo penguin (small peak close inshore) 
and macaroni penguin only (Figure 3). Note the differences in both scales from 
Figure 2. 

2. New Sub-Models 

(a) Predator weight change 

Figure 4a shows seasonal changes in food consumption by breeding macaroni 
penguins assuming constant weight. Figure 4b shows the effect of including 
seasonal changes in weight using data for macaroni penguins from CroxaU (1984, 
Figure 2S). Note particularly the new peak prior to the moult fast ashore. 

(b) Diet composition change 

Figure Sa shows seasonal changes in krill and fish consumption by breeding 
gentoo penguins, assuming constant diet composition (68% krill, 32% fish). 
Figure Sb shows the effect of varying the composition of the diet using also data 
from Williams (in press) for times of the year outside the chick-rearing period. 
Note the elevated consumption of krill, due to its high contribution in the winter 
diet. The 'step' changes in Figure Sa solely reflect changes in food consumption 
associated with different activities. The step changes which only occur in 
Figure Sb are those which reflect changes due to diet composition. 

(c) Predator energy content change 

Figure 6a shows seasonal changes in chins trap penguin krill consumption, 
assuming that kriU have constant energy content. Figure 6b incorporates the effect 
of varying krill energy content using data in Clarke (1980) as portrayed in 
Figure 6c. 

(d) General 

We have portrayed the effects of changes in each of these three parameters 
independently. In the system they can all be combined together, subject only to 
data availability. 

3. Sensitivity Analyses 

Analyses were conducted to compare the sensitivity of the model to specify changes in 
values for each of the key parameters. The results of one such analysis, using macaroni 
penguin data, are shown in Table 2. Note the overwhelming effect of changes in the exponent 
of the energetic equation. 

Running the model using standard general equations for e.g., penguin incubation and 
moult energy costs, rather than empirical values for the species concerned, resulted in a 30% 
decrease in food consumption for male macaroni penguins. This reinforces the importance of 
obtaining accurate energetic data from field studies of Antarctic species. 
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We also examined the effect of the changes induced by the three new sub-models. 
Allowing for the changes in macaroni penguin weight produced a 12% decrease in food 
consumption compared with the assumption of constant weight. 

Allowing for seasonal changes in gentoo penguin diet composition produced a 1.5% 
decrease in food consumption compared with extrapolating the diet in the chick-rearing period 
through the whole year. 

Allowing for seasonal changes in krill energy content produced a 10% increase in food 
consumption by chinstrap penguins compared with the assumption that krill energy content 
remains constant year-round. 

4. Application of System to Other Predators 

Provided that the relevant data can be manipulated into the correct form, the use of the 
program and system is not restricted to seabirds alone, but may include other predators such as 
seals. In incorporating Antarctic fur seals into the system the following problems were 
encountered. 

(a) Values for daily energy consumption and mass of male seals exceeded the 
maximum currently allowed (five digits). This could be resolved by using kg and 
MJ and making concomitant changes. 

(b) It is necessary to equate pup birth date with chick hatching date and to insert 
dummy data for the pre-birth period (equivalent to the laying period in seabirds). 
Weaning equates to fledging. 

(c) Although determining feeding frequency in fur seals is straightforward (based on 
known foraging trip durations) estimation of meal size is currently difficult 
because it requires knowledge of the amount of milk transferred per attendance 
period and the conversion efficiency of krill into milk. Research is currently in 
progress to determine these. 

(d) Data line 09 would be completed using activity budget data from TDR studies, as 
in penguins. 

The system might also be applied to other (e.g., phocid) seals but at present for most 
such species there are too many data deficiencies to make this feasible. 

For southern elephant seals at South Georgia, however, recent studies on population 
size, diet, bioenergetics and diving activity patterns have provided most relevant data -
including the ability to make rough estimates of energy costs of swimming. 

This means that elephant seal activities could be regarded as belonging to one of two 
basic categories: ashore (Le., breeding and moult period) and at-sea (rest of year). If periods 
ashore, when the animals are fasting, were regarded as involving no food consumption, the 
estimated at-sea daily energy costs could be assumed to include acquisition of any 'extra' food 
before and after the periods ashore. This would allow data lines 05, 06 and 08 to be completed 
and require 07 to be filled with dummy data. Data line 09 would be completed using data from 
TDR studies. 

5. Application of System to Krill Prey Alone 

The system and program currently allow analysis of up to eight prey categories, which 
are currently different species groups. However, these eight prey categories could easily be 
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different components of one prey species, e.g. sex and maturity stages/age classes of laill. All 
the calculations within the program would be appropriate; the names of the eight prey categories 
would simply need to be altered within the program. 
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Table 1: Total annual consumption of each category of prey by South Georgia breeding seabird populations. 

Species Sex Weight Population 
Food Consumption (tonnes) 

Total 
(kg) (pairs) 

Euphausids Cephalopods Myctopbids Fish Copepods Ampbipods Other Oddsnsods 
Crustaceans 

-1- -2- -3- -4- -5- -6- -7- -8- -9- -10- -11- -12- -13-

KINP M 13.450 188000 0 7727 51122 594 0 0 0 0 59445 
KINP F 13.760 188000 0 7622 50427 586 0 0 0 0 58636 
GENP M 5.890 100000 22902 0 0 10777 0 0 0 0 33680 
GENP F 5.890 100000 23032 0 0 10838 0 0 0 0 33871 
ClIP M 4.000 4000 992 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 992 
ClIP F 3.600 . 4000 914 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 914 
MACP M 5.000 5000000 1480640 0 0 30217 0 0 0 0 1510857 
MACP F 4.600 5000000 1423880 0 0 29058 0 0 0 0 1452939 
WALB M 10.580 4732 116 930 0 116 0 0 0 0 1163 
WALB F 9.020 4732 105 843 0 105 0 0 0 0 1054 
BBA M 3.922 60000 3183 1759 0 3267 83 83 0 0 8378 
BBA F 3.694 60000 3013 1665 0 3092 79 79 0 0 7930 
GHA M 3.751 60000 2369 7741 0 5529 0 157 0 0 15799 
GHA F 3.624 60000 2350 7678 0 5484 0 156 0 0 15671 
LMS M 2.840 8000 669 850 0 217 0 0 0 72 1808 
LMS F 2.840 8000 680 864 0 220 0 0 0 73 1838 
SGP M 5.035 5000 1083 180 0 90 0 0 0 0 1354 
SGP F 3.798 5000 921 153 0 76 0 0 0 0 1152 
NGP M 4.902 3500 599 239 0 79 0 0 0 0 918 
NGP F 3.724 3500 537 214 0 71 0 0 0 0 824 
CAPE M 0.442 20000 1163 0 0 205 0 0 0 0 1368 
CAPE F 0.407 20000 1126 0 0 198 0 0 0 0 1325 
SNOW M 0.340 3000 144 18 0 18 0 0 0 0 180 
SNOW F 0.286 3000 135 16 0 16 0 0 0 0 169 
OOVE M 0.168 22000000 509935 8791 17583 0 272551 70335 0 0 879199 
OOVE F 0.168 22000000 472034 8138 16277 0 252294 65108 0 0 813851 
BLUE M 0.193 70000 2309 28 225 0 112 140 0 0 2816 
BLUE F 0.193 70000 2140 26 208 0 104 130 0 0 2609 
WCP M 1.368 2000000 56801 98876 50490 0 0 2103 0 0 208272 
WCP F 1.368 2000000 57755 100537 51338 0 0 2139 0 0 211771 _. ~ 



VI ..... 
o Table 1 (continued) 

-1- -2-

WISP M 
WISP F 
BBSP M 
BBSP F 
CDP M 
CDP F 
SGDP M 
SGDP F 
BES M 
BES F 
ANTI M 
ANTI F 

-3- -4-

0.034 600000 
0.034 600000 
0.053 10000 
0.053 10000 
0.133 3800000 
0.133 3800000 
0.107 2000000 
0.107 2000000 
2.867 7500 
2.473 7500 
0.151 2600 
0.151 2600 

-5- -6- -7-

1013 57 810 
832 47 666 
90 0 10 
84 0 9 

20778 0 0 
18800 0 0 
49171 0 0 
45005 0 0 

0 337 0 
0 310 0 

16 0 0 
15 0 0 

-8- -9- -10- -11- -12- -13-

0 0 926 86 0 2895 
0 0 761 71 0 2379 
0 80 20 0 0 200 
0 74 18 0 0 187 
0 94195 23548 0 0 138522 
0 85230 21307 0 0 125339 
0 12939 2587 0 0 64699 
0 11843 2368 0 0 59218 

1179 0 0 168 0 1685 
1085 0 0 155 0 1550 

53 16 21 0 0 107 
50 15 20 0 0 100 



Table 2: The change in food consumption of male macaroni penguins induced by changes of 
10% in each key parameter. 

Parameter Chan~e in Food Consumption for: 

10% Decrease 10% Increase 

Weight -7% +6% 

Energy coefficient a in E = a Wb -10% +10% 

Energy exponent b in E = a Wb -43% +76% 

Egg loss +<1% -<1% 

Chick loss +<1% -<1% 

Chick meal size -<1% +<1% 

Chick meal frequency -<1% +<1% 
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Figure 1: Annual food consumption all breeding South Georgia seabirds. 
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Figure 2: Distribution of food consumption (all seabirds), mid-February. 
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Figure 3: Distribution of food consumption, macaroni and gentoo penguins, mid-January. 
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Abstract 

This paper examines the numerical and species distribution of birds in 
the sub-Antarctic area of the Southern Ocean to the south of 600 S. 
Thirty minute observations were made daily during daylight hours at 
8:00; 12:00,16:00 and 20:00 ship-time, while sailing between Antarctic 
stations and while en route to ports of call. Maps summarize the 
distribution of 14 bird species as well as of the individual species: 
Antarctic, snow, and cape petrels and the southern fulmar. Ice 
distribution patterns prevailing over the study period are discussed as is 
the wide variability of numerical and species distribution in each oceanic 
sector of Antarctica. 

Resume 

Cette communication examine la repartition numerique et specifique des 
oiseaux dans la zone subantarctique de l'ocean Austral au sud de 
60° S. Tous les jours, des observations d'une duree de trente minutes 
ont ete effectuees, a la lumiere du jour, a 8hOO, 12hOO, 16hOO et 
20hOO, heure du bord, en naviguant entre les stations antarctiques et en 
route pour les ports d'escale. Des cartes recapitulent la repartition de 14 
especes d'oiseaux ainsi que celle des especes particulieres : petrel 
antarctique, petrel des neiges, petrel du Cap et fulmar antarctique. Les 
tendances dominantes de la repartition de la glace au cours de 1'etude 
sont discutees de meme que la grande variabilite de la repartition 
numerique et specifique dans chaque secteur oceanique de 
l' Antarctique. 

Pe3lOMe 

B ,l\aHHoti pa60Te paCCMaTpHBaeTC5I KOJIHqeCTBeHHoe 

paCnpe,l\eReHHe H BH,l\OBOe pacnpOCTpaHeHHe nTH~ B 

npHaHTapKTHqeCKoti (K IOry OT 60° 1O.1IJ.) o6RacTH IO)l{Horo 

OKeaHa. Ha6RIO,l\eHH5I, no 30 MHH. Ka)l{,l\oe, BbInORH5IRHCb 

e)l{e,l\HeBHO B CBeTRoe BpeM5I CYTOK 8, 12, 16, 20 qaCOB no 

CY,l\OBOMY BpeMeHH, BO BpeM.5I nepeXO,l\OB cY,l\Ha Me)l{,l\Y 

aHTapKTHqeCKHMH CTaH~H5IMH H npH cRe,l\OBaHHH B nopTbI 

3aXO,l\a. ITPHBO,l\51TC5I KapTbI o6~ero pacnpe,l\eReHH.5I 

1406HapY)l{eHHbIX BH,l\OB nTHII., a TaK)l{e pacnpe,l\eReHH5I 

OT ,l\eRbHbIX BH,l\OB aHTapKTHqeCKOrO, CHe)l{HOrO, 

cepe6pHcTo-ceporo 6ypeBecTHHKoB H rRynbIlIJa. PaccMoTpeHbI 

oco6eHHocTH pacnpocTpaHeHH.5I JIb,l\OB B HccRe,l\yeMbIti 

nepHO,l\. IToKa3aHa 3HaqHTeJIbHa.5I HepaBHoMepHocTb KOJIHqeCT

BeHHoro pacnpe,l\eJIeHH5I H BH,l\OBOf'O pacnpocTpaHeHH5I nTH~ 

B Ka)l{,l\OM ceKTope AHTapKTHKH. 

VNIRO, 17 V. Krasnoselskaya, Moscow 107140, USSR 
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Resumen 

Este documento examina la distribucion numeric a y de las especies de 
aves en el area subantartica del oceano Austral al sur de los 600 S. 
Se realizaron observaciones diarias de treinta rninutos de duracion alas 
8:00, 12:00, 16:00 y 20:00 horas (hora del barco), mientras se 
navegaba entre las estaciones antarticas y puertos escalas. Los mapas 
resurnen la distribucion de 14 especies, ademas de la distribucion de las 
especies individuales de: petreles antarticos, dameros, nevados y 
plateados. Se debaten los patrones de distribucion del hielo 
predominantes durante el periodo de estudio y tambien la gran 
variabilidad de la distribucion numeric a y de las especies en cada zona 
oceamca de la Antartida. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The CCAMLR Ecosystem Monitoring Program (CEMP) includes the observation of 
sea-bird numbers and species composition. So far a great deal of information has been 
gathered together on bird behaviour, distribution and nesting sites. Unfortunately, the marine 
stage of these birds' life cycle remains a virtual mystery. As a result it is impossible to learn 
their migration routes, distribution patterns, the makeup of their diet and feeding behaviour at 
sea. It was therefore considered appropriate to investigate the numerical distribution and 
species composition of seabirds to the south of 600 S during the second Antarctic cruise of the 
RV Akademik Fedorov. 

2. METHOD OF OBSERVATION 

Observations were made while the vessel was in transit between the following stations: 

• Bellingshausen and Druzhnaya (11 to 28 December 1988); 
• Druzhnaya and Molodezhnaya (28 December 1988 to 3 January 1989); 
• Molodezhnaya and Bunger Hills (10 January to 2 February 1989); 
• Russkaya and Leningradskaya (26 February to 12 March 1989); 
• Bunger Hills and Molodezhnaya (9 to 20 April 1989) 

as well as en route to ports of call. The survey route is shown in Figure 1. 

Observations lasting 30 minutes each were carried out during the daylight hours at 8:00, 
12:00, 16:00 and 20:00 ship-time. As the periods of daylight became shorter (March/April), 
the number of observations was reduced to three or even two. The average speed was about 
15 knots and the distance between two sequential observations was approximately 60 miles. 
When it was necessary to negotiate large ice massifs, the speed of the vessel decreased and 
there was less distance between observation points. A total of 175 half-hour observations were 
made during the voyage. 

The observer was positioned in the stern section on the second deck of the 
superstructure (about 12 m above the sea surface) facing the wake of the vessel and had a 
180° range of vision. Each observation was preceded by the recording of coordinates, course 
and speed of the vessel as well as environmental conditions such as visibility, type of 
precipitation and ice cover, which have a direct impact on bird behaviour. At the end of the 
observation the maximum number of birds of each species sighted at one time during a 
particular shift was recorded. The appearance of large flocks or new species between 
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observation shifts was also noted .. Observations were carried out regularly and interrupted only 
in cases of extremely poor visibility, heavy fog, snow or blizzard. Binoculars with a 
magnification of 7x50 were used for species identification of birds a long way from the vessel. 

Considering that of all environmental factors the sea ice cover has the greatest impact on 
bird behaviour and migration, this paper shall deal only with ice distribution patterns over the 
observation period. According to the data obtained, ice conditions in the Southern Ocean 
during the 1988/89 season were reckoned to be close to average. 

3 . RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS 

During the cruise of RV Akademik Fedorov to the south of 600 S in the Southern Ocean, 
14 species of birds were identified: 

• wandering albatross (Diomedea exulans) 
• black-browed albatross (Diomedea melanophris) 
• sooty albatross (Phoebetria palpebrata) 
• giant petrel (Macronectes giganteus) 
• southern fulmar (Fulmarus glacialoides) 
• Antarctic petrel (Thalassoica antarctica) 
• cape petrel (Daption capensis) 
• snow petrel (Pagodroma nivea) 
• blue petrel (Halobaena caerulea) 
• Wilson's petrel (Oceanites oceanicus) 
• Dominican gull (Larus dominicus) 
• Antarctic tern (Sterna vittata) 
• southern polar skua (Stercorarius skua maccormicki) 
o white-chinned petrel (Procellaria aeguinoctialis) 

Observation results showed a distinct variability in the numerical and species 
distribution of birds. The most obvious feature was the absence of some species over vast 
areas. In the Atlantic sector, for example, the white-chinned petrel was not encountered, while 
in the Indian Ocean sector, the Dominican gull and in the Pacific Ocean sector the Antarctic tern, 
the Dominican gull and the white-chinned petrel were absent. Moreover, significant 
fluctuations in species composition were noted within the confines of a single sector. In 
general this was observed when the vessel was sailing from ice-free areas or areas close to the 
ice-edge to regions of vast ice massifs. In the western part of the Atlantic sector, for example, 
between 10 and 12 bird species were regularly observed near the ice-edge. In the region of the 
ice massif in the Weddell Sea the number of species fell to between four and five. Although 
this paper will not explore in depth the reasons for such significant variability in the distribution 
of species composition, it is worth noting that the absence of a particular species in one or 
another area may be due to the season in which observations were carried out or ecological 
factors which govern the migration patterns of that particular species of bird. 

The numerical distribution of sea birds was even more uneven. An interesting fact here 
was that the fluctuation in species composition (an increase or decrease in the number of 
species) was not connected with fluctuations in the abundance of birds in a particular area. 

The most prolific flocks, which consisted of several thousand birds, were observed in 
the Indian Ocean sector. Large flocks of birds were also typical here in autumn. 

The number of birds in the Atlantic sector during the period of observations was in the 
order of a few hundred individuals, while in the Pacific Ocean sector it never exceeded a few 
dozen per observation shift. 
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Earlier studies also frequently mentioned the wide spatial fluctuations in the numerical 
distribution of birds in Antarctica (FIBEX Seabird Data Interpretation Workshop, Cape Town, 
South Africa, 10 to 18 April, 1985. BIOMASS Report Series 44). Despite the long duration of 
the observation period, these past results create a basis for assuming that the numerical 
distribution patterns which emerged in our study are close to the real situation. 

Significant variations in quantitative distribution of seabirds occurred in each sector of 
Antarctica. The greatest abundance of birds in the Atlantic sector was witnessed near the 
ice-edge in the South Orkney, South Shetland and South Sandwich Islands area (Figure 2), 
where their numbers reached more than 100 during a single observation shift. Abundance was 
less to the east of the South Sandwich Islands and did not exceed 50 birds during a shift. The 
number of birds at the ice massif generally did not exceed 10 individuals (between 600 S, 11°W 
and the Antarctic continent) despite such favourable feeding conditions as broken ice and 
numerous patches of ice-free water. Bird numbers increased again only in very close proximity 
to the Antarctic continent where ice density was between 9 and 10 points and where small 
polynyas had formed. Separate observations put their numbers at 50 specimens. 

A more even distribution of birds was typical for the area between Druzhnaya and 
Molodezhnaya Stations (Figure 3). Birds were observed here at every shift though their 
numbers never exceeded 10. Only once, on 30 December 1988, when the vessel was sailing 
across an area of virtually ice-free water where only strips of finely broken ice occurred, were 
large flocks consisting of more than 100 individuals of different species observed. The main 
species in these flocks were the Antarctic and cape petrels. Bird behaviour here was interesting: 
they did not fly above the ship's wake in the usual manner, but rather along the sides and in 
front. 

Larger flocks were observed between Molodezhnaya and Bunger Hills Stations 
(Figure 4). A huge mass of birds consisting of more than 3 000 individuals was observed on 
14 January 1989 in the Sodruzhestva Sea (67°S, 73°45'W). Flocks contained between 100 and 
300 birds and were almost evenly distributed along the survey route of the vessel. The 
Antarctic petrel (about 70%) and southern fulmar (about 30%) were the most common species 
here although the giant, Wilson's and snow petrels were also present. As the vessel neared 
birds sitting in the water and on ice-floes, they flew away to the side or another 100 to 200 m 
ahead of the ship. Ice cover density in this area was from one to three points; the ice was 
almost entirely broken up and consisted of snowy chunks. Ice-floes measuring 2x3 m or 3x5 
m were sighted only occasionally. Large flocks, consisting mainly of white-chinned petrels 
which had been encountered only in the Indian Ocean sector, were witnessed in the area of 
Bunger Hills Station near the ice-edge. During repeat observations (9 to 20 January 1989) very 
large flocks were encountered again, this time their numbers exceeded 1 000 specimens (Figure 
5). Antarctic and snow petrels were the most common species in this mass of birds and in 
many instances their percentage ratio was equal. It was only in the Sodruzhestva Sea (63°45'S, 
72° 14 'W) that the predominance of the Antarctic petrel re-emerged. Its abundance was more 
than 1 000 in mixed flocks while the numbers of snow petrel did not exceed 200 individuals. It 
ought be noted that for the most part the vessel was sailing in an area of new pan-ice from 10 to 
15 cm thick; ice density was from 8 to lOpoints. 

The smallest number of birds observed over the period was in the Pacific Ocean sector 
(Figure 6). Undoubtedly, this could have been due to the season (late summer/early autumn) as 
well as severe ice conditions. In this region even the number of birds in ice-free water was not 
more than a handful. As a rule, snow, Antarctic and giant petrels were observed at the same 
time. No birds were encountered while the vessel sailed in the area of the Pacific Ocean ice 
massif (ice density - 9 to 10 points). It was only while the ship was at anchor near the 
Russkaya Station that several Antarctic petrels and skuas were observed near a polynya which 
had formed there. Birds were typically absent as the vessel sailed from the Russkaya Station to 
the eastern part of the Ross Sea along the Antarctic coast. It should be noted that thin new ice 
with an ice density of 10 points covered the entire route of the vessel. Flocks of more than 
100 birds which were comprised of snow and Antarctic petrels were only sighted in the area 
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bounded by the coordinates 77°16'S and 175°32'W; single skuas were also observed. An 
iceberg measuring 100x30 km was located in this area. Near the iceberg a small polynya 
played host to between ftfteen and twenty whales and some seals. 

4. SPECIES DISTRIBUTION PA TIERNS 

The wandering albatross (Diomedea exulans) was observed in the Atlantic and Indian 
Ocean sectors in areas to the north of 60oS. Individual specimens were sighted at 66°S in the 
Pacific Ocean sector (65°50'S, 153°50'W, 25 February 1989). The number of birds per 
observation generally did not exceed one or two. A slight increase of wandering albatrosses to 
the north was observed in the autumn; in April 1989 the species was not encountered further 
south than 56°S in the Indian Ocean sector. 

The black-browed albatross (Diomedea melanophris) was also observed in small 
numbers in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean sectors to the north of 60oS. In the Paciftc Ocean 
sector individual specimens were sighted at 63°S. 

The sooty albatross (Phoebetria palpebrata) was generally encountered further south 
than the the wandering and black-browed albatross. It was observed at 65°S in the Indian 
sector and at 73°30'S in the Pacific sector. Most often single birds were observed and it was 
rare for two to be seen together. 

The giant petrel (Macronectes giganteus) was practically always encountered, with one 
or two birds sighted per shift, in all of the study areas. It was only absent from the vast ice 
massif in the Paciftc Ocean sector. However, to the west of 176°W in the Ross Sea this species 
formed small flocks of four or five birds. 

The blue petrel (Halobaena caerulea) was mainly observed in ice-free areas. The 
greatest number of birds (eleven) in the Atlantic sector occurred to the south of the South 
Sandwich Islands. In the Indian Ocean sector the blue petrel only was observed to the east of 
75°W. The largest congregations of this species (approximately 300 specimens) occurred in the 
northern part of the Mawson Sea (61°S, 108°W). In the Paciftc sector only small numbers (one 
or two) of birds were encountered. In autumn the blue petrel was observed in the Indian Ocean 
sector to the north of 65° to 63°S and its numbers on occasion reached 15 to 17 specimens. A 
flock of between 100 and 150 birds was noted on 24 April 1989 at 63°S and 31°W in the 
Atlantic sector. 

Wilson's petrel (Oceanites oceanicus) generally occurred in small numbers of between 
one and three birds in the Atlantic sector. The number of birds was only as high as twenty in 
the South Orkney and South Shetland Island areas of the Scotia Sea. It is noteworthy that this 
species, like many others, was absent from the Weddell Sea ice massif, although it was 
observed near the Risser-Larsen glacier where there were many small polynyas. Two or three 
specimens would follow in the ship's wake which enabled them to feed on cryoplankton which 
was constantly abundant in sub-surface drift-ice. One to three specimens of Wilson's petrel 
were almost always present in the Indian Ocean sector, while in the Pacific sector they appeared 
only occasionally. Single birds were encountered only twice; on 24 February 1989 
(62°S, 166°W) and 11 March 1989 (72°34'S, 173°W). A repeated survey of the Indian Ocean 
sector in autumn revealed that one or two birds were only present to the north of 61°S on the 
way to Bunger Hills Station. Wilson's petrel was not encountered in the other survey areas of 
the Indian or Atlantic Ocean sectors. 

The southern polar skua (Stercorarius skua maccormiki) was observed primarily near 
the Antarctic continent and islands (one or two birds). The greatest number of birds recorded at 
one observation shift was 17 near Molodezhnaya Station. Four to five specimens were 
regularly observed near Russkaya Station in the Pacific sector. This species was absent from 
the survey areas in the Indian and Atlantic Ocean sectors in the autumn. 
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The Antarctic tern (Sterna vittata) was observed periodically and in small numbers only 
in the Atlantic and Indian Ocean sectors. A small flock, comprising twelve of these birds, was 
seen only once, in the western part of the Indian Ocean sector on 31 December 1988 
(63°26'S, 29°08'W). This particular flock was migrating south towards the Antarctic 
continent. The Antarctic tern was absent from the Pacific sector and during repeat surveys of 
the Indian and Atlantic sectors in the autumn. 

The Dominican gull (Larus dominicus) was observed only as individual birds in the 
Atlantic sector between Bellingshausen Station and 32°W. The greatest number of birds, 28, 
was recorded in the South Shetland Islands area, although this species was sighted at 
71 oS, 11°W near the Antarctic continent (five birds). 

The white-chinned petrel (Procellaria aeguinoctialis) was encountered only in the Indian 
Ocean sector. Large flocks of up to 20 birds were common in summer to the east of 74°W. 
The number observed at one shift exceeded 200 only in the Mawson Sea at 64°S, 1000 W. In 
the autumn the highest number of birds (100 at one observation shift) was recorded in the 
Mawson Sea. It should be noted that between two and seven specimens per shift were sighted 
near the Molodezhnaya Station where they were absent in summer. The presence of a large 
number of this species over a prolonged period (three to four months) in one area, the Mawson 
Sea, indicated that this may be its permanent feeding ground and possibly, breeding area. 

The snow petrel (Pagodroma nivea) was sighted almost everywhere in the ice massifs 
and in ice-free water near the ice-edge. This species generally formed small flocks of between 
3 or 4 and 10 birds. Individual specimens of the snow petrel were observed in the Scotia Sea 
near the South Shetland Islands (Figure 7). This species was regularly sighted to the east of 
200 W, near the ice-edge and in the ice massif of the Weddell Sea. Moreover, on some days the 
snow petrel was the only species of flying bird present. The number and frequency of 
encounters with the snow petrel between Druzhnaya and Molodezhnaya Stations decreased as 
the vessel got further away from the Antarctic continent (Figure 8). During some observations 
near Molodezhnaya Station this species again predominated in mixed flocks. In the Indian 
Ocean sector single specimens of the snow petrel were only sighted in the Sodruzhestva Sea 
(Prydz Bay) and the Davis Sea on the way to Mirny Station. It is possible that these birds 
were sighted so infrequently because of considerably low ice density (one to three points). 
Another reason may be the changed biological condition of the birds who were at that time 
breeding on the Antarctic continent. Moreover, it is significant that the snow petrel was again 
one of the most abundant species in the area near B unger Hills Station. Repeated surveys of 
the area between Bunger Hills and Molodezhnaya Station in the autumn revealed an increase in 
the number of snow petrels (Figure 10); in some cases more than 200 specimens were observed 
(in the western part of Prydz Bay). Such a large concentration of birds may be explained in 
two ways. Firstly, a considerable compaction of the ice took place in April and ice density was 
9 to 10 points over a large part of the Indian Ocean sector. The ice-edge shifted north to 64°S, 
and in some places, to 63°S. These severe ice conditions made it impossible for the snow petrel 
to remain within the ice massif near the Antarctic continent. This necessitated the concentration 
of birds near the ice-edge. A second reason may be the departure of young birds from the nest 
which released older and parent birds from their duties (Brown, 1966). The snow petrel was 
sighted occasionally in the vicinity of the Pacific Ocean ice massif near Russkaya Station where 
there was a large polynya in the western part of the Ross Sea during the research period. 
Between 5 and 10 birds were recorded per observation shift. The number of snow petrels per 
shift reached 50 only in the eastern part of the Ross Sea as the vessel departed a zone of high 
ice density (8 to 10 points) near an enormous iceberg where there were patches of ice-free 
water. Food availability in the area seems to have been the main reason for the formation of 
such a large flock. This is supported by the fact that petrels were absent from the area near the 
Antarctic coast between Russkaya Station and 172°W where ice density was 10 points over the 
entire area. 

The Antarctic petrel (Thalassoica antarctica) was one of the most common species 
observed near the Antarctic continent during the cruise of RV Akademik F edorov. Birds tended 
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to form flocks consisting of 15 to 20 birds and were sighted in ice massifs near Antarctic 
stations and in areas of ice-free water. Individual specimens were observed in the Atlantic 
sector to the east of 200 W (Figure 7). An interesting fact is that the Antarctic petrel was not 
encountered in the Scotia Sea in December 1988 when the vessel's survey route passed by the 
Antarctic continent and numerous islands. The Antarctic petrel was constantly observed 
between Druzhnaya and Molodezhnaya Stations and its numbers decreased only to the east of 
15°W. In the Kosmonavtov Sea the species was sighted periodically (Figure 8), although in the 
Indian Ocean sector it was more abundant. Flocks of Antarctic petrels consisting of hundreds 
of birds were observed here practically daily (Figure 9). The greatest number of birds (over 
3000) was recorded on 14 January 1989 in Prydz Bay at 67°18'S, 74°W. Surface water 
temperature in this area was minus 2°C. Birds congregated together so closely on ice-floes and 
in the water that it was almost impossible to see some of the smaller ice-floes. As the vessel 
neared them, some of the birds flew away and settled 200 to 300 m ahead of the ship. 
Abundant flocks of Antarctic petrels were also observed in the Sodruzhestva Sea during 
surveys in the Indian Ocean sector in the autumn (Figure 10). Swarms of hundreds of birds 
were sighted here each day. In the Pacific Ocean sector the Antarctic petrel was only 
encountered near the ice-edge and no more than a few dozen were observed at a time 
(Figure 11). 

The cape petrel (Daption capensis) was most widely distributed in the Atlantic sector 
(Figure 7) and the most abundant flocks were observed near the Antarctic peninsula, the South 
Orkney and South Sandwich Islands. More than 100 birds were recorded at separate 
observations in these areas. One of the features of the numerical distribution of this bird is the 
significant decrease in abundance or even complete absence from areas of ice massifs. 
Individual specimens of the cape petrel were encountered only now and again in the ice massif 
of the Weddell Sea (Figures 7 and 8). Ice density in this area varied widely - from ice-free 
water to 10 points. This species was observed regularly only to the east of 300 W (Figure 9) 
where 10 to 15 birds were recorded per observation shift. The high abundance of the cape 
petrel in Prydz Bay is apparently caused by low ice density (one to three points) and a rich 
food supply in the shape of krill. This species formed smaller flocks of between 5 and 10 birds 
in the Pacific sector near the edge of the ice massif and in the area of Leningradskaya Station 
and the Balleny Islands (Figure 11). In autumn larger flocks of cape petrel in the Indian Ocean 
sector were recorded to the north of 62° to 63°S (Figure 10). Its abundance dropped sharply 
closer to the ice-edge and only individual birds were sighted. 

The southern fulmar (Fulmarus glacialoides) was observed mainly in small numbers of 
two to three, although in some cases groups of five or six were encountered. The greatest 
number of this species was recorded in the Balleny Islands area on 21 March 1989. As a rule 
the southern fulmar was sighted in localized areas over a one or two-day period. This species 
was first observed in the South Shetland and South Sandwich Islands areas (Figure 7). In the 
Kosmonavtov Sea the southern fulmar was only observed on the way to Molodezhnaya Station 
(Figure 8) after which it was sporadically sighted in Prydz Bay and in the area of Mirny Station 
(Figure 9). This species was observed in the Pacific sector in open ocean (60° to 61°S, 158° to 
1600 W) and in the Balleny Islands area. The distribution pattern of the southern fulmar 
remained virtually unchanged in the Indian Ocean sector during the autumn. It was encountered 
infrequently and in small numbers (Figure 10). 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Our study demonstrates the significant variability in the distribution of birds in 
Antarctica by numbers and species. The most abundant flocks were recorded in the Indian 
Ocean sector of the Southern Ocean where flocks of more than 3 000 birds were sighted. The 
second most prolific sector was the Atlantic Ocean sector and the third was the Pacific Ocean 
sector. 
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One reason for the existence of such large numbers of birds in the Indian Ocean sector is 
probably the close proximity of nesting areas and the presence of a plentiful and readily 
accessible food supply. 

Many bird species did not form large flocks and tended to gather in small groups of 
between one and five specimens. Only the Antarctic, snow, white-chinned and cape petrels 
flocked together in their hundreds and even thousands. 

The cape petrel was the dominant bird species over the greater part of the Atlantic Ocean 
sector over the observation period. In the Indian Ocean sector it was the Antarctic petrel and in 
the Pacific Ocean sector, the snow and Antarctic petrels. 

The number of birds in the areas of the Weddell and Ross Sea ice massifs was much 
lower compared to areas free of ice and near the ice-edge. 
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Figure 1: Cruise track of the RV Akademik Fedorov (1 November 1988 to 29 May 1989). 
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Figure 2: Bird abundance and ice distribution between Bellingshausen and Druzhnaya Stations (11 to 28 December 1988). 
Key: (1) no birds present; (2) 1 to 10 specimens; (3) 10 to 20 specimens; (4) 20 to 50 specimens; (5) 50 to 75 specimens; (6) 75 to 
hundreds of specimens; (7) thousands of specimens; (8) degree of areal ice density. 
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Bird abundance and ice distribution between Druzbnaya and Molodezhnaya Stations (28 December 1988 to 3 January 1989). (See 
Figure 2 for key) . 
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Figure 4: Bird abundance and ice distribution between Molodezhnaya and Bunger Hills Stations (10 January to 2 February 1989). (See 
Figure 2 for key). 
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Figure 6: Bird abundance and ice distribution between Russkaya and Leningradskaya Stations (26 February to 12 March 1989). (See Figure 2 
for key). 
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Ratio of abundance among four species of birds between Bellingshausen and Druzhnaya Stations (11 to 28 December 1988). 
Key: (1) Antarctic petrel; (2) snow petrel; (3) southern fulmar; (4) cape petrel; (5) no birds present; (6) 1 to 4 specimens; (7) 5 to 
50 specimens; (8) over 100 specimens; (9) over 1 000 specimens. 
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Figure 8: Ratio of abundance among four species of birds between Druzhnaya and Molodezhnaya Stations (28 December 1988 to 
3 January 1989). (See Figure 7 for key). 
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Figure 9: Ratio of abundance among four species of birds between Molodezhnaya and Bunger Hills Stations (10 January to 2 February 1989). 
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Figure 10: Ratio of abundance among four species of birds between Bunger Hills and Molodezhnaya Stations (9 to 20 April 1989). (See 
Figure 7 for key). 
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Figure 11: Ratio of abundance among four species of birds between Russkaya and Leningradskaya Stations (26 February to 12 March 1989). 
(See Figure 7 for key). 
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Liste des figures 

Trajet de la campagne du navire de recherche Akademik Fedorov (du 1er 

novembre 1988 au 29 mai 1989). 

Abondance des oiseaux et repartition de la glace entre les stations 
Bellingshausen et Druzhnaya (du 11 au 28 decembre 1988). 
Legende: (1) aucun oiseau present; (2) de 1 a 10 specimens; (3) de 10 a 20 
specimens; (4) de 20 a 50 specimens; (5) de 50 a 75 specimens; (6) de 75 a 
plusieurs centaines de specimens; (7) des milliers de specimens; (8) degre de 
densite de la glace supercielle. 

Abondance des oiseaux et repartition de la glace entre les stations Druzhnaya et 
Molodezhnaya (du 28 decembre 1988 au 3 janvier 1989). (Voir figure 2 pour 
legende). 

Abondance des oiseaux et repartition de la glace entre les stations 
Molodezhnaya et Bunger Hills (du 10 janvier au 2 fevrier 1989). (Voir figure 
2 pour legende). 

Abondance des oiseaux et repartition de la glace entre les stations Bunger Hills 
et Molodezhnaya (du 9 au 20 avriI1989). (Voir figure 2 pour legende). 

Abondance des oiseaux et repartition de la glace entre les stations Russkaya et 
Leningradskaya (du 26 fevrier au 12 mars 1989). (Voir figure 2 pour 
legende). 

Rapport d'abondance de quatre especes d'oiseaux entre les stations 
Bellingshausen et Druzhnaya (du 11 au 28 decembre 1988). 
Legende: (1) petrel de Schlegel; (2) petrel des neiges; (3) fulmar antarctique; 
(4) petrel du Cap; (5) aucun oiseau present; (6) de 1 a 4 specimens; (7) de 5 
a 50 specimens; (8) plus de 100 specimens; (9) plus de 1 000 specimens. 

Rapport d'abondance de quatre especes d'oiseaux entre les stations Druzhnaya 
et Molodezhnaya (du 28 decembre 1988 au 3 janvier 1989). (Voir figure 7 
pour Iegende). 

Rapport d'abondance de quatre especes d'oiseaux entre les stations 
Molodezhnaya et Bunger Hills (du 28 decembre 1988 au 3 janvier 1989). 
(Voir figure 7 pour legende). 

Rapport d'abondance de quatre especes d'oiseaux entre les stations Bunger 
Hills et Molodezhnaya (du 9 au 20 avri11989). (Voir figure 7 pour legende). 

Rapport d'abondance de quatre especes d'oiseaux entre les stations Russkaya 
et Leningradskaya (du 26 fevrier au 12 mars 1989). (Voir figure 7 pour 
legende). 

CmmoK PHCYHKOB 

PHCYHOK 1: MapwpYT HHC AKa,lleMI1K <Pe,llOpOB (1 H05.l6p5.I 1988 - 29 Ma5.1 1989 rr.) 
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PHCYHOK 2: qHcJleHHocTb nTHL\ H pacnpe,l(eJleHHe Jlb,l(OB Ha yqaCTKe CTaHL\H5.I 
BeJlJlHHrcraY3eHa - CTaHL\H5.I )lPY)I{Ha5.1 (11 - 28 ,l(eKa6p5.1 1988 r,). 
YCJlOBHbIe 0603HaqeHH5.I: (1) - nTHL\ HeT; (2) - 1-10 ~K3eMnJl5.lpOB; (3) -
10-20 ~K3eMnJl5.lpOB; (4) - 20-50 ~K3eMnJl5.lpOB; (5) - 50-75 ~K3eMnJl5.lpOB; 
(6) - 75 - COTHH ~K3eMnJl5.lpOB; (7) - TbIC5.lqH ~K3eMnJl5.lpOB; (8) -
CnJlOqeHHOCTb Jlb,l(OB. 

PHCYHOK3: qHcJleHHocTb nTHL\ H pacnpe,l(eJleHHe Jlb,l(OB Ha yqaCTKe CTaHL\H5.I 
)lPY)l{Ha5.1 - CTaHL\H5.I MOJlo,l(e)l{Ha5.1 (28 ,l(eKa6p5.1 1988 - 3 5.IHBap5.1 
1989rr,). (YCJlOBHbIe 0603HaqeHH5.I - CM. PHCYHOK 2). 

PHCYHOK 4: qHcJleHHOCTb nTHL\ H pacnpe,l(eJleHHe Jlb,l(OB Ha yqaCTKe CTaHL\H5.I 
MOJlO,l(e)l{Ha5.1 - CTaHL\H5.I Oa3HC BaHrepa (10 5.IHBap5.1 - 2 <l>eBpaJl5.1 
1989r,). (YCJlOBHbIe 0603HaqeHH5.I - CM. PHCYHOK 2). 

PHCYHOK 5: qHcJleHHocTb nTHL\ H pacnpe,l(eJleHHe Jlb,l(OB Ha yqaCTKe CTaHL\H5.I 
Oa3HC BaHrepa - CTaHL\H5.I MOJlO,l(e)l{Ha5.1 (9 - 20 anpeJl5.1 1989 rr,). 
(YCJlOBHbIe 0603HaqeHH5.I - CM. PHCYHOK 2). 

PHCYHOK6: qHcJleHHocTb nTHL\ H pacnpe,l(eJleHHe Jlb,l(OB Ha yqaCTKe CTaHL\H5.I 
PYCCKa5.1 - CTaHL\H5.I JIeHHHrpa,l(CKa5.1 (26 <l>eBpaJl5.1 - 12 MapTa 989 rr,). 
(YCJlOBHbIe 0603HaqeHH5.I - CM. PHCYHOK 2). 

PHCYHOK 7: COOTHomeHHe qHCJleHHOCTH qeTbIpex BH,l(OB nTHL\ Ha yqaCTKe 
CTaHL\H5.I BeJlJlHHrcraY3eHa - CTaHL\H5.I )lpY)l{Ha5.1 (11 - 28 ,l(eKa6p5.1 
1988r,). 
YCJlOBHbIe 0603HaqeHH5.I: (1) - aHTapKTHqeCKHI1 6ypeBecTHHK 
(2) - CHe)l{HbI'H 6ypeBecTHHK (3) - cepe6pHcTo-CepbI'H 6ypeBecTHHK 
(4) - KanCKH'H rOJly6oK (5) nTHL\ HeT (6) - 1-4 ~K3eMnJl5.lpa; (7) - 5-50 
~K3eMnJl5.lpOB; (8) 60Jlee 100 ~K3eMnJl5.lpOB; (9) 60Jlee 1000 

~K3eMnJl5.lpoB. 

PHCYHOK 8: COOTHomeHHe qHCJleHHOCTH qeTbIpex BH,l(OB nTHL\ Ha yqaCTKe 
CTaHL\H5.I )lpY)l{Ha5.1 - CTaHL\H5.I MOJlO,l(e)l{Ha5.1 (28 ,l(eKa6p5.1 1988 -
35.1HBap5.1 1989 rr,) (YCJlOBHbIe 0603HaqeHH5.I- CM. PHCYHOK 7). 

PHCYHOK 9: CooTHomeHHe qHCJleHHOCTH qeTbIpex BH,l(OB nTHL\ Ha yqaCTKe 
CTaHL\H5.I MOJlO,l(e)l{Ha5.1 - CTaHL\H5.I Oa3HC BaHrepa (10 5.IHBap5.1 -
2<1>eBpaJl5.1 1989 r,) (YCJlOBHbIe 0603HaqeHH5.I - CM. PHCYHOK 7), 

PHCYHOK 10: CooTHomeHHe qHCJleHHOCTH qeTbIpex BH,l(OB nTHL\ Ha yqaCTKe 
CTaHL\H5.I Oa3HC BaHrepa - CTaHL\H5.I MOJlo,l(e)l{Ha5.1 (9-20 anpeJl5.1 
1989r,). (YCJlOBHbIe 0603HaqeHH5.I - CM. PHCYHOK 7). 

PHCYHOK 11: CooTHomeHHe qHCJleHHOCTH qeTbIpex BH,l(OB nTHL\ Ha yqaCTKe 
CTaHL\H5.I PYCCKa5.1 - CTaHL\H5.I JIeHHHrpa,l(CKa5.1 (26 <l>eBpaJl5.l-12 MapTa 
1989 r,) (YCJlOBHbIe 0603HaqeHH5.I - CM. PHCYHOK 7). 

Figura 1: 

Lista de las figuras 

Ruta del BI Akademik Fedorov (lode noviembre de 1998 al 29 de mayo 
de 1989). 
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Figura2: 

Figura 3: 

Figura4: 

Figura 5: 

Figura 6: 

Figura 7: 

Figura 8: 

Figura 9: 

Figura 10: 

Figura 11: 
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Distribuci6n del hielo y la abundancia de ayes entre las estaciones 
Bellingshausen y Druzhnaya (11 al28 de diciembre de 1988). 
Claye: (1) ausencia de ayes; (2) 1 a 10 especimenes; (3) 10 a 20 especimenes; 
(4) 20 a 50 especfmenes; (5) 50 a 75 especimenes; (6) 75 a 100 especimenes; 
(7) miles de especimenes; (8) grado de densidad del hielo en el area. 

Distribuci6n del hielo y la abundancia de ayes entre las estaciones Druzhnaya y 
Molodezhnaya (28 de diciembre de 1998 al3 de enero de 1988). (para la c1aye 
refierase a la figura 2). 

Distribuci6n del hielo y la abundancia de ayes entre las estaciones 
Molodezhnaya y Bunger Hills (10 de enero al2 de febrero de 1989). (para la 
claye refierase a la figura 2). 

Distribuci6n del hielo y la abundancia de ayes entre las estaciones Bunger Hills 
y Molodezhnaya (9 al 20 de abril de 1989). (para la claye refierase a la 
figura 2). 

Distribuci6n del hielo y la abundancia de ayes entre las estaciones Russkaya y 
Leningradskaya (26 de febrero al12 de marzo de 1989). (para la c1aye refierase 
a la figura 2). 

Raz6n de abundancia entre las cuatro especies de ayes entre las estaciones 
Bellingshausen y Druzhnaya (11 al 28 de diciembre de 1988). 
Claye: (1) petrel antartico; (2) petrel neyado; (3) petrel plateado; (4) petrel 
damero; (5) ausencia de ayes; (6) 1 a 4 especimenes; (7) 5 a 50 especimenes; 
(8) mas de 100 especimenes; (9) mas de 1 000 especfmenes. 

Raz6n de la abundancia entre cuatro especies de ayes entre las estaciones 
Druzhnaya y Molodezhnaya (28 de diciembre de 1988 al3 de enero de 1989). 
(Para la c1aye refierase a la figura 7). 

Raz6n de la abundancia entre cuatro especies de aYes entre las estaciones 
Molodezhnaya y Bunger Hills (10 de enero al2 de febrero de 1989). (Para la 
c1aye refierase a la figura 7). 

Raz6n de la abundancia entre cuatro especies de aYes entre las estaciones 
Molodezhnaya y Bunger Hills (9 al 20 de abril de 1989). (Para la c1aye 
refierase a la figura 7). 

Raz6n de la abundancia entre cuatro especies de aYes entre las estaciones 
Russkaya y Leningradskaya (26 de febrero al12 de marzo de 1989). (Para la 
c1aye refierase a la figura 7). 
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SEXING OF ADULT ADELIE PENGUINS BY DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS 
OF MORPHOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS 

lA. Scolaro*, Z.B. Stanganelli**, H. Gallelli* and D.F. Vergani** 

* 
** 

Abstract 

Discriminant analysis of eight morphometric measurements was used to 
determine the sex of Adelie penguins. A sample of 46 adult birds was 
taken for measurement from the breeding population at Stranger Point 
(King George/25 de Mayo Is., South Shetland Islands). The sex of 
each bird had been detennined earlier by means of observing the birds' 
breeding behaviour (first incubation shift). It was found that the 
combination of flipper breadth, bill depth and length of the middle toe 
gave the most accurate sex discrimination (87% correct). Using 
measurements of flipper breadth and bill depth only also gave good 
results (80% correct). 

Resume 

U ne analyse discriminante de huit mensurations morphometriques a 
servi it identifier le sexe des manchots Adelie. Un echantillon de 46 
adultes provenant des stocks reproducteurs de Stranger Point (lle du 
Roi George / lle 25 de Mayo, iles Shetland du Sud) a ete mesure. Le 
sexe de chaque oiseau a ete precedemment detennine par l'observation 
du comportement reproducteur (premier tour d'incubation). La 
combinaison de la largeur de l'aileron, de la hauteur du culmen et de la 
longueur du doigt median a donne le facteur de discrimination du sexe 
le plus precis (correct it 87%). Si seules sont utilisees la largeur de 
l'aileron et la hauteur du culmen, la discrimination s'est egalement 
montree satisfaisante (correcte it 80%). 

Pe3IOMe 

l{J151 onpe,lleJleHH5I nOJlOBOH npHHa,llJle)l{HOCTH nHHrBHHOB 

A,lleJlH HCnOJlb30BaJlC5I ,llHCKpHMHHaHTHbIH aHaJlH3 

pe3YJlbTaTOB BOCbMH MOp<P0MeTpHl.JecKHx 3aMepOB. 

H3Mep5lJlaCb BbI6opKa, COCT05l~a51 H3 46 nOJlOB03peJlbIX 

oco6eH, B351Ta51 H3 pa3MHO)l{aIO~eHC5I nonYJl5I~HH, 06HTaIO~eH 
Ha MbICY CTpeHH,ll)l{ep-IIOtiHT OCTpOBa KHHr-ll)l{op,ll)l{ (OCTpOBe 

25-ro Ma5l), IO)I{Hble IIIeTJlaH,llCKHe OCTpOBa. IIOJlOBa51 

npHHa,llJle)l{-HOCTb Ka)l{,lloti OC06H 6bIJla npe,llBapHTeJlbHO 

YCTaHOBJleHa B pe3YJlbTaTe Ha6J1IO,lleHHH 3a nOBe,lleHHeM 

BocnpOH3BO,llCTBa (nepBa51 HHKy6a~HOHHa51 CMeHa). EbIJlO 

YCTaHOBJleHO, lJTO nOJlOBYIO npHHa,llJle)l{HOCTb nTH~ MO)l{HO 

HaH60Jlee TOlJHO onpe,lleJlHTb no KOM6HHa~HH 3aMepOB 

WHpHHbI KpbIJla, BbICOTbI KJlIOBa H ,llJlHHbI Cpe,llHerO naJlb~a 

(87-npo~eHTHa51 TOlJHOCTb). IIPH HCnOJlb30BaHHH TOJlbKO 

3aMepOB WHpHHbI KpbIJla H BbICOTbI KJlIOBa TaK)I{e 6bIJlH 

nOJlYlJeHbI xopOWHe pe3YJlbTaTbI (80-npo~eHTHa51 TOlJHOCTb). 

Centro Nacional Patagonico, Argentina 
Instituto Antartico Argentino, CERLAP, Calle 8 Number 1467, 1900 La Plata, Argentina 
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Resumen 

Se utiliz6 un amilisis discriminante de ocho medidas morfometricas para 
identificar el sexo de los pingiiinos adelia. Se escogi6 una muestra de 
46 aves adultas de las poblaciones reproductoras de Stranger Point 
(King George / isla 25 de Mayo, Islas Shetlands del Sur). El sexo de 
cada ave habfa sido determinado anteriormente mediante la observaci6n 
del comportamiento reproductivo (primer turno de incubaci6n). 
El conjunto de las mediciones del largo del dedo medio de la pata, la 
anchura de la aleta y el grosor del pico proporcionaron la determinaci6n 
del sexo mas precisa (87% certeza). Al utilizar solamente las 
mediciones de anchura de la aleta y del grosor del pico, tambien 
proporcion6 buenos resultados (80% certeza). 

1. IN1RODUCTION 

Penguins do not have any clear sexual dimorphism. Determination of penguin sex has 
been performed by using several techniques. 

• Observation of birds' behaviour - Sladen, 1958 (Adelie penguins, Pygoscelis 
adeliae). 

• External c10acal examination and observation of copulatory behaviour - Richdale, 
1957 (yellow-eyed penguins, Megadypted anitpodes). 

• Internal cloacal examination - Ainley et al., 1983 (Adelie penguins), Samour et al., 
1983 (five species of penguins). 

In Adelie penguins significant differences between sexes was also found in bill size 
(Ainley et al., 1983). 

The techniques listed above are very useful but during the breeding season they can be 
applied only after egg-laying. In many studies it would be necessary to know the sex of 
penguins on their arrival at the breeding colony. 

A technique of sex determination in adult, fledgling and yearling Megellanic penguins, 
Spheniscus magellanicus, using discriminant analysis of morphometric measurements, was 
described by Scolaro, Hall and Ximenez (1983) and Scolaro (1987). In this paper the 
technique is extended to cover sex determination in adult Adelie penguins. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE TECHNIQUE 

A sample of 46 adult birds was used for the selection of appropriate morphometric 
variables for discriminant analysis. A sample was taken from a colony of Adelie penguins at 
Stranger Point (62°14'S, 58°40'W, King George/25 de Mayo Is., South Shetland Islands). 
The sex of birds (28 males and 18 females) was determined earlier by observing their breeding 
behaviour (fITst incubation shift). 

For each individual, eight measurements were taken following the "Standard of Birds' 
Measurements" proposed by Baldwin et al. (1931) with some modifications suggested by 
Warham (1975). They were: flipper length of open wing (FL), flipper breadth at the widest 
point near the cubito-carpal joint (FB), length of the middle toe including nail (LM), arc between 
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eyes from upper edges of eyes over the crown (AB), forehead arc between front of both eyes 
over the forehead at the base of the bill (FA), bill length equivalent to length of exposed culmen 
(LC), bill depth measured vertically at the nostrils (BD), bill width measured transversely at the 
nostrils (Figure 1). 

Most variables were selected by their power to discriminate on a single canonical axis 
between two groups, males and females. 

To obtain the discriminant function and the discriminant score between sexes the BMDP 
computer program (Dixon, 1981) was used for discriminant analysis. 

BD (bill depth) was found to be the most significant discriminant variable followed by 
FB (flipper breadth) and LM (length of the middle toe). These three variables are un correlated 
and all have higher values for males. They could be related to behavioural differences between 
the sexes during the breeding season (Ainley et al., 1983). In order to improve sex 
determination in the field and to eliminate non-relevant variables, a stepwise method was used 
for obtaining the smallest possible subset of significant variables for discriminating between 
sexes. 

In practice, this means that the sex of an individual Adelie penguin can be determined 
simply by taking two or three standard measurements, combining them in a simple formula, 
and comparing the results with the constants shown in Table 1. 

To verify the valIdity of this analysis, all the data were grouped and checked against the 
individual measurements of the sexed birds. This validation showed that 89.3% of the males 
and 83.3% of the females were classified correctly. Chi-square tests comparing predicted and 
observed results of sex identification gave highly significant estimates for all subsets considered 
(P < 0.0001). 

In gentoo penguins, Pygoscelis papua, discriminant analysis of bill measurements gave 
95.5% accuracy of correct determination (Williams, 1990). In Adelie penguins bill dimensions 
are not as useful as in gentoo penguins, and the discriminant analysis indicated that the best 
measurements for sex identification are flipper breadth (FB) and length of middle toe (LM). 

Males can be distinguished from the females by bill, flipper and middle toe 
measurements. The larger bill size of males is doubtless related to its role in attack, defense and 
nest construction as it was found in other pe~guins (Stonehouse, 1971; Warham, 1975 and 
Scolaro, 1987). 
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Table 1: Results of sex determination in adult Adelie penguins by means of discriminant 
analysis. 

Variables 

Discriminant function 

Discriminant function score 

% of correctly classified birds 

If W > C the sex is male 
If W < C the sex is female 

FB (Flipper Breadth) 
BD (Bill Depth) 

W = 0.428 FB + 1.40 BD 

C = 49.64 

80.4% 

If W = C the sex is indeterminate 

FB (Flipper Breadth) 
BD (Bill Depth) 

LM (Length Middle Toe) 

W = 0.348 FB + 1.46 BD + 
+ 0.311 LM 

C = 70.52 

87.0% 
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Fig: 1 

Figure 1: Adtlie penguin, schematic illustration of variables measured to differentiate sex. 
BL - body length, FL - flipper length, FB - flipper breadth, LT - tarsus length, 
LM - length of middle toe, AE - arc between eyes, FA - forehead arc, Le - bill 
length, BD - bill depth, BW - bill width. 
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Tableau 1: 

Figure 1: 

PHCYHOK 1: 

Tabla 1: 

Figura 1: 

Liste des tableaux 

Resultats de la determination du sexe ehez les manehots Adelie adultes au 
moyen de l'analyse diseriminante. 
Si W> C m31e 
Si W < C femelIe 
Si W = C le sexe est indetermine 

Liste des figures 

illustration sehematique des variables mesurees pour differencier les sexes ehez 
le manehot Adelie. BL: longueur du eorps, FL: longueur de l'aileron, FB: 
largeur de l'aileron, LT: longueur du tarse, LM: longueur du doigt median, AB: 
arc entre les yeux, FA: are frontal, LC: longueur du bee, BD: hauteur du bee, 
B: largeur du bee. 

CnHCOK Ta6JIHI..\ 

Pe3YJIbTaTbI onpe~eJIeHH5I nOJIOBOH npHHa~JIe)l{HOCTH nOJIOBO-

3peJIbIX nHHrBHHOB A~eJIH MeTO~OM ~HCKpHMHHaHTHoro aHaJIH3a. 

CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

IIHHrBHH A~eJIH, cxeMaTHlIeCKoe H306pa)l{eHHe nepeMeHHbIx, no 

KOTOPbIM onpe~eJI5IeTC5I nOJIOBa51 npHHa~JIe)l{HOcTb. 
BL - ~JIHHa TeJIa, FL - ~JIHHa KpbIJIa, FB - UIHpHHa KpbIJIa, LT - ~JIHHa 
nJIIOCHbI, LM - ~JIHHa cpe~Hero naJIbI..\a, AE - ~yra Me)l{~y r JIa3aMH, 

FA - JI06Ha51 ~yra, LC - ~JIHHa KJIIOBa, BD - BbICOTa KJIIOBa, BW - IDHpHHa 

KJIIOBa. 

Lista de las tablas 

Resultados de la determinaci6n del sexo de los pingUinos adelia adultos 
mediante un anaIisis diseriminante. 

Lista de las figuras 

PingUino adelia, ilustraei6n esquematiea de las variables medidas para 
diferenciar el sexo. BL - longitud del euerpo, FL - longitud de la aleta, 
FB - anehura de la aleta, LT - longitud del torso, LM - longitud del dedo 
medio de la pata, AB - arco entre los ojos, FA - arco de la frente, LC - longitud 
del pieo, BD - grosor del pieo, BW - aneho del pico. 
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WG-CEMP-90/9 

OPTIMIZATION OF SURVEY SAMPLING DESIGN IN THE DETECTION OF 
INTERANNUAL VARIABILITY AND PREY SIZE SELECTIVITY IN THE 
DIET OF PENGUINS 

E. Marschoff and B. Gonzalez* 

Abstract 

Based on the preliminary results of a survey of prey size in Adelie 
penguins, sampling designs intended for the detection of interannual 
variations in mean prey size and penguin size-related selectivity were 
analyzed in order to find the optimal allocation of observations at each 
level in nested ANOV A designs. The optimal numbers of penguins and 
krill to be used in the detection of interannual variability in the 
parameters concerned are recommended and a required sampling 
protocol is suggested. 

A table of minimal numbers of penguins to be sampled as a function of 
number of sampling dates and magnitude of the variance component is 
given, under the assumptions of balanced design and the variance 
component of "penguin-by-date" interaction equal to the variance 
component of "penguin-within-dates" obtained from a previous study 
in Bahia Esperanza. 

Restrictions have been fixed in accordance with the recommendations 
of the fourth meeting of WG-CEMP: minimum interannual variation for 
mean prey size is fixed at 10%; the test power is taken as 0.9 and 
Type I errors fixed at 0.1. 

Cost values of manpower required are based on Argentinian logistics. 

Resume 

Les modeles d'echantillonnage destines a la detection des variations 
interannuelles de la taille moyenne des proies et de la selectivite en 
fonction de la taille des manchots sont analyses sur la base des resultats 
preliminaires de la taille des proies chez les manchots Adelie, pour une 
allocation optimale des observations a chaque niveau des modeles 
ANOVA a emboitement. Le nombre optimal de manchots et d'individus 
de krill a utiliser pour la detection de la variabilite interannuelle est 
recommande, et un protocole d'echantillonnage suggere. 

Un tableau du nombre minimal de manchots a echantillonner en 
fonction du nombre de dates d'echantillonnage et de l'ampleur de la 
variance est donne, en presumant : un modele equilibre et l'interaction 
d'une variance des "manchots-par-dates" egale a la variance des 
"manchots-individuels-sur-un-meme-jour" obtenue a Bahia Esperanza, 
lors d'une etude anterieure. 

* Instituto Antartico Argentino, Direcci6n Nacional del Antartico, Cerrito 1248, 1010 Buenos Aires, 
Argentina 
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Des restrictions ont ete etablies confonnement aux recommandations de 
la quatrieme reunion du WG-CEMP : la variation interannuelle minimale 
de taille moyenne des proies est fixee a 10%; la puissance du test est 
fixee a 0.9 et les erreurs de type I a 0.1. 

Les COlaS de la main-d'reuvre sont fonction des nonnes argentines. 

Pe3IOMe 

Ha OCHOBaHHH npe,llBapHTeJIbHbIX pe3YJIbTaTOB HCCJIe,llOBaHHSI 

pa3MepHOro COCTaBa BH,lIOB, nOTpe6JISleMbIX nHHrBHHOM 

A,lIeJIH, cxeMbI c60pa npo6 B u,eJISlX BbISlBJIeHHSI Me:>KrO,llOBbIX 

H3MeHeHHti Cpe,llHero pa3Mepa nOTpe6JISleMbIX BH,lIOB H 

pa3MepHoti CeJIeKTHBHOCTH nHHrBHHOB aHaJIH3HpYIOTCSI C 

TOqKH 3peHHSI OnTHMaJIbHoti HHTeHCHBHOCTH Ha6JIIO,lIeHHti Ha 

Ka)J{,lIOM ypOBHe rHe3,l10BbIX cxeM. IIpe,llJIaraIOTCSI OnTHMaJIb

HbIe pa3MepbI npo6 KPHJISI H BbI6opOK nHHrBHHOB ,lIJISI 

BbISlBJIeHHSI Me:>KrO,llOBoti H3MeHqHBOCTH paCCMaTpHBaeMbIX 

napaMeTpOB H cxeMa B3S1THSI npo6. 

IIpHBe,lleHa Ta6JIHu,a, B KOTOPOti YKa3bIBaeTCSI 3aBHCHMOCTb 

MHHHMaJIbHOrO pa3Mepa BbI60PKH nHHrBHHOB H KOJIHqeCTBa 

,llHeti c60pa npo6, a TaK:>Ke BeJIHqHHa K03<pqmu,HeHTa 

H3MeHqHBOCTH, HCXO,llSl H3 Toro, qTO cxeMa C6aJIaHCHpOBaHa H 

H3MeHqHBOCTb CBSl3H "KOJIHqeCTBO nHHrBHHOB B BbI60pKe -

KOJIHQeCTBO ,lIHeti c60pa npo6" paBHa H3MeHQHBOCTH 3JIeMeHTa 

"KOJIHQeCTBO nHHrBHHOB, 06CJIe,llOBaHHoe B TeQeHHe 

onpe,lleJIeHHOrO nepHO,lla", BbISlBJIeHHoti B XO,lle npe,llbI,lIYIllero 

HCCJIe,llOBaHHSI B 3aJIHBe 3cnepaH3a. 

OrpaHHQeHHSI 6bIJIH YCTaHOBJIeHbI B COOTBeTCTBHH C 

YKa3aHHSlMH lleTBepToro COBeIllaHHSI Pa60Qeti rpynnbl no 

CEMP: MHHHMaJIbHOe Me:>KrO,lloBOe H3MeHeHHe Cpe,llHerO 

pa3Mepa nOTpe6JISleMblX BH,lIOB 6bIJIO YCTaHOBJIeHO Ha ypoBHe 

10%; QYBCTBHTeJIbHOCTb. npHHSlTa 3a 0,9 H ypoBeHb 

norpemHocTeti THna I - 0,1. 

CTOHMOCTb Heo6xo,llHMoti pa60Qeti CHJIbl OCHOBaHa Ha ,lIaHHbIX 

no apreHTHHCKOMY MaTepHaJIbHO-TeXHHQeCKOMY o6ecneQe

HHIO. 

Resumen 

Basandose en los resultados de estudios preliminares del tamafio de las 
especies-presa en la dieta de los pingiiinos adelia, para encontrar la 
asignacion optima de las observaciones para cada nivel de los disefios 
anidados ANOV A, se han analizado los disefios de muestreo dirigidos a 
la deteccion de las variaciones interanuales entre el tamano medio de la 
presa y la selectividad correspondiente de acuerdo al tamafio del 
pingiiino. Se recomiendan las cantidades optimas de pingiiinos y de 
krill que han de emplearse para la deteccion de la variabilidad interanual 
en los parametros relacionadso y se sugiere un protocolo de muestreo. 



Se presenta una tabla detallando la cantidad minima de pingiiinos de los 
cuales se deben tomar muestras en funci6n del numero de fechas de 
muestreo y de la magnitud del componente de varianza, suponiendo 
que: el disefio esm equilibrado y el factor de varianza de la interacci6n 
del "pingiiino a la fecha" es igual al factor varianza del "pingliino entre 
fechas" obtenido de un previo estudio realizado en la bahfa Esperanza. 

Las limitaciones han sido fijadas de acuerdo alas recomendaciones de 
la cuarta reuni6n del WG-CEMP: la variaci6n minima interanual para el 
tamafio medio de las especies-presa se fija en un 10%; la prueba de 
potencia se considera en 0.9 y los errores Tipo I se fijan en 0.1. 

El costo del personal requerido se basan en la logfstica argentina. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous paper (Marschoff and Gonzalez, 1989) a preliminary analysis of stomach 
contents of Ad6lie penguins from Bahfa Esperanza was made using a nested ANOV A design 
with data grouped by dates, "penguins-within-dates" and "krill-within-penguins". These data 
do not allow detection of the variability due to penguin selectivity because the design used was 
not intended to calculate the "penguin-by-dates" interaction. Taking account of the 1989 
deliberations of the Working Group for the CCAMLR Ecosystem Monitoring Program 
(WG-CEMP), the present paper develops a sampling protocol for the optimal allocation of 
observations at each sampling level. 

Noting that penguin selectivity not only might affect monitoring results but also has a 
biological interest of its own, a suitable sampling design for its detection is also discussed. 

2. DETECTIONOFINTERANNUAL VARIATIONS IN 
THE MEAN SIZE OF KRILL EATEN BY PENGUINS 

At the 1989 Meeting ofWG-CEMP, the desirable minimum size of changes to be detected 
was set at 10% of the parameter values. A value of 0.9 was suggested for the test power 
(probability of obtaining a significant result). 

In the nested ANOVA design, discussed in Marschoff and Gonzalez (1989), comparison 
between years results naturally in a new level added at the top. Exact F tests are obtained 
dividing the mean square for "years" group by the mean square for "dates-within-years" group. 

Given the costs of sampling at each level, it is possible to define a sampling protocol 
achieving the desired test power while minimizing cost. We will present the calculations made 
for the completely balanced case, along the lines discussed in Bliss (1967). The resulting 
design should be adjusted for different cost structures and ancillary objectives of the field work. 
In the present calculations manpower in Antarctica was estimated as four times as expensive as 
on the mainland. 

In our design (4-level nested Model 11 ANOVA), the expected mean square for "years" 
group is: 

(1) 
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where aicp is the variance component of the "krill-within-penguins" group, 

nK is the number of krill measured in each penguin sampled, 
cr;CD is the variance component of "penguins-within-dates" group, 

np is the number of penguins sampled each day, 
c?oCY is the variance component of "dates-in-years" group, 

nD is the number of sampling days, and 
cri the variance component due to differences between years. 

The expected values for the variance components and their 80% confidence intervals 
have been extracted from Table 3 of Marschoff and Gonzalez (1989): 

Variance Expected 80% Confidence Interval Limits 
Component Value Lower Upper 

aicp 44.1661 42.54 45.93 

2 
apCD 10.2986 7.33 14.98 

c?oCY 32.6738 12.91 51.62 

The cost associated with each determination of the annual mean results from the sum of 
costs at the different levels. We included the additional cost for the first unit of sub-samples 
(first sample from a penguin during the day or first sample of a "krill-within-a-penguin" group) 
at the higher sampling level. 

The yearly cost (C) of estimating the mean size of krill eaten by penguins at a given site 
is: 

where CD is the cost associated with each sampling day; not related to the number of 
penguins sampled. It is dependent on the location of colonies, other sampling 
programs to be carried out on the same colonies, etc. For Esperanza Base it was 
estimated on the basis of two people working for two and a half hours; 
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Cp is the cost of catching, sampling of a stomach content and labelling a penguin. 
Depending on methods, experience, etc, for Esperanza Base it was estimated 
based on two people working for 20 minutes; and the laboratory time was one 
person working for one hour to sort and clean the well-preserved fraction of 
stomach content; and 

CK is the cost of measuring and processing the measurements of one krill specimen. 
Actually it takes us about four to five minutes, but by means of automating the 
recording procedure reduces this to two and a half minutes. 



C should also include costs which are not directly dependent on the design, e.g. 
transportation, food, etc. 

The optimal numbers of penguins and krill (those yielding maximum information at a 
fixed cost) were calculated from: 

... 
np = 

2 
CD'O"PCD 

---- = 1.89 
C p • O"tcr 

2 C K • 0" PCD 
= 20.71 

These optimal numbers are sensitive to errors in a ratio between variance components. 
For this reason, 80% confidence limits were used in order to achieve the desired power of the 
test. In our case, the upper limit for optimal numbers has been calculated using the following 
expressions, where sub-indices u and 1 indicate the upper and lower limits of confidence 
intervals respectively: 

= 2.63 ~ 3 

= 25.03 :::; 26 

A 10% change in the mean of two years results in the following variance component due 
to interannual differences: 

The parametric mean length (J..l) of "krill-within-penguins" group, was estimated for 

Bah:fa Esperanza as 38.41 mm. This means that the value of 0"2 which we wish to detect will 
be 7.350. 

From (1) the cri can be expressed as a function of DD and the expected mean square 

for "dates" group E(MSD): 

( )
.-2 2 2 

E MSD = 0KCP + nK ' O"PCD + np' nK • O"DCY 
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Using the formulae for confidence intervals of variance components in an iterative 
procedure (Bliss, 1967, p. 259), the minimal value of DD yielding a 90% confidence interval 

for ai resulted in n=16. This value defines the size of sub-samples at the year level assuring 

a test power of 0.9 for the detection of a 10% variation in the mean size of krill eaten by 
penguins. Finally, the suggested sampling protocol is: 

Sample during the creche period on 16 selected days at random. On each day, 
three stomach contents of randomly selected penguins should be obtained 
including at least 26 well-preserved krill specimens the measurements of which 
are to be recorded. 

The value obtained for DK (number of krill in a stomach) seems to be relatively low. 
As these data might be used for other purposes, we recommend that either all krill present be 
recorded or that the sample be kept for further use. This model should be revised in view of the 
results of the penguin selectivity analysis. 

3. JESTING PENGUIN SELECTIVITY 

If extant, size selectivity of krill by penguins will result in a significant random factor. 
When isolated in an appropriate Model IT design, this factor will yield a variance component for 
penguins significantly different from zero (0;). 

A suitable design for such analysis is the two way Model II ANOV A where dates and 
penguins are crossed; the mean squares of factors should be tested against the mean squares of 
the "penguin-by-dates" interaction. The expressions for the expected mean squares are: 

E(MSD) = ~ 2 2 
K + nK . 0' PXD + np . nK . 0' D 

E(MSP) = ~ 2 2 K + nK . 0' PXD + nD ' nK . 0' P 

E(MSPxD) = cri + nK . O'!XD 

E(MSE) = cri 

We estimated that the variance component due to "krill-within-penguins" interaction as 

cri=44.1661 (Marschoff and Gonzalez, 1989) and the upper limit for the "penguins-by-dates" 

variance component as: 

We assumed that O'!XD ~ ~CD in the estimation of sample sizes would result in a test 

power at least equal to that required. The sample sizes obtained should therefore be considered 
as upper limits for the optimal values. Table 1 was constructed for different values of the 
penguin variance component based on the abovementioned assumption, 

It is to be noted that this design requires all penguins involved to be sampled on the 
same dates. As this is not possible because of the differences in penguin return dates, the actual 
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design will be incomplete. This results in a test power loss which cannot be estimated without 
the actual values (return date is in itself a random variable) and using more complicated designs. 
Therefore, Dp and DD values should be considered only as a guide for field work. 

The cross-classification Model II ANOV A might also be used for the comparison between 
fresh and digested fractions of stomach contents. In this case we have an extra component of 
variance coming from variation in meal times. This component will be a part of the interaction 
and cannot be assessed without direct information on its magnitude. Thence, at least a 
preliminary set of field data is needed to proceed with this line of investigation. 
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Table 1: Numbers of penguins to be sampled as a function of number of sampling dates and 
variance component due to differences between penguins. Test power fixed at 0.9. 

Variance Number of Sam )lin~ Dates 
Component 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

10.298 13 6 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

7.3750 19 8 5 4 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

3.2674 60 22 13 8 6 5 4 4 3 3 3 3 2 2 2 

1.0298 434 150 78 48 34 25 19 16 13 11 10 9 8 7 6 
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Tableau 1: 

Ta6JIlu~a 1: 

Tabla 1: 

Liste des tableaux 

Nombre de manchots a echantillonner en fonction du nombre de dates 
d'echantillonnage et de la variance due aux differences entre les manchots. 
Puissance du test fixee a 0.9. 

CmwoK Ta6JUlu, 

3aBHCHMOCTb KOJIH1IeCTBa nHHf'BHHOB B BbI60pKe OT KOJIH1IeCTBa ~Heti 
c60pa npo6 H KOMnOHeHTa H3MeHlIHBOCTH, CB5.l3aHHOf'O C Pa3JIHlIH5.lMH 

Me)K~y OC065.1MH nHHf'BHHOB. tIYBcTBHTeJIbHOCTb npHH5.lTa 3a 0,9. 

Lista de las tablas 

Cantidad de pingtiinos que deben ser muestreados, en funci6n del numero de 
fechas de muestreo y del factor de varianza debido alas diferencias entre 
pingiiinos. Potencia fijada en 0.9. 
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WG-CEMP-90/19 

INVESTIGATIONS OF REQUIRED SAMPLING REGIMES FOR 
ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS 

D.J. Agnew* 

Abstract 

The sensitivity of different sampling regimes in identifying interannual 
changes in environmental parameters was investigated using 
environmental data from Davis Station, Antarctica, from 1985 to 1987. 
Strong daily, depressional (4 to 5 days) and yearly cycles were seen in 
temperature, wind speed and pressure. Sampling daily maxima and 
minima would be sufficient to detect a 2 to 3°C change in monthly mean 
temperature over two years with a significance a of 0.05 and a power P 
of 0.8. Sampling wind speed continuously or as daily maxima and 
minima would be sufficient to detect a 10 to 20% change in monthly 
mean log-transformed wind speed a of 0.05 and P of 0.9. 

Resume 

La sensibilite des differents regimes d'echantillonnage pour 
l'identification des changements interannuels dans les parametres de 
l'environnement a ete examinee a l'aide des donnees de 
l'environnement de la station Davis, Antarctique, de 1985 a 1987. 
D'importants cycles journaliers, depressionnaires (4 a 5 jours) et 
annuels ont ete notes pour la temperature, la force du vent et la pression 
atmospherique. 11 suffirait d'echantillonner les temperatures 
journalieres maximales et minimales pour deceler une variation de 2-3°C 
dans la temperature mensuelle moyenne sur deux ans avec une 
signification a de 0.05 et P de 0.8. Un releve continu de la force du 
vent ou des vitesses maximales et minimales journalieres suffirait a 
deceler un changement de 10-20% dans la vitesse moyenne du vent 
transformee par ca1cullogarithmique avec a de 0.05 et P de 0.9. 

Pe3IOMe 

tIYBCTBHTeJIbHOCTb Pa3JIH4HbIX pe)KHMOB perHCTpaL\HH 

.z:.aHHbIX npH Bbl5IBJIeHHH Me)KrO,llOBbIX H3MeHeHHH napaMeTpOB 

oKpy)KaIO~eH Cpe,llbl 6blJIa H3Y4eHa Ha npHMepe ,llaHHbIX, 

nOJIY4eHHblX Ha CTaHL\HH )leHBHc, AHTapKTHKa, 3a nepHO,ll C 

1985 no 1987 rr. 1I3MeHeHH5I TeMnepaTypbl, CKOPOCTH BeTpa H 

aTMOc<pepHoro ,llaBJIeHH5I xapaKTepH30BaJIHCb 5IpKO Bblpa)l{eH

HblMH CYT04HbIMH, ,llenpeccHoHHblMH (4-5 ,llHeH) H rO,llOBbIMH 

L\HKJIaMH. PerHCTpaL\HH e)l{e,llHeBHblX MaKCHMaJIbHblX H 

MHHHMaJIbHblX nOKa3aTeJIeH ,llOCTaT04HO ,llJI5I Bbl5IBJIeHH5I 

H3MeHeHH5I Cpe,llHeMeC5I4HOH TeMnepaTYpw B 2-3°C Ha 

npOT5I)I{eHHH ,llBYX JIeT npH 3Ha4HMOCTH ex. B 0,05 HP B 0,8. )lJI5I 

Toro, 4To6bl Bbl5IBHTb 10-20% H3MeHeHH5I B Cpe,llHeMeC5I4HOM 

* CCAMLR Secretariat, 25 Old Wharf, Hobart, Tasmania, 7000 
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JIOf'apH<pMe CKOPOCTH BeTpa npH 0.=0,05 H P=0,9 ,llOCTaTOtIHO 

nOCTO~HHO pef'HCTpHpoBaTb CKOPOCTb BeTpa HJIH pef'HCTpH

pOBaTb e:>Ke,llHeBHble MHHHMaJIbHble H MaKCHMaJIbHble nOKa3a

TeJlH CKOPOCTH BeTpa. 

Resumen 

A partir de los datos ambientales de los afios 1985 a 1987 procedentes 
de la estacion antartica de Davis, se analiza la sensibilidad de distintos 
metodos de muestreo para determinar los cambios interanuales de los 
parametros del medio ambiente. Se observan marcados ciclos diarios, 
anticiclonicos (4 a 5 was) y anuales de la temperatura, la velocidad del 
viento y la presion. El muestreo diario de la maxima y minima bastarfa 
para detectar un cambio mensual en la temperatura minima media de 
2-3°C en un periodo de mas de dos afios, con una significacion ex de 
0.05 y una potencia P de 0.8. El muestreo continuo de la velocidad del 
viento 0 de la maxima y minima seria suficiente para detectar un cambio 
de un lOa 20% en la velocidad media mensual del viento, transformada 
logaritmicamente, con una significacion ex de 0.05 y una potencia 
P de 0.9. 

1. IN1RODUCflON 

Monitoring of selected environmental parameters is one of the basic components of the 
CCAMLR Ecosystem Monitoring Program (CEMP). This monitoring should be designed in 
such a way as to provide the information necessary to distinguish between changes in the 
monitored system induced by harvesting of particular species (especially krill) and changes 
resulting from environmental variability (SC-CAMLR-V, Annex 6, paragraph 40). 

Two categories of environmental parameters were defined by WG-CEMP (1989): those 
which have a direct affect on the predators and those which affect predators indirectly through 
their influence on the distribution and abundance of prey. Within the first category the 
WG-CEMP selected sea ice cover, snow cover and local weather (air temperature, atmospheric 
pressure, wind direction and speed) for monitoring at land-based CEMP study sites 
(SC-CAMLR-VIII, Annex 7, Table 6). . 

Sampling strategies for weather conditions should be defined so that changes in 
environmental parameters can be confidently identified. Sample size and frequency should be 
chosen so that ex, the probability of making a Type I error (rejecting the null hypothesis when 
there is no effect) and ~, the probability of making a Type IT error (accepting the null hypothesis 
when there is an effect) are both minimised. Type IT errors are especially important in studies 
affecting conservation issues, where the penalty of not detecting a real effect may be the serious 
depletion of a protected resource (Peterman, 1990). The CEMP Working Group (1989) 
suggested that sampling strategies should be able to detect a 10% or 20% change in a parameter 
with a significance level exS 01 and a statistical power of P (= 1-~) ;::: 0.8. 

This paper examines several meteorological parameters measured at Davis Station, 
collected by the Australian Bureau of Meteorology. I will investigate the characteristics of the 
data and suggest sampling regimes that are sufficiently sensitive to changes in meteorological 
parameters. 
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2. METHODS 

Data for 1985 to 1987 describing air temperature (dry bulb), atmospheric pressure, 
wind speed and direction were obtained from the Australian Bureau of Meteorology for Davis 
Station, Antarctica. The data were recorded at three hour intervals throughout the whole day at 
0200,0500, 0800, 1100, 1400, 1700, 2000 and 2300 (eight samples per day). 

The data were first examined for general temporal characteristics, and in particular the 
presence of cyclic phenomena. Subsequently, sensitivity analyses were performed on the data 
assuming that the means and standard deviations calculated from the available data were 
approximations for the population mean and standard deviation, Il and 0'. These analyses 
involve the calculation of the required sample size such that a certain level of change would be 
detectable at a significance level of a and at a power of P. The method of Sokal and Rohlf 
(1981) was used along the guidelines suggested in WG-CEMP-89/13. The required sample size, 
n was obtained from 

n ~ 2(0'/B)2(ta[v]+t2(1-P)[v])2 

where 0' is the true standard deviation, 0 is the smallest true difference that it is desired to detect, 
v the degree is of freedom (=r(n-l), where r is the number of years or replicates over which 
the effect is detected), ta[v] and t2(1-P)[v] are obtained from a two-tailed t table with v 
degrees of freedom. 

Temperature and wind speed were chosen for this analysis since they are probably the 
two most directly influential on predators; they were examined for the months of December, 
January, February and March, the months most important to predators. The period of a month 
was chosen for inter-seasonal comparisons (Le., as the time period over which the calculations 
of Il and 0' were made) for reasons that will be discussed later. Wind direction was not 
investigated since it requires a different type of analysis (Mardia, 1980). 

3. TEMPORAL CHARACTERISTICS OF ENVIRONMENTAL PARAMETERS 

All environmental parameters can be expected to display one or more of three temporal 
cycles: Daily, "Depressional" and Yearly. Daily cycles are triggered by daily heating and 
cooling. "Depressional" cycles are associated with the regular passage of depressions around 
the Antarctic continent. Yearly cycles are those associated with seasonal variation. Cycles of 
greater period are not considered here. 

Figure 1 shows the variation in minimum daily temperature in January for 1985 to 
1987. The 4- to 5-day depressional cycles are clearly seen. Figure 2 shows the same 
phenomenon in a plot of maximum daily pressure reading for January 1985. Figure 3 shows 
maximum daily wind speed in January for 1985 to 1987, demonstrating the effect of the 
depressional cycles and showing a strong gale in 1985. Figure 4 details wind speed data for 
January 1985 by three hour sampling period, and shows the daily cycle and its overlaid 
depressional cycle. 

The occurrence of cyclic phenomena at Davis Station, including the suspected 
occurrence of cycles in other parameters, is shown in Table 1. 

4. TEMPERATURE 

Mean and standard deviation were calculated for minimum and maximum temperatures 
in January. Data for January 1985 and 1987 were combined for this calculation because they 
have similar mean values; data for January 1986 were not used because temperatures in that 
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year were lower than for the other two years (see Figure 1). Maximum and minimum 
temperatures had means of 3.62 and -0.48 and standard deviations of 1.931 and 1.488 
respectively (n=62). Sensitivity analysis for January, for two years of monitoring, is shown in 
Table 2. Summary information for the months December to March, taking a=0.05 and P=0.8, 
is given in Table 3. 

These results indicate that with a sample size of about 30 maximum and minimum 
temperature readings (1 per day), a mean temperature change of ±2°C in December and January 
could be reliably detected at Davis Station, but that in later months, when temperature starts 
falling rapidly, a mean temperature of ±3°C would be the smallest change reliably detected. 

5. WIND SPEED 

These data were first analysed using all the 1985 to 1987 data, i.e. data determined 
using a sampling regime of eight samples per day. The readings of wind speed at Davis Station 
for January 1986 and 1987 showed an approximately log-normal distribution with a mean of 
1.99 (=7.32 kn) and standard deviation of 0.707 (n=496). Sensitivity analysis is shown in 
Table 4. This shows that sampling on a regular basis with about 250 samples per month (about 
eight per day) would be sufficient to identify changes of 10% in log mean wind speed. 

The analysis above does not take into account the fact that there is a daily cycle in wind 
speed at Davis Station (see Figure 4). An alternative regime for sampling under these 
conditions is to record maxima and minima, in which case the sample size is fixed at 30 to 
31 per month. The results of sensitivity analyses, conducted on log maximum daily wind 
speeds (kn) calculated from Davis Station data for 1985 to 1987 are shown in Table 5. 

These results suggest that sampling maximum wind speed with one sample per day 
(n-30 per month) may produce data sufficient to identify 10% changes in maximum wind 
speed in January but would only identify changes of 20% in other months. 

6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Three possible sampling regimes that could be adopted for recording weather conditions 
are as follows: 

(A) single 'spot' sampling once or twice a day at specified times; 
(B) repeated sampling throughout the day at regular intervals; and 
(C) sampling of daily maximum and minimum information alone. 

It is evident that where a strong daily cycle is present method (A) will be inadequate to 
sample environmental parameters because it cannot be assumed that the daily pattern will 
duplicate itself exactly between days, seasons or years. Use of method (B) will yield most 
information and will also produce estimates for the values obtained using method (C). Thus 
for most parameters regime B is the most sensible regime since we know that daily cycles in the 
parameters do occur. 

It is also evident that for parameters that do not exhibit daily cycles, increased frequency 
of spot sampling should increase the power to detect inter-seasonal changes in parameters. 

In order to compare the local weather conditions in different breeding seasons, it is 
necessary to choose a time interval for which to calculate an index of an environmental 
parameter. For instance, spring temperature in 1989 may be compared with spring temperature 
in 1990. Because there is a great deal of seasonal change in Antarctic environmental 
conditions, choice of periods shorter than a few months is necessary. However, the presence 
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of 4- to 5-day depressional cycles in many of the parameters studied here means that the time 
interval chosen should be greater than a few of these cycles. It is suggested that the choice of 
one month as a time interval may be sufficient to avoid spurious results associated with 
depressional cycles yet short enough to avoid significant seasonal influences. 

The results of sensitivity analyses of temperature and maximum wind speed at Davis 
Station are given in Table 6. These results suggest that sampling temperature using regime (C) 
and wind speed with regime (B) would provide data that was sensitive to changes in conditions 
between years (Le., changes in the parameters of the stated magnitudes could be detected with 
acceptably low probabilities of Type I and Type IT errors). 

The following are suggested regimes for the other environmental parameters: 

Pressure 

Wind direction 

Ice type 

Ice cover 

Snow cover 

(A) or (C) 

(B) 

(A) 

(A) or (C) 

(A) 

- daily cycles are unlikely in barometric pressure; 

- spot sampling and max/min information have 
no meaning here; 

- daily cycles are unlikely; 

- daily cycles are unlikely; 

Diurnal variability is one of the most significant causes of variation in environmental 
data. If parameters do show diurnal variation, the effective sample rate can be no more than 
one per day. Seasonal variability is also extremely important, especially in high latitudes and 
comparisons of weather conditions between years must take this into account. I have suggested 
that the shortest period that can be used to compare conditions between years at Davis Station is 
one month; shorter periods will be influenced by the depressional cycles identified in the data. 
This means that a sample size of about 30 readings is likely to be the most convenient to use in 
these studies, but this is sufficient to detect changes of only 2° to 3°C in temperature and 10 to 
20% in wind speed. For example, the slightly lower mean maximum temperature in January 
1986 (2.6°C compared with 3.7°C and 3.6°C for 1985 and 1986 respectively) would not have 
been detected with the required levels of significance and power. 

The results of this study apply to the environmental conditions specific to Davis Station. 
Whilst the general principles of the effect of daily and depressional cycles may hold for other 
sites, analyses similar to this one should be carried out in other areas to investigate the effects of 
sample size on the expected detection efficiency before a particular sampling regime is chosen. 
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Table 1: Occurrence of cyclic phenomena at Davis Station. Suspected occurrence of other 
parameters is shown in parentheses. 

Parameters Cycles 

Daily Depressional Yearly 

Temperature + + + 
Pressure + + 
Wind Speed + + + 
Wind Direction (+) (+) (+) 
Snow cover (+) (+) (+) 
Ice type (+) 
Ice cover (+) 

Table 2: Sample size required to detect a change in January mean daily maximum 
temperature over two years of monitoring at Davis Station. 

a=0.1 a=0.05 

0 P=0.6 P=0.8 P=0.9 P=0.6 P=0.8 P=0.9 

1°C 27 47 65 37 60 80 
2"C 7 12 16 10 15 20 
3°C 5 5 7 6 8 10 

Table 3: Sample size required to detect a change in maximum and minimum temperature at 
Davis Station monitored over a two-year period, at a=0.05 and P=0.8. Mean and 
standard deviations calculated using data from 1985 and 1987. Changes are shown 
as absolute changes in the mean temperature. 

Mean Standard Change 
Deviation 1°C 2°C 3°C 

December max 2.273 1.812 53 13 7 

December min -2.253 1.738 48 12 7 

January max 3.621 1.931 60 15 8 

January min -0.482 1.488 35 10 6 

February max -0.848 2.890 132 33 15 

February min -5.141 3.304 172 44 19 

Marchmax -5.473 3.495 193 49 22 

Marchmin -11.574 3.846 233 59 27 
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Table 4: Sample size required to detect a change in January mean wind strength over two 
years of monitoring at Davis Station. 

<x=0.1 <x=0.05 

0 P=0.6 P=0.8 P=0.9 P=0.6 P=0.8 P=0.9 

10% 93 157 217 125 199 266 
20% 23 40 55 32 50 68 
30% 10 18 24 14 22 30 

Table 5: Sample size required to detect a change in log maximum wind speed at Davis 
Station monitored over a two-year period, at «=0.05 and P=0.8 or 0.9. Mean and 
standard deviations were calculated using data from 1985 and 1987. Changes are 
shown as percentage changes in the mean log maximum wind speed. 

P=0.8 P=0.9 

Mean Standard Change 
Deviation 10% 20% 10% 20% 

December 2.750 0.466 46 11 62 15 
Januarymax 2.635 0.368 31 9 42 10 
February max 2.703 0.437 42 10 56 14 
Marchmax 2.624 0.514 62 15 82 21 

Table 6: Results of analyses of temperature and wind speed data from Davis Station. 

Sampling Sample Size Target Change Sensitivity 
Parameter Regime Per Month Observed 

Temperature max/min daily n-30 2-30 High power of 
information detection 

Wind speed daily multiple n=8 per day 10-20% High 
recording for one month 

daily multiple n-30 10-20% High 
recording 

ormax/min 
information 
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of depressional cycles. 
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Figure 2: Maximum daily pressure for January 1985, Davis Station, showing the effect of 
depressional cycles. 
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Figure 3: Maximum daily wind speed in January for 1985 to 1987, Davis Station, showing 
the effect of depressional cycles. 
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Figure 4: Daily wind speed by three hour sampling period for January 1985, Davis Station, 
showing daily cycles. 
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Tableau 1: 

Tableau 2: 

Tableau 3: 

Tableau 4: 

Tableau 5: 

Tableau 6: 

Figure 1: 

Figure 2: 

Figure 3: 

Figure 4: 

Legende des tableaux 

Manifestation des phenomenes cycliques a la station Davis. Manifestation 
suspectee d'autres parametres entre parentheses. 

Nombre de releves necessaires pour deceler un changement de temperature 
maximale journaliere moyenne de janvier, sur 2 annees de contrOle a la station 
Davis. 

Nombre de releves necessaires pour deceler un changement de temperatures 
maximale et minim ale a la station Davis contrOlee sur 2 ans, avec a=0,05 et 
P=O,8. Calcul de l'ecart-type et de l'ecart moyen a l'aide des donnees de 1985 
et 1987. Les changements apparaissent en changements absolus de la 
temperature moyenne. 

Nombre de releves necessaires pour deceler un changement de la force 
moyenne du vent en janvier, sur 2 annees de contrOle a la station Davis 

Nombre de releves necessaires pour deceler un changement de la force du vent 
en logarithmes, en janvier, sur 2 annees de controle a la station Davis avec 
a=0,05 et P=0,8 ou 0,9. Le calcul des ecarts-type et moyen a ete effectue a 
partir des donnees de 1985 et 1987. Les changements apparaissent en 
pourcentage de la force maximale moyenne logarithmique du vent. 

Resultats des analyses des donnees de temperature et de force du vent 
provenant de la station Davis. 

Liste des figures 

Temperature journaliere moyenne en janvier, de 1985 a 1987, station Davis, 
illustrant l'effet des cycles depressionnaires. 

Pression atmospherique journaliere maximale en janvier 1985, station Davis, 
illustrant l'effet des cycles depressionnaires. 

Vitesse maximale journaliere du vent en janvier, de 1985 a 1987, station Davis, 
illustrant l'effet des cycles depressionnaires. 

Vitesse journaliere du vent par periode de re1eves de trois heures en janvier 
1985, station Davis, illustrant les cycles journaliers. 

Cm-ICOK Ta6mu-\ 

UHKJUlt:leCKHe 5IBJIeHH5I B patioHe CTaHlJ;HH l{etiBHC. llpe,llnOJIaraeMOe 

HaJIHt:lHe ,llpyrHx napaMeTpOB nOKa3aHO B cKo6Kax. 

Pa3Mep npo6bI, Heo6xo,llHMbIti ,llJI5I BbI5IBJIeHH5I H3MeHeHHti 5IHBapcKoti 

Cpe,llHeti MaKCHMaJIbHoti CYTOt:lHoti TeMnepa TYPbI npH MOHHTopHHre 

Ha npOT5I)I{eHHH ,llBYX JIeT - CTaHlJ;H5I l{etiBHC. 
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Ta6JIH~a 3: 

PHCYHOK 1: 

PHCYHOK 2: 

PHCYHOK 3: 

PHCYHOK 4: 

Tabla 1: 

Tabla2: 

Tabla 3: 
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Pa.3Mep np06bl, He06xo~HMblti ~JI5I Bbl5IBJIeHH5I H3MeHeHHti 

MaKCHMaJIbHoti H MHHHMaJIbHoti TeMnepaTypbl npH MOHHTopHHre Ha 

npOT5I)I{eHHH ~BYX JIeT (CTaH~H5I tletiBHC) npH a=0,05 H P=0,8. 
Cpe~Hee H CTaH~apTHoe OTKJIOHeHHe BblllHCJIeHbl no ~aHHbIM 3a 1985 
H 1987 rr. H3MeHeHH5I nOKa3aHbl KaK a6COJIlOTHble H3MeHeHH5I cpe~Heti 

TeMn epa TYPbl. 

Pa.3Mep np06bl, He06xo~HMblti ~JI5I Bbl5IBJIeHH5I H3MeHeHHti 5IHBapcKoti 

cpe~Heti CKOPOCTH BeTpa npH MOHHTopHHre Ha npOT5I)I{eHHH ~BYX 
JIeT - CTaHI..V.f5I tletiBHC. 

Pa.3Mep np06bl, He06xo~HMblti ~JI5I Bbl5IBJIeHH5I H3MeHeHHti JIor

MaKCHMaJIbHoti CKOPOCTH BeTpa npH MOHHTopHHre Ha npOT5I)I{eHHH 

~BYX JIeT (CTaH~H5I tletiBHC), npH a=O,05 H P=O,8 HJIH 0,9. Cpe~Hee H 

CTaH~apTHoe OTKJIOHeHHe BblllHCJIeHbl no ~aHHbIM 3a 1985 H 1987 rr. 
H3MeHeHH5I nOKa.3aHbl KaK npo~eHTHble H3MeHeHH5I cpe~Hero 
JIOrapmpMa MaKCHMaJIbHoti CKOPOCTH BeTpa. 

Pe3YJIbTaTbl aHaJIH3a ~aHHbIX no TeMnepaType H CKOPOCTH BeTpa -

CTaH~H5I tletiBHc. 

CnHCOK PHCYHKOB 

Cpe~H5I5I cYTollHa5I TeMnepaTypa B slHBape C 1985 no 1987 rr., 

CTaH~H5I tletiBHc. IIOKa.3aHO B03~eticTBHe ~enpeccHoHHblX ~HKJIOB. 

MaKCHMaJIbHOe CYTollHoe aTMoc<I>epHoe ~aBJIeHHe 3a 5IHBapb 1985 r., 
CTaH~H5I tletiBHc. IIoKa.3aHo B03~eticTBHe ~enpeccHoHHblX ~HKJIOB. 

MaKCHMaJIbHa5I cYTollHa5I CKOPOCTb BeTpa B 5IHBape C 1985 no 1987 
rr., CTaH~H5I tletiBHc. IIOKa.3aHO B03~eticTBHe ~enpeccHoHHblX 
~HKJIOB. 

CYTOllHa5I CKOPOCTb BeTpa no TpexlIacoBblM nepHo~aM perHcTpa~HH 
~aHHbIX 3a 5IHBapb 1985 r., CTaH~H5I tletiBHc. IIOKa.3aHbl CYTollHble 

~HKJIbl. 

Lista de las tablas 

Ocurrencia de los fen6menos cfclicos en la estaci6n Davis. La presunta 
ocurrencia de otros panimetros se muestra en parentesis. 

Numero de mediciones requerido para detectar cambios en la temperatura 
media maxima diaria de enero durante un perfodo de estudio de 2 alios en la 
estaci6n Davis. 

Numero de mediciones requerido para detectar cambios en la temperatura 
media maxima y minima estudiada durante un perfodo de 2 alios en la estaci6n 
Davis, con a=0.05 y P=0.8. La desviaci6n media y estandar fueron 
calculadas utilizando los datos de 1985 y 1987. Se presentan los cambios 
como cambios absolutos en la temperatura media. 



Tabla4: 

Tabla5: 

Tabla6: 

Figura 1: 

Figura2: 

Figura 3: 

Figura4: 

Numero de mediciones requerido para detectar cambios en la intensidad media 
del viento en enero durante un periodo de estudio de 2 afios en la 
estaci6n Davis. 

Numero de mediciones requerido para detectar cambios en ellogaritmo de la 
intensidad maxima del viento, estudiada durante un periodo de 2 afios en la 
estaci6n Davis, con 0.=0.05 y P=0.8 60.9. La desviaci6n media y esmndar 
fueron calculadas utilizando los datos de 1985 y 1987. Se presentan los 
cambios como porcentajes de cambios en la media del logaritmo de la 
intensidad maxima del viento. 

Resultados de los analisis de los datos de temperatura y velocidad del viento en 
la estaci6n Davis. 

Lista de las figuras 

Temperatura media diaria de enero, desde 1985 a 1987, en la estaci6n Davis. 
Se pueden observar los efectos de los cic10s anticic16nicos. 

Presi6n maxima diaria registrada en el mes de enero, de 1985 a 1987, en la 
estaci6n Davis. Se pueden observar los efectos de los cic10s anticic16nicos. 

Velocidad maxima diaria del viento de enero, desde 1985 a 1987, en la estaci6n 
Davis. Se pueden observar los efectos de los cic10s anticic16nicos. 

Velocidad diaria del viento registrada durante un periodo de tres horas, en 
enero 1985, en la estaci6n Davis. Se pueden observar los cic10s diarios. 
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